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Messrs. CLARK have now pleasure in intimating their arrangements, in con-

junction with the well-known firm of Scribner and Co., of New York, and

under the Editorship of Dr. Philip Schaff, for the Publication of Translations

of the Commentaries of Dr. Lange and his CoUaborateurs, on the Old and New
Testaments.

Of the Old Testament, they have published the

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF GENESIS, One Volume,
imperial 8vo, to which is prefixed a Theological and Homiletical Introduc-

tion to the Old Testament, and a Special Introduction to Genesis. By
Professor Tayler Lewis, LL.D., comprising Excursus on aU the chief sub-

jects of Controversy.

COMMENTARY ON PROVERBS, ECCLESIASTES, AND
THE SONG OF SOLOMON, in One Volume. By Otto Zoceler, D.D.,

Professor of Theology at Greisswald.

COMMENTARY ON JEREMIAH AND LAMENTATIONS,
in One Volume. By Dr. C. W. E. Nagelsbach.

Other Volumes on the Old Testament are in active preparation, and will be

announced as soon as ready.

Messrs. Clark have already published in the Foreign Theological Library

the Commentaries on St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, and the Acts of the

Apostles.

They had resolved to issue that on St. John only in the imperial 8vo form
;

but at the request of many of their Subscribers they will publish it (without

Dr. SchafE's Additions) in Two Volumes, demy 8vo, uniform with the Foreign

Theological Library, which will be supplied to Subscribers at 10s. 6d.

There are now ready (in imperial Svo, double column),

COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN, in One
Volume. By J. P. Lange, D.D. Translated, Revised, Enlarged, and

Edited by Rev. Drs. Yeoman and Schaff.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL TO THE
ROMANS. By J. P. Lange, D.D., and F. R. Fay. Revised, Enlarged,

and Edited by Dr. Schaff.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL TO THE
COIIINTHIA.NS. By C. F. Kling, D.D.
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COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL TO THE
GALATIANS, by Otto Schmoller, P.D. EPHESIANS, PHILIPPIANS,

and COLOSSIANS, by Karl Braune, D.D. In One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSA-
LONIANS, by Professors Auberlen and Riggenbach. On the Epistles to

TIMOTHY, TITUS, and PHILEMON, by Professor Van Oosterzee. On

the Epistle to the HEBREWS, by C. M. MoLL, D.D. In One Volume.

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE OF JAMES, by Prof.

Van Oosterzee. On the Epistles of PETER, by C. F. Fronmuller, Ph.D.

On the Epistles of JOHN, by K. Braune, D.D. On the Epistle of JUDE,

by C. F. Fronmuller, Ph.D. In One Volume.

The New Testament is thus complete, with the exception of the Commentary

on the Book of Revelation, which is in progress.

The Commentaries on Matthew, in one volume ; Mark and Luke, in one

volume ; and on Acts, in one volume, may be had uniform with the above if

desired.

Each of the above volumes (three on Old Testament and five on Epistles)

will be supplied to Subscribers to the Foreign Theological Library and

Ante-Nicene Library, or to Purchasers of complete sets of Old Testament

(so far as published), and of Epistles, at 15s. The price to others will be

21s. each volume.

Dr. Lange's Commeritary on the Old and New Testaments is the combined labour of

a large number of the most able and distinguished scholars and divines of Europe, who
have spared no pains to make it the standard commentary of Christendom. Dr. Schaff

is beiug assisted by several of the most eminent scholars in the United States, among
whom are Professors Slicdd, Yeoman, Hackett, Kendrick, Day, Drs. Poor, Sobaeffer,

and Taj'ler Lewis, and has made large and valuable addilions, comprising nearly one-
third more matter than the original German. It thus combines the united evangelical

scholarship of Europe and America, and is a commentary truly scholarly and learned,

yet popular, orthodox, and sound in the evangelical seuse, wliile it is uusectariau and
liberal, aud cathnlio in spirit and aim, combiuiug with original research the most
valuable results of the exogetical labours of the past and the present, and making them
available for the practical use of the clergy aud the general good of the Church. No
minister's or laynuvu's library will be complete without it.

'It is with no common feeliugj of gratification that we note the progress of this truly

noble work of Dr. Lange's through the press. There is no commentary in our language
at all to compare with it i-i fulness, availablenes.s, and scholarly care. . . . Those who
have been turned awaj' from buying or using it by reason of its bulk, or its look as a
compilation, have lost much iherel)y. The series combines in quite an unexampled way
original scholarship of the first order, with doctrinal and homiletical matter of a very rich

aud varied character.'

—

Presbyterian.
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THE SECOND BOOK OF MOSES.

(EXODUS.)

CONSECRATION OF ISRAEL AS THE COVENANT NATION.

DELIVERANCE FROM EGYPT.—CHAP. XII.-XIII. 16.

HAP. xii. 1-28. Institution of the Passover.—
The deliverance of Israel from the bondage of

Egypt was at hand ; also their adoption as the nation

of Jehovah (chap. vi. 6, 7). But for this a divine

consecration was necessary, that their outward severance from

the land of Egypt might be accompanied by an inward sever-

ance from everything of an Egyptian or heathen nature. This

consecration was to be imparted by the Passover— a festival

which was to lay the foundation for Israel's birth (Hos. ii. 5)

into the new life of grace and fellowship with God, and to

renew it perpetually in time to come. This festival was there-

fore instituted and commemorated before the exodus from

Egypt. Vers. 1-28 contain the directions for the Passover :

viz. vers. 1—14 for the keeping of the feast of the Passover

before the departure from Egypt, and vers. 15-20 for the seven

days' feast of unleavened bread. In vers. 21-27 Moses com-

municates to the elders of the nation the leading instructions as

to the former feast, and the carrying out of those instructions

is mentioned in ver. 28.

Yers. 1 and 2. By the words, " in the land of Egi/pt," the

law of the Passover which follows is brought into connection

with the giving of the law at Sinai and in the fields of Moab,

and is distinguished in relation to the former as the first or foun-

dation law for the congregation of Jehovah. The creation of
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Israel as the people of Jehovah (Isa. xliii. 15) commenced with

the institution of the Passover. As a proof of this, it was pre-

ceded by the appointment of a new era, fixing the commence-

ment of the congregation of Jehovah. " This montli^ (i.e. the

present in which ye stand) " he to you the head (i.e. the be-

ginning) of the months, the first let it he to you for the months of

the year;^ i.e. let the numbering of the months, and therefore

the year also, begin with it. Consequently the Israelites had

hitherto had a different beginning to their year, probably only a

civil year, commencing with the sowing, and ending with the

termination of the harvest (cf. xxiii. 16) ; whereas the Egyptians

most likely commenced their year with the overflowing of the

Nile at the summer solstice (cf. Lepsius, Chron. 1, pp. 148 sqq.).

The month which was henceforth to be the first of the year, and

is frequently so designated (chap. xl. 2, 17 ; Lev. xxiii. 5, etc.),

is called Ahih (the ear-month) in chap. xiii. 4, xxiii. 15, xxxiv.

18, Deut. xvi. 1, because the corn was then in ear ; after the

captivity it was called Nisan (Neh. ii. 1 ; Esth. iii. 7). It cor-

responds very nearly to our April.

Vers. 3-14. Arrangements for the Passover.— ^^ All the con-

gregation of Israel" was the nation represented by its elders

(cf. ver. 21, and my bibl. Arch. ii. p. 221). " On the tenth of this

(i.e. the first) month, let every one take to himself i^^ (a lamb,

lit. a young one, either sheep or goats ; ver. 5, and Deut. xiv. 4),

according to fathers' houses" (yid. vi. 14), i.e. according to the

natural distribution of the people into families, so that only the

members of one family or family circle should unite, and not an

indiscriminate company. In ver. 21 mishpachoth is used instead.

" A lamh for the house,^' ri]|Zi, i.e. the family forming a house-

hold.—Ver. 4. But if " the house he too small for a lamb'''' (lit.

" small from the existence of a lamh," ip comparative : nipo ni""!!

is an existence which receives its purpose from the lamb, which

answers to that purpose, viz. the consumption of the lamb, i.e. if

a family is not numerous enough to consume a lamb), " let him

(the house-father) and his nearest neighhour against his house

take (sc. a lamb) according to the calculation of the persons.'"

npsp computatio (Lev. xxvii. 23), from Dp3 computare; and D30,

the calculated amount or number (Num. xxxi. 28) : it only

occurs in the Pentateuch. " Every one according to the measure

of Ids eating shall ye reckon for the lamh:" i.e. in deciding whether
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several families had to unite, in order to consume one lamb,

they were to estimate how much each person would be likely to

eat. Consequently more than two families might unite for this

purpose, when they consisted simply of the father and mother

and little children. A later custom fixed ten as the number of

persons to each paschal lamb ; and Jonathan has interpolated

this number into the text of his Targum.—Ver. 5. The kind of

lamb : C^pJ^ integer, uninjured, without bodily fault, like all the

sacrifices (Lev. xxii. 19, 20) ; a male like the burnt-offerings

(Lev. i. 3, 11) ;
njK> }3 one year old (iviavaio^, LXX). This

does not mean " standing in the first year, viz. from the eighth

day of its life to the termination of the first year" (Rabh. Cler.,

etc.), a rule which applied to the other sacrifices only (chap,

xxii. 29 ; Lev. xxii. 27). The opinion expressed by Eioald and

others, that oxen were also admitted at a later period, is quite

erroneous, and cannot be proved from Deut. xvi. 2, or 2 Chron.

xxx. 24 and xxxv. 7 sqq. As the lamb was intended as a sacri-

fice (ver. 27), the characteristics were significant. Freedom

from blemish and injury not only befitted the sacredness of the

purpose to which they were devoted, but was a symbol of the

moral integrity of the person represented by the sacrifice. It

was to be a male, as taking the place of the male first-born of

Israel ; and a year old, because it was not till then that it reached

the full, fresh vigour of its life. " Ye shall take it out from the

sheep or from the goats ;" i.e., as Theodoret explains it, " He who

has a sheep, let him slay it ; and he who has no sheep, let him

take a goat." Later custom restricted the choice to the lamb

alone ; though even in the time of Josiali kids were still used

as well (2 Chron. xxxv. 7).

Ver. 6. " And it shall he to you for preservation (ye shall

keep it) until the fourteenth day, and then . . . slay it at sunset."

Among the reasons commonly assigned for the instruction to

choose the lamb on the 10th, and keep it till the 14th, which

Jonathan and Rashi supposed to refer to the Passover in Egypt

alone, there is an element of truth in the one given most fully

by Fagius, " that the sight of the lamb might furnish an occa-

sion for conversation respecting their deliverance from Eg}'pt,

. . . and the mercy of God, who had so graciously looked upon

them ;" but this hardly serves to explain the interval of exactly

four days. Hofmann supposes it to refer to the four doroth
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(Gen. XV. 16), which had elapsed since Israel was brought to

Egypt, to grow into a nation. The probability of such an allu-

sion, however, depends upon just what Hofmann denies without

sufficient reason, viz. upon the lamb being regarded as a sacri-

fice, in which Israel consecrated itself to its God. It was to be

slain by " the whole assembly of the congregation of Israel ;" not

by the whole assembled people, as though they gathered to-

gether for this purpose, for the slaughtering took place in every

house (ver. 7) ; the meaning is simply, that the entire congrega-

tion, without any exception, was to slay it at the same time, viz.

" between the two evenings'^ (Num. ix. 3, 5, 11), or " in the

evening at sunset" (Deut. xvi. 6). Different opinions have pre-

vailed among the Jews fi'om a very early date as to the precise

time intended. Aben Ezra agrees with the Caraites and Sama-

ritans in taking the first evening to be the time when the sun

sinks below the horizon, and the second the time of total dark-

ness ; in which case, " between the two evenings" would be from

6 o'clock to 7.20. Kimchi and Rashi, on the other hand, regard

the moment of sunset as the boundary between the two evenings,

and Hitzig has lately adopted their opinion. According to the

rabbinical idea, the time when the sun began to descend, viz.

from 3 to 5 o'clock, was the first evening, and sunset the second

;

so that " between the two evenings" was from 3 to 6 o'clock.

Modern expositors have very properly decided in favour of the

view held by Aben Ezra and the custom adopted by the Caraites

and Samaritans, from which the explanation given by Kimchi

and Rashi does not materially differ. It is true that this argu-

ment has been adduced in favour of the rabbinical practice,

viz. that " only by supposing the afternoon to have been in-

cluded, can we understand why the day of Passover is always

called the 14th (Lev. xxiii. 5 ; Num. ix. 3, etc.);" and also, that

" if the slaughtering took place after sunset, it fell on the 15th

Nisan, and not the 14th." But both arguments are based upon

an untenable assumption. For it is obvious from Lev. xxiii. 32,

where the fast prescribed for the day of atonement, which fell

upon the 10th of the 7th month, is ordered to commence on the

evening of the 9th day, " from even to even," that although

the Israelites reckoned the day of 24 hours from the evening

sunset to sunset, in numbering the days they followed the

natural day, and numbei'ed each day according to the period
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between sunrise and sunset. Nevertheless there is no formal

disagreement between the law and the rabbinical custom. The

expression in Deut. xvi. 6, " at (towards) sunset," is sufficient

to show that the boundary line between the two evenings is not

to be fixed precisely at the moment of sunset, but only some-

where about that time. The daily evening sacrifice and the

incense offering were also to be presented " between the two

evenings" (chap. xxix. 39, 41, xxx. 8 ; Num. xxviii. 4). Now
as this was not to take place exactly at the same time, but to

precede it, they could not both occur at the time of sunset, but

the former must have been offered before that. Moreover, in

later times, when the paschal lamb was slain and offered at the

sanctuary, it must have been slain and offered before sunset, if

only to give sufficient time to prepare the paschal meal, which

was to be over before midnight. It was from these circum-

stances that the rabbinical custom grew up in the course of

time, and the lax use of the word evening, in Hebrew as well

as in every other language, left space enough for this. For just

as we do not confine the term morning to the time before sun-

set, but apply it generally to the early hours of the day, so the

term evening is not restricted to the period after sunset. If the

sacrifice prescribed for the morning could be offered after sun-

rise, the one appointed for the evening might in the same

manner be offered before sunset.

Yer. 7. Some of the blood was to be put (JOJ as in Lev. iv.

18, where ]^] is distinguished from njn^ to sprinkle, in ver. 17)

upon the two posts and the lintel of the door of the house in

which the lamb was eaten. This blood was to be to them a

sign (ver. 13) ; for when Jehovah passed through Egypt to smite

the first-born, He would see the blood, and would spare these

houses, and not permit the destroyer to enter them (vers. 13, 23).

The two posts with the lintel represented the door (ver. 23),

which they surrounded: and the doorway through which the

house was entered stood for the house itself, as we may see from

the frequent expression "in thy gates," for in thy towns (chap. xx.

10; Deut. v. 14, xii. 17, etc.). The threshold, which belonged

to the door quite as much as the lintel, was not to be smeared

with blood, in order that the blood might not be trodden under

foot. By the smearing of the door-posts and lintel with blood,

the house was expiated and consecrated on an altar. That the
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smearing with blood was to be regarded as an act of expiation, is

evident from the simple fact, that a hyssop-bush was used for

the purpose (ver. 22) ; for sprinkling with hyssop is never pre-

scribed in the law, except in connection with purification in the

sense of expiation (Lev. xiv. 49 sqc[. ; Num. xix. 18, 19). In

Egypt the Israelites had no common altar ; and for this reason,

the houses in which they assembled for the Passover were con-

secrated as altars, and the persons found in them were thereby-

removed from the stroke of the destroyer. In this way the

smearing of the door-posts and lintel became a sign to Israel of

their deliverance from the destroyer. Jehovah made it so by

His promise, that He would see the blood, and pass over the

houses that were smeared with it. Through faith in this pro-

mise, Israel acquired in the sign a firm pledge of its deliverance.

The smearing of the doorway was relinquished, after Moses (not

Josiah, as Vaihinger supposes, cf. Deut. xvi. 5, 6) had transferred

the slaying of the lambs to the court of the sanctuary, and the

blood had been ordered to be sprinkled upon the altar there.

Vers. 8, 9. With regard to the preparation of the lamb for

the meal, the following directions were given :
" Thei/ shall eat

the lamb in that night " (i.e. the night following the 14th), and

none of it 5^3 (" underdone''^ or raw), or ?t^^ ('^ boiled,"—lit. done,

viz. D)^?
''f^'?)

done in water, i.e. boiled, as ^^^ does not mean
to be boiled, but to become ripe or done, Joel iii. 13) ;

" but

roasted with fire, even its head on (along with) its thighs and en-

trails ;" i.e., as Rashi correctly explains it, " undivided or whole,

so that neither head nor thighs were cut off, and not a bone was

broken (ver. 46), and the viscera were roasted in the belly along

with the entrails," the latter, of course, being first of all cleansed.

On D''!?";? and 3^1^ see Lev. i. 9. These regulations are all to be

regarded from one point of view. The first two, neither under-

done nor boiled, were connected with the roasting of the animal

whole. As the roasting no doubt took place on a spit, since the

Israelites while in Egypt can hardly have possessed such ovens

of their own, as are prescribed in the Talmud and are met
with in Persia, the lamb would be very likely to be roasted im-

perfectly, or undei'done, especially in the hurry that must have

preceded the exodus (ver. 11). By boiling, again, the integrity

of the animal would have been destroyed, partly through the fact

that it could never have been got into a pot whole, as the Israel-
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ites had no pots or kettles sufficiently large, and still more

through the fact that, in boiling, the substance of the flesh is

more or less dissolved. For it is very certain that the command
to roast was not founded upon the hurry of the whole procedure,

as a whole animal could be quite as quickly boiled as roasted, if

not even more quickly, and the Israelites must have possessed

the requisite cooking utensils. It was to be roasted, in order

that it might be placed upon the table undivided and essentially

unchanged. " Through the unity and integrity of the lamb

given them to eat, the participants were to be joined into an

undivided unity and fellowship with the Lord, who had provided

them with the meal" (cf. 1 Cor. x. 17).^ They were to eat it

with niifO (Ji^vfia, azymipanes ; LXX., Vuhj^, i.e. (not sweet, or

parched, but) pure loaves, not fermented with leaven ; for leaven,

which sets the dough in fermentation, and so produces impurity,

was a natural symbol of moral corruption, and was excluded

from the sacrifices therefore as defiling (Lev. ii. 11). " Over

(upon) bitter herbs they shall eat it." Ci''TP, TTi/cp/Se? (LXX.),
lactuccB agrestes (^Vulg.), probably refers to various kinds of

bitter herbs. TliKpl<i, according to Aristot. Hist. an. 9, 6, and

Plin. h. n. 8, 41, is the same as lactuca silvestris, or wild lettuce;

but in Dioscor. 2, 160, it is referred to as the wild crept? or

Ki'^copiov, i.e. wild endive, the intubus or intubum of the Komans.

As lettuce and endive are indigenous in Egypt, and endive is

also met with in Syria from the beginning of the v/inter months

to the end of March, and lettuce in April and May, it is to these

herbs of bitter flavor that the term merorim chiefly applies

;

^ See my Archaologie i. p. 386. Baelir (Symb. 2, G35) has given the

true explanation :
" By avoiding the breaking of the bones, the animal was

preserved in complete integrity, undisturbed and entire (Ps. xxxiv. 20).

The sacrificial lamb to be eaten was to be thoroughly and perfectly whole,

and at the time of eating was to appear as a pel-feet whole, and therefore as

one ; for it is not what is dissected, divided, broken in pieces, but only what
is whole, that is eo ipso one. There was no other reason for this, than that

all who took part in this one whole animal, i.e. all who ate of it, should look

upon themselves as one whole, one community, like those who eat the New
Testament Passover, the body of Christ (1 Cor. v. 7), of whom tlie apostle

says (1 Cor. x. 17), " There is one bread, and so we, being many, are one

body : for we are all partakers of one body." The preservation of Christ,

so that not a bone was broken, had the same signification ; and God ordained

this that He might appear as the true paschal lamb, that was slain for the

sius of the world."
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though others may also be included, as the Arabs apply the same

term to Scorzonera orient., Picrls scahra^ Sonclus oler., Hieracium

uniflor., and others (Forsk. jlor. cxviii. and 143) ; and in the

Mishnah, Pes. 2, 6, five different varieties of bitter herbs are

reckoned as merorim, though it is difficult to determine what

they are (cf. Bochart, Hieroz. 1, pp. 691 sqq., and Cels. Hierohot.

ii. p. 727). By hv (upon) the bitter herbs are represented, both

here and in Num. ix. 11, not as an accompaniment to the meat,

but as the basis of the meal. ?V does not signify along with, or

indicate accompaniment, not even in chap. xxxv. 22 ; but in this

and other similar passages it still retains its primary significa-

tion, upon or over. It is only used to signify accompaniment in

cases where the ideas of protection, meditation, or addition are

prominent. If, then, the bitter herbs are represented in this

passage as the basis of the meal, and the unleavened bread also

in Num. ix. 11, it is evident that the bitter herbs were not in-

tended to be regarded as a savoury accompaniment, by which

more flavour was imparted to the sweeter food, but had a more
profound signification. The bitter herbs were to call to mind
the bitterness of life experienced by Israel in Egypt (i. 14), and
this bitterness was to be overpowered by the sweet flesh of the

lamb. In the same way the unleavened loaves are regarded as

forming part of the substance of the meal in Num. ix. 11, in

accordance with their significance in relation to it (yid. ver. 15).

There is no discrepancy between this and Deut. xvi. 3, where
the mazzoth are spoken of as an accompaniment to the flesh of

the sacrifice ; for the allusion there is not to the eating of the

paschal lamb, but to sacrificial meals held during the seven days'

festival.

Ver. 10. The lamb was to be all eaten wherever this was
possible ; but if any was left, it was to be burned with fire the

following day,—a rule afterwards laid down for all the sacrificial

meals, with one solitary exception (yid. Lev. vii. 15). They were
to eat it JiTSna, " in anxious fiighf (from TBH trepidare, Ps.

xxxi. 23; to flee in terror, Deut. xx. 3, 2 Kings vii. 15); in

travelling costume therefore,—with " the loins girded," that they

might not be impeded in their walking by the long flowino- dress

(2 Kings iv. 29),—with '^ sJioes (sandals) on their feet,'" that they
might be ready to walk on hard, rough roads, instead of bare-

footed, as they generally went (cf. Josh. ix. 5, 13; Bynoeus de
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calceis li. 1, 7 ; and Bochart, Hieroz. i. pp. 686 sqq.), and ^^ staff

in hand" (Gen. xxxii. 11). The directions in ver. 11 had

reference to the paschal meal in Egypt only, and had no other

signification than to prepare the Israelites for their approaching

departure. But though " this preparation was intended to give

the paschal meal the appearance of a support for the journey,

which the Israelites were about to take," this by no means ex-

hausts its signification. The divine instructions close with the

words, " it is np3 to Jehovah ;" i.e. what is prescribed is a pesach

appointed by Jehovah, and to be kept for Him (cf. chap.

XX. 10, " Sabbath to Jehovah ;" xxxii. 5, " feast to Jehovah").

The word nD3, Aram. ^<nps, Gr. iraxj'xa, is derived from nps,

lit. to leap or hop, from which these two meanings arise : (1) to

limp (1 Kings xviii. 21 ; 2 Sam. iv. 4, etc.) ; and (2) to pass

over, transire (hence Tiphsah, a passage over, 1 Kings iv. 24).

It is for the most part used figuratively for vTrep^aiveiv, to pass

by or spare ; as in this case, where the destroying angel passed

by the doors and houses of the Israelites that were smeared with

blood. From this, pesach {vTrep^aai'i, Aquil. in ver. 11 ; virep-

^aaia, Joseph. Ant. ii. 14, 6) came afterwards to be used for

the lamb, through which, according to divine appointment, the

passing by or sparing had been effected (vers. 21, 27 ; 2 Chron.

XXXV. 1, 13, etc.) ; then for the preparation of the lamb for a

meal, in accordance with the divine instructions, or for the cele-

bration of this meal (thus here, ver. 11 ; Lev. xxiii. 5 ; Num.
ix. 7, etc.) ; and then, lastly, it was transferred to the whole

seven days' observance of the feast of unleavened bread, which

began with this meal (Deut. xvi. 1), and also to the sacrifices

which were to be offered at that feast (Deut. xvi. 2 ; 2 Chron.

XXXV. 1, 7, etc.). The killing of the Jamb appointed for the

pesach was a nat, i.e. a slain-offering, as Moses calls it when

making known the command of God to the elders (ver. 27) ;

consequently the eating of it was a sacrificial feast (" the sacri-

fice of the feast of the Passover," chap, xxxiv. 25). For nnr is

never applied to slaying alone, as l^^f is. Even in Prov.

xvii. 1 and 1 Sam. xxviii. 24, which Hofmann adduces in sup-

port of this meaning, it signifies " to sacrifice" only in a figu-

rative or transferred sense. At the first Passover in Egypt, it

is true, there was no presentation (^''li?'?), because Israel had no

altar there. But the presentation took place at the very first,

PENT.—VOL. II. B
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repetition of the festival at Sinai (Num. ix. 7). The omission

of this in Egypt, on account of the circumstances in which they

were placed, constituted no essential difference between the first

« sacrifice of the Passover" and the repetitions of it ; for the

choice of the lamb four days before it was slain, was a substi-

tute for the presentation, and the sprinkling of the blood, which

was essential to every sacrifice, was effected in the smearing of

the door-posts and lintel. The other difference upon which

Hofmann lays stress, viz. that at all subsequent Passovers the

fat of the animal was burned upon the altar, is very question-

able. For this custom cannot be proved from the Old Testa-

ment, though it is prescribed in the Mishnalu But even if the

burning of the fat of the paschal lamb had taken place shortly

after the giving of the law, on the ground of the general com-

mand in Lev. iii. 17, vii. 23 sqq. (for this is not taken for

granted in Ex. xxiii. 18, as we shall afterwards show), this

difference could also be accounted for from the want of an altar

in Egypt, and would not warrant us in refusing to admit the

sacrificial character of the first Passover. For the appointment

of the paschal meal by God does not preclude the idea that it

was a religious service, nor the want of an altar the idea of

sacrifice, as Hofmann supposes. All the sacrifices of the Jewish

nation were minutely prescribed by God, so that the presenta-

tion of them was the consequence of divine instructions. And
even though the Israelites, when holding the first Passover

according to the command of God, merely gave expression to

their desire to participate in the deliverance from destruction

and the redemption from Egypt, and also to their faith in the

word and promise of God, we must neither measure the signifi-

cation of this divine institution by that fact, iior restrict it to

^ la the elaborate account of the Passover under Josiah, in 2 Chron.

XXXV., we have, it is true, an allusion to the presentation of the burnt-

offering and fat (ver. 14) ; but the boiling of the offerings in pots, cal-

drons, and pans is also mentioned, along with the roasting of the Passover

(ver.13) ; from which it is very obvious, that in this account the offering

of burnt and slain-offeriugs is associated with the preparation of the paschal

lamb, and the paschal meal is not specially separated from the sacrificial

meals of the seven days' feast; just as we find that the king and the princes

give the priests and Levites not only lambs and kids, but oxen also, for the

sacrifices and sacrificial meals of this festival. (See my Archdologie,

§ 81, 8).
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this alone, inasmuch as it is expressly described as a sacrificial

meal.

In vers. 12 and 13 the name pesach is explained. In that

night Jehovah would pass through Egypt, smite all the first-born

of man and beast, execute judgment upon all the gods of Egypt,

and pass over (^DS) the Israelites. In what the judgment upon

all the gods of Egypt consisted, it is hard to determine. The

meaning of these words is not exhausted by Calvin's remark

:

" God declared that He would be a judge against the false gods,

because it was most apparent then, how little help was to be

found in them, and how vain and fallacious was their worship."

The gods of Egypt were spiritual authorities and powers, hai-

fiovLa, which governed the life and spirit of the Egyptians.

Hence the judgment upon them could not consist of the destruc-

tion of idols, as Ps. Jonathans paraphrase supposes : idola fusa

coUiquescent, lapidea concidentur, testacea confringentur, lignea in

cinerem redigentur. For there is nothing said about this ; but

in ver. 29 the death of the first-born of men and cattle alone is

mentioned as the execution of the divine threat ; and in Num.
xxxiii. 4 also the judgment upon the gods is connected with the

burial of the first-born, without special reference to anything

besides. From this it seems to follow pretty certainly, that the

judgments upon the gods of Egypt consisted in the slaying of

the first-born of man and beast. But the slaying of the first-

born was a judgment upon the gods, not only because the impo-

tence and worthlessness of the fancied gods were displayed in

the consternation produced by this stroke, but still more directly

in the fact, that in the slaying of the king's son and many of the

first-born animals, the gods of Egypt, which were worshipped

both in their kings and also in certain sacred animals, such as

the bull Apis and the goat Nendes, were actually smitten them-

selves.—Ver. 13. To the Israelites, on the other hand, the blood

upon the houses in which they were assembled would be a sign

and pledge that Jehovah would spare them, and no plague

should fall upon them to destroy (cf. Ezek. xxi. 36 ; not " for

the destroyer," for there is no article with ^l^•^D'Dp),—Ver. 14.

That day (the evening of the 14th) Israel was to keep " for a

commemoration as a feast to Jehovah" consecrated for all time,

as an " eternal ordinance,'^ ^T'Pr " *w your generations" i.e. for

all ages, nnM denoting the succession of future generations {vid.
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ver. 24). As the divine act of Israel's redemption was of eter-

nal sio-nificance, so the commemoration of that act was to be an

eternal ordinance, and to be upheld as long as Israel should exist

as the redeemed people of the Lord, i.e. to all eternity, just as

the new life of the redeemed was to endure for ever. For the

Passover, the remembrance of which was to be revived by the

constant repetition of the feast, was the celebration of their

birth into the new life of fellowship with the Lord. The pre-

servation from the stroke of the destroyer, from which the feast

received its name, was the commencement of their redemption

from the bondage of Egypt, and their elevation into the nation

of Jehovah. The blood of the paschal lamb was atoning blood

;

for the Passover was a sacrifice, which combined in itself the

signification of the future sin-offerings and peace-offerings ; in

other words, which shadowed forth both expiation and quicken-

ing fellowship with God. The smearing of the houses of the

Israelites with the atoning blood of the sacrifice set forth the

reconciliation of Israel and its God, through the forgiveness

and expiation of its sins ; and in the sacrificial meal which fol-

lowed, their communion with the Lord, i.e. their adoption as

children of God, was typically completed. In the meal the

sacrijicium became a sacramentum, the flesh of the sacrifice a

means of grace, by which the Lord adopted His spared and

redeemed people into the fellowship of His house, and gave them

food for the refreshing of their souls.

Vers. 15-20. Judging from the words " I brougJd out" in

ver. 17, Moses did not receive instructions respecting the seven

days feast of Mazzoth till after the exodus from Egypt ; but

on account of its internal and substantial connection with the

Passovei', it is placed here in immediate association with the

institution of the paschal meal. " Seven days shall ye eat un-

leavened bread, only ("H^) on the first day (i.e. not later than the

first day) ye ,^hall cause to cease {i.e. put away) leaven out of your

houses." The first day was the 15th of the month (cf. Lev.

xxiii. 6 ; Num. xxviii. 17). On the other hand, when ficwn is

thus defined in ver. 18, " on the 14th day of the month at

even," this may be accounted for from the close connection

between the feast of Mazzoth and the feast of Passover, inas-

much as unleavened bread was to be eaten with the paschal

lamb, so that the leaven had to be cleared away before this meal.
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The significance of this feast was in the eating of the mazzoth,

i.e. of pure unleavened bread (see ver. 8). As bread, which is

the principal means of preserving life, might easily be regarded

as the symbol of life itself, so far as the latter is set forth in the

means employed for its own maintenance and invigoration, so

the mazzoth, or unleavened loaves, were symbolical of the new

life, as cleansed from the leaven of a sinful nature. But if the

eating of mazzoth was to shadow forth the new life into which

Israel was transferred, any one who ate leavened bread at the

feast would renounce this new life, and was therefore to be cut off

from Israel, i.e. " from the congregation of Israel" (ver. 19).

—

Ver. 16. On the first and seventh days, a holy meeting was to

be held, and labour to be suspended. B^lp't^'Jipp is not indictio

sancti, proclamatio sanctitatis (Vitringa), but a lioly assembly^

i.e. a meeting of the people for the worship of Jehovah (Ezek.

xlvi. 3, 9). ^^i?'?, from t<^i^ to call, is that which is called, i.e.

the assembly (Isa. iv. 5 ; Neh. viii. 8). No work was to be done

upon these days, except what was necessary for the preparation

of food ; on the Sabbath, even this was proliibited (chap. xxxv.

2, 3). Hence in Lev. xxiii. 7, the " work" is called " servile

work," ordinary handicraft.—Ver. 17. " Observe the Mazzoth^'

(i.e. the directions given in vers. 15 and 16 respecting the feast

of Mazzoth), " for on this very day I have brought your armies

out of the land of Egypt." This was effected in the night of the

14th-15th, or rather at midnight, and therefore in the early

morning of the 15th Abib. Because Jehovah had brought

Israel out of Egypt on the 15th Abib, therefore Israel was to

keep Mazzoth for seven days. Of course it was not merely a

commemoration of this event, but the exodus formed the ground-

work of the seven days' feast, because it was by this that Israel

had been introduced into a new vital element. For this reason

the Israelites were to put away all the leaven of their Egyptian

nature, the leaven of malice and wickedness (1 Cor. v. 8), and

by eating pure and holy bread, and meeting for the worship of

God, to show that they were walking in newness of life. This

aspect of the feast will serve to explain the repeated emphasis

laid upon the instructions given concerning it, and the repeated

threat of extermination against either native or foreigner, in

case the law should be disobeyed (vers. 18-20). To eat leavened

bread at this feast, would have been a denial of the divine act.
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by wliicli Israel was introduced into the new life of fellowship

with Jehovah. "12, a stranger, was a non-Israelite who lived for

a time, or possibly for his whole life, in the midst of the Israel-

itish nation, but without being incorporated into it by circumci-

sion. pX^ '^-I-j ^ ^^'^® ^^^^ grows upon the soil in which it was

planted ; hence indigena, the native of a country. This term

was applied to the Israelites, " because they had sprung from

Isaac and Jacob, who were born in the land of Canaan, and

had received it from God as a permanent settlement" (Clericus).

The feast of Mazzotli, the commemoration of Israel's creation

as the people of Jehovah (Isa. xliii. 15-17), was fixed for seven

days, to stamp upon it in the number seven the seal of the cove-

nant relationship. This heptad of days was made holy through

the sanctification of the first and last days by the holding of a

holy assembly, and the entire suspension of work. The begin-

ning and the end comprehended the whole. In the eating of

unleavened bread Israel laboured for meat for the new life

(John vi. 27), whilst the seal of worship was impressed upon

this new life in the holy convocation, and the suspension of

labour was the symbol of rest in the Lord.

Vers. 21-28. Of the directions given by Moses to the elders

of the nation, the leading points only are mentioned here, viz.

the slaying of the lamb and the application of the blood (vers.

21, 22). The reason for this is then explained in ver. 23, and

the rule laid down in vers. 24-27 for its observance in the

future.—Ver. 21. " Withdraw and take :" 'H^^ is intransitive

here, to draw away, withdraw, as in Judg. iv. 6, v. 14, xx. 37.

2irK rrnJX : a bunch or bundle of hyssop ; according to Maimo-

nides, " quantum quia comprehendit manu sua." 3iTK (ycrcrcoTro?)

was probably not the plant which we call hyssop, the hyssopus

ojicmalis, for it is uncertain whether this is to be found in Syria

and Arabia, but a species of origanum resembling hyssop, the

Arabian zdter, either wild marjoram or a kind of thyme.

Thymus serpyllum, mentioned in Forsh. fiora Aeg. p. 107,

which is very common in Syria and Arabia, and is called zdter,

or zatweya, the pepper or bean plant. " That is in the hason;*

viz. the bason in which the blood had been caught when the

animal was killed. Dnpn'), « and let it reach to, i.e. strike, the

lintel :" in ordinary purifications the blood was sp>rin'kled with

the bunch of hyssop (Lev. xiv. 51 ; Num. xix. 18). The reason
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for the command not to go out of the door of the house was,

that in this night of judgment there would be no safety any-

where except behind the blood-stained door.—Ver. 23 (cf . ver. 13).

" He will not suffer (^^\) the destroyer to come into your houses ;"

Jehovah effected the destruction of the first-born through HTi^Brij

the destroyer, or destroying angel, o 6\o6pev(ov (Heb. xi. 28),

i.e. not a fallen angel, but the angel of Jehovah, in whom
Jehovah revealed Himself to the patriarchs and Moses. This

is not at variance with Ps. Ixxviii. 49 ; for the writer of this

psalm regards not only the slaying of the first-born, but also the

pestilence (Ex. ix. 1-7), as effected through the medium of

angels of evil : though, according to the analogy of 1 Sam. xiii.

17, riTi^sn might certainly be understood collectively as applying

to a company of angels. Ver. 24. " This word" i.e. the instruc-

tions respecting the Passover, they were to regard as an institu-

tion for themselves and their children for ever (DPiyiJ? in the

same sense as D?iy, Gen. xvii. 7, 13) ; and when dwelling in the

promised land, they were to explain the meaning of this service

to their sons. The ceremony is called '^'}^V.,
" service," inasmuch

as it was the fulfilment of a divine command, a performance

demanded by God, though it promoted the good of Israel.

—

Ver. 27. After hearing the divine instructions, the people,

represented by their elders, bowed and worshipped ; not only to

show their faith, but also to manifest their gratitude for the

deliverance which they were to receive in the Passover.—Ver. 28.

They then proceeded to execute the command, that through the

obedience of faith they might appropriate the blessing of this

" service."

Vers. 29-36. Death of the Fiest-boen, and eelease

OF IsEAEL.—The last blow announced to Pharaoh took place in

" the half of the night," i.e. at midnight, when all Egypt was

lying in deep sleep (Matt. xxv. 5, 6), to startle the king and his

people out of their sleep of sin. As all the previous plagues

rested upon a natural basis, it might seem a probable supposition

that this was also the case here, whilst the analogy of 2 Sam.

xxiv. 15, 16 might lead us to think of a pestilence as the means

employed by the destroying angel. In that case we should find

the heightening of the natural occurrence into a miracle in the

fact, that the first-born both of man and beast, and they alone,
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were all suddenly slain, whilst the Israelites remained uninjured

in their houses. This view would be favoured, too, by the cir-

cumstance, that not only are pestilences of frequent occurrence

in Egypt, but they are most fatal in the spring months. On a

closer examination, however, the circumstances mentioned tell

against rather than in favour of such a supposition. In 2 Sam.

xxiv. 15, the pestilence is expressly alluded to; here it is not.

The previous plagues were nearly all brought upon Egypt by

Moses' staff, and with most of them the natural sources are dis-

tinctly mentioned ; but the last plague came direct from Jehovah

without the intervention of Moses, certainly for no other reason

than to make it apparent that it was a purely supernatural pun-

ishment inflicted by His own omnipotence. The words, " There

was not a house where there was not one dead" are to be taken

literally, and not merely " as a general expression;" though, of

course, they are to be limited, according to the context, to all

the houses in which there were first-born of man or beast. The
term " first-born" is not to be extended so far, however, as to

include even heads of families who had children of their own, in

which case there might be houses, as Lapide and others suppose,

where the grandfather, the father, the son, and the wives were

all lying dead, provided all of them were first-boi'n. The words,

'' From the son of Pharaoh, who will sit upon his throne, to the son

of the prisoners in the prison" (ver. 29 compared with chap. xiii.

15), point unquestionably to those first-born sons alone who were

not yet fathers themselves. But even with this limitation the

blow was so terrible, that the effect produced upon Pharaoh and

his people is perfectly intelligible.

Ver. 30. The very same night Phai'aoh sent for IMoses and

Aaron, and gave them permission to depart with their people,

their children, and their cattle. The statement that Pharaoh
sent for Moses and Aaron is not at variance with chap. x. 28,

29 ; and there is no necessity to resort to Calvin s explanation,

" Pharaoh himself is said to have sent for those whom he urged

to depart through the medium of messengers from the palace."

The command never to appear in his sight again did not pre-

clude his sending for them under totally different circum-

stances. The permission to depart was given unconditionally,

i.e. without involving an obligation to return. This is evident

from the words, " Get you forth from among my people," com-
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pared with chap. x. 8, 24, " Go ye, serve Jehovah," and viii. 25,

" Go ye, sacrifice to your God in the land." If in addition to

this we bear in mind, that although at first, and even after the

fourth plague (chap. viii. 27), Moses only asked for a three days'

journey to hold a festival, yet Pharaoh suspected that they

would depart altogether, and even gave utterance to this suspi-

cion, without being contradicted by Moses (chap. viii. 28, and x.

10) ; the words " Get you forth from among my people" can-

not mean anything else than " depart altogether." Moreover,

in chap. xi. 1 it was foretold to Moses that the result of the last

blow would be, that Pharaoh would let them go, or rather drive

them away ; so that the effect of this blow, as here described,

cannot be understood in any other way. And this is really im-

plied in Pharaoh's last words, " Go, and bless me also ;" whereas

on former occasions he had only asked them to intercede for the

removal of the plagues (chap. viii. 8, 28, ix. 28, x. 17). "^^3, to

bless, indicates a final leave-taking, and was equivalent to a re-

quest that on their departure they would secure or leave behind

the blessing of their God, in order that henceforth no such

plague might ever befall him and his people. This view of the

words of the king is not at variance either with the expression

" as ye have said" in ver. 31, which refers to the words " serve

the Lord," or with the same words in ver. 32, for there they

refer to the flock and herds, or lastly, with the circumstance that

Pharaoh pursued the Israelites after they had gone, with the evi-

dent intention of bringing them back by force (chap. xiv. 5 sqq.),

because this resolution is expressly described as a change of

mind consequent upon renewed hardening (chap. xiv. 4, 5).

Ver. 33. " And Egypt urged the people strongly (?^ PTH to

press hard, Kare^id^ovro, LXX.) to make haste, to send them out

of the land;^' i.e. the Egyptians urged the Israelites to accelerate

their departure, "/or they said (sc. to themselves). We are all

dead^^ i.e. exposed to death. So great was their alarm at the death

of the first-born.—Yer. 34. This urgency of the Egyptians com-

pelled the Israelites to take the dough, which they w^ere probably

about to bake for their journey, before it was leavened, and also

their kneading-troughs bound up in their clothes (cloths) upon

their shoulders, '"'ppb'j ifidriov, was a large square piece of stuff

or cloth, worn above the imder-clothes, and could be easily used

for tying up different things together. The Israelites had in-
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tended to leaven the dough, therefore, as the command to eat

unleavened bread for seven days had not been given to them

yet. But under the pressure of necessity they were obliged to

content themselves with unleavened bread, or, as it is called in

Deut. xvi. 3, " the bread of affliction," during the first days of

their journey. But as the troubles connected with their de-

parture from Egypt were merely the introduction to the new life

of liberty and grace, so according to the counsel of God the

bread of affliction was to become a holy food to Israel ; the days

of their exodus being exalted by the Lord into a seven days'

feast, in which the people of Jehovah were to commemorate to

all ages their deliverance from the oppression of Egypt. The

lonc^-continued eating of unleavened bread, on account of the

pressure of circumstances, formed the historical preparation for

the seven days' feast of Mazzoth, which was instituted afterwards.

Hence this circumstance is mentioned both here and in ver. 39.

On vers. 35 and 36, see chap. iii. 21, 22.

Vers. 37-42. Departure of the children of Israel out of Egypt.

—The starting-point was Baemses, from which they proceeded to

Sicccoth (ver. 37), thence to Etham at the end of the desert (chap.

xiii. 20), and from that by a curve to Hachiroth, opposite to the

Eed Sea, from which point they passed through the sea (chap. xiv.

2, 21 sqq.). Now, if we take these words simply as they stand,

Israel touched the border of the desert of Arabia by the second

day, and on the third day reached the plain of Suez and the

Red Sea. But they could not possibly have gone so far, if

Haemses stood upon the site of the modern Belbeis. For though

the distance from Belbeis to Suez by the direct road past Eejum

el Khail is only a little more than 15 geographical miles, and a

caravan with camels could make the journey in two days, this

would be quite impossible for a whole nation travelling with

wives, children, cattle, and baggage. Such a procession could

never have reached Etham, on the border of the desert, on their

second day's march, and then on the third day, by a circuitous

course " of about a day's march in extent," have arrived at the

plain of Suez between Ajiriid and the sea. This is admitted by

Kurtz, who therefore follows v. Raumer in making a distinction

between a stage and a day's journey, on the ground that J?Ea

signifies the station or place of encampment, and not a day's

journey. But the word neither means station nor place of en
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campment. It is derived from yw to tear out (sc. the pegs of

the tent), hence to take down the tent ; and denotes removal

from the place of encampment, and the subsequent march (cf.

Num. xxxiii. 1). Such a njarch might indeed embrace more than

a day's journey; but whenever the Israelites travelled more than a

day before pitching their tents, it is expressly mentioned (cf.Num.

X. 33, and xxxiii. 8, with Ex. xv. 22). These passages show

very clearly that the stages from Raemses to Succoth, thence to

Etham, and then again to Hachiroth, were a day's march each.

The only question is, whether they only rested for one night at

each of these places. The circumstances under which the Is-

raelites took their departure favour the supposition, that they

would get out of the Egyptian territory as quickly as possible,

and rest no longer than was absolutely necessary; but the

gathering of the whole nation, which was not collected together

in one spot, as in a camp, at the time of their departure, and

still more the confusion, and interruptions of various kinds, that

would inevitably attend the migration of a whole nation, render

it probable that they rested longer than one night at each of the

places named. This would explain most simply, how Pharaoh

was able to overtake them with his army at Hachiroth. But
whatever our views on this point may be, so much is certain, that

Israel could not have reached the plain of Suez in a three days'

march from Belbeis with the circuitous route by Etham, and

therefore that their starting-point cannot have been Belbeis, but

must have been in the neighbourhood of Heroopolis ; and there

are other things that favour this conclusion. There is, first, the

circumstance that Pharaoh sent for JNIoses the very same night

after the slaying of the first-born, and told him to depart.

Now the Pentateuch does not mention Pharaoh's place of abode,

but according to Ps. Ixxviii. 12 it was Zoan^ i.e. Tanis, on the

eastern bank of the Tanitic arm of the Nile. Abu Keishib (or

Heroopolis) is only half as far from Tanis as Belbeis, and the

possibility of Moses appearing before the king and returning to

his own people between midnight and the morning is perfectly

conceivable, on the supposition that Moses was not in Heroopolis

itself, but was staying in a more northerly place, with the expec-

tation that Pharaoh would send a message to him, or send for

him, after the final blow. Again, Abu Keishib was on the way

to Gaza ; so that the Israelites might take t]ie road towards the
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country of the Philistines, and then, as this was not the road

they were to take, turn round at God's command by the road to

the desert (chap. xiii. 17, 18). Lastly, Etham could be reached

in two days from the starting-point named.^ On the situation

of Succoth and Etham, see chap. xiii. 20.

The Israelites departed, " about 600,000 on foot that were

menr "h^l (as in Num. xi. 21, the infantry of an army) is added,

because they went out as an army (ver. 41), and none are num-

bered but those who could bear arms, from 20 years old and

upwards ; and C'l^an because of i^^p
1?f,

" hedde the little ones^'

which follows. ^£? is used here in its broader sense, as in Gen.

xlvii. 12, Num. xxxii. 16, 24, and applies to the entire family,

including the wife and children, who did not travel on foot, but

on beasts of burden and in carriages (Gen. xxxi. 17). The

number given is an approximative one. The numbering at

Sinai gave 603,550 males of 20 years old and upwards (Num.

i. 46), and 22,000 male Levites of a month old and upwards

(Num. iii. 39). Now if we add the wives and children, the total

number of the people may have been about two million souls.

The multiplication of the seventy souls, who went down with

Jacob to Egypt, into this vast multitude, is not so dispropor-

tionate to the 430 years of their sojourn there, as to render it at

all necessary to assume that the numbers given included not

only the descendants of the seventy souls who went down with

Jacob, but also those of " sevei'al thousand man-servants and

maid-servants" who accompanied them. For, apart from the

fact, that we are not warranted in concluding, that because

Abraham had 318 fighting servants, the twelve sons of Jacob

had several thousand, and took them with them into Egypt

;

even if the servants had been received into the religious fellow-

ship of Israel by circiuncision, they cannot have reckoned

among the 600,000 who went out, for the simple reason that

they are not included in the seventy souls who went down to

Egypt ; and in chap. i. 5 the number of those who came out is

placed in unmistakeable connection with the number of those

who went in. If we deduct from the 70 souls the patriarch

Jacob, his 12 sons, Dinah, Asher's daughter Zerah, the three

^ The different views as to the march of the Israelites from Eaemses to

their passage through the sea, are to be found in the Studien und Kritiken,

1850, pp. 328 sqq., and in Kia-tz^ ii. pp. 361 sqq.
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sons of Levi, the four grandsons of Judah and Benjamin, and

those grandsons of Jacob who probably died without leaving

any male posterity, since their descendants are not mentioned

among the families of Israel (cf. i. 372), there remain 41 grand-

sons of Jacob who founded families, in addition to the Levites.

Now, if we follow 1 Chron. vii. 20 sqq., where ten or eleven

generations are mentioned between Ephraim and Joshua, and

reckon 40 years as a generation, the tenth generation of the 41

grandsons of Jacob would be born about the year 400 of the

sojourn in Egypt, and therefore be over 20 years of age at the

time of the exodus. Let us assume, that on an average there

were three sons and three daughters to every married couple in

the first six of these generations, two sons and two daughters in

the last four, and we shall find, that in the tenth generation

there would be 478,224 sons about the 400th year of the sojourn

in Egypt, who would therefore be above 20 years of age at the

time of the exodus, whilst 125,326 men of the ninth generation

would be still living, so that there would be 478,224 + 125,326,

or 603,550 men coming out of Egypt, who were more than 20

years old. But though our calculation is based upon no more

than the ordinary number of births, a special blessing from God
is to be discerned not only in this fruitfulness, which we suppose

to have been iininterrupted, but still more in the fact, that the

presumed number of children continued alive, and begot the

same number of children themselves ; and the divine grace was

peculiarly manifest in the fact, that neither pestilence nor other

evils, nor even the measures adopted by the Pharaohs for the

suppression of Israel, could diminish their numbers or restrain

then* increase. If the question be asked, how the land of

Goshen could sustain so large a number, especially as the

Israelites were not the only inhabitants, but lived along with

Egyptians there, it is a sufficient reply, that according to both

ancient and modern testimony (cf, Robinson, Pal. i. p. 78), this

is the most fertile province in all Egypt, and that we are not so

well acquainted with the extent of the territory inhabited by the

Israelites, as to be able to estimate the amount of its produce.

Ver. 38. In typical fulfilment of the promise in Gen. xii. 3,

and no doubt induced by the sigr/s and wonders of the Lord in

Egypt to seek their good among the Israelites, a great crowd of

mixed people (T] 3ny) attached themselves to them, whom Israel
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could not shake off, although they afterwards became a snare to

them (Num. xi. 4). y^V : lit. a mixture, iTrlfiiKTO'i sc. 7uu>9

(LXX.), a swarm of foreigners ; called ^DSDX in Num. xi. 4, a

medley, or crowd of people of different nations. According to

Dent. xxix. 10, they seem to have occupied a very low position

amonor the Israelites, and to have furnished the nation of God

with hewers of wood and drawers of water.—On ver. 39, see

ver. 34.—Vers. 40, 41. The sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt

had lasted 430 years. This number is not critically doubtful,

nor are the 430 years to be reduced to 215 by an arbitrary

interpolation, such as we find in the LXX., rj Be KaTOi/cr]cn<; rcov

vloiv 'IcrpaT)\, rjv KarwKrjaav (^Cod. Alex. avTol koX ol Trarepe?

axnSiv) iv
<yf]

AtyvTrTM koX ev 7^ Xavaav, k.t.\. This chrono-

logical statement, the genuineness of which is placed beyond all

doubt by Onkelos, the Syriac, Vulgate, and other versions, is not

only in harmony with the prediction in Gen. xv. 13, where the

round number 400 is employed in prophetic style, but may be

reconciled with the different genealogical lists, if we only bear

in mind that the genealogies do not always contain a complete

enumeration of all the separate links, but very frequently inter-

mediate links of little historical importance ai'e omitted, as we
have already seen in the genealogy of Moses and Aaron (chap. vi.

18-20). For example, the fact that there were more than the

four generations mentioned in chap. vi. 16 sqq. between Levi

and Moses, is placed beyond all doubt, not only by what has

been adduced at chap. vi. 18-20, but by a comparison with other

genealogies also. Thus, in Num. xxvi. 29 sqq., xxvii. 1, Josh,

xvii, 3, we find six generations fi'om Joseph to Zelophehad ; in

Ruth iv. 18 sqq., 1 Chron. ii. 5, 6, there are also six from

Judah to Nahshon, the tribe prince in the time of Moses; in

1 Chron. ii. 18 there are seven from Judah to Bezaleel, the

builder of the tabernacle ; and in 1 Chron. vii. 20 sqq., nine or

ten ax'e given from Joseph to Joshua. This last genealogy

shows most clearly the impossibility of the view founded upon
the Alexandrian version, that the sojourn of the Israelites in

Egypt lasted only 215 years ; for ten generations, reckoned at

40 years each, harmonize very well with 430 years, but certainly

not with 215.' The statement in ver. 41, " the self-same day,"

^ The Alexandrian translators have arbitrarily altered the text to suit

the genealogy of Moses in chap. vi. 16 sqq., just as in the genealogies of
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is not to be understood as relating to the first day after the lapse

of the 430 years, as though the writer supposed that it was on

the 14th Abib that Jacob entered Egypt 430 years before, but

points back to the day of the exodus, mentioned in ver. 14, as

compared with vers. 11 sqq., i.e. the 15th Abib (cf. ver. 51 and

chap. xiii. 4). On " the hosts of Jehovah," see chap. vii. 4.

—

Ver. 42. This day therefore was D''"i^K' Pv, " a preservation-night

of the Lord, to bring them out of the land of Egypt^ The apax

legomenon DHrsK' does not mean " celebration, from "i^*^ to

observe, to honour" (Knobel), but " preservation," from "i^^ to

keep, to preserve ; and nin7 is the same as in ver. 27. " This

same night is (consecrated) to the Lord as a preservation for all

children of Israel in their families.'^ Because Jehovah had pre-

served the children of Israel that night from the destroyer, it

was to be holy to them, i.e. to be kept by them in all future ages

to the glory of the Lord, as a preservation.

Vers. 43-50. Regulations concerning the Partici

PANTS IN THE Passover.—These regulations, which were

supplementary to the law of the Passover in vers. 3-11, were

not communicated before the exodus ; because it was only by

the fact that a crowd of foreigners attached themselves to the

Israelites, that Israel was brought into a connection with foreign-

ers, which needed to be clearly defined, especially so far as

the Passover was concerned, the festival of Israel's birth as

the people of God. If the Passover was still to retain this sig-

nification, of course no foreigner could participate in it. This is

the first regulation. But as it was by virtue of a divine call, and

not through natural descent, that Israel had become the people

of Jehovah, and as it was destined in that capacity to be a

blessing to all nations, the attitude assumed towards foreigners

was not to be an altogether repelling one. Hence the further

directions in ver. 44: purchased servants, who had been politi-

cally incorporated as Israel's property, were to be entirely in-

corporated by circumcision, so as even to take part in the

the patriarchs in Gen. v. and xi. The view held by the Seventy became

traditional in the synagogue, and the Apostle Paul followed it in Gal. iii. 17,

where he reckoned the interval between the promise to Abraham and the

giving of the law as 430 years, the question of chronological exactness

having no bearing upon his subject at the time.
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Passover. But settlers, and servants working for wages, were

not to eat of it, for they stood in a purely external relation,

which might be any day dissolved. 3 ^?^, lit. to eat at anything,

to take part in the eating (Lev. xxii. 11). The deeper ground

for this was, that in this meal Israel was to preserve and celebrate

its unity and fellowship with Jehovah. This was the meaning

of the regulations, which were repeated in vers. 46 and 47 from

vers. 4, 9, and 10, where they had been already explained. If,

therefore, a foreigner living among the Israelites wished to keep

the Passover, he was first of all to be spiritually incorporated

into the nation of Jehovah by circumcision (ver. 48). 'DD nbV)

:

" And he has made (i.e. made ready) a passover to Jehovah, let

every male be circumcised to him (i.e. he himself, and the male

members of his house), and then he may draw near (sc. to Jeho-

vah) to heep it'' The first nb'y denotes the wish or intention to

do it, the second, the actual execution of the wish. The words

")3r|3, "I2j nc^in, and "i''3|', are all indicative of non-Israelites.

narja was applied quite generally to any foreigner springing

from another nation ;
"15 was a foreigner living for a shorter or

longer time in the midst of the Israehtes ; 3^in, lit. a dweller,

settler, was one who settled permanently among the Israelites,

without being received into their religious fellowship ;
>''3b' was

the non-Israelite, who worked for an Israelite for wages.—Ver.

49, There was one law with reference to the Passover which

was applicable both to the native and the foreigner : no uncir-

cumcised man was to be allowed to eat of it.—^Ver. 50 closes

the instructions concerning the Passover with the statement that

the Israelites carried them out, viz. in after times (e.g. Num. ix.

5) ; and in ver. 51 the account of the exodus from Egypt is also

brouglit to a close. All that Jehovah promised to Moses in

chap. vi. 6 and 26 had now been fulfilled. But although ver.

51 is a concluding formula, and so belongs to the account just

closed, Ahenezra was so far right in wishing to connect this verse

with the commencement of the following chapter, that such con-

cluding formulae generally serve to link together the different

incidents, and therefore not only wind up what goes before, but

introduce what has yet to come.

Chap. xiii. 1—16. Saxctification of the First-born, and
Promulgation of the Law for the Feast of IVIazzoth.
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—^Vers. 1, 2. The sanctification of the first-born was closely

connected with the Passover. By this the deliverance of the

Israelitish first-born was effected, and the object of this deliver-

ance was their sanctification. Because Jehovah had delivered

the first-born of Israel, they were to be sanctified to Him. If

the Israelites completed their communion with Jehovah in the

Passover, and celebrated the commencement of their divine

standing in the feast of unleavened bread, they gave uninter-

rupted effect to their divine son ship in the sanctification of the

first-born. For this reason, probably, the sanctification of the

first-born was commanded by Jehovah at Succoth, immediately

after the exodus, and contemporaneously with the institution of

the seven days' feast of Mazzoth (cf. chap. ii. 15), so that the

place assigned it in the historical record is the correct one; whereas

the divine appointment of the feast of Mazzoth had been men-

tioned before (chap. xii. 15 sqq.), and the communication of that

appointment to the people was all that remained to be mentioned

here.—Ver. 2. Every first-born of man and beast was to be

sanctified to Jehovah, i.e. given up to Him for His service. As
the expression, " all the first-born," applied to both man and

beast, the explanation is added, " everything that opens the womb
among the Israelites, of man and beast." Dnn"73 ~it2Q for "it?3"''3

Dn*} (ver. 12) : ?3 is placed like an adjective after the noun, as

in Num. viii. 16, '3 "li^^^ for "ii3^"?3, hiavouyov iracrav fii^rpav for

irav Bcavolyov fxrjrpav (ver. 12, LXX.). ^^^n Y :
" it is Mine," it

belongs to Me. This right to the first-born was not founded upon

the fact, that " Jehovah was the Lord and Creator of all things,

and as every created object owed its life to Plim, to Him should

its life be entirely devoted," as Kurtz maintains, though without

scriptural proof; but in Num. iii. 13 and viii. 17 the ground of

the claim is expressly mentioned, viz. that on the day when Je-

hovah smote all the first-born of Egypt, He sanctified to Him-
self all the first-born of the Israelites, both of man and beast.

Hence the sanctification of the first-born rested not upon the

deliverance of the first-born sons from the stroke of the destroyer

through the atoning blood of the paschal lamb, but upon the

fact that God sanctified them for Himself at that time, and

therefore delivered them. But Jehovah sanctified the first-born

of Israel to Himself by adopting Israel as His first-born son (chap.

Iv. 22), or as His possession. Because Israel had been chosen

PENT.—VOL. II. C
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as the natio,n of Jehovah, its first-born of man and beast were

spared, and for that reason they were henceforth to be sanctified

to Jehovah. In what way, is more clearly defined in vers. 12 sqq.

Vers. 3-10. The directions as to the seven days' feast of

unleavened bread (chap. xii. 15-20) were made known by Moses

to the people on the day of the exodus, at the first station,

namely, Succoth ; but in the account of this, only the most im-

portant points are repeated, and the yearly commemoration is

enjoiued. In ver. 3, Egypt is called a " slave-house^^ inasmuch

as Israel was employed in slave-labour there, and treated as a

slave population (cf. chap. xx. 2 ; Deut. v. 6, vi. 12, etc.). 1^ ptn

"strength of hand^ in vers. 3, 14, and 16, is more emphatic

than the more usual ni^TH 1^ (chap. iii. 19, etc.).—On ver. 5, see

chap. iii. 8, and xii. 25. In ver. 6, the term "feast to Jehovah''^

points to the keeping of the seventh day by a holy convocation

and the suspension of work (chap. xii. 16). It is only of the

seventh day that this is expressly stated, because it was under-

stood as a matter of course that the first was a feast of Jehovah.
—^Ver. 8. " Because of that which Jehovah did to me " (i^t in a

relative sense, is qui, for '^E't?, see Eioald, § 331) : sc. "I eat un-

leavened bread," or, " I observe this service." This completion of

the imperfect sentence follows readily from the context, and the

whole verse may be explained from chap. xii. 26, 27.—Yer. 9. The
festival prescribed was to be to Israel "for a sign upon its hand,

and for a memorial between the eyes." These words presuppose

the custom of wearing mnemonic signs upon the hand and fore-

head ; but they are not to be traced to the heathen custom of

branding soldiers and slaves with marks upon the hand and fore-

head. For the parallel passages in Deut. vi. 8 and xi. 18, " bind

them for a sign upon your hand," are proofs that the allusion is

neither to branding nor writing on the hand. Hence the sign

upon the hand probably consisted of a bracelet round the wrist,

and the ziccaron between the eyes, of a band worn upon the fore-

head. The words are then used figuratively, as a proverbial

expression employed to give emphasis to the injunction to bear

this precept continually in mind, to be always mindful to observe

it. This is still more apparent from the reason assigned, " that

the law of Jehovah may be in thy mouth" For it was not by
mnemonic slips upon the hand and forehead that a law was so

placed in the mouth as to be talked of continually (Deut. vi. 7,
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xi. 19), but by the reception of it into the heart and its continual

fulfihnent. (See also ver. 16.) As the origin and meaning of

the festival were to be talked of in connection with the eating of

unleavened bread, so conversation about the law of Jehovah was

introduced at the same time, and the obligation to keep it re-

newed and brought vividly to mind.—Ver. 10. This ordinance

the Israelites were to keep iT^y^^?, " at its appointed time'^ (i.e.

from the 15th to the 21st Abib),

—

"from days to days" i.e. as

often as the days returned, therefore from year to year (cf. Judg.

xi. 40, xxi. 19 ; 1 Sam. i. 3, ii. 19).

In vers. 11-16, Moses communicated to the people the law

briefly noticed in ver. 2, respecting the sanctification of the first-

born. This law was to come into force when Israel had taken

possession of the promised land. Then everything which opened

the womb was to be given up to the Lord, nin^ l''3yn : to cause

to pass over to Jehovah, to consecrate or give up to Him as a

sacrifice (cf. Lev. xviii. 21). In " all that openeth the womb"
the first-born of both man and beast are included (ver. 2). This

general expression is then particularized in three clauses, com-

mencing with ?bl : (a) '"ipi]? cattle, i.e. oxen, sheep, and goats, as

clean domestic animals, but only the males ; (h) asses, as the

most common of the unclean domestic animals, instead of the

whole of these animals. Num. xviii. 15; (c) the Jirst- born of the

children of Israel. The female first-born of man and beast were

exempted from consecration. Of the clean animals the first-

born male (lt?3 abbreviated from Dnn "iti3, and "iJt?^ from the

Chaldee "iJ!i* to throw, the dropped young one) was to belong

to Jehovah, i.e. to be sacrificed to Him (ver. 15, and Num. xviii.

17). This law is still further explained in chap. xxii. 29, where it

is stated that the sacrificing was not to take place till the eighth

day after the birth; and in Deut. xv. 21, 22, it is still further

modified by the command, that an animal which had any fault,

and was either blind or lame, was not to be sacrificed, but to be

slain and eaten at home, like other edible animals. These two

rules sprang out of the general instructions concerning the sacri-

ficial animals. The first-born of the ass was to be redeemed

with a male lamb or kid (nb'j as at chap. xii. 3) ; and if not re-

deemed, it was to be killed. Pl"]y : from ^yi the nape, to break

the neck (Deut. xxi. 4, 6). The first-born sons of Israel were

also to be consecrated to Jehovah as a sacrifice ; not indeed in
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the manner of tlie heathen, by slaying and burning upon the

altar, but by presenting them to the Lord as living sacrifices,

devoting all their powers of body and mind to His service. In-

asmuch as the first birth represented all the births, the whole

nation was to consecrate itself to Jehovah, and present itself as

a priestly nation in the consecration of the first-born. But since

this consecration had its foundation, not in nature, but in the

grace of its call, the sanctification of the first birth cannot be

deduced from the separation of the first-born to the priesthood.

This view, which was very prevalent among early writers, has

been thoroughly overthrown by Outram {de Sacrif. 1, c. 4) and

Vitringa {ohservv. ii. c. 2, pp. 272 sqq.). As the priestly character

of the nation did not give a title in itself to the administration of

the priesthood within the theocracy, so the first-born were not

eo ipso chosen as priests through their consecration to Jehovah.

In what way they were to consecrate their life to the Lord, de-

pended upon the appointment of the Lord, which was, that they

were to perform the non-priestly work of the sanctuary, to be

servants of the priests in their holy service. Even this work
was afterwards transferred to the Levites (Num. iii.). At the

same time the obligation was imposed upon the people to redeem

their first-born sons from the service which was binding upon

them, but was now transferred to the Levites, who were substi-

tuted for them ; in other words, to pay five shekels of silver per

head to the priesthood (Num. iii. 47, xviii. 16). In anticipation

of this arrangement, which was to be introduced afterwards, the

redemjjtion (iT^Q) of the male first-born is already established

here.—On ver. 14, see chap. xii. 26. ITO : to-morrow, for the

future generally, as in Gen. xxx. 33. riNrnO: what does this

mean ? quid sibi vult hoc prcecejytum ac primogenitura (Jonathan).

—Ver. 15. 'lin^^? HK'pn :
" he made hard^^ {sc. his heart, cf. chap,

vii. 3) " to let us go." The sanctification of the first-born is en-

forced in ver. 16 in the same terms as the keeping of the feast of

Mazzoth in ver. 9, with this exception, that instead of 1113P we
have nbDitO^, as in Deut. vi. 8, and xi. 18. The word nbDiD sig-

nifies neither amulet nor aTi'yfxara, but " binding" or head-

bands, as is evident from the Chaldee NQtDit: armlet (2 Sam. i.

10), m^l^SD tiara (Esth. viii. 15; EzekV xxiv. 17, 23). This

command was interpreted literally by the Talmudists, and the

use of tephilUm, phylacteries (Matt, xxiii; 5), founded upon
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it ;^ the Caraltes, on the contrary, interpreted it figuratively, as a

proverbial expression for constant reflection upon, and fulfilment

of, the divine commands. The correctness of the latter is obvi-

ous from the words themselves, which do not say that the com-

mands are to be written upon scrolls, but only that they are to

be to the Israelites for signs upon the hand, and for bands be-

tween the eyes, i.e. they are to be kept in view like memorials

upon the forehead and the hand. The expression in Deut. vi. 8,

^' Thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and they

shall be as frontlets between thine eyes," does not point at all to

the symbolizing of the divine commands by an outward sign to

oe worn upon the hand, or to bands with passages of the law in-

scribed upon them, to be worn on the forehead between the eyes

;

nor does the " advance in Deut. vi. 8 from heart to word, and

from word to hand or act," necessarily lead to the peculiar no-

tion of Schultz, that " the sleeve and turban were to be used as

reminders of the divine commands, the former by being fastened

to the hand in a peculiar way, the latter by an end being

brought down upon the forehead." The line of thought referred

to merely expresses the idea, that the Israelites were not only to

retain the commands of God in their hearts, and to confess them
with the mouth, but to fulfil them with the hand, or in act and

deed, and thus to show themselves in their whole bearing as the

guardians and observers of the law. As the hand is the medium
of action, and carrying in the hand represents handling, so the

space between the eyes, or the forehead, is that part of the body

which is generally visible, and what is worn there is worn to be

seen. This figurative interpretation is confirmed and placed be-

yond doubt by such parallel passages as Prov. iii. 3, " Bind them
(the commandments) about thy neck ; write them upon the tables

of thine heart" (cf. vers. 21, 22, iv. 21, vi. 21, 22, vii. 3).

^ Possibly these scrolls were originally nothing more than a literal com-
pliance with the figurative expression, or a change of the figure into a sym-
bol, so that the custom did not arise from a pure misunderstanding ; though

at a later period the symbolical character gave place more and more to the

casual misinterpretation. On the phylacteries generally, see my Archao-

logie and Herzog's Cycl.
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JOURNEY FRO^I SUCCOTH, AND PASSAGE THROUGH THE RED

SEA.—CHAP. XIII. 17-XIV. 31.

Chap. xiii. 17-22. Journey from Succoth to Etham.—
Succoth, Israel's first place of encampment after their departure,

was probably the rendezvous for the whole nation, so that it

was from this point that they first proceeded in an orderly

march. The shortest and most direct route from Egypt to

Canaan would have been by the road to Gaza, in the land of the

Philistines ; but God did not lead them by this road, lest they

should repent of their movement as soon as the Philistines

opposed them, and so desire to return to Egypt. |S : firj, after

"lOX to say (to himself), i.e. to think, with the subordinate idea

of anxiety. The Philistines were very warlike, and would

hardly have failed to resist the entrance of the Israelites into

Canaan, of which they had taken possession of a very large

portion. But the Israelites were not prepared for such a con-

flict, as is sufficiently evident from their despair, in chap. xiv. 10

sqq. For this reason God made them turn round (3D^ for 3pj,

see Ges. § 67) by the way of the desert of the Eed Sea. Pre-

vious to the account of their onward march, it is still further

stated in vers. 18, 19, that they went out equipped, and took

Joseph's bones with them, according to his last request. Q"'^^n,

from t^pn lumbus, lit. lumbis accincti, signifies equipped, as a

comparison of this word as it is used in Josh. i. 14, iv. 12, with

Urshn in Num. xxxii. 30, 32, Deut. iii. 18, places beyond all

doubt ; that is to say, not " armed," KaOwTrkiafiivoi (*Si/m.), but

prepared for the march, as contrasted with fleeing in disorder

like fugitives. For this reason they were able to fulfil Joseph's

request, from which fact Calvin draws the following conclusion :

" In the midst of their adversity the people had never lost sight

of the promised redemption. For unless the celebrated adjura-

tion of Joseph had been a subject of common conversation

among them all, Moses would never have thought of it."

—

Ver. 20. From Succoth they went to Etham. With regard to

the situation of Succoth (from ri3D huts, probably a shepherd

encampment), only so much can be determined, that this place

was to the south-east of Raemses, on the way to Etham. Etham
was " at the end of the desert," which is called the desert of

£th'xm in Num. xxxiii. 8, and the desert of Shur {Jifar, see
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Gen. xvi. 7) in Ex. xv. 22 ; so that it was where Egypt ends

and the desert of Arabia begins, in, a line which curves from the

northern extremity of the Gulf of Arabia up to the Birket

TemseJi, or Crocodile Lake, and then on to Lake Menzalet.

According to the more precise statements of travellers, this line

is formed from the point of the gulf northwards, by a broad

sandy tract of land to the east of Ajrud, which never rises

more than about three feet above the water-mark (Robinson,

Pal. i. p. 80). It takes in the banks of the old canal, which

commence about an hour and a half to the north of Suez, and

run northwards for a distance which Seetzen accomplished in 4

hours upon camels {Roh. Pal. i. p. 548 ; Seetzen, R. iii. pp. 151,

152). Then follow the so-called Bitter Lakes, a dry, sometimes

swampy basin, or deep white salt plain, the surface of which,

according to the measurements of French engineers, is 40 or

50 feet lower than the ordinary water-mark at Suez. On the

north this basin is divided from the Birket Ternseh by a still

higher tract of land, the so-called Isthmus of Arhek. Hence
" Etham at the end of the desert" is to be sought for either on

the Isthmus of Arbek, in the neighbourhood of the later Sera-

peum, or at the southern end of the Bitter Lakes. The distance

is a conclusive argument against the former, and in favour of

the latter ; for although Seetzen travelled from Suez to Arbek

in 8 hours, yet according to the accounts of the French savan,

du Bois AyrnS, who passed through this basin several times,

from the northern extremity of the Bitter Lakes to Suez is

60,000 metres (16 hours' journey),—a distance so great, that the

children of Israel could not possibly have gone from Etham to

Hacliiroth in a day's march. Hence we must look for Etham

at the southern extremity of the basin of the Bitter Lake,^

which Israel might reach in two days from Ahu Keishib, and

then on the third day arrive at the plain of Suez, between

Ajrud and the sea. Succoth, therefore, must be sought on the

^ There is no force in the objection to this situation, that according to

different geognostic indications, the Gulf of Suez formerly stretched much

farther nortli, and covered the basin of the Bitter Lake ; for there is no

evidence that it reached as far as tliis in the time of Closes ; and the state-

ments of early writers as to the position of Heroopolis in the inner corner of

the Arabian Gulf, and not far to the north of Klysma, furnish no clear evi-

denco of this, as Knohel has already observed.
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western border of the Bitter Lake.—Vers. 21, 22. From Etham,

at the edge of the desert which separates Egypt from Asia, the

Israehtes were to enter the pathless desert, and leave the inha-

bited country. Jehovah then undertook to direct the march, and

give them a safe-conduct, through a miraculous token of His

presence. Whilst it is stated in vers. 17, 18, that Elohim led

them and determined the direction of their road, to show that

they did not take the course, which they pursued, upon their own

judgment, but by the direction of God ; in vers 21, 22, it is said

that " Jehovah weiit before them by day in a pillar of cloud, to

lead them the way, and by night in a pillar of fire, to give them

light, to go by day and night," i.e. that they might march at all

hours.^ To this sign of the divine presence and guidance there

was a natural analogon in the caravan fire, which consisted of

small iron vessels or grates, with wood fires burning in them,

fastened at the end of long poles, and carried as a guide in front

of caravans, and, according to Curtius (de gestis Alex. M. V.

2, 7), in trackless countries in the front of armies also, and by

which the direction of the road was indicated in the day-time

by the smoke, and at night by the light of the fire. There was

a still closer analogy in the custom of the ancient Persians, as

described by Curtius (iii. 3, 9), of carrying fire, " which they

called sacred and eternal," in silver altars, in front of the army.

But the pillar of cloud and fire must not be confounded with

any such caravan and army fire, or set down as nothing more

than a mythical conception, or a dressing up of this natural

custom. The cloud was not produced by an ordinary caravan

fire, nor was it " a mere symbol of the presence of God, which

derived all its majesty from the belief of the Israelites, that

Jehovah was there in the midst of them," according to Kosters

attempt to idealize the rationalistic explanation ; but it had a

miraculous origin and a supernatural character. We are not to

regard the phenomenon as consisting of two different pillars,

that appeared alternately, one of cloud, and the other of fire.

^ Knobel is quite -wrong in affirming, that according to the primary

work, the cloud was first instituted after the erection of the tabernacle.

For in the passages cited in proof of this (chap. xl. 34 sqq. ; Num. ix. 15
sqq., X. 11, 12, cf. xvii. 7), the cloud is invariably referred to, with the

definite article, as something already known, so that all these passages refer

to ver. 21 of the present chapter.
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There was but one pillar of both cloud and fire (chap. xiv. 24) ;

for even when shining in the dark, it is still called the pillar of

cloud (chap. xiv. 19), or the cloud (Num. ix. 21) ; so that it was

a cloud with a dark side and a bright one, causing darkness and

also lighting the night (xiv. 20), or " a cloud, and fire in it by-

night" (xl. 38). Consequently we have to imagine the cloud as

the covering of the fire, so that by day it appeared as a dark

cloud in contrast with the light of the sun, but by night as a

fiery splendour, " a fire-look" (t^'S"^x^M, Num. ix. 15, 16).

When this cloud went before the army of Israel, it assumed

the form of a column ; so that by day it resembled a dark

column of smoke rising up towards heaven, and by night a

column of fire, to show the whole army what direction to take.

But when it stood still above the tabernacle, or came down upon

it, it most probably took the form of a round globe of cloud ; and

when it separated the Israelites from the Egyptians at the Red
Sea, we have to imagine it spread out like a bank of cloud,

forming, as it were, a dividing wall. In this cloud Jehovah, or

the Angel of God, the visible representative of the invisible God
under the Old Testament, was really present with the people of

Israel, so that He spoke to Moses and gave him His command-

ments out of the cloud. In this, too, appeared " the glory of

the Lord" (chap. xvi. 10, xl. 34; Num. xvii. 7), the Shechinah

of the later Jewish theology. The fire in the pillar of cloud

was the same as that in which the Lord revealed Himself to

Moses out of the bush, and afterwards descended upon Sinai

amidst thunder and lightning in a thick cloud (chap, xix, 16, 18).

It was a symbol of the " zeal of the Lord," and therefore was

enveloped in a cloud, which protected Israel by day from heat,

sunstroke, and pestilence (Isa. iv. 5, 6, xlix. 10 ; Ps. xci. 5, 6,

cxxi. 6), and by night lighted up its path by its luminous splen-

dour, and defended it from the terrors of the night and from

all calamity (Ps. xxvii. 1 sqq., xci. 5, 6) ; but which also threat-

ened sudden destruction to those who murmured against God
(Num. xvii. 10), and sent out a devouring fire against the

rebels and consumed them (Lev. x. 2 ; Num. xvi. 35). As
Sartorius has aptly said, " We must by no means regard it as a

mere appearance or a poetical figure, and just as little as a mere

mechanical clothing of elementary forms, such, for example, as

storm -clouds or natural fire. Just as little, too, must we sup-
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pose the visible and material part of it to have been an element

of the divine nature, which is purely spiritual. We must rather

regard it as a dynamic conformation, or a higher corporeal form,

composed of the earthly sphere and atmosphere, through the

determining influence of the personal and specific (speciem

faciens) presence of God upon the earthly element, which cor-

poreal form God assumed and pervaded, that He might mani-

fest His own real presence therein."^—Ver. 22. This sign of the

presence of God did not depart fro-m Israel so long as the people

continued in the wilderness.

Chap. xiv. Passage of the Israelites through the
Red Sea; destruction of Pharaoh and his Army.—
Vers. 1, 2. At Etham God commanded the Israelites to turn

(31B^) and encamp by the sea, before Pihachiroth, between Mig-

dol and the sea, before Baalzephon, opposite to it. In Num.
xxxiii. 7, the march is described thus: on leaving Etham they

turned up to (?y) Pihachiroth, which is before (''P.?"''!' in the

front of) Baahephon, and encamped before Migdol. The only

one of these places that can be determined with any certainty is

Pihachiroth, or Hachiroth (Num. xxxiii. 8, jn being simply the

Egyptian article), which name has undoubtedly been preserved

in the Ajrud mentioned by Edrisi in the middle of the twelfth

century. At present this is simply a fort, with a well 250 feet

deep, the water of which is so bitter, however, that camels can

hardly drink it. It stands on the pilgrim road from Kahira to

Mecca, four hours' journey to the north-west of Suez (vid. Ro-

binson, Pal. i. p. 65). A plain, nearly ten miles long and about

as many broad, stretches from Ajrud to the sea to the west of

^ " This is done," Sartorius proceeds to say, " not by His making His

own invisible nature visible, nor yet merely figuratively or ideally, but by
His rendering it objectively perceptible through the energy it excites, and
the glorious effects it produces. The curtain (velum) of the natural which
surrounds the Deity is moved and lifted (revelatur) by the word of His will,

and the corresponding intention of His presence (per dextram Dei). But
this is effected not by His causing the light of His countenance, which is

unapproachable, to burst forth unveiled, but by His weaving out of the

natural element a holy, transparent veil, which, like the fiery cloud, both

shines and throws a shade, veils and unveils, so that it is equally true that

God dwells in light and that He dwells in darkness (2 Chron. vi. 1; 1 Tina.

yi. 16), as true that He can be found as that He must always be sought."
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Suez, and from the foot of Atakah to the arm of the sea on the

north of Suez {Robinson, Pal. i. 65). This plain most pro-

bably served the Israelites as a place of encampment, so that

they encamped before, i.e. to the east of, Ajrud towards the sea.

The other places must also be sought in the neighbourhood of

Hachiroth (Ajrud), though no traces of them have been disco-

vered yet. Migdol cannot be the Migdol twelve Eoman miles

to the south of Pelusium, which formed the north-eastern bound-

ary of Egypt (Ezek. xxix. 10), for according to Num. xxxiii. 7.

Israel encamped before Migdol ; nor is it to be sought for in the

hill and mountain-pass called Montala by Burclihardt, el Mun-

tala by Robinson (pp. 63, 64), two hours' journey to the north-

west of Ajrud, as Knobel supposes, for this hill lies too far to the

west, and when looked at from the sea is almost behind Ajrud;

so that the expression " encamping before Migdol" does not suit

this situation, not to mention the fact that a tower (-''^fP) does

not indicate a watch-tower (i^^V^). Migdol was probably to the

south of Ajrud, on one of the heights of the Atakah, and near

it, though more to the south-east, Baalzeplion (locus Typlionis),

which Michaelis and Forster suppose to be Heroopolis, whilst

Knobel places it on the eastern shore, and others to the south of

Hachiroth. If Israel therefore did not go straight into the de-

sert from Etham, on the border of the desert, but went south-

wards into the plain of Suez, to the west of the head of the Red

Sea, they were obliged to bend round, i.e. "to turn" from the

road they had taken first. The distance from Etham to the

place of encampment at Hachiroth must be at least a six hours'

journey (a tolerable day's journey, therefore, for a whole nation),

as the road from Suez to Ajrud takes four hours (Eobinson, i.

p. fi6^.

Vers. 3-9. This turn in their route was not out of the way

for the passage through the Red Sea, ; but apart from this, it was

not only out of the way, but a very foolish way, according to

human judgment. God commanded Moses to take this road, that

He might be honoured upon Pharaoh, and show the Egyptians

that He was Jehovah (cf. vers. 30, 31). Pharaoh would say of

the Israelites, They have lost their way; they are wandering about

in confusion ; the desert has shut them in, as in a prison upon

which the door is shut (pV "iJD as in Job xii. 14) ; and in his ob-

duracy he would resolve to go after them with his army, and
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bring them under his sway again.—Vers. 4 sqq. When it was

announced that Israel had fled, " the heart of Pharaoh and his

servants turned against the people" and they repented that they

had let them go. When and whence the information came,

we are not told. The common opinion, that it was brought after

the Israelites changed their route, has no foundation in the text.

For the change in Pharaoh's feelings towards the Israelites, and

liis regret that he had let them go, were caused not by their

supposed mistake, but by their flight. Now the king and his

servants regarded the exodus as a flight, as soon as they recovered

from the panic caused by the death of the first-born, and began to

consider the consequences of the permission given to the people to

leave his service. This may have occurred as early as the second

day after the exodus. In that case, Pharaoh would have had

time to collect chariots and horsemen, and overtake the Israelites

at Hachiroth, as they could easily perform the same journey in

two days, or one day and a half, to which the Israelites had
taken more than three. "He yoked his chariot (had it yoked,

cf. 1 Kings vi. 14), and took his people (i.e. his warriors) ivith

himj'^ viz. " six hundred chosen war chariots (ver. 7), and all the

chariots of Egi/pt" (sc. that he could get together in the time),

and " roT/al guards upon them all." ^''V?^^ rpLcrrcnaL, tristatse

qui et terni statores vocantur, nomen est secundi gradus post

regiam dignitatem (Jerome on Ezek. xxiii. 23), not charioteers

(see my Com. on 1 Kings ix. 22). According to ver. 9, the army
raised by Pharaoh consisted of chariot horses (33^ D^D), riding

horses (^V")?? lit- runners, 1 Kings v. 6), and ^^n, the men be-

longing to them. War chariots and cavalry were always the

leading force of the Egyptians (cf. Isa. xxxi. 1, xxxvi. 9). Three
times (vers. 4, 8, and 17) it is stated that Jehovah hardened

Pharaoh's heart, so that he pursued the Israelites, to show that

God had decreed this hardening, to glorify Himself in the judg-

ment and death of the proud king, who would not honour God,
the Holy One, in his life. " And the children of Israel were

going out with a high hand" ver. 8 is a conditional clause in the

sense of, " although they went out" {Eioald, § 341). non n^, the

high hand, is the high hand of Jehovah with the might which it

displayed (Isa. xxvi. 11), not the armed hand of the Israelites.

This is the meaning also in Num. xxxiii. 3 ; it is different in

Num. sv. 30. The very fact that Pharaoh did not discern the
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lifting up of Jehovah's hand in the exodus of Israel displayed

the hardening of his heart. " Beside Fihachiroth ;" see ver. 2.

Vers. 10-14. When the Israelites saw the advancing army

of the Egyptians, they were greatly alarmed ; for their situation

to human eyes was a very unfortunate one. Shut in on the east

by the sea, on the south and west by high mountains, and with

the army of the Egyptians behind them, destruction seemed in-

evitable, since they were neither outwardly armed nor inwardly

prepared for a successful battle. Although they cried unto the

Lord, they had no confidence in Plis help, notwithstanding all

the previous manifestations of the fidelity of the true God ; they

therefore gave vent to the despair of their natural heart in com-

plaints against Moses, who had brought them out of the servi-

tude of Egypt to give them up to die in the desert. " Hast thou,

because there loere no graves at all (P^? V?^, a double negation to

give emphasis) in Egypt, fetched us to die in the desert ?" Their

further words in ver. 12 exaggerated the true state of the case

from cowardly despair. For it was only when the oppression

increased, after Moses' first interview with Pharaoh, that they

complained of what Moses had done (chap. v. 21), whereas at

first they accepted his proposals most thankfully (chap. iv. 31),

and even afterwards implicitly obeyed his directions.—Ver. 13.

Moses met their unbelief and fear with the energy of strong

faith, and promised them such help from the Lord, that they

would never see again the Egyptians, whom they had seen that

day. Qri''X"i '^K'^^ does not mean ov Tpoirov ewpaKare (LXX.),

quemadmodum vidistis (Ros., Kn.) ; but the sentence is inverted

;

" The Egyptians, whom ye have seen to-day, ye will never see

again."—Ver. 14. "Jehovah will Jight for you (M^, dat comm.)y

hut you will he silent" i.e. keep quiet, and not complain any

more (cf. Gen. xxxiv. 5).

Vers. 15-29. The words of Jehovah to Moses, " What criest

thou to Me?" imply that Moses had appealed to God for help, or

laid the complaints of the people before Him, and do not convey

any reproof, but merely an admonition to resolute action. The

people were to move forward, and Moses was to stretch out his

hand with his staff over the sea and divide it, so that the people

might go through the midst on dry ground. Vers. 17 and 18

repeat the promise in vers. 3, 4. The command and promise

were followed by immediate help (vers. 19-29). Whilst Moses
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divided the water with his staff, and thus prepared the way, the

angel of God removed from before the IsraeHtes, and placed

himself behind them as a defence against the Egyptians, who

were following them. " Upon his chariots, and upon his horse-

men" (ver. 17), is in apposition to ^^ all his host" as Pharaoh's

army consisted entirely of chariots and horsemen (cf. ver. 18).

—Yer. 20. " And it was the cloud and the darkness (sc. to the

Egyptians), and lighted up the night (^sc. to the Israelites)." Fuit

nubes partim lucida et partim tenehricosa, ex una parte tenehricosa

fuit ^gyptiis, ex altera lucida Israelitis (Jonathan). Although

the article is striking in ^^r'nn'), the difficulty is not to be removed,

as Ewald proposes, by substituting ^^H']'!?
" and as for the cloud,

it caused darkness;" for in that case the grammar would re-

quire the imperfect with i consec. This alteration of the text is

also rendered suspicious from the fact that both Onkelos and the

LXX. read and render the word as a substantive.—Vers. 21,

22. When Moses stretched out his hand with the staff (ver. 16)

over the sea, " Jehovah made the water go (flow away) by a strong

east wind the whole night, and made the sea into dry (ground), and

the water split itself" (i.e. divided by flowing northward and

southward) ;
" and the Israelites went in the midst of the sea

(where the water had been driven away by the wind) in the dry,

and the water was a loall (i.e. a protection formed by the dam-

ming up of the water) on the right and on the left." C^i^, the

east wind, which may apply either to the south-east or north-

east, as the Hebrew has special terms for the four quarters only.

Whether the wind blew directly from the east, or somewhat from

the south-east or north-east, cannot be determined, as we do not

know the exact spot whei'e the passage was made. In any case,

the division of the water in both directions could only have been

effected by an east wind ; and although even now the ebb is

strengthened by a north-east wmd, as Tischendorf says, and the

flood is driven so much to the south by a strong north-west wind

that the gulf can be ridden through, and even forded on foot, to

the north of Suez (v. Schub. lieise ii. p. 269), and " as a rule

the rise and fall of the water in the Arabian Gulf is nowhere so

dependent iqDon the wind as it is at Suez" (Wellsted, Arab. ii.

41, 42), the drying of the sea as here described cannot be ac-

counted for by an ebb strengthened by the east wind, l)ecause

the water is all driven southwards in the ebb, and not sent in
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two opposite directions. Such a division could only be produced

by a wind sent by God, and working with omnipotent force, in

connection with which the natural phenomenon of the ebb may
no doubt have exerted a subordinate influence.^ The passage

was effected in the night, through the whole of which the wind

was blowing, and in the morning watch (between three and six

o'clock, ver. 24) it was finished.

As to the possibility of a whole nation crossing with their

flocks, i?o5znson concludes that this might have been accomplished

within the period of an extraordinary ebb, which lasted three, or

at the most four hours, and was strengthened by the influence of

a miraculous wind. " As the Israelites," he observes, " num-
bered more than two millions of persons, besides flocks and herds,

they would of course be able to pass but slowly. If th^ part left

dry were broad enough to enable them to cross in a body one

thousand abreast, which would require a space of more than half

a mile in breadth (and is perhaps the largest supposition admis-

sible), still the column would be more than two thousand per-

sons in depth, and in all probability could not have extended less

than two miles. It would then have occupied at least an hour

in passing over its own length, or in entering the sea ; and de-

ducting this from the largest time intervening, before the Egyp-
tians also have entered the sea, there will remain only time

enough, under the circumstances, for the body of the Israelites

to have passed, at the most, over a space of three or four miles."

(Researches in Palestine, vol. i. p. 84.)

But as the dividing of the water cannot be accounted for by
an extraordinary ebb, even though miraculously strengthened,

we have no occasion to limit the time allowed for the crossing to

the ordinary period of an ebb. If God sent the wind, which

divided the water and laid the bottom dry, as soon as night set

in, the crossing might have begun at nine o'clock in the evening,

if not before, and lasted till four or five o'clock in the morning

' But as tbe ebb at Suez leaves the shallow parts of the gulf so far dry,

when a strong wind is blowing, that it is possible to cross over them, we
may understand how the legend could have arisen among the Ichthyophagi

of that neighbourhood (Dlod. Sic. 3, 39) and even the inhabitants of

Memphis (Eusci. prsep. ev. 9, 27), that the Israelites took advantage tif a

strong ebb, and how modern writers like Clericus have tried to show that

the passage thi'ough the sea may be so accounted for.
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(see ver. 27). By this extension of the time we gain enough for

the flocks, which Robinson has left out of his calculation. The

Egyptians naturally followed close upon the Israelites, from

whom they were only divided by the pillar of cloud and fire

;

and when the rear of the Israelites had reached the opposite

shore, they were in the midst of the sea. And in the morning

watch Jehovah cast a look upon them in the pillar of cloud and

fire, and threw their army into confusion (ver. 24). The breadth

of the gulf at the point in question cannot be precisely deter-

mined. At the narrowest point above Suez, it is only two-thirds

of a mile in breadth, or, 'according to Niehuhr, 3450 feet ; but

it was probably broader formerly, and even now is so farther up,

opposite to Tell Kolzum (Bob. i. pp. 84 and 70). The place

where the Israelites crossed must have been broader, otherwise

the Egyptian army, with more than six hundred chariots and

many horsemen, could not have been in the sea and perished

there when the water returned.—" And Jehovah looked at the

army of the Egyptians in (with) the jnllar of cloud and fire, and

troubled it^ This look of Jehovah is to be regarded as the ap-

pearance of fire suddenly bursting forth from the pillar of cloud

that was turned towards the Egyptians, which threw the Egyp-

tian army into alarm and confusion, and not as " a storm with

thunder and lightning," as Josephus and even Rosenmuller as-

sume, on the ground of Ps. Ixxviii. 18, 19, though without

noticing the fact that the psalmist has merely given a poetical

version of the event, and intends to show " how all the powers

of nature entered the service of the majestic revelation of Je-

hovah, when He judged Egypt and set Israel free" (JDelitzsch).

The fiery look of Jehovah was a much more stupendous pheno-

menon than a storm ; hence its effect was incomparably grander,

viz. a state of confusion in which the wheels of the chariots were

broken off from the axles, and the Egyptians were therefore

impeded in their efforts to escape.—Ver. 25. " And (Jehovah)

made the xoheels of his (the Egyptian's) chariots give loay, and

made, that he (the Egyptian) drove in difficulty." Jnj to drive a

chariot (2 Sam. vi. 3, cf. 2 Kings ix. 20).—Vers. 26^, 27. Then
God directed Moses to stretch out his staff again over the sea,

and the sea came back with the turning of the morning (when
the morning turned, or approached) to its position (in"'X -peren-

nitas, the lasting or permanent position), and the Egyptians were
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flying to meet it. " When the east wind which divided the sea

ceased to blow, the sea from the north and south began to flow

together on the western side;" whereupon, to judge from chap

XV. 10, the wind began immediately to blow from the west, and

drove the waves in the face of the flying Egyptians. " And
thus Jehovah shook the Egyptians (i.e. plunged them into the

greatest confusion) in the midst of the sea," so that Pharaoh's

chariots and horsemen, to the very last man, were buried in the

waves.

Vers. 30, 31. This miraculous deliverance of Israel from the

power of Egypt, through the mighty hand of their God, pro-

duced so wholesome a fear of the Lord, that they believed in

Jehovah, and His servant Moses.—Ver. 31. " The great hand :"

i.e. the might which Jehovah had displayed upon Egypt. In ad-

dition to the glory of God through the judgment upon Pharaoh

(vers. 4, 17), the guidance of Israel through the sea was also

designed to establish Israel still more firmly in the fear of the

Lord and in faith. But faith in the Lord was inseparably con-

nected with faith in Moses as the servant of the Lord. Hence
the miracle was wrought through the hand and staff of Moses.

But this second design of the miraculous guidance of Israel did

not exclude the first, viz. glory upon Pharaoh. From this

manifestation of Jehovah's omnipotence, the Israelites were to

discern not only the merciful Deliverer, but also the holy Judge

of the ungodly, that they might grow in the fear of God, as

well as in the faith which they had already shown, when,

trusting in the omnipotence of Jehovah, they had gone, as

though upon dry land (Heb. xi. 29), between the watery walls

which might at any moment have overwhelmed them.

MOSES' SONG AT THE RED SEA.—CHAP. XV. 1-21.

In the song of praise which Moses and the children of Israel

sang at the Red Sea, in celebration of the wonderful works of

Jehovah, the congregation of Israel commemorated the fact of

its deliverance and its exaltation into the nation of God. By
their glorious deliverance from the slave-house of Egypt, Jeho-

vah had practically exalted the seed of Abraham into His own
nation ; and in the destruction of Pharaoh and his host, He had

glorified Himself as God of the gods and King of the heathen,

PENT.—VOL. II. D
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wliom no power on earth could defy with impunity. As the

fact of Israel's deliverance from the power of its oppressors is of

everlasting importance to the Church of the Lord in its conflict

with the ungodly powers of the world, in which the Lord con-

tinually overthrows the enemies of His kingdom, as He over

threw Pharaoh and his horsemen in the depths of the sea : so

Moses' song at the Red Sea furnishes the Church of the Lord

with the materials for its songs of praise in all the great con-

flicts which it has to sustain, during its onward course, with the

powers of the world. Hence not only does the key-note of this

song resound through all Israel's songs, in praise of the glorious

works of Jehovah for the good of His people (see especially

Isa. xii.), but the song of Moses the servant of God will also be

sung, along with the song of the Lamb, by the conquerors who

stand upon the " sea of glass," and have gained the victory over

the beast and his image (Rev. xv. 3).

The substance of this song, which is entirely devoted to the

praise and adoration of Jehovah, is the judgment inflicted upon

the heathen power of the world in the fall of Pharaoh, and the

salvation which flowed from this judgment to Israel. Although

Moses is not expressly mentioned as the author of the song, its

authenticity, or Mosaic authorship, is placed beyond all doubt

by both the contents and the form. The song is composed of

three gradually increasing strophes, each of which commences

with the praise of Jehovah, and ends with a description of the

overthrow of the Egyptian host (vers. 2-5, 6-10, 11-18). The
theme announced in the introduction in ver. 1 is thus treated in

three different ways ; and whilst the omnipotence of God, dis-

played in the destruction of the enemy, is the prominent topic

in the first two strophes, the third depicts with prophetic confi-

dence the fruit of this glorious event in the establishment of

Israel, as a kingdom of Jehovah, in the promised inheritance.

Modern criticism, it is true, has taken offence at this prophetic

insight into the future, and rejected the song of Moses, just be-

cause the wonders of God are carried forward in vers. 16, 17,

beyond the Mosaic times. But it was so natural a thing that,

after the miraculous deliverance of the Israelites from Egypt,

they should turn their eyes to Canaan, and, looking forward

with certainty to the possession of the promised land, should an-

ticipate with believing confidence the foundation of a sanctuary
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there, In which their God would dwell with them, that none but

those wlio altogether reject the divine mission of Moses, and set

down the mighty works, of God in Egypt as myths, could ever

deny to Moses this anticipation and prospect. Even Ewald

admits that this grand song of praise " was probably the im-

mediate effect of first enthusiasm in the Mosaic age," though

he also ignores the prophetic character of the song, and denies

the reality of any of the supernatural wonders of the Old Tes-

tament. There is nothing to prevent our understanding the

words, " then sang Moses," as meaning that Moses not only

sang this song with the Israelites, but composed it for the con-

gregation to the praise of Jehovah.

Vers. 16-5. Introduction and first strophe.—The introduc-

tion, which contains the theme of the song, " Sing will I to the

Lord, for highly exalted is He, horse and his rider He hath

thrown info the sea" was repeated, when sung, as an anti-strophe

by a chorus of women, with Miriam at their head (cf. vers.

20, 21) ; whether after every verse, or only at the close of the

longer strophes, cannot be determined. Hi^a to arise, to grow

up, trop. to show oneself exalted ; connected with an inf. abs.

to give still further emphasis. Jehovah had displayed His supe-

riority to all earthly power by casting horses and riders, the

proud army of the haughty Pharaoh, into the sea. This had

filled His people with rejoicing : (ver. 2), " My strength and

so7ig is Jah, He became my salvation ; He is my God, lohom I
extol, my father s God, ichom I exalt.'* TV strength, might, not

praise or glory, even in Ps. viii. 2. ^y?\, an old poetic form for

n"ipT, from I^T, primarily to hum ; thence "iKiT ylraXXetv, to play

music, or sing with a musical accompaniment. Jah, the con-

centration of Jehovah, the God of salvation ruling the course of

history with absolute freedom (cf. vol. i. p. 74), has passed from

this song into the Psalms, but is restricted to the higher style

of poetry. " For He became salvation to me, granted me deliver-

ance and salvation ;" on the use of vav consec. in explanatory

clauses, see Gen. xxvi. 12. This clause is taken from our song,

and introduced in Isa. xii. 2, Ps. cxviii. 14. v??
'"^.I

= this Jah,

such an one is my God. ini^K : Hiphil of ^)>, related to nSJ, mw,

to be lovely, delightful, Hiph. to extol, to praise, Bo^dcrco, glorifi-

cabo (LXX., Vulg.). " The God of my father ;" i.e. of Abraham

as the ancestor of Israel, or, as in chap. iii. 6, of the three
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patriarchs -combined. What He promised them (Gen. xv. 14,

xlvi. 3, 4) He had now fulfilled.—Ver. 3. "Jehovah is a man of

war :" one who knows how to make war, and possesses the

power to destroy His foes. " Jehovah is His name :" i.e. He
has just proved Himself to b© the God who rules with un-

limited might. For (ver. 4) " FharaoKs chariots and his might

(his military force) He cast into the sea, and the choice (the

chosen ones) of his knights (shelishim, see chap. xiv. 7) were

drowned in the Red Sea.""—Ver. 5. " Floods cover them QiD^oy,

defectively written for Vp3'' = '^Q2\ and the suffix ^O for io, only

used here) ; thei/ go down into the deep like stone^^ which never

appears again.

Vers. 6-10. Jehovah had not only proved Himself to be a

true man of war in destroying the Egyptians, but also as the

glorious and strong one, who overthrows His enemies at the very

moment when tliey think they are able to destroy His people.

—

Ver. 6. " Thy right hand, Jehovah, glorified in power (gloriously

equipped with power : on the Yod in "'1"^^^?., see Gen. xxxi. 39 ;

the form is masc, and PP), which is of common gender, is first

of all construed as a masculine, as in Prov. xxvii. 16, and then

as a feminine), Thy right hand dashes in pieces the enewAjT

XT\ = XT\ '• only used here, and in Judg. x. 8. The thought is

quite a general one : the right hand of Jehovah smites every

foe. This thought is deduced from the proof just seen of the

power of God, and is still further expanded in ver 7, " In the

fulness of Thy majesty Thou pullest down Thine opponents.^*

Din generally applied to the pulling down of buildings ; then

used figuratively for the destruction of foes, who seek to de-

stroy the building (the work) of God ; in this sense here and

Ps. xxviii. 5. CpP : those that rise up in hostility against a

man (Deut. xxxiii. 11 ; Ps. xviii. 40, etc.). " Thou lettest out

Thy burning heat, it devours them like stubble." P^, the burning

breath of the wrath of God, which Jehovah causes to stream

out like fire (Ezek. vii. 3), was probably a play xipon the fiery

look cast upon the Egyptians from the pillar of cloud (cf. Isa.

ix. 18, X. 17 ; and on the last words, Isa. v. 24, Nah. i. 10).

—

Vers. 8-10. Thus had Jehovah annihilated the Egy]3tians.

"And by the breath of Thy nostrils (i.e. the strong east wind sent

by God, which is described as the blast of the breath of His

nostrils ; cf. Ps. xviii. 16) the waters heaped themselves up (piled
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themselves up, so that it was possible to go between them like

walls) ; the flowing ones stood like a Jieap" ("tJ cumulus ; it ocem'S

in Josh. iii. 13, 16, and Ps. xxxiii. 7, Ixxviii. 13, where it is bor-

rowed from this passage. D vJJ : the running, flowing ones ; a

poetic epithet applied to waves, rivers, or brooks, Ps. Ixxviii. 16,

44 ; Isa. xliv. 3). " The waves congealed in the heart of the sea :"

a poetical description of the piling up of the waves like solid

masses.

Ver. 9. " The enemy said: Ipursue, overtake, divide spoil, my
soul becomes full of them ; I draw my sword, my hand will root

them outr By these short clauses following one another with-

out any copula, the confidence of the Egyptian as he pursued

them breathing vengeance is very strikingly depicted. t/'23 : the

soul as the seat of desire, i.e. of fury, which sought to take

vengeance on the enemy, " to cool itself on them." C'''"iin : to

drive from their possession, to exterminate (cf. Num. xiv. 12).

—^Ver. 10. " Thou didst blow with Thy breath : the sea covered

them, they sank as lead in the mighty waters." One breath of

God was sufficient to sink the proud foe in the waves of the sea.

The waters are called Q"'T'7??) because of the mighty proof of the

Creator's glory which is furnished by the waves as they rush

majestically along.

Vers. 11-18. Third strophe. On the ground of this glori-

ous act of God, the song rises in the third strophe into firm

assurance, that in His incomparable exaltation above all gods

Jehovah will finish the work of salvation, already begun, fill all

the enemies of Israel with terror at the greatness of His arm,

bring His people to His holy dwelling-place, and plant them on

the 'mountain of His inheritance. What the Lord had done

thus far, the singer regarded as a pledge of the future,—Ver.

11. " Who is like unto Thee among the gods, Jehovah (Qy^ :

not strong ones, but gods, Elohim, Ps. Ixxxvi. 8, because none

of the many so-called gods could perform such deeds), wlio is

like unto Thee, glorified in holiness V God had glorified Him-

self in holiness through the redemption of His people and the

destruction of His foes ; so that Asaph could sing, " Thy way,

O God, is in holiness" (Ps. Ixxvii. 13). ^'y, holiness, is the

sublime and incomparable majesty of God, exalted above all the

imperfections and blemishes of the finite creature (yid. chap,

xix. 6). ^^ Fearful for praises, doing wonders.'^ The bold ex-
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pression np!^T' N"ji3 conveys more than summe venerandus, s. colen

dus laudihus, and signifies terrible to praise, terrihilis laudibus

As His rule among men is fearful (Ps. Ixvi. 5), because He
performs fearful miracles, so it is only with fear and trembling

that man can sing songs of praise worthy of His wondrous works.

Omnium enim laudantium vires, linguas et mentes superant ideoque

magno cum, timore et tremore eum laudant omnes angeli et sancti

(C. a Lap.). " Thou stretchest out Thy hand, the earth swallows

themr With these words the singer passes in survey all the

mighty acts of the Lord, which were wrapt up in this miraculous

overthrow of the Egyptians. The words no longer refer to the

destruction of Pharaoh and his host. What Egypt had experi-

enced would come upon all the enemies of the Lord and His

people. Neither the idea of the earth swallowing them, nor the

use of the imperfect, is applicable to the destruction of the Egyp-

tians (see vers. 1, 4, 5, 10, 19, where the perfect is applied to it

as already accomplished).—Ver. l.S. " Thou leadest through Thy

mercy the people whom Thou redeemest ; Thou guidest them

through Thy might to Thy holy habitation." The deliverance

from Egypt and guidance through the Red Sea were a pledge to

the redeemed people of their entrance into the promised land.

The holy habitation of God was Canaan (Ps. Ixxviii. 54), which

had been consecrated as a sacred abode for Jehovah in the midst

of His people by the revelations made to the patriarchs there,

and especially by the appearance of God at Bethel (Gen. xxviii.

16 sqq., xxxi. 13, xxxv. 7).—Ver. 14. ^^ People hear, they are

afraid ; tremhling seizes the inhabitants of Philistia."—Ver. 15.

" The7i are the princes (alluphim, see Gen. xxxvi. 15) of Edom
confounded; the mighty men of Moab, trembling seizes them, ; all

the inhabitants of Canaan despair." ^'^T'^, like DylX in 2 Kings

xxiv. 15, scriptio plena for Qy^, strong, powerful ones. As soon

as these nations should hear of the miraculous guidance of Israel

through the Red Sea, and Pharaoh's destruction, they would be

thrown into despair from anxiety and alarm, and would not op-

pose the march of Israel through their land.—Ver. 16. " Fear

and, dread fall upon them ; for the greatness of Thine arm (the

adjective ?n2 placed as a substantive before the noun) they are

dumb {py from D0"1) as stones, till Thy people pass through,

Jehovah, till the people which Thou hast purchased pass through^

Israel was still on its march to Canaan, an evident proof that
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vers. 13-15 do not describe what was past, but that future events

were foreseen in spirit, and are represented by the use of per-

fects as being quite as certain as if they had already happened.

The singer mentions not only Edom and Moab, but Philistia

also, and the inhabitants of Canaan, as enemies who are so

paralyzed with terror, as to offer no resistance to the passage of

Israel through their territory ; whereas the history shows that

Edom did oppose their passing through its land, and they were

obliged to go round in consequence (Num. xx. 18 sqq. ; Deut. ii.

3, 8), whilst Moab attempted to destroy them through the power

of Balaam's curse (Num. xxii. 2 sqq.) ; and what the inhabi-

tants of Philistia and Canaan had to fear, was not their passing

through, but their conquest of the land.^ We learn, however,

from Josh. ii. 9, 10 and ix. 9, that the report of Israel's miracu-

lous passage through the Red Sea had reached to Canaan, ancl

filled its inhabitants with terror.—Ver. 17. " Thou wilt bring and

plant them in the mountain of Thine inheritance, the place which

Thou hast made for Thy dwelling-place, Jehovah, for the sanc-

tuary. Lord, lohich Thy hands prepared" On the dagesh dirim.

in t^'iipp, see chap. ii. 3. The futures are not to be taken as ex-

pressive of wishes, but as simple predictions, and are not to be

twisted into preterites, as they have been by Knohel. The
" mountain of JehovaKs inheritance" was not the hill country of

Canaan (Deut. iii. 25), but the mountain which Jehovah had

prepared for a sanctuary (Ps. Ixxviii. 54), and chosen as a

dwelling-place through the sacrifice of Isaac. The planting of

Israel upon this mountain does not signify the introduction of

the Israelites into the promised land, but the planting of the

people of God in the house of the Lord (Ps. xcii. 14), in the

future sanctuary, where Jehovah would perfect His fellowship

with His people, and where the people would show themselves

by their sacrifices to be the " people of possession," and would

^ The fact that the inhabitants of Philistia and Canaan are described in

the same terms as Edom and Moab, is an unquestionable proof that this song

was composed at a time when the command to exterminate the Cauaanitea

had not yet been given, and the boundary of the territory to be captured

by the Israelites was not yet fixed ; in other words, that it was sung by

Moses and the Israelites after the passage through the Red Sea. In the

words "ihy iy in ver. 16, there is by no means the allusion to or play upon,

the passage through the Jordan, which Knohel introduces.
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serve Him for ever as their King. This was the goal, to which

the redemption from Egypt pointed, and to which the prophetic

foresight of Moses raised both himself and his people in this

song, as he beholds in spirit and ardently desires the kingdom of

Jehovah in its ultimate completion.^ The song closes in ver. 18

with an inspiring prospect of the time, when " Jehovah will he

King (of His people) /or ever and ever ;^' and in ver. 19, it is

dovetailed into the historical narrative by the repetition of the

fact to which it owed its origin, and by the explanatory " for,"

which points back to the opening verse.

Vers. 19-21. In the words " Pharaolis horse, with his chariots

and horsemen,''^ Pharaoh, riding upon his horse as the leader of

the army, is placed at the head of the enemies destroyed by

Jehovah. In ver. 20, Miriam is called " the prophetess," not

ob poeticam et musicam facidtatem (Ros.~), but because of her

pn phetic gift, which may serve to explain her subsequent op-

position to Moses (Num. xi. 1, 6) ; and " the sister of Aaron,"

tho'igh she was Moses' sister as well, and had been his deli-

verer in his infancy, not " because Aaron had his own inde-

pendent spiritual standing by the side of Moses" {Baumg.\ but

to point out the position which she was afterwards to occupy in

the congregation of Israel, namely, as ranking, not with Moses,

but with Aaron, and like him subordinate to Moses, who had

been placed at the head of Israel as the mediator of the Old

Covenant, and as such was Aaron's god (chap. iv. 16, Kurtz).

* Aiiherlens remarks in the Jalirl. f. d. Theol. iii. p. 793, are quite to the

point :
" In spirit Moses already saw the people brought to Canaan, -which

Jehovah had described, in the promise given to the fathers and repeated

to him, as His own dwelling-place where He would abide in the midst of

His people in holy separation from the nations of the world. When the first

stage had been so gloriously finished, he could already see the termination

of the journey." . . .
" The nation was so entirely devoted to Jehovah, that

its own dwelling-place fell into the shade beside that of its God, and assumed

the appearance of a sojourning around the sanctuary of Jehovah, for God
went up before the people in the pillar of cloud and fire. The fact that a

mountain is mentioned in ver. 17 as the dwelling-place of Jehovah is no

proof of a vaticinium post eventum^ but is a true prophecy, having its natural

side, however, in the fact that mountains were generally the sites chosen

for divine worship and for temples ; a fact with which Moses was already

acquainted (Gen. xxii. 2 ;
Ex. iii. 1, 12 ; compare such passages as Num.

xxii. 41, xxxiii. 52, Micah iv. 1,2). In the actual fulfilment it was Mount
Zion upon which Jehovah was enthroned as King in the midst of His people.
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As prophetess and sister of Aaron she led the chorus of women,
who replied to the male chorus with timbrels and dancing, and
by taking up the first strophe of the song, and in this way took

part in the festival ; a custom that was kept up in after times in

the celebration of victories (Judg. xi. 34 ; 1 Sam. xviii. 6, 7, xxi.

12, xxix. 5), possibly in imitation of an Egyptian model (see my
Archaologie, § 137, note 8).

ISRAEL CONDUCTED FROM THE RED SEA TO THE MOUNTAIX
OF GOD.—CHAP. XV. 22-XVII. 7.

Chap. XV. 22-27. March from the Red Sea to Marah
AND Elim.—Being thus delivered from Egypt and led safely

through the Red Sea, Israel was led into the desert to the sanc-

tuary of Sinai, to be adopted and consecrated by Jehovah as His

possession.—Ver. 22. Leaving the Red Sea, they went into the

desert of Shur. This name is given to the tract of desert which

separates Egypt from Palestine, and also from the more elevated

parts of tlie desert of Arabia, and stretches from the Mediter-

ranean to the head of the Arabian Gulf or Red Sea, and thence

along the eastern shore of the sea to the neighbourhood of the

Wady Gharandel. In Num. xxxiii. 8 it is called the desert of

Etham, from the town of Etham, which stood upon the border

(see chap. xiii. 20). The spot where the Israelites encamped
after crossing the sea, and sang praises to the Lord for their

gracious deliverance, is supposed to have been the present ^?/?ni

Musa (the springs of Moses), the only green spot in the northern

part of this desolate tract of desert, where water could be ob-

tained. At the present time there are several springs there,

M'hich yield a dark, brackish, though drinkable water, and a

few stunted palms ; and even till a very recent date country

houses have been built and gardens laid out there by the richer

inhabitants of Suez. From this point the Israelites went three

days without finding water, till they came to Marah, where there

was water, but so bitter that they could not drink it. Tlie first

spot on the road from Ayun Musa to Sinai where Avater can be

found, is in the well of Howdra, 33 English miles from the

former. It is now a basin of 6 or 8 feet in diameter, with two

feet of water in it, but so disagreeably bitter and salt, that the

Bedouins consider it the w.orst water in the whole neighbour-
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hood (Robinso')!, i. 96). The distance from Ayun Musa and

the quality of the Avater both favour the identity of Hoiidra and

Marah. A whole people, travelling with children, cattle, and

baggage, could not accomplish the distance in less than three

days, and there is no other water on the road from Ayun Musa
to Howara. Hence, from the time of Burckhardt, who was the

first to rediscover the well, Howara has been regarded as the

Marah of the Israelites. In the Wady Amara, a barren valley

two hours to the north of Howara, where Eioald looked for it,

there is no water to be found ; and in the Wady Gharandel, two

hours to the south, to which Lepsius assigned it, the quality of

the water does not agree with our account.^ It is true that no

trace of the name has been preserved ; but it seems to have

been given to the place by the Israelites simply on account of

the bitterness of the water. This furnished the people with an

inducement to murmur against Moses (ver. 24). They had

probabl}' taken a supply of water from Ayun Musa for the three

days' march into the desert. But this store was now exhausted
;

and, as Luther says, " when the supply fails, our faith is soon

gone." Thus even Israel forgot the many proofs of the grace

of God, which it had received already.—Ver. 25. When Moses
cried, to the Lord in consequence, He showed him some wood
which, when thrown into the water, took away its bitterness. The
Bedouins, who know the neighbourhood, are not acquainted with

such a tree, or with any other means of making bitter water

sweet ; and this power was hardly inherent in the tree itself,

though it is ascribed to it in Ecclus. xxxviii. 5, but was imparted

to it through the word and power of God. We cannot assign

any reason for the choice of this particular earthly means, as the

Scripture says nothing about any " evident and intentional con-

trast to the change in the Nile by which the sweet and pleasant

water was rendered unfit for use" {Kurtz). The word TV

"wood" (see only Num. xix. 6), alone, without anything in the

context to explain it, does not point to a " living tree" in con-

' The small quantity of water at Hoivara, " which is hardly sufBcient for

a few hundred men, to say nothing of so large an army as the Israelites

formed" (Seetzen), is no proof that Howara and Marah are not identical.

For the spring, which is now sanded up, may have flowed more copiously at

one time, when it was kept in better order. Its present neglected state is the
cause of the scarcity.
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trast to the " dead stick." And if any contrast had been in-

tended to be shown between the punishment of the Egyptians

and the training of the IsraeUtes, this intention would certainly

have been more visibly and surely accomplished by using the

staff with which Moses not only brought the plagues upon Egypt,

but afterwards broucrht water out of the rock. If by yv we

understand a tree, with which '^?}^'^], however, hardly agrees, it

would be much moi'e natural to suppose that there was an

allusion to the tree of life, especially if we compare Gen. ii. 9

and iii. 22 with Eev. xxii. 2, " the leaves of the tree of life

were for the healing of the nations," though we cannot regard

this reference as established. All that is clear and undoubted

is, that by employing these means, Jehovah made Himself

known to the people of Israel as their Physician, and for this

purpose appointed the wood for the healing of the bitter water,

which threatened Israel with disease and death (2 Kings iv.

40).

By this event Jehovah accomplished two things : (a) " there

He put (made) for it (the nation) an ordinance and a right,'^

and (b) " there He proved it." The ordinance and right which

Jehovah made for Israel did not consist in the words of God

quoted in ver. 26, for they merely give an explanation of the law

and right, but in the divine act itself. The leading of Israel to

bitter water, which their nature could not drink, and then the

sweetening or curing of this Water, were to be a ph for Israel,

i.e., an institution or law by which God would always guide and

govern His people, and a tiSC'p or right, inasmuch as Israel could

always reckon upon the help of God, and deliverance from every

trouble. But as Israel had not yet true confidence in the Lord,

tliis was also a trial, serving to manifest its natural heart, and,

through the relief of its distress on the part of God, to refine

and strengthen its faith. The practical proof which was given

of Jehovah's presence was intended to impress this truth upon the

Israelites, that Jehovah as their Physician would save them from

all the diseases which He had sent upon Egypt, if they would

hear His voice, do what was right in His eyes, and keep all His

commandments.

Ver. 27. Elim, the next place of encampment, has been

sought from olden time in the AVady Gharandel, about six miles

south of Howdra ; inasmuch as this spot, with its plentiful sup-
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ply of comparatively good water, and its luxuriance of palms,

tamarisks, acacias, and tall grass, which cause it to be selected

even now as one of the principal halting-places between Suez

and Sinai, quite answers to Elim, with its twelve wells of water

and seventy palm-trees (cf. Roh. i. pp. 100, 101, 105). It is true

the distance from Howara is short, but the encampments of such

a procession as that of the Israelites are always regulated by the

supply of water. Both Baumgarten and Kurtz have found in

Elim a place expressly prepared for Israel, from its bearing the

stamp of the nation in the number of its wells and palms : a well

for every tribe, and the shade of a palm-tree for the tent of each

of the elders. But although the number of the wells corre-

sponded to the twelve tribes of Israel, the number of the elders was

much larger than that of the palms (chap. xxiv. 9). One fact

alone is beyond all doubt, namely, that at Elim, this lovely oasis

in the barren desert, Israel was to learn how the Lord could

make His people lie down in green pastures, and lead them

beside still waters, even in the barren desert of this life (Ps.

xxiii. 2).

Chap. xvi. Quails and Manna in the Desert of Sin.—
Ver. 1. From Elim the congregation of Israel proceeded into the

desert of Sin. According to Num. xxxiii. 10, they encamped at

the Eed Sea between Elim and the desert of Sin ; but this is

])assed over here, as nothing of importance happened there.

Judging from the nature of the ground, the place of encamp-

ment at the Red Sea is to be found at the mouth of the Wady
Taiyiheh. For the direct road from the W. Gharandel to Sinai,

and the only practicable one for caravans, goes over the table-

land between this wady and the Wady Useit to the upper end

of the W. Taiyiheh, a beautiful valley, covered with tamarisks

and shrubs, where good water may be found by digging, and

which winds about between steep rocks, and opens to the sea at

Ras Zelimeh. To the north of this the hills and rocks come

close to the sea, but to the south they recede, and leave a sandy

plain with numerous shrubs, which is bounded on the east by

wild and rugged rocky formations, and stretches for three miles

along the shore, furnishing quite space enough therefore for the

Israelitish camp. It is about eight hours' journey from Wady
Gharandel, so that by a forced march the Israelites might liavs
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accomplisiiecl it lu one day. From this point they went " to the

desert of Sin, which is between EUna and Sinai." The place of

encampment here is doubtful. There are two roads that lead

from W. Taiyibeh to Sinai : the lower, which enters the desert

plain by the sea at the Murhha or Morcha well, not far from the

mouth of the Wady eth Thafary, and from which you can either

go as far as Tur by the sea-coast, and then proceed in a north-

easterly direction to Sinai, or take a more direct road through

Wady Sheddl and Badireh into Wady Muhatteh and Feirdn,

and so on to the mountains of Horeb ; and the upper road, first

pointed out by Burchhardt and Robinson, which lies in a S.E.

direction from W. Taiyibeh through W. Shubeikeh, across an ele-

vated plain, then through Wady Humr to the broad sandy plain

of el Dehhe or Dehhet en Nash, thence through Wady Nash to

the plain of Dehhet er Ramleh, which stretches far away to the

east, and so on across the Wadys Chamile and Seich in almost

a straight line to Horeb. One of these two roads the Israelites

must have taken. The majority of modern writers have decided

in favour of the lower road, and place the desert of Sin in the

broad desei't plain, which commences at the foot of the mountain

that bounds the Wady Taiyibeh towards the south, and stretches

along the sea-coast to Ras Muliammed, the southernmost point

of the peninsula, the southern part of which is now called el

Kda. The encampment of the Israelites in the desert of Sin is

then supposed to have been in the northern part of this desert

plain, where the well Murkha still furnishes a resting-place plenti-

fully supphed with drinkable water. Ewald has thus represented

the Israelites as following the desert of el Kda to the neigh-

bourhood of Tur, and then going in a north-easterly direction

to Sinai. But apart from the fact that the distance is too great

for the three places of encampment mentioned in Num. xxxiii.

12-14, and a whole nation could not possibly reach Kephidim in

three stages by this route, it does not tally with the statement in

Num. xxxiii. 12, that the Israelites left the desert of Sin and

went to Dofkah ; so that Dofkah and the places that follow were

not in the desert of Sin at all. For these and other reasons,

De Lahorde, v. Raumer, and others suppose the Israelites to

have gone from the fountain of Murkha to Sinai by the road

which enters the mountains not far from this fountain through

Wady Shellal, and so continues through Wady Mukatteb to
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"VVady Feiran (Robinson, i. p. 105). But this view is hardly

reconcilable with the encampment of the Israelites " in the de-

sert of Sin, which is between Elim and Sinai." For instance,

the direct road from W. Gharandel (Elim) to Sinai does not

touch the desert plain of el Kda at all, but turns away from it

towards the north-east, so that it is difficult to understand how

this desert could be said to lie between Elim and Sinai. For

this reason, even Kurtz does not regard the clause " which is

between Elim and Sinai" as pointing out the situation of the

desert itself, but (contrary to the natural sense of the words) as

a more exact definition of that part or point of the desert of Sin

at which the road from Elim to Sinai crosses it. But nothing is

gained by this explanation. There is no road from the place of

encampment by the Red Sea in the Wady Taiyibeh by which a

whole nation could pass along the coast to the upper end of this

desert, so as to allow the Israelites to cross the desert on the way

from Taiyibeh to the W. Shellal. As the mountains to the

south of the W. Taiyibeh come so close to the sea again, that it

is only at low water that a narrow passage is left (Burckhardt,

p. 985), the Israelites would have been obliged to turn eastwards

from the encampment by the Red Sea, to which they had no

doubt gone for the sake of the water, and to go all round the

mountain to get to the Murkha spring. This spring (according

to Burckhardt, p. 983, " a small lake in the sandstone rock, close

at the foot of the mountain") is " the principal station on this

road," next to Ayun Musa and Gharandel ; but the water is " of

the worst description, partly from the moss, the bog, and the dirt

with which the well is filled, but chiefly no doubt from the salt

of the soil by which it is surrounded," and men can hardly drink

it ; whereas in the Wady Thafary, a mile (? five English miles)

to the north-east of Murkha, there is a spring that " yields the

only sweet water between Tor and Suez" (p. 982). Now, even

if we were to assume that the Israelites pitched their camp, not

by this, the only sweet water in the neighbourhood, but by the

bad water of Murkha, the Murkha spring is not situated in the

desert of el Kda, but only on the eastern border of it ; so that if

they proceeded thence into the Wady Shellal, and so on to the

Wady Feiran, they would not have crossed the desert at all. In

addition to this, although the lower road through the valley of

Mukatteb is described by Burckhardt as " much easier and more
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frequented,'' and by Rohhison as " easier" than the upper road

across Nasselj (Nasb), there are two places in which it runs

tliroucrh very narrow defiles, by which a large body of people

like the Israelites could not possibly have forced their way

through to Sinai, From the ISIurkha spring, the way into the

valley of Mukatteb is through " a wild mountain road," which is

shut out from the eyes of the wanderer by precipitous rocks.

" We got off our dromedaries," says Dieterici, ii. p. 27, " and left

them to their own instinct and sure tread to climb the dangerous

pass. We looked back once more at the desolate road which we

had threaded between the rocks, and saw our dromedaries, the

only signs of life, following a serpentine path, and so climbing

the pass in this rocky theatre Nakb el Butera." Strauss speaks

of this road in the following terms : "We went eastwards through

a large plain, overgrown with shrubs of all kinds, and reached a

narrow pass, only broad enough for one camel to go through, so

that our caravan emerged in a very pictorial serpentine fashion.

The wild rocks frowned terribly on every side." Moreover, it is

only through a " terribly wild pass" that you can descend from

the valley Mukatteb into the glorious valley of Feiran {Strauss,

p. 128).^

For these reasons we must adopt KnoheVs conclusions, and

seek the desert of Sin in the upper road which leads from

1 This pass is also mentioned by Graid (Reise ii. p. 226) as " a wild ro-

mantic mountain pass," and he writes respecting it, " For five minutes the

road down was so narrow and steep, that the camels stept in fear, and we

ourselves preferred to follow on foot. If the Israelites came up here on their

way from the sea at Eas Zelime, the immense procession must certainly have

taken a long time to get through the narrow gateway." To this we may add,

that if Moses had led the people to Sinai through one of these narrow passes,

they could not possibly have reached Sinai in a month from the desert of Sin,

to say nothing of eight days, which was all that was left for them, if, as is

generally supposed, and as Kurtz maintains, their stay at the place of en-

campment in the desert of Sin, where they arrived on the 15th day of the

second month (xvi. 1), lasted full seven days, and their arrival at Sinai took

place on the first day of the third month. For if a pass is so narrow that

only one camel can pass, not more than three men could walk abreast. Now

if the people of Israel, consisting of two millions of men, had gone through

such a pass, it would have taken at least twenty days for them all to pass

through, as an army of 100,000 men, arranged three abreast, would reach

27 English miles ; so that, supposing the pass to be not more than five

minutes walk long, 100,000 Israelites would hardly go through in a day, to

say nothing at all about their flocks and herds.
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Gharandel to Sinai, viz. in the broad sandy table-land el Dehhe

or Dehhet er Ramie, which stretches from the Tih mountains

over almost the whole of the peninsula from N.W. to S.E.

{yid. EoUnson, i. 112), and in its south-eastern part touches

the northern walls of the Horeb or Sinai range, which helps

to explain the connection between the names Sin and Sinai,

though the meaning " thorn-covered" is not established, but

is merely founded upon the idea that Tp has the same mean-

incr as nJip. This desert table-land, which is essentially distin-

guished from the limestone formations of the Tih mountains,

and the granite mass of Horeb, by its soil of sand and sand-

stone, stretches as far as Jebel Humr to the north-west, and

the Wady Kliamile and Barak to the south-west (vid. Rohin-

son, i. p. 101, 102). Now, if this sandy table-land is to be

regarded as the desert of Sin, we must look for the place of

Israel's encampment somewhere in this desert, most probably

in the north-western portion, in a straight line between Elim

(Gharandel) and Sinai, possibly in Wady Nash, where there is

a well suiTounded by palm-trees about six miles to the north-

west of Sarhut el Khadim, with a plentiful supply of excellent

water, which Robinson says was better than he had found any-

Avhere since leaving the Nile (i. 110). The distance from

W. Taiyibeh to this spot is not greater tl^n that from Gharan-

del to Taiyibeh, and might therefore be accomplished in a hard

day's march.

Vers. 2—12. Here, in this arid sandy w^aste, the whole con-

gregation murmured against Moses and Aaron on account of

the want of food. What they brought with them from' Egypt

had been consumed in the 30 days that had elapsed since they

came out (ver. 1). In their vexation the people expressed the

wish that they had died in Egypt by the flesh-pot, in the midst

of plenty, " by the hand of Jehovah,^' i.e. by the last plague

which Jehovah sent upon Egypt, rather than here in the desert

of slow starvation. The form ^r?^1 is a Biphil accoi'ding to the

consonants, and should be pointed ^3''?^^ from y^i} for ppn (see

Ges. § 72, Anm. 9, and Ewald, § 114c.). As the want really

existed, Jehovah promised them help (ver. 4). He w^ould rain

bread from heaven, which the Israelites should gather every day

for their daily need, to try the people, whether they would walk

in His law or not. In what the trial was to consist, is briefly
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indicated in ver. 5 :
" Ajid it will come to pass on the sixth day

(of the week), that they will prepare what they have brought, and
it toill be double what they gather daily" The meaning is, that

what they gathered and brought into their tents on the sixth

day of the week, and made ready for eating, would be twice as

much as what they gathered on every other day ; not that Je-

hovah would miraculously double what was brought home on

the sixth day, as Knobel interprets the words in order to make
out a discrepancy between ver. 5 and ver. 22. \''^\[, to prepare,

is to be understood as applying partly to the measuring of what
had been gathered (ver. 18), and partly to the pounding and
grinding of the grains of manna into meal (Num. xi. 8). In
what respect this was a test for the people, is pointed out in

vers. 16 sqq. Here, in vers. 4 and 5, the promise of God is only

briefly noticed, and its leading points referred to ; it is described

in detail afterwards, in the communications which Moses and
Aaron make to the people. In vers. 6, 7, they first tell the

people, ^^ At even, then shall ye know that Jehovah hath brought

you out of Egypt ; and in the morning, then shall ye see the glory

of the Lord." Bearing in mind the parallelism of the clauses,

we obtain this meaning, that in the evenine: and in the morninff

the Israelites would perceive the glory of the Lord, who had
brought them out of Egypt. *' Seeing'^ is synonymous with
" knowing." Seeing the glory of Jehovah did not consist in

the sight of the glory of the Lord which appeared in the cloud,

as mentioned in ver. 10, but in their perception or experience of

that glory in the miraculous gift of flesh and bread (ver. 8,

cf. Num. xiv. 22). " By Bis hearing" (^W^), i.e. because He
has heard, " your murmuring against Jehovah (" against Him"
in ver. 8, as in Gen. xix. 24) ; for what are toe, that ye mur-

mur against us f" The murmuring of the people against Moses

and Aaron as their leaders really affected Jehovah as the actual

guide, and not Moses and Aaron, who had only executed His

will. Jehovah would therefore manifest His glory to the people,

to prove to them that He had heard their murmuring. The
announcement of this manifestation of God is more fully ex-

plained to the people by Moses in ver. 8, and the explanation is

linked on to the leading clause in ver. 7 by the words, " when
He giveth," etc. Ye shall see the glory of Jehovah, when
Jehovah shall give you, etc.—Vers. 9, 10. But before Jehovah

PENT.—VOL. II. as
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manifested Himself to the people in His gioiy, by relieving

their distress, He gave them to behold His glory in the cloud,

and by speaking out of the cloud, confirmed both the reproaches

and promises of His servants. In the murmuring of the people,

their unbelief in the actual presence of God had been clearly

manifested. " It was a deep unbelief," says Luther, " that they

had thus fallen back, letting go the word and promise of God,

and forgetting His former miracles and aid." Even the pillar

of cloud, this constant sign of the gracious guidance of God,

had lost its meaning in the eyes of the people ; so that it was

needful to inspire the murmuring multitude with a salutary

fear of the majesty of Jehovah, not only that their rebellion

asainst the God who had watched them with a father's care

might be brought to mind, but also that the fact might be deeply

impressed upon their hearts, that the food about to be sent was

a gift of His grace. " Coming near before Jehovah" (ver. 9),

was coming out of the tents to the place where the cloud was

standing. On thus coming out, " they turned towards the

desert" (ver. 10), Le. their faces were directed towards the

desert of Sin ;
" and, behold, the glory of Jehovah appeared in

the cloud," i.e. in a flash of light bursting forth from the cloud,

and revealing the majesty of God. This extraordinary sign of

the glory of God appeared in the desert, partly to show the

estrangement of the murmuring nation from its God, but still

more to show to the people, that God could glorify Himself by

bestowing gifts upon His people even in the barren wilder-

ness. For Jehovah spoke to Moses out of this sign, and con-

firmed to the people what Moses had promised them (vers.

11, 12).

Vers. 13-15. The same evening (according to ver. 12, "be-

tween the two evenings," vid. chap. xii. 6) quails came up and

covered the camp, npy : to advance, applied to great armies,

iptfn, with the article indicating the generic word, and used in a

collective sense, are quails, oprvyojj.i^Tpa (LXX.) ; i.e. the quail-

king, according to Hesycliius oprv^ V7repfieyed7]<i, and Phot. opTv^

fMeya'i, hence a large species of quails, 6prir/e<i (Josephus), cotur-

nices (Vulg.). Some suppose it to be the Kata of the Arabs, a

kind of partridge which is found in gi-eat abundance in Ai'abia,

Palestine, and Syria. These fly in such dense masses that the

Arab boys often kill two or three at a time, by merely striking
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at tliem witli a stick as they fly (Burchhardt, Syr. p. 681). But
in spring the quails also come northwards in immense masses

from the interior of Africa, and return in autumn, when they

sometimes arrive so exhausted, that they can be caught with the

hand (cf. Diod. Sic. i. 60 ; v. Schubert, Reise ii. p. 361). Such
a flight of quails was now brought by God, who caused them to

fall in the camp of the Israelites, so that it was completely

covered by them. Then in the morning there came an " effusion

ofdew roundabout the camp; and when the effusion ofdew ascended

(i.e. when the mist that produced the dew had cleared away),

behold there (it lay) upon the surface of the desert, fine, congealed,

fine as the hoar-frost upon the ground^^ The meaning of the

air. \ey. CQDnp is uncertain. The meaning, scaled off, scaly,

decorticatum, which is founded upon the Chaldee rendering

^^pO, is neither suitable to the word nor to the thinf^. The ren-

dering volutatum, rotundum, is better; and better still perhaps

that of Meier, " run together, curdled." When the Israelites

noticed this, which they had never seen before, they said to one

another, Nin JO, rl ean rouro (LXX.), "what is this?'* for they

knew not what it was. |^ for no belongs to the popular phrase-

ology, and has been retained in the Chaldee and Ethiopic, so

that it is undoubtedly to be regarded as early Semitic. From
the question, man hu, the divine bread received the name of

man (ver. 31), or manna. Kimchi, however, explains it as mean-

ing donum et portio. Jjuther follows him, and says, "Mann in

Hebrew means ready money, a present or a gift;" whilst Ge-

senius and others trace the word to njo, to divide, to apportion,

and render N^n }D " what is apportioned, a gift or present." But
the Arabic word to which appeal is made, is not early Arabic; and

this explanation does not suit the connection. How could the

people say " it is apportioned," when they did not know wdiat it

Avas, and Moses had to tell them, it is the bread which Jehovah

has given you for food ? If they had seen at once that it was

food sent them by God, there would have been no necessity for

Moses to tell them so.

Vers. 16-21. After explaining the object of the manna,

Moses made known to them at once the directions of God about

gathering it. In the first place, every one was to gather accord-

ing to the necessities of his family, a bowl a head, which held,

according to ver. 36, the tenth part of an ephah. Accordingly
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they gathered, "he that made much, and he that made little,*^ i.e. he

that gathered much, and he that gathered little, and measured

it with the omer ; and he who gathered much had no surplus,

and he who gathered little had no lack :
" ever^/ one according to

the measure of his eating had they gathered." These words are

generally understood by the Rabbins as meaning, that whether

they had gathered much or little, when they measured it in their

tents, they had collected just as many omers as they needed for

the number in their families, and therefore that no one had

either superfluity or deficiency. Calvin, on the other hand, and

other Christian commentators, suppose the meaning to be, that

all that was gathered was placed in a heap, and then measured

out in the quantity that each required. In the former case, the

miraculous superintendence of God was manifested in this, that

no one was able to gather either more or less than what he

needed for the number in his family ; in the second case, in the

fact that the entire quantity gathered, amounted exactly to what

the whole nation required. In both cases, the superintending

care of God would be equally wonderful, but the words of the

text decidedly favour the old Jewish view.—Yers. 19 sqq. In

the second place, Moses commanded them, that no one was to

leave any of what had been gathered till the next morning.

Some of them disobeyed, but what was left went into worms
(D''J?7in Dn^ literally rose into worms) and stank. Israel was to

take no care for the morrow (Matt. vi. 34), but to enjoy the

daily bread received from God in obedience to the giver. The
gathering was to take place in the morning (ver. 21) ; for when

the sun shone brightly, it melted away.

Vers. 22-31. Moreover, God bestowed His gift in such a

manner, that the Sabbath was sanctified by it, and the w^ay was

thereby opened for its sanctification by the law. On the sixth

day of the week the quantity yielded was twice as much, viz.

two omers for one (one person). When the princes of the

congregation informed Moses of this, he said to them, "Let to-

morroio he rest (Jiniiti^), a holy Sabbath to the Lord." They were

to bake and boil as much as was needed for the day, and keep

what was over for the morrow, for on the Sabbath they would

find none in the field. They did this, and what was kept for

the Sabbath neither stank nor bred worms. It is perfectly clear

from this event, that the Israelites were not acquainted with any
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sabbatical observance at that time, but that, whilst the way was

practically opened, it was through the decalogue that it was

raised into a legal institution (see chap. xx. 8 sqq.). P^^t^ is an

abstract noun denoting " rest," and DS^ a concrete, literally the

observer, from which it came to be used as a technical term for

the seventh day of the week, which was to be observed as a day

of rest to the Lord.—Vers. 27 sqq. On the seventh day some of

the people went out to gather manna, notwithstanding Moses'

command, but they found nothing. Whereupon God reproved

their resistance to His commands, and ordered them to remain

quietly at home on the seventh day. Through the command-

ments which the Israelites were to keep in relation to the manna,

this gift assumed the character of a temptation, or test of their

obedience and faith (cf. ver. 4).—Ver. 31. The manna was " like

coriander-seed, ichile ; and the taste of it like cake with honeyT ^l :

Chald. t^TJ ; LXX. Kopiov ; Vulg. coriandrum ; according to

Dioscorid. 3, 64, it was called 70/S by the Carthaginians. rin''Q^*

is rendered eyKpL<; by the LXX.; according to Athencens and the

Greek Scholiasts, a sweet kind of confectionary made with oil.

In Num. xi. 7, 8, the manna is said to have had the appearance

of bdellium, a fragrant and transparent resin, resembling wax
(Gen. ii. 12). It was ground in handmills or pounded in

mortars, and either boiled in pots or baked on the ashes, and

tasted like ptJ'n Ipb, " dainty of oil," i.e. sweet cakes boiled with

oiL

This " bread of heaven " (Ps. Ixxviii. 24, cv. 40) Jehovah

gave to His people for the first time at a season of the year and

also in a place in which natural manna is still found. It is

ordinarily met with in the peninsula of Sinai in the months of

June and July, and sometimes even in May. It is most abun-

dant in the neighbourhood of Sinai, in Wady Feiran and es

Sheikh, also in Wady Gharandel and Taiyibeh, and some of the

valleys to the south-east of Sinai (Bitter, 14, p. 676 ; Seetzens

Eeise iii. pp. 76, 129). In warm nights it exudes from the

branches of the tarfah-tree, a kind of tamarisk, and falls down in

the form of small globules upon the withered leaves and branches

that lie under the trees ; it is then gathered before sunrise, but

melts in the heat of the sun. In very rainy seasons it continues

in great abundance for six weeks long ; but in many seasons it

entirely fails. It has the appearance of gum, and has a sweet.
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honey-like taste ; and when taken in large quantities, it is said

to act as a mild aperient (Bu7xkhardt, Syr. p. 954 ; Wellsted in

Hitter, p. 674). There are striking points of resemblance,

therefore, between the manna o£, the Bible and the tamarisk

manna. Not only was the locality in which the Israelites first

received the manna the same as that in which it is obtained

now; but the time was also the same, inasmuch as the 15th day

of the second month (ver. 1) falls in the middle of our May, if not

somewhat later. The resemblance in colour, form, and appear-

ance is also unmistakeable ; for, though the tamarisk manna is

described as a dirty yellow, it is also said to be white when it

falls upon stones. Moreover, it falls upon the earth in grains,

is gathered in the morning, melts in the heat of the sun, and'

has the flavour of honey. But if these points of agreement

suo;a;est a connection between the natural manna and that of the

Scriptures, the differences, which are universally admitted, point

with no less distinctness to the miraculous character of the bread

of heaven. This is seen at once in the fact that the Israelites

received the manna for 40 years, in all parts of the desert, at

every season of the year, and in sufficient quantity to satisfy the

wants of so numerous a people. According to ver. 35, they

ate manna " until they came to a land inhabited, unto the borders

of the land of Canaan;" and according to Josh. v. 11, 12, the

manna ceased, when they kept the Passover after crossing the

Jordan, and ate of the produce of the land of Canaan on the

day after the Passover. Neither of these statements is to be

so strained as to be made to signify that the Israelites ate no

other bread than manna for the whole 40 years, even after

crossing the Jordan : they merely affirm that the Israelites re-

ceived no more manna after they had once entered the in-

habited land of Canaan; that the period of manna or desert

food entirely ceased, and that of bread baked from corn, or

the ordinary food of the inhabited country, commenced when
they kept the Passover in the steppes of Jericho, and ate un-

leavened bread and parched cakes of the produce of the land as

soon as the new harvest had been consecrated by the presenta-

tion of the sheaf of first-fruits to God.

But even in the desert the Israelites had other provisions at

command. In the first place, they had brought large flocks and

herds with them out of Egypt (chap. xii. 38, xvii. 3) ; and these
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they continued in possession of, not only at Sinai (chap, xxxiv. 3),

hut also on the border of Edom and the country to the east of

the Jordan (Num. xx. 19, xxxii. 1). Now, if the maintenance

of these flocks necessitated, on the one hand, their seeking for

grassy spots in the desert ; on the other hand, the possession of

cattle secured them by no means an insignificant supply of milk

and flesh for food, and also of wool, hair, and skins for clothing.

Moreover, there were different tribes in the desert at that very

time, such as the Ishmaelites and Amalekites, who obtained a

living for themselves from the very same sources which must

necessarily have been within reach of the Israelites. Even now

there are spots in the desert of Arabia where the Bedouins sow

and reap ; and no doubt there was formerly a much larger

number of such spots than there are now, since the charcoal

trade carried on by the Arabs has interfered with the growth of

trees, and considerably diminished both the fertility of the val-

leys and the number and extent of the green oases (cf. Riippell,

JViibien, pp. 190, 201, 256). For the Israelites were not always

wandering about ; but after the sentence was pronounced, that

they were to remain for 40 years in the desert, they may have

remained not only for months, but in some cases even for years,

in certain places of encampment, where, if the soil allowed, they

could sow, plant, and reap. There were many of their wants,

too, that they could supply by means of purchases made either

from the trading caravans that travelled through the desert, or

from tribes that were settled there ; and we find in one place an

allusion made to their buying food and water from the Edomites

(Deut. ii. 6, 7). It is also very obvious from Lev. viii. 2, xxvi.

31, 32, ix. 4, X. 12, xxiv. 5 sqq., and Num. vii. 13 sqq., that

they were provided with wheaten meal during their stay at

Sinai.^ But notwithstanding all these resources, the desert was

"great and terrible" (Deut. i. 19, viii. 15) ; so that, even thougli

it is no doubt the fact that the want of food is very trifling in that

region (cf. Burckhardt, Syria, p. 901), there must often have been

districts to traverse, and seasons to endure, in Avhich the natural

resources were either insufficient for so numerous a people, or

failed altogether. It was necessary, therefore, that God should

1 Vide Hengstenberg's GescMchte Bileam's, p. 284 sqq. For the English

translation, see " Hengstenberg on the Genuineness of Daniel, etc.," p. 566,

Clark. 1847.
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interpose miraculously, and give His people bread and water

and flesh by supernatural means. So that it still remains true,

that God fed Israel with manna for 40 years, until their entrance

into an inhabited country rendered it possible to dispense with

these miraculous supplies. We must by no means suppose that

the supply of manna was restricted to the neighbourhood of

Sinai j for it is expressly mentioned after the Israelites had left

Sinai (Num. xi. 7 sqq.), and even when they had gone round

the land of Edom (Num. xxi. 5). But whether it continued

outside the true desert,—whether, that is to say, the Israelites

were still fed with manna after they had reached the inhabited

country, viz. in Gilead and Bashan, the Amoritish kingdoms

of Sihon and Og, which extended to Edrei in the neighbour-

hood of Damascus, and where there was no lack of fields, and

vineyards, and wells of water (Num. xxi. 22), that came into

the possession of the Israelites on their conquest of the land,—or

during their encampment in the fields of Moab opposite to

Jericho, where they were invited by the Moabites and Edomites

to join in their sacrificial meals (Num. xxv. 2), and where they

took possession, after the defeat of the Midianites, of their cattle

and all that they had, including 675,000 sheep and 72,000

beeves (Num. xxxi. 31 sqq.),—cannot be decided in the negative,

as Hengstenherg supposes ; still less can it be answered with con-

fidence in the affirmative, as it has been by C. v. JRaumer and

Kurtz. For if, as even Kurtz admits, the manna was intended

either to supply the want of bread altogether, or where there

was bread to be obtained, though not in sufficient quantities, to

make up the deficiency, it might be supposed that no such de-

ficiency would occur in these inhabited and fertile districts, where,

according to Josh. i. 11, there were sufficient supplies, at hand to

furnish ample provision for the passage across the Jordan. It is

possible too, that as there were more trees in the desert at that time

than there are now, and, in fact, more vegetation generally, there

may have been supplies of natural manna in different localities,

in which it is not met with at present, and that this manna
harvest, instead of yielding only 5 or 7 cwt., as is the case now,

produced considerably more.^ Nevertheless, the quantit}' which

^ The natural manna was not exclusively confined to the tamarisk, which

seems to be the only tree iu the peninsula of Sinai that yields it now ; but,

according to both ancient and modern testimony, it has been found in Persia,
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the Israelites gathered every day,—viz. an omer a head, or at

least 2 lbs.,—still remains a divine miracle ; though this statement

in vers. 16 sqq. is not to be understood as affirming, that for 40
years they collected that quantity every day, but only, that when-

ever and wherever other supplies failed, that quantity could be

and was collected day by day.

Moreover, the divine manna differed both in origin and

composition from the natural produce of the tamarisk. Though
the tamarisk manna resembles the former in appearance, colour,

and taste, yet according to the chemical analysis to which it has

been submitted by Mitscherlich, it contains no farina, but simply

saccharine matter, so that the grains have only the consistency of

wax ; whereas those of the manna supplied to the Israelites were

so hard that they could be ground in mills and pounded in mor-

tars, and contained so much meal that it was made into cakes

and baked, when it tasted like honey-cake, or sweet confectionary

prepared with oil, and formed a good substitute for ordinary

bread. There is no less difference in the origin of the two.

The manna of the Israelites fell upon the camp with the

morning dew (vers. 13, 14 ; Num. xi. 9), therefore evidently

out of the air, so that Jehovah might be said to have rained it

from heaven (ver. 4) ; whereas the tamarisk manna drops upon

the ground from the fine thin twigs of this shrub, and, in Eliren-

berg's opinion, in consequence of the puncture of a small, yellow

insect, called coccus maniparus. But it may possibly be pro-

duced apart from this insect, as Lepsius and Tischendorf found

branches with a considerable quantity of manna upon them,

and saw it drop from trees in thick adhesive lumps, without

being able to discover any coccus near (see Hitter, 14, pp. 675-6).

Now, even though the manna of the Bible may be connected

with the produce of the tamarisk, the supply was not so in-

separably connected with these shrubs, as that it could only fall

to the earth with the dew, as it was exuded from their branches.

After all, therefore, we can neither deny that there was some

connection between the two, nor explain the gift of the heavenly

manna, as arising from an unrestricted multiplication and increase

of this gift of nature. We rather regard the bread of heaven

as the production and gift of the grace of God, which fills all

Chorasan, and other parts of Asia, dropping from other trees. Cf . Eoseri'

miiller ubi supra, and Fatter, 14, pp. 686 sq[q.
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nature with Its powers aud productions, and so applies them to

its purposes of salvation, as to create out of that which is natural

something altogether new, which surpasses the ordinary pro-

ductions of nature, both in quality and quantity, as far as the

kingdom of nature is surpassed by the kingdom of grace and

glory.

Vers. 32-36. As a constant memorial of this bread of God
for succeeding generations, Jehovah commanded Moses to keep

a bowl full (">pVn ^^p, the filling of a bowl) of the manna.

Accordingly Aaron placed a jar of manna (as it is stated in

vers. 34, 35, by way of anticipation, for the purpose of summing

up everything of importance relating to the manna) " before

Jehovah," or speaking still more exactly, " before the testi-

mony," i.e. the tables of the law (see chap. xxv. 16), or accord-

ing to Jewish tradition, in the ark of the covenant (Heb. ix. 4).

DJyJVj from 1^^ to guard round, to preserve, signifies a jar or

bottle, not a basket. According to the Jerusalem Targum, it

was an earthenware jar ; in the LXX. it is called (rTdfjivo<i

p^puo-ou?, a golden jar, but there is nothing of this kind in the

original text.—Ver. 36. In conclusion, the quantity of the manna
collected for the daily supply of each individual, which Avas pre-

served in the sanctuary, is given according to the ordinary

measurement, viz. the ephah. The common opinion, that "i^i?

was the name for a measure of capacity, which was evidently

shared by the Seventy, who have rendered the word yofxop, has

no foundation so far as the Scriptures are concerned. Not only

is it a fact, that the word omer is never used as a measure except

in this chapter, but the tenth of an ephah is constantly indi-

cated, even in the Pentateuch, by " the tenth part of an ephah"

(Lev. V. 11, vi. 13 ; Num. v. 15, xxviii. 5), or " a tenth deal"

(Ex. xxix. 40 ; Lev. xiv. 10, etc. ; in all 30 times). The omer

was a small vessel, cup, or bowl, which formed part of the fur-

niture of every house, and being always of the same size, could

be used as a measure in case of need.^ The ephah is given by

Bertheau as consisting of 1985*77 Parisian cubic inches, and

^ Omer proprie nomen poculi fuit, quale secum gestare solent Orientales,

per deserta iter facientes^ ad hauriendam si quam riviis vel fons offerrst

aqiiam. . . . Hoc in poculo, alia vasa non hahentes, et mannam collegerunt

Israelite {MicJiaelis, Supplem. ad Lex. Tiehr.^ p. 1929). Cf. Hengstenherg^

Dissertations on the Pentateuch, vol. ii. p. 172.
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holding 739,800 Parisian grains of water; Thenius, however,

gives only 1014'39 Parisian, or 1124-67 Ehenish inches. (See

my Archaologie, ii. 141-2.)

Chap. xvii. 1-7. Want of Water at Eephidim.—Yer. 1.

On leaving the desert of Sin, the Israelites came Dn"'ypp7,

" according to their journeys," i.e. in several marches performed

with encampings and departures, to Hephidim, at Horeb, where

they found no water. According to Num. xxxiii. 12-14, they

encamped twice between the desert of Sin and Kephidim, viz.

at Dofkah and Alush. The situation of Rephidim may be de-

termined with tolerable certainty, partly from ver. 6 as com-

pared with chap, xviii. 5, which shows that it is to be sought for

at Horeb, and partly from the fact, that the Israelites reached

the desert of Sinai, after leaving Eephidim, in a single day's

march (chap. xix. 2). As the only way from Dehbet er Ramleh

to Horeb or Sinai, through which a whole nation could pass,

lies through the large valley of es-Sheikh, Eephidim must be

sought for at the point where this valley opens into the broad

plain of er Raliah ; and not in the defile with Moses' seat (Mokad

Seidna Musa) in it, which is a day's journey from the foot of

Sinai, or five hours from the point at which the Sheikh valley

opens into the plain of er Eahah, or the plain of Szueir or

Suweiri^ because this plain is so far from Sinai, that the Israel-

ites could not possibly have travelled thence to the desert of

Sinai in a single day; nor yet at the fountain of Ahu Suweirah,

which is three hours to the north of Sinai (Strauss, p. 131), for

the Sheikh valley, which is only a quarter of a mile broad at this

spot, and enclosed on both sides by tall cliffs (Robinson, i. 215),

would not afford the requisite space for a whole nation ; and the

well found here, which though small is never dry (Robinson, i.

216), neither tallies with the want of water at Eephidim, nor

stands " upon the rock at (in) Horeb," so that it could be taken

to be the spring opened by Moses. The distance from Wady
Nasb (in the desert of Sin) to the point at which the upper

Sinai road reaches the Wady es Sheikh is about 15 hours

(Robinson, vol. iii. app.), and the distance thence to the plain of

1 Burclchardt, p. 799 ; v. Eaumer, Zug der Israeliten, p. 29 ; Eobinson's

Palestine, pp. 178, 179; De Laborde, comment., p. 78; Tischendorf^ Reise i.

p. 244.
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er Raliah through the Sheikh valley, which runs in a large

semicircle to Horeb, 10 hours more {Burckhardf, pp. 797 sqq.),

whereas the straight road across el Oerf, Wady Solaf, and Nukb
Hawy to the convent of Sinai is only seven hours and a half

(Robinson, vol. iii. appendix). The whole distance from Wady
Nasb to the opening of the Sheikh valley into the plain of er

Eahah, viz. 25 hours in all, the Israelites might have accom-

plished in three days, answering to the three stations, Dofkah,

Alush, and Rephidim. A trace of Dofkah seems to have been

retained in el Tabbacha, which Seetzen found in the narrow rocky

valley of Wady GnS, i.e. Kineh, after his visit to Wady Mukatteb,

on proceeding an hour and a half farther in a north-westerly (I)

direction, and where he saw some Egyptian antiquities. Knobel

supposes the station Alush to have been in the Wady Oescli or

Osh {Robinson, i. 125 ; Burchhardt, p. 792), where sweet water

may be met with at a little distance off. But apart from the

improbability of Alush being identical with Osh, even if al

were the Arabic article, the distance is against it, as it is at least

twelve camel-hours from Horeb through the Sheikh valley.

Alush is rather to be sought for at the entrance to the Sheikh

valley ; for in no other case could the Israelites have reached

Rephidim in one day.

Vers. 2-7. As there was no water to drink in Rephidim, the

people murmured against Moses, for having brought them Out of

Egypt to perish with thirst in the wilderness. This murmuring
Moses called " tempting God," i.e. unbelieving doubt in the

gracious presence of the Lord to help them (ver. 7). In this

the people manifested not only their ingratitude to Jehovah, who
had hitherto interposed so gloriously and miraculously in every

time of distress or need, but their distrust in the guidance of

Jehovah and the divine mission of Moses, and such impatience

of unbelief as threatened to break out into open rebellion

against Moses. " Yet a little,'' he said to God {i.e. a very little

more), " and they stone me ;" and the divine long-suffering and

grace interposed in this case also, and provided for the want

without punishing their murmuring. Moses was to pass on

before the people, and, taking some of the elders with him, and

his staff with which he smote the Nile, to go to the rock at

Horeb, and smite upon the rock with the staff, at the place

where God should stand before him, and water would come out
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of tlie rock. The elders were to be eye-witnesses of the miracle,

that they might bear their testimony to it before the unbelieving

people, " ne dicere possint, jam ah antiquis temporibus fontes ihi

fuisse" (Rashi). Jehovah's standing before Moses upon the

rock, signified the gracious assistance of God. ""JSp *loy fre-

quently denotes the attitude of a servant when standing before

his master, to receive and execute his commands. Thus Jeho-

vah condescended to come to the help of Moses, and assist His

people with His almighty power. His gracious presence caused

water to flow out of the hard dry rock, though not till Moses

struck it with his staff, that the people might acknowledge him
afresh as the possessor of supernatural and miraculous powers.

The precise spot at which the water was smitten out of the rock

cannot be determined ; for there is no reason whatever for fixing

upon the summit of the present Horeb, Has el Sufsafeh, from

which you can take in the whole of the plain of er Raliah

(Robinson, i. p. 154).—Ver. 7. From this behaviour of the un-

believing nation the place received the names Massah and Meri-

hah, " temptation and murmuring," that this sin of the people

might never be forgotten (cf. Deut. vi. 16 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 20,

xcv. 8, cv. 41).

CONFLICT WITH AMALEK.—CHAP. XVII. 8-16.

Vers. 8-13. The want of water had only just been provided

for, when Israel had to engage in a conflict with the Amalekites,

who had fallen upon their rear and smitten it (Deut. xxv. 18).

The expansion of this tribe, that was descended from a grandson

of Esau (see Gen. xxxvi. 12), into so great a power even in the

Mosaic times, is perfectly conceivable, if we imagine the process

to have been analogous to that which we have already described

in the case of the leading branches of the Edomites, who had

grown into a powerful nation through the subjugation and in-

corporation of the earlier population of Mount Seir, The Ama-
lekites had no doubt come to the neighbourhood of Sinai for the

same reason for which, even in the present day, the Bedouin

Arabs leave the lower districts at the beginning of summer, and

congregate in the mountain regions of the Arabian peninsula,

viz. because the grass is dried up in the former, whereas in the
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latter the pasturage remains green much longer, on account of

the climate being comparatively cooler (Buixkhardt, Syr. p. 789).

There they fell upon the Israelites, probably in the Sheikh val-

ley, where the rear had remained behind the main body, not

merely for the purpose of plundering or of disputing the posses-

sion of this district and its pasture ground with the Israelites,

but to assail Israel as the nation of God, and if possible to de-

stroy it. The divine command to exterminate Amalek (ver. 14)

points to this ; and still more the description given of the Ama-
lekites in Balaam's utterances, as D^i3 JT'^i'xn, "the beginning," i.e.

the first and foremost of the heathen nations (Num. xxiv. 20).

In Amalek the heathen world commenced that conflict with the

people of God, which, while it aims at their destruction, can only

be terminated by the complete annihilation of the ungodly

powers of the world. Earlier theologians pointed out quite cor-

rectly the deepest ground for the hostility of the Amalekites,

when they traced the causa belli to this fact, " quod timehat Ama-
lec, qui erat de semine Esau, jam implendam benedictionem, quam

Jacob obtinuit et prceripuit ipsi Esau, prcesertim cum in m,agna

potentia venirent Israelitce, ut promissam occuparent terram

Munster, C. a Lapide, etc.). This peculiar significance in the

conflict is apparent, not only from the divine command to exter-

minate the Amalekites, and to carry on the war of Jehovah with

Amalek from generation to generation (vers. 14 and 16), but

also from the manner in which Moses led the Israelites to battle

and to victory. Whereas he had performed all the miracles in

Egypt and on the journey by stretching out his staff, on this

occasion he directed his servant Joshua to choose men for the

war, and to figlit the battle with the sword. He himself went

with Aaron and Hur to the summit of a hill to hold up the

staff of God in his hands, that he might procure success to the

warriors through the spiritual weapons of prayer.

The proper name of Joshua, who appears here for the first

time in the service of Moses, was Hosea {V^>^); he was a prince

of the tribe of Ephraim (Num. xiii. 8, 16; Deut. xxxii. 44). The
name V^'^^'',, " Jehovah is help" (or, God-help), he probably re-

ceived at the time when he entered Moses' service, either before

or after the battle witli the Amalekites (see Num. xiii. 16, and

Hengstenberg, Dissertations, vol. ii.). Hur, who also held a pro-

minent position in the nation, according to chap. xxiv. 14, in
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connection with Aaron, was the son of Caleb, the son of Hez-

ron, the grandson of Judah (1 Chron. ii. 18-20), and the grand-

father of Bezaleel, the architect of the tabernacle (chap. xxxi. 2,

XXXV. 30, xxxviii. 22, cf. 1 Chron. ii. 19, 20). According to

Jewish tradition, he was the husband of Miriam.—The battle

was fought on the day after the first attack (ver. 9). The hill

(nyili, not Mount Horeb), upon the summit of which Moses took

up his position during the battle, along with Aaron and Hur,

cannot be fixed upon with exact precision, but it was probably

situated in the table-land of Fureia, to the north of er Rahah
and the Sheikh valley, which is a fertile piece of pasture ground

{Burckhardtf p. 801 ; Robinson, i. pp. 139, 215), or else in the

plateau which runs to the north-east of the Horeb mountains

and to the east of the Sheikh valley, with the two peaks Umlanz

and Um Alawy; supposing, that is, that the Amalekites attacked

the Israelites from Wady Muklifeh or es Suweiriyeh. Moses

went to the top of the hill that he might see the battle from

thence. He took Aaron and Hur with him, not as adjutants to

convey his orders to Josliua and the army engaged, but to sup-

port him in his own part in connection with the conflict. This

was to hold up his hand with the staff of God in it. To under-

stand the meaning of this sign, it must be borne in mind that,

although ver. 11 merely speaks of the raising and dropping of

the hand (in the singular), yet, according to ver. 12, both hands

were supported by Aaron and Hur, who stood one on either side,

so that Moses did not hold up his hands alternately, but grasped

the staff with both his hands, and held it up with the two. The

lifting up of the hands has been regarded almost with unvarying

unanimity by Targumists, Rabbins, Fathers, Reformers, and

nearly all the more modern commentators, as the sign or atti-

tude of prayer. Kurtz, on the contrary, maintains, in direct

opposition to the custom observed throughout the whole of the

Old Testament by all pious and earnest worshippers, of lifting

up their hands to God in heaven, that this view attributes an

importance to the outward form of prayer which has no analogy

even in the Old Testament; he therefore agrees with Lake,-

macher, in Rosenrauller s Scliolien, in regarding the attitude of

Moses with his hand lifted up as " the attitude of a commander

superintending and directing the battle," and the elevation of the

hand as only the means adopted for raising the staff, which was
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elevated in the sight of the warriors of Israel as the banner of

victory. But this meaning cannot be established from vers. 15

and 16. For the altar with the name ^^ Jehovah my banner^^ and

the watchword " the hand on the banner of Jehovah, ivar of the

Lord against Amaleh" can neither be proved to be connected

with the staff which Moses held in his hand, nor be adduced as

a proof that Moses held the staff in front of the Israelites as the

banner of victory. The lifting up of the staff of God was, no

doubt, a banner to the Israelites of victory over their foes, but

not in this sense, that Moses directed the battle as commander-

in-chief, for he had transferred the command to Joshua ; nor yet

in this sense, that he imparted divine powers to the warriors by

means of the staff, and so secured the victory. To effect this, he

would not have lifted it up, but have stretched it out, either

over the combatants, or at all events towards them, as in the case

of all the other miracles that were performed with the staff. The
lifting up of the staff secured to the warriors the strength needed

to obtain the victory, from the fact that by means of the staff

Moses brought down this strength from above, i.e. from the

Almighty God in heaven ; not indeed by a merely spiritless

and unthinking elevation of the staff, but by the power of his

prayer, which was embodied in the lifting up of his hands with the

staff, and was so far strengthened thereby, that God had chosen

and already employed this staff as the medium of the saving

manifestation of His almighty power. There is no other way in

which we can explain the effect produced upon the battle by the

raising and dropping (n''jn) of the staff in his hands. As long

as Moses held up the staff, he drew down from God victorious

powers for the Israelites by means of his prayer ; but when he

let it fall through the exhaustion of the strength of his hands,

he ceased to draw down the power of God, and Amalek gained

the upper hand. The staff, therefore, as it was stretched out on

high, was not a sign to the Israelites that were fighting, for it is

by no means certain that they could see it in the heat of the

battle ; but it was a sign to Jehovah, carrying up, as it were, to

God the wishes and prayers of Moses, and bringing down from

God victorious powers for Israel. If the intention had been to

hold it up before the Israelites as a banner of victory, Moses

would not have withdrawn to a hill apart from the field of battle,

but would either have carried it himself in front of the army, or
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have given it to Joshua as commander, to be borne by him in

front of the combatants, or else have entrusted it to Aaron, vi'ho

had performed the miracles in Egypt, that he might carry it at

their head. The pure reason why Moses did not do this, but

withdrew from the field of battle to lift up the staff of God upon
the summit of a hill, and to secure the victory by so doing, is to

be found in the important character of the battle itself. As the

heathen world was now commencing its conflict with the people

of God in the persons of the Amalekites, and the prototype

of the heathen world, with its hostility to God, was opposing

the nation of the Lord, that had been redeemed from the bond-

age of Egypt and was on its way to Canaan, to contest its en-

trance into the promised inheritance ; so the battle which Israel

fought with this foe possessed a typical significance in relation

to all the future history of Israel. It could not conquer by the

sword alone, but could only gain the victory by the power of

God, coming down from on high, and obtained through prayer

and those means of grace with which it had been entrusted.

The means now possessed by Moses were the staff, which was,

as it were, a channel through which the powers of omnipotence

were conducted to him. In most cases he used it under the

direction of God ; but God had not promised him miraculous

help for the conflict with the Amalekites, and for this reason he

lifted up his hands with the staff in prayer to God, that he might

thereby secure the assistance of Jehovah for His struggling

people. At length he became exhausted, and with the falling

of his hands and the staff he held, the flow of divine power

ceased, so that it was necessary to support his arms, that they

might be kept firmly directed upwards ('iJ'itt?^, lit. firmness) until

the enemy was entirely subdued. And fi'om this Israel was to

learn the lesson, that in all its conflicts with the ungodly powers

of the world, strength for victory could only be procm'ed through

the incessant lifting up of its hands in prayer. " And Joshua

discomfited Amalek and his people (the Amalekites and their

people) with the edge of the sivord^' {i.e. without quarter. See

Gen. xxxiv. 26).

Vers. 14-16. As this battle and victory were of such signi-

ficance, Moses was to write it for a memorial lSEi3j in " tlie book"

appointed for a record of the wonderful works of God, and " to

put it into the ears of Joshua,^ i.e. to make known to him, and

PENT.—VOL. II. F
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impress upon him, that Jehovah would utterly put out the re-

membrance of Amalek from under heaven ; not " in order that

he might carry out this decree of God on the conquest of Canaan,'

as Knohel supposes, but to strengthen his confidence in the help

of the Lord against all the enemies of Israel. In Deut. xxv. 19

the Israelites are commanded to exterminate Amalek, when God
should have given them rest in the land of Canaan from all

their enemies round about.—Vers. 15, 16. To praise God for

His help, Moses built an altar, which he called " Jehovah my
banner" and said, when he did so, " The hand on the throne (or

banner) ofJah! Wqr to the Lord from generation to generation!
"

There is nothing said about sacrifices being offered upon this

altar. It has been conjectured, therefore, that as a place of

worship and thank-offering, the altar with its expressive name

was merely to serve as a memorial to posterity of the gracious

help of the Lord, and that the words which were spoken by

Moses were to serve as a watchword for Israel, keeping this act

of God in lively remembrance among the people in all succeed-

ing generations. ""S (ver. 16) merely introduces the words as in

Gen. iv. 23, etc. The expression \^\ D3"?J/ 1^ is obscure, chiefly

on account of the aTr. \e<^. D3. In the ancient versions (with

the exception of the Septuagint, in which n'' D3 is treated as one

word, and rendered Kpvfpaia) D3 is taken to be equivalent to nD3

(1 Kings X. 19^ Job xxvi. 9) for i<B3, and the clause is ren-

dered " the hand upon the throne of the Lord." But whilst some

understand the laying of the hand (sc. of God) upon the throne

to be expressive of the attitude of swearing, others regard the

hand as symbolical of power. There are others again, like

Clericus, who suppose the hand to denote the hand laid by the

Amalekites upon the throne of the Lord, i.e. on Israel. But if

D3 signifies throne or adytum arcanum, the words can hardly be

understood in any other sense than " the hand lifted up to the

throne of Jehovah in heaven, war to the Lord," etc.; and thus

understood, they can only contain an admonition to Israel to

follow the example of Moses, and wage war against Amalek

with the hands lifted up to the throne of Jehovah. Modern

expositors, however, for the most part regard D3 as a corruption

of D3, " the hand on the banner of the Lord." But even ad-

mitting this, though many objections may be offered to its cor-

rectness, we must not understand by '' the banner of Jehovah

'
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the staff of Moses, but only the altar with the name Jehovah-
nissi, as the symbol or memorial of the victorious help afforded

by God in the battle with the Amalekites.

JETHEO THE MIDIANITE IN THE CAMP OF ISRAEL.

CHAP. XVIII.

Yers. 1-12. The Amalekites had met Israel with hostility,

as the prototype of the heathen who would strive against the

people and kingdom of God. But Jethro, the Midianitish priest,

appeared immediately after in the camp of Israel, not only as

Moses' father-in-law, to bring back his wife and children, but

also with a joyful acknowledgment of all that Jehovah had done

to the Israelites in delivering them from Egypt, to offer burnt-

offerings to the God of Israel, -and to celebrate a sa^jrificial meal

with Moses, Aaron, and all the elders of Israel ; so that in the per-

son of Jethro the first-fruits of the heathen, who would hereafter

seek the living God, entered into religious fellowship with the

people of God. As both the Amalekites and Midianites were de-

scended from Abraham, and stood in blood-relationship to Israel,

the different attitudes which they assumed towards the Israelites

foreshadowed and typified the twofold attitude which the heathen

world would assume towards the kingdom of God. (On Jethro^

see chap. ii. 18 ; on Moses' wife and sons, see chap. ii. 21, 22
;

and on the expression in ver. 2, " after he had sent her hack"

chap. iv. 26.)—Jethro came to Moses " into the wilderness, where

he encamped at the mount of God." The mount of God is

Horeb (chap. iii. 1) ; and the place of encampment is Rephidim,

at Horeb, i.e. at the spot where the Sheikh valley opens into the

plain of er Rahah (chap. xvii. 1). This part is designated as a

wilderness; and according to Robinson (1, pp. 130, 131) the

district round this valley and plain is " naked desert," and

"wild and desolate." The occasion for Jethro the priest to

bring back to his son-in-law his wife and children was furnished

by the intelligence which had reached him, that Jehovah had

brought Israel out of Egypt (ver. 1), and, as we may obviously

supply, had led them to Horeb. When Moses sent his wife and

sons back to Jethro, he probably stipulated that they were to

return to him on the arrival of the Israelites at Horeb. For

when God first called Moses at Horeb, He foretold to him that
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Israel would be brouglit to this mountain on its deliverance from

Egypt (chap. iii. 12).^

Yers. 6-12. When Jethro announced his arrival to Moses

(" he said," sc. through a messenger), he received his father-in-

law with the honour due to his rank ; and when he had conducted

him to his tent, he related to him all the leading events connected

with the departure from Egypt, and all the troubles they had

met with on the way, and how Jehovah had delivered them out

of them all. Jethro rejoiced at this, and broke out in praise to

Jehovah, declaring that Jehovah was greater than all gods, i.e.

that He had shown Himself to be exalted above all gods, for

God is great in the eyes of men only when He makes known
His greatness through the display of His omnipotence. He then

gave a practical expression to his praise by a burnt-offering and

slain-offering, which he presented to God. The second ''2 in

1 Kurtz (Hist, of 0. C. iii. 46, 53) supposes that it was chiefly the report

of the glorious result of the battle with Amalek which led Jethro to resolve

to bring Moses' family back to him. There is no statement, however, to

this effect in the biblical text, but rather the opposite, namely, that what

Jethro had heard of all that God had done to Moses and Israel consisted of

the fact that Jehovah had brought Israel out of Egypt. Again, there are

not sufficient grounds for placing the arrival of Jethro at the camp of Israel,

in the desert of Sinai and after the giving of the law, as Ranke has done.

For the fact that the mount of God is mentioned as the place of encamp-

ment at the time, is an argument in favour of Rephidim, rather than against

it, as we have already shown. And we can see no force in the assertion that

the circumstances, in which we find the people, point rather to the longer

stay at Sinai, than to the passing halt at Rephidim. For how do we know
that the stay at Rephidim was such a passing one, that it would not afford

time enough for Jethro's visit ? It is true that, according to the ordinary

assumption, only half a month intervened between the arrival of the Israel-

ites in the desert of Sin and their arrival in the desert of Sinai ; but within

this space of time everything might have taken place that is said to have

occurred on the march from the former to the latter place of encampment.

It is not stated in the biblical text that seven days were absorbed in the

desert of Sin alone, but only that the Israelites spent a Sabbath there, and

had received manna a few days before, so that three or four days (say from

Thursday to Saturday inclusive) would amply suffice for all that took place.

If the Israelites, therefore, encamped there in the evening of the 15th, they

might have moved fartlier on the morning of the 19th or 20th, and after a two
days' journey by Dofkah and Alush have reached Rephidim on the 21st or 22(1.

They could then have fought the battle with the Amalekites the following

day, so that Jethro might have come to the camp on the 24th or 25th, and
held the sacrificial moal with the Israelites the next day. In that case there
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ver. 11 is only an emphatic repetition of the first, and Iti'N in'^l

is not dependent upon ''^Vl^ hut upon ?n3, or upon ''"'^^'^ under-

stood, which is to be supphed in thought after the second ''3
:

" That He hasproved Himselfgreat hy the affair in which they (the

Egyptians) dealt proudly against them (the IsraeKtes)." Com-
pare Neh. ix. 10, from which it is evident, that to refer these

words to the destruction of Pharaoh and his army in the Red
Sea as a punishment for their attempt to destroy the Israehtes

in the water (chap. i. 22) is too contracted an interpretation ;

and that they rather relate to all the measures adopted by the

Egyptians for the oppression and detention of the Israelites, and

signify that Jehovah had shown Himself great above all gods by

all the plagues inflicted upon Egypt down to the destruction of

Pharaoh and his army in the Red Sea.—Ver. 12. The sacrifices,

which Jethro offered to God, were applied to a sacrificial meal,

in which Closes joined, as well as Aaron and all the elders.

would still be four or five days left for him to see Moses sitting in judgment

a whole day long (ver. 13), and for the introduction of the judicial arrange-

ments proposed by Jethro ;—amply sufficient time, inasmuch as one whole

day would suffice for the sight of the judicial sitting, which is said to have

taken place the day after the sacrificial meal (ver. 13). And the election

of judges on the part of the people, for which Moses gave directions in ac-

cordance with Jethro's advice, might easily have been carried out in two

days. For, on the one hand, it is most probable that after Jethro had

watched this severe and exhausting occupation of Moses for a whole day, he

spoke to Moses on the subject the very same evening, and laid his plan be-

fore him ; and on the other hand, the execution of this plan did not require

a very long time, as the people were not scattered over a whole country, but

were collected together in one camp. Moreover, Moses carried on all his

negotiations with the people through the elders as their representatives ; and

the judges were not elected in modern fashion by universal suffrage, but

were nominated by the people, i.e. by the natural representatives of the

nation, from the body of elders, according to their tribes, and then ap-

pointed by Moses himself.—Again, it is by no means certain that Israel ar-

rived at the desert of Sinai on the first day of the third month, and that

only half a month (15 or 16 days) elapsed between their arrival in the

desert of Sin and their encamping at Sinai (cf. chap. xix. 1). And lastly,

though Kurtz still affirms that Jethro lived on the other side of the Elanitic

Gulf, and did not set out till he heard of the defeat of the Amalekites, in

which case a whole month might easily intervene between the victory of

Israel and the arrival of Jethro, the two premises upon which this conclu-

sion is based, are assumptions without foundation, as we have already

shown at chap. iii. 1 in relation to the forinor, and have just shown in r&-

lation to the latter.
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Eating bread before God signified the holding of a sacrificial

meal, which was eating before God, because it was celebrated in

a holy place of sacrifice, where God was supposed to be present.

Vers. 13-24. The next day Jethro saw how Moses was occu-

pied from morning till evening in judging the people, who

brought all their disputes to him, that he might settle them ac-

cording to the statutes of God. ?V ipy : as in Gen. xviii. 8.

The people came to Moses "to seek or inquire of God" (ver.

15), i.e. to ask for a decision from God : in most cases, this

means to inquire through an oracle ; here it signifies to desire a

divine decision as to questions in dispute. By judging or de-

ciding the cases brought before him, Moses made known to the

people the ordinances and laws of God. For every decision was

based upon some law, which, like all true justice here on earth,

emanated first of all from God. This is the meaning of ver.

16, and not, as Knohel supposes, that Moses made use of the

questions in dispute, at the time they were decided, as good

opportunities for giving laws to the people. Jethro condemned

this plan (vers. 18 sqq.) as exhausting, wearing out (??3 lit. to

fade away, Ps. xxxvii. 2), both for Moses and the people : for

the latter, inasmuch as they not only got wearied out through

long waiting, but, judging from ver. 23, very often began to

take the law into their own hands on account of the delay in the

judicial decision, and so undermined the well-being of the com-

munity at large ; and for Moses, inasmuch as the work was

necessarily too great for him, and he could not continue for any

length of time to sustain such a burden alone (ver. 18). The

obsolete form of the inf. const, ^nb'y for SPi^V is only used here,

but is not without analogies in the Pentateuch. Jethro advised

him (vers. 19 sqq.) to appoint judges from the people for all the

smaller matters in dispute, so that in future only the more diffi-

cult cases, which really needed a superior or divine decision,

would be brought to him that he might lay them before God.

" / will give thee counsel, and God he with thee (i.e. help thee to

carry out this advice) : Be thou to the people ^'''??^.'^ '"'^, towards

God^'' i.e. lay their affairs before God, take the place of God in

matters of judgment, or, as Luther expi'esses it, " take charge of

the people before God." To this end, in i\\Q first place, he was to

instruct the people in the commandments of God, and their own

walk and conduct ("iTirn with a double accusative, to enlighten,
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instruct ,
^"I'n the walk, the whole behaviour ; nii'yn particular

actions) ; secondly, he was to select able men (-'in '•ti'JX men of

moral strength, 1 Kings i. 52) as judges, men who were God-

fearing, sincere, and unselfish (gain-hating), and appoint them

to administer justice to the people, by deciding the simpler

matters themselves, and only referring the more difficult ques-

tions to him, and so to lighten his own duties by sharing the

burden with these judges. T'.^V^ ''i?n (ver. 22) '^make light of
(that which lies) upon thee." If he would do this, and God
would command him, he would be able to stand, and the people

would come to their place, i.e. to Canaan, in good condition

(DiPK'Zi). The apodosis cannot begin with ^'iV'!,
" then God Avill

establish thee," for niv never has this meanine; ; but the idea

is this, " if God should preside over the execution of the plan

proposed."—Ver. 24. Moses followed this sage advice, and, as

he himself explains in Deut. i. 12-18, directed the people to

nominate wise, intelligent, and well-known men from the heads

of the tribes, whom he appointed as judges, instructing them to ad-

minister justice with impartiality and without respect of persons.

Vers. 25-27. The judges chosen were arranged as chiefs

(D''"!^) over thousands, hundi^eds, fifties, and tens, after the

analogy of the military organization of the people on their march

(Num. xxxi. 14), in such a manner, however, that this arrange-

ment was linked on to the natural division of the people into

tribes, families, etc. (see my Archdologie, § 140). For it is

evident that the decimal division was not made in an arbitrary

manner according to the number of heads, from the fact that,

on the one hand, the judges were chosen from the heads of

the tribes and according to their tribes (Deut. i. 13) ; and

on the other hand, the larger divisions of the tribes, viz. the

families (inishpachoth), were also called thousands (Num. i.

16, X. 4 ; Josh. xxii. 14, etc.), just because the number of

their heads of families would generally average about a thou-

sand ; so that in all probability the hundreds, fifties, and tens

denote smaller divisions of the nation, in which there were

about this number of fathers. Thus in Arabic, for example,

" the ten " is a term used to signify a family (cf . Hengstenhei^g,

Dissertations v. ii. 343, and my Arch. § 149). The difference

between the harder or greater matters and the smaller matters

consisted in this : questions which there was no definite law to
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decide were great or hard ; whereas, on the other hand, those

which could easily be decided from existing laws or general

principles of equity were simple or small. ( Vide Joh. Selden de

Synedriis i. c. 16, in my Arch. § 149, Not. 3, where the dif-

ferent views are discussed respecting the relative positions and

competency of the various judges, about which there is no precise

information given in the law.) So far as the total number of

judges is concerned, all that can be affirmed with certainty is,

that the estimated number of 600 judges over thousands, 6000

over hundreds, 12,000 over fifties, and 60,000 over tens, in all

78,600 judges, which is given by Grotius and in the Talmud, and

according to which there must have been a judge for every seven

adults, is altogether erroneous (cf. J. Selden I.e. pp. 339 seq.).

For if the thousands answered to the families (mishpacJioth),

there cannot have been a thousand males in every one ; and in

the same way the hundreds, etc., are not to be understood as con-

sisting of precisely that number of persons, but as larger or

smaller family groups, the numerical strength of which we do

not know. And even if we did know it, or were able to estimate

it, this would furnish no criterion by which to calculate the

number of the judges, for the text does not affirm that every

one of these larger or smaller family groups had a judge of its

own ; in fact, the contrary may rather be inferred, from the fact

that, according to Deut. i. 15, the judges were chosen out of the

heads of the tribes, so that the number of judges must have

been smaller than that of the heads, and can hardly therefore

have amounted to many hundreds, to say nothing of many thou-

sands.

AREIVAL AT SINAI, AND PREPARATION FOR THE
COVENANT. CHAP. XIX.

Vers. 1, 2. In the third month after their departure from

Egypt, the Israelites arrived at Sinai, pr6ceeding from Rephidim

into the desert of Sinai, and encamping there before the mountain.

On what day of the month, the received text does not state.

The striking expression n^n ni'3 (" the same day"), without any

previous notice of the day, cannot signify the first day of tlie

month ; nor can ""t^v^O ^"Jpi^ signify the third new moon in the

year, and be understood as referring to the first day of the third
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month. For although, according to the etymology of t^^^ (from

Knn to be new), it might denote the new moon, yet in chi'ono-

logical data it is never used in this sense ; but the day of the

month is invariably appended after the month itself has been

given {e.g. ^']p^ in^ chap. xl. 2, 17 ; Gen. viii. 5, 13 ; Num. i. 1,

xxix. 1, xxxiii. 38, etc.). Moreover, in the Pentateuch the word

5^7.^ never signifies new moon ; but the new moons are called

DWn ''^ST (Num. X. 10, xxviii. 11, cf. Heng&tenherg, Disserta-

tions, vol. ii. 297). And even in such passages as 1 Sam. xx.

5, xviii. 24, 2 Kings iv. 23, Amos viii. 5, Isa. i. 13, etc., where

ti'in is mentioned as a feast along with the Sabbaths and other

feasts, the meaning new moon appeal's neither demonstrable nor

necessary, as tJ'nn in this case denotes the feast of the month, the

celebration of the beginning of the month. If, therefore, the

text is genuine, and the date of the month has not dropt out

(and the agreement of the ancient versions with the Masoretic

text favours this conclusion), there is no other course open, than

to understand Di^, as in Gen. ii. 4 and Num. iii. 1, and pro-

bably also in the unusual expression ti'l.nn Di'', Ex. xl. 2, in the

general sense of time ; so that here, and also in Num. ix. 1,

XX. 1, the month only is given, and not the day of the month,

and it is altogether uncertain whether the arrival in the desert

of Sinai took place on one of the first, one of. the middle, or one

of the last days of the month. The Jewish tradition, which

assigns the giving of the law to the fiftieth day after the Passover,

is of far too recent a date to pass for historical (see my Archdo-

logie, § 83, 6).

The desert of Sinai is not the plain of er Rahah to the north

of Horeb, but the desert in front (^W) of the mountain, upon

the summit of which Jehovah came down, whilst Moses ascended

it to receive the law (ver. 20 and xxxiv. 2). This mountain is

constantly called Sinai so long as Israel stayed there (vers. 18,

20, 23, xxiv. 16, xxxiv. 2, 4, 29, 32 ; Lev. vii. 38, xxv. 1,

xxvi. 46, xxvii. 34 ; Num. iii. 1 ; see also Num. xxviii. 6 and

Deut. xxxiii. 2) ; and the place of their encampment by the

mountain is also called the " desert of Sinai" never the desert of

Horeb (Lev. vii. 38 ; Num. i. 1, 19, iii. 14, ix. 1, x. 12, xxvi. 64,

xxxiii. 15). But in Ex. xxxiii. 6 this spot is designated as

" Mount Horeb," and in Deuteronomy, as a rule, it is spoken of

briefly as "Horeb" (Deut. i 2, 6, 19, iv. 10, 15, v. 2, ix. 8,
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xviii. 16, xxvlli. 69). And whilst the general identity of Sinai

and Horeb may be inferred from this ; the fact, that wherever

the intention of the writer is to give a precise and geographical

description of the place where the law was given, the name

Sinai is employed, leads to the conclusion that the term Horeb

was more general and comprehensive than that of Sinai ; in other

words, that Horeb Avas the range of which Sinai was one parti-

cular mountain, which only came prominently out to A-iew when

Israel had arrived at the mount of legislation. This distinc-

tion between the two names, which Uengstenherg was the first to

point out and establish (in his Dissertations, vol. ii. p. 325), is

now generally admitted ; so that the only room that is left for

any difference of opinion is with reference to the extent of the

Horeb range. There is no ground for supposing that the name

Horeh includes the whole of the mountains in the Arabian

peninsula. Sufficient justice is done to all the statements in the

Bible, if we restrict this name to the southern and highest range

of the central mountains,—to the exclusion, therefore, of the

Serbal group.^ This southern range, which Arabian geo-

graphers and the Bedouins call Jehel Tur or Jehel Tur Shia,

consists of three summits : (1) a central one, called by the Arabs

Jebel Miisa (Moses' Mountain), and by Christians either Horeh

or else Horeh-Sinai, in which case the northern and lower peak,

or Ras es Su/safeh, is called Horeb, and the southern and loftier

one Sinai
; (2) a western one, called Jebel Humr, with Mount

Catherine on the south, the loftiest point in the whole range
;

and (3) an eastern one, called Jehel el Deir (Convent Mountain)

or Episteme (vide Hitter, 14, pp. 527 sqq.).—Near this range there

are two plains, which furnish space enough for a large encamp-

ment. One of these is the plain of er Raliali, on the north and

north-west of Horeb-Sinai, with a level space of an English

square mile, which is considerably enlarged by the Sheikh

valley that opens into it from the east. At its southern ex-

tremity Horeb, wath its granite rocks, runs almost precipitously

to the height of 1200 or 1500 feet; and towards the west it is

also shut in as with a wall by the equally precipitous spurs of

^ The hypothesis advocated by Lepsiiis, that Sinai or Horeb is to be

sought for in Serial, has very properly met with no favour. For the ob-

jections to this, see Ritter, Erdkunde 14, pp. 788 sqq. ; and Kurtz, History

of 0. C, vol. iii. p. 04 sqq.
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Jebel Humr. The other plain, which is called Sehai/eh, lies to

the south-east of Sinai, or Jebel Musa in the more restricted

sense; it is from 1400 to 1800 feet broad, 12,000 feet long,

and is shut in towards the south and east by mountains, which

rise very gently, and do not reach any considerable height.

There are three wadys leading to this plain from er Rahah and

the Sheikh valley. The most westerly of these, which separates

Horeb-Sinai from Jebel Humr with INIount Catherine on the

south, is called el Leja, and is a narrow defile full of great blocks

of stone, and shut in towards the south like a cul de sac by Mount

Catherine. The central one, which separates Horeb fi-om Jebel

Deir, is Wady Shoeib (Jethro valley), with the convent of Sinai

in it, which is also called the Convent Valley in consequence.

This is less confined, and not so much strewed with stones;

towards the south it is not quite shut in, and yet not quite open,

but bounded by a steep pass and a grassy mountain-saddle,

viz. the easily accessible Jebel Sehayeh. The third and most

easterly is the Wady es Sehayeh, which is from 400 to 600 feet

broad, and leads from the Sheikh valley, in a southern and

south-westerly direction, to the plain of the same name, Avhich

stretches like an amphitheatre to the southern slope of Sinai, or

Jebel Musa, in the more restricted sense. When seen from this

plain, " Jebel Musa has the appearance of a lofty and splendid

mountain cone, towering far above the lower gravelly hills by

which it is surrounded " (Ritter, pp. 540, 541).

Since Robinson, who was the first to describe the plain of

er Raliah, and its fitness for the encampment of Israel, visited

Sinai, this plain has generally been regarded as the site where

Israel encamped in the "desert of Sinai." Robinson supposed

that he had discovered the Sinai of the Bible in the northern

peak of Mount Horeb, viz. Ras es Siifsafeh. But Rilter, Kurtz,

and others have followed Laborde and F. A. Strauss, who were

the first to point out the suitableness of the plain of Sebayeli to

receive a great number of people, in fixing upon Jebel Musa in

the stricter sense, the southern peak of the central group, which

tradition had already indicated as the scene of the giving of the

law, as the true Mount Sinai, where Moses received the laws

from God, and the plain of Sebayeli as the spot to Avhich Moses

led the people (i.e. the men) on the third day, out of the camp

of God and through the Sehayeh valley (ver. 16). For this
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plain is far better adapted to be the scene of such a display of

the nation, than the plain of er Rahah : first, because the hills

in the background slope gradually upwards in the form of an

amphitheatre, and could therefore hold a larger number of

people ;
^ whereas the mountains which surround the plain of

er Kahah are so steep and rugged, that they could not be made

use of in arranging the people ;—and secondly, because the

gradual sloping of the plain upwards, both on the east and south,

would enable even the furthest rows to see Mount Sinai in all

its majestic grandeur ; whereas the plain of er Rahah slopes

downwards towards the north, so that persons standing in the

background would be completely prevented by those in front from

seeing Has es Sufsafeh.—If, however, the plain of es Sehai/eh

so entirely answers to all the topographical data of the Bible,

that we must undoubtedly regard it as the spot where the people

of God were led up to the foot of the mountain, we cannot

possibly fix upon the plain of er Rahah as the place of encamp-

ment in the desert of Sinai. The very expression " desert of

Sinai," which is applied to the place of encampment, is hardly

reconcilable with this opinion. For example, if the Sinai of

the Old Testament is identical with the present Jebel Musa,

and the whole group of mountains bore the name of Horeb, the

plain of er Rahah could not with propriety be called the desert

of Sinai, for Sinai cannot even be seen from it, but is completely

hidden by the Ras es Sufsafeh of Horeb. Moreover, the road

from the plain of er Rahah into the plain of es Sebayeh through

the Sebayeh valley is so long and so narrow, that the people of

Israel, who numbered more than 600,000 men, could not pos-

sibly have been conducted from the camp in er Rahah into

the Sebayeh plain, and so up to Mount Sinai, and then, after

being placed in order there, and listening to the promulgation

of the law, have returned to the camp again, all in a single day.

The Sebayeh valley, or the road from the Sheikh valley to the

commencement of the plain of Sebayeh, is, it is true, only an

• " Sinai falls towards the south for about 2000 feet into low granite

hills, and then into a large plain, which is about 1600 feet broad and nearly

five miles long, and rises like an amphitheatre opposite to the mountain

both on the south and east. It is a plain that seems made to accom-

modate a large number gathered round the foot of the mountain " (^Strauss^

p. 135).
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hour long. But we liave to add to tliis tlie distance from the

point at wliich the Sebayeh valley opens into the Sheikh valley

to the western end of the plain of er Rah ah, viz. two hours'

journey, and the lengtli of the plain of Sebayeh itself, which is

more than five miles long ; so that the Israelites, at least those

who were encamped in the western part of the plain of er Eahah,

would have to travel four or five hours before they could be

posted at the foot of Sinai.^ Tischendorf calls this a narrow, bad

road, which the Israelites were obliged to pass through to Sinai,

when they came out of the Sheikh valley. At any rate, this is

true of the southern end of the valley of Sebayeh, from the

point at which it enters the plain of Sebayeh, where we can

hardly picture it to ourselves as broad enough for two hundred

men to walk abreast in an orderly procession through the

valley ;
^ consequently, 600,000 men would have required two

hours' time simply to pass through the narrow southern end of

the valley of Sebayeh. Now, it is clear enough from the

narrative itself that Moses did not take merely the elders, as the

representatives of the nation, from the camp to the mountain to

meet with God (ver. 17), but took the whole nation, that is to

say, all the adult males of 20 years old and upwards ; and this

is especially evident from the command so emphatically and re-

peatedly given, that no one was to brf ak through the hedge placed

^ Some Englishmen who accompanied F. A. Straitss " had taken three-

quarters of an hour for a fast walk from the Sebayeh plain to Wady es

Sheikh ;" so that it is not too much to reckon an hour for ordinary walking.

Dobel took quite six hours to go round Horeb-Sinai, which is only a little

larger than Jebel Deir ; so that at least three hours must be reckoned as

necessary to accomplish the walk from the eastern end of the plain of er Rahah
through the Wady Sebayeh to the foot of Sinai. And Eohinson took fifty

minutes to go with camels from the commencement of the Sheikh valley, at

the end of the Convent Valley, to the point at which it is joined by the valley

of Sebayeh (Palestine i. p. 216).

^ We are still in want of exact information from travellers as to the

breadth of the southern end of the valley of Sebayeh. Riiter merely states,

on the ground of MS. notes in Strauss' diary, that " at first it is somewhat

contracted on account of projections in the heights by which it is bounded

towards the south, but it still remains more than 500 feet broad." And
" when it turns towards the north-west, the wady is considerably widened

;

so that at the narrowest points it is more than COO feet broad. And very

frequently, at the different curves in the valley, large basins are formed,

which would hold a considerable number of people,"
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round the mountain. It may also be inferred from tiie design

of the revelation itself, which was intended to make the deepest

impression upon the whole nation of that majesty of Jehovah

and the holiness of His law.

Under these circumstances, if the people had been encamped

in the plain of er Rahah and the Sheikh valley, they could not

have been conducted to the foot of Sinai and stationed in the

plain of Sebayeh in the course of six hom's, and then, after hear-

ing the revelation of the law, have returned to their tents on the

same day; even assuming, as Kurtz does (iii. p. 117), that " the

people were overpowered by the majesty of the promulgation

of the law, and fled away in panic ;" for flight through so narrow

a valley would have caused inevitable confusion, and therefore

would have prevented rather than facilitated rapidity of move-

ment. There is not a word, however, in the original text about

a panic, or about the people flying (see chap. xx. 18) : it is merely

stated, that as soon as the people witnessed the alarming phe-

nomena connected with the descent of God upon the mountain,

they trembled in the camp (chap. xix. 16), and that when they

were conducted to the foot of the mountain, and " saw the thun-

derings, and the lightnings, and the noise of the trumpet, and the

mountain smoking," and heard the solemn promulgation of the

decalogue, they trembled (1^3^, chap. xx. 18), and said to Moses,

through their elders and the heads of tribes, that they did not

wish God to speak directly to them any more, but wished Moses

to speak to God and listen to His words ; whereupon, after God
had expressed His approval of these words of the people, Moses

directed the people to return to their tents (chap. xx. 18 sqq.

;

Deut. V. 23-30). If, again, we take into consideration, that

after Moses had stationed the people at the foot of the mountain,

lie went up to God to the summit of Sinai, and came down
again at the command of God to repeat the charge to the

people, not to break through the hedge round the mountain

(vers. 20-25), and it was not till after this, that God proclaimed

the decalogue, and that this going up and down must also have

taken up time, it cannot have been for so very short a time that

the people continued standing round the bottom of the moun-
tain. But if all these difficulties be regarded as trivial, and we
include the evening and part of the night in order to afford time

for the people to return to their tents ; not only is there nothing
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in the biblical text to require the hypothesis which assigns the

encampment to the plain of er Rahah, and the posting of the

people at Sinai to the plain of Sebajeh, but there are various

allusions which seem rather to show that such a hypothesis is

inadmissible. It is very obvious from chap. xxiv. 17, that the

glory of the Lord upon the top of the mountain could be seen

from the camp ; and from chap, xxxiv. 1-3, that the camp, with

both the people and their cattle in it, was so immediately in the

neighbourhood of Sinai, that the people could easily have

ascended the mountain, and the cattle could have grazed upon

it. Now this does not apply in the least to the plain of er

Eahah, from which not even the top of Jebel Musa can be

seen, and where the cattle could not possibly have grazed upon

it, but only to the plain of Sebayeh ; and therefore proves that

the camp in " the desert of Sinai" is not to be sought for in the

plain of er Rahah, but in the plain of Sebayeh, which reaches

to the foot of Sinai. If it should be objected, on the other hand,

that there is not room in this plain for the camp of the whole

nation, this objection is quite as applicable to the plain of er

Rahah, which is not large enough in itself to take in the entire

camp, without including a large portion of the Sheikh valley

;

and it loses all its force from the fact, that the mountains by

Avhich the plain of Sebayeh is bounded, both on the south and

east, rise so gently and gradually, that they could be made use

of for the camp, and on these sides therefore the space is alto-

gether unlimited, and would allow of the widest dispersion of

the people and their flocks.

Vers. 3-6. Moses had known from the time of his call that

Israel would serve God on this mountain (iii. 12) ; and as soon

as the people were encamped opposite to it, he went up to God,

i.e. up the mountain, to the top of which the cloud had probably

withdrawn. There God gave him the necessary instructions for

preparing for the covenant : first of all assuring him, that He had

brought the Israelites to Himself to make them His own nation,

and that He would speak to them from the mountain (vers. 4-9)

;

and then ordering him to sanctify the people for this revelation

of the Lord (vers. 10-15). The promise precedes the demand

;

for the grace of God always anticipates the wants of man, and

does not demand before it has given. Jehovala spoke to Moses

" from Mount Horeb." Moses had probably ascended one of
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the lower heights, whilst Jehovah is to be regarded as on the

summit of the mountain. The words of God (vers. 4 sqq.) refer

first of all to what He had done for the Egyptians, and how He
had borne the Israelites on eagles' wings ; manifesting 4n this

way not only the separation between Israel and the Egyptians,

but the adoption of Israel as the nation of His especial grace

and favour. The " eagles' wings" are figurative, and denote

the strong and loving care of God. The eagle watches over its

young in the most careful manner, flying under them when it

leads them from the nest, lest they should fall upon the rocks,

and be injured or destroyed (cf. Deut. xxxii. 11, and for proofs

from profane literature, BocJiarf, Hieroz. ii. pp. 762, 765 sqq.).

"And brought you unto Myself:''^ i.e. not "led you to the

dwelling-place of God on Sinai," as Knohel supposes ; but took

you into My protection and My especial care.—Ver. 5. This

manifestation of the love of God to Israel formed only the pre-

lude, however, to that gracious union which Jehovah was now
about to establish between the Israelites and Himself. If they

would hear His voice, and keep the covenant which was about

to be established with them, they should be a costly possession

to Him out of all nations (cf. Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2, xxvi. 18).

n?Jp does not signify property in general, but valuable property,

that which is laid by, or put aside (^l^), hence a treasui'e of

silver and gold (1 Chron. xxix. 3 ; Eccl. ii. 8). In the Sept. the

expression is rendered \ao9 irepiovcrto';, which the Scholiast in

Octat. interprets e^aipero<i, and in Mai. iii. 17 eU TrepLTroLrjaiv :

hence the two phrases in the New Testament, Xao9 7repiovaio<;

in Tit. ii. 14, and 'Xao<i €t9 TrepcTroLrjcrLv in 1 Pet. ii. 9. Jehovah

had chosen Israel as His costly possession out of all the nations

of the earth, because the whole earth was His possession, and

all nations belonged to Him as Creator and Preserver. Tlie

reason thus assigned for the selection of Israel precludes at the

very outset the exclusiveness Avhich would regard Jehovah as

merely a national Deity. The idea of the segullah is explained

in ver. 6 : "Ye shall be unto Me a kingdom of priestsJ^ ^^/P?

signifies both kingship, as the embodiment of royal supremacy,

exaltation, and dignity, and the kingdom, or the union of both

king and subjects, i.e. the land and nation together with its

king. In the passage before us, the word has been understood

by most of the early commentators, both Jewish and Christian,
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and also in the ancient versions,^ in the first or active sense, so

that the expression contains the idea, " Ye shall be all priests

and kings" (Luther) ; prceditos fore tarn sacerdotali quam regio

honore [Calvin) ; quod reges et sacerdotes sunt in republica, id

vos eritis mihi (Drusius). This explanation is required by both

the passage itself and the context. For apart from the fact

that kingship is the primary and most general meaning of the

word n370» (cf. 'Vr\ n^.j'po, the kingship, or government of

David), the other (passive) meaning would not be at all suitable

here ; for a kingdom of priests could never denote the fellowship

existing in a kingdom between the king and the priests, but only

a kingdom or commonwealth consisting of priests, i.e. a king-

dom the members and citizens of which were priests, and as

priests constituted the "^^POD^ in other words, were possessed of

royal dignity and power ; for i^^^pD, ^aaCkeia, always includes

the idea of ^r*^ or ruling (^aaiXevecv). The LXX. have quite

hit the meaning in their rendering : ^aaiXeiov lepdrevfia. Israel

was to be a regal body of priests to Jehovah, and not merely a

nation of priests governed by Jehovah. The idea of the theo-

cracy, or government of God, as founded by the establishment

of the Sinaitic covenant institution in Israel, is not at all involved

in the term " kingdom of priests." The theocracy established by

the conclusion of the covenant (chap, xxiv.) was only the means

adopted by Jehovah for making His chosen people a royal body

of priests ; and the maintenance of this covenant was the indis-

pensable subjective condition, upon which their attainment of this

divinely appointed destiny and glory depended. This promise

of Jehovah expressed the design of the call of Israel, to which

it was to be fully conducted by the covenant institution of the

theocracy, if it maintained the covenant with Jehovah. The
object of Israel's kingship and priesthood was to be found in

the nations of the earth, out of which Jehovah had chosen

Israel as a costly possession. This great and glorious promise,

the fulfilment of which could not be attained till the completion

^ LXX. : ficKrlTiiiov lipocTivfAx^ a royal priesthood, i.e. a priestly na-

tion of royal power and glory. jijn3 p3^0 : Kings-priests {Onkelos).—
" Eritis coram vie reges coronati (^<?^73 '•'T'Dp vincti coronis) et sacerdotes

tninistrantes" (Jonathan).—" Eritis meo nomini reges et sacerdotes" (Jer.

Targ.).

PENT.—VOL. II. G
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of the kingdom of God, when the Israel of God, the Church of

the Lord, which Jesus Christ, the first-begotten from the dead,

and prince {ap')((ov, ruler) of the kings of the earth, has made

a " kingdom," " priests unto God and His Father" (Kev. i. 6

and V. 10, where the reading should be /Sao-iXet9 Ka\ lepeL<i),

is exalted to glory with Christ as the first-born among many-

brethren, and sits upon His throne and reigns, has not been

introduced abruptly here. On the contrary, the way was already

prepared by the promises made to the patriarchs, of the blessing

which Abraham would become to all the nations of the earth,

and of the kings who were to spring from him and come out of

the loins of Israel (Gen. xii. 3, xvii. 6, xxxv. 11), and still more

distinctly by Jacob's prophecy of the sceptre of Judah, to whom,

through Shiloh, the willing submission of the nations should be

made (Gen. xlix. 10). But these promises and prophecies are

outshone by the clearness, with which kingship and priesthood

over and for the nations are foretold of Israel here. This king-

ship, however, is not merely of a spiritual kind, consisting, as

Ijuther supposes, in the fact, that believers " are lords over

death, the devil, hell, and all evil," but culminates in the uni-

versal sway foretold by Balaam in Num. xxiv. 8 and 17 sqq.,

by Moses in his last words (Deut. xxxiii. 29), and still more

distinctly in Dan. vii. 27, to the people of the saints of the Most

High, as the ultimate end of their calling from God. The
spiritual attitude of Israel towards the nations was the result of

its priestly character. As the priest is a mediator between God
and man, so Israel was called to be the vehicle of the know-

ledge and salvation of God to the nations of the earth. By
this it unquestionably acquired an intellectual and spiritual

character; but this includes, rather than excludes, the govern-

ment of the world. For spiritual and intellectual supremacy

and rule must eventually ensure the government of the world,

as certainly as spirit is the power that overcomes the world.

And if the priesthood of Israel was the power which laid the

foundation for its kingship,—in other words, if Israel obtained

the n^POO or government over the nations solely as a priestly

nation,—the Apostle Peter, when taking up this promise (1. ii. 9),

might without hesitation follow the Septuagint rendering (ySacrt-

'X.etov lepdrevfia), and substitute in the place of the " priestly

kingdom," a " royal priesthood ;" for there is no essential dif-
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ference between the two, the kingship being founded upon the

priesthood, and the priesthood completed by the kingship.

As a kingdom of priests, it was also necessary that Israel

should be a " holy nation." Gens sancta hie dicitur non respectu

pietatis vel sanctimonice, sed quam Deus singulari privilegio ah

aliis separavit. Verum ah hac sanctificatione pendet altera, neinpe

ut sanctitatem colant, qui Dei gratia eximii sunt, atque ita vicis-

sim Deum sanctificent (^Calvin). This explanation is in general

a correct one ; for these words indicate the dignity to which

Israel was to be elevated by Jehovah, the Holy One, through

its separation from the nations of the earth. But it cannot be

shown that l^*i^i^ ever means " separated." Whether we suppose

it to be related to ^J}, and C'^n the newly shining moonlight, or

compare it with the Sanskrit dhusch, to be splendid, or beautiful,

in either case the primary meaning of the word is, " to be

splendid, pure, untarnished." Diestel has correctly observed,

that the holiness of God and Israel is most closely connected

with the covenant relationship ; but he is wrong in the conclu-

sion which he draws from this, namely, that " holy" was origi-

nally only a " relative term," and that a thing was holy " so far

as it was the property of God." For the whole earth is Jehovah's

property (ver. 5), but it is not holy on that account. Jehovah

is not lioly only " so far as within the covenant He is both pos-

session and possessor, absolute life and the source of life, and

above all, both the chief good and the chief model for His

people" {Diestel), or " as the truly separate One, enclosed within

Himself, who is self-existent, in contrast with the world to which

He does not belong" (Hofmann) ; but holiness pertains to God
alone, and to those who participate in the divine holiness,—not,

however, to God as the Creator and Preserver of the world, but

to God as the Redeemer of man. Light is the earthly reflection

of His holy nature : the Holy One of Israel is the light of Israel

(Isa. X. 17, cf. 1 Tim. vi. 16). The light, with its purity and

splendour, is the most suitable earthly element to represent the

brilliant and spotless purity of the Holy One, in whom there is

no interchange of light and darkness (Jas. i. 17). God is

called the Holy One, because He is altogether pure, the clear

and spotless light ; so that in the idea of the holiness of God
there are embodied the absolute moral purity and perfection of

the divine nature, and His unclouded glory. Holiness and glory
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are inseparable attributes in God ; but in His relation to the

world they are so far distinguished, that the whole earth is full

of His glory, whilst it is to and in Israel that His holiness is

displayed (Isa. vi. 3) ; in other words, the glory of God is mani-

fested in the creation and preservation of the world, and His

holy name in the election and guidance of Israel (compare

Ps. civ. with Ps. ciii.). God has displayed the glory of His

name in the creation of the heavens and the earth (Ps. viii.)
;

but His way in Israel (Ps. Ixxvii. 14), i.e. the work of God in

His kingdom of grace, is holy ; so that it might be said, that

the glory of God which streams forth in the material creation

is manifested as holiness in His saving work for a sinful world,

to rescue it from the ^Oopa of sin and death and restore it to

the glory of eternal life, and that it was manifested here in the

fact, that by the counsels of His own spontaneous love (Deut.

iv. 37) He chose Israel as His possession, to make of it a holy

nation, if it hearkened to His voice and kept His covenant. It

was not made this, however, by being separated from the other

nations, for that was merely the means of attaining the divine

end, but by the fact, that God placed the chosen people in the

relation of covenant fellowship with Himself, founded His king-

dom in Israel, established in the covenant relationship an insti-

tution of salvation, which furnished the covenant people with

the means of obtaining the expiation of their sins, and securing

righteousness before God and holiness of life with God, in order

that by the discipline of His holy commandments, under the

guidance of His holy arm. He might train and guide them to

the holiness and glory of the divine life. But as sin opposes

holiness, and the sinner resists sanctification, the work of the

holiness of God reveals itself in His kingdom of grace, not only

positively in the sanctification of those who suffer themselves to

be sanctified and raised to newness of life, but negatively also,

in the destruction of all those who obstinately refuse the guid-

ance of His grace; so that the glory of the thrice Holy One (Isa.

vi. 3) will be fully manifested both in the glorification of His

chosen people and the deliverance of the whole creation from the

bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children

of God (Rom. viii. 21), and also in the destruction of hardened

sinners, the annihilation of everything that is ungodly in this

world, the final overthrow of Satan and his kingdom, and the
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founding of the new heaven and new earth. Hence not only

is every person, whom God receives into the sphere of His sin-

destroying grace, tinnj^, or holy ; but everything Avhich is applied

to the realization of the divine work of salvation, or consecrated

by God to this object. The opposite of t^'Hi?, holy, is ^H^ koiv6<;,

pro/anus (from ?pn to be loose, lit. the unbound), not devoted

to holy purposes and uses (cf. Lev. x. 10) ; and this term was
applied, not only to what was sinful and unclean (^P^), but to

everything earthly in its natural condition, because the whole
earth, with all that is upon it, has been involved in the conse-

quences of sin.

Vers. 7-15. When Moses communicated to the people

through their elders this incomparable promise of the Lord, they

promised unanimously (1"=jn;!) to do all that Jehovah said ; and
when Moses reported to the Lord what the people had answered,

He said to [Moses, " / will come to thee in the darkness of the

cloud, that the people may listen to My speakijig to thee (3 Vp^"

as in Gen. xxvii. 5, etc.), and also believe thee for ever." As God
knew the weakness of the sinful nation, and could not, as the

Holy One, come into direct intercourse with it on account of its

unhoJiness, but was about to conclude the covenant with it

through the mediation of Moses, it was necessary, in order to

accomplish the design of God, that the chosen mediator should

receive special credentials ; and these were to consist in the fact

that Jehovah spoke to Moses in the sight and hearing of the

people, that is to say, that He solemnly proclaimed the funda-

mental law of the covenant in the presence of the whole nation

(chap. xix. 16-xx. 18), and showed by this fact that Moses was
the recipient and mediator of the revelation of God, in order that

the people might believe him ^^for ever^^ as the law was to pos-

sess everlasting validity (Matt. v. 18).—Vers. 10-16. God then

commanded Moses to prepare the people for His appearing or

speaking to them : (1) by their sanctification, through the wash-

ing of the body and clothes (see Gen. xxxv. 2), and abstinence

from conjugal intercourse (ver. 15) on account of the defile-

ment connected therewith (Lev. xv. 18) ; and (2) by setting

bounds round the people, that they might not ascend or touch

the mountain. The hedging or bounding (^''?^'?) of the people

is spoken of in ver. 23 as setting bounds about the mountain,

and consisted therefore in the erection of a barrier round the
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mountain, which was to prevent the people from ascending or

touching it. Any one who touched it (li^-fi^, " its end," i.e. the

outermost or lowest part of the mountain) was to be put to

death, whether man or beast. " No hand shall touch him" (the

individual who passed the barrier and touched the mountain),

i.e. no one was to follow him within the appointed boundaries,

but he was to be killed from a distance either by stones or darts,

(ni*^ for ^'}}^., see Geseniusj § 69.) Not till " the drawing out of

the trumpet blast" or, as Luther renders it, " only when it

sounded long," could they ascend the mountain (ver. 13). ^^''i],

from by to stream violently with noise, is synonymous with

73*ri jni? (Josh. vi. 5), and was really the same thing as the "'^'ity,

i.e. a long wind instrument shaped like a horn. ?2'>r} TjK^b is to

draw the horn, i.e. to blow the horn with tones long drawn out.

This was done either to give a signal to summon the people to

war (Judg. iii. 27, vi. 34), or to call them to battle (Judg. vii.

18 ; Job xxxix. 24, 25, etc.), or for other public proclamations.

No one (this is the idea) was to ascend the mountain on pain of

death, or even to touch its outermost edge ; but when the horn

was blown with a long blast, and the signal to approach was

given thereby, then they might ascend it (see ver. 21),—of course

not 600,000 men, which would have been physically impossible,

but the people in the persons of their representatives the elders.

in3 ni?y signifies to go up the mountain in ver. 13 as well as in

ver. 12, and not merely to come to the foot of the mountain

(see Deut. v. 5).

Vers. 16-25. After these preparations, on the morning of the

third day (from the issuing of this divine command), Jehovah

came down upon the top of Mount Sinai (ver. 20), manifesting

His glory in fire as the mighty, jealous God, in the midst of

thunders {fh'p) and lightnings, so that the mountain burned with

fire (Deut. iv. 11, v. 20), and the smoke of the burning mountain

ascended as the smoke Qf]} for ]^V), and the whole mountain

trembled (ver. 18), at the same time veiling in a thick cloud the

fire of His wrath and jealousy, by which the unholy are con-

sumed. Thunder and lightning bursting forth from the thick

cloud, and fire with smoke, were the elementary substrata, which

rendered the glory of the divine nature visible to men, though in

such a way that the eye of mortals beheld no form of the spiri-

tual and invisible Deity. These natural phenomena were accom
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panied by a loud trumpet blast, which " blew long and waxed

louder and louder" (vers. 16 and 19 ; see Gen. viii. 3), and was, as

it were, the herald's call, announcing to the people the appear-

ance of the Lord, and summoning them to assemble before Him
and listen to His words, as they sounded forth from the fire and

cloudy darkness. The blast (^ip) of the shophar (ver. 19), i.e.

the adXTTcy^ @eov, the trump of God, such a trumpet as is used

in the service of God (in heaven, 1 Thess. iv. 16; see Winers

Grammar), is not " the voice of Jehovah," but a sound resembling

a trumpet blasts Whether this sound was produced by natural

means, or, as some of the earlier commentators supposed, by

angels, of whom myriads surrounded Jehovah when He came

down upon Sinai (Deut. xxxiii'. 2), it is impossible to decide. At
this alarming phenomenon, " all the people that was in the camp

trembled'' (ver. 16). For according to chap. xx. 20 (17), it was

intended to inspire them with a salutary fear of the majesty of

God. Then Moses conducted the people (i.e. the men) out of

the camp of God, and stationed them at the foot of the moun-

tain outside the barrier (ver. 17); sund " Moses spake" (ver. 19),

i.e. asked the Lord for His commands, " and God answered loud"

(?ip3)j and told him to come up to the top of the mountain. He
then commanded him to go down again, and impress upon the

people that no one was to break through to Jehovah to see, i.e.

to break down the barriers that were erected around the moun-

tain as the sacred place of God, and attempt to penetrate into

the presence of Jehovah. Even the priests, who were allowed

to approach God by virtue of their office, were to sanctify them-

selves, that Jehovah might not break forth upon them (P?1), i.e.

dash them to pieces. (On the form nn'"iyn for ^'^''Vi}, see JEJwald,

§ 199 a). The priests were neither " the sons of Aaron," i.e.

Levitical priests, nor the first-born or principes popuU, but " those

who had hitherto discharged the duties of the priestly office

according to natural right and custom" {Baumgarten^. Even
these priests were too unholy to be able to come into the pre-

sence of the holy God. This repeated enforcement of the com-

mand not to touch the mountain, and the special extension of it

even to the priests, were intended to awaken in the people a

consciousness of their own unholiness quite as much as of the

unapproachable holiness of Jehovah. But this separation from

God, which arose from the unholiness of the nation, did not ex-
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tend to Moses and Aaron, who were to act as mediators, and

were permitted to ascend the mountain. Moreover, the prospect

of ascending the holy mountain " at the drawing of the blast"

was still before the people (ver. 13). And the strict prohibition

against breaking through the barrier, to come of their own accord

into the presence of Jehovah, is by no means at variance with

this. When God gave the sign to ascend the mountain, the

people might and were to draw near to Him. This sign, viz.

the long-drawn trumpet blast,, was not to be given in any case

till after the promulgation of the ten words of the fundamental

law. But it was not given even after this promulgation ; not,

however, because " the development was altogether an abnormal

one, and not in accordance with the divine appointment in ver.

13, inasmuch as at the thunder, the lightning, and the sound of

the trumpet, with which the giving of the law was concluded,

they lost all courage, and instead of waiting for the promised

signal, were overcome with fear, and ran from the spot," for there

is not a word in the text about running away ; but because the

people were so terrified by the alarming phenomena which

accompanied the coming down of Jehovah upon the mountain,

that they gave up the right of speaking with God, and from a

fear of death entreated Moses to undertake the intercourse with

God on their behalf (chap. xx. 18-21). Moreover, we cannot

speak of an " abnormal development" of the drama, for the

simple reason, that God not only foresaw the course and issue of

the affair, but at the very outset only promised that He would

come to Moses in a thick cloud (ver. 9), and merely announced

and carried out His own descent upon Mount Sinai before the

eyes of the people in the terrible glory of His sacred majesty

(ver. 11), for the purpose of proving the people, that His fear

might be before their eyes (chap. xx. 20 ; cf. Deut. v. 28, 29).

Consequently, apart from the physical impossibility of 600,000

ascending the mountain, it never was intended that all the

people should do so.^ What God really intended, came to pass.

^ The idea of the people fleeing and running away must have been got

by Kurtz from either Luther^s or De Wette's translation. They have both of

them rendered '131
!|J?3»1,

" they Jied and went far of," instead of " they

trembled and stood far off." And not only the supposed flight, but his idea

that " thunder, lightning, and the trumpet blast (which were silent in any

case during the utterance of the ten commandments), concluded the pro-
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After the people had been received into fellowship with Jehovah

through the atoning blood of the sacrifice, they were pei-mitted

to ascend the mountain in the persons of their representatives,

and there to see God (chap. xxiv. 9-11).

THE TEN WOEDS OF JEHOVAH.—CHAP. XX. 1-21.

Ver. 1. The promulgation of the ten words of God, contain-

ing the fundamental law of the covenant, took place before

Moses ascended the mountain again with Aaron (chap. xix. 24).

"All these ^vords*^ are the words of God contained in vers. 2-17,

which are repeated again in Deut. v. 6-18, with slight variations

that do not materially affect the sense,^ and are called the " words

mulgation of the law, as they had already introduced it according to chap.

xix. 16," also rests upon a misunderstanding of the text of the Bible. There

is not a syllable in chap. xx. 18 about the thunder, lightning, and trumpet

blast bursting forth afresh after the proclamation of the ten commandments.

There is simply an account of the impression, which the alarming pheno-

mena, mentioned in chap. xix. 16-19 as attending the descent of Jehovah

upon the mountain (ver. 20), and preceding His speaking to Moses and the

people, made upon the people, who had been brought out of the camp to

meet with God.
^ The discrepancies in the two texts are the following :—In Deut. v. 8

the cop. 1 (" or," Eng. Ver.), which stands before HJlon ^2 (any likeness), is

omitted, to give greater clearness to the meaning ; and on the other hand it

is added before U'^vh'^ hv ^ '^^^- 9 for rhetorical reasons. In the fourth

commandment (ver. 12) "liDB^ is chosen instead of "ibT in Ex. ver. 8, and
T, T

lit is reserved for the hortatory clause appended in ver. 15 :
" and re-

member that thou wast a servant," etc. ; and with this is connected the

still further fact, that instead of the fourth commandment being enforced on

the ground of the creation of the world in six days and the resting of God

on the seventh day, their deliverance from Egypt is adduced as the subjec-

tive reason for their observance of the command. In ver. 14, too, the clause

" nor thy cattle" (Ex. ver. 10) is amplified rhetorically, and particukxrized

in the words " thine ox, nor thine ass, nor any of thy cattle." So again, in

ver. 16, the promise appended to the fifth commandment, " that thy days

may be long in the land," etc., is amplified by the interpolation of the

clause " and that it may go well with thee," and strengthened by the words

" as Jehovah thy God hath commanded thee." In ver. 17, instead of '\\>u ty

(Ex. ver. 16), the more comprehensive expression i<it>' ly is chosen. Again,

in the tenth commandment (ver. 18), the " neighbour's wife " is placed

first, and then, after the " house," the field is added before the "man-ser-

vant and maid-servant," whereas in Exodus the "neighbour's house" is
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of the covenant, the ten words," in chap, xxxiv. 28, and Dent,

iv. 13, X. 4. God spake these words directly to the people, and

not " through the medium of His finite spirits," as v. Hofmann,

Kurtz, and others suppose. There is not a word in the Old Testa-

ment ahout any such mediation. Not only was it EloMm, accord-

ing to the chapter before us, who spake these words to the people,

and called Himself Jehovah, who had brought Israel out of

Egypt (ver. 2), but according to Deut. v. 4, Jehovah spake these

words to Israel " face to face, in the mount, out of the midst of

the fire." Hence, according to Buxtorf (Dissert, de Decalogo in

genere, 1642), the Jewish commentators almost unanimously

affirm that God Himself spake the words of the decalogue, and

that words were formed in the air by the power of God, and not

by the intervention and ministry of angels.^ And even from the

New Testament this cannot be proved to be a doctrine of the

Scriptures. For when Stephen says to the Jews, in Acts vii. 53,

" Ye have received the law " ei9 BtaTar/a<; ayyeXcov (Eng. Ver.
*' by the disposition of angels "), and Paul speaks of the law in

Gal. iii. 19 as Scarayeh Sl ajyeXwv ("ordained by angels"),

these expressions leave it quite uncertain in what the Bcardaaeiv

of the angels consisted, or what part they took in connection

mentioned first, and then tlie " wife " along -with the "man-servant and

maid-servant ;

" and instead of the repetition of ^b^n, the synonym

nisnn is employed. Lastly, in Deuteronomy all the commandments from

n^'"in iih onwards are connected together by the repetition of the cop.
"i

before every one, whereas in Exodus it is not introduced at all.—Now if,

after what has been said, the rhetorical and hortatory intention is j^atent

in all the variations of the text of Deuteronomy, even down to the trans-

position of wife and house in the last commandment, this transposition

must also be attributed to the freedom with which the decalogue was repro-

duced, and the text of Exodus be accepted as the original, which is not

to be altered in the interests of any arbitrary exposition of the command-
ments.

1 This also applies to the Targums. Onkelosaud Jonathan have i'> ^^Qii

in ver. 1, and the Jerusalem Targum in NnD''10 b'h'D- But in the popular

Jewish Midrash, the statement in Deut. xxxiii. 2 (cf. Ps. Ixviii. 17), that

Jehovah came down upon Sinai " out of myriads of His holiness," i.e.

attended by myriads of holy angels, seems to have given rise to the notion

that God spake through angels. Thus Josephus represents King Herod as

saying to the people, "For ourselves, we have learned from God the most

excellent of our doctrines, and the most holy part of our law through angels''*

(Ant 15, 5, 3, Whiston's translation).
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with the giving of the law.^ So again, in Heb. ii. 2, where the

law, "the word spoken by angels" (pt ayyekcov), is placed in

contrast with the " salvation which at the first began to be

spoken by the Lord " (pta rov Kvplov), the antithesis is of so

indefinite a nature that it is impossible to draw the conclusion

with any certainty, that the writer of this epistle supposed the

speaking of God at the promulgation of the decalogue to have

been effected through the medium of a niimber of finite spirits,

especially when we consider that in the Epistle to the Hebrews

speaking is the term applied to the divine revelation generally

(see chap. i. 1). As his object was not to describe with preci-

sion the manner in which God spake to the Israelites from Sinai,

but only to show the superiority of the Gospel, as the revelation

of salvation, to the revelation of the law ; he was at liberty to

select the indefinite expression Bt ayjeXwv, and leave it to the

readers of his epistle to interpret it more fully for themselves

from the Old Testament. According to the Old Testament,

however, the law was given through the medium of angels, only

so far as God appeared to Moses, as He had done to the patri-

archs, in the form of the " Angel of the Lord," and Jehovah

came down upon Sinai, according to Deut. xxxiii. 2, surrounded

by myriads of holy angels as His escort.^ The notion that God

^ That Stephen cannot have meant to say that God spoke through a

number of finite angels, is evident from the fact, that in ver. 38 he had

spoken just before of the Angel (in the singular) who spoke to Moses upon

Mount Sinai, and had described him in vers. 35 and 30 as the Angel who ap-

peared to Moses in the bash, i.e. as no other than the Angel of Jehovah who

was identical with Jehovah. " The Angel of the Lord occupies the same

place in ver. 38 as Jehovah m Ex. xix. The angels in ver. 53 and Gal.

iii. 19 are taken from Deut. xxxiii. And there the angels do not come in

the place of the Lord, but the Lord comes attended by them" (Hengsten-

lerg).

2 Lud. de Dieu, in his commentary on Acts vii. 53, after citing the

parallel passages Gal. iii. 19 and Heb. ii. 2, correctly observes, that " horum

dictorum hsec videtur esse ratio et Veritas. S. Stephanus supra v. 39 dixit,

Angelum locutum esse cum Mose in monte Sina, eundem nempe qui in rubo

ipsa apparuerat, ver. 35 qui quamvis in se Deus hie tamen xcti^ oiKouofcixi^

tanquam Angelus Dei cseterorumque angelorum prsefectus consideratus e

medio angelorum, qui eum undique stipabant, legem in monte Mosi dedit.

. . . Atque inde colligi potest causa, cur apostolus Heb. ii. 2, 3, Legi

Evangelium tantopere anteferat. Etsi enini utriusque auctor et promul-

gator fuerit idem Dei filius, quia tamen legem tulit in forma angeli o

Benatu angelico et velatus gloria angelorum, tandem vero caro factus et in
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spake througli the medium of " His finite spirits " can c-nly be

sustained in one of two ways : either by reducing the angels to

personifications of natural phenomena, such as thunder, light-

ning, and the sound of a trumpet, a process against which the

writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews enters his protest in chap,

xii. 19, where he expressly distinguishes the "voice of words"

from these phenomena of nature ; or else by affirming, with v.

Hofmann, that God, the supernatural, cannot be conceived of

without a plurality of spirits collected under Him, or apart from

His active operation in the world of bodies, in distinction from

which these spirits are comprehended with Him and under Him,
so that even the ordinary and regular phenomena of nature

would have to be regarded as the workings of angels ; in which

case the existence of angels as created spirits would be called in

question, and they would be reduced to mere personifications of

divine powers.

The words of the covenant, or ten words, were written by

God upon two tables of stone (chap. xxxi. 18), and are called

the law and the commandment (niyjsni nninn) iu chap. xxiv. 12,

as being the kernel and essence of the law. But the Bible con-

tains neither distinct statements, nor definite hints, with reference

to the numbering and division of the commandments upon

the two tables,—a clear proof that these points do not possess

the importance which has frequently been attributed to them.

Two different views have arisen in the course of time. Some
divide the ten commandments into two pentads, one upon each

table. Upon the first they place the commandments concerning

(1) other gods, (2) images, (3) the name of God, (4) the Sabbath,

and (5) parents; on the second, those concerning (1) murder,

(2) adultery, (3) stealing, (4) false witness, and (5) coveting.

Others, again, reckon only three to the first table, and seven to

the second. In the first they include the commandments re-

specting (1) other gods, (2) the name of God, (3) the Sabbath,

or those which concern the duties towards God; and in the

second, those respecting (1) parents, (2) murder, (3) adultery,

(4) stealing, (5) false witness, (6) coveting a neighbour's house,

(7) coveting a neighbour's wife, servants, cattle, and other pos-

carne manifestatus, gloriam prse se ferens non angelorum sed unigeniti filii

Dei, evangelium ipsemet, humana voce, habitans inter homines prsedicavit,

merito lex angelorum sermo, evangelium autem solius filii Dei dicitur."
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sessions, or ttose which concern the duties towards one's neigh-

bour. The Jii'st view, with the division into two fives, we find in

Josephus (Ant. iii. 5, 5) and Philo (quis rer. divin. hoer. § 35,

de Decal. § 12, etc.) ; it is unanimously supported by the fathers

of the first four centuries,^ and has been retained to tlie present

day by the Eastern and Reformed Churches. The later Jews
agree so far with this view, that they only adopt one command
ment against coveting ; but they differ from it in combining the

commandment against images with that against false gods, and
taking the introductory words " I am the Lord thy God" to be

the first commandment. This mode of numbering, of which we
find the first traces in Julian Apostata (in Cyrilli Alex. c. Julian

I. V. init.), and in an allusion made by Jerome (on Hos. x. 10),

is at any rate of more recent origin, and probably arose simply

from opposition to the Christians. It still prevails, however,

among the modern Jews.^

The second view was brought forward by Augustine, and no

one is known to have supported it previous to him. In his

Qucest. 71 on Ex., when treating of the question how the com-

mandments are to be divided (" utrum quatuor sint usque ad

prgeceptum de Sabbatho, quse ad ipsum Deum pertinent, sex au-

tem reliqua, quorum primum : Honora patrem et matrem, quae

ad hominem pertinent : an potius ilia tria sint et ipsa septem"),

he explains the two different views, and adds, "Mihi tamen
videntur congruentius accipi ilia tria et ista septem, quoniam

Trinitatem videntur ilia, quae ad Deum pertinent, insinuare dili-

gentius intuentibus." He then proceeds still further to show

that the commandment against images is only a fuller explana-

tion of that against other gods, but that the commandment not

to covet is divided into two commandments by the repetition of

the words, " Thou shalt not covet" although " concupiscentia

^ They either speak of two tables with five commandments upon each

{Iren. adv. hxr. ii. 42), or mention only one commandment against covet-

ing (Constit. apost. i. 1, vii. 3 ; Theoph. ad Autol. ii. 50 ; Tertull. adv. Marc.
ii. 17 ; Ephr. Syr. ad Ex. 20 ; Epiphan. hser. ii. 2, etc.), or else they ex-

pressly distinguish the commandment against images from that against other

gods {Origen, homil. 8 in Ex. ; Hieron. ad Epkes. vi. 2 ; Greg. Naz. carm.

i. 1 ; Sidpicius Sev. hist. sacr. i. 17, etc.).

- It is adopted by Geniar. Mace, f . 24 a ; Targ. Jon. on Ex. and Deut.

;

MecTiilta on Ex. xx. 16 ; Pesikta ou Deut. v. 6 ; and the rabbinical com-

mentators of the middle ages.
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uxoris aliense et concupiscentia domus alienae tantum in peccando

diiferant." In this division Augustine generally reckons the

commandment against coveting the neighbour's wiie as the

ninth, according to the text of Deuteronomy ; although in several

instances he places it after the coveting of the house, according

to the text of Exodus. Through the great respect that v^^as felt

for Augustine, this division became the usual one in the Western

Church ; and it was adopted even by Luther and the Lutheran

Church, with this difference, however, that both the Catholic

and Lutheran Churches regard the commandment not to covet

a neighbour's house as the ninth, whilst only a few here and

there give the preference, as Augustine does, to the order adopted

in Deuteronomy.

Now if we inquire, which of these divisions of the ten com-

mandments is the correct one, there is nothing to warrant either

the assumption of the Talmud and the Rabbins, that the words,

" I am Jehovah thy God," etc., form the first commandment, or

the preference given by Augustine to the text of Deuteronomy.

The words, " I am the Lord," etc., contain no independent mem-
ber of the decalogue, but are merely the preface to the com-

mandments which follow. " Hie sermo nondum sermo mandati

est, sed quis sit, qui mandat, ostendit" (Origen, homil. 8 in Ex.).

But, as we have already shown, the text of Deuteronomy, in all

its deviations from the text of Exodus, can lay no claim to ori-

ginality. As to the other two views which have obtained a foot-

ing in the Church, the historical credentials of priority and

majority are not sufficient of themselves to settle the question in

favour of the first, which is generally called the Philonian

view, from its earliest supporter. It must be decided from the

text of the Bible alone. Now in both substance and form this

speaks against the Augustinian, Catholic, and Lutheran view,

and in favour of the Philonian, or Oriental and Reformed. In

substance ; for whereas no essential difference can be pointed out

in the two clauses which prohibit coveting, so that even Luther

has made but one commandment of them in his smaller cate-

chism, there was a very essential difference between the com-

mandment against other gods and that against making an image

of God, so far as the Israelites were concerned, as we may see

not only from the account of the golden calf at Sinai, but also

from the image worship of Gideon (Judg. viii. 27), Micah
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(Judg. xvii.), and Jeroboam (1 Kings xii. 28 sqq.)- In /orm;
for the last five commandments differ from the first five, not

only in the fact that no reasons are assigned for the former,

whereas all the latter are enforced by reasons, in w^hich the ex-

pression " Jehovah thy God" occurs every time ; but still more
in the fact, that in the text of Deuteronomy all the command-
ments after " Thou shalt do no murder" are connected together

by the copula i, which is repeated before every sentence, and

from which we may see that Moses connected the command-
ments which treat of duties to one's neighbour more closely to-

gether, and by thus linking them together showed that they

formed the second half of the decalogue.

The weight of this testimony is not counterbalanced by the

division into parashoih and the double accentuation of the

Masoretic text, viz. by accents both above and below, even

if we assume that this was intended in any way to indicate a

logical division of the commandments. In the Hebrew MSS.
and editions of the Bible, the decalogue is divided into ten

parashoth, with spaces between them marked either by d (Setuma)

or a (Phetucha) ; and whilst the commandments against other

gods and images, together with the threat and promise appended

to them (vers. 3-6), form oneparashah, the commandment against

coveting (ver. 14) is divided by a setuma into two. But accord-

ing to Kennicott (ad Ex. xx. 17, Deut. v. 18, and diss, gener.

p. 59) this setuma was wanting in 234 of the 694 MSS. con-

sulted by him, and in many exact editions of the Bible as well

;

so that the testimony is not unanimous here. It is no argument

against this division into parashoth, that it does not agree either

with the Philonian or the rabbinical division of the ten com-

mandments, or with the Masoretic arrangement of the verses

and the lower accents which correspond to this. For there can

be no doubt that it is older than the Masoretic treatment of the

text, though it is by no means original on that account. Even
when the Targum on the Song of Sol. (v. 13) says that the

tables of stone were written in ten W'\^'^ or D''J?''K', i.e. rows or

strophes, like the rows of a garden full of sweet odours, this

Targum is much too recent to furnish any valid testimony to the

original writing and plan of the decalogue. And the upper

accentuation of the decalogue, which corresponds to the division

into parasJwthj has just as little claim to be received as a testi-
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mony in favour of " a division of the verses which was once

evidently regarded as very significant " (Ewald) ; on the con-

trary, it was evidently added to the lower accentuation simply in

order that the decalogue might be read in the synagogues on

particular days after the parashoth.^ Hence the double accen-

tuation was only so far of importance, as showing that the

Masorites regarded the parashoth as sufficiently important, to be

retained for reading in the synagogue by a system of accentua-

tion which corresponded to them. But if this division into

parashoth had been regarded by the Jews from time immemorial

as original, or Mosaic, in its origin ; it would be impossible to

understand either the rise of other divisions of the decalogue, or

the difference between this division and the Masoretic accentua-

tion and arrangement of the verses. From all this so much at

any rate is clear, that from a very early period there was a dis-

position to unite together the two commandments against other

gods and images ; but assuredly on no other ground than be-

cause of the threat and promise with which they are followed,

and which must refer, as was correctly assumed, to both com-

mandments. But if these two commandments were classified as

one, there was no other way of bringing out the number ten,

than to divide the commandment against coveting into two. But
as the transposition of the wife and the house in the two texts

could not well be reconciled with this, the setuma which separated

them in ver 14 did not meet with universal reception.

Lastly, on the division of the ten covenant words upon the

two tables of stone, the text of the Bible contains no other infor-

mation, than that " the tables were written on both their sides
"

(chap, xxxii. 15), from which we may infer with tolerable cer-

tainty, what would otherwise have the greatest probability as being

the most natural supposition, viz. that the entire contents of the

" ten words " were engraved upon the tables, and not merely the

' See Geiger (wissensch. Ztschr. iii. 1, 151). According to the testi-

mony of a Eabbin who had embraced Christianity, the decalogue was read

in one way, when it occurred as a Sabbath parashah, either in the middle

of January or at the beginning of Jitly, and in another way at the feast of

Pentecost, as the feast of the giving of the law ; the lower accentuation

being followed in the former case, and the upper in the latter. We may
compare with this the accoiint given in En Israel^ fol. 103, col. 3, that one

form of accentuation was intended for ordinary or private reading, the other

for public reading in the synagogue.
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ten commandments in the stricter sense, without the accompany-

ing reasons.^ But if neither the numbering of the ten command-

ments nor their arrangement on the two tables was indicated in

the law as drawn up for the guidance of the people of Israel,

so that it was possible for even the Israelites to come to different

conclusions on the subject ; the Christian Church has all the

more a perfect right to handle these matters with Christian

liberty and prudence for the instruction of congregations in the

law, from the fact that it is no longer bound to the ten com-

mandments, as a part of the law of Moses, which has been

abolished for them through the fulfilment of Christ, but has to

receive them for the regulation of its own doctrine and life,

simply as being the unchangeable norm of the holy will of God
which was fulfilled tlu'ough Christ.

Ver. 2. The TEN woeds commenced with a declaration of

Jehovah concerning Himself, which served as a practical basis

for the obligation on the part of the people to keep the com-

mandments :
" / am Jehovah thy God, who brought thee," etc.

By bringing them out of Egypt, the house of bondage, Jehovah

had proved to the Israelites that He was their God. This

glorious act, to which Israel owed its existence as an independent

nation, was peculiarly fitted, as a distinct and practical manifes-

tation of unmerited divine love, to kindle in the hearts of the

people the warmest love in return, and to incite them to keep

the commandments. These words are not to be regarded, as

1 If the whole of the contents stood upon the table, the ten words

cannot have been arranged either according to Philo's two pentads, or

according to Augustine's division into three and seven ; for in either case

there would have been far more words upon the first table than upon the

second, and, according to Augustine's arrangement, there would have been

131 upon one table, and only 41 upon the other. We obtain a much more

suitable result, if the words of vers. 2-7, i.e. the first three commandments

according to Philo's reckoning, were engraved upon the one table, and the

other seven from the Sabbath commandment onwards upon the other
;
for

in that case there would be 96 words upon the first table and 76 upon the

second. If the reasons for the commandments were not written along with

them upon the tables, the commandments respecting the name and nature

of God, and the keeping of the Sabbath, together with the preamble, which

could not possibly be left out, would amount to 73 words in all, the com-

mandment to honour one's parents would contain 5 words, and the rest of the

commandments 26.

PENT.—VOL. II. H
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Knohel supposes, as either a confession, or the foundation of the

whole of the theocratical law, just as Saleucus, Plato, and other

lawgivers placed a belief in the existence of the gods at the head

of their laws. They were rather the preamble, as Calvin says,

by which God prepared the minds of the people for obeying

them, and in this sense they were frequently repeated to give

emphasis to other laws, sometimes in full, as in chap. xxix. 46,

Lev. xix. 36, xxiii. 43, xxv. 38, 55, xxvi. 13, etc., sometimes

in the abridged form, " I am Jehovah your God," as in Lev. xi.

44, xviii. 2, 4, 30, xix. 4, 10, 25, 31, 34, xx. 7, etc., for which

the simple expression, " I am Jehovah," is now and then sub-

stituted, as in Lev. xix. 12, 14, 16, 18, etc.

Ver. 3. The First Word.—" Let there not be to thee (thou

shalt have no) other gods ""^S pV" lit. beyond Me (/V as in Gen.

xlviii. 22 ; Ps. xvi. 2), or in addition to Me (?V as in Gen.

xxxi. 50 ; Deut. xix. 9), equivalent to TrXrjv ifjuov (LXX.), " by

the side of Me " (Luther). " Before Me," coram me ( Vulg., etc.),

is incorrect ; also against Me, in opposition to Me. (On ''JS see

chap, xxxiii. 14). The singular H'^n^ (Joes not require that we
should regard Elohim as an abstract noun in the sense of Deity

;

and the plural ^ID^ would not suit this rendering (see Gen.

i. 14). The sentence is quite a general one, and not only pro-

hibits polytheism and idolatry, the worship of idols in thought,

word, and deed (cf. Deut. viii. 11, 17, 19), but also commands

the fear, love, and worship of God the Lord (cf. Deut. vi. 5,

13, 17, X. 12, 20). Nearly all the commandments are couched

in the negative form of prohibition, because they presuppose

the existence of sin and evil desires in the human heart.

Vers. 4-6. The Second Word.—To the prohibition of

idolatrous worship there is linked on, as a second word, the pro-

hibition of the worship of images. " After declaring in the

first commandment who was the true God, He commanded that

He alone should be worshipped ; and now He defines what is

His lawful worship" (^Calvin). " Thou shalt not make to thy-

self a likeness and any form of that lohich is in heaven above,^

etc. nb*y is construed with a double accusative, so that the
T T *

literal rendering would be " make, as a likeness and any form,

that which is in heaven," etc. «'?Sj from ?D2 to carve wood or
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stone, is a figure made of wood or stone, and is used in Judg.
xvii. 3 sqq. for a figure representing Jehovah, and in other places

for figures of heathen deities— of Asherah,for example, in 2 Kings
xxi. 7. nj^on does not signify an image made bj man, but a

form which is seen by him (Num. xii. 8 ; Deut. iv. 12, 15 sqq.

Job iv. 16; Ps. xvii. 15). In Deut. v. 8 (cf. iv. 16) we fina

njlori"?3 ?ps "likeness of any form:" so that in this passage

also nJ^ori"731 is to be taken as in apposition to ?DS, and the "[ as

vav explic: "and indeed any form," viz. of Jehovah, not of

heathen gods. That the words should be so understood, is de-

manded by Deut. iv. 15 sqq., where Moses lays stress upon the

command, not to make to themselves an image (^ds) in the form
of any sculpture (-''9?)) and gives this as the reason :

" For ye saw
no form in the day Avhen Jehovah spake to you at Horeb." This

authoritative exposition of the divine prohibition on the part of

Moses himself proves undeniably, that i?DQ and njIDD are to be

understood as referring to symbolical representations of Jehovah.

And the words which follow also receive their authoritative ex-

position from Deut. iv. 17 and 18. By " tliat which is in heaven
"

we are to understand the birds, not the angels, or at the most,

according to Deut. iv. 19, the stars as well; by " that which is

in earth" the cattle, reptiles, and the larger or smaller animals

;

and by " that ivhich is in the water," fishes and water animals.

" Under the earth" is appended to the " water," to express in a

pictorial manner the idea of its being lower than the solid

ground (cf. Deut. iv. 18). It is not only evident from the con-

text that the allusion is not to the making of images generally,

but to the construction of figures of God as objects of religious

reverence or worship, but this is expressly stated in ver. 5 ; so

that even Calvin observes, that "there is no necessity to refute

what some have foolishly imagined, that sculpture and painting

of every kind are condemned here." With the same aptness he

has just before observed, that " although Moses only speaks of

idols, there is no doubt that by implication he condemns all the

forms of false worship, which men have invented for them-

selves."—Ver. 5. " Thou shalt not pray to them and serve them."

(On the form Ql?^^ with the o-sound under the guttural, see

Ewald, § 251d.). ninriy'n signifies bending before God in prayer,

and mvoking His name ; "131?^ worship by means of sacrifice and

religious ceremonies. The suffixes Dn^ and D— (to them, and
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iheni) refer to the tilings in heaven, etc., which are made into

pesel, symbols of Jehovah, as being the principal object of the

previous clause, and not to nj^on-p^l 703, although ?D3 nay is

applied in Ps. xcvii. 7 and 2 Kings xvii. 41 to a rude idolatrous

worship, which identifies the image as the symbol of deity with

the deity itself. Still less do they refer to 2''"]^^ ^V^^. in ver. 3.

The threat and promise, which follow in vers. 5b and 6, relate

to the first two commandments, and not to the second alone ; be-

cause both of them, although forbidding two forms of idolatry,

viz. idolo-latry and ikono-latry, are combined in a higher unity,

by the fact, that whenever Jehovah, the God who cannot be

copied because Pie reveals His spiritual nature in no visible

form, is worshipped under some visible image, the glory of the

invisible God is changed, or Jehovah changed into a different

God from what He really is. Through either form of idolatry,

therefore, Israel would break its covenant with Jehovah. For

this reason God enforces the two commandments with the solemn

declaration: "I, Jehovah thy God, am i^2p_ 7^ a jealous God;"

i.e. not only ^ifkcorij^;, a zealous avenger of sinners, but ^7j\6-

TV7ro<i, a jealous God, who will not transfer to another the

honour that is due to Himself (Isa. xlii. 8, xlviii. 11), nor tole-

rate the worship of any other god (chap, xxxiv. 14), but who

directs the warmth of His anger against those who hate Him
(Deut. vi. 15), with the same energy with which the warmth of

His love (Song of Sol. viii. 6) embraces those who love Him,

except that love in the form of grace reaches much further than

wrath. The sin of the fathers He visits (punishes) on the children

to the third and fourth generation, ^^^^^ third (sc. children)

are not grandchildren, but great-grandchildren, and CV?"* the

fourth generation. On the other hand He shows mercy to the

thousandths, i.e. to the thousandth generation (cf. Deut. vii. 9,

where in H-?^? stands for ni''p7X7). The cardinal number is used

here for the ordinal, for which there was no special form in the

case of ^?^. The words ''^^^? and '"^lI^c? in which the punish-

meiit and grace are traced to their ultimate foundation, are of

great importance to a correct understanding of this utterance of

God. The ? before ''Wb' does not take up the genitive with P^

again, as Knohel supposes, for no such use of p can be established

from Gen. vii. 11, xvi. 3, xiv. 18, xli. 12, or in fact in any way
whatever. In this instance ? signifies " at" or "in relation to;"
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and ''iii^p, from its very position, cannot refer to the fathers alone,

but to the fathers and children to the third and fourth generation.

If it referred to the fathers alone, it would necessarily stand after

nhs. '1J1 ''3nX7 is to be taken in the same way. God punishes

the sin of the fathers in the children to the third and fourth

generation in relation to those who hate Him, and shows mercy

to the thousandth generation in relation to those who love Him.

The human race is a living organism, in which not only sin and

wickedness are transmitted, but evil as the curse of the sin and

the punishment of the wickedness. As children receive their

nature from their parents, or those who beget them, so they have

also to bear and atone for their fathers' guilt. This truth forced

itself upon the minds even of thoughtful heathen from their own
varied experience (cf. Aeschyl. Sept. 744 ; Eurip. according to

Plutarch de sera num. vind. 12, 21 ; Cicero de nat. deorum 3, 38 ;

and Baumgarten-Crusius, bibl. Theol. p. 208). Yet there is no

fate in the divine government of the world, no irresistible neces-

sity in the continuous results of good and evil ; but there reigns

in the world a righteous and gracious God, who not only restrains

the coui'se of His penal judgments, as soon as the sinner is

brought to reflection by the punishment and hearkens to the

voice of God, but who also forgives the sin and iniquity of those

who love Him, keeping mercy to the thousandth generation

(chap, xxxiv. 7). The words neither affirm that sinning fathers

remain unpunished, nor that the sins of fathers are punished in

the children and grandchildren without any fault of their own :

they simply say nothing about whether and how the fathers

themselves are punished; and, in order to show the dreadful

severity of the penal righteousness of God, give prominence to

the fact, that punishment is not omitted,—that even when, in the

long-suffering of God, it is deferred, it is not therefore neglected,

but that the children have to bear the sins of their fathers, when-

ever, for example (as naturally follows from the connection of

children with their fathers, and, as Onhelos has added in his

paraphrase of the words), " the children fill up the sins of their

fathers," so that the descendants suffer punishment for both their

own and their forefathers' misdeeds (Lev. xxvi. 39 ; Isa. Ixv. 7 ;

Amos vii. 17 ; Jer. xvi. 11 sqq. ; Dan. ix. 16). But when, on

the other hand, the hating ceases, when the children forsake

their fathers' evil ways, the warmth of the divine wrath is turned
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into the warmth of love, and God becomes ''pn nb'y (" showing

mercy ") to them ; and this mercy endures not only to the third

and fourth generation, but to the thousandth generation, though

only in relation to those who love God, and manifest this love

by keeping His commandments. " If God continues for a long

time His visitation of sin, He continues to all eternity His mani-

festation of mercy, and we cannot have a better proof of this

than in the histoiy of Israel itself" (^Schultz)}

Ver. 7. The Third Word, " Thou slialt not take the name

of Jehovah thy God in vam,'' is closely connected with the former

two. Although there is no God beside Jehovah, the absolute

One, and His divine essence cannot be seen or conceived of

under any form. He had made known the glory of His nature

in His name (chap. iii. 14 sqq., vi. 2), and this was not to be

abused by His people. Dt' Nb'J does not mean to utter the name
(Nb'J never has this meaning), but in all the passages in which it

has been so rendered it retains its proper meaning, " to take up,

lift up, raise;" e.g. to take up or raise (begin) a proverb (Num.
xxiii. 7 ; Job xxvii. 1), to lift up a song (Ps. Ixxxi. 3), or a prayer

(Isa. xxxvii. 4). And it is evident from the parallel in Ps.

xxiv. 4, " to lift up his soul to vanity," that it does not mean
" to utter" here. ii)f does not signify a lie ("li?.^), but according

to its etymon nxK*, to be waste, it denotes that which is waste

and in disorder, hence that which is empty, vain, and nugatory,

for which there is no occasion. This word prohibits all employ-

ment of the name of God for vain and unworthy objects, and

includes not only false swearing, which is condemned in Lev.

xix. 12 as a profanation of the name of Jehovah, but trivial

swearing in the ordinary intercourse of life, and every use of the

name of God in the service of untruth and lying, for impreca-

tion, witchcraft, or conjuring ; whereas the true employment of

the name of God is confined to " invocation, prayer, praise, and

thanksgiving," which proceeds from a pure, believing heart.

The natural heart is very liable to transgress this command, and

therefore it is solemnly enforced by the threat, " for Jehovah

will not hold him guiltless" (leave him unpunished), etc.

^ On the visitation of the sins of the fathers upon the children, see also

Hengstenberg^ Dissertations, vol. ii. p. 446 sqq.
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Vers. 8-11. The Fourth Word, ^^ Remember the Sabbath-

dai/, to keep it holy," presupposes an acquaintance with the Sab-

bath, as the expression " remember" is sufficient to show, but

not that the Sabbath had been kept before this. From the his-

tory of the creation that had been handed down, Israel must

have known, that after God had created the world in six days He
rested the seventh day, and by His resting sanctified the day

(Gen. ii. 3). But hitherto there had been no commandment
given to man to sanctify the day. This was given for the first

time to Israel at Sinai, after preparation had been made for it

by the fact that the manna did not fall on the seventh day of the

week (chap. xvi. 22). Here therefore the mode of sanctifying

it was established for the first time. The seventh day was to be

r\2^ (a festival-keeper, see chap. xvi. 23), i.e. a day of rest be-

longing to the Lord, and to be consecrated to Him by the fact

that no work was performed upon it. The command not to do

any (^b) work applied to both man and beast without exception.

Those who were to rest are divided into two classes by the omis-

sion of the cop. 1 before "T^^J? (ver. 10) : viz. Jirst, free Israelites

(" thou") and their children (" th^/ son and thy daughter")', and

secondly, their slaves {man-servant and maid-servant), and cattle

(beasts of di'aught and burden), and their strangers, i.e. foreign

labourers who had settled among the Israelites. " Within thy

gates" is equivalent to in the cities, towns, and villages of thy

land, not in thy houses (cf. Deut. v. 14, xiv. 21, etc.). "^W (a

gate) is only applied to the entrances to towns, or large en-

closed courts and palaces, never to the entrances into ordinary

houses, huts, and tents. n^XPO loork (cf. Gen. ii. 2), as distin-

guished from iTibV labour, is not so much a term denoting a

lighter kind of labour, as a general and comprehensive term ap-

plied to the performance of any task, whether easy or severe,

mby is the execution of a definite task, whether in field labour
|T -: 7

(Ps. civ. 23) and mechanical employment (chap, xxxix. 32) on

the one hand, or priestly service and the duties connected with

worship on the other (chap. xii. 25, 26 ; Num. iv. 47). On the

Sabbath (and also on the day of atonement. Lev. xxiii. 28, 31)

every occupation was to rest ; on the other feast-days only labo-

rious occupations {p'p'V. ^!?^r!Pj Lev. xxiii. 7 sqq.), i.e. such occu-

pations as came under the denomination of labour, business, or

industrial employment. Consequently, not only were ploughing
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and reaping (xxxiv. 21), pressing wine and carrying gooda

(Neh. xiii. 15), bearing burdens (Jer. xvii. 21), carrying on

trade (Amos viii. 5), and holding markets (Neh. xiii. 15 sqq.)

prohibited, but collecting manna (xvi. 26 sqq.), gathering wood

(Num. XV. 32 sqq.), and kindling fire for the purpose of boiling

or baking (chap. xxxv. 3). The intention of this resting from

every occupation on the Sabbath is evident from the foundation

upon which the commandment is based in ver. 11, viz. that at

the creation of the heaven and the earth Jehovah rested on the

seventh day, and therefore blessed the Sabbath-day and hallowed

it. This does not imply, however, that " Israel was to follow

the Lord by keeping the Sabbath, and, in imitation of His

example, to be active where the Lord was active, and rest

where the Lord rested ; to copy the Lord in accordance with

the lofty aim of man, who was created in His likeness, and make
the pulsation of the divine life in a certain sense his own"
(Schultz). For although a parallel is drawn, between the creation

of the world by God in six days and His resting upon the seventh

day on the one hand, and the labour of man for six days

and his resting upon the seventh on the other ; the reason for

the keeping of the Sabbath is not to be found in this parallel,

but in the fact that God blessed the seventh day and hallowed

it, because He rested upon it. The significance of the Sabbath,

therefore, is to be found in God's blessing and sanctifying the

seventh day of the week at the creation, i.e. in the fact, that after

the work of creation was finished on the seventh day, God
blessed and hallowed the created world, filling it with the powers

of peace and good belonging to His own blessed rest, and rais-

ing it to a participation in the pure light of His holy nature (see

Gen. ii. 3). For this reason His people Israel were to keep

the Sabbath now, not for the purpose of imitating what God
had done, and enjoying the blessing of God by thus following

God Himself, but that on this day they also might rest from their

work ; and that all the more, because their work was no longer

the work appointed to man at the first, when he was created in the

likeness of God, work which did not interrupt his blessedness in

God (Gen. ii. 15), but that hard labour in the sweat of his brow

to which he had been condemned in consequence of the fall. In

order therefore that His people might rest from toil so oppres-

sive to both body and soul, and be refreshed, God prescribed tha
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keeping of the Sabbath, that they might thus possess a day for

the repose and elevation of their spirits, and a foretaste of the

blessedness into which the people of God are at last to enter,

the blessedness of the eternal KaTarravai^ airo twv epycov avrov

(Heb. iv. 10), the dvairavaifi e« rcov Koirav (Rev. xiv. 13. See

my Archaeologie, § 77).

But instead of this objective ground for the sabbatical festi-

val, which furnished the true idea of the Sabbath, when Moses
recapitulated the decalogue, he adduced only the subjective

aspect of rest or refreshing (Deut. v. 14, 15), reminding the

people, just as in Ex. xxiii. 12, of their bondage in Egypt and
their deliverance from it by the strong arm of Jehovah, and
then adding, " therefore (that thou mightest remember this

deliverance from bondage) Jehovah commanded thee to keep

the Sabbath-day." This is not at variance with the reason

given in the present verse, but simply gives prominence to a

subjective aspect, which was peculiarly adapted to warm the

hearts of the people towards the observance of the Sabbath,

and to render the Sabbath rest dear to the people, since it

served to keep the Israelites constantly in mind of the rest Avhich

Jehovah had procured for them from the slave labour of Egypt.

For resting from every work is the basis of the observance of the

Sabbath ; but this observance is an institution peculiar to the

Old Testament, and not to be met with in any other nation,

though there are many among whom the division of weeks

occurs. The observance of the Sabbath, by being adopted into

the decalogue, was made the foundation of all the festal times

and observances of the Israelites, as they all culminated in

the Sabbath rest. At the same time, as an evrdXr) rov vofMov,

an ingredient in the Sinaitic law, it belonged to the " shadow

of (good) things to come" (Col. ii. 17, cf. Heb. x. 1), which

was to be done away when the " body" in Christ had come.

Christ is Lord of the Sabbath (Matt. xii. 8), and after the

completion of His work. He also rested on the Sabbath. But
He rose again on the Sunday ; and through His resurrection,

which is the pledge to the world of the fruit of His redeeming

work. He has made this day the KvpiaKt] rifiepa (Lord's day)

for His Church, to be observed by it till the Captain of its

salvation shall return, and having finished the judgment upon

all His foes to the very last shall lead it to the rest of that
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eternal Sabbath, which God prepared for the whole creation

through His own resting after the completion of the heaven

and the earth.

Yer. 12. The Fifth Word, " Honour thy father and thy

moiher^^ does not refer to fellow-men, but to " those who are

the representatives (yicarii) of God. Therefore, as God is to be

served with honour and fear, His representatives are to be so

too" (Luther decern, prcec). This is placed beyond all doubt by

Lev. xix. 3, where reverence towards parents is placed on an

equaUty with the observance of the Sabbath, and >*'J"'Jii (fear) is

substituted for 133 (honour). It also follows from 133, which,

as Calvin correctly observes, nihil aliud est quam Deo et homi-

nibus, qui dignitate pollent, justum honorem deferre. Fellow-

men or neighbours (yi) are to be loved (Lev. xix. 18) : parents,

on the other hand, are to be honoured and feared ; reverence is

to be shown to them wath heart, mouth, and hand—in thought,

word, and deed. But by father and mother we are not to un-

derstand merely the authors and preservers of our bodily life,

but also the founders, protectors, and promoters of our spiritual

life, such as prophets and teachers, to whom sometimes the name
of father is given (2 Kings ii. 12, xiii. 14), whilst at other times

paternity is ascribed to them by their scholars being called sons

and daughters (Ps. xxxiv. 12, xlv. 11 ; Prov. i. 8, 10, 15, etc.)

;

also the guardians of our bodily and spiritual life, the powers

ordained of God, to whom the names of father and mother

(Gen. xlv. 8 ; Judg. v. 7) may justly be applied, since all govern-

ment has grown out of the relation of father and child, and

draws its moral weight and stability, upon which the prosperity

and well-being of a nation depends, from the reverence of chil-

dren towards their parents.^ And the promise, " that thy days

Quay be long (thou mayest live long) wi the land lohich Jehovah

thy God giveth thee^^ also points to this. There is a double

promise here. So long as the nation rejoiced in the possession

of obedient children, it was assured of a long life or existence

in the land of Canaan : but there is also included the promise

1 " In this demand for reverence to parents, the fifth commandment lays

the foundation for the sanctification of the whole social life, inasmuch as it

thereby teaches us to acknowledge a divine authority in the same" (Oeliler^

Dekalog, p. 322)
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of a long life, i.e. a great age, to individuals (cf. Deut. vi. 2,

xxii. 7), just as we find in 1 Kings iii. 14 a good old ao-e

referred to as a special blessing from God. In Deut. v. 16, the

promise of long life is followed hj the words, " and that it may
be well with thee," which do not alter the sense, but merely ex-

plain it more fully.

As the majesty of God was thus to be honoured and feared

in parents, so the image of God was to be kept sacred in all

men. This thought forms the transition to the rest of the com-
mandments.

Vers. 13-17. The other Five Words or commandments,
which determine the duties to one's neighbour, are summed up
in Lev. xix. 18 in the one word, " Love thy neighbour as thy-

self." The order in which they follow one another is the fol-

lowing : they first of all secure life, marriage, and property

against active invasion or attack, and then, proceeding from deed

to word and thought, they forbid false witness and coveting.^

If, therefore, the first three commandments in this table refer

primarily to deeds ; the subsequent advance to the prohibition of

desire is a proof that the deed is not to be separated from the

disposition, and that " the fulfilment of the law is only com-

plete when the heart itself is sanctified" (Oehler). Accordingly,

in the command, " Thou shalt not kill" not only is the accom-

plished fact of murder condemned, whether it proceed from open

violence or stratagem (chap. xxi. 12, 14, 18), but every act that

endangers human life, whether it arise from carelessness (Deut.

xxii. 8) or wantonness (Lev. xix. 14), or from hatred, anger,

and revenge (Lev. xix. 17, 18). Life is placed at the head of

these commandments, not as being the highest earthly pos-

session, but because it is the basis of human existence, and in

the life the personality is attacked, and in that the image of God
(Gen. ix. 6). The omission of the object still remains to be

^ Luther has pointed out this mirum et aptum ordinein, and expounds

it thus :
" Incipit prohibitio a majori usque ad minimum, nam maximum

damnum est occisio hominis, deinde proximum violatio conjugis, tertium

ablatio facultatis. Quod qui in iis uoeere non possunt, saltem lingua

nocent, ideo quartum est Ijesio famse. Quodsi in iis non praevalent omni-

bus, saltem corde Isedunt proximum, cupiendo quae ejus sunt, in quo et iu-

vidia proprie consistit."
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noticed, as showing that the prohibition includes not only the

killing of a fellow-man, but the destruction of one's own life,

or suicide.—The two following commandments are couched in

equally general terms. Adultery, ^X3, which is used in Lev.

XX. 10 of both man and woman, signifies (as distinguished fron.

nJT to commit fornication) the sexual intercourse of a husband

with the wife of another, or of a wife Avith the husband of an-

other. This prohibition is not only directed against any assault

upon the husband's dearest possession, for the tenth command-
ment guards against that, but upholds the sacredness of mari'iage

as the divine appointment for the propagation and multiplication

of the human race ; and although addressed primarily to the

man, like all the commandments that were given to the whole

nation, applies quite as much to the woman as to the man, just

as we find in Lev. xx. 10 that adultery was to be punished with

death in the case of both the man and the woman.—Property

was to be equally inviolable. The command, " Thou shalt not

steal" prohibited not only the secret or open removal of another

person's property, but injury done to it, or fraudulent retention

of it, through carelessness or indifference (chap. xxi. 33, xxii. 13,

xxiii. 4, 5 ; Deut. xxii. 1—4).—But lest these commandments

should be understood as relating merely to the outward act as

such, n& they were by the Pharisees, in opposition to whom
Christ set forth their true fulfilment (Matt. v. 21 sqq.), God
added the further prohibition, " Tliou shalt not answer as a false

witness against thy neighhour^^ i.e. give false testimony against

him. njy with "^ : to answer or give evidence against a person

(Gen. XXX. 33). '^V is not evidence, but a witness. Instead of

"'i?^ "^V.j a witness of a lie, who consciously gives utterance to

falsehood, we find ^y^ "^V in Deuteronomy, one who says what

is vain, worthless, unfounded (t^^^ V^K', chap, xxiii. 1 ; on XIK'

see ver. 7). From this it is evident, that not only is lying pro-

hibited, but false and unfounded evidence in general ; and not

only evidence before a judge, but false evidence of every kind,

by which (according to the context) the life, married relation,

or property of a neighbour might be endangered (cf. chap,

xxiii. 1; Num. xxxv. 30; Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15, xxii. 13 sqq.).

—The last or tenth commandment is directed against desiring

(coveting), as the root from which every sin against a neighbour

springs, whether it be in word or deed. The l^^n^ i7n,9v/j,eiv
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(LXX.), coveting, proceeds from the heart (Pi'ov. vi. 25), and
brings forth sin, which " is finished" in the act (Jas. i. 14, 15).

The repetition of the words, " Thou shalt not covet," does not

prove that there are two different commandments, any more
than the substitution of n^xnri in Deut. v. 18 for the second

'^br\F\. non and njxnn are synonyms,—the only difference between

them being, that " the former denotes the desire as founded

upon the perception of beauty, and therefore excited from with-

out ; the latter, desire originating at the very outset in the person

himself, and arising from his own want or inclination" (Schultz).

The repetition merely serves to strengthen and give the greater

emphasis to that which constitutes the very kernel of the com-
mand, and is just as much in harmony with the simple and
appropriate language of the law, as the employment of a

synonym in the place of the repetition of the same word is with

the rhetorical character of Deuteronomy. Moreover, the objects

of desire do not point to two different commandments. This is

evident at once from the transposition of the house and wife in

Deuteronomy. H'n (the house) is not merely the dwelling, but

the entire household (as in Gen. xv. 2, Job viii. 15), either in-

cluding the wife, or exclusive of her. In the text before us she

is included ; in Deuteronomy she is not, but is placed first as the

crown of the man, and a possession more costly than pearls

(Prov. xii. 4, xxxi. 10). In this case, the idea of the " house"

is restricted to the other property belonging to the domestic

economy, which is classified in Deuteronomy as fields, servants,

cattle, and whatever else a man may have ; whereas in Exodus
the " house" is divided into wife, servants, cattle, and the rest

of the possessions.

Vers. 18-21 (cf. Deut. v. 19-33). The terrible phenomena,

amidst which the Lord displayed His majesty, made the intended

impression upon the people who were stationed by the mountain

below, so that they desired that God would not speak to them

any more, and entreated Moses through their elders to act as

mediator between them, promising at the same time that they

would hear him (cf. chap. xix. 9, 16-19). D''i?% pei'ceiving

:

nxT to see being frequently used for perceiving, as being the

principle sense by which most of the impressions of the outer

world are received {e.g. Gen. xlii. 1 ; Isa. xliv. 16; Jer. xxxiii.

24). DTSp, fire-torches, are the vivid flashes of lightning (chap.
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xix. 16). " They trembled and stood afar o^;" not daring to

come nearer to the mountain, or to ascend it. ^'And they said"

viz. the heads of the tribes and elders : cf. Deut. v. 20, where

the words of the people are more fully given. ^^Lest we die

:

"

cf. Deut. V. 21-23. Though they had discovered that God
speaks with man, and yet man lives ; they felt so much that they

were "i^3, jflesh, i.e. powerless, frail, and alienated by sin from

the holy God, that they were afraid lest they should be con-

sumed by this great fire, if they listened any longer to the voice

of God.—Ver. 20. To direct the sinner's holy awe in the pre-

sence of the holy God, which was expressed in these words of the

people, into the proper course of healthy and enduring penitence,

Moses first of all took away the false fear of death by the en-

couraging answer, " Fear not," and then immediately added,

" for God is come to prove you." T\Sb\ referred to the testing of

the state of the heart in relation to God, as it is explained in

the exegetical clause which follows :
" that His fear may he before

your faces, that ye sin not." By this terrible display of His

glory, God desired to inspire them with the true fear of Him-
self, that they might not sin through distrust, disobedience, or

resistance to His guidance and commands.—Ver. 21. ^^ So the

people stood afar off" (as in ver 18), not "went far away," al-

though, according to Deut. v. 30, Moses was directed by God to

tell the people to return to their tents. This is passed over here,

and it is merely observed, for the purpose of closing the first act

in the giving the law, and preparing the way for the second, that

the people remained afar off, whereas Moses (and Aaron, cf . xix.

24) drew near to the darkness where God was, to receive the

further commands of the Lord.

THE LEADING FEATURES IN THE COVENANT CONSTITUTION.

—

CHAP. XX. 22-XXIV. 2.

These refer, first of all, to the general form of divine worship

in Israel (xx. 22-26) ; secondly, to the rights of the Israelites,

(a) in a civil or social point of view, i.e. so far as their relation

to one another was concerned (xxi. 1-xxiii. 13), and (h) in their

religious and theocratical relation to Jehovah (chap, xxiii. 14—

19) ; and thirdly, to the attitude which Jehovah would main-

tain towards Israel (chap, xxiii. 20-33).
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Chap. XX. 22-26. The General Form of Divine Wor-
ship IN Israel.—As Jehovah had spoken to the IsraeHtes from

heaven, they were not to make gods of earthly materials, such

as silver and gold, by the side of Him, but simply to construct

an altar of earth or unhewn stones without steps, for the offer-

ing up of His sacrifices at the place where He would reveal

Himself. ^^ From heaven" Jehovah came down upon Sinai en-

veloped in the darkness of a cloud ; and thereby He made known
to the people that His nature was heavenly, and could not be

imitated in any earthly material. " Ye shall not make with J/e,"

place by the side of, or on a par with Me, " gods of silver and

gold,"—that is to say, idols primarily intended to represent the

nature of God, and therefore meant as symbols of Jehovah, but

which became false gods from the very fact that they were in-

tended as representations of the purely spiritual God.—Ver. 24.

For the worship of Jehovah, the God of heaven, Israel needed

only an altar, on which to cause its sacrifices to ascend to God.

The altar, as an elevation built up of earth or rough stones, was

a symbol of the elevation of man to God, who is enthroned on

high in the heaven ; and because man was to raise himself to

God in his sacrifices, Israel also was to make an altar, though

only of earth, or if of stones, not of hewn stones. " For if thou

swingest thy tool (^l^}, lit. sharpness, then any edge tool) over it

(over the stone), thou defilest it" (ver. 25). ^^ Of earth:" i.e.

not " of comparatively simple materials, such as befitted a re-

presentation of the creature" (^Schultz on Deut. xii.) ; for the

altar was not to represent the creature, but to be the place to

which God came to receive man into His fellowship there. For

this reason the altar was to be made of the same material, which

formed the earthly soil for the kingdom of God, either of earth

or else of stones, just as they existed in their natural state ; not,

however, '' because unpolished stones, which retain their true

and native condition, appear to be endowed with a certain native

purity, and therefore to be most in harmony with the sanctity of

an altar" (^Spencer de legg. Hehr. rit. lib. ii. c. 6), for the "native

purity " of the earth does not agree with Gen. iii. 17 ; but because

the altar was to set forth the nature of the simple earthly soil,

unaltered by the hand of man. The earth, which has been in-

volved in the curse of sin, is to be renewed and glorified into the

kingdom of God, not by sinful men, but by the gracious hand
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of God alone. Moreover, Israel was not to erect the altar for

its sacrifices in any place that it might choose, but only in every

place in which Jehovah should bring His name to remembrance,

'lai U^ TiIiTn does not mean " to make the name of the Lord re-

membered," i.e. to cause men to remember it ; but to establish a

memorial of His name, i.e. to make a glorious revelation of His

divine nature, and thereby to consecrate the place into a holy

soil (cf . iii. 5), upon which Jehovah would come to Israel and

bless it. Lastly, the command not to go up to the altar by steps

(ver. 26) is followed by the words, " that thy nakedness be not

discovered thereon." It was in the feeling of shame that the

consciousness of sin first manifested itself, and it was in the

shame that the sin was chiefly apparent (Gen. iii. 7) ; hence the

nakedness was a disclosure of sin, through which the altar of

God would be desecrated, and for this reason it was forbidden

to ascend to the altar by steps. These directions with reference

to the altar to be built do not refer merely to the altar, which

was built for the conclusion of the covenant, nor are they at

variance with the later instructions respecting the one altar at

the tabernacle, upon which all the sacrifices were to be presented

(Lev. xvii. 8, 9 ; Dent. xii. 5 sqq.), nor are they merely " pro-

visional;" but they lay the foundation for the future laws with

reference to the places of worship, though without restricting

them to one particular locality on the one hand, or allowing an

unlimited number of altars on the other. Hence "several

places and altars are referred to here, because, whilst the people

were wandering in the desert, there could be no fixed place for

the tabernacle" {Riehm). But the erection of the altar is un-

questionably limited to every place which Jehovah appointed for

the purpose by a revelation. We are not to understand the

words, however, as referring merely to those places in which the

tabernacle and its altar were erected, and to the site of the

future temple (Sinai, Shiloh, and Jerusalem), but to all those

places also where altars were built and sacrifices offered on

extraordinary occasions, on account of God,—appearing there

such, for example, as Ebal (Josh. viii. 30 compared with Dent,

xxvii, 5), the rock in Ophrah (Judg. vi. 25, 26), and many other

places besides.

Chap. xxi. 1-xxiii. 13. Fundamental Rights of the
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Israelites in their Civil or Social Relations.—Chap,

xxi. 1-11. The mishpatim (ver. 1) are not the "laws, which

were to be in force and serve as rules of action," as Knohel
affirms, but the nghts, by which the national life was formed

into a civil commonwealth and the political order secured.

These rights had reference first of all to the relation in which

the individuals stood one towards another. The personal rights

of dependants are placed at the head (vers. 2-11) ; and first

those of slaves (vers. 2-6), which are still more minutely ex-

plained in Deut. xv. 12-18, where the observance of them is

urged upon the hearts of the people on subjective grounds.

—

Ver. 2. The Hebrew servant was to obtain his freedom without

paying compensation, after six years of service. According to

Deut. XV. 12, this rule applied to the Hebrew maid-servant as

well. The predicate ''"i.^V limits the rule to Israelitish servants,

in distinction from slaves of foreign extraction, to whom this

law did not apply (cf. Deut. xv. 12, " thy brother ")} An
Israelite might buy his own countryman, either when he was
sold by a court of justice on account of theft (chap. xxii. 1), or

when he was poor and sold himself (Lev. xxv. 39). The eman-
cipation in the seventh year of service was intimately connected

with the sabbatical year, though we are not to understand it as

taking place in that particular year. " He shall go out free, sc.

from his master's house, i.e. be set at liberty. DSn : without com-
pensation. In Deuteronomy the master is also commanded not

to let him go out empty, but to load him (p'^^V\} to put upon his

neck) from his flock, his threshing-floor, and his wine-press (i.e.

with corn and wine) ; that is to say, to give him as much as he

could carry away with him. The motive for this command is

drawn from their recollection of their own deliverance by
Jehovah from the bondage of Egypt. And in ver. 18 an addi-

tional reason is supplied, to incline the heart of the master to this

emancipation, viz. that "he has served thee for six years the

double of a labourer's wages,"—that is to say, " he has served

and worked so much, that it would have cost twice as much, if it

had been necessary to hire a labourer in his place " (ScJiultz),—
and " Jehovah thy God hath blessed thee in all that thou doest,"

^ Saalschiitz is quite wrong in his supposition, that """i^y relates not to

Israelites, but to relations of the Israelites who had come over to them from

their original native land. (See my ArclUiologie, § 112, Note 2.)

PENT.—VOL. II. 1
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8c. through his service.—Vers. 3, 4. There were three different

circumstances possible, under which emancipation might take

place. The servant might have been unmarried and continued so

(i2J3 : with his body, i.e. alone, single) : in that case, of course,

there was no one else to set at liberty. Or he might have

brought a wife with him ; and in that case his wife was to be

set at liberty as well. Or his master might have given him a

wife in his bondage, and she might have borne him children : in

that case the wife and children were to continue the property of

the master. This may appear oppressive, but it was an equitable

consequence of the possession of property in slaves at all. At
the same time, in order to modify the harshness of such a sepa-

ration of husband and wife, the option was given to the servant

to remain in his master's service, provided he was willing to re-

nounce his liberty- for ever (vers. 5, 6). This would very likely

be the case as a general rule; for there were various legal arrange-

ments, which are mentioned in other places, by which the lot of

Hebrew slaves was greatly softened and placed almost on an

equality with that of hired labourers (cf. chap, xxiii. 12 ; Lev.

XXV. 6, 39, 43, 53 ; Deut. xii. 18, xvi. 11). In this case the master

was to take his servant CiTi^xn px, lit. to God, i.e., according to the

correct rendering of the LXX., 7rpo<i to KpiTrjpiov, to the place

where judgment was given in the name of God (Deut. i. 17 ; cf.

chap. xxii. 7,8, and Deut. xix. 17), in order that he might make
a declaration there that he gave up his liberty. His ear was then

to be bored with an awl against the door or lintel of the house,

and by this sign, which was customary in many of the nations

of antiquity, to be fastened as it were to the house for ever.

That this was the meaning of the piercing of the ear against the

door of the house, is evident from the unusual expression in Deut.

XV. 17, " and put (the awl) into his ear and into the door, that he

may be thy servant for ever," where the ear and the door are

co-ordinates. " For ever" i.e. as long as he lives. Josephus and

the Rabbins would restrict the service to the time ending with

the year of jubilee, but without sufficient reason, and contrary

to the usage of the language, as oTiP is used in Lev. xxv. 46 to

denote service which did not terminate with the year of jubilee.

(See the remarks on Lev. xxv. 10 ; also my Archdologie.)

Vers. 7-11. The daughter of an Israelite, who had been sold

by herfather as a maid-servant {^^^:), i-e., as the sequel shows,
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as a housekeeper and concubine, stood in a different relation to

her master's house. She was not to go out Hke the men-ser-

vants, i.e. not to be sent away as free at the end of six years of

service ; but the three following regulations, which are intro-

duced by D5< (ver. 8), D^'l (ver. 9), and DNI (ver. 11), were to be

observed with regard to her. In the Jirst place (ver. 8), " if she

please not her master, who hath betrothed her to himself, then shall

he let her be redeemed." The iip before i^']V] is one of the fifteen

cases in which n^ has been marked in the Masoretic text as

standing for v ; and it cannot possibly signify tiot in the passage

before us. For if it were to be taken as a negative, " that he

do not appoint her," sc. as a concubine for himself, the pro-

noun i^ would certainly not be omitted. H'lQn (for '"^"^sn, see

Ges. § 53, Note 6), to let her be redeemed, i.e. to allow another

Israelite to buy her as a concubine ; for there can hardly have

been any thought of redemption on the part of the father, as it

would no doubt be poverty alone that caused him to sell his

daughter (Lev. xxv. 39). But " to sell her unto a strange nation

(i.e. to any one but a Hebrew), he shall have no power, if he acts

unfaithfully toivards her," i.e. if he do not grant her the pro-

mised marriage. In the second place (vers. 9, 10), " if he ap-

point her as his S07i's wife, he shall act toivards her according to

the rights of daughters^^ i.e. treat her as a daughter ; ^^and if he

take him (the son) another (wife),— whether because the son was

no longer satisfied, or because the father gave the son another

wife in addition to her,—" her food (1^5E^' flesh as the chief article

of food, instead of cnp, bread, because the lawgiver had persons

of property in his mind, who were in a position to keep concu-

bines), her raiment, and her duty ofmarriage he shall not diminish"

i.e. the claims which she had as a daughter for support, and as

his son's wife for conjugal rights, were not to be neglected ; he

was not to allow his son, therefore, to put her away or treat her

badly. With this explanation the difficulties connected with

every other are avoided. For instance, if we refer the words of

ver. 9 to the son, and understand them as meaning, " if the son

should take another wife," we introduce a change of subject

without anything to indicate it. If, on the other hand, we regard

them as meaning, " if the father (the purchaser) should take to

himself another wife," this ought to have come before ver. 9.

In the third place (ver. 11), ^Hfhe do not (do not grant) these three
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unto her, she shall go out for nothing, without money.^^ " These

three" are food, clothing, and conjugal rights, which are men-

tioned just before ; not " si earn non desponderit sibi nee filio, nee

redimi sit passus" {Rabbins and others), nor "if he did not

give her to his son as a concubine, but diminished her," as

Knobel explains it.

Vers. 12-17. Still higher than personal liberty, however, is

life itself, the right of existence and personality ; and the inflic-

tion of injury upon this was not only prohibited, but to be

followed by punishment corresponding to the crime. The prin-

ciple of retribution, jus talionis, which is the only one that

embodies the idea of justice, lies at the foundation of these

threats.—Vers. 12-14. A death-blow was to be punished with

death (cf. Gen. ix. 6 ; Lev. xxiv. 17). "He that smiteth a man
and (so that) he die (whether on the spot or directly afterwards

did not matter), he shall be put to deathV This general rule is

still further defined by a distinction being drawn between acci-

dental and intentional killing. " But xvhoever has not lain in wait

(for another's life), and God has caused it to come to his hand" (to

kill the other) ; i.e. not only if he did not intend to kill him, but

did not even cherish the intention of smiting him, or of doing

him harm from hatred and enmity (Num. xxxv. 16—23; Deut.

xix. 4, 5), and therefore did so quite unawares, according to a

dispensation of God, which is generally called an accident be-

cause it is above our comprehension. For such a man God
would appoint places of refuge, where he should be protected

against the avenger of blood. (On this point, see Num. xxxv.

9 sqq.)—Ver. 14. "But he who acts p^^esumptuously against

his neighbour, to slay him loith guile, thou shalt take him from
Mine altar that he inay die^ These words are not to be under-

stood as meaning, that only intentional and treacherous killing

was to be punished with death ; but, without restricting the

general rule in ver. 12, they are to be interpreted from their

antithesis to ver. 33, as signifying that even the altar of

Jehovah was not to protect a man who had committed inten-

tional murder, and carried out his purpose with treachery.

(More on this point at Num. xxxv. 16 sqq.) By this regulation,

the idea, which was common to the Hebrews and many other

nations, that the altar as God's abode afforded protection to

any life that was in danger from men, was brought back to the
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true measure of its validity, and the place of expiation for sins

of weakness (cf. Lev. iv. 2, v. 15, 18 ; Num. xv. 27-31) Avas

prevented from being abused by being made a place of refuge

for criminals who were deserving of death. Maltreatment of a

father and mother through striking (ver. 15), man-stealing

(ver. 16), and cursing parents (ver. 17, cf. Lev. xx. 9), were all

to be placed on a par with murder, and punished in the same

way. By the " smiting " ('^3'?) of parents we are not to under-

stand smiting to death, for in that case nipi would be added as

in ver. 12, but any kind of maltreatment. The murder of

parents is not mentioned at all, as not likely to occur and hardly

conceivable. The cursing (?.pp as in Gen. xii. 3) ofparents is

placed on a par w^ith smiting, because it proceeds from the same

disposition ; and both were to be punished with death, because the

majesty of God was violated in the persons of the parents (cf.

chap. XX. 12). Man-stealing y^diS, also no less a crime, being a sin

against the dignity of man, and a violation of the image of God.

For v}^^ " a man," we find in Deut. xxiv. 7, K'S3 " a soul," by

which both man and woman are intended, and the still more

definite limitation, " of his brethren of the children of Israel."

The crime remained the same whether he had sold him (the stolen

man), or whether he was still found in his hand. (For I—
1. as

a sign of an alternative in the linking together of short sentences,

see Prov. xxix. 9, and Ewald, § 361.) This is the rendering

adopted by most of the earlier translators, and we get no intelli-

gent sense if we divide the clauses thus :
" and sell him so that

he is found in his hand."

Vers. 18—32. Fatal blows and the crimes placed on a par

with them are now followed in simple order by the laws relating

to bodily injuries.—Vers. 18, 19. If in the course of a quarrel

one man should hit another with a stone or with his fist, so that,

although he did not die, he " lay upon his bed,'^ i.e. became bed-

ridden ; if the person struck should get up again and walk out

with his staff, the other would be innocent, he should " only give

him his sitting and have him curedj'^ i.e. compensate him for his

loss of time and the cost of recovery. This certainly implies, on

the one hand, that if the man died upon his bed, the injury was

to be punished with death, according to ver. 12 ; and on the

other hand, that if he died after getting up and going out, no

further punishment was to be inflicted for the injury done.

—
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Vers. 20, 21. The case was different with regard to a slave. The
master had always the right to punish or " chasten" him with a

stick (Prov. x. 13, xiii. 24) ; this right was involved in the pa-

ternal authority of the master over the servants in his possession.

The law was therefore confined to the abuse of this authority in

outbursts of passion, in which case, " if the servant or the maid

should die under his hand (i.e. under his blows), he was to he

punished''^ C^i??! ^P\ '-
" vengeance shall surely be taken"). But

in what the Dpi was to consist is not explained ; certainly not in

slaying by the sword, as the Jewish commentators maintain.

The lawgiver would have expressed this by nov nio. No doubt

it was left to the authorities to determine this according to the

circumstances. The law in ver. 12 could hardly be applied to a

case of this description, although it was afterwards extended to

foreigners as well as natives (Lev. xxiv. 21, 22), for the simple

reason, that it is hardly conceivable that a master would inten-

tionally kill his slave, who was his possession and money. How
far the lawgiver was from presupposing any such intention here,

is evident from the law which follows in ver. 21, " Notwithstand-

ing, if he continue a day or two (i.e. remain alive), it shall not

be avenged, for he is his money." By the continuance of his

life, if only for a day or two, it would become perfectly evident

that the master did not wish to kill his servant ; and if never-

theless he died after this, the loss of the slave was punishment

enough for the master. There is no ground whatever for re-

stricting this regulation, as the Kabbins do, to slaves who were

not of Hebrew extraction.—Vers. 22-25. If men strove and

thrust against a woman with child, who had come near or be-

tween them for the purpose of making peace, so that her chil-

dren come out (come into the world), and no injury was done

either to the woman or the child that was born,-"- a pecuniary

^ The words iT'l^'' !|X^"'1 are rendered by the LXX. kxi i'ii'hdri to Trxtllov

avrn; ft'/} e^iiKOviajnevov^ and the corresponding clause nTT' jiDK DK1 ty exv

li i^iixovtfjfiiuou ?! ; consequently the translators have understood the words

as meaning that the fruit, the premature birth of which was caused by the

blow, if not yet developed into a human form, was not to be regarded as in

any sense a human being, so that the giver of the blow was only required to

pay a pecuniary compensation,—as Philo expresses it, " on account of the

injury done to the woman, and because he prevented nature, which forms

and shapes a man into the most beautiful being, from bringing him forth

alive." But the arbitrary character of this explanation is apparent at once

;
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compensation was to be paid, such as the husband of the woman
laid upon him, and he was to give it Qy?Q3 by (by an appeal to)

arbitrators. A fine is imposed, because even if no injury had

been done to the woman and the fruit of her womb, such a blow

micht have endangered life. (For N^^ to go out of the womb,

see Gen. xxv. 25, 26.) The plural nn^l is employed for the

purpose of speaking indefinitely, because there might possibly be

more than one child in the womb. " But if injury occur (to the

mother or the child), tliou shall give soul for soul, eye for eye,

. . . •u;oMW(i/or2t?oMncZ;" thus perfect retribution was to be made.

—Vers. 26, 27. But the lex talionis applied to the free Israelite

only, not to slaves. In the case of the latter, if the master

struck out an eye and destroyed it, i.e. blinded him with the

blow, or struck out a tooth, he was to let him go free, as a com-

pensation for the loss of the member. Eye and tooth are indi-

vidual examples selected to denote all the members, from the

most important and indispensable down to the very least.

—

Vers. 28—32. The life of man is also protected against injury

from cattle (cf. Gen. ix. 5). " i/" an ox gore a man or a lootnan,

that they die, the ox shall he stoned, and its flesh shall not he

eaten;" because, as the stoning already shows, it was laden with

the guilt of murder, and therefore had become unclean (cf.

Num. XXXV. 33). The master or owner of the ox was innocent,

sc. if his ox had not been known to do so before. But if this

were the case, " if his master have heen warned (^7^?^^ *^J'^'^, lit.

testimony laid against its master), and notwithstanding this he

have not kept it in" then the master was to be put to death, be-

cause through his carelessness in keeping the ox he had caused

the death, and therefore shared the guilt. As this guilt, how-

ever, had not been incurred through an intentional crime, but

had arisen simply from carelessness, he was allowed to redeem

for "1^31 only denotes a child, as a fully developed human being, and not the

fruit of the womb before it has assumed a human form. In a manner no

less arbitrary jiDt< has been rendered by Onkelos and the Rahhins NJiiO,

death, and the clause is made to refer to the death of the mother alone, in

opposition to the penal sentence in vers. 23, 24, which not only denmnds life

for hfe, but eye for eye, etc., and therefore presupposes not death alone, but

injury done to particular members. The omission of nS also, apparently

renders it impracticable to refer the words to injury done to the womau
alone.
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his forfeited life by the payment of expiation money (133, Hi.

covering, expiation, cf. chap. xxx. 12), " according to all that vms

laid upon him" sc. by the judge.—Vers. 31, 32. The death of a

son or a daughter through the goring of an ox was also to be

treated in the same way ; but that of a slave (man-servant or

maid-servant) was to be compensated by the payment of thirty

shekels of silver (i.e. probably the ordinary price for the redemp-

tion of a slave, as the redemption price of a free Israelite was

fifty shekels. Lev. xxvii. 3) on tlie part of the owner of the ox

;

but the ox was to be killed in this case also. There are other

ancient nations in whose law books we find laws relating to the

punishment of animals for killing or wounding a man, but not

one of them had a law which made the owner of the animal

responsible a-3 well, for they none of them looked upon human
life in its likeness of God.

Vers. 33-36. Passing from life to property, in connection

with the foregoing, the life of the animal, the most important

possession of the Israelites, is first of all secured against destruc-

tion through carelessness. If any one opened or dug a pit or

cistern, and did not close it up again, and another man's ox or

ass (mentioned, for the sake of example, as the most important

animals among the live stock of the Israelites) fell in and was

killed, the owner of the pit was to pay its full value, and the dead

animal to belong to him. If an ox that was not known to be

vicious gored another man's ox to death, the vicious animal vfas

to be sold, and its money (what it fetched) to be divided; the

dead animal was also to be divided, so that both parties bore an

equal amount of damage. If, on the otlier hand, the ox had

been known to be vicious before, and had not been kept in, care-

fully secured, by its possessor, he was to compensate the owner

of the one that had been killed with the full value of an ox, but

to receive the dead one instead.

Chap. xxii. 1-4 (or ver. 37-chap. xxii. 3). With regard to

cattle-stealing, the law makes a distinction between what had

been killed or sold, and what was still alive and in the thief's

hand (or possession). In the latter case, the thief was to restore

piece for piece twofold (ver. 4) ; in the former, he was to re-

store an ox fivefold and a small animal (a sheep or a goat) four-

fold (ver. 1). The difference between the compensation for an

ox and a small animal is to be accounted for from the compara-
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live worth of the cattle to the possessor, which determined the

magnitude of the theft and the amount of the compensation.

But the other distinctions of twofold, fourfold, and fivefold

restitution cannot be accounted for, either by supposing " that

the animal slain or sold was lost to its master, and might have

been of peculiar value to him " (Knobel), for such a considera-

tion of personal feelings would have been quite foreign to the

law,—not to mention the fact that an animal that had been sold

might be recovered by purchase ; or from the fact that " the

thief in this case had carried his crime still further " {Baum-

garten), for the main thing was still the theft, not the consump-

tion or sale of the animal stolen. The reason can only have

lain in the educational purpose of the law : viz. in the inten-

tion to lead the thief to repent of his crime, to acknowledge his

guilt, and to restore what he had stolen. Now, as long as he

still retained the stolen animal in his own possession, having

neither consumed nor parted with it, this was always in his

power ; but the possibility was gone as soon as it had either

been consumed or sold (see my Archseologie, § 154, Note 3).^

Vers. 2, 3. Into the midst of the laws relating to theft, we

have one introduced here, prescribing what was to be done with

the thief. " If the thief be found breaking in (i.e. by night ac-

cording to ver. 3), and be smitten so that he die, there shall be no

blood to him (the person smiting him) ; if the sun has risen tipon

him (the thief breaking in), there is blood to him:'' i.e. in the

latter case the person killing him drew upon himself blood-guilti-

ness (Cp'^ lit. drops of blood, blood shed), in the former case he

did not. " The reason for this disparity between a thief by night

and one in the day is, that the power and intention of a nightly

thief are uncertain, and whether he may not have come for tlie

purpose of committing murder ; and that by night, if thieves are

resisted, they often proceed to murder in their rage ; and also

that they can neither be recognised, nor resisted and appre-

hended with safety" (Calovius). In the latter case the slayer

contracted blood-guiltiness, because even the life of a thief was

^ Calvin gives the same explanation : Major in scelere obstinatio se prodit,

vhi res furtiva in qusestum conversa est, nee spes est ulla resipiscentiae, atque

ita continuo progressu duplicatur malae fidei crimen. Fieri potest itt fur

statim post delictum contremiscet : qui vera animal occidere ausus est, aut ven-

dere, prorsus in malefcio obducuit.
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to be spared, as he could be punished for his crime, and what

was stolen be restored according to the regulations laid down in

vers. 1 and 4. But if he had not sufficient to make retribution,

he was to be sold "/or* his stolen,^' i.e. for the value of what he

had stolen, that he might earn by his labour the compensation

to be paid.

Vers. 5, 6. Injury done to another man's field or corn was also

to be made good by compensation for the injury done. If any

one should consume a field or a vineyard, and let loose his beast,

so that it fed in another man's field, he was to give the best of

his field and vineyard as restitution. These words do not refer to

wilful injury, for n?K' does not mean to drive in, but simply to let

loose, set at liberty ; they refer to injury done from carelessness,

when any one neglected to take proper care of a beast that was

feeding in his field, and it strayed in consequence, and began

grazing in another man's. Hence simple compensation was all

that was demanded ; though this was to be made " from the best

of his field," i.e. quicquid optimum hahebit in agro vel vinea

(Jerome).^—Ver. 6 also relates to unintentional injury, arising

from want of proper care :
" If fire break out and catch thorns

(thorn-hedges surrounding a corn-field, Isa. v. 5 ; Sir. xxviii. 24),

and sheaves, or the standing seed (^''^^^ the corn standing in the

straw), or the field be consumed, he that kindleth the fire shall

make compensation (for the damage done)."

Vers. 7-15. In cases of dishonesty, or the loss of property

entrusted, the following was to be the recognised right: If

money or articles (Ciy3, not merely tools and furniture, but

clothes and ornaments, cf. Deut. xxii. 5 ; Isa. Ixi. 10) given to

a neighbour to keep should be stolen out of his house, the thief

was to restore double if he could be found ; but if he could not

be discovered, the master of the house was to go before the

judicial court (D''n7Nn 7\A, see chap. xxi. 6 ; ^^ ^']\?^ to draw near

to), to see " whether he has not stretched out his hand to his neigh-

hours goods." "'^NPlp : lit. employment, then something earned

by employment, a possession. Before the judicial court he was

^ The LXX. have expanded this law by interpolating dvoTiatt sx rov

dypoii avrov scocrcc 76 yevurif^x cti/rov' Idv Sf nvavrcc rou oiypov xaT«/3oax.^(rjj

before ^CD- And the Samaritan does the same. But this expansion is

proved to be an arbitrary interpolation, by the simple fact that xa.uTot, to*

Aypiv forms no logical antithesis to dypov srepov.
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to cleanse himself of the suspicion of having fraudulently appro-

priated what had been entrusted to him ; and in most cases this

could probably be only done by an oath of purification. The
Sept. and Vulg. both point to this by interpolating kuI of^elrat.

etjurabit ("and he shall swear"), though we are not warranted

in supplying V?^*! in consequence. For, apart from the fact

that NP"DS is not to be regarded as a particle of adjuration

here, as Rosenmilller supposes, since this particle signifies

" truly " when employed in an oath, and therefore would make
the declaration affirmative, whereas the oath was unquestionably

to be taken as a release from the suspicion of fraudulent appro-

priation, and in case of confession an oath was not requisite at

all ;—apart from all this, if the lawgiver had intended to pre-

scribe an oath for such a case, he would have introduced it here,

just as he has done in ver. 11. If the man could free himself

before the court from the suspicion of unfaithfulness, he would

of course not have to make compensation for what was lost, but

the owner would have to bear the damage. This legal process

is still further extended in ver. 9 : J'tr'??""'?'!"''^ vJ?, " upon every

matter of trespass " (by which we are to understand, according to

the context, unfaithfulness with regard to, or unjust appropria-

tion of, the property of another man, not only when it had been

entrusted, but also if it had been found), "/o?* ox, for ass, etc.,

or for any manner of lost thing, of which one says that it is this

(" this," viz. the matter of trespass), the cause of both (the

parties contending about the right of possession) shall come to

the judicial court ; and he whom the court (Elohini) shall pro-

nounce guilty (of unjust appropriation) shall give double com-

pensation to his neighbour : only double as in vers. 4 and 7, not

four or fivefold as in ver. 1, because the object in dispute had

not been consumed.—Vers. 10 sqq. If an animal entrusted to a

neighbour to take care of had either died or hurt itself ("'^K'O,

broken a limb), or been driven away by robbers when out at

grass (1 Chron. v. 21 ; 2 Chron. xiv. 14, cf. Job i. 15, 17),

without any one (else) seeing it, an oath was to be taken before

Jehovah between both (the owner and the keeper of it),

" whether he had not stretched out his hand to his neighbour's

property," i.e. either killed, or mutilated, or disposed of the

animal. This case differs from the previous one, not only in

the fact that the animal had either become useless to the owner
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or was altogether lost, but also in the fact that the keeper, if his

statement were true, had not been at all to blame in the matter.

The only way in which this could be decided, if there was

'^^^ r^, i-e. no other eye-witness present than the keeper him-

self at the time when the fact occurred, was by the keeper

taking an oath before Jehovah, that is to say, before the judicial

court. And if he took the oath, the master (owner) of it (the

animal that had perished, or been lost or injured) was to accept

(sc, the oath), and he (the accused) was not to make reparation.

"But if it had been stolen isyp from with him (i.e. from his

house or stable), he was to make it good," because he might

have prevented this with proper care (cf. Gen. xxxi. 39). On
the other hand, if it had been torn in pieces (viz. by a beast of

prey, while it was out at grass), he was not to make any com-

pensation, but only to furnish a proof that he had not been

wanting in proper care. "IV 'i'^^?! " iet him bring it as a

tvitness" viz. the animal that had been torn in pieces, or a por-

tion of it, from which it might be seen that he had cliased the

wild beast to recover its prey (cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 34, 35 ; Amos
iii. 12).—Yers. 14, 15. If any one borrowed an animal of his

neighbour (to use it for some kind of work), and it got injured

and died, he was to make compensation to the owner, unless

the latter were present at the time ; but not if he were. " For

either he would see that it could not have been averted by any

human care ; or if it could, seeing that he, the owner himself,

was present, and did not avert it, it would only be right that he

should suffer the consequence of his own neglect to afford assist-

ance" (Calovius). The words which follow, '131 "i''3b> QX^ cannot

have any other meaning than this, " if it was hired, it has come

upon his hire^'' i.e. he has to bear the injury or loss for the money
which he got for letting out the animal. The suggestion which

Knohel makes with a " perhaps," that ">''3b' refers to a hired

labourer, to whom the word is applied in other places, and that

the meaning is this, "if it is a labourer for hire, he goes into his

hire,

—

i.e. if the hirer is a daily labourer who has nothing with

which to make compensation, he is to enter into the service of

the person who let him the animal, for a sufficiently long time to

make up for the loss,"—is not only opposed to the grammar (the

perfect ^?3 for which Niii) should be used), but is also at variance

with the context, " not make it good."
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Vers. 16, 17. The seduction of a girl, who belonged to her

father as long as she was not betrothed (of. chap. xxi. 7), was

also to be regarded as an attack upon the family possession.

Whoever persuaded a girl to let him lie with her, was to obtain

her for a wife by the payment of a dowry ("inb see Gen. xxxiv.

12) ; and if her father refused to give her to him, he was to weigh

(pay) money equivalent to the dowry of maidens, i.e. to pay the

father just as much for the disgrace brought upon him by the

seduction of his daughter, as maidens would receive for a dowry

upon their marriage. The seduction of a girl who was be-

trothed, was punished much more severely (see Deut. xxii. 23, 24).

Vers. 18-31. The laws which follow, from ver. 18 onwards,

differ both in form and subject-matter from the determina-

tions of right which we have been studying hitherto : in form,

through the omission of the ""S with which the others were al-

most invariably introduced; in subject-matter, inasmuch as

they make demands upon Israel on the ground of its election to

be the holy nation of Jehovah, which go beyond the sphere of

natural right, not only prohibiting every inversion of the natural

order of things, but requiring the manifestation of love to the

infirm and needy out of regard to Jehovah. The transition

from the former series to the present one is made by the com-

mand in ver. 18, " Tlioii slialt not suffer a witch to live ;" witch-

craft being, on the one hand, "the vilest way of injuring

a neighbour in his property, or even in his body and life"

(Ranke), whilst, on the other hand, employment of powers of

darkness for the purpose of injuring a neighbour was a practical

denial of the divine vocation of Israel, as well as of Jehovah the

Holy One of Israel. The witch is mentioned instead of the

wizard, " not because witchcraft was not to be punished in the

case of men, but because the female sex was more addicted to

this crime" (Calovius). n'nn N? (shalt not suffer to live) is

chosen instead of the ordinary riOl"" nio (shall surely die), which

is used in Lev. xx. 27 of wizards also, not " because the lawgiver

intended that the Hebrew witch should be put to death in any

case, and the foreigner only if she would not go when she was

banished" (Knobel), but because every Hebrew witch was not to

be put to death, but regard was to be had to the fact that witch-

craft is often nothing but jugglery, and only those witches were

to be put to death who would not give up their witchcraft when
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it was forbidden. Witchcraft is followed in ver. 19 by the un-

natural crime of lying with a beast ; and this is also threatened

with the punishment of death (see Lev. xviii. 23, and xx. 15,

16).—Ver. 20. Whoever offered sacrifice to strange gods instead

of to Jehovah alone, was liable to death. D'nnj he shall be banned,

put under the ban (cherem), i.e. put to death, and by death de-

voted to the Lord, to whom he would not devote himself in life

(cf. Lev. xxvii. 29, and my Archdologie, § 70).—Ver. 21. The
Israelites were not to offer sacrifice to foreign deities ; but a

foreigner himself they were not only to tolerate, but were not to

vex or oppress him, bearing in mind that they also had been

foreigners in Egypt (cf. chap, xxiii. 9, and Lev. xix. 33, 34).

—

Whilst the foreigner, as having no rights, is thus commended to

the kindness of the people through their remembrance of what

they themselves had experienced in Egypt, those members of the

nation itself who were most in need of protection (viz. widows

and orphans) are secured from humiliation by an assurance of the

special care and watchfulness of Jehovah, under which such

forsaken ones stand, inasmuch as Jehovah Himself would take

their troubles upon Himself, and punish their oppressors with

just retribution. nsy to humiliate, includes not only unjust

oppression, but every kind of cold and contemptuous treatment.

The suffix in inx (ver. 23) refers to both njp^X and Din^, ac-

cording to the rule that when there are two or more subjects of

different genders, the masculine is employed (Ges. § 148, 2).

The ""S before C!^5 expresses a strong assurance :
" yea, if he cries

to Me, I will hearken to him" (see Ewald, § 3306). "Killing

with the sword" points to wars, in which men and fathers of

families perish, and their wives and children are made widows

and orphans.—Vers. 25-27. If a man should lend to one of the

poor of his own people, he was not to oppress him by demanding

interest ; and if he gave his upper garment as a pledge, he was

to give it him back towards sunset, because it was his only

covering ; as the poorer classes in the East use the upper gar-

ment, consisting of a large square piece of cloth, to sleep in. " It

is his clotliiiig for his skin :" i.e. it serves for a covering to his

body. " W/ierein shall he lie V i.e. in what shall he wrap himself

to sleep? (cf. Deut. xxiv. 6, 10-13).—With vers. 28 sqq. God
directs Himself at once to the hearts of the Israelites, and at-

tacks the sins of selfishness and covetousness, against which the
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precepts in vers. 21-27 were directed in their deepest root, for

the purpose of opposing all inward resistance to the promotion

of His commands.—Ver. 28. " Thou shalt not despise God, mid

the prince among thy people thou shalt not curse." Elohim does

not mean either the gods of other nations, as Josephus, Philo,

and others, in their dead and work-holy monotheism, have ren

dered the word ; or the rulers, as Onkelos and others suppose ; but

simply God, deity in general, whose majesty was despised in

every breach of the commandments of Jehovah, and who was to

be honoured in the persons of the rulers (cf. Prov. xxiv. 21 ; 1

Pet. ii. 17). Contempt of God consists not only in blasphemies

of Jehovah openly expressed, which were to be punished with

death (Lev. xxiv. 11 sqq.), but in disregard of His threats with

reference to the oppression of the poorer members of His people

(vers. 22-27), and in withholding from them what they ought

to receive (vers. 29-31). Understood in this way, the com-

mand is closely connected not only with what precedes, but also

with what follows. The prince ('^''P'J, lit. the elevated one) is

mentioned by the side of God, because in his exalted position

he has to administer the law of God among His people, and to

put a stop to what is wrong.—Vers. 29, 30. " Thy fulness and

thy fioioing thou shalt not delay (to Me)." ^^P. fulness, signifies

the produce of corn (Deut. xxii. 9) ; and i?OT (lit. tear, flowing,

liquor stillans), which only occurs here, is a poetical epithet for

the produce of the press, both wine and oil (cf. SaKpvov r&v

BevSpcov, LXX. ; arhorum lacrimce, Plin. xi. 6). The meaning

is correctly given by the LXX. : a'7rap'^a<; a\covo<i Kal Xtjvov croi).

That the command not to delay and not to withhold the fulness,

etc., relates to the offering of the first-fruits of the field and vine-

yard, as is more fully defined in chap, xxiii. 19 and Deut. xxvi.

2—11, is evident from what follows, in which the law given at

the exodus from Egypt, with reference to the sanctification of.

the first-born of man and beast (xiii. 2, 12), is repeated and in-

corporated in the rights of Israel, inasmuch as the adoption of

the first-born on the part of Jehovah was a perpetual guarantee

to the whole nation of the right of covenant fellowship. (On
the rule laid down in ver. 30, see Lev. xxii. 27.)—Ver. 31. As
the whole nation sanctified itself to the Lord in the sanctification

of the first-born, the Israelites were to show themselves to be

holy men unto the Lord by not eating " flesh torn to pieces in
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the field," i.e. the flesh of an animal that had been torn to pieces

hj a wild beast in the field. Such flesh they were to throw to

the dogs, because eating it would defile (cf. Lev. xvii. 15).

Chap, xxiii. 1—13.—^Vers. 1-9. Lastly, no one was to violate

another's rights.—Yer. 1. " Thouslialt not raise (bring out) an

empty report^ N1^ Vpt^', a report that has no foundation, and,

as the context shows, does injury to another, charges him with

wrongdoing, and involves him in legal proceedings. " Put not

thine hand with a wicked man (do not offer him thy hand, or

render him assistance), to he a witness of violence." This clause

is unquestionably connected with the preceding one, and implies

that raising a false report furnishes the wicked man with a pretext

for bringing the man, who is suspected of crime on account of

this false report, before a court of law ; in consequence of which

the originator or propagator of the empty report becomes a wit-

ness of injustice and violence.—Yer. 2. Just as little should a

man follow a multitude to pervert justice. " Thou shalt not he

hehind m,any (follow the multitude) to evil thiyigs, nor answer

concerning a dispute to incline thyself after many (i.e. thou shalt

not give such testimony in connection with any dispute, in which

thou takest part with the great majority), so as to pervert" (J^it^np),

sc. justice. But, on the other hand, " neither shalt thou adorn

the poor man in his dispute" (ver. 3), i.e. show partiality to the

poor or weak man in an unjust cause, out of weak compassion

for him. (Compare Lev. xix. 15, a passage which, notwith-

standing the fact that "i^n is applied to favour shown to the

great or mighty, overthrows KnoheVs conjecture, that 713 should

be read for P^"!, inasmuch as it prohibits the showing of favour

to the one as much as to the other.)—Yers. 4, 5. Not only was

their conduct not to be determined by public opinion, the direc-

tion taken by the multitude, or by weak compassion for a poor

man ; but personal antipathy, enmity, and hatred were not to

lead them to injustice or churlish behaviour. On the contrary,

if the Israelite saw his enemy's beast straying, he was to bring

it back again ; and if he saw it lying down under the weight of

its burden, he was to help it up again (cf. Deut. xxii. 1-4).

The words '131 ^tV^ ripini, " cease (desist) to leave it to him (thine

enemy) ; thou shalt loosen it (let it loose) with him" which have

been so variously explained, cannot have any other signification

than this :
" beware of leaving an ass which has sunk down be-
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neatli Its burden in a helpless condition, even to thine enemy, to

try whether he can help it up alone ; rather help him to set it

loose from its burden, that it may get up again." This is evi-

dent from Deut. xxii. 4, where ^^t'V^^ k?, " withdraw not thy-

self," is substituted for 3f_:;D nhn," and iSV D^ipri n\^n^ " set up with

him," for " iJ3V 3fi?n nfy. From this it is obvious that STV is used

in the first instance in the sense of leaving it alone, leaving it in

a helpless condition, and immediately afterwards in the sense of

undoing or letting loose. The peculiar turn given to the ex-

pression, " thou shalt cease from leaving," is chosen because the

ordinary course, which the natural man adopts, is to leave an
enemy to take care of his own affairs, without troubling about

either him or his difficulties. Such conduct as this the Israelite

was to give up, if he ever found his enemy in need of help.

—

Vers. 6 sqq. The warning against unkindness towards an enemy
is followed by still further prohibitions of injustice in questions

of right : viz. in ver. 6, a warning against perverting the right

of the poor in his cause ; in ver. 7, a general command to keep

far away from a false matter, and not to slay the innocent and
righteous, i.e. not to be guilty of judicial murder, together with the

threat that God would not justify the sinner; and in ver. 8, the

command not to accept presents, i.e. to be bribed by gifts, because

"the gift makes seeing men (CnipS'open eyes) blind, and perverts

the causes of the just." The rendering " icords of the righteous"

is not correct; for even if we are to understand the expression

" seeing men" as referring to judges, the " righteous" can only

refer to those who stand at the bar, and have right on their side,

which judges who accept of bribes may turn into wrong.—Ver.

9. The warning against oppressing the foreigner, which is re-

peated from chap. xxii. 20, is not tautological, as Bertheau affirms

for the purpose of throwing suspicion upon this verse, but refers

to the oppression of a stranger in judicial matters by the refusal

of justice, or by harsh and unjust treatment in court (Deut.

xxiv. 17, xxvli. 19). " For ye know the soul (animus, the soul as

the seat of feeling) of the strangery" i.e. ye know from your own
experience in Egypt how a foreigner feels.

Vers. 10-12. Here follow directions respecting the year of

rest and day of rest, the first of which lays the foundation for

the keeping of the sabbatical and jubilee years, which are after-

wards institutediu Lev. xxv., whilst the latter gives prominence to

PENT.—VOL. II. K
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the element of rest and refreshment involveJ in the Sabbath,

which had been already instituted (chap. xx. 9- il), and presses

it in favour of beasts of burden, slaves, and foreigiiers. Neither of

these instructions is to be regarded as laying down laws for the

feasts ; so that they are not to be included among the rights of

Israel, which commence at ver. 14. On the contrary, as they are

separated from these by ver. 13, they are to be reckoned

as forming part of the laws relating to their mutual obliga-

tions one towards another. This is evident from the fact, that

in both of them the care of the poor stands in the foreground.

From this characteristic and design, which are common to both,

we may explain the fact, that there is no allusion to the keeping

of a Sabbath unto the Lord, as in chap, xx. 10 and Lev. xxv.

2, in connection with either the seventh year or seventh day :

all that is mentioned being their sowing and reaping for six

years, and working for six days, and then letting the land lie

fallow in the seventh year, and their ceasing or resting from

labour on the seventh day. " The seventh year thou shalt let

(thy land) loose (ti'?^ to leave unemployed), a7id let it lie ; and

the poor of thy people shall eat (the produce Avhich grows of itself),

and their remainder (what they leave) shall the beast of the field

eat." K'S^'? : lit. to breathe one's self, to draw breath, i.e. to refresh

one's self (cf. chap. xxxi. 17 ; 2 Sam. xvi. 14).—With ver. 13a

the laws relating to the rights of the people, in their relations to

one another, are concluded with the formula enforcing their ob-

servance, " And in all that I say to yoti, take heed" viz. that ye

carefully maintain all the rights which I have given you. There

is then attached to this, in ver. 135, a warning, which forms the

transition to the relation of Israel to Jehovah :
" Mahe no men-

tion of the name of other gods, neither let it be heard out of thy

mouth." This forms a very fitting boundary line between the

two series of mishpatim, inasmuch as the observance and main-

tenance of both of them depended upon the attitude in which

Israel stood towards Jehovah.

Chap, xxiii. 14-19. The Fundamental Kights of Israel

IN ITS RELIGIOUS AND THEOCRATICAL RELATION TO JeHOVAH.
—As the observance of the Sabbath and sabbatical year is not

instituted in vers. 10-12, so vers. 14-19 do not contain either

the original or earliest appointment of the feasts, or a complete
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law concerning the yearly feasts. They simply command the

observance of three feasts during the year, and the appearance
of the people three times in the year before the Lord ; that is

to say, the holding of three national assemblies to keep a feast

before the Lord, or three annual pilgrimages to the sanctuary

of Jehovah. The leading points are clearly set forth in vers.

14 and 17, to which the other verses are subordinate. These
leading points are D''I2SC'D or rights, conferred upon the people of

Israel in their relation to Jehovah ; for keeping a feast to the

Lord, and appearing before Him, were both of them privileges

bestowed by Jehovah upon His covenant people. Even in it-

self the festal rejoicing was a blessing in the midst of this life

of labour, toil, and trouble; but when accompanied with the

right of appearing before the Lord^ their God and Redeemer,
to whom they were indebted for everything they had and were,

it was one that no other nation enjoyed. For though they had
their joyous festivals, these festivals bore the same relation to

those of Israel, as the dead and worthless gods of the heathen to

the living and almighty God of Israel.

Of the three feasts at which Israel was to appear before

Jehovah, the feast of Mazzoth, or unleavened bread, is referred to

as already instituted, by the words " as I have commanded thee,^^

and "a^ the appointed time of the earing month" which point

back to chaps, xii. and xiii.; and all that is added here is, "ye
shall not appear before My face empty." " Not empty

:
" i.e. not

with empty hands, but with sacrificial gifts, answering to the

blessing given by the Lord (Deut. xvi. 16, 17). These gifts

were devoted partly to the general sacrifices of the feast, and
partly to the burnt and peace-offerings which were brought by
different individuals to the feasts, and applied to the sacrificial

meals (Num. xxviii. and xxix.). This command, which related

to all the feasts, and therefore is mentioned at the very outset in

connection with the feast of unleavened bread, did indeed impose

a duty upon Israel, but such a duty as became a source of

blessing to all who performed it. The gifts demanded by God
were the tribute, it is true, which the Israelites paid to their

God-King, just as all Eastern nations are required to bring pre-

sents when appearing in the presence of their kings ; but they

were only gifts from God's own blessing, a portion of that which

He had bestowed in rich abundance, and they were offered to
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God In such a way that the offerer was thereby more and more

confirmed in the rights of covenant fellowship. The other two

festivals are mentioned here for the first time, and the details

are more particularly determined afterwards in Lev. xxiii. 15

sqq., and Num. xxviii. 26 sqq. One was called the feast of

Harvest, " of the first-fruits of thy labours which thou hast sown

in the field," i.e. of thy field-labour. According to the subse-

quent arrangements, the first of the field-produce was to be

offered to God, not the first grains of the ripe corn, but the first

loaves of bread of white or wheaten flour made from the new
corn (Lev. xxiii. 17 sqq.). In chap, xxxiv. 22 it is called the

"feast of Weeks," because, according to Lev. xxiii. 15, 16,

Deut. xvi. 9, it was to be kept seven weeks after the feast of

Mazzoth ; and the " feast of the first-fruits of wheat harvest,"

because the loaves of first-fruits to be offered were to be made

of wheaten flour. The other of these feasts, i.e. the third in

the year, is called *' the feast of Ingathering, at the end of the

year, in the gathering in of thy labours out of the field." This

general and indefinite allusion to time was quite sufficient for

the preliminary institution of the feast. In the more minute

directions respecting the feasts given in Lev. xxiii. 34, Num.
xxix. 12, it is fixed for the fifteenth day of the seventh month,

and placed on an equality with the feast of Mazzoth as a seven

days' festival. ^^'^^ n^-*? does not mean after the close of the

year, finito anno, any more than the corresponding expression in

chap, xxxiv. 22, n^^J^n nDlpn, signifies at the turning of the year.

The year referred to here was the so-called civil year, which

began with the preparation of the ground for the harvest-sowing,

and ended when all the fruits of the field and garden had been

gathered in. No particular day was fixed for its commence-

ment, nor was there any new year's festival ; and even after the

beginning of the earing month had been fixed upon for the

commencement of the year (chap. xii. 2), this still remained in

force, so far as all civil matters connected with the sowing and

harvest were concerned; though there is no evidence that a

double reckoning was carried on at the same time, or that a

civil reckoning existed side by side with the religious. ''ISP^?

does not mean, " when thou hast gathered," postquam coUegisti

;

for 3 does not stand for "in>?, nor has the infinitive the force of

the preterite. On the contrary, the expression " at thy gathering
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tn," i.e. when thou gatherest in, is kept indefinite both here and

in Lev. xxiii. 39, where the month and days in which this feast

was to be kept are distinctly pointed out; and also in Deut.

xvi. 13, in order that the time for the feast might not be made
absolutely dependent upon the complete termination of the

gathering in, although as a rule it would be almost over. The
gathering in of "tliT/ labours out of the fielcf^ is not to be re-

stricted to the vintage and gathering of fruits : this is evident

not only from the expression " out of the field," which points

to field-produce, but also from the clause in Deut. xvi. 13,

"gathering of the floor and wine-press," which shows clearly

that the words refer to the gathering in of the whole of the

year's produce of corn, fruit, oil, and wine.—Ver. 17. " Three

times in the year" (i.e., according to ver. 14 and Deut. xvi. 16,

at the three feasts just mentioned) '^all thy males shall appear

before the face of the Lord Jehovalu" The command to appear,

i.e. to make a pilgrimage to the sanctuary, was restricted to the

male members of the nation, probably to those above 20 years

of age, who had been included in the census (Num. i. 3). But
this did not prohibit the inclusion of women and boys (cf. 1

Sam. i. 3 sqq., and Luke ii. 41 sqq.).

Vers. 18, 19. The blessing attending their appearing before

the Lord was dependent upon the feasts being kept in the proper

way, by the observance of the three rules laid down in vers. 18

and 19. " Thou shalt not offer the blood of My sacrifice upon

leavened bread." bv upon, as in chap. xii. 8, denoting the basis

upon which the sacrifice was offered. The meaning has been

correctly given by the early commentators, viz. " as long as there

is any leavened bread in your houses," or " until the leaven has

been entirely removed from your houses." The reference made
here to the removal of leaven, and the expression " blood of

My sacrifice," both point to the paschal lamb, which was re-

garded as the sacrifice of Jehovah kut i^o'^rjv, on account of its

great importance. Onhelos gives this explanation :
" My Pass-

over" for "My sacrifice."

—

^^ Neither shall the fat of My feast

remain (|V^ to pass the night) until the morning." " The fat of

My feast" does not mean the fat of My festal sacrifice, for^n^ a

feast, is not used for the sacrifice offered at the feast ; it signi-

fies rather the best of My feast, i.e. the paschal sacrifice, as we

may see from chap, xxxiv. 25, where " the sacrifice of the feast
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of the Passover" is given as the explanation of "the fat of My
feast." As the paschal sacrifice vi^as the sacrifice ot Jehovah

par excellence, so the feast of the Passover was the feast of Je-

hovah par excellence. The expression " fat of My feast " is not

to be understood as referring at all to the fat of the lamb, Avhich

was burned upon the altar in the case of the expiatory and

whole offerings ; for there could have been no necessity for the

injunction not to keep this till the morning, inasmuch as those

parts of every sacrifice which were set apart for the altar were

burned immediately after the sprinkling of the blood. The
allusion is to the flesh of the paschal lamb, which was eaten in

the night before daybreak, after which anything that remained

was to be burned, "ip^'iy (without the article) till morning, has

the same meaning as"ii]^3? "for the (following) morning" in chap,

xxxiv. 25.—The next command in ver. 19a nas reference to the

feast of Harvest, or feast of Weeks. In " the first-fruits of thy

land " there is an unmistakeable allusion to " the first-fruits of

thy labours" in ver. 16. It is true the words, "the first of the

first-fruits of thy land thou shalt bring into the house of the

Lord thy God," are so general in their character, that we can

hardly restrict them to the wave-loaves to be offered as first-

fruits at the feast of Weeks, but must interpret them as referring

to all the first-fruits, which they had already been commanded
not to delay to offer (chap. xxii. 29), and the presentation of

which is minutely prescribed in Num. xviii. 12, 13, and Deut.

xxvi. 2-11,—including therefore the sheaf of barley to be offered

in the second day of the feast of unleavened bread (Lev. xxiii.

9 sqq.). At the same time the reference to the feast of Weeks
is certainly to be retained, inasmuch as this feast was an express

admonition to Israel, to offer the first of the fruits of the Lord.

In the expression ''113? ^''t^'s^J the latter might be understood as

explanatory of the former and in apposition to it, since they are

both of them applied to the first-fruits of the soil {yid. Deut.

xxvi. 2, 10, and Num. xviii. 13). But as JT'K'Xn could hardly

need any explanation in this connection, the partitive sense is to

be preferred ; though it is difficult to decide whether " the first

of the first-fruits " signifies the first selection from the fruits that

had grown, ripened, and been gathered first,—that is to say, not

merely of the entire harvest, but of every separate production of

the field and soil, according to the rendering of the LXX.d7rajo;;^a<;
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roiv TTpcoToyewTj/jidrov Trj<; 7779,—or whether the word JT'5^'?. is used

figuratively, and signifies the best of the first-fruits. There is no

foi'ce in the objection offered to the former view, that " in no

other case in which the offering of first-fruits generally is spoken

of, is one particular portion represented as holy to Jehovah, but

the first-fruits themselves are that portion of the entire harvest

which was holy to Jehovah." For, apart from Num. xviii. 12,

where a different rendering is sometimes given to n''{i'X")j the ex-

pression ri''K^N"]p in Deut. xxvi. 2 shows unmistakeably that only

a portion of the first of all the fruit of the ground had to be

j)ffered to the Lord. On the other hand, this view is consider-

ably strengthened by the fact, that whilst 1133, D''"il3Ii signify those

fruits which ripened first, i.e. earliest, rT'K'Kn is used to denote the

aTrap-^r}, the first portion or first selection from the whole, not

only in Deut. xxvi. 2, 10, but also in Lev. xxili. 10, and most

probably in Num. xviii. 12 as well.—Now if these directions do

not refer either exclusively or specially to the loaves of first-fruits

of the feast of Weeks, the opinion which has prevailed from the

time of Aharhanel to that of Knobel, that the following command,
" Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his mother's milk," refers to the

feast of Ingathering, is deprived of its principal support. And
any such allusion is rendered very questionable by the fact, that

in Deut. xiv. 21, where this command is repeated, it is appended

to the prohibition against eating the flesh of an animal that had

been torn to pieces. Very different explanations have been given

to the command. In the Targum, Mishnah, etc., it is regarded

as a general prohibition against eating flesh prepared with milk.

Luther and others suppose it to refer to the cooking of the kid,

before it has been weaned from its mother's milk. But the

actual reference is to the cooking of a kid in the milk of its own

mother, as indicating a contempt of the relation which God has

established and sanctified between parent and young, and thus

subverting the divine ordinances. As kids were a very favourite

food (Gen. xxvii. 9, 14 ; Judg. vi. 19, xiii. 15 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 20),

it is very likely that by way of improving the flavour they

were sometimes cooked in milk. According to Aheyi Ezra and

Aharhanel, this was a custom adopted by the Ishmaelites ; and

at the present day the Arabs are in the habit of cooking lamb in

sour milk. A restriction is placed upon this custom in the pro-

hibition before us, but there is no intention to prevent the intro-
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duction of a superstitious usage customary at the sacrificial meals

of other nations, which Spencer and Knohel have sought to

estahHsh as at all events probable, though without any definite

historical proofs, and for the most part on the strength of far-

fetched analogies.

Chap, xxiii. 20-33. Relation of Jehovah to Israel.

—The declaration of the rights conferred by Jehovah upon His

people is closed by promises, through which, on the one hand,

God insured to the nation the gifts and benefits involved in their

rights, and, on the other hand, sought to promote that willing-

ness and love which were indispensable to the fulfilment of the

duties incumbent upon every individual in consequence of the

rights conferred upon them. These promises secured to the

people not only the protection and help of God during their

journey through the desert, and in the conquest of Canaan, but

also preservation and prosperity when they had taken possession

of the land.—Ver. 20. Jehovah would send an angel before

them, who should guard them on the way from injury and de-

struction, and bring them to the place prepared for them, i.e. to

Canaan. The name of Jehovah was in this angel (ver. 21),

that is to say, Jehovah revealed Himself in him ; and hence he

is called in chap, xxxiii. 15, 16, the face of Jehovah, because

the essential nature of Jehovah was manifested in him. This

angel was not a created spirit, therefore, but the manifestation

of Jehovah Himself, who went before them in the pillar of

cloud and fire, to guide and to defend them (chap. xiii. 21).

But because it was Jehovah who was guiding His people in the

person of the angel, He demanded unconditional obedience (ver.

21), and if they provoked Him ("isri for "ipj^, see chap. xiii. 18)

by disobedience. He would not pardon their transgression ; but

if they followed Him and hearkened to His voice. He would be

an enemy to their enemies, and an adversary to their adversa-

ries (ver. 22). And when the angel of the Lord had brought

them to the Canaanites and exterminated the latter, Israel was,

still to yield the same obedience, by not serving the gods of the

Canaanites, or doing after their works, i.e. by not making any

idolatrous images, but destroymg them (these works), and smit-

ing to pieces the pillars of their idolatrous worship (nixp does

nut mean statues erected as idols, bat memorial stonos or columns
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dedicated to idols : see my comm. on 1 Kings xiv. 23), and

serving Jehovah alone. Then would He bless them in the land

with bountiful provision, health, fi'uitfulness, and length of life

(vers. 23-26). " Bread and water" are named, as being the

provisions which are indispensable to the maintenance of life, as

in Isa. iii. 1, xxx. 20, xxxiii. 16. The taking away of " sick-

ness" (cf. XV. 26) implied the removal of everything that could

endanger life. The absence of anything that miscarried, or was

barren, insured the continuance and increase of the nation ; and

the promise that their days should be fulfilled, i.e. that they

should not be liable to a premature death (cf. Isa. Ixv. 20), was

a pledge of their well-being.—Vers. 27 sqq. But the most

important thing of all for Israel was the previous conquest of

the promised land. And in this God gave it a special promise

of His almighty aid. " / will send My fear before thee." This

fear was to be the result of the terrible acts of God performed

on behalf of Israel, the rumour of which would spread before

them and fill their enemies with fear and trembling (cf. chap.

XV. 14 sqq. ; Deut. ii. 25 ; and Josh. ii. 11, where the beginning

of the fulfilment is described), throwing into confusion and

putting to flight every people against whom (0^3— "i^^.) Israel

came. ^O.V l''N"nx jro to give the enemy to the neck, i.e. to

cause him to turn his back, or flee (cf. Ps. xviii. 41, xxi. 13;

Josh. vii. 8, 12). T*??^ : in the direction towards thee.—Ver. 28.

In addition to the fear of God, hornets
(J^'p'^'^

construed as a

generic word with the collective article), a very large species

of wasp, that was greatly dreaded both by man and beast on

account of the acuteness of its sting, should come and drive out

the Canaanites, of whom three tribes are mentioned instar

omnium, from before the Israelites. Although it is true that

^lian {hist. anim. 11, 28) relates that the Phaselians, who

dwelt near the Solymites, and therefore probably belonged to

the Canaanites, were driven out of their country by wasps, and

Bochart {Hieroz. iii. pp. 409 sqq.) has collected together accounts

of different tribes that have been frightened away from their

possessions by frogs, mice, and other vermin, *' the sending of

hornets before the Israelites" is hardly to be taken literally, not

only because there is not a word in the book of Joshua about the

Canaanites being overcome and exterminated in any such way,

but chiefly on account of Josh, xxiv. 12, where Joshua says that
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God sent the hornet before them, and drove out the two kings of

the Amorites, referring thereby to their defeat and destruction

by the Israehtes through the miraculous interposition of God,

and thus placing the figurative use of the term hornet beyond

the possibility of doubt. These hornets, however, which are

very aptly described in Wisdom xii. 8, on the basis of this pas-

sage, as irpoSpofiov;, the pioneers of the army of Jehovah, do not

denote merely varii generis mala, as RosenmUller supposes, but

acerrimos timoris aculeos, quibus quodammodo volantihus rumori-

bus pungehantur, lit fugerent (Augustine, qucest. 27 in Jos.). If

the fear of God which fell upon the Canaanites threw them into

such confusion and helpless despair, that they could not stand

before Israel, but turned their backs towards them, the stings of

alarm which followed this fear would completely drive them

away. Nevertheless God would not drive them away at once,

" in one year," lest the land should become a desert for want of

men to cultivate it, and the wild beasts should multiply against

Israel ; in other words, lest the beasts of prey should gain the

upper hand and endanger the lives of man and beast (Lev. xxvi.

22 ; Ezek. xiv. 15, 21), which actually was the case after the

carrying away of the ten tribes (2 Kings xvii. 25, 26). He
would drive them out by degrees (pv^ tsyp, only used here and

in Deut. vii. 22), until Israel was sufficiently increased to take

possession of the land, i.e. to occupy the whole of the country.

This promise was so far fulfilled, according to the books of

Joshua and Judges, that after the subjugation of the Canaanites

in the south and north of the land, when all the kings who

fought against Israel had been smitten and slain and their cities

captured, the entire land was divided among tlie tribes of Israel,

in order that they might exterminate the remaining Canaanites,

and take possession of those portions of the land that had not

yet been conquered (Josh, xiii, 1-7). But the different tribes

soon became weary of the task of exterminating the Canaanites,

and began to enter into alliance with them, and were led astray

by them to the worship of idols ; whereupon God punished them

by withdrawing His assistance, and they were oppressed and

humiliated by the Canaanites because of their apostasy from the.

Lord (Judg. i. and ii.).

Vers. 31 sqq. The divine promise closes with a general in-

dication of the boundaries of the land, whose inhabitants Je-
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hovah would give up to the Israelites to drive them out, and

with a warning against forming alliances with them and their

gods, lest they should lead Israel astray to sin, and thus become

a snare to it. On the basis of the promise in Gen. xv. 18,

certain grand and prominent points are mentioned, as consti-

tuting the boundaries towards both the east and west. On the

west the boundary extended from the Red Sea (see chap. xiii.

18) to the sea of the Philistines, or Mediterranean Sea, the

south-eastern shore of which was inhabited by the Philistines
;

and on the east from the desert, i.e., according to Deut. xi. 24,

the desert of Arabia, to the river (Euphrates). The poetic

suffix iJ3 affixed to ^^'^, answers to the elevated oratorical style.

Making a covenant with them and their gods would imply the

recognition and toleration of them, and, with the sinful ten-

dencies of Israel, would be inevitably followed by the worship

of idols. The first ""S in ver. 33 signifies if ; the second, imo,

verily, and serves as an energetic introduction to the apodosis.

K'ipiJSj a snare (vid. chap. x. 7) ; here a cause of destruction, inas-

much as apostasy from God is invariably followed by punish-

ment (Judg. ii. 3).

Chap. xxiv. 1, 2. These two verses form part of the address

of God in chap. xx. 22-xxiii. 33 ; for lOX n^b h^\ (" hut to

Moses He said''^) cannot be the commencement of a fresh ad-

dress, which would necessarily require '^ ?^ "'^^'^ (cf. ver. 12,

chap. xix. 21, xx. 22). The turn given to the expression 'O 7K1

presupposes that God had already spoken to others, or that what

had been said before related not to Moses himself, but to other

persons. But this cannot be affirmed of the decalogue, which

applied to Moses quite as much as to the entire nation (a suffi-

cient refutation of KnoheVs assertion, that these verses are a

continuation of chap. xix. 20-25, and are linked on to the deca-

logue), but only of the address concerning the misJipatim, or

" rights," which commences with chap. xx. 22, and, according

to chap. XX. 22 and xxi. 1, was intended for the nation, and

addressed to it, even though it was through the medium of Moses.

What God said to the people as establishing its rights, is here

followed by what He said to Moses himself, namely, that he was

to go up to Jehovah, along with Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, and

seventy elders. At the same time, it is of course implied that

Moses, who had ascended the mountain with Aaron alone (chap.
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XX. 21), was first of all to go down again and repeat to the people

the " rights" which God had communicated to him, and only

when this had been done, to ascend again with the persons

named. According to vers. 3 and 12 (? 9), this is what Moses

really did. But Moses alone was to go near to Jehovah : the

others were to worship afar off, and the people were not to come
up at all.

CONCLUSION OF THE COVENANT.—CHAP. XXIV. 3-18.

The ceremony described in vers. 3-11 is called " the cove-

nant which Jehovah made with Israel" (ver. 8). It was opened

by Moses, who recited to the people " all the words of Jehovah^*

(i.e. not the decalogue, for the people had heard this directly

from the mouth of God Himself, but the words in chap. xx.

22-26), and " all the rights" (chap, xxi.-xxiii.) ; whereupon the

people answered unanimously {^^^ -'ip), " All the words which

Jehovah hath spoken will ive do." This constituted the prepara-

tion for the conclusion of the covenant. It was necessary that

the people should not only know what the Lord imposed upon

them in the covenant about to be made with them, and what He
promised them, but that they should also declare their willing-

ness to perform what was imposed upon them. The covenant

itself was commenced by Moses writing all the words of Jehovah

in " the book of the covenant" (vers. 4 and 7), for the purpose of

preserving them in an official record. The next day, early in

the morning, he built an altar at the foot of the mountain, and

erected twelve boundary-stones or pillars for the twelve tribes,

most likely round about the altar and at some distance from it,

so as to prepare the soil upon which Jehovah was about to enter

into union with the twelve tribes. As the altar indicated the

presence of Jehovah, being the place where the Lord would

come to His people to bless them (chap. xx. 24), so the twelve

pillars, or boundary-stones, did not serve as mere memorials of

the conclusion of the covenant, but were to indicate the place of

the twelve tribes, and represent their presence also.—Ver. 5.

After the foundation and soil had been thus prepared in the

place of sacrifice, for the fellowship which Jehovah was about

to establish with His people ; Moses sent young men of the chil-

dren of Israel to prepare the sacrifices, and directed them to offer

burnt-offering and sacrifice siain-offerings, viz. ^'''P^tJ', " peace-
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offerings (see at Lev. iii. 1) for Jehovah,''* for which purpose D'''iQj

bullocks, or young oxen, were used. The young men were not

first-born sons, who had officiated as priests previous to the

institution of the Levitical priesthood, according to the natural

right of primogeniture, as Onhelos supposes ; nor were they the

sons of Aaron, as Augustine maintains : they simply acted as

servants of Moses; and the priestly duty of sprinkling the blood

was performed bj^ him as the mediator of the covenant. It is

merely as young men, therefore, i.e. as strong and active, that

they are introduced in this place, and not as representatives of

the nation, " by whom the sacrifice was presented, and whose

attitude resembled that of a youth just ready to enter upon his

course" {Kurtz, O. C. iii. 143). For, as Oehler says, " this

was not a sacrifice presented by the nation on its own account.

The primary object was to establish that fellowship, by virtue of

which it could draw near to Jehovah in sacrifice. Moreover,

according to vers. 1 and 9, the nation possessed its proper repre-

sentatives in the seventy elders" {Herzog's Cyclopgedia). But
even though these sacrifices wei'e not offered by the representa-

tives of the nation, and for this very reason Moses selected

young men from among the people to act as servants at this

ceremony, they had so far a substitutionary position, that in

their persons the nation was received into fellowship with God
by means of the sprinkling of the blood, which Avas performed

in a peculiar manner, to suit the unique design of this sacrificial

ceremony.—Vers. 6-8. The blood was divided into two parts.

One half was swung by Closes upon the altar (P^T to swing,

shake, or pour out of the vessel, in distinction from t^V:) to

sprinkle) ; the other half he put into basins, and after he had

read the book of the covenant to the people, and they had pro-

mised to do and follow all the words of Jehovah, he sprinkled

it upon the people with these words :
" Behold the Mood of the

covenant, ichich Jehovah has made with you over all these icords."

As several animals were slaughtered, and all of them young

oxen, there must have been a considerable quantity of blood

obtained, so that the one half would fill several basins, and many
persons might be sprinkled with it as it was being swung about.

The division of the blood had reference to the two parties to

the covenant, who were to be brought by the covenant into a

hving unity ; but it had no connection whatever with the heathen
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customs adduced by Bdhr' and Knohel, in which the parties to a

treaty mixed their own blood together. For this was not a mix-

ture of different kmds of blood, but it was a division of one

blood, and that sacrificial blood, in which animal life was offered

instead of human life, making expiation as a pure life for sinful

man, and by virtue of this expiation restoring the fellowship

between God and man which had been destroyed by sin. But

the sacrificial blood itself only acquired this signification through

the sprinkling or swinging upon the altar, by virtue of which

the human soul was received, in the soul of the animal sacrificed

for man, into the fellowship of the divine grace manifested upon

the altar, in order that, through the power of this sin-forgiving

and sin-destroying grace, it might be sanctified to a new and

holy life. In this way the sacrificial blood acquired the signi-

fication of a vital principle endued with the power of divine

grace ; and this was communicated to the people by means of

the sprinkling of the blood. As the only reason for dividing

the sacrificial blood into two parts was, that the blood sprinkled

upon the altar could not be taken off again and sprinkled upon

the people ; the two halves of the blood are to be regarded as one

blood, which was first of all sprinkled upon the altar, and then

upon the people. In the blood sprinkled upon the altar, the

natural life of the people was given up to God, as a life that

had passed through death, to be pervaded by His grace ; and

then through the sprinkling upon the people it was restored to

them again, as a life renewed by the grace of God. In this way

the blood not only became a bond of union between Jehovah and

His people, but as the blood of the covenant, it became a vital

power, holy and divine, uniting Israel and its God ; and the

sprinkling of the people with this blood was an actual renewal

of life, a transposition of Israel into the kingdom of God, in

which it was filled with the powers of God's spirit of grace, and

sanctified into a kingdom of priests, a holy nation of Jehovah

(chap. xix. 6). And this covenant was made " upon all the

words" which Jehovah had spoken, and the people had promised

to observe. Consequently it had for its foundation the divine

law and right, as the rule of life for Israel.

Vers. 9-11. Through their consecration with the blood of the

covenant, the Israelites were qualified to ascend the mountain,

and there behold the God of Israel and celebrate the covenant
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meal : of course, not the whole of the people, for that would
have been impracticable on physical grounds, but the nation in the

persons of its representatives, viz. the seventy elders, with Aaron
and his two eldest sons. The fact that the latter were summoned
along with the elders had reference to their future election to

the priesthood, the bearers of which were to occupy the position

of mediators between Jehovah and the nation, an office for which

this was a preparation. The reason for choosing seventy out of

the whole body of elders (ver. 3) is to be found in the historical

and symbolical significance of this number (see vol. i. p. 374).
" They saw the God of Israeli This title is very appropriately

given to Jehovah here, because He, the God of the fathers, had
become in truth the God of Israel through the covenant just

made. We must not go beyond the limits drawn in chap, xxxiii.

20-23 in our conceptions of what constituted the sight (ntHj ver.

11) of God; at the same time we must regard it as a vision of

God in some form of manifestation which rendered the divine

nature discernible to the human eye. Nothing is said as to the

form in which God manifested Himself. This silence, however,

is not intended " to indicate the imperfection of their sight of

God," as Baumgarten affirms, nor is it to be explained, as Hof-
mann supposes, on the ground that " what they saw differed

from what the people had constantly before their eyes simply in

this respect, that after they had entered the darkness, which en-

veloped the mountain that burned as it were with fire at its

summit, the fiery sign separated from the cloud, and assumed a

shape, beneath which it was bright and clear, as an image of

untroubled bliss," The words are evidently intended to affirm

something more than, that they saw the fiery form in which God
manifested Himself to the people, and that whilst the fire was

ordinarily enveloped in a cloud, they saw it upon the mountain

without the cloud. For, since Moses saw the form (nJ^on) of

Jehovah (Num. xii. 8), we may fairly conclude, notwithstanding

the fact that, according to ver. 2, the representatives of the na-

tion were not to draw near to Jehovah, and without any danger

of contradicting Deut. iv. 12 and 15, that they also saw a form

of God. Only this form is not described, in order that no en-

couragement might be given to the inclination of the people to

make likenesses of Jehovah. Thus we find that Isaiah gives no

description of the form in which he saw the Lord sitting upon a
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high and lofty throne (Isa. vi. 1). Ezeklel is the first to describe

the form of Jehovah which he saw in the vision, " as the appear-

ance of a man" (Ezek. i. 26 ; compare Dan. vii. 9 and 13)

" And there waf: under His feet as it were work of clear sapphire

(n33?, from nj3? whiteness, clearness, not from HJl? a brick^),

and as the material (DVy body, substance) of heaven in bril-

liancy,'"—to indicate that the God of Israel was enthroned above

the heaven in super-terrestrial glory and undisturbed blessedness.

And God was willing that His people should share in this bless-

edness, for " He laid not His hand upon the nobles of Israel" i.e.

did not attack them. " They saio God, and did eat and drink," i.e.

they celebrated thus near to Him the sacrificial meal of the peace-

offerings, which had been sacrificed at the conclusion of the cove-

nant, and received in this covenant meal a foretaste of the precious

and glorious gifts with which God would endow and refresh His

redeemed people in His kingdom. As the promise in chap. xix.

5, 6, with which God opened the way for the covenant at Sinai,

set clearly before the nation that had been rescued from Egypt

the ultimate goal of its divine calling ; so this termination of the

ceremony was intended to give to the nation, in the persons of its

representatives, a tangible pledge of the glory of the goal that

was set before it. The sight of the God of Israel was a fore-

taste of the blessedness of the sight of God in eternity, and the

covenant meal upon the mountain before the face of God was a

type of the marriage supper of the Lamb, to which the Lord

will call, and at which He will present His perfected Church in

the day of the full revelation of His glory (Rev. xix. 7-9).

Vers. 12-18 prepare the way for the subsequent revelation

recorded in chap, xxv.-xxxi., which Moses received concerning

the erection of the sanctuary. At the conclusion of the cove-

nant meal, the representatives of the nation left the mountain

along with Moses. This is not expressly stated, indeed ; since it

followed as a matter of course that they returned to the camp,

when the festival for which God had called them up was con-

cluded. A command was then issued again to Moses to ascend

the mountain, and remain there (DK^'iTni)^ for He was about to

give him the tables of stone, with (1. as in Gen. iii. 24) the law

and commandments, which He had written for their instruction

' This is the derivation adopted by the English translators in their ren-

dering ^^ paved work."

—

Tr.
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(cf. xxxi. 18).—Vers. 13, 14. When Moses was preparing to

ascend the mountain with his servant Joshua (vid. xvii. 9), he

ordered the elders to remain in the camp (nDj i.e. where they

were) till their return, and appointed Aaron and Hur (vid.

xvii. 10) as administrators of justice in case of any disputes

occurring among the people. Q''")3'n pV^"'^ : whoever has matters,

matters of dispute (on this meaning of bv'2, see Gen. xxxvii. 19).

—Vers. 15—17. When he ascended the mountain, upon which

the glory of Jehovah dwelt, it was covered for six days with the

cloud, and the glory itself appeared to the Israelites in the camp
below like devouring fire (cf. xix. 16) ; and on the seventh day

He called Moses into the cloud. Whether Joshua followed him
we are not told; but it is evident from chap, xxxii. 17 that he

was with him on the mountain, though, judging from ver. 2 and

chap, xxxiii. 11, he would not go into the immediate presence

of God.—Ver. 18. " And Moses was on the mountain forty

days and forty nights" including the six days of waiting,—the

whole time without eating and drinking (Dent. ix. 9). The
number forty was certainly significant, since it was not only re-

peated on the occasion of his second protracted stay upon Mount
Sinai (xxxiv. 28 ; Deut. ix. 18), but occurred again in the forty

days of Elijah's journey to Horeb the mount of God in the

strength of the food received from the angel (1 Kings xix. 8),

and in the fasting of Jesus at the time of His temptation (Matt.

iv. 2 ; Luke iv. 2), and even appears to have been significant in

the forty years of Israel's wandering in the desert (Deut. viii. 2).

In all these cases the number refers to a period of temptation,

of the trial of faith, as well as to a period of the strengthening

of faith through the miraculous support bestowed by God.

DIRECTIONS CONCERNING THE SANCTUARY AND PRIEST-

HOOD.—CHAP. XXV.-XXXI.

To give a definite external form to the covenant concluded

with His people, and construct a visible bond of fellowship in

which He might manifest Himself to the people and they might

draw near to Him as their God, Jehovah told Moses that the

Israelites were to erect Him a sanctuary, that He might dwell

in the midst of them (chap. xxv. 8). The construction and ar-

rangement of this sanctuary were determined in all respects .by

PENT.—VOL. II. li
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God Himself, who showed to Moses, when upon the mountain, a

pattern of the dweUing and its furniture, and prescribed with

great minuteness both the form and materials of all the different

parts of the sanctuary and all the things required for the sacred

service. If the sanctuary was to answer its purpose, the erec-

tion of it could not be left to the inventive faculty of any man
whatever, but must proceed from Him, who was there to manifest

Himself to the nation, as the Holy One, in righteousness and

grace. The people could only carry out what God appointed,

and could only fulfil their covenant duty, by the readiness with

which they supplied the materials required for the erection of

the sanctuary and completed the work with their own hands.

The divine directions extended to all the details, because they

were all of importance in relation to the design of God. The
account therefore is so elaborate, that it contains a description

not only of the directions of God with reference to the whole

and every separate part (chap, xxv.-xxxi.), but also of the exe-

cution of the work in all its details (chap, xxxv.-xl.).

The following is the plan upon which this section is arranged.

After the command of God to the people to offer gifts for the

sanctuary about to be erected, which forms the introduction to

the whole (chap. xxv. 1-9), the further directions commence with

a description of the ark of the covenant, which Jehovah had ap-

pointed as His throne in the sanctuary, that is to say, as it were,

with the sanctuary in the sanctuary (chap. xxv. 10-22). Then
follow—(1) the table of shew-bread and the golden candlestick

(vers. 23-40), as the two things by means of which the con-

tinual communion of Israel with Jehovah was to be maintained

;

(2) the construction of the dwelling, with an account of the

position to be occupied by the three things already named
(chap, xxvi.)

; (3) the altar of burnt-offering, together with the

court which was to surround the holy dwelling (chap, xxvii.

1-19). This is immediately followed by the command respect-

ing the management of the candlestick (vers. 20, 21), which

prepares the way for an account of the institution of the priest-

hood, and the investiture and consecration of the priests (chap,

xxviii. and xxix.), and by the directions as to the altar of incense,

and the service to be performed at it (chap. xxx. 1—10) ; after

which, there only remain a few subordinate instructions to com-

plete the whole (chap. xxx. 11-xxxi. 17). "The description
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of the entire sanctuary commences, therefore," as RanTce has

aptly observed, "with the ark of the law, the place of the mani-

festation of Jehovah, and terminates with the altar of incense,

which stood immediately in front of it." The dwelling was
erected round Jehovah's seat, and round this the court. The
priests first of all presented the sacrifices upon the altar of burnt-

oifering, and then proceeded into the holy place and drew near

to Jehovah. The highest act in the daily service of the priests was

evidently this standing before Jehovah at the altar of incense,

which was only separated by the curtain from the most holy place.

Chap. XXV. 1-9 (cf. chap. xxxv. 1-9). The Israehtes were

to bring to the Lord a heave-offering (no^lJ^, from 0^"!, a gift

lifted, or heaved by a man from his own property to present

to the Lord ; see at Lev. ii. 9), " on the part of every one ichom

his heart drove" i.e. whose heart was willing (cf. i37 y^li chap,

xxxv. 5, 22) : viz. gold, silver, brass, etc.—Ver. 4. HP^n, vdKtv9o<;,

purple of a dark blue shade, approaching black rather than

bright blue. lOfX, iropc^vpa (Chald. pnx, 2 Chron. ii. 6 ; Dan.
V. 7, 16;—Sanskrit, rdgaman or rdgavan, colore ruhro prce-

ditus), true purple of a dark red colour. ''JK' riypin^ literally the'

crimson prepared from the dead bodies and nests of the glow-

worm,^ then the scarlet-red purple, or crimson. ^^, ^vacro^,

from ti^K^ to be white, a fine white cotton fabric, not linen,

muslin, or net. C^V goats, here goats' hair (rpt^e? al^elat^

LXX.).—Ver. 5. Q'O^^^JO D\^'X niV rams' skins reddened, i.e.

dyed red. K^nri is either the seal, phoca, or else, as this is not

known to exist in the Arabian Gulf, the (f>a)Ko<; = (^wKaiva of

the ancients, as Knohel supposes, or /c^to? OaXdaaiov ofioLov

Sekcfilvi, the sea-cow {Manati, Ualicora), which is found in the

Red Sea, and has a skin that is admirably adapted for sandals.

Hesychius supposes it to have been the latter, which is probably

the same as the large fish Twi or Atum, that is caught in the

Red Sea, and belongs to the same species as the Ualicora (^Robin-

son, Pal. i. p. 170) ; as its skin is also used by the Bedouin

Arabs for making sandals (Burckhardt, Syr. p. 861). In the

Manati the upper skin differs from the under ; the former being

larger, thicker, and coarser than the latter, which is only two

• Glanzwurm: "the Linnean name is coccus ilicis. It frequents the

boughs of a species of ilex ; on these it lays its eggs in groups, Avhich be-

come covered with a kind of down." SmitVs Dictionary, Art. Colours.

—

Tr.
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lines in thickness and very tough, so that the skin would be well

adapted either for the thick covering of tents or for the finer

kinds of ornamental sandals (Ezek. xvi. 10). D"'t3tt' ""Jfj; acacia-

Avood. nistJ' for "^9?^? the true acacia (acacia vera)y which

grows in Egypt and on the Arabian peninsula into a tree of the

size of a nut-tree, or even larger;^ the only tree in Arabia

deserta from which planks could be cut, and the wood of which

is very light and yet very dui'able.—Ver. 6. Oil for the candle-

stick (see at chap, xxvii. 20). W''d^2. perfumes, spices for the

anointing oil (see at chap. xxx. 22 sqq.), and for the incense

(D''?iiDnj lit, the scents, because the materials of which it was com-

posed were not all of them fragrant ; see at chap. xxx. 34 sqq.).

—Ver. 7. Lastly, precious stones, QHK' ''J2X probably beryls (see

at Gen. ii. 12), for the ephod (chap, xxviii. 9), and Ci''X?Q ''J3X,

lit. stones of filling, i.e. jewels that are set (see chap, xxviii. 16

sqq.). On epiiod C^^), see at chap, xxviii. 6 ; and on ]^^, at chap,

xxviii. 15. The precious stones were presented by the princes

of the congregation (chap. xxxv. 27).

Vers. 8, 9. With these freewill-offerings they were to make
the Lord a sanctuary, that He might dwell in the midst of them

(see at ver. 22). " According to all that I let thee see (show thee),

the pattern of the dwelling and the pattern of all its furniture, so

shall ye make it.^' The participle nx"iO does not refer to the past;

and there is nothing to indicate that it does, either in ver. 40,

' See Abdallatifs Merkwurdigkeiten Aegyptens, and RosenmuUer, Althk.

iv. i. pp. 278-9. This genuine acacia, Sont, must not be confounded, accord-

ing to Robinson (Pal. 2, 350), with the Acacia gumnifera (TalK). Seetzen

also makes a distinction between the Thollhh, the Szo7it of the Egyptians,

and the Szeidl, and between an acacia which produces gum and one which

does not; but he also observes that the- same tree is called both Thollhh

and Szeidl in different places. He then goes on to say that he did not find a

single tree large enough to furnish planks of ten cubits in length and one

and a half in breadth for the construction of the ark (he means, of the

tabernacle), and he therefore conjectures that the Israelites may have gone

to Egypt for the materials with which to build the tabernacle. But he has

overlooked the fact, that it is not stated in the text of the Bible that the

boards of the tabernacle, which were a cubit and a half in breadth, were cut

from one plank of the breadth named ; and also that the trees in the valleys

of the peninsula of Sinai are being more and more sacrificed to the char-

coal trade of the Bedouin Arabs (see p. 71), and therefore that no conclu-

sion can be drawn from the present -condition of the trees as to what they

were m the far distant antiquity.
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wheie "in the mount" occurs, or in the use of the preterite in

chap. xxvi. 30, xxvii. 8. It does not follow from the expression,

" which is showed thee in the mount^^ that Moses had already left

the mountain and returned to the camp ; and the use of the pre-

terite in the passages last named may be simply explained, either

on the supposition that the sight of the pattern or model of the

whole building and its component parts preceded the descrip-

tion of the different things required for the completion of the

building, or that the instructions to make the different parts in

such and such a way, pointed to a time when the sight of the

model really belonged to the past. On the other hand, the

model for the building could not well be shown to Moses, before

he had been told that the gifts to be made by the people were

to be devoted to the building of a sanctuary. JT'^^rij from nj3

to build, lit. a building, then a figure of anything, a copy or

representation of different things, Deut. iv. 17 sqq.; a drawing

or sketch, 2 Kings xvi. 10 : it never means the original, not

even in Ps. cxliv. 12, as Delitzsch supposes (see his Com. on

Heb. viii. 5). In such passages as 1 Chron. xxviii. 11, 12, 19,

where it may be rendered plan, it does not signify an ori-

ginal, but simply means a model or drawing, founded upon an

idea, or taken from some existing object, according to which a

building was to be constructed. Still less can the object con-

nected with JT'jan in the genitive be understood as referring to

the original, from which the rT'JSn was taken ; so that we cannot

follow the Rabbins in their interpretation of this passage, as

affirming that the heavenly originals of the tabernacle and its

furniture had been shown to Moses in a vision upon the moun-

tain. What was shown to him was simply a picture or model

of the earthly tabernacle and its furniture, which were to be

made by him. Both Acts vii. 44 and Heb. viii. 5 are perfectly

reconcilable with this interpretation of our verse, which is the

only one that can be grammatically sustained. The words of

Stephen, that Moses was to make the tabernacle Kara top tvitov

ov ecopaKei, " according to the fashion that he had seen," are so

indefinite, that the text of Exodus must be adduced to explain

them. And when the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews cites

the words, " See that thou make all things Kara top tvttov tov

Bei'^OevTa aot iv T<M opeL^' (according to the pattern showed to

thee in the mount), from ver. 40 of this chapter, as a proof tlie
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Levitical priests only served the type and shadow of heavenly

things (rcov eTrovpavicov) ; it is true, his words may be understood

as showing that he regarded the earthly tabernacle with all its

arrangements as only the counterpart and copy of a heavenly

original. But this interpretation is neither necessary nor well

founded. For although the author, by following the Sept., in

which DrTinna is rendered Kara rov rvirov, the suffix being

dropped, leaves it just a possible thing to understand the rviro^

shown to Moses as denoting a heavenly tabernacle (or temple)
;

yet he has shown very clearly that this was not his own view,

when he explains the " patterns of things in the heavens " (yiro-

heuyfiara roiv ev ovpavoc<i) and " the true " things (ra aXrjOiva) of

both the tabernacle and its furniture as denoting the " heaven
"

(ovpav6<;) into which Christ had entered, and not any temple in

heaven. If the iirovpdvia are heaven itself, the tutto? showed
to Moses cannot have been a temple in heaven, but either heaven

itself, or, more probably still, as there could be no necessity for

this to be shown to Moses in a pictorial representation, a picture

of heavenly things or divine realities, which was shown to Moses
that he might copy and embody it in the earthly tabernacle.^

If we understand the verse before us in this sense, it merely

expresses what is already implied in the fact itself. If God
showed Moses a picture or model of the tabernacle, and in-

^ The conclusion drawn by Delitzsch (Hebraerbrief, p. 337), that because

the author does not refer to anything between the i'^rovpxuix and their

uvr'nvTcx (chap. ix. 24), the -rvvog can only have consisted of the ivovpotvix

themselves, is a mistake. All that the premises preclude, is the intervention

of any objective reality, or third material object, but not the introduction

of a pictorial representation, through which Moses was shown how to copy
the heavenly realities and embody them in an earthly form. The earthly

tent would no more be a copy of the copy of a heavenly original in this

case, than a palace built according to a model is a copy of that model.

Moreover, Delitzsch himself thinks it is "not conceivable that, when Moses was
favoured with a view of the heavenly world, it was left to him to embody
what he saw in a material form, to bring it within the limits of space."

He therefore assumes, both for the reason assigned, and because " no mortal

has ever looked directly at heavenly things," that "inasmuch as what was
seen could not be directly reflected in the mirror of his mind, not to mention

the retina of his eye, it was set before him in a visible form, and according

to the operation of God who showed it, in a manner adapted to serve as a

model of the earthly sanctuary to be erected." Thus he admits that it is

true that !^toses did not see the heavenly world itself, but only a copy of it

that was shown to him by God.
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structed him to make everything exactly according to this

pattern, we must assume that in the tabernacle and its furniture

heavenly realities were to be expressed in earthly forms ; or, to

put it more clearly, that the thoughts of God concerning salva-

tion and His kingdom, which the earthly building was to em-

body and display, were visibly set forth in the pattern shown.

The symbolical and typical significance of the whole building

necessarily follows from this, though without our being obliged

to imitate the Rabbins, and seek in the tabernacle the counter-

part or copy of a heavenly temple. What these divine thoughts

were that were embodied in the tabernacle, can only be gathered

from the arrangement and purpose of the whole building and

its separate parts ; and upon this point the description furnishes

so much information, that when read in the light of the whole

of the covenant revelation, it gives to all the leading points pre-

cisely the clearness that we require.

Vers. 10-22. The Ark of the Covenant (cf. chap, xxxvii.

1—9).—They were to make an ark (iil^) of acacia-wood, two

cubits and a half long, one and a half broad, and one and

a half high, and to plate it with pure gold both within and

without. Round about it they were to construct a golden "it, i.e.

probably a golden rim, encircling it like an ornamental wreath.

They were also to cast four golden rings and fasten them to the

four feet (nbya walking feet, feet bent as if for walking) of the

ark, two on either side ; and to cut four poles of acacia-wood

and plate them with gold, and put them through the rings for

carrying the ark. The poles were to remain in the rings, with-

out moving from them, i.e. without being drawn out, that the

bearers might not touch the ark itself (Num. iv. 15).—Ver. 16.

Into this ark Moses was to put " the testimony" {^'}V.'} ; cf . chap,

xl. 20). This is the name given to the two tables of stone,

upon which the ten words spoken by God to the whole nation

were written, and which Moses was to receive from God (chap,

xxiv. 12). Because these ten words were the declaration of God
upon the basis of which the covenant was concluded (chap,

xxxiv. 27, 28 ; Deut. iv. 13, x. 1, 2), these tables were called

the tables of testimony (chap. xxxi. 18, xxxiv. 29), or tables of

the covenant (Deut. ix. 9, xi. 15).—Vers. 17 sqq. In addition

to this, Moses was to make a capporeth {IXaarrjpLov iiriOe^^
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LXX. ; propitiatorium, Vulg.), an atoning covering. Tlie

meaning operculum, lid (Ges.), cannot be sustained, notwith-

standing the fact that the capporetk was placed upon the ark

(ver. 21) and covered the tables laid within it ; for the verb ^33

has not the literal signification of covering or covering up either

in Kal or Piel. In Kal it only occurs in Gen. vi. 14, where it

means to pitch or tar ; in Piel it is only used in the figurative

sense of covering up sin or guilt, i.e. of making atonement.

1 Chron. xxviii. 11 is decisive on this point, where the holy of

holies, in which the capporetk was, is called JTibsn JT'Sj which,

cannot possibly mean the covering-house, but must signify the

house of atonement. The force of this passage is not weakened

by the remark made by Delitzsch and others, to the effect that

it was only in the later usage of the language that the idea

of covering gave place to that of the covering up or expiation of

sin ; for neither in the earlier nor earliest usage of the language

can the supposed primary meaning of the word be anywhere dis-

covered. KnoheVs remark has still less force, viz. that the ark

must have had a lid, and it must have been called a lid. For if

from the very commencement this lid had a more important

purpose than that of a simple covering, it might also have re-

ceived its name from this special purpose, even though this was

not fully explained to the Israelites till a later period in the giv-

ing of the law (Lev. xvi. 15, 16). It must, however, have been

obvious to every one, that it was to be something more than the

mere lid of the ark, from the simple fact that it was not to be

made, like the ark, of wood plated with gold, but to be made of

pure gold, and to have two golden cherubs upon the top. The
cherubim (see vol. i. p. 107) were to be made of gold n^i?P (from

HK'P to turn), i.e., literally, turned work (cf. Isa. iii. 24), here,

according to Onhelos, T'J? opus ductile, work beaten with the ham-
mer and rounded, so that the figures were not solid but hollow

(see Bahr, i. p. 380).—Ver. 19. " Out of the capporetk shall ye

make the cherubs at its two ends," i.e. so as to form one whole

with the capporetk itself, and be inseparable from it.—Ver. 20.

" And let tke ckerubs he stretcking out wings on Jiigk, screening

(D''3Db, avaKLd^ovTe<;) witk their icings above tke capporetk, and

their faces (turned) one to tke otker ; towards tke capporetk let

the faces of the ckerubs be^ That is to say, the cherubs were to

spread out their wings in such a manner as to form a screen
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over the capporeth, with their faces turned towards one anotlier,

but inclining or stooping towards the capporeth. The reason

for this is given in ver. 22. There—viz. above the capporeth

that was placed upon the ark containing the testimony—Jehovah

would present Himself to Moses (^P^, from "ty^ to appoint, to

present one's self to a person at an appointed place, to meet with

him), and talk with him ^^from above the capporeth^ out from
between the two cherubs upon the ark of testimony, all that I
shall command thee for the sons of IsraeV (cf. chap. xxix. 42).

Through this divine promise and the fulfilment of it (chap. xl.

35 ; Lev. i. 1 ; Num. i. 1, xvii. 19), the ark of the covenant to-

gether with the capporeth became the throne of Jehovah in the

midst of His chosen people, the footstool of the God of Israel

(1 Chron. xxviii. 2, cf. Ps. cxxxii. 7, xcix. 5 ; Lam. ii. 1). The
ark, with the tables of the covenant as the self-attestation of God,

formed the foundation of this throne, to show that the kingdom

of grace which was established in Israel through the medium of

the covenant, was founded in justice and righteousness (Ps.

Ixxxix. 15, xcvii. 2). The gold plate upon the ark formed the

footstool of the throne for Him, who caused His name, i.e. the

real presence of His being, to dwell in a cloud between the two

cherubim above their outspread wings ; and there He not only

made known His will to His people in laws and commandments,

but revealed Himself as the jealous God who visited sin and

showed mercy (chap. xx. 5, 6, xxxiv. 6, 7),—the latter more

especially on the great day of atonement, when, through the

medium of the blood of the sin-offering sprinkled upon and in

front of the capporeth, He granted reconciliation to His people for

all their transgressions in all their sins (Lev. xvi. 14 sqq.). Thus

the footstool of God became a throne of grace (Heb. iv. 16, cf.

ix. 5), which received its name capporeth or iXaar^jptov from the

fact that the highest and most perfect act of atonement under the

Old Testament was performed upon it. Jehovah, who betrothed

His people to Himself in grace and mercy for an everlasting

covenant (Hos. ii. 2), was enthroned upon it, above the wings of

the two clierubim, which stood on either side of His throne ; and

hence He is represented as " dwelling (between) the cherubim"

D^3-i3n y^;' (l Sam. iv. 4 ; 2 Sam. vi. 2 ; Ps. Ixxx. 2, etc.). The

cherubs were not combinations of animal forms, taken from man,

the lion, the ox, and the eagle, as many have inferred from Ezek.
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i. and x., for even the composite beings which Ezekiel saw with

four faces had a human figure (Ezek. i. 5) ; but they are to be

regarded as figures made in a human form, and not in a kneel-

ing posture, but, according to the analogy of 2 Chron. iii. 13,

standing upright. Consequently, as the union of four faces in

one cherub is peculiar to Ezekiel, and the cherubs of the ark of

the covenant, like those of Solomon's temple, had but one face

each, not only did the human type form the general basis of

these figures, but in every respect, with the exception of the wings,

they were made in the likeness of men. And this is the only

form which would answer the purpose for which they were in-

tended, viz. to represent the cherubim, or heavenly spirits, who
were stationed to prevent the return of the first man to the

garden of Eden after his expulsion thence, and keep the way to

the tree of life (see vol. i. p. 107). Standing upon the capporeth

of the ark of the covenant, the typical foundation of the throne

of Jehovah, which Ezekiel saw in the vision as V'^P'] niOT " the

likeness of a firmament" (Ezek. i. 22, 25), with their wings

outspread and faces lowered, they represented the spirits of

heaven, who surround Jehovah, the heavenly King, when seated

upon His throne, as His most exalted servants and the witnesses

of His sovereign and saving glory ; so that Jehovah enthroned

above the wings of the cherubim was set forth as the God of

Hosts who is exalted above all the angels, surrounded by the

assembly or council of the holy ones (Ps. Ixxxix. 6-9), who bow
their faces towards the capporeth, studying the secrets of the

divine counsels of love (1 Pet. i. 12), and worshipping Him that

liveth for ever and ever (Rev. iv. 10).

Vers. 23-30. The Table of Shew-bread (cf. chap, xxxvii.

10-16).—The table for the shew-bread (ver. 30) was to be made
of acacia-wood, two cubits long, one broad, and one and a half

high, and to be plated with pure gold, having a golden wreath

round, and a "Jinish (ri"]2pjD) of a hand-breadth round about"

i.e. a border of a hand-breadth in depth surrounding and en-

closing the four sides, upon which the top of the table was laid,

and into the four corners of which the feet of the table were

inserted. A golden wreath was to be placed round this rim.

As there is no article attached to
2'7I~'- ^^ "^^^' ^^ {^^' xxxvii. 12),

so as to connect it with the "i^ in ver. 24, we must conclude that
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there were two such ornamental wreaths, one round the slab of

the table, the other round the rim which was under the slab.

At the four corners of the four feet, near the point at which

they joined the rim, four rings were to be fastened for D"'ri3j

i.e. to hold the poles with which the table was carried, as in

the case of the ark.—Yer. 29. Vessels of pure gold were also

to be made, to stand upon the table (cf. xxxvii. 16). ^'^^\?, ra

rev^ia (LXX.), large deep plates, in which the shew-bread

was not only brought to the table, but placed upon it. These

plates cannot have been small, for the silver i^"J^i?, presented by

Nahshon the tribe prince, weighed 130 shekels (Num. vii. 13).

fiS2, from ^3 a hollow hand, small scoops, according to Num.
vii. 14, only ten shekels in weight, used to put out the incense

belonging to the shew-bread upon the table (cf. Lev. xxiv. 7

and Num. vii, 14) : LXX. OvtaKr], i.e., according to the Etymol.

Magn., aKa(f>r] rj to. Ov/xara Se'^ofievr). There were also two vessels

" to pour out," sc. the drink-offering, or libation of wine : viz.

rilb'ip, airovSeia (LXX.), sacrificial spoons to make the libation

of wine with, and J^^'p^p, Kvadoi (LXX.), goblets into which the

wine was poured, and in which it was placed upon the table.

(See chap, xxxvii. 16 and Num. iv. 7, where the goblets are

mentioned before the sacrificial spoons.)—Ver. 30. Bread of the

face (C^S
^C";)?

^^^® mode of preparing and placing which is

described in Lev. xxiv. 5 sqq., was to lie continually before C^??)
Jehovah. These loaves were called " bread of the face " (shew-

bread), because they were to lie before the face of Jehovah as a

meat-offering presented by the children of Israel (Lev. xxiv. 8),

not as food for Jehovah, but as a symbol of the spiritual food

which Israel was to prepare (John vi. 27, cf. iv. 32, 34), a

figurative representation of the calling it had received fi'om

God ; so that bread and wine, which stood upon the table by the

side of the loaves, as the fruit of the labour bestowed by Israel

upon the soil of its inheritance, were a symbol of its spiritual

labour in the kingdom of God, the spiritual vineyard of its

Lord.

Vers. 31-40 (cf. xxxvii. 17-24). The Candlestick was

to be made of pure gold, "beaten work." n^pD: see ver 18.

For the form <^'^T^ instead of ncryri (which is probably the

work of a copyist, who thought the reading should be HB'yri in
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the Niplial, as the • is wanting in many MSS.), see Gesenius,

Lehrgeb. p. 52, and Ewald, § 83 h. " Of it shall he (i.e. there

shall issue from it so as to form one complete whole) its T}!l

"

(lit. the loins, the upper part of the thigh, which is attached to

the body, and from which the feet proceed,—in this case the

base or pedestal, upon which the candelabrum stood) ; its njp^ or

reed, i.e. the hollow stem of the candelabrum rising up from the

pedestal ;—" its D''i?"'3]i," cups, resembling the calix of a flower ;

—

DnriMj knobs, in a spherical shape (cf. Amos ix. 1, Zeph. ii. 14) ;—" and D"'n'iS," flowers, ornaments in the form of buds just bursts

ing.—Ver. 32. From the sides of the candlestick, i.e. of the up-

right stem in the middle, there were to be six branches, three on

either side.—Vers. 33-34. On each of these branches (the repe-

tition of the same words expresses the distributive sense) there

were to be " three cups in the form of an almond-flower, (with)

hnoh and flower^'' and on the shaft of the candlestick, or central

stem, ''^four cups in the form of almond-flowers, its knobs and its

flowers." As both msi nnp3 (ver. 33) and n^nnsi nnriM (ver.

34) are connected with the previous words without a copula,

Knobel and Thenius regard these words as standing in explanatory

apposition to the preceding ones, and suppose the meaning to

be that the flower-cups were to consist of knobs with flowers

issuing from them. But apart from the singular idea of calling

a knob or bulb with a flower bursting from it a flower-cup, ver.

31 decidedly precludes any such explanation ; for cups, knobs,

and flowers are mentioned there in connection with the base and

stem, as three separate things which were quite as distinct the

one from the other as the base and the stem. The words in

question are appended in both verses to D''li?K'lp D''j;''2a in the

sense of subordination ; ] is generally used in such cases, but

it is omitted here before "inSD, probably to avoid ambiguity, as

the two words to be subordinated are brought into closer associa-

tion as one idea by the use of this copula. And if "iriM and nia

are to be distinguished from V^i, the objection made by Thenius

to our rendering ^^^^p " almond-blossom-shaped," namely, that

neither the almond nor the almond-blossom has at all the shape

of a basin, falls entirely to the ground ; and there is all the less

reason to question this rendering, on account of the unanimity

with which it has been adopted in the ancient versions, whereas

the rendering proposed by Thenius^ " wakened up, i.e. a burst or
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opened calix," has neither foundation nor probability.—Ver. 35.

" And every pipe under the two branches shall he out from them

(be connected with them) for the six (side) pipes going out from
the candlestick ;" i.e. at the point where the three pairs of the six

side pipes or arms branched off from the main pipe' or stem of

the candlestick, a knob should be so placed that the arms should

proceed from the knob, or from the main stem immediately-

above the knob.—Ver. 36. " Their knobs and their pipes (i.e.

the knobs and pipes of the three pairs of arms) shall be of it

(the candlestick, i.e. combined with it so as to form one whole),

all one (one kind of) beaten worh, pure gold!^ From all this we
get the following idea of the candlestick : Upon the base there

rose an upright central pipe, fI'om which three side pipes branched

out one above another on either side, and curved upwards in the

form of a quadrant to the level of the central stem. On this

stem a calix and a knob and blossom were introduced four sepa-

rate times, and in such a manner that there was a knob wher-

ever the side pipes branched off from the main stem, evidently

immediately below the branches ; and the fourth knob, we may
suppose, was higher up between the top branches and the end of

the stem. As there were thus four calices with a knob and

blossom in the main stem, so again there were three in each of

the branches, which were no doubt placed at equal distances

from one another. With regard to the relative position of the

calix, the knob, and the blossom, we may suppose that the

spherical knob was underneath the calix, and that the blossom

sprang from the upper edge of the latter, as if bursting out of

it. The candlestick had thus seven arms, and seven lights or

lamps were to be made and placed upon them {p^V\^^. ^' And
they (all the lamps) are to give light upon the opposite side of its

front " (ver. 37) : i.e. the lamp was to throw its light upon the

side that was opposite to the front of the candlestick. The
D''J2i of the candlestick (ver. 37 and Num. viii. 2) was the front

shown by the seven arms, as they formed a straight line with

their seven points; and 13y does not mean the side, but the oppo-

site side, as is evident from Num. viii. 2, where we find ?^0 7^

instead. As the place assigned to the candlestick was on the

south side of the dwelling-place, we are to understand by this

opposite side the north, and imagine the lamp to be so placed

that the, line of lamps formed by the seven arms ran from front
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to back, by which arrangement the holy place would be better

lighted, than if the candlestick had stood with the line of lamps

from south to north, and so had turned all its seven lamps

towards the person entering the holy place. The lamps were

the receptacles for the wick and oil, which were placed on the

top of the arms, and could be taken down to be cleaned. The
hole from which the wick projected was not made in the middle,

but at the edge, so that the light was thrown upon one side.

—

Ver. 38. The other things belonging to the candlestick were

^^Oi^?^ tongs (Isa. vi. 6), i.e. snuffers, and riinriD snuff-dishes,

i.e. dishes to receive the snuff when taken from the wicks ; else-

where the word signifies an ash-pan, or vessel used for taking

away the coal from the fire (chap, xxvii. 3; Lev. xvi. 12; Num.
xvii. 3 sqq.).—Ver. 39. " 0/ a talent of pure gold {i.e. 822,000

Parisian grains) shall he make it (the candlestick) and all these

vessels" i.e., according to chap, xxxvii. 24, all the vessels belong-

ing to the candlestick. From this quantity of gold it was pos-

sible to make a candlestick of very considerable size. The size

is not given anywhere in the Old Testament, but, according to

JBdhr's conjecture, it corresponded to the height of the table of

shew-bread, namely, a cubit and a half in height and the same

in breadth, or a cubit and a half between the two outside lamps.

The signification of the seven-armed candlestick is apparent

from its purpose, viz. to carry seven lamps, which were trimmed

and filled with oil every morning, and lighted every evening,

and were to burn throughout the night (chap, xxvii. 20, 21,

XXX. 7, 8 ; Lev. xxiv. 3, 4). As the Israelites were to prepare

spiritual food in the shew-bread in the presence of Jehovah,

and to offer continually the fruit of their labour in the field of

the kingdom of God, as a spiritual offering to the Lord ; so also

were they to present themselves continually to Jehovah in the

burning lamps, as the vehicles and media of light, as a nation

letting its light shine in the darkness of this world (cf. Matt. v.

14, 16; Luke xii. 35; Phil. ii. 15). The oil, through which the

lamps burned and shone, was, according to its peculiar virtue

in imparting strength to the body and restoring vital power, a

representation of the Godlike spirit, the source of all the vital

power of man ; whilst the oil, as offered by the congregation of

Israel, and devoted to sacred purposes according to the com-

mand of God, is throughout the Scriptures a symbol of the
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Spirit of God, by which the congregation of God was filled with

higher light and life. By the power of this Spirit, Israel, in

covenant with the Lord, was to let its light shine, the light of its

knowledge of God and spiritual illumination, before all the

nations of the earth. In its seven arms the stamp of the cove-

nant relationship was impressed upon the candlestick ; and the

almond-blossom with which it was ornamented represented the

seasonable offering of the flowers and fruits of the Spirit, the

almond-tree deriving its name ''p^ from the fact that it is the

earliest of all the trees in both its blossom and its fruit (cf. Jer.

i. 11, 12). The symbolical character of the candlestick is clearly

indicated in the Scriptures. The prophet Zechariah (chap, iv.)

sees a golden candlestick with seven lamps and two olive-trees,

one on eitiier side, from which the oil-vessel is supplied ; and the

angel who is talking with him informs him that the olive-trees are

the two sons of oil, that is to say, the representatives of the king-

dom and priesthood, the divinely appointed organs through which

the Spirit of God was communicated to the covenant nation.

And in Rev. i. 20, the seven churches, which represent the new
people of God, i.e. the Christian Church, are shown to the holy

seer in the form of seven candlesticks standing before the throne

of God.—On ver. 40, see at ver. 9.

Chap. xxvi. (cf. xxxvi. 8-38). The Dwelling-Place.—
This was to be formed of a framework of wood, and of tapestry

and curtains. The description commences with the tapestry or

tent-cloth ' (vers. 1-14), which made the framework (vers.

15-30) into a dwelling. The inner lining is mentioned first

(vers. 1-6), because this made the dwelling into a tent (taber-

nacle). This iyiner tent-cloth was to consist of ten curtains

(riV^"]^, avXaiat), or, as Luther has more aptly rendered it,

Teppiche, pieces of tapestry, i.e. of cloth composed of byssus

yarn, hyacinth, purple, and scarlet.
, 1J^^ twisted, signifies yarn

composed of various colours twisted together, from which the

finer kinds of byssus, for which the Egyptians were so cele-

brated, were made (vid. Hengstenherg, Egypt, pp. 139 sqq.).

The byssus yarn was of a clear white, and this was woven into

mixed cloth by combination with dark blue, and dark and fiery

red. It was not to be in simple stripes or checks, however ; but

the variegated yarn was to be woven (embroidered) into the
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white byssus, so as to form artistic figures of cherubim (" cheru-

bim, work of the artistic weaver, shalt thou make it "). nbyo

SK'n (Jit. work or labour of the thinker) is applied to artistic

weaving, in which either figures or gold threads (chap, xxviii.

6, 8, 15) are worked into the cloth, and which is to be dis-

tinguished from DpT nb^j?D variegated weaving (ver. 36).—Vers.

2, 3. The length of each piece was to be 28 cubits, and the breadth

4 cubits, one measure for all ; and five of these pieces were to be

"joined together one to another," i.e. joined or sewed together into

a piece of 28 cubits in length and 20 in breadth, and the same

with the other five.—Vers. 4, 5. They were also to make 50

hyacinth loops " on the border of the one piece of tapestry, from
the end in the join" i.e. on the extreme edge of the five pieces

that were sewed together ; and the same " on the border of the

last piece in the second joined tapestryT Thus there were to be

fifty loops in each of the two large pieces, and these loops were

to be ri?''3ipo " taking up the loops one the other

;

" that is to

say, they were to be so made that the loops in the two pieces

should exactly meet.—Ver. 6. Fifty golden clasps were also to

be made, to fasten the pieces of drapery (the two halves of the

tent-cloth) together, " that it might be a dwelling-placed This

necessarily leads to Bdhrs conclusion, that the tent-cloth, which

consisted of two halves fastened together with the loops and

clasps, answering to the two compartments of the dwelling-

place (ver. 33), enclosed the whole of the interior, not only

covering the open framework above, but the side walls also, and

therefore that it hung down inside the walls, and that it was not

spread out upon the wooden framework so as to form the ceiling,

but hung down on the walls on the outside of the wooden beams,

so that the gilded beams were left uncovered in the inside. For

if this splendid tent-cloth had been intended for the ceiling only,

and therefore only 30 cubits had been visible out of the 40 cubits

of its breadth, and only 10 out of the 28 of its length,—that is to

say, if not much more than a third of the whole had been seen

and used for the inner lining of the dwelling,—it would not have

been called " the dwelling " so constantly as it is (cf. chap,

xxxvi. 8, xl. 18), nor would the goats'-hair covering which was

placed above it have been just as constantly called the " tent

above the dwelling" (ver. 7, chap, xxxvi. 14, xl. 19). This

inner tent-cloth was so spread out, that whilst it was fastened to
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the upper ends of tlie beams in a way that is not explained in

the text, it formed the ceiling of the whole, and the joining came

just above the curtain which divided the dwelling into two com-

partments. One half therefore, viz. the front half, formed the

ceiling of the holy place with its entire breadth of 20 cubits

and 10 cubits of its length, and the remaining 18 cubits of its

length huno; down over the two side walls, 9 cubits down each

wall,—the planks that formed the walls being left uncovered,

therefore, to the height of 1 cubit from the ground. In a

similar manner the other half covered the holy of holies, 10

cubits of both length and breadth forming the ceiling, and the

10 cubits that remained of the entire length covering the end

wall ; whilst the folds in the corners that arose from the 9

cubits that himg down on either side, were no doubt so adjusted

that the walls appeared to be perfectly smooth. (For further

remarks, see chap, xxxix. 33.)

Vers. 7-13. The outer tent-cloth, "for the tent over the

dwelling," was to consist of eleven lengths of goats' hair, i.e. of

cloth made of goats' hair ;
^ each piece being thirty cubits long

and four broad.—Ver. 9. Five of these were to be connected

(sewed together) by themselves C^?), and the other six in the

same manner ; and the sixth piece was to be made double, i.e.

folded together, towards the front of the tent, so as to form a

kind of gable, as Josephus has also explained the passage (Ant.

iii. 6, 4).—Vers. 10, 11. Fifty loops and clasps were to be made

to join the two halves together, as in the case of the inner tapes-

try, only the clasps were to be of brass or copper.—Vers. 12, 13.

This tent-cloth was two cubits longer than the inner one, as each

piece was 30 cubits long instead of 28 ; it was also two cubits

broader, as it was composed of 11 pieces, the eleventh only reckon-

ing as two cubits, as it was to be laid double. Consequently

there was an excess (^"^V^ that which is over) of two cubits each

way ; and according to vers. 12 and 13 this was to be disposed

of in the following manner: ^^As for the spreading out of the

excess in the tent-cloths, the half of the cloth in excess shall spread

out over the hack of the dicelling ; and the cuhit from here and

from there in the excess in the length of the tent-cloths (i.e. the

' The coverings of the tents of the Bedouin Arabs are still made of

cloth woven from black goats' hair, which the women spin and weave (see

Lynch''s Expedition of the United States to the Jordan and Dead Sea).

PENT.—VOL. II. M
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cubit over In the length in each of the cloths) shall he spread, out

on the sides of the dwelling from here and from there to cover itJ'

Now since, according to this, one half of the two cubits of the

sixth piece which was laid double was to hang down the back of

the tabernacle, there only remained one cubit for the gable of

the front. It follows, therefore, that the joining of the two

halves with loops and clasps would come a cubit farther back,

than the place where the curtain of the holy of holies divided

the dwelling. But in consequence of the cloth being a cubit

longer in every direction, it nearly reached the ground on all

three sides, the thickness of the wooden framework alone pre-

venting it from reachino; it altogether.

Ver. 14. Two other coverings were placed on the top of this

tent : one made of rams' skins dyed red, " as a covering for the

tent," and another upon the top of this, made of the skins of the

sea-cow (D''K'nPi, see at chap. xxv. 5).

Yers. 15-30. The xoooden framework.—Vers. 15, 16. The
boards for the dwelling wei'e to be made " of acacia-wood

standing,*' i.e. so that they could stand upright ; each ten cubits

long and one and a half broad. The thickness is not given
;

and if, on the one hand, we are not to imagine them too thin,

as Josephus does, for example, who says they were only four

fingers thick (Ant. iii. 6, 3), we have still less reason for follow-

ing Bashi, Lund, Bdhr and others, who suppose them to have

been a cubit in thickness, thus making simple boards into colossal

blocks, such as could neither have been cut from acacia-trees,

nor carried upon desert roads.^ To obtain boards of the required

breadth, two or three planks were no doubt joined together ac-

cording to the size of the trees.—Ver. 17. Every board was to

have two riiT (lit. hands or holders) to hold them upright, pegs

^ Kamphausen (Stud, und Krit. 1859, p. 117) appeals to Bdlir''s SymhoUh

1, p. 2G1-2, and Knobel, Exod. p. 261, in sujjport of the opinion, that at any

rate formerly there were genuine acacias of such size and strength, that

beams could have been cut from them a cubit and a half broad and a cubit

thick ; but we look in vain to either of these writings for such authority as

will establish this fact. Expressions like those of Jerome and Hasselquist,

viz. grarides arhores and ai-hor ingens ramosissima, are far too indefinite. It

is true that, according to AhduUatif^ the Sont is " a very large tree," but he

cives a quotation from Dinuri, in which it is merely spoken of as "a tree

ui the size of a nut-tree." See the passages cited in Rosenmuller''s hihl.

Althk. iv. 1, p. 278, Not. 7, where we find the following remark of Wcsling
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therefore; and they were to be ^^ hound to one another^' (-^P^P? from

y^'^ in Chald. to connect, hence ^'^^T^ in 1 Kings vii. 28, the

corner plates that hold together the four sides of a chest), not

" pegged into one another," but joined together by a fastening

dovetailed into the pegs, by which the latter were fastened still

more firmly to the boards, and therefore had greater holding

power than if each one had been simply sunk into the edge of

the board.—Vers. 18-21. Twenty of these boards were to be

prepared for the side of the dwelling that was turned towards

the south, and forty sockets (Ci''J'lX foundations. Job xxxviii. (j)

or bases for the pegs, i.e. to put the pegs of the boards into, that

the boards might stand upright ; and the same number of boards

and sockets for the north side, ^^^''^j " southward," is added to

'^^^•? ^^^7 ill ver. 18, to give a clearer definition of negeb, which

primarily means the dry, and then the country to the south ; an

evident proof that at that time negeh was not established as a

geographical term for the south, and therefore that it was not

written here by a Palestinian, as Knohel supposes, but by Moses

in the desert. The form of the " sockets " is not explained, and

even in chap, xxxviii. 27, in the summing up of the gifts pre-

sented for the work, it is merely stated that a talent of silver

(about 93 lb.) was applied to every socket.—Vers. 22-24. Six

boards were to be made for the back of the dwelling westwards

(HQ^), and two boards " for the corners or angles of the dwelling

at the two outermost (hinder) sides." nV^'iP^p (for cornered), from
y^'po, equivalent to Vi^'pp an angle (ver. 24; Ezek. xlvi. 21, 22),

from VVP to cut off, lit. a section, something cut off, hence an

angle, or corner-piece. These corner boards (ver. 24) were to

be " doubled (p^^j^) from below, and whole (D''?3rij integri, form-

ing a whole) at its head (or towards its head, cf. ^^ chap, xxxvi.

on Prosper. Alpin. de plantis ^g.: Caudicem non retro ampliorem depre-

hendi, quam ut brachio meo circumdari possit. Even the statement of Theo-

l)hrast {last, plant. 4, 3), to the effect that rafters are cut from these trees 12

cubits long (ouaix.ot.'TTrr/,^? ipi-^iy.og vT^n), is no proof that they were beams a

cubit and a half broad and a cubit thick. And even if there had been trees

of this size in the peninsula of Sinai in Moses' time, a beam of such dimen-

sions, according to Kampliausen''s calculation, which is by no means too high,

would have weighed more than twelve cwt. And certainly the Israelites

could never have carried beams of this weight with them throv di the

desert ; for the waggons needed would have been such as could ne er be

used where there are no beaten roads.
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29) ivitli regard to the one ring, so shall it he to both of them (so

shall they both be made) ; to the two corners shall they be " {i.e.

designed for the two hinder corners). The meaning of these

"words, which are very obscure in some points, can only be the

following : the two corner beams at the back were to consist of

two pieces joined together at a right angle, so as to form as

double boards one single whole from the bottom to the top.

The expressions "from below" and "up to its head" are

divided between the two predicates "doubled" (D''p^^^l) and

"whole" (C'?^), but they belong to both of them. Each of the

corner beams was to be double from the bottom to the top, and

still to form one whole. There is more difficulty in the words

rinxn nyntsn"?^^ in ver. 24. It is impossible to attach any. intelli-

gible meaning to the rendering " to the first ring," so that even

Knobel, who proposed it, has left it unexplained. There is hardly

any other way of explaining it, than to take the word ^^ in the

sense of "having regard to a thing," and to understand the

words as meaning, that the corner beams were to form one whole,

from the fact that each received only one ring, probably at the

corner, and not two, viz. one on each side. This one ring was

placed half-way up the upright beam in the corner or angle, in

such a manner that the central bolt, which stretched along the en-

tire length of the walls (ver. 28), might fasten into it from both

the side and bagk.—Ver. 25. Sixteen sockets were to be made for

these eight boards, two for each.—Vers. 26-29. To fasten the

boards, that they might not separate from one another, bars of

acacia-wood were to be made and covered with gold, five for each

of the three sides of the dwelling ; and though it is not expressly

stated, yet the reference to rings in ver. 29 as holders of the bars

(DTinn^ CJ^^) is a sufficient indication that they were passed

through golden rings fastened into the boards.—Ver. 28. "And
the rniddle bar in the midst of the boards (i.e. at an equal distance

from both top and bottom) shall be fastening
(J]^"^,^^) frojn one

end to the other." As it thus expressly stated with reference to

the middle bar, that it was to fasten, i.e. to reach along the walls

from one end to the other, we necessarily conclude, with Rashi

and others, that the other four bars on every side were not to

reach the whole length of the walls, and may therefore suppose

that they were only half as long as the middle one, so that there

were only three rows of bars on each wall, the upper and lower
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being composed of two bars Qacli.—Ver. 30. "And set up the

dwelling according to its right, as was shoivn thee upon the moun-

tain" (cf. chap. XXV. 9). Even the setting up and position of

the dwelling were not left to human judgment, but were to be

carried out i^Qti'DS, i.e. according to the direction corresponding

to its meaning and j)urpose. From the description which is

given of the separate portions, it is evident that the dwelling was

to be set up in the direction of the four quarters of the heavens,

the back being towards the west, and the entrance to the east;

whilst the whole of the dwelling formed an oblong of thii'ty

cubits long, ten broad, and ten high. The length we obtain

from the twenty boards of a cubit and a half in breadth ; and

the breadth, by adding to the nine cubits covered by the six

boards at the back, half a cubit as the inner thickness of each of

the corner beams. The tliickness of the corner beams is not

given, but we may conjecture that on the outside which formed

part of the back they were three-quarters of a cubit thick, and

that half a cubit is to be taken as the thickness towards the side.

In this case, on the supposition that the side beams were a quar-

ter of a cubit thick, the inner space would be exactly ten cubits

broad and thirty and a quarter long; but the sm'plus quai'ter

would be taken up by the thickness of the pillars upon which the

inner curtain was hung, so that the room at the back would form

a perfect cube, and the one at the front an oblong of exactly

twenty cubits in length, ten in breadth, and ten in height.

Vers. 31—37. To divide the dwelling into two rooms, a ctir-

tain was to be made, of the same material, and woven in the

same artistic manner as the inner covering of the walls (ver. 1).

This was called n?^3, lit. division, separation, from ^f? to divide,

or '^99 J^^nSi (chap. xxxv. 12, xxxix. 34, xL 21) division of the

covering, i.e. the covering separation, or veil. They were to put

(i!?^), i-e. to hang this " upon four p)illars of gilded acacia-ivood

and their golden hooks, (standing) upon four silver sockets,''^ under

the loops (D''p'ip) which held the two halves of the inner cover-

ing together (ver. 6). Thus the curtain divided the dwelling

into two compartments, the one occupying ten cubits and the

other twenty of its entire length.—Ver. 33. " Thither (where

the curtain hangs under the loops) within the curtain shalt thou

bring the ark of testimony (chap. xxv. lG-22), and the curtain

shall divide unto you between the holy place and the most holy"
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(^^'^'Ji?-'^ ^'^P ^^^® ^^oly of holies). The inner compartment was

made into the most holy place through the ark of the covenant

with the throne of grace upon it.—Ver. 35. The two other

things {already described) were to be placed outside the curtain,

viz. in the holy place ; the candlestick opposite to the table, the

former on the south side of the dwelling, the latter towards the

north.—Vers. 36, 37. For the entrance to the tent they were

also to make a curtain C^D^, lit. a covering, from 'n?9 to cover)

of .the same material as the inner curtain, but of work in

mixed colours, i.e. not woven with figures upon it, but simply

in stripes or checks. Di?.^ ^'^'V}? does not mean coloured needle-

work, with figures or flowers embroidered with the needle upon

the woven fabric (as I asserted in my Archdologie, in common
with the Rabbins, Geseniiis, Bdlir, and others) ; for in the only

other passage in which Dpi occurs, viz. Ps. cxxxix. 15, it does

not mean to embroider, but to weave, and in the Arabic it sig-

nifies to make points, stripes, or lines, to work in mixed colours

(sQe Hartmann die Hehrderinn am Putztisch iii. 138 sqq.). This

curtain was to hang on five gilded pillars of acacia-wood with

golden hooks, and for these they were to cast sockets of brass.

In the account of the execution of this work in chap, xxxvi. 38,

it is still further stated, that the architect covered the heads

(capitals) of the pillars and their girders (D'^pt^'rij see chap, xxvii.

10) with gold. From this it follows, that the pillars were not

entirely gilded, but only the capitals, and that they were fastened

together with gilded girders. These girders were either placed

upon the hooks that wei'e fastened to the tops of the pillars, or,

what I think more probable, formed a kind of architrave above

the pillars, in which case the covering as well as the inner cur-

tain merely hung upon the hooks of the columns. But if the

pillars were not gilded all over, we must necessarily imagine the

curtain as hung upon that side of the pillars which was turned

towards the holy place, so that none of the white wood Avas to

be seen inside the holy place ; and the gilding of the capitals and

architrave merely served to impress upon the forefront of the

tabernacle the glory of a house of God.

If we endeavour to understand the reason for building the

dwellinfr in this manner, there can be no doubt that the design

of the wooden walls was simply to give stability to the taber-

nacle. Acacia-wood was chosen, because the acacia was the
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only tree to be found in tlie desert of Arabia from which planks

and beams could be cut, whilst the lightness and durability of

this wood rendered it peculiarly suitable for a portable temple.

The wooden framework was covered both within and without

with hangings of drapery and other coverings, to give it the

character of a tent, which is the term really applied to it in chap,

xxvii. 21, and in most instances afterwards. The sanctuary of

Jehovah in the midst of His people was to be a tent, because,

so long as the people were wandering about and dwelt in tents,

the dwelling of their God in the midst of thern must be a tent

also. The division of the dwelling into two parts corresponded

to the design of the tabernacle, where Jehovah desired not to

dwell alone by Himself, but to come and meet with His people

(chap. XXV. 22). The most holy place was the true dwelling of

Jehovah, where He was enthroned in a cloud, the visible symbol

of His presence, above the cherubim, upon the capporeth of the

ark of the covenant (see p. 169). The holy place, on the other

hand, was the place where His people were to appear before

Him, and draw near to Him with tlieir gifts, the fruits of their

earthly vocation, and their prayers, and to rejoice before His

face in the blessings of His covenant grace. By the establish-

ment of the covenant of Jehovah M'ith the people of Israel, the

separation of man from God, of which the fall of the progeni-

tors of our race had been the cause, was to be brought to an

end ; an institution was to be set up, pointing to the reunion of

man and God, to true and full vital communion with Him ; and

by this the kingdom of God was to be founded on earth in a

local and temporal form. This kingdom of God, which was

founded in Israel, was to be embodied in the tabernacle, and

shadowed forth in its earthly and visible form as confined

within the limits of time and space. This meaning was indi-

cated not only in the instructions to set up the dwelling accord-

ing to the four quarters of the globe and heavens, with the

entrance towards sunrise and the holy of holies towards the

west, but also in the quadrangular form of the building, the

dwelling as a whole assuming the form of an oblong of thirty

cubits in length, and ten in breadth and height, whilst the most

holy place was a cube of ten cubits in every direction. In the

symbolism of antiquity, the square was a symbol of the universe

or cosmos ; and thus, too, in the symbolism of the Scriptures it
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is a type of the world as the scene of divine revelation, the

sphere of the kingdom of God, for which the world from the

very first had been intended by God, and to which, notwith-

standing the fall of man, who was created lord of the earth, it

was to be once more renewed and glorified. Hence the seal of

the kingdom of God was impressed upon the sanctuary of God
in Israel through the quadrangular form that was given to its

separate rooms. And whilst the direction in which it was set up,

towards the four quarters of the heavens, showed that the king-

dom of God that was planted in Israel was intended to embrace

the entire world, the oblong shape given to the whole building set

forth the idea of the present incompleteness of the kingdom, and

the cubic form of the most holy place its ideal and ultimate perfec-

tion.^ Yet even in its temporal form, it was perfect of its kind,

and therefore the component parts of the quadrangular building

were regulated by the number ten, the stamp of completeness.

The splendour of the building, as the earthly reflection of

the glory of the kingdom of God, was also in harmony with this

explanation of its meaning. In the dwelling itself everything

was either overlaid with gold or made of pure gold, with the

exception of the foundations or sockets of the boards and inner

pillars, for which silver was used. In the gold, with its glorious,

yea, godlike splendour (Job xxxvii. 22), the glory of the dwelling-

^ The significant character of these different quadrangular forms is placed

beyond all doubt, when we compare the tabernacle and Solomon's temple,

which was built according to the same proportions, with the prophetic de-

scription of the temple and holy city in Ezek. xl.-xlviii., and that of the

heavenly Jerusalem in Rev. xxi. and xxii. Just as in both the tabernacle

and Solomon's temple the most holy place was in the form of a perfect cube

(of 10 and 20 cubits respectively), so John saw the city of God, which came

down from God out of heaven, in the form of a perfect cube. " The length,

and the breadth, and the height of ib were equal," viz. 12,000 furlongs on

every side (Rev. xxi. 16), a symbolical representation of the idea, that the

holy of holies in the temple will be seen in its perfected form in the

heavenly Jerusalem, and God will dwell in it for ever, along with the just

made perfect. This city of God is " the tabernacle of God with men ;" it

has no longer a temple, but the Lord God of Hosts and the Lamb are the

temple of it (ver. 22), and those who dwell therein see the face of God and

the Lamb (chap. xxii. 4). The sqvtare comes next to the cube, and the

regular oblong next to this. The tabernacle was in the form of an oblong :

the dwelling was 30 cubits long and 10 broad, and the court 100 cubits

long and 50 broad. Solomon's temple, when regarded as a whole, was in

the same form ; it was 60 cubits long and 20 cubits broad, apart from the
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place of God was reflected ; whilst the silver, as the symbol of

moi'al purity, shadowed forth the holiness of the foundation of

the house or kingdom of God, The four colours, and the figures

upon the drapery and curtains of the temple, were equally sig-

nificant. Whilst the four colours, like the same number of

coverings, showed their general purpose as connected with the

building of the kingdom of God, the brilliant white of the byssus

stands prominently out among the rest of the colours as the

ground of the woven fabrics, and the colour which is invariably

mentioned first. The splendid white byssus represented the

holiness of the building ; the hyacinth, a dark blue approaching

black rather than bright blue, but the true colour of the sky

in southern countries, its heavenly oi'igin and character ; the

purple, a dark rich red, its royal glory ; whilst the crimson, a

light brilliant red, the colour of blood and vigorous life, set forth

the strength of imperishable life in the abode and kingdom of

the holy and glorious God-King. Lastly, through the figm-es of

cherubim woven into these fabrics the dwelling became a sym-

bolical representation of the kingdom of glory, in Avliich the

heavenly spirits surround the throne of God, the heavenly

Jerusalem with its myriads of angels, the city of the living

God, to which the people of God will come when their heavenly

calling is fulfilled (Heb. xii. 22, 23).

porch and side buildings. In Ezekiel's vision not only is the sanctuary a

square of 500 reeds (Ezek. xlii. 15-20, xlv. 2), but the inner court (chap,

xl. 23, 27, 47), the paved space in the outer court (xl. 19), and other parts

also, are all in the form of squares. The city opposite to the temple was a

square of 4500 reeds (chap, xlviii. 16), and the suburbs a square of 250

reeds on every side (ver. 17). The idea thus symbolically expressed is, that

the temple and city, and in fact the whole of the holy ground, already ap-

proximate to the form of the most holy place. Both the city and temple

are still distinct from one another, although they both stand upon holy

ground in the midst of the land (chap, xlvii. and xlviii.) ; and in the temple

itself the distinction between the holy place and the most holy is still main-

tained, although the most holy place is no longer separated by a curtain

from the holy place ; and in the same manner the distinction is still main-

tained between the temple-building and the courts, though the latter have

acquired much greater importance than in Solomon's temple, and are very

minutely described, whereas they are only very briefly referred to in the case

of Solomon's temple. The sanctuary which Ezekiel saw, however, was only

a symbol of the renewed and glorified kingdom of God, not of the per-

fected kingdom. This was first shown to the holy seer in Patmos, in the

vision of the heavenly Jerusalem, as it appeared in a perfect cubical form.
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Chap, xxvii. 1-8. The Altar or Burnt-offering (cf.

chap, xxxviii. 1-7).—" Mahe the altar (the altar of burnt-offer-

ing, according to chap, xxxviii. 1) of acacia-zoood, five cuhits long,

and Jive cubits broad {V^^] " foured," i.e. four-sided or quadran-

gular), a7id three cubits'high. At its four corners shall its liorns be

from (out of) ^7," i.e. not removable, but as if growing out of it.

These horns were projections at the corners of the altar, formed

to imitate in all probability the horns of oxen, and in these the

whole force of the altar was concentrated. The blood of the sin-

offering was therefore smeared upon them (Lev. iv. 7), and

those who fled to the altar to save their lives laid hold of them

{vid. chap. xxi. 14, and 1 Kings i. 50 ; also my commentary on

the passage). The altar was to be covered with copper or brass,

and all the things used in connection with it were to be made of

brass. These were,—(1) the 'pans, to cleanse it of the ashes of

the fat (ver. 3 : jt^''^., a denom. verb from \^'^_ the ashes of fat,

that is to say, the ashes that arose from burning the flesh of

the sacrifice upon the altar, has a privative meaning, and signi-

fies " to ash away," i.e. to cleanse from ashes)
; (2) ^''V\ shovels,

from nyj to take away (Isa. xxviii. 17) ; (3) J^^P'^IP, things used

for sprinkling the blood, from P^t to sprinkle
; (4) DiJ/TD forks,

flesh-hooks (cf. ^21'^ 1 Sam. ii. 13) ; (5) rinno coal-scoops (cf. xxv.

38). "IJI r^3-b^:' either "for all the vessels thereof thou shalt

make brass," or " as for all its vessels, thou shalt make (them) of

brass."—Ver. 4. The altar was to have "i33p a grating, TW^"} nbyo

net-work, i.e. a covering of brass made in the form of a net, of

larger dimensions than the sides of the altar, for this grating was

to be under the " compass" (^3"i3) of the altar from beneath, and

to reach to the half of it (half-way up, ver. 5) ; and in it, i.e. at

the four ends (or corners) of it, four brass rings were to be fas-

tened, for the poles to cany it Avith. 23"i3 (from ^^"^^ circum-

dedit) only occurs here and in chap, xxxviii. 4, and signifies a

border (^<^?C) Targums), i.e. a projecting framework or bench

running round the four sides of the altar, about half a cubit or

a cubit broad, nailed to the walls (of the altar) on the outside,

and fastened more firmly to them by the copper covering which

was common to both. The copper grating was below this bench,

and on the outside. The bench rested upon it, or rather it hung

from the outer edge of the bench and rested upon the ground,

like the inner chest, which it surrounded on all four sides, and in
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which there were no perforations. It formed with the bench or

carcoh a projecting footing, which caused the lower half of the

altar to look broader than the upper on every side. The priest

stood upon this carcoh or bench when offering sacrifice, or when

placing the wood, or doing anything else upon the altar. This

explains Aaron's coming down (T]^) from the altar (Lev. ix. 22)

;

and there is no necessity to suppose that there were steps to the

altar, as Knohel does in opposition to chap. xx. 26. For even if

the height of the altar, viz. three cubits, would be so great

that a bench half-way up would be too high for any one

to step up to, the earth could be slightly raised on one side

so as to make the ascent perfectly easy; and when the priest

was standing upon the bench, he could perform all that was

necessary upon the top of the altar without any difficulty.

—

Vers. 6, 7. The poles were to be made of acacia-wood, and

covered with brass, and to be placed in the rings that were fixed

in the two sides for the purpose of carrying the altar. The addi-

tional instructions in ver. 8, " hollow with tables shalt thou make

it, as it was showed thee in the mount" (cf. xxv. 9), refer appa-

rently, if we judge from chap. xx. 24, 25, simply to the wooden

framework of the altar, which was covered with brass, and which

was filled with earth, or gravel and stones, when the altar was

about to be used, the whole being levelled so as to form a hearth.

Tlie shape thus given to the altar of burnt-offering corresponded

to the other objects in the sanctuary. It could also be carried

about with ease, and fixed in any place, and could be used for

burning the sacrifices without the wooden walls being injured by

the fire.

Vers. 9-19 (cf. chap, xxxvlii. 9-20). The Court of the

dwelling was to consist of Cl"'J??ip " hangings" of spun byssus, and

pillars with brass (copper) sockets, and hooks and fastenings for

the pillars of silver. The pillars were of course made of acacia-

wood ; they were five cubits high, with silvered capitals (chap,

xxxviii. 17, 19), and carried the hangings, which w'ere fastened

to them by means of the hooks and fastenings. There were

twenty of them oh both the southern and northern sides, and

the length of the drapery on each of these sides was 100 cubits

(nss3 ^^{p, lOO {sc. measured) by the cubit), so that the court

was a hundred cubits long (ver. 18).—Vers. 12, 13. " As for the
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breadth of the court on the west side, (there shall be) curtains fifty

cubits ; their pillars tioenty ; and the breadth of the court towards

the front, on the east side, fifty cubits" The front is divided in

vers. 14-16 into two ^ns, Ut. shoulders, i.e. sides or side-pieces,

each consisting of 15 cubits of hangings and three pillars with

their sockets, and a doorway (pV^), naturally in the middle,

which was covered by a curtain (^99) foi'i^ied of the same mate-

rial as the covering at the entrance to the dwelling, of 20 cubits

in length, with four pillars and the same number of sockets.

The pillars were therefore equidistant from one another, viz. 5

cubits apart. Their total number was 60 (not 56), which was

the number required, at the distance mentioned, to surround a

quadrangular space of 100 cubits long and 50 cubits broad.^

—

Ver.' 17. All the pillars of the court round about (shall be) bound

loith connecting rods of silverT As the rods connecting the pillars

of the court were of silver, and those connecting the pillars at

the entrance to the dwelling were of wood overlaid with gold,

the former must have been intended for a different purpose from

the latter, simply serving as rods to which to fasten the hangings,

whereas those at the door of the dwelling formed an architrave.

The height of the hangings of the court and the covering of the

door is given in chap, xxxviii. 18 as 5 cubits, corresponding to

the height of the pillars given in ver. 18 of the chapter before

' Although any one may easily convince himself of the correctness of

these numbers by drawing a figure, Knolel has revived PMlo^s erroneous

statement about 56 pillars and the double reckoning of the pillars in the

corner. And the statement in vers. 14-16, that three pillars were to be

made in front to carry the hangings on either side of the door, and four to

carry the curtain which covered the entrance, may be easily shown to be

correct, notwithstanding the fact that, as every drawing shows, four pillars

would be required, and not three only, to carry 15 cubits of hangings,

and five (not four) to carry a curtain 20 cubits broad, if the pillars were to

be placed 5 cubits apart ; for the corner pillars, as belonging to both sides,

and the pillars which stood between the hangings and the curtain on either

side, could only be reckoned as halves in connection with each side or each

post ; and in reckoning the number of pillars according to the method

adopted in every other case, the pillar from which you start would not be

reckoned at all. Now, if you count the pillars of the eastern side upon this

principle (starting from a corner pillar, which is not reckoned, because it is

the starting-point and is the last pillar of the side wall), you have 1, 2, 3,

then 1, 2, 3, 4, and then again 1, 2, 3 ; that is to say, 3 pillars for each

wing and 4 for the curtain, although the hangings of each wing would really

be supported by 4 pillars, and the curtain in the middle by 5.
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us; but the expression in chap, xxxviii. 18, "the height in the

breadth," is a singular one, and ^HT is probably to be understood

in the sense of 2n"t door-place or door-way,—the meaning of

the passage being, "the lieight of the covering in the door-

way." In ver. 18, " 50 everywliere," irevTrjKovTa eirl irevrrjKOvra

(LXX.), lit. 50 by 50, is to be understood as relating to the ex-

tent towards the north and south ; and the reading of the Sama-
ritan text, viz. nexn for D'^D^onnj is merel}^ the result of an arbi-

trary attempt to bring the text into conformity with the previous

nsxi n5<0j whilst the LXX., on the other hand, by an equally

arbitrary change, have rendered the passage eKarov ecp' eKarou.—
Ver. 19. " All the vessels of the dioelling in all the work thereof

(i.e. all the tools needed for the tabernacle), and all its pegs, and
all the pegs of the court, (shall be of) brass or copper." The
vessels of the dwelling are not the things required for the per-

formance of Avorship, but the tools used in setting up the taber-

nacle and taking it down again.

If we inquire still further into the design and meaning of

the court, the erection of a court surrounding the dwelling on
all four sides is to be traced to the same circumstance as that

which rendered it necessary to divide the dwelling itself into two

parts, viz. to the fact, that on account of the unholiness of the

nation, it could not come directly into the presence of Jehovah,

until the sin which separates unholy man from the holy God
had been atoned for. Although, by virtue of their election as

the children of Jehovah, or their adoption as the nation of God,

it was intended that the Israelites should be received by the

Lord into His house, and dwell as a son in his father's house

;

yet under the economy of the law, which only produced the

knowledge of sin, uncleanness, and unholiness, their fellow-

ship with Jehovah, the Holy One, could only be sustained

through mediators appointed and sanctified by God : viz. at the

institution of the covenant, through His servant Moses; and

during the existence of this covenant, through the chosen priests

of the family of Aaron. It was through them that the Lord was

to be approached, and the nation to be brought near to Him.
Every day, therefore, they entered the holy place of the dwell-

ing, to offer to the Lord the sacrifices of prayer and the fruits

of the people's earthly vocation. But even they were not allow^ed

to go into the immediate presence of the holy God. The most
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lioly place, where God was enthroned, was hidden from them

by the curtain, and only once a year was the high priest per-

mitted, as the head of the whole congregation, which was called

to be the holy nation of God, to lift this curtain and appear

before God with the atoning blood of the sacrifice and the cloud

of incense (Lev. xvi.). The access of the nation to its God was

restricted to the court. Thei'e it could receive from the Lord,

through the medium of the sacrifices which it offered upon the

altar of burnt-offering, the expiation of its sins. His grace and

blessing, and strength to live anew. Whilst the dwelling itself

represented the house of God, the dwelling-place of Jehovah in

the midst of His people (chap. xxii1. 19 ; Josh. vi. 24 ; 1 Sam.

i. 7, 24, etc.), the palace of the God-King, in which the priestly

nation drew near to Him (1 Sam. i. 9, iii. 3 ; Ps. v. 8, xxvii. 4,

G) ; the court which surrounded the dwelling represented the

kingdom of the God-King, the covenant land or dwelling-place

of Israel in the kingdom of its God. In accordance with this

purpose, the court was in the form of an oblong, to exhibit its

character as part of the kingdom of God. But its pillars and

hangings were only five cubits high, i.e. half the height of the

dwelling, to set forth the character of incompleteness, or of the

threshold to the sanctuary of God. All its vessels were of

copper-brass, which, being allied to the earth in both colour and

material, was a symbolical representation of the earthly side of

the kingdom of God ; whereas the silver of the capitals of the

pillars, and of the hooks and rods which sustained the hangings,

as well as the white colour of the byssus-hangings, might point

to the holiness of this site for the kingdom of God. On the

other hand, in the gilding of the capitals of the pillars at the

entrance to the dwelling, and the brass of their sockets, we find

gold and silver combined, to set forth the union of the court

with the sanctuary, i.e. the union of the dwelling-place of Israel

with the dwelling-place of its God, which is realized in the

kingdom of God.

The design and significance of the court culminated in the

altar of burnt-offering, the principal object in the court ; and

upon this the burnt-offerings and slain-offerlngs, in which the

covenant nation consecrated itself as a possession to its God,

were burnt. The heart of this altar was of earth or unhewn
stones, having the character of earth, not only on account of its
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being appointed as the place of sacrifice and as tlie hearth for

the offerings, but because the earth itself formed the real or

material sphere for the kingdom of God in the Old Testament

stage of its development. This heart of earth was elevated by

the square copper covering into a vessel of the sanctuary, a place

where Jehovah would record His name, and come to Israel and

bless them (chap. xx. 24, cf . xxix. 42, 44), and was consecrated

as a place of sacrifice, by means of which Israel could raise itself

to the Lord, and ascend to Him in the sacrifice. And this sig-

nificance of the altar culminated in its horns, upon which the

blood of the sin-offering was smeared. Just as, in the case of

the horned animals, their strength and beauty are concentrated

in the horns, and the horn has become in consequence a symbol

of strength, or of fulness of vital energy ; so the significance of

the altar as a place of the saving and life-giving power of God,

which the Lord bestows upon His people in His kingdom, was

concentrated in the horns of the altar.

Vers. 20 and 21. The instructions concerning the Oil for

THE Candlestick, and the daily trimming of the lamps by the

priests, form a transition from the fitting up of the sanctuary to

the installation of its servants.—Ver. 20. The sons of Israel

were to bring to ]\Ioses {lit. fetch to thee) olive oil, pure (i.e. pre-

pared from olives " which had been cleansed from leaves, twigs,

dust, etc., before they were crushed "), beaten, i.e., obtained not

by crushing in oil-presses, but by beating, when the oil which

flows out by itself is of the finest quality and a white colour.

This oil was to be " for the candlestick to set up a continual

light."—Ver. 21. Aaron and his sons were to prepare this light

in the tabernacle outside the curtain, which was over the testi-

mony (i.e. which covered or concealed it), from evening to

morning, before Jehovah. " The tabernacle of the congrega-

tion," lit. tent of assembly : this expression is applied to the

sanctuary for the first time in the present passage, but it after-

wards became the usual appellation, and accords both with its

structure and design, as it was a tent in style, and was set apart

as the place where Jehovah would meet with the Israelites and

commune with them (chap. xxv. 22). The ordering of the light

from evening to morning consisted, according to chap. xxx. 7, 8,

and Lev. xxiv. 3, 4, in placing the lamps upon the candlestick in
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the evening and lighting them, that they might give light through

the nio-ht, and then cleanina; them in the mornino; and fillinor

them with fresh oil. The words " a statute for ever unto their

generations (see at chap. xii. 14) on the part of the children of

Israel," are to be understood as referring not merely to the gift

of oil to be made by the Israelites for all time, but to the pre-

paration of the light, which was to be regarded as of perpetual

obligation and worth. " For ever," in the same sense as in

Gen. xvii. 7 and 13 (see vol. i. p. 227).

Chap, xxviii. (cf. xxxix. 1-31). Appointment and Cloth-
ing OF THE Peiests.—Vers. 1, 5. " Let Aaron thy brother draio

near to thee from among the children of Israel, and his sons with

him, that he may he a joriest to MeV Moses is distinguished from

the people as the mediator of the covenant. Hence he was to

cause Aaron and his sons to come to him, i.e. to separate them

from the people, and install them as priests, or perpetual media-

tors between Jehovah and His people. The primary meaning

of cohen, the priest, has been retained in the Arabic, where it

signifies administrator alieni negoiii, viz. to act as a mediator for

a person, or as his plenipotentiary, from which it came to be

employed chiefly in connection with priestly acts. Among the

heathen Arabs it is used " maxime de hariolis vatibusque /' by the

Hebrews it was mostly applied to the priests of Jehovah ; and

there are only a few places in which it is used in connection

with the higher officers of state, who stood next to the king, and

acted as it were as mediators between the king and the nation

(thus 2 Sam. viii. 18, xx. 26 ; 1 Kings iv. 5). For the duties of

their office the priests were to receive " holy garments for glory

and for honour." Before they could draw near to Jehovah

the Holy One (Lev. xi. 45), it was necessary that their unholi-

ness should be covered over with holy clothes, which were to be

made by men endowed with wisdom, whom Jehovah had filled

with the spirit of wisdom. " Wise-hea7'ted" i.e. gifted with

understanding and judgment ; the heart being regarded as the

birth-place of the thoughts. In the Old Testament loisdom is

constantly used for practical intelligence in the affairs of life

;

here, for example, it is equivalent to artistic skill surpassing

man's natural ability, which is therefore described as being

filled with the divine spirit of wisdom. These clothes were to
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be used " to sanctify him (Aaron and his sons), that he might be

a priest to Jehovah.'^ Sanctification, as the indispensable con-

dition of priestly service, was not merely the removal of the

uncleanness which flowed from sin, but, as it were, the trans-

formation of the natural into the glory of the image of God.

In this sense the holy clothing served the priest for glory and

ornament. The different portions of the priest's state-dress

mentioned in ver. 4 are described more fully afterwards. For

making them, the skilled artists were to take the gold, the hya-

cinth, etc. The definite article is used before gold and the fol-

lowing words, because the particular materials, which would be

presented by the people, are here referred to.

Vers. 6-14. The first part mentioned of Aaron's holy dress,

i.e. of the oflScial dress of the high priest, is the ephod. The

etymology of this word is uncertain ; the Sept. rendering is

€7rcofii<; {Vulg. superhumerale, shoulder-dress; Luther, "body-

coat"). It was to be made of gold, hyacinth, etc., artistically

woven,—of the same material, therefore, as the inner drapery

and curtain of the tabernacle ; but instead of having the figures

of cherubim woven into it, it was to be worked throughout with

gold, i.e. with gold thread. According to chap, xxxix. 3, the

gold plates used for the purpose were beaten out, and then

threads were cut (from them), to be worked into the hyacinth,

purple, scarlet, and byssus. It follows from this, that gold

threads were taken for every one of these four yarns, and woven

with them.^—Ver. 7. " Two connecting shoulder-pieces shall it

have for its two ends, that it may be bound together." If we

compare the statement in chap, xxxix. 4,—" shoulder-pieces they

made for it, connecting ; at its two ends was it connected,"—there

can hardly be any doubt that the ephod consisted of two pieces,

which were connected together at the top upon (over) the

shoulders ; and that Knohel is wrong in supposing that it con-

sisted of a single piece, with a hole cut on each side for the arms

to be put through. If it had been a compact garment, which

had to be drawn over the head like the robe (vers. 31, 32), the

1 The art of weaving fabrics with gold thread (cf. Plin. h. n. 33, c. 3, s.

19, " aurum netur ac texitur lanas modo et sine lana ")> was known in ancient

Egypt, " Among the coloured Egyptian costumes which are represented

upon the monuments, there are some that are probably woven with gold

thread."

—

Wilkinson 3, 131. Hengstenherg, Egypt, etc., p. 140.

PENT.—VOL. II. N
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opening for the head would certainly have been mentioned, as it

is in the case of the latter (ver. 32). The words of the text point

most decidedly to the rabbinical idea, that it consisted of two

pieces reaching to about the hip, one hanging over the breast,

the other down the back, and that it was constructed with two

shoulder-pieces which joined the two together. These shoulder-

pieces were not made separate, however, and then sewed upon

one of the pieces ; but they were woven along with the front

piece, and that -not merely at the top, so as to cover the

shoulders when the ephod was worn, but according to ver. 25

(? 27), reaching down on both sides from the shoulders to the

girdle (ver. 8).—Ver. 8. "And the girdle of its putting on which

(is) upon it, shall be of it, like its work, gold, etc." There was to

be a girdle upon the ephod, of the same material and the same

artistic work as the ephod, and joined to it, not separated from

it. The 35^'n mentioned along with the ephod cannot mean

v(i)a(Tfia, textura (LXX., Cler., etc.), but is to be traced to H^'n =
K'^n to bind, to fasten, and to be understood in the sense of

cingulum, a girdle (compare chap. xxix. 5 with Lev. viii. 7, " he

girded him with the girdle of the ephod"). ^"^^X is no doubt to

be derived from 'ibN, and signifies the putting on of the ephod.

In Isa. XXX. 22 it is applied to the covering of a statue ; at the

same time, this does not warrant us in attributing to the verb, as

used in chap. ix. 5 and Lev. viii. 7, the meaning, to put on or

clothe. This girdle, by which the two parts of the ephod were

fastened tightly to the body, so as not to hang loose, was attached

to the lower part or extremity of the ephod, so that it was fastened

round the body below the breastplate (cf. vers. 27, 28, chap,

xxxix. 20, 21).—Vers. 9-12. Upon the shoulder-piece of the

ephod two beryls (precious stones) were to be placed, one upon

each shoulder ; and upon these the names of the sons of Israel

were to be engraved, six names upon each " according to their

generations," i.e. according to their respective ages, or, as

Josephus has correctly explained it, so that the names of the

six elder sons were engraved upon the precious stone on the

right shoulder, and those of the six younger sons upon that on

the left.—Ver. 11. " Work of the engraver in stone, of seal-

cuttijig shalt thou engrave the two stones according to the names

of the sons of Israel." The engraver in stone : lit. one who
works stones ; here, one who cuts and polishes precious stones.
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The meaning is, that just as precious stones are cut, and seals

engraved upon them, so these two stones were to be engraved

according to the names of the sons of Israel, i.e., so that the

engraving should answer to their names, or their names be cut

into the stones. " Surrounded hy gold-twist slialt thou make it."

3n| niV3D'0j from Y^^ to twist, is used in ver. 39 (cf. Ps. xlv.

14) for a texture woven in checks ; and here it denotes not

merely a simple gold-setting, but, according to ver. 13, gold-

twists or ornaments representing plaits, which surrounded the

golden setting in which the stones were fixed, and not onlj

served to fasten the stones upon the woven fabric, but formed

at the same time clasps or brooches, by which the two parts of

the ephod were fastened together. Thus Josephus says (Ant.

iii. 7, 5) there were two sardonyxes upon the shoulders, to be

used for clasps.—Ver. 12. The precious stones were to be upon

the shoulder-pieces of the ephod, stones of memorial for the sons

of Israel ; and Aaron was to bear their names before Jehovah

upon his two shoulders for a memorial, i.e. that Jehovah might

remember the sons of Israel when Aaron appeared before Him
clothed with the ephod (cf. ver. 29). As a shoulder-dress, the

ephod was par excellence the official dress of the high priest.

The burden of the office rested upon the shoulder, and the in-

signia of the office were also worn upon it (Isa. xxii. 22). The

duty of the high priest was to enter into the presence of God
and make atonement for the people as their mediator. To
show that as mediator he brought the nation to God, the names

cf the twelve tribes were engraved upon precious stones on the

shoulders of the ephod. The precious stones, with their rich-

ness and brilliancy, formed the most suitable earthly substratum

to represent the glory into which Israel was to be transformed

as the possession of Jehovah (xix. 5) ; whilst the colours and

material of the ephod, answering to the colours and texture of

the hangings of the sanctuary, indicated the service performed

in the sanctuary by the person clothed with the ephod, and the

gold with which the coloured fabric was worked, the glory of

that service.—Vers. 13, 14. There were also to be made for

the ephod two (see ver. 25) golden plaits, golden borders (pro-

bably small plaits in the form of rosettes), and two small chains

of pure gold : "close shalt thou make them, corded" (lit. work of

cords or strings), i.e. not formed of links, but of gold thread
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twisted into cords, which were to be placed upon the golden

plaits or fastened to them. As these chains served to fasten

the choshen to the ephod, a description of them forms a fitting

introduction to the account of this most important ornament

upon the state dress-of the high priest.

Yers. 15-30. The second ornament consisted of the choshen

or breastplate. Choshen mishpat, \ojelov tcov Kpiaewv (LXX.),

rationale judicii (Vulg.). |ti*n probably signifies an ornament

{Arab, pulcher fuit ; Ges.) ; and the appended word mishpat,

right, decision of right, points to its purpose (see at ver. 30).

This breastplate was to be a woven fabric of the same material

and the same kind of work as the ephod. " Foured shall it be,

doubled (laid together), a span (half a cubit) its length, and a

span its breadth." The woven cloth was to be laid together

double like a kind of pocket, of the length and breadth of half

a cubit, i.e. the quarter of a square cubit.—Ver. 17. ^^ And fill

thereon (put on it) a stone-setting, four rows of stones," i.e. fix

four rows of set jewels upon it. The stones, so far as their

names can be determined with the help of the ancient versions,

the researches of L. de Dieu (animadv. ad Ex. xxviii.) and

Braun (vestit. ii. c. 8-10), and other sources pointed out in

Wirier s R. W. (s. v. Edelsteine), were the following :—In the

first or upper row, odem (adphioi), i.e. our cornelian, of a blood-

red colour
; pitdah, Tcrrd^iov, the golden topaz ; bareketh, lit. the

flashing, afidpa'ySo<i, the emerald, of a brilliant green. In the

second row, nopheh, dvOpa^, carbunculus, the ruby or carbuncle,

a fire-coloured stone ; sappir, the sapphire, of a sky-blue colour;

jahalom, tWTrt? according to the LXX., but this is rather to be

found in the ^aspeA,—according to the Grcec, Ven., and Pers., to

Aben Ezra, etc., the diamond, and according to others the onyx,

a kind of chalcedony, of the same colour as the nail upon the

human finger throiigh which the flesh is visible. In the third

row, leshem, Xi/yvpLov, ligurius, i.e., according to Braun and others,

a kind of hyacinth, a transparent stone chiefly of an orange

colour, but running sometimes into a reddish brown, at other

times into a brownish or pale red, and sometimes into an ap-

proach to a pistachio green ; shevo, a^ariy?, a composite stone

formed of quartz, chalcedony, cornelian, flint, jasper, etc., and

therefore glittering with different colours ; and achlamah, dfii-

Ova-Td, amethyst, a stone for the most part of a violet colour.
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In \\xe fourth row, tarshish, 'XpvaoXiOo^, chrysolite, a brilliant

stone of a golden colour, not like what is now called a chrysolite,

which is of a pale green with a double refraction ; shoham, beryl

(see at Gen. ii. 12) ; and jaspeh, no doubt the jasper, an opaque

stone, for the most part of a dull red, often with cloudy and flame-

like shadings, but sometimes yellow, red, brown, or some other

colour.—Yer. 20. " Gold borders shall be on their settings " (see

at vers. 11 and 13). The golden capsules, in which the stones

were ^^jilled" i.e. set, were to be surrounded by golden orna-

ments, which not only surrounded and ornamented the stones,

but in all probability helped to fix them more firmly and yet

more easily upon the woven fabric.—Ver. 21. ^^ And the stones

shall be according to the names of the sons of Israel, twelve accord-

ing to their names; seal-engraving acco7'ding to each one's name
shall be for the twelve tribes." (On K'''S before iDK'"?!? see at

Gen. XV. 10.)—Yers. 22-25. To bind the choshen to the ephod

there were to be two close, corded chains of pure gold, which are

described here in precisely the same manner as in ver. 14 ; so

that ver. 22 is to be regarded as a simple repetition of ver. 14,

not merely because these chains are only mentioned once in the

account of the execution of the work (chap, xxxix. 15), but be-

cause, according to ver. 25, these chains were to be fastened upon

the rosettes noticed in ver. 14, exactly like those described in ver.

13. These chains, which are called cords or strings at ver. 24,

were to be attached to two golden rings at the two (upper) ends

of the choshen, and the two ends of the chains were to be put, i.e.

bound firmly to the golden settings of the shoulder-pieces of the

ephod (ver. 13), upon the front of it (see at chap. xxvi. 9 and

XXV. 37).—Yer. 26. Two other golden rings were to be "put

at the two ends of the choshen, at its edge, which is on the opposite

side (see at chap. xxv. 37) of the ephod inwards,"" i.e. at the two

ends or corners of the lower border of the choshen, upon the

inner side—the side turned towards the ephod.—Yers. 27, 28.

Two golden rings were also to be put " upon the shoidder-pieces

of the ephod underneath, toivard the fore-pai^t thereof, near the

joining above the girdle of it,"" and to fasten the choshen from its

(lower) rings to the (lower) rings of the ephod with threads of

hyacinth, that it might be over the girdle (above it), and not

move away (nf Niphal of nm, in Arabic removii), i.e. that it

might keep its place above the girdle and against the ephod
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without shifting.—Yer. 29. In this way Aaron was to bear

upon his breast the names of the sons of Israel engraved upon

this breastplate, as a memorial before Jehovah, whenever he went

into the sanctuary.—Ver. 30. Into this choshen Moses was to put

the Urim and Thummim, that they might be upon his heart when

he came before Jehovah, and that he might thus constantly bear

the right (misJipat) of the children of Israel upon his heart before

Jehovah. It is evident at once from this, that the Urim and

Thummim were to bring the right of the children of Israel before

the Lord, and that the breastplate was called choshen mishpat

because the Urim and Thummim were in it. Moreover it also

follows from the expression ?X J^HJ, both here and in Lev. viii. 8,

that the Urim and Thummim were not only distinct from the

choshen, but were placed in it, and not merely suspended upon

it, as Knohel supposes. For although the LXX. have adopted

the rendering eTrtTcdevac eiri, the phrase is constantly used to

denote putting or laying one thing into another, and never (not

even in 1 Sam. vi. 8 and 2 Sam. xi. 16) merely placing one thing

upon or against another. For this, ?y pJ is the expression in-

variably used in the account before us (cf . vers. 14 and 23 sqq.).

What the Urim and Thummim really were, cannot be de-

termined with certainty, either from the names themselves,

or from any other circumstances connected with them.^ The
LXX. render the words hrjkajai^ (or hrfKoi) koX aXrjOeia, i.e.

revelation and truth. This expresses with tolerable accuracy

the meaning of Urim (D''"i>iX light, illumination), but Thummim
(D''Jiiri) means integritas, inviolability, perfection, and not aXrjdeia.

The rendering given by Symm. and Theod., viz. (f)(i)TC(rfiol kuI

reXeKocrefi, illumination and completion, is much better ; and

there is no good ground for giving up this rendering in favour

of that of the LXX., since the analogy between the Urim and

Thummim and the ajaX/xa of sapphire-stones, or the ^oo8lov of

precious stones, which was worn by the Egyptian high priest

suspended by a golden chain, and called aXrjOeia (Aelian. var.

hist. 14, 34 ; Diod. Sic. i. 48, 75), sufficiently explains the ren-

dering aXrjOeia, which the LXX. have given to Thummim, but

it by no means warrants KnoheVs conclusion, that the Hebi'ews

had adopted the Egyptian names along with the thing itself.

^ The leading opinions and the most important writings upon the sub-

ject are given in my Bih. Archxol. § 39, note 9.
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The words are therefore to be explained from the Coptic. The
Urim and Thummim are analogous, it is true, to the ecKcov t^?

oXrjdeia^, which the Egyptian ap'x^iBtKaar'^<; hung round his neck,

but they are by no means identical with it, or to be regarded as

two figures which were a symbolical representation of revela-

tion and truth. If Aaron was to bring the right of the children

of Israel before Jehovah in the breastplate that was placed upon

his breast with the Urim and Thummim, the latter, if they were

intended to represent anything, could only be symbolical of the

right or rightful condition of Israel. But the words do not

warrant any such conclusion. If the Urim and Thummim had

been intended to represent any really existing thing, their nature,

or the mode of preparing them, would certainly have been de-

scribed. Now, if we refer to Num. xxvii. 21, where Joshua as

the commander of the nation is instructed to go to the high

priest Eleazar, that the latter may inquire before Jehovah,

through the right of Urim, how the whole congregation should

walk and act, we can draw no other conclusion, than that the

Urim and Thummim are to be regarded as a certain medium,

given by the Lord to His people, through which, whenever the

congregation required divine illumination to guide its actions,

that illumination was guaranteed, and by means of which the

rights of Israel, when called in question or endangered, were to

be restored, and that this medium was bound up with the offi-

cial dress of the high priest, though its precise character can no

longer be determined. Consequently the Urim and Thummim
did not represent the illumination and right of Israel, but were

merely a promise of these, a pledge that the Lord would main-

tain the rights of His people, and give them through the high

priest the illumination requisite for their protection. Aaron

was to bear the children of Israel upon his heart, in the precious

stones to be worn upon his breast with the names of the twelve

tribes. The heart, according to the biblical view, is the centre

of the spiritual life,—not merely of the willing, desiring, thinking

life, but of the emotional life, as the seat of the feelings and

affections (see Delitzsch MM. Psychologie, pp. 203 sqq.). Hence

to bear upon the heart does not merely mean to bear in mind,

but denotes " that personal intertwining with the life of another,

by virtue of which the high priest, as PMlo expresses it, was tov

avfji'iravTO'i edvov<; avyyevr)^ koI ay^tcrrev'i Koivo<i (^Spec. leg. ii. 321),
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and so stood in the deepest sympathy with those for whom he inter-

ceded" (Oehler in Herzog's Cycl.). As he entered the holy place

with this feeling, and in this attitude, of which the ckoshen was the

symbol, he brought Israel into remembrance before Jehovah that

the Lord might accept His people ; and when furnished with the

Urim and Thummim, he appeared before Jehovah as the advocate

of the people's rights, that he might receive for the congregation

the illumination required to protect and uphold those rights.

Vers. 31-35. The third portion of Aaron's oiBcial dress was

the robe. To the ephod there also belonged a ?''Vfp (from ^VD to

cover or envelope), an upper garment, called the robe of the

ephod, the robe belonging to the ephod, " all of dark-bluepurple"

(hyacinth), by which we are not to imagine a cloak or mantle,

but a long, closely-fitting coat ; not reaching to the feet, how-

ever, as the Alex, rendering irohrjprj'i might lead us to suppose,

but only to the knees, so as to show the coat (ver. 39) which was

underneath.—Ver. 32. " And the opening of the head thereof

shall be in the middle of it;" i.e. there was to be an opening in

the middle of it to put the head through when it was put on ;

—

" a hem shall be round the opening of it, weavers work, like the

opening of the habergeon shall it (the seam) he to it ; it shall not

he torn." By the habergeon (Ocopa^), or coat-of-mail, we have

to understand the XivoOoopr)^, the linen coat, such as was worn by

Ajax for example (II. 2, 529). Linen habergeons of this kind

were made in Egypt in a highly artistic style (see Hengstenberg,

Egypt, etc., pp. 141-2). In order that the meil might not be torn

when it was put on, the opening for the head was to be made

with a strong hem, which was to be of weavers' work ; from which

it follows as a matter of course that the robe was woven in one

piece, and not made in several pieces and then sewed together

;

and this is expressly stated in chap, xxxix. 22. Josephus and

the Rabbins explain the words i^X '""^^J?^ {epjov v^avrov) in this

way, and observe at the same time that the meil had no sleeves,

but only arm-holes.—Vers. 33, 34. On the lower hem (ui''h{^ the

tail or skirt) there were to be pomegranates of dark-blue and

dark-red purple and crimson, made of twisted yarn of these

colours (chap, xxxix. 24), and little golden bells between them

round about, a bell and a pomegranate occurring alternately all

round. According to JRashi the pomegranates were " globi

quidari rotundi instar malorum punicoruni, quasi essent ova galr
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linarumJ' U'^ibV^ (from Dys to strike or knock, like the old High

German cloccon, clochon, i.e. to smite) signifies a little bell, not a

spherical ball.—Ver. 35. Aaron was to put on this coat, to mini-

ster, i.e. to perform the duties of his holy office, " that his sound

might be heard when he went into the holy place before Jehovah, and

when he came out, and he might not die." These directions are

referred to in Ecclus. xlv. 9, and explained as follows :
" He

compassed him with pomegranates and with many golden bells

round about, that as he went there might be a sound, and a noise

made, that might be heard in the temple, for a memorial to the

children of his people." The probable meaning of these words

is either that given by Hiskuni (in Drusius), ut sciant tempus

cultus divini atque ita prceparent cor suum ad patrem sicum, qui

est in coelis, or that given by Oehler, viz. that the ringing of the

bells might announce to the people in the court the entrance of

the high priest and the rites he was performing, in order that

they might accompany him with their thoughts and prayers.

But this is hardly coiTect. For not only is the expression, " for

a memorial to the children of Israel," evidently intended by the

writer of Ecclesiasticus as a translation of the words ''J^? )^3t

pxnb'l in ver. 12 (cf. ver. 29), so that he has transferred to the

bells of the meil what really applies to the precious stones on the

ephod, which contained the names of the twelve sons of Israel,

but he has misunderstood the words themselves ; for Aaron was

to bear the names of the sons of Israel before Jehovah in these

precious stones for a reminder, i.e. to remind Jehovah of His

people. Moreover, the words " and he shall not die " are not in

harmony with this interpretation. Bahr, Oehler, and others,

regard the words as referring to the whole of the high priest's

robes, and understand them as meaning, that he would be threat-

ened with death if he appeared before Jehovah without his robes,

inasmuch as he was merely a private individual without this holy

dress, and could not in that case repi'esent the nation. This is

so far justifiable, no doubt, although not favoured by the position

of the words in the context, that the bells were inseparably con-

nected with the robe, which was indispensable to the ephod with

the choshen, and consequently the bells had no apparent signifi-

cance except in connection with the whole of the robes. But

even if we do adopt this explanation of the words, we cannot

suppose that Aaron's not dying depended upon the prayers of
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the congregation which accompanied his going in and out before

Jehovah ; for in that case the intercession of the high priest

would have lost its objective meaning altogether, and his life

would have been actually given up in a certain sense to the

caprice of the people. All that remains, therefore, is to take the

words as they occur : Aaron was not to appear before the Lord

without the sound of the bells upon his robe being heard, in

order that he might not die ; so that to understand the reason

for his not dying, we must inquire what the ringing of the bells

signified, or rather, what was the signification of Aaron's robe,

with its border of pomegranates and ringing bells. The trivial

explanation given by Abraham hen David, viz. that the ringing

was to take the place of knocking at the door of Jehovah's

palace, as an abrupt entrance into the presence of a great king

was punished with death, is no more deserving of a serious refu-

tation than KnoheVs idea, for which there is no foundation, that

the sounding of the bells was to represent a reverential greeting,

and a very musical offering of praise (!).

The special significance of the meil cannot have resided in

either its form or its colour ; for the only feature connected with

its form, that was at all peculiar to it, was its being woven in

one piece, which set forth the idea of wholeness or spiritual

integrity ; and the dark-blue colour indicated nothing more than

the heavenly origin and character of the office with which the

robe was associated. It must be sought for, therefore, in the

peculiar pendants, the meaning of which is to be gathered from

the analogous instructions in Num. xv. 38, 39, where every

Israelite is directed to make a fringe in the border of his gar-

ment, of dark-blue purple thread, and when he looks at the

fringe to remember the commandments of God and do them.

In accoi'dance with this, we are also to seek for allusions to the

word and testimony of God in the pendant of pomegranates and

bells attached to the fringe of the high priest's robe. The simile

in Prov. xxv. 11, where the word is compared to an apple, sug-

gests the idea that the pomegranates, with their pleasant odour,

their sweet and refreshing juice, and the richness of their deli-

cious kernel, were symbols of the word and testimony of God as

a sweet and pleasant spiritual food, that enlivens the soul and

refreshes the heart (compare Ps. xix. 8-11, cxix. 25, 43, 50, with

Deut. viii. 3, Prov. ix. 8, Ecclus. xv. 3), and that the bells
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were symbols of the sounding of this word, or the revelation and
proclamation of the word. Through the robe, with this pendant

attached, Aaron was represented as the recipient and medium
of the word and testimony which came down from heaven ; and
this was the reason why he was not to appear before the Lord
without that sound, lest he should forfeit his life. It was not

because he would simply have appeared as a private person if he

had gone without it, for he would always have the holy dress of

a priest upon him, even when he was not clothed in the official

decorations of the high priest ; but because no mere priest was

allowed to enter the immediate presence of the Lord. This pri-

vilege was restricted to the representative of the whole congre-

gation, viz. the high priest ; and even he could only do so when
wearing the robe of the word of God, as the bearer of the divine

testimony, upon which the covenant fellowship with the Lord
was founded.

Vers. 36-38. The fourth article of the high priest's dress

was the diadem upon his head-band, pv, from pi^ to shine, a

plate of pure gold, on which the words nin''7 K^np^ " holiness (i.e.

all holy) to Jehovah" were engraved, and which is called the

" crown of holiness" in consequence, in chap, xxxix. 30. This

gold plate was to be placed upon a riband of dark-blue purple,

or, as it is expressed in chap, xxxix. 31, a riband of this kind

was to be fastened to it, to attach it to the head-band, " upon the

fore-front (as in chap. xxvi. 9) of the head-hand" from above

(chap, xxxix. 31) ; by which we are to understand that the gold

plate was placed above the lower coil of the head-band and

over Aaron's forehead. The word HDiVD, from ^3V to twist or

coil (Isa. xxii. 18), is only applied to the head-band or turban

of the high priest, which was made of simple byssus (ver. 39),

and, judging from the etymology, was in the shape of a turban.

This is all that can be determined with reference to its form.

The diadem was the only thing about it that had any special

significance. This was to be placed above (upon) Aaron's fore-

head, that he " might bear the iniquity of the holy things,

which the children of Israel sanctified, with reeard to all their

holy gifts, . . as an acceptableness for them before Jehovah."

f\V Nb'J : to bear iniquity (sin) and take it away ; in other words,

to exterminate it by taking it upon one's self. The high priest

was exalted into an atoning mediator of the whole nation ; and
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an atoning, sin-exterminating intercession was associated with

his office. The quahfication for this he received from the dia-

dem upon his forehead with the inscription, " hohness to the

Lord." Through this inscription, which was fastened upon his

head-dress of brilHant white, the earthly reflection of hohness,

he was crowned as the sanctified of tlie Lord (Ps. cvi. 16), and

endowed with the power to exterminate the sin which clung to

the holy offerings of the people on account of the unholiness of

their nature, so that the gifts of the nation became well-pleasing

to the Lord, and the good pleasure of God was manifested to

the nation.^

Yer. 39. In addition to the distinguishing dress of the high

priest, Aaron was also to wear, as the official costume of a priest,

a hody-coat (cetonetK) made of byssus, and woven in checks or

cubes; the head-hand (for the diadem), also made of simple

byssus ; and a girdle (abnet, of uncertain etymology, and only

applied to the priest's girdle) of variegated -work, i.e. made of

yarn, of the same four colours as the holy things were to be

made of (cf. chap, xxxix. 29).

Vers. 40-43. The o^icial dress of the sons of Aaron, i.e. of

the ordinary priests, was to consist of just the same articles as

Aaron's priestly costume (ver. 39). But their hody-coat is called

weavers' work in chap, xxxix. 27, and was therefore quite a plain

cloth, of white byssus or cotton yarn, though it was Avhole

throughout, appa<^o<i without seam, like the robe of Christ (John

xix. 23). It was worn close to the body, and, according to

Jewish tradition, reached down to the ankles (cf. Josephus, iii.

7, 2). The head-dress of an ordinary priest is called >^V'^VP,

related to y''?a a basin or cup, and therefore seems to have been

in the form of an inverted cup, and to have been a plain white

^ See my Arcliaeology i. pp. 183-4. The following are Calvin's admir-

able remarks : Oblationum sanctarum iniquitas toUenda et purganda fuit

per sacerdotem. Frigidum est illud commentum, si quid erroris admissum

est in ceremoniis, remissum fuisse sacerdotis precibus. Longius enim respi-

cere nos oportet ^ ideo oblationum iniquitatem deleri a sacerdote, quia nulla

oblatio, quatenus est hominis, omni vitio caret. Dictu hoc asperum est et

fere 'Trce.pa.toZ.ov, sanctitates ipsas esse immundas, ut venia indigeant ; sed

tenendum est, nihil esse sane purum, quod non aliquid labis a nobis con-

trahat Nihil Dei cultu praestantius : et tamen nihil offerre potuit

populus, etiam a lege praescriptum, nisi intercedente venia, quam nonnisi

per sacerdotem obtinuit.
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cotton cap. The girdle, according to chap, xxxix. 29, was of the

same material and work for Aaron and his sons. This dress was

to be for glory and for beauty to the priests, just as Aaron's

dress was to him (ver. 2). The glory consisted in the brilliant

white colour, the symbol of holiness ; whilst the girdle, which an

oriental man puts on when preparing for the duties of an office,

contained in the four colours of the sanctuary the indication

that they were the officers of Jehovah in His earthly kingdom.

—

Ver. 41. But since the clothing prescribed was an official dress,

Moses was to put it upon Aaron and his sons, to anoint them and

fill their hands, i.e. to invest them with the requisite sacrificial

gifts (see at Lev. vii. 37), and so to sanctify them that they

should be priests of Jehovah. For although the holiness of their

office was reflected in their dress, it was necessary, on account

of the sinfulness of their nature, that they should be sanctified

through a special consecration for the administration of their

office; and this consecration is prescribed in chap. xxix. and

carried out in Lev. viii.—Vers. 42, 43. The covering of their

nakedness was an indispensable prerequisite. Aaron and his

sons were therefore to receive Ci''p33?p (from D33 to cover or con-

ceal, lit. concealers), short drawers, reaching from the hips to

the thighs, and serving " to cover the flesh of the nakedness."

'

For this reason the directions concerning them are separated

from those concerning the different portions of the dress, which

were for glory and beauty. The material of which these drawers

were to be made is called "13. The meaning of this word is un-

certain. According to chap, xxxix. 28, it was made of twined

byssus or cotton yarn ; and the rendering of the LXX., \iva

or \Lveo<; (Lev. vi. 3), is not at variance with this, as the ancients

not only apply the term \ivov, linum, to flax, but frequently use

it for fine white cotton as well. In all probability bad was a

kind of white cloth, from ^l^ to be white or clean, primarily to

separate.—Ver. 43. These drawers the priests were to put on

whenever they entered the sanctuary, that they might not " bear

iniquity and die," i.e. incur guilt deserving of death, either

through disobedience to these instructions, or, what was still

more important, through such violation of the reverence due to

the holiness of the dwelling of God as they would be guilty of,

if they entered the sanctuary with their nakedness uncovered.

For as the consciousness of sin and guilt made itself known first
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of all in the feeling of nakedness, so those members which sub-

serve the natural secretions are especially pudenda or objects of

shame, since the mortality and corruptibility of the body, which

sin has brought into human nature, are chiefly manifested in

these secretions. For this reason these members are also called

the "flesh of nakedness." By this we are not to understand merely

" the sexual member as the organ of generation or birth, because

the existence and permanence of sinful, mortal human nature

are associated with these," as Bdlir supposes. For the frailty and

nakedness of humanity are not manifested in the organ and act

of generation, which rather serve to manifest the inherent capa-

city and creation of man for imperishable life, but in the impu-

rities which nature ejects through those organs, and which bear

in themselves the character of corruptibility. If, therefore, the

priest was to appear before Jehovah as holy, it was necessary

that those parts of his body especially should be covered, in

which the impurity of his nature and the nakedness of his flesh

were most apparent. For this reason, even in ordinary life,

they are most carefully concealed, though not, as Baumgarten

supposes, " because the sin of nature has its principal seat in the

flesh of nakedness."—"A statutefor ever :" as in chap, xxvii. 31.

Chap. xxix. vers. 1-37. Consecration of Aaron and his

Sons through the anointing of their persons and the offering of

sacrifices, the directions for which form the subject of vers.

1-35. This can only be fully understood in connection with the

sacrificial law contained in Lev. i.-vii. It will be more advis-

able therefore to defer the examination of this ceremony till we
come to Lev. viii., where the consecration itself is described.

The same may also be said of the expiation and anointing of the

altar, which are commanded in vers. 36 and 37, and carried out

in Lev. viii. 11.

Vers. 38-46. The daily Burnt-offering, Meat-offer-
ing, AND Drink-offering.—The directions concerning these

are attached to the instructions for the consecration of the priests,

because these sacrifices commenced immediately after the com-

pletion of the tabei'nacle, and, like the shew-bread (xxv. 30), the

daily trimming of the lamps (xxvii. 20, 21), and the daily in-

cense-offering (xxx. 7 sqq.), were most intimately connected
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with the erection of the sanctuary.—Ver. 38. " A7id this is

what thou shah make (offer) upon the altar ; yearling lambs two

a day continually,^^ one in the morning, the other between

the two evenings (see at chap. xii. 6) ; to every one a meat-

offering (minchah) of a tenth of fine wheaten flour [soleth, see at

Lev. ii. 1), mixed with a quarter of a hin of beaten oil (cathith,

see at chap, xxvii. 20), and a drink-offering (iiesek) of a quarter

of a hin of wine. pK^V (a tenth) is equivalent to nQ"'Nn T\'^y'^V,

the tenth part of an ephah (Num. xxviii. 5)", or 198'5 Parisian

cubic inches according to Bertheaus measurement. Thenius,

however, sets it down at 101*4 inches, whilst the Rabbins reckon

it as equivalent to 43 hen's eggs of average size, i.e. somewhat

more than 2^ lbs. A hin (a word of Egyptian origin) is 330*9

inches according to Bertheau, 168*9 according to Thenius, or 72

eggs, so that a quarter of a hin would be 18 eggs.—Ver. 41. rb

is to be understood ad sensum as referring to npij?. The daily

morning and evening sacrifices were to be '' for a sweet savour,

a firing unto Jehovah" (see at Lev. i. 9). In these Israel was

to consecrate its life daily unto the Lord (see at Lev. i. and ii.).

In order that the whole of the daily life might be included, it

was to be offered continually every morning and evening for all

future time (" throughout your generations" as at chap. xii. 14)

at the door of the tabernacle, i.e. upon the altar erected there,

before Jehovah, who would meet with the people and commune
with them there (see chap. xxv. 22). This promise is carried

out still further in vers. 43-46. First of all, for the purpose of

elucidating and strengthening the words, " I will meet with you

there" (ver. 42), the presence and communion of God, which

are attached to the ark of the covenant in chap. xxv. 22, are

ensured to the whole nation in the words, " And there I will

meet with the children of Israel, and it (Israel) shall be sancti-

fied through My glory." As the people were not allowed to

approach the ark of the covenant, but only to draw near to the

altar of burnt-offering in the sanctuary, it was important to de-

clare that the Lord would manifest Himself to them even there,

and sanctify them by His glory. Most of the commentators

have taken the altar to be the subject of " shall be sanctified
;

"

but this is certainly an error, not only because the altar is not

mentioned in the previous clause, and oniy slightly hinted at in

the i^^ in ver. 41, but principally because the sanctification of the
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altar is noticed by itself afterwards in ver. 44. The correct exe-

gesis is that adopted by Baumgarten and others, who supply the

word Israel (viz. regarded as a nation), which they take from

the expression " children of Israel" in the previous clause. In

ver. 44, the sanctification of the tabernacle and altar on the part

of God is promised, also that of His servants, and finally, in

vers. 45, 46, the abode of God in the midst of the children of

Israel, with an allusion to the blessings that would follow from

Jehovah's dwelling in the midst of them as their God (Gen.

xvii. 7). .

'

Chap. XXX. 1-10. The Altar of Incense and Incense-

offering bring the directions concerning the sanctuary to a

close. What follows, from xxx. 11-xxxi. 17, is shown to be

merely supplementary to the larger whole by the formula " and

Jehovah spake unto Moses," with which every separate command
is introduced (cf. vers. 11, 17, 22, 34,xxxi. 1, 12).—Vers. 1-5 (cf.

'

chap, xxxvii. 25-28). Moses was directed to make an altar of
hurnmg of incense {lit. incensing of incense), of acacia-wood, one

cubit long and one broad, four-cornered, two cubits high, fur-

nished with horns like the altar of burnt-offering (chap, xxvii.

1, 2), and to plate it with pure gold, the roof (35) thereof (i.e. its

upper side or surface, which was also made of wood), and its

walls round about, and its horns ; so that it was covered with gold

quite down to the ground upon which it stood, and for this rea-

son is often called the golden altar (chap, xxxix. 38, xl. 5, 26

;

Num. iv. 11). Moreover it was to be ornamented with a golden

wreath, and furnished with golden rings at the corners for the

carrying-poles, as the ark of the covenant and the table of shew-

bread were (xxv. 11 sqq., 25 sqq.); and its place was to be in

front of the curtain, which concealed the ark of the covenant

(xxvi. 31), " before the capporeth" (xl. 5), so that, although it

really stood in the holy place between the candlestick on the

south side and the table on the north (xxvi. 35, xl. 22, 24), it

was placed in the closest relation to the capporeth, and for this

reason is not only connected with the most holy place in 1 Kings

vi. 22, but is reckoned in Heb. ix. 4 as part of the furniture of

tlie most holy place (see Delitzsch on Heb. ix. 4).—Vers. 7-9.

Upon this altar Aaron was to burn fragrant incense, the pre-

paration of which is described in vers. 34 sqq., every morning
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and evening before Jehovah, at the time when he trimmed the

lamps. No " strange incense" was to be offered upon it,

—

i.e.

incense which Jehovah had not appointed (cf . Lev. x. 1), that is

to say, which had not been prepared according to His instructions,

—nor burnt sacrifice, nor meat-offering ; and no drink-offering

was to be poured upon it. As the altar of incense was not only-

marked as a place of sacrifice by its name HiiTD, " place of slain-

offering," but was put on a par with the altar of sacrifice by its

square shape and its horns, it was important to describe minutely

what sacrifices were to be offered upon it. For the burning of

fragrant incense is shown to be a sacrifice, by the fact that it

was offered upon a place of sacrifice, or altar. Moreover the

word ">''t?P'7, to cause to ascend in smoke and steam, from "i^i^ to

smoke or steam, is not only applied to the lighting of incense, but

also to the lighting and burning of the bleeding and bloodless sacri-

fices upon the altar of incense. Lastly, the connection between

the incense-offering and the burnt-offering is indicated by the rule

that they were to be offered at the same time. Both offerings sha-

dowed forth the devotion of Israel to Its God, whilst the fact that

they were offered every day exhibited this devotion as constant

and uninterrupted. But the distinction between them consisted

in this, that in the burnt or whole offering Israel consecrated

and sanctified its whole life and action in both body and soul to

the Lord, whilst in the incense-offering its prayer was embodied

as the exaltation of the spiritual man to God (cf. Ps. cxll. 2

;

Rev. V. 8, viil. 3, 4) ; and with this there was associated the still

further distinction, that the devotion was completed in the burnt-

offering solely upon the basis of the atoning sprinkling of blood,

whereas the incense-offering presupposed reconciliation with

God, and on the basis of this the soul rose to God in this embodi-

ment of its prayer, and was thus absorbed into His Spirit. In

this respect, the incense-offering was not only a spiritualizing

and transfiguring of the burnt-offering, but a completion of that

offering also.—Ver. 10. Once a year Aaron was to expiate the

altar of incense with the blood of the sin-offering of atonement,

because it was most holy to the Lord, that is to say, as Is expressly

observed in the directions concerning this expiatory act (Lev.

xvi. 18, 19), to purify it from the uncleannessss of the children

of Israel. "123, with i'^ objecti constr., signifies literally to cover

over a thing, then to cover over sin, or make expiation. In the

PENT.—VOL. II. O
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second clause we have " upon ii" (the altar) instead of " upon

the horns of it," because the altar itself was expiated in its

horns. The use of |?p in D'^^ is to be explained on the ground

that only a part of the blood of the sin-offering was smeared

with the finger upon the horns. (Far further remarks, see at

Lev. xvi. 18, 19.) The term " most holy" is not only applied

to this altar, in common with the inner division of the tabernacle

(chap. xxvi. 33), but also to the altar of burnt-offering (chap,

xxix. 37, xl. 10), and all the vessels of the sanctuary (chap.

XXX. 29), which were anointed with holy oil; then to the whole

of the tabernacle in its holiest aspect (Num. xviii. 10) ; and

lastly, to all the sacrifices, which were given up entirely to Je-

hovah (see at Lev. ii. 3) ;—consequently to everything which

stood in so intimate a relation to Jehovah as to be altoggther

removed, not only from use and enjoyment on the part of man,

but also from contact on the part of unsanctified men. Who-
ever touched a most holy thing was sanctified thereby (compare

ver. 29 with chap. xxix. 37).

Vers. 11-16. The Atonement-money, which every Is-

raelite had to pay at the numbering of the people, has the first

place among the supplementary instructions concerning the erec-

tion and furnishing of the sanctuary, and serves to complete the

demand for freewill-offerings for the sanctuary (chap. xxv. 1-9).

—Ver. 12. " When thou iakest the smn of the childmn of Israel

according to them that are numbered, they shall give every one an

expiation for his soul to the Lord at their numbering, that a plague

may not strike them (happen to them) at their numbering." Ij^S,

lit. adspexit, then inspexit explorandi causa, hence to review, or

number an army or a nation, for the purpose of enrolling for

military service. Dnnipsp with reference to the numbered, qui

in censum veniunt. 123 (expiation, expiation-money, from 123

to expiate) is to be traced to the idea that the object for which

expiation was made was thereby withdrawn from the view of

the person to be won or reconciled. It is applied in two ways :

(1) on the supposition that the face of the person to be won was

covered by the gift (Gen. xxxii. 21 ; 1 Sam. xii. 3) ; and (2) on

the supposition that the guilt itself was covered up (Ps. xxxii. 1),

or wiped away (Jer. xviii. 23), so far as the eye of God was

concerned, as though it had no longer any existence, and that
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the sinful man was protected from tlie punishment of the judge

in consequence of this covering. In this way "isb has acquired

the meaning Xvrpov, a payment by which the guilty are redeemed

(chap. xxi. 30 ; Num. xxxv. 31) ; and this is the meaning which

it has in the passage before us, where the soul is said to be pro-

tected by the copher, so as to be able to come without danger into

the presence of the holy God (Num. viii. 19. See Oeliler in

Herzo^s Cycl.). Such an approach to God took place at the num-

bering of the people for the purpose of enrolling them in the army

of Jehovah (Num. i. 3, cf. Ex. vii. 4, xii. 41). Hence " every one

who passed over to those that were numbered," who was enrolled

among them, i.e. in the army of Jehovah,—that is to say, every

male Israelite of 20 years old and upwards (ver. 14),—was to

pay half a shekel of the sanctuary as atonement-money ; the

rich no more, the poor no less (ver. 15), because all were equal in

the sight of Jehovah; and this payment was to be a "heave"

(ferumah, see chap. xxv. 2) for Jehovah for the expiation of the

souls. The shekel of the sanctuary, which contained 20 gerahs,

was no doubt the original shekel of full weight, as distinguished

from the lighter shekel which was current in ordinary use. In

chap, xxxviii. 26 the half shekel is called ^^3^ Ut. the split, i.e.

half, from J?I?3 to split ; and we find it mentioned as early as the

time of the patriarchs as a weight in common use for valuing

gold (Gen. xxiv. 22), so that, no doubt, 'even at that time there

were distinct silver pieces of this weight, which were probably

called shekels when employed for purposes of trade, since the

word shekel itself does not denote any particular weight, as we

may perceive at once from a comparison of 1 Kings x. 17 and

2 Chron. ix. 16, at least so far as later times are concerned. The

sacred shekel, to judge from the weight of the Maccabean

shekels, which are in existence still, and vary from 256 to 272

Parisian grains, weighed 274 grains, and therefore, according to

present valuation, would be worth 26 groschen (about 2s. 7d.),

so that the half-shekel or bekah would be 13 groschen (Is. 3+d.).

—Ver. 16. This atonement-money Moses was to appropriate to

the work of the sanctuary (cf. chap, xxxviii. 25—28, where the

amount and appropriation are reported). Through this appro-

priation it became " a memorial to the children of Israel before

the Lord to expiate their soids" i.e. a permanent reminder of

their expiation before the Lord, who would henceforth treat
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them as reconciled because of this payment. It was no ordinary

tribute, therefore, which Israel was to pay to Jehovah as its

King, but an act demanded by the holiness of the theocratic

covenant. As an expiation for souls, it pointed to the unholiness

of Israel's nature, and reminded the people continually, that by

nature it was alienated from God, and could only remain in

covenant with the Lord and live in His kingdom on the ground

of His grace, which covered its sin. It was not till this sinful

nature had been sanctified by a perfect atonement, and servitude

under the law had been glorified and fully transformed into

that sonship to which Israel was called as the first-born son of

Jehovah, that as children of the kingdom they had no longer to

pay this atonement-money for their souls (Matt. xvii. 25, 26).

—

According to Num. i. 1, 18, as compared with Ex. xl. 17, the

census of the nation was not taken till a month after the build-

ing of the tabernacle was completed, and yet the atonement-

money to be paid at the taking of the census was to be appro-

priated to the purpose of the building, and must therefore have

been paid before. This apparent discrepancy may be reconciled

by the simple assumption, that immediately after the command

of God had been issued respecting the building of the tabernacle

and the contributions which the people were to make for that

purpose, the numbering of the males was commenced and the

atonement-money collected from the different individuals, that

the tabernacle was then built and the whole ceremonial insti-

tuted, and that, after all this had been done, the whole nation was

enrolled according to its tribes, fathers' houses, and families, on

the basis of this provisional numbering, and thus the census was

completed. For this reason the census gave exactly the same

number of males as the numbering (cf. chap, xxxviii. 26 and

Num. i. 46), although the one had been carried out nine months

before the other.

Yers. 17-21 (cf. chap, xxxviii. 8). The Brazen Layer,

and its use.—The making of this vessel is not only mentioned in

a supplementary manner, but no description is given of it because

of the subordinate position which it occupied, and from the fact

that it was not directly connected with the sanctuary, but was

only used by the priests to cleanse themselves for the perform-

ance of their duties. "li'S : a basin, a round, caldron-shaped
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vessel. 133 (its support) : by this we are not to understand the

pedestal of the caldron, but something separate from the basin,

which was no doubt used for drawing off as much water as was

required for washing the officiating priests. For although ]3

belongs to "li"*?, the fact that it is always specially mentioned in

connection with the basin necessarily leads to the conclusion,

that it had a certain kind of independence (cf. chap. xxxi. 9,

XXXV. 16, xxxix. 39, xl. 11; Lev. viii. 11). These two vessels

were to be made of brass or copper, like the other things in the

court ; and, according to chap, xxxviii. 8, they were made of the

brass of the mirrors of the women who served before the door of

the tabernacle. rii<2''i'ri riN"}03 does not mean either " provided

with mirrors of the women" (.Bdhr, i. pp. 485—6), or ornamented
" with forms, figures of women, as they were accustomed to

appear at the sanctuary" (Knobel). Both these views are over-

thrown by the fact, that ^ never signifies with in the sense of an

outward addition, but always denotes the means, " not an inde-

pendent object, but something accompanying and contributing

to the action referred to" (Ewald, § 217, f. 3). In this case ^
can only apply to the material used, whether we connect it with

K^y^l as in chap. xxxi. 4, or, what seems decidedly more correct,

with ncj'nj as a more precise definition ; so that 2 would denote

that particular quality which distinguished the brass of which the

basin was made (Eioald, § 217 f.),—apart altogether from the

fact, that neither the mirrors of women, nor the figures of

women, would form a fitting ornament for the basin, as the

priests did not require to look at themselves when they washed

their hands and feet ; and there is still less ground for Knobel's

fiction, that Levitical women went to the sanctuary at particular

times, forming a certain procession, and taking things with them

for the purpose of washing, cleaning, and polishing. The true

meaning is given by the Septuagint, e/c twv Karoinpoov. Accord-

ing to 1 Sam. ii. 22, the HNlV were women, though not washer-

women, but women who dedicated their lives to the service of

Jehovah, and spent them in religious exercises, in fasting and

in prayer, like Anna, the daughter of Phanuel, mentioned in

Lulce ii. 37.^ NSJf denotes spiritual warfare, and is accordingly

^ KnoheVs objection to this explanation, viz. that "at a time when the

sanctuary was not yet erected, the author could not speak of women as

coming to the door of the sanctuary, or performing religious service there,"
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rendered by the LXX. vrjareveiv, by Onkelos, orare, with Avhich

the Rabbins agree. The mirrors of the women had been used

for the purpose of earthly adorning. But now the pious Israehtes

-renounced this earthly adorning, and offered it to the Lord as a

heave-offering to make the purifying laver in front of the sanc-

tuary, in order that " what had hitherto served as a means of

procuring applause in the world might henceforth be the means

of procuring the approbation of God " {Hengstenherg, Dissert.

vol. ii.).—The laver was to be placed between the tabernacle,

i.e. the dwelling, and the altar in the court (ver. 18), probably

not in a straight line with the door of the dwelling and the altar

of burnt-offering, but more sideways, so as to be convenient for

the use of the priests, whether they were going into the taber-

nacle, or going up to the altar for service, to kindle a firing for

Jehovah, i.e. to offer sacrifice upon the altar. They were to

wash their hands, with which they touched the holy things, and

their feet, with which they trod the holy ground (see chap. iii.

5), " that they might not die," as is again emphatically stated

in vers. 20 and 21. For touching holy things with unclean

hands, and treading upon the floor of the sanctuary with dirty

feet, would have been a sin against Jehovah, the Holy One of

Israel, deserving of death. These directions do not imply " that,

notwithstanding all their consecration, they were regarded as

still defiled by natural uncleanness " (Baumgarten), but rather

that consecration did not stamp them with a character indelebilis,

or protect them from the impurities of the sinful nation in the

midst of which they lived, or of their own nature, which was

still affected with mortal corruption and sin.

Yers. 22-33. The Holy Anointing Oil.—This was to be

prepared from the best perfumes (t^'Ni Q''??t;"3, where K'Nl, caput,

the principal or chief, is subordinate to Ci''pb>2)j viz. of four fra-

grant spices and olive-oil. The spices were, (1) liquid mgrrh, as

would contain its own refutation, if there were any ground for it at all.

For before the sanctuary was erected, the author could not speak of Levitical

women as coming at particular times to the sanctuary, and bringing things

with them for the purpose of washing and cleaning. But the participle

riN2'\* does not imply that they had served there before the erection of the

sanctuary, but only that from that time forward they did perform service

there.
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distinguished from the dry gum ;—(2) Db'3"|^3ip, cinnamon offra-

grance, the name having been introduced to the Semitic nations

along with the thing itself, and then by the Phoenicians to the

Greeks and Romans (Ktvva/Mov, cinnamum) : whether it came from

Ceylon, the great mart of cinnamon, is very doubtful, as there

is no word that can be discovered in the Indian dialects corre-

sponding to cinnamon;—(3) cane of fragrance, the Kd\afio<i

apcofiaTiKO'?, calamus odoratus, of the Greeks and Romans, i.e.

the scented calamus which is imported from India;—and (4)

kiddah, probably cassia, and possibly the species called klttco in

Dioscor. 1, 12, in which case ni;''^ip (Ps. xlv. 9) is either the

generic name for cassia, or else refers to a different species.

The proportion, in which these spices were to be taken was 500

shekels or 14^ lbs. of myrrh, half the quantity, i.e. 7 lbs., of

cinnamon, and the same of calamus and cassia ; in all, therefore,

21 lbs. of dry spices, which were to be mixed with one hin of

oil (about 5 quarts) and 14 lbs. of liquid myrrh. These pro-

portions preclude the supposition, that the spices were pulverized

and mixed with the oil and myrrh in their natural condition,

for the result in that case would have been a thick mess : they

rather favour the statement of the Rabbins, that the dry spices

were softened in water and boiled, to extract their essence, which

was then mixed with oil and myrrh, and boiled again until all

the watery part had evaporated. An artificial production of this

kind is also indicated by the expressions ^Hi^lP ^\P " spice-ioork

of spice-mixture," and npn nbyp " labour (work) of the perfumer

or ointment-maker."—Vers. 26 sqq. With this holy anointing oil

the tabernacle and all its furniture were to be anointed and sanc-

tified, that they might be most holy; also Aaron and his sons,

that they might serve the Lord as priests (see at Lev. viii. 10

sqq.). This anointing oil was holy, either because it was made

from the four fragrant substances according to the proportions

commanded by Jehovah, or because God declared this kind of

mixture and preparation holy (cf. ver. 32), and forbade for all

time, on pain of death (ver. 31), not only the use of ointment so

prepared for any ordinary anointings, but even an imitation of

it. " Upon man^s flesh shall it not be poured,'" i.e. it is not to be

used for the ordinary practice of anointing the human body

(ver. 32). "Man," i.e. the ordinary man in distinction from

the priests. W:3riDIi according to its measure, i.e. according to
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the proportions prescribed for its manufacture, "if (ver. 33\ a

stranger, is not only the non-Israelite, but laymen or non-priests

in general. On the expression, " cut off from his people," see at

Gen. xvii. 14.

Vers. 34-38. The Holt Incense was also to be made of

four ingredients, viz. (1) nataph (araKTrj, stacte), i.e. not the re-

sinous myrrh, or sap obtained from the fragrant myrrh and

dried, but a kind of storax gum resembling myrrh, which was

baked, and then used, like incense, for fumigating ;—(2) sheche-

leth {ovv^, unguis odoratus), the shell of a shell-fish resembling

the purpura, of an agreeable odour ;—(3) chelhenah {^aX^dvrj),

a resin of a pungent, bitter flavour, obtained, by means of an

incision in the bark, from the ferula, a shrub which grows in

Syria, Arabia, and Abyssinia, and then mixed with fragrant

substances to give greater pungency to their odour ;—and (4)

lebonah (Xi^avo'i or Xi^av(0T6<i), frankincense, a resin of a plea-

sant smell, obtained from a tree in Arabia Felix or India, but

what tree has not been discovered. nziT pure, i.e. unadulterated.

The words n^'H'' 122. 12 " part for part shall it be," are explained

by the IjXX. as meaning taov caw earat, Vulg. cequalis ponderis

erunt omnia, i.e. with equal parts of all the different substances.

But this is hardly correct, as 13 literally means separation, and

the use of 2 in this sense would be very striking. The explana-

tion given by A hen Ezra is more correct, viz. " every part shall

be for itself ;" that is to say, each part was to be first of all pre-

pared by itself, and then all the four to be mixed together after-

wards.—Ver. 35. Of this Moses was to make incense, spice-

work, etc. (as in ver. 25), salted, seasoned with salt (n?pp, a

denom. from HTO salt), like the meat-offering in Lev. ii. 13. The
word does not mean /jbe/jbiy/jiivov, mixtum (LXX., Vulg.), or

rubbed to powder, for the rubbing or pulverizing is expressed by
pliVriipriK^ in the following verse.—Ver. 36. Of this incense (a

portion) was to be placed " before the testimony in the tabernacle^'

i.e. not in .the most holy place, but where the altar of incense

stood (cf. XXX. 6 and Lev. xvi. 12). The remainder was of

course to be kept elsewhere.—Vers. 37, 38. There is the same

prohibition against imitating or applying it to a strange use as

in the case of the anointing oil (vers. 32, 33). " To smell thereto,'

i.c. to enjoy the perfume of it.
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Cliap. xxxi. 1-11. The Builders (cf. chap. xxxv. 30-xxxvi.

n.—After having given directions for the construction of the

sanctuary, and all the things required for the worship, Jehovah

pointed out the builders, whom He had called to carry out the

work, and had filled with His Spirit for that purpose. To " call

hy name'^ is to choose or appoint by name for a particular work

(cf. Isa. xlv. 3, 4). Bezaleel was a grandson of Hur, of the tribe

of Judah, who is mentioned in chap. xvii. 10, xxiv. 14, and was

called to be the master-builder, to superintend the whole of the

buildino- and carry out the artistic work ; consequently he is not

only invariably mentioned first (chap. xxxv. 30, xxxvi. 1, 2),

but in the accounts of the execution of the separate portions he

is mentioned alone (chap, xxxvii. 1, xxxviii. 22). Filling with

the Spirit of God signifies the communication of an extraordi-

nary and supernatural endowment and quahfication, "in wisdom,"

etc.. I.e. consisting of wisdom, understanding, knowledge, and

every kind of workmanship, that is to say, for the performance

of every kind of work. This did not preclude either natural

capacity or acquired skill, but rather presupposed them ; for in

ver. 6 it is expressly stated in relation to his assistants, that God

had put wisdom into all that were wise-hearted (see at chap,

xxviii. 3). Being thus endowed with a supernaturally exalted

gift, Bezaleel was qualified " to think out inventions" i.e. ideas or

artistic designs. Although everything had been minutely de-

scribed by Jehovah, designs and plans were still needed in carry-

ing out the work, so that the result should correspond to the

divine instructions.—Ver. 6. There were associated with Bezaleel

as assistants, Oholiab, the sou of AcMsamach, of the tribe of Dan,

and other men endov^ed with understanding, whom God had

filled with wisdom for the execution of His work. According to

chap, xxxviii. 23, Oholiab was hoth.faber, a master in metal, stone,

and wood work, and also an artistic weaver of colours. In vers.

7-11, the works to be executed, which have been minutely de-

scribed in chap, xxv.—xxx., are mentioned singly once more ; and,

in addition to these, we find in ver. 10 l^f'n nJB mentioned,

along with, or rather before, the holy dress of Aaron. This is

the case also in chap. xxxv. 19 and xxxix. 41, where there is also

the additional clause, " to serve QT}}^ ministrare) in the sanc-

tuary." They were composed, according to chap, xxxix. 1, of

blue and red purple, and crimson. The meaning of the word
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serad, which only occurs in these passages, is quite uncertain.

The Rabbins understand by the higde hasserad the wrappers in

which the vessels of the sanctuary were enclosed when the camp

was broken up, as these are called begadim of blue and red

purple, and crimson, in Num. iv. 6 sqq. But this rendering is

opposed to the words which follow, and which indicate their use

in the holy service, i.e. in the performance of worship, and there-

fore are quite inapplicable to the wrappers referred to. There

is even less ground for referring them, as Gesenius and others

do, to the inner curtains of the tabernacle, or the inner hangings

of the dwelling-place. For, apart from the uncertainty of the

rendering given to serad, viz. netted cloth, filet, it is overthrown

by the fact that these curtains of the dwelling-place were not of

net-work ; and still more decisively by the order in which the

higde hasserad occur in chap, xxxix. 41, viz. not till the dwelling-

place and tent, and everything belonging to them, have been

mentioned, even down to the hangings of the court and the pegs

of the tent, and all that remains to be noticed is the clothing of

the priests. From the definition " to serve in the sanctuary," if.

is obvious that the higde serad were clothes used in the worship,

cndkal XetTovpycKai, as the LXX. have rendered it in agree-

ment with the rest of the ancient versions,—that they were, in

fact, the rich robes which constituted the official dress of the

high priest, whilst "the holy garments for Aaron" were the holy

clothes which were worn by him in common with the priests. ..

Vers. 12-17 (cf. chap. xxxv. 2, 3). God concludes by en-

forcing the observance of His Sabbaths in the most solemn

manner, repeating the threat of death and extermination in the

case of every transgressor. The repetition and further develop-

ment of this command, which was included already in the deca-

logue, is quite in its proper place here, inasmuch as the thought

might easily have occurred, that it was allowable to omit the

keeping of the Sabbath, when the execution of so great a work

in honour of Jehovah had been commanded. " Mi/ Sabbaths ;"

by these we are to understand the weekly Sabbaths, not the

other sabbatical festivals, since the words which follow apply to

the weekly Sabbath alone. This was " a sigyi between Jehovah

and Israel for all generations, to know (i.e. by which Israel might

learn) that it was Jehovah who sanctified them," viz. by the sab-

batical rest (see at chap. xx. 11). It was therefore a holy thing
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for Israel (ver. 14), the desecration of which would be followed

bj the punishment of death, as a breach of the covenant. The

kernel of the Sabbath commandment is repeated in ver. 15 ; the

seventh day of the week, however, is not simply designated a

" Sabbath," but linat;^' r\2p " a high Sabbath" (the repetition of

the same word, or of an abstract form of the concrete noun,

denoting the superlative; see Ges. § 113, 2), and "holy to

Jehovah" (see at chap. xvi. 23). For this reason Israel was to

keep it in all future generations, i.e. to observe it as an eternal

covenant (ver. 16), as in the case of circumcision, since it was to

be a sign for ever between Jehovah and the children of Israel

(ver. 20). The eternal duration of this sign was involved in the

signification of the sabbatical rest, which is pointed out in chap.

XX. 11, and reaches forward into eternity.

Ver. 18. When Moses had received all the instructions re-

specting the sanctuary to be erected, Jehovah gave him the two

tables of testimony,—tables of stone, upon which the decalogue

was written with the finger of God. It was to receive these

tables that he had been called up the mountain (chap. xxiv. 12).

According to chap, xxxii. 16, the tables themselves, as well as

the writing, were the work of God ; and the wTiting was engraved

upon them (r\V\n from nnn ^^aparretv), and the tables were

written on both their sides (chap, xxxii. 15). Both the choice

of stone as the material for the tables, and the fact that the

writing was engraved, were intended to indicate the imperishable

duration of these words of God. The divine origin of the tables,

as well as of the writing, corresponded to the direct proclamation

of the ten words to the people from the summit of the mountain

by the mouth of God. As this divine promulgation was a suffi-

cient proof that they were the immediate word of God, unchanged

by the mouth and speech of man, so the writing of God was

intended to secure their preservation in Israel as a holy and

inviolable thing. The Meriting itself was not a greater miracle

than others, by which God has proved Himself to be the Lord

of nature, to whom all things that He has created are subser-

vient for the establishment and completion of His kingdom upon

earth ; and it can easily be conceived of without the anthropo-

morphic supposition of a material finger being possessed by God.

Nothing is said about the dimensions of the tables : at the same

time, we can hardly imagine them to have been as large as the
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inside of the ark ; for stone slabs 2^ cubits long and H cubit

broad, which must necessarily have been some inches in thick-

ness to prevent their breaking in the hand, would have required

the strength of Samson to enable Moses to carry them down the

mountain " in his hand" (chap, xxxii. 15), or even "in his two

hands" (Deut. ix. 15, 17). But if we suppose them to have

been smaller than this, say at the most a cubit and a half long

and one cubit broad, there would have been plenty of room on

the four sides for the 172 words contained in the decalogue, with

its threats and promises (chap. xx. 2-17), without the writing

being excessively small.

THE COVENANT BROKEN AND EENEWED.—CHAP. XXXIT.-XXXIV.

Chap, xxxii. 1-6. The long stay that Moses made upon the

mountain rendered the people so impatient, that they desired

another leader, and asked Aaron, to whom Moses had directed

the people to go in all their difficulties during his absence (chap,

xxiv. 14), to make them a god to go before them. The pro-

tecting and helping presence of God had vanished with Moses,

of whom they said, " We know not what has become of him,'

and whom they probably supposed to have perished on the

mountain in the fire that was burning there. They came to

Aaron, therefore, and asked him, not for a leader, but for a

god to go before them ; no doubt with the intention of trusting

the man as their leader who was able to make them a god.

They were unwilling to continue longer without a God to go

before them ; but the faith upon which their desire was founded

was a very perverted one, not only as clinging to what was ap-

parent to the eye, but as corrupted by the impatience and un-

belief of a natural heart, which has not been pervaded by the

power of the living God, and imagines itself forsaken by Him,

whenever His help is not visibly and outwardly at hand. The
delay {^^^, from K^ia to act bashfully, or with reserve, then to

hesitate, or delay) of Moses' return was a test for Israel, in

which it was to prove its faith and confidence in Jehovah and

His servant Moses (xix. 9), but in which it gave way to the

temptation of flesh and blood.—Ver. 2. Aaron also succumbed

to the temptation along with the people. Instead of coura-

geously and decidedly opposing their proposal, and raising the
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despondency of the people into the strength of living faith, by

pointing them to the great deeds through which Jehovah had

proved Himself to be the faithful covenant God, he hoped to

be able to divert them from their design by means of human
craftiness. " Tear off the golden ornaments in the ears of your

wives, your sons, and your daughters, and bring them to me :"

this he said in the hope that, by a demand which pressed so

heavily upon the vanity of the female sex and its love of dis-

play, he might arouse such opposition as would lead the people

to desist from their desire. But his cleverness was put to shame.

" All the people" tore off their golden ornaments and brought

them to him (ver. 3) ; for their object was not merely " to

accomplish an act of pure self-will, in which case there is no

sacrifice that the human heart is not ready to make," but to

secure a pledge of .the protection of God through a visible image

of the Deity. The weak-minded Aaron had no other course

left than to make (i.e. to cause to be made) an image of God
for the people.

Yer. 4. He took (the golden ear-rings) from their hands, and

formed it (the gold) with the graving-tool, or chisel, and made it

a molten calfJ" Out of the many attempts that have been made

at interpreting the words ti'?n3 ins 1^*!!, there are only two that

deserve any notice, viz. the one adopted by Bochart and Schroe-

der, " he bound it up in a bag," and the one given by the

earlier translators, " he fashioned ("iV^ as in 1 Kings vii. 15)

the gold with the chisel." No doubt "i^^^l (from "i^V = inv) does

occur in the sense of binding in 2 Kings v. 23, and t2'^^ may
certainly be used for t:"'"in a bag ; but why should Aaron first

tie up the golden ear-rings in a bag ? And if he did so, why
this superfluous and incongruous allusion to the fact ? We give

in our adhesion to the second, which is adopted by the LXX.,
Onkelos, the Syriac, and even Jonathan, though the other ren-

dering is also interpolated into the text. Such objections, as

that the calf is expressly spoken of as molten work, or that files

are used, and not chisels, for giving a finer finish to casts, have

no force whatever. The latter is not even correct. A graving-

knife is quite as necessary as a file for chiselling, and giving a

finer finish to things cast in a mould ; and cheret does not neces-

sarily mean a chisel, but may signify any tool employed for

carving, engraving, and shaping hard metals. The other objec-
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tion rests upon the supposition that massecah means an image

made entirely of metal (e.g. gold). But this cannot be sus-

tained. Apart from the fact, that most of the larger idols wor-

shipped by the ancients had a wooden centre, and were merely

covered with gold plate, such passages as Isa. xl. 1 9 and xxx. 22

prove, not only that the casting of gold for idols consisted merely

in casting the metal into a flat sheet, which the goldsmith ham-
mered out and spread into a coating of gold plate, but also that

a wooden image, when covered in this way with a coating of

gold, was actually called massecah. And Aaron's molten calf

was also made in this way : it was first of all formed of wood,

and then covered with gold plate. This is evident from the way
in which it was destroyed : the image was first of all burnt,

and then beaten or crushed to pieces, and pounded or ground to

powder (Dent. ix. 21) ; i.e. the wooden centre was first burnt

into charcoal, and then the golden covering beaten or rubbed

to pieces (ver. 20 compared with Deut, ix. 21).

The " golden calf" (<Jy a young bull) was copied from the

Egyptian Apis (vid. Hengstenberg, Dissertations) ; but for all

that, it was not the image of an Egyptian deity,—it was no

symbol of the generative or bearing power of nature, but an

image of Jehovah. For when it was finished, those who had

made the image, and handed it over to the people, said, " This

is thy God (pluralis majest.), O Israel, who brought thee out of

Egypt." This is the explanation adopted in Ps. cvi. 19, 20.

—

Vers. 5, 6. When Aaron saw it, he built an altar in front of

the image, and called aloud to the people, " To-morrow is a feast

of Jehovah ;" and the people celebrated this feast with burnt-

offerings and thank-offerings, with eating and drinking, i.e. with

sacrificial meals and sports (PH^), or with loud rejoicing, shout-

ing, antiphonal songs, and dances (cf. vers. 17-19), in the same

manner in which the Egyptians celebrated their feast of Apis

(Herod. 2, 60, and 3, 27). But this intimation of an Egyptian

custom is no proof that the feast was not intended for Jehovah

;

for joyous sacrificial meals, and even sports and dances, are met

with in connection with the legitimate worship of Jehovah (cf.

chap. XV. 20, 21). Nevertheless the making of the calf, and the

sacrificial meals and other ceremonies performed before it, were

a shameful apostasy from Jehovah, a practical denial of the

inimitable glory of the true God, and a culpable breach of the
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second commandment of the covenant words (chap. xx. 4),

whereby Israel had broken the covenant with the Lord, and
fallen back to the heathen customs of Egypt. Aaron also

shared the guilt of this transgression, although it was merely

out of sinful weakness that he had assented to the proposals of

the people and gratified their wishes (cf. Deut. ix. 20). He
also fell with the people, and denied the God who had chosen

him, though he himself was unconscious of it, to be His priest,

to bear the sins of the people, and to expiate them before

Jehovah. The apostasy of the nation became a temptation to

him, in which the unfitness of his nature for the office was to

be made manifest, in order that he might ever remember this,

and not excuse himself from the office, to which the Lord had
not called him because of his own worthiness, but purely as an
act of unmerited grace.

Vers. 7-14. Before Moses left the mountain, God told him
of the apostasy of the people (vers. 7, 8). " Thy people, which

thou hast brought out of Egypt :'^ God says this not in the sense

of an " ohliqua exprobratio,'^ or " Mosen quodammodo vocare in

partem criminis quo examinetur ejus tolerantia et plus etiam

moeroris ex rei indignitate co7icipiat" {Calvin), or even because

the Israelites, who had broken the covenant, were no longer the

people of Jehovah ; but the transgression of the people concerned

Moses as the mediator of the covenant.—Ver. 8. " They have

turned aside quickly {lit. hurriedly) : " this had increased their

guilt, and made their ingratitude to Jehovah, their Eedeemer,
all the more glaring.—Vers. 9, 10. " Behold, it is a stiff-necked

people (a people with a hard neck, that will not bend to the com-
mandment of God ; cf . chap, xxxiii. 3, 5, xxxiv. 9 ; Deut. ix. 6,

etc.) : now therefore suffer Me, that My lorath may burn against

them, and I may consume them, and I will make of thee a great

nation^ Jehovah, as the unchangeably true and faithful God,
would not, and could not, retract the promises which He liad

given to the patriarchs, or leave them unfulfilled ; and therefore

if in His wrath He should destroy the nation, which had shown
the obduracy of its nature in its speedy apostasy. He would still

fulfil His promise in the person of Moses, and make of him a

great nation, as He had promised Abraham in Gen. xii. 2.

When God says to Moses, " Leave Me, alloio Me, that My wrath

may burn,^' this is only done, as Gregory the Great expresses it,
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deprecandi ansam prcehere. God puts the fate of the nation into

the hand of Moses, that he may remember his mediatorial office,

and show himself worthy of his calling. This condescension on

the part of God, which placed the preservation or destruction of

Israel in the hands of Moses, coupled with a promise, which left

the fullest freedom to his decision, viz. that after the destruction

of the people he should himself be made a great nation, constituted

a great test for Moses, whether he would be willing to give up

his own people, laden as they were with guilt, as the price of his

own exaltation. And Moses stood the test. The preservation

of Israel was dearer to him than the honour of becoming the

head and founder of a new kingdom of God. True to his call-

ing as mediator, he entered the breach before God, to turn away

His wrath, that He might not destroy the sinful nation (Ps. cvi.

23).—But what if Moses had not stood the test, had not offered

his soul for the preservation of his people, as he is said to have

done in ver. 32 ? Would God in that case have thought him

fit to make into a great nation ? Unquestionably, if this had

occurred, he would not have proved himself fit or worthy of

such a call; but as God does not call those who are fit and

worthy in themselves, for the accomplishment of His purposes of

salvation, but chooses rather the unworthy, and makes them fit

for His purposes (2 Cor. iii. 5, 6), He might have made even

Moses into a great nation. The possibility of such a thing, how-

ever, is altogether an abstract thought : the case supposed could

not possibly have occurred, since God knows the hearts of His

servants, and foresees what they will do, though, notwithstanding

His omniscience. He gives to human freedom room enough for

self-determination, that He may test the fidelity of His servants.

No human speculation, however, can fully explain the conflict

between divine providence and human freedom. This promise

is referred to by Moses in Deut. ix. 14, when he adds the words

which God made use of on a subsequent occasion of a similar

kind (Num. xiv. 12), " 1 will make of thee a nation stronger and

more numerous than this."—Ver. 11. ^^ And Moses besought the

Lord his God." '^'' \JS"nx npn, lit. to stroke the face of Jehovah,

for the purpose of appeasing His anger, i.e. to entreat His mercy,

either by means of sacrifices (1 Sam. xiii. 12) or by intercession.

He pleaded His acts towards Israel (ver. 11), His honour in the

sight of the Egyptians (ver. 12), and tlie promises He had made
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to the patriarchs (ver. 13), and prayed that for His own sake,

and the sake of His honour among the heathen, He would show

mercy instead of justice. nj?")n (ver. 12) does not mean ixera

TTovTjpiaf; (LXX.), or callide {Vulg.), but "for their hurt^^—the

preposition denoting the manner in which, or according to which,

anything took place.—Ver. 14. " And Jeliovah repented of the

evil, etc."—On the repentance of God, see at Gen. vi. 6. Augus-

tine is substantially correct in saying that " an unexpected change

in the things which God has put in His own power is called

repentance" {contra adv. leg. 1, 20), but he has failed to grasp

the deep spiritual idea of the repentance of God, as an anthropo-

pathic description of the pain which is caused to the love of God
by the destruction of His creatures.—Yer. 14 contains a remark

which anticipates the development of the history, and in which

the historian mentions the result of the intercession of Moses,

even before Moses had received the assurance of forgiveness, for

the purpose of bringing the account of his first negotiations with

Jehovah to a close. God let Moses depart without any such

assurance, that He might display before the people the full

severity of the divine wrath.

Vers. 15-24. When Moses departed from God with the two

tables of the law in his hand (see at chap. xxxi. 18), and came

to Joshua on the mountain (see at chap. xxiv. 13), the latter

heard the shouting of the people (lit. the voice of the people in

its noise, n"yT for iyi.j from V"i noise, tumult), and took it to be the

noise of war ; but Moses said (ver. 18), " It is not the sound of the

answering ofpower, nor the sound of the answering of weakness,"

i.e. they are not such sounds as you hear in the heat of battle

from the strong (the conquerors) and the weak (the conquered)
;

" the sound of antiphonal songs I hear." (php is to be understood,

both here and in Ps. Ixxxviii. 1, in the same sense as in chap.

XV. 21.)—Ver. 19. But when he came nearer to the camp, and

saw the calf and the dancing, his anger burned, and he threw

down the tables of the covenant and broke them at the foot of

the mountain, as a sign tliat Israel had broken the covenant.

—

Ver. 20. He then proceeded to the destruction of the idol. " He
burned it in (with) fre," by which process the wooden centre was

calcined, and the golden coating either entirely or partially

melted ; and what was left by the fire he ground till it was fine,

or, as it is expressed in Deut. ix. 21, he beat it to pieces, grind-

PENT.—VOL. II. P
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iiig it well (i.e. crushing it with and between stones), till it was

as fine as dust.^ The dust, which consisted of particles of char-

coal and gold, he then " strewed upon the tuater," or, according to

Deuteronomy, " threw it into the brook which flowed down from

the mountain, and made the children of Israel drink," i.e. com-

pelled them to drink the dust that had been thrown in along

with the water of the brook. The object of this was certainly

not to make them ashamed, by showing them the worthlessness

of their god, and humiliating them by such treatment as com-

pelling them to swallow their own god (as Knohel supposes). It

was intended rather to set forth in a visible manner both the sin

and its consequences. The sin was poured as it were into their

bowels along with the water, as a symbolical sign that they would

have to bear it and atone for it, just as a woman who was sus-

pected of adultery was obliged to drink the curse-water (Num.
V. 24).—Ver. 21. After the calf had been destroyed, Moses called

Aaron to account. " What has this people done to thee (" done"

in a bad sense, as in Gen. xxvii. 45 ; Ex. xiv. 11), that thou hast

brought a great sin upon itV^ Even if Aaron had merely acted

from weakness in carrying out the will of the people, he was the

most to blame, for not having resisted the urgent entreaty of the

people firmly and with strong faith, and even at the cost of his

life. Consequently he could think of nothing better than the

pitiful subterfuge, " Be not angry, my lord (he addresses Moses

in this way on account of his office, and because of his anger, cf.

Num. xii. 11) : thou hnowest the people, that it is in zoickedness^''

(cf. 1 John V. 19), and the admission that he had been overcome

by the urgency of the people, and had thrown the gold they

handed him into the fire, and that this calf had come out (vers.

22-24), as if the image had come out of its own accord, without

his intention or will. This excuse was so contemptible that

Moses did not think it worthy of a reply , at the same time, as

he told the people afterwards (Deut. ix. 20), he averted the great

wrath of the Lord from him through his intercession.

Vers. 25-29. Moses then turned to the unbridled nation,

^ There is no necessity to refer to the process of calcining gold, either

here or in connection with the destruction of the AsJierah by Josiah (2 Kings

xxiii. 4, 12 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 4, 7), apart altogether from the question,

whether this chemical mode of reducing the precious metals was known at

all to Moses and the Israelites.
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whom Aaron had set free from all restraint, "/or a reproach

among their foes,^^ inasmuch as they would necessarily become

an object of scorn and derision among the heathen on account of

the punishment which their conduct would bring down upon

them from God (compare ver. 12 and Deut. xxviii. 37), and

sought to restrain their licentiousness and ward off the threatened

destruction of the nation through the infliction of a terrible

punishment. If the effect of this punishment should show that

there were still some remains of obedience and faithfulness

towards God left in the nation, Moses might then hope, that in

accordance with the pleading of Abraham in Gen. xviii. 23 sqq.,

he should obtain mercy from God for the whole nation for the

sake of those who were righteous. He therefore went into the

gate of the camp (the entrance to the camp) and cried out

:

" Whoever (belongs) to the Lord, (come) to me!" and his hope

was not disappointed. ^^All the Levites gathered together to him."

Why the Levites ? Certainly not merely, nor chiefly, " because

the Levites for the most part had not assented to the people's

sin and the worship of the calf, but had been displeased on ac-

count of it" (C. a Lapide)', but partly because the Levites

were more prompt in their determination to confess their crime,

and return with penitence, and partly out of regard to Moses,

who belonged to their tribe, in connection with which it must

be borne in mind that the resolution and example of a few dis-

tinguished men was sure to be followed by all the rest of their

tribe. The reason why no one came over to the side of Moses

from any of the other tribes, must also be attributed, to some

extent, to the bond that existed among members of the same

tribe, and is not sufficiently explained by Calvin s hypothesis,

that " they were held back, not by contempt or obstinacy, so

much as by shame, and that they were all so paralyzed by their

alarm, that they waited to see what Moses was about to do and

to what length he would proceed."—Ver. 27. The Levites had

to allow their obedience to God to be subjected to a severe test.

Moses issued this command to them in the name of Jehovah the

God of Israel : "ief every one gird on his sword, and go to and

fro through the camp from one gate (end) to the other, and put to

death brothers, friends, and neighbours," i.e. all whom they met,

without regard to relationship, friendship, or acquaintance.

And they stood the test. About 3000 men fell by their sword
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on that day. There are several difficulties connected with this

account, which have furnished occasion for doubts as to its his-

torical credibility. The one of least importance is that which

arises from the supposed severity and recklessness of Moses'

proceedings. The severity of the punishment corresponded to

the magnitude of the crime. The worship of an image, being a

manifest transgression of one of the fundamental laws of the

covenant, was a breach of the covenant, and as such a capital

crime, bringing the punishment of death or extermination in its

train. Now, although the whole nation had been guilty of this

crime, yet in this, as in every other rebellion, the guilt of all

would not be the same, but many would simply follow the ex-

ample of others ; so that, instead of punishing all alike, it was

necessary that a separation should be made, if not between the

innocent and guilty, yet between the penitent and the stiff-necked

transgressors. To effect this separation, Moses called out into

the camp: "Over to me, whoever is for the Lord!" All the

Levites responded to his call, but not the other tribes ; and it

was necessary that the refractory should be punished. Even
these, however, had not all sinned to the same extent, but might

be divided into tempters and tempted ; and as they were all

mixed up together, nothing remained but to adopt that kind of

punishment, which has been resorted to in all ages in such cir-

cumstances as these. " If at any time," as Calvin says, " mutiny

has broken out in an army, and has led to violence, and even to

bloodshed, by universal laiu a commander proceeds to decimate

the guilty." He then adds, " How much milder, however, was

the punishment here, when out of six hundred thousand only

three thousand were put to death !" This decimation Moses com-

mitted to the Levites; and just as in every other decimation the

selection must be determined by lot or accidental choice, so here

Moses left it to be determined by chance, upon whom the sword

of the Levites would fall, knowing very well that even the so-

called chance would be under the direction of God.

There is apparently a greater difficulty in the fact, that not

only did the Levites execute the command of Moses without re-

serve, but the people let them pass through the camp, and kill

every one who came within reach of their sword, witliout offer-

ing the slightest resistance. To remove this difficulty, there is

no necessity that we should either assume that the Levites knew
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who were the originators and ringleaders of the worship of the

calf, and only used their swords against them, as Calvin does, or

that we should follow Kurtz, and introduce into the text a

" formal conflict between the two parties, in which some of Moses'

party were also slain," since the history says nothing about "the

men who sided with Moses gaining a complete victory," and

merely states that in obedience to the word of Jehovah the God
of Israel, as declared by Moses, they put 3000 men of the people

to death with the sword. The obedience of the Levites was an

act of faith, which knows neither the fear of man nor regard to

person. The unresisting attitude of the people generally may
be explained, partly from their reverence for Moses, whom God
had so mightily and marvellously accredited as His servant in

the sight of all the nation, and partly from the despondency and

fear so natural to a guilty conscience, which took away all capa-

city for opposing the bold and determined course that was

adopted by the divinely appointed rulers- and their servants in

obedience to the command of God. It must also be borne in

mind, that in the present instance the sin of the people was not

connected with any rebellion against Moses.

Very different explanations have been gi\'en of the words

which were spoken by Moses to the Levites (ver. 29): ^^ Fill

your hand to-day for Jeliovah ; for every one against his son

and against his brother, and to bring a blessing upon you to-day.'^

" To fill the hand for Jehovah " does not mean to offer a sacri-

fice to the Lord, but to provide something to offer to God (1

Chron. xxix. 5 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 31). Thus Jonathan's explana-

tion, which Kurtz has revived in a modified form, viz. that

Moses commanded the Levites to offer sacrifices as an expiation

for the blood that they had shed, or for the rent made in the

congregation by their reckless slaughter of their blood-relations,

falls to the ground ; though we cannot understand how the ful-

filment of a divine command, or an act of obedience to the de-

clared will of God, could be regarded as blood-guiltiness, or as

a crime that needed expiation. As far as the clause which

follows is concerned, so much is clear, viz. that the words can

neither be rendered, " for every one is in his son," etc., nor "for

every one was against his son," etc. To the former it is im-

possible to attach any sense ; and the latter cannot be correct,

because the preterite n^n could not be omitted after an imperative,
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if the explanatory clause referred to what was past. If ""S were

a causal particle in this case, the meaning could only be, " for

every one shall be against his son," etc. But it is much better

to understand it as indicating the object, " that every one may
be against his son and against his brother;" i.e. that in the

cause of the Lord every one may not spare even his nearest

relative, but deny either son or brother for the Lord's sake

(Deut. xxxiii. 9). '^ And to give" (or bring), i.e. so that ye

may bring, "a blessing upon yourselves to-day.'" The following,

then, is the thought contained in the verse : Provide yourselves

to-day with a gift for the Lord, consecrate yourselves to-day

for the service of the Lord, by preserving the obedience you

have just shown towards Him, by not knowing either son or

brother in His service, and thus gain for yourselves a blessing.

In the fulfilment of the command of God, with the denial of

their own flesh and blood, Moses discerns such a disposition and

act as would fit them for the service of the Lord. He there-

fore points to the blessing which it would bring them, and ex-

horts them by their election as the peculiar possession of Jeho-

vah (Num. iii. iv.), which would be secured to them from this

time forward, to persevere in this fidelity to the Lord. " The
zeal of the tribe-father burned still in the Levltes ; but this time

it was for the glory of God, and not for their own. Their an-

cestor had violated both truth and justice by his vengeance upon

the Shechemites, from a false regard to blood-relationship, but

now his descendants had saved truth, justice, and the covenant

by avenging Jehovah upon their own relations" (Kurtz, and

Oehler in Herzogs Cycl.), so that the curse which rested upon

them (Gen. xlix. 7) could now be turned into a blessing (cf.

Deut. xxxiii. 9).

Vers. 30-35. After Moses had thus avenged the honour of

the Lord upon the sinful nation, he returned the next day to

Jehovah as a mediator, who is not a mediator of one (Gal. iii.

20), that by the force of his intercession he might turn the

divine wrath, which threatened destruction, into sparing grace

and compassion, and that he might expiate the sin of the nation.

He had received no assurance of mercy in reply to his first en-

treaty (vers. 11-13). He therefore announced his intention to

the people in these words :
" Peradventure I can make an atone-

ment for your sin." But to the Lord he said (vers. 31, 32),
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*' The sin of this people is a great sin ; they have made themselves a

god of gold,''* in opposition to the clear commandment in chap.

XX. 23 :
" and now, if Thou wilt forgive their sin, and if 7iot, blot

me out of the book that Thou hast written.^' The book which

Jehovah has written is the book of life, or of the living (Ps.

Ixix. 29 ; Dan. xii. 1). This expression is founded upon the

custom of writing the names of the burgesses of a town or

country in a burgess-list, whereby they ai'e recognised as natives

of the country, or citizens of the city, and all the privileges of

citizenship are secured to them. The book of life contains the list

of the righteous (Ps. Ixix. 29), and ensures to those whose names

are written there, life before God, first in the earthly kingdom

of God, and then eternal life also, according to the knowledge of

salvation, which keeps pace with the progress of divine revela-

tion, e.g. in the New Testament, where the heirs of eternal life

are found written in the book of life (Phil. iv. 3 ; Rev. iii. 5,

xiii. 8, etc.),—an advance forwhich the way was already prepared

by Isa. iv. 3 and Dan. xii. 1. To blot out of Jehovah's book,

therefore, is to cut off from fellowship with the living God, or

from the kingdom of those who live before God, and to deliver

over to death. As a true mediator of his people, Moses was

ready to stake his own life for the deliverance of the nation, and

not to live before God himself, if Jehovah did not forgive the

people their sin. These words of Moses were the strongest ex-

pression of devoted, self-sacrificing love. And they were just

as deep and true as the wish expressed by the Apostle Paul in

Pom. ix. 3, that he might be accursed from Christ for the sake

of his brethren according to the flesh. Bengel compares this

wish of the apostle to the prayer of Moses, and says with re-

gard to this unbounded fulness of love, " It is not easy to esti-

mate the measure of love in a Moses and a Paul ; for the narrow

boundary of our reasoning powers does not comprehend it, as

the little child is unable to comprehend the courage of warlike

heroes" (Eng. Tr.). The infinite love of God is unable to

withstand the importunity of such love. God, who is holy love,

cannot sacrifice the righteous and good for the unrighteous and

guilty, nor can He refuse the mediatorial intercession of His

faithful servant, so long as the sinful nation has not filled up

the measure of its guilt, in which case even the intercession of

a Moses and a Samuel would not be able to avert the judgment
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(Jer. XV. 1, cf. Ezek. xiv. 16). Hence, although Jehovah puts

back the wish and prayer of Moses with the words, " Whoever

("it^X ""D, both here and in 2 Sam. xx. 11, is more emphatic than

either one or the other alone) has sinned, him will I blot out of

My book,^^ He yields to the entreaty that He will ensure to

Moses the continuance of the nation under His gviidance, and

under the protection of His angel, which shall go before it (see

at chap, xxxiii. 2, 3), and defer the punishment of their sin until

the day of His visitation.—^Ver. 35. " Thus Jehovah smote the

people because they had made the calf" With these words the

historian closes the first act of Moses' negotiations with the Lord

on account of this sin, from which it was apparent how God had

repented of the evil with which He had threatened the nation

(ver. 14). Moses had obtained the preservation of the people

and their entrance into the promised land, under the protection

of God, through his intercession, and averted from the nation

the abrogation of the covenant ; but the covenant relation which

had existed before was not restored in its integrity. Though

grace may modify and soften wrath, it cannot mar the justice of

the holy God. No doubt an atonement had been made to

justice, through the punishment which the Levites had inflicted

upon the nation, but only a passing and imperfect one. Only a

small portion of the guilty nation had been punished, and that

without the others showing themselves worthy of forgiving

grace through sorrow and repentance. The punishment, there-

fore, was not remitted, but only postponed in the long-suffering

of God, " until the day of retribution " or visitation. The day

of visitation came at length, when the stiff-necked people had

filled up the measure of their sin through repeated rebellion

against Jehovah and His servant Moses, and were sentenced at

Kadesh to die out in the wilderness (Num. xiv. 26 sqq.). The
sorrow manifested by the people (chap, xxxiii. 4), when the

answer of God was made known to them, was a proof that the

measure was not yet full.

Chap, xxxiii. 1-6. Moses' negotiations with the people, for

the purpose of bringing them to sorrow and repentance, com-

menced with the announcement of what Jehovah had said.

The words of Jehovah in vers. 1-3, which are only a still fur-

ther expansion of the assurance contained in chap, xxxii. 34,

commence in a similar manner to the covenant promise in chap.
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xxiii. 20, 23 ; but there is this great difference, that whereas

the name, i.e. the presence of Jehovah Himself, was to have

gone before the Israelites in the angel promised to the people

as a leader in chap, xxiii. 20, now, though Jehovah would still

send an angel before Moses and Israel, He Himself would not

go up to Canaan (a land flowing, etc., see at iii. 8) in the midst

of Israel, lest He should destroy the people by the way, be-

cause they were stiff-necked (^?^^^. for "^P?^, see Ges. § 27, 3,

Anm. 2).—Yer. 4. The people were so overwhelmed with sor-

row by this evil word, that they all put off their ornaments, and

showed by this outward sign the trouble of their heart.—Ver. 5.

That this good beginning of repentance might lead to a true

and permanent change of heart, Jehovah repeated His threat

in a most emphatic manner :
" Thou art a stiff-necked i^eoiple ; if

I go a moment in the midst of thee, I destroy thee :" i.e. if I were

to go up in the midst of thee for only a single moment, I should,

be compelled to destroy thee because of thine obduracy. He
then issued this command :

" Throw thine ornament away from
thee, and I shall know (by that) what to do to theeV—Ver. 6.

And the people obeyed this commandment, renouncing all that

pleased the eye. " The children of Israel spoiled themselves

(see at chap. xii. 36) of their ornament from Mount Horeh on-

wards" Thus they entered formally into a penitential condi-

tion. The expression, " from Mount Horeb onwards," can

hardly be paraphrased as it is by Seb. Schmidt, viz. " going

from Mount Horeb into the camp," but in all probability ex-

presses this idea, that from that time forward, i.e. after the

occurrence of this event at Horeb, they laid aside the ornaments

which they had hitherto worn, and assumed the outward appear-

ance of perpetual penitence.

Vers. 7—11. Moses then took a tent, and pitched it outside

the camp, at some distance off, and called it " te7it of meeting^

The " tent" is neither the sanctuary of the tabernacle de-

scribed in chap. xxv. sqq., which was not made till after the

perfect restoration of the covenant (chap. xxxv. sqq.), nor an-

other sanctuaiy that had come down from their forefathers and

was used before the tabernacle was built, as Clericus, J. D.

Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, and others suppose ; but a tent belonging

to Moses, which was made into a temporary sanctuary by the

fact that the pillar of cloud came down upon it, and Jehovah/
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talked with Moses there, and which was called by the same name
as the tabernacle, viz. ^Vio PHN (see at chap, xxvii. 21), because

Jehovah revealed Himself there, and every one who sought Him
had to go to this tent outside the camp. There were two rea-

sons for this ; in the first place, Moses desired thereby to lead

the people to a fuller recognition of their separation from their

God, that their penitence might be deepened in consequence
;

and in the second place, he wished to provide such means of

intercourse with Jehovah as would not only awaken in the

minds of the people a longing for the renewal of the covenant,

but render the restoration of the covenant possible. And this

end was answered. Not only did every one who sought Jehovah

go out to the tent, but the whole nation looked with the deepest

reverence when Moses went out to the tent, and bowed in ado-

ration before the Lord, every one in front of his tent, when
they saw the pillar of cloud come down upon the tent and stand

before the door. Out of this cloud Jehovah talked with Moses

(vers. 7—10) ^^ face to face, as a man talks loitli his friend''^

(ver. 11) ; that is to say, not from the distance of heaven,

through any kind of medium whatever, but " mouth to mouth,"

as it is called in Num. xii. 8, as closely and directly as friends

talk to one another. " These words indicate, therefore, a

familiar conversation, just as much as if it had been said, that

God appeared to Moses in some peculiar form of manifestation.

If any one objects to this, that it is at variance with the asser-

tion which we shall come to presently, ' Thou canst not see My
face,' the answer is a very simple one. Although Jehovah

showed Himself to Moses in some peculiar form of manifesta-

tion. He never appeared in His own essential glory, but only in

such a mode as human weakness could bear. This solution

contains a tacit comparison, viz. that there never was any one

equal to Moses, or who had attained to the same dignity as he"

(^Calvin). When Moses returned to the tent, his servant Joshua

remained behind as guard.—This condescension on the part of

Jehovah towards Moses could not fail to strengthen the people

in their reliance upon their leader, as the confidant of Jehovah.

And Moses himself was encouraged thereby to endeavour to

effect a perfect restoration of the covenant bond that had been

destroyed.

Vers. 12-23. Jehovah had commanded Moses to lead the
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people to Canaan, and promised him the guidance of an angel

;

but He had expressly distinguished this angel from His own

personal presence (vers. 1-3). Moreover, though it has not

been mentioned before, Jehovah had said to Moses, " / have

known thee hy name,''—i.e. I have recognised thee as Mine, and

chosen and called thee to execute My will (cf. Isa. xliii. 1, xlix. 1),

or put thee into " a specifically personal relation to God, which

was peculiar to Moses, and therefore was associated with his

name" {Oehler) ;
—" and thou hast also found grace in My eyes,*'

inasmuch as God had granted a hearing to his former interces-

sion. Moses now reminded the Lord of this divine assurance

with such courage as can only be produced by faith, which

wrestles with God and will not let Him go without a blessing

(Gen. xxxii. 27) ; and upon the strength of this he presented the

petition (ver. 13), ''Let me hnoio Thy way (the way which Thou

wilt take with me and with this people), that I may know Thee,

in order that I may find grace in Thine eyes, and see that this

people is Thy people." The meaning is this : If I have found

grace in Thy sight, and Thou hast recognised me as Thy servant,

and called me to be the leader of this people, do not leave me in

uncertainty as to Thine intentions concerning the people, or as

to the angel whom Thou wilt give as a guide to me and the

nation, that I may know Thee, that is to say, that my finding

grace in Thine eyes may become a reality ;^ and if Thou wilt

lead the people up to Canaan, consider that it is Thine own

people, to whom Thou must acknowledge Thyself as its God.

Such boldness of undoubting faith presses to the heart of God,

and brings away the blessing. Jehovah replied (ver. 14), " My
face will go, and I shall give thee rest,"—that is to say, shall

bring thee and all this people into the land, where ye will find

rest (Deut. iii. 20). The " face" of Jehovah is Jehovah in

His own personal presence, and is identical with the " angel"

in whom the name of Jehovah was (chap, xxiii. 20, 21), and

who is therefore called in Isa. Ixiii. 9 " the angel of His face."

With this assurance on the part of God, the covenant bond

was completely restored. But to make more sure of it, Moses

rephed (vers. 15, 16), " If Thy face is not going (with us), lead

us not up hence And ivherehy shall it he knoion that I have found

grace in thine eyes, I and Thy people, if not {lit. is it not known)

^ Domine/ac ut verbis tuis respondeat eventus {Calvin).
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in Thy going with us, that we, I and Thy people, are distinguished

(see at chap. viii. 18) before every nation upon the face of the

earth ?" These words do not express any doubt as to the truth of

the divine assurance, " but a certain feehng of the insufficiency

of the assurance," inasmuch as even with the restoration of the

former condition of things there still remained "the fear lest the

evil root of the people's rebellion, which had once manifested

itself, should break forth again at any moment" (Baumgarten^.

For this reason Jehovah assured him that this request also should

be granted (ver. 17). "There was nothing extraordinary in the

fact that Moses desired for himself and his people that they might

be distinguished before every nation upon the face of the earth

;

this was merely the firm hold of faith upon the calling and elec-

tion of God (chap. xix. 5, 6)."—Ver. 18. Moses was emboldened

by this, and now prayed to the Lord, " Let me see Thy glory

T

What Moses desired to see, as the answer of God clearly shows,

must have been something surpassing all former revelations of

the glory of Jehovah (chap. xvi. 7, 10, xxiv. 16, 17), and even

going beyond Jehovah's talking with him face to face (ver. 11).

When God talked with him face to face, or mouth to mouth, he

merely saw a " similitude of Jehovah" (Num. xii. 8), a form

which rendered the invisible being of God visible to the human
eye, i.e. a manifestation of the divine glory in a certain form,

and not the direct or essential glory of Jehovah, whilst the people

saw this glory under the veil of a dark cloud, rendered luminous

by fire, that is to say, they only saw its splendour as it shone

through the cloud ; and even the elders, at the time when the

covenant was made, only saw the God of Israel in a certain form

which hid from their eyes the essential being of God (xxiv. 10,

11). What Moses desired, therefore, was a sight of the glory

or essential being of God, without any figure, and without a veil.

Moses was urged to offer this prayer, as Calvin truly says,

not by " stulta curiositas, quce utplurimum titillat hominum mentes,

lit audacter penetrare tentent usque ad ultima coelorum arcana^^

but by " a desire to cross the chasm which had been made by

the apostasy of the nation, that for the future he might have a

firmer footing than the previous history had given him. As so

great a stress had been laid upon his own person in his present

task of mediation between the offended Jehovah and the apostate

nation, he felt that the separation, which existed between himself
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and Jehovah, introduced a disturbing element into his office.

For if his own personal fellowship with Jehovah was not fully-

established, and raised above all possibility of disturbance, there

could be no eternal foundation for the perpetuity of his media-

tion" (Baumgarten). As a man called by God to be His servant,

he was not yet the perfect mediator ; but although he was faithful

in all his house, it was only as a servant, called eU /xaprvpcov

Toiv XaXijdrjcrofievcop (Heb. iii. 5), i.e. as a herald of the saving

revelations of God, preparing the way for the coming of the

perfect Mediator. Jehovah therefore granted his request, but

only so far as the limit existing between the infinite and holy

God and finite and sinful man allowed. " I will make all My
goodness pass before thy face, and proclaim the name of Jehovah

before thee (Qt?'? i^np see at Gen iv. 26), and will be gracious to

whom I will be gracious, and will show mercy on ivhom I will show

•mercy. Thou canst not see My face, for man cannot see Me and
live." The words 'lJ1 ''fi^m, although only connected with the pre-

vious clause by the cop. 1, are to be understood in a causative

sense, as expressing the reason why Moses' request was granted,

viz. that it was an act of unconditional grace and compassion on

the part of God, to which no man, not even Moses, could lay

any just claim. The Apostle Paul uses the words in the same
sense in Rom. ix. 15, for the purpose of overthrowing the claims

of self-righteous Jews to participate in the Messianic salvation.

—No mortal man can see the face of God and remain alive ; for

not only is the holy God a consuming fire to unholy man, but a

limit has been set, in and with the aw/uba '^o'Ckov and -ylrv^iKov (the

earthly and psychical body) of man, between the infinite God, the

absolute Spirit, and the human spirit clothed in an earthly body,

which will only be removed by the " redemption of our body,"

and our being clothed in a " spiritual body," and which, so long

as it lasts, renders a direct sight of the glory of God impossible.

As our bodily eye is dazzled, and its power of vision destroyed,

by looking directly at the brightness of the sun, so would our

whole nature be destroyed by an unveiled sight of the brilliancy

of the glory of God. So long as we are clothed with this body,

which was destined, indeed, from the very first to be transformed

into the glorified state of the immortality of the spirit, but has

become t^irough the fall a prey to the corruption of death, we
can only walk in faith, and only see God with the eye of faith,
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SO far as He has revealed His glory to us in His works and His

word. When we have become like God, and have been trans-

formed into the " divine nature" (2 Pet. i. 4), then, and not till

then, shall we see Him as He is ; then we shall see His glory-

without a veil, and live before Him for ever. For this reason

Moses had to content himself with the passing by of the glory of

God before his face, and with the revelation of the name of

Jehovah through the medium of the word, in which God dis-

closes His inmost being, and, so to speak. His whole heart to

faith. In ver. 22 "My glory" is used for "all My goodness,"

and in chap, xxxiv. 6 it is stated that Jehovah passed by before

the face of ISIoses. 31t2 is not to be understood in the sense of

beautiful, or beauty, but signifies goodness ; not the brilliancy

which strikes the senses, but the spiritual and ethical nature of

the Divine Being. For the manifestation of Jehovah, which

passed before Moses, was intended unquestionably to reveal

nothing else than what Jehovah expressed in the proclamation

of His name.

The manifested glory of the Lord would so surely be followed

by the destruction of man, that even Moses needed to be pro-

tected before it (vers. 21, 22). Whilst Jehovah, therefore,

allowed him to come to a place upon the rock near Him, i.e.

upon the summit of Sinai (chap, xxxiv. 2), He said that He
would put him in a cleft of the rock whilst He was passing by,

and cover him with His hand, i.e. with His protecting power,

and only take away His hand when He had gone by, that he

might see His back, because His face could not be seen. The
back, as contrasted with the face, signifies the reflection of the

glory of God that had just passed by. The words are transferred

anthropomorphically from man to God, because human language

and human thought can only conceive of the nature of the abso-

lute Spirit according to the analogy of the human form. As the

inward nature of man manifests itself in his face, and the sisht

of his back gives only an imperfect and outward view of him, so

Moses saw only the back and not the face of Jehovah. It is

impossible to put more into human words concerning this unpa-

ralleled vision, which far surpasses all human thought and com-

prehension. According to chap, xxxiv. 2, the place where Moses

stood by the Lord was at the top (the head) of Sinai, and no

more can be determined with certainty concerning it. The cleft
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in the rock (ver. 22) has been supposed by some to be the same

place as the " cave" in which EHjah lodged at Horeb, and where

the Lord appeared to him in the still small voice (1 Kings xix.

9 sqq.). The real summit of the Jebel Musa consists of " a

small area of huge rocks, about 80 feet in diameter," upon

which there is now a chapel that has almost fallen down, and

about 40 feet to the south-west a dilapidated mosque {Ro-

binson, Palestine, vol. i. p. 153). Below this mosque, according

to Seetzen (Reise iii. pp. 83, 84), there is a very small grotto,

into which you descend by several steps, and to which a large

block of granite, about a fathom and a half long and six spans

in height, serves as a roof. According to the Mussulman tradi-

tion, which the Greek monks also accept, it was in this small

grotto that Moses received the law ; though other monks point

out a " hole, just large enough for a man," near the altar of

the Elijah chapel, on the small plain upon the ridge of Sinai,

above which the loftier peak rises about 700 feet, as the cave in

which Elijah lodged on Horeb (Robinson, Pal. ut supra).

Chap, xxxiv. 1-10. When Moses had restored the covenant

bond through his intercession (chap, xxxiii. 14), he was directed

by Jehovah to hew out two stones, like the former ones which he

had broken, and to come with them the next morning up the

mountain, and Jehovah would write upon them the same words

as upon the first,^ and thus restore the covenant record. It was

also commanded, as in the former case (chap. xix. 12, 13), that

no one should go up the mountain with him, or be seen upon it,

and that not even cattle should feed against the mountain, i.e.

in the immediate neighbourhood (ver. 3). The first tables of

the covenant were called "tables of stone" (chap. xxiv. 12,

xxxi. 18) ; the second, on the other hand, which were hewn by

Moses, are called "tables of stones" (vers. 1 and 4) ; and the

latter expression is applied indiscriminately to both of them in

Dent. iv. 13, v. 19, ix. 9-11, x. 1-4. This difference does not

indicate a diversity in the records, but may be explained very

simply from the fact, that the tables prepared by Moses were

hewn from two stones, and not both from the same block

;

whereas all that could be said of the former, which had been

^ Namely, the ten words in chap. xx. 2-17, not the laws contained in

vers. 12-26 of this chapter, as Gothe and Hitzig su-pipose. See Hengstenberg,

Dissertations ii. p. 319, and Kurtz on the Old Covenant iii. 182 sq^q.
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made by God Himself, was that they were of stone, since no

one knew whether God had used one stone or two for the pur-

pose. There is apparently far more importance in the following

distinction, that the second tables were delivered by Moses and

only written upon by God, whereas in the case of the former

both the writing and the materials came from God. This can-

not have been intended either as a punishment for the nation

(Hengsfenberg), or as " the sign of a higher stage of the covenant,

inasmuch as the further the reciprocity extended, the firmer was

the covenant" (Baumgarten). It is much more natural to seek

for the cause, as Rashi does, in the fact, that Moses had broken

the first in pieces ; only we must not regard it as a sign that God
disapproved of the manifestation of anger on the part of Moses,

but rather as a recognition of his zealous exertions for the restora-

tion of the covenant which had been broken by the sin of the

nation. As Moses had restored the covenant through his ener-

getic intercession, he should also provide the materials for the

renewal of the covenant record, and bring them to God, for Him
to complete and confirm the record by writing the covenant

words upon the tables.

On the following morning, when Moses ascended the moun-

tain, Jehovah granted him the promised manifestation of His

glory (vers. 5 sqq.). The description of this unparalleled occur-

rence is in perfect harmony with the mysterious and majestic

character of the revelation. " Jehovah descended (from heaven)

in the cloud, and stood hy him there, and proclaimed the name of

Jehovah; and Jehovah passed hy in his sight, and proclaimed

Jehovah, Jehovah God, merciful and gracious,^' etc. What Moses

saw we are not told, but simply the words in which Jehovah

proclaimed all the glory of His being ; whilst it is recorded of

Moses, that he bowed his head toward the earth and worshipped.

This " sermon on the name of the Lord," as Luther calls it, dis-

closed to Moses the most hidden nature of Jehovah. It pro-

claimed that God is love, but that kind of love in which mercy,

grace, long-suffering, goodness, and truth are united with holiness

and justice. As the merciful One, who is great in goodness and

truth, Jehovah shows mercy to the thousandth, forgiving sin and

iniquity in long-suffering and grace ; but He does not leave sin

altogether unpunished, and in His justice visits the sin of the

fathers upon the children and the children's children even unto
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the fourth generation. The Lord had already revealed Himself

to the whole nation from Mount Sinai as visiting sin and show-

ing mercy (chap. xx. 5 sqq.). But whereas on that occasion the

burning zeal of Jehovah which visits sin stood in the foreground,

and mercy only followed afterwards, here grace, mercy, and good-

ness are placed in the front. And accordingly all the words which

the language contained to express the idea of grace in its varied

manifestations to the sinner, are crowded together here, to reveal

the fact that in His inmost being God is love. But in order that

grace may not be perverted by sinners into a ground of wanton-

ness, justice is not wanting even here with its solemn threatenings,

although it only follows mercy, to show that mercy is mightier

than wrath, and that holy love does not punish till sinners despise

the riches of the goodness, patience^ and long-suffering of God.

As Jehovah here proclaimed His name, so did He continue to bear

witness of it to the Israelites, from their departure from Sinai till

their entrance into Canaan, and from that time forward till their

dispersion among the heathen, and even now in their exile show-

ing mercy to the thousandth, when they turn to the Eedeemer

who has come out of Zion.—Ver. 9. On this manifestation of

mercy, Moses repeated the prayer that Jehovah would go in the

midst of Israel. It is true the Lord had already promised that

His face should go with them (chap, xxxiii. 14) ; but as Moses

had asked for a sight of the glory of the Lord as a seal to the

promise, it was perfectly natural that, when this petition was

granted, he should lay hold of the grace that had been revealed

to him as it never had been before, and endeavour to give even

greater stability to the covenant. To this end he repeated his

former intercession on behalf of the nation, at the same time

making this confession, " For it is a stiff-necked people ; there-

fore forgive our iniquity and our sin, and make us the inherit-

ance." Moses spoke collectively, including himself in the nation

in the presence of God. The reason which he assigned pointed

to the deep root of corruption that had broken out in the worship

of the golden calf, and was appropriately pleaded as a motive for

asking forgiveness, inasmuch as God Himself had assigned the

natural corruption of the human race as a reason why He would

not destroy it again with a flood (Gen. viii. 21). Wrath was

mitigated by a regard to the natural condition.—^fJ in the Kalj

with an accusative of the person, does not mean to lead a person

PENT.—VOL. II. Q
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into the inheritance, but to make a person into an inheritance

;

here, therefore, to make Israel the possession of Jehovah (Deut.

iv. 20, ix. 26, cf. Zech. ii. 16). Jehovah at once declared

(ver. 10) that He would conclude a covenant, i.e. restore the

broken covenant, and do marvels before the whole nation, such

as had not been done in all the earth or in any nation, and thus

by these His works distinguish Israel before all nations as His

own property (chap, xxxiii. 16). The nation was to see this,

because it would be terrible ; terrible, namely, through the over-

throw of the powers that resisted the kingdom of God, every one

of whom would be laid prostrate and destroyed by the majesty

of the Almighty.

Vers. 11-26. To recall the duties of the covenant once more

to the minds of the people, the Lord repeats from among the

rights of Israel, upon the basis of which the covenant had been

established (chap, xxi.-xxiii.), two of the leading points which

determined the attitude of the nation towards Him, and which

constituted, as it were, the main pillars that were to support the

covenant about to be renewed. These were, Jirst, the warning

against every kind of league with the Canaanites, who were to

be driven out before the Israelites (vers. 11-16) ; and, secondly,

the instructions concerning the true worship of Jehovah (vers.

17-26). The warning against friendship with the idolatrous

Canaanites (vers. 11-16) is more fully developed and more

strongly enforced than in chap, xxiii. 23 sqq. The Israelites,

when received into the covenant with Jehovah, were not only to

beware of forming any covenant with the inhabitants of Canaan

(cf. xxiii. 32, 33), but were to destroy all the signs of their ido-

latrous worship, such as altars, monuments (see chap, xxiii. 24),

and asherim, the idols of Astarte, the Canaanitish goddess of

nature, which consisted for the most part of wooden pillars (see

my Comm. on 1 Kings xiv. 23), and to worship no other god,

because Jehovah was called jealous, i.e. had revealed Himself as

jealous (see at chap. xx. 5), and was a jealous God. This was

commanded, that the Israelites might not suffer themselves to be

led astray by such an alliance ; to go a whoring after their gods,

and sacrifice to them, to take part in their sacrificial festivals, or

to marry their sons to the daughters of the Canaanites, by whom
they would be persuaded to join in the worship of idols. The
use of the expression " go a whoring" in a spiritual sense, in re-
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lation to idolatry, Is to be accounted for on the ground, that the

religious fellowship of Israel with Jehovah was a covenant

resembling the marriage tie ; and we meet with it for the first

time here, immediately after the formation of this covenant be-

tween Israel and Jehovah. The phrase is all the more expressive

on account of the literal prostitution that was frequently asso-

ciated with the worship of Baal and Astarte (cf. Lev. xvii. 7,

XX. 5, 6 ; Num. xiv. 33, etc.). We may see from Num. xxv. 1

sqq. how Israel was led astray by this temptation in the wilder-

ness.—Vers. 17-26. The true way to worship Jehovah is then

pointed out, first of all negatively, in the prohibition against

making molten images, with an allusion to the worship of the

golden calf, as evinced by the use of the expression nriDO
'^'P^j

which only occurs again in Lev. xix. 4, instead of the phrase

" gods of silver and gold" (chap. xx. 23) ; and then positively,

by a command to observe the feast of 3Iazzoih and the conse-

cration of the first-born connected with the Passover (see at chap,

xiii. 2, ll,and 12), also the Sabbath (ver. 21), the feasts of Weeks

and Ingathering, the appearance of the male members of the

nation three times a year before the Lord (ver. 22, see at chap,

xxiii. 14-17), together with all the other instructions connected

with them (vers. 25, 26). Before the last, however, the promise

is introduced, that after the expulsion of the Canaanites, Jeho-

vah would enlarge the borders of Israel (cf. xxiii. 31), and make

their land so secure, that when they went up to the Lord three

times in the year, no one should desire their land, sc. because of

the universal dread of the might of their God (chap, xxiii. 27).

Vers. 27-35. Moses was to write down these words, like the

covenant rights and laws that had been given before (chap. xxiv.

4, 7), because Jehovah had concluded the covenant with Moses

and Israel according to the tenor of them. By the renewed

adoption of the nation, the covenant in chap. xxiv. was eo ipso

i'estored ; so that no fresh conclusion of this covenant was neces-

sary, and the writing down of the fundamental conditions of the

covenant was merely intended as a proof of its restoration. It

does not appear in the least degree " irreconcilable," therefore,

with the writing down of the covenant rights before (Knohel).—
Ver. 28. Moses remained upon the mountain forty days, just as

on the former occasion (cf. xxiv. 18). ^' And He (Jehovah)

wrote upon the tables the ten covenant words " (see at ver. 1).—

-
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Vers. 29 sqq. The sight of the glory of Jehovah, though only of

the back or reflection of it, produced such an effect upon Moses'

face, that the skin of it shone, though without Moses observing

it. When he came down from the mountain with the tables of

the law in his hand, and the skin of his face shone WK ^"i^l^^ i.e.

on account of his talking with God, Aaron and the people were

afraid to go near him when tliey saw the brightness of his face.

But Moses called them to him,—viz. first of all Aaron and the

princes of the congregation to speak to them, and then all the

people to give them the commandments of Jehovah ; but on

doing this (ver. 33), he put a veil upon (before) his face, and only

took it away when he went in before Jehovah to speak with

Him, and then, when he came out (from the Lord out of the

tabernacle, of course after the erection of the tabernacle), he

made known His commands to the people. But while doing

this, he put the veil upon his face again, and always wore it

in his ordinary intercourse with the people (vers. 34, 35). This

reflection of the splendour thrown back by the glory of God
was henceforth to serve as the most striking proof of the con-

fidential relation in which Moses stood to Jehovah, and to set

forth the glory of the office which Moses filled. The Apostle

Paul embraces this view in 2 Cor. iii. 7 sqq., and lays stress

upon the fact that the glory was to be done away, which he

was quite justified in doing, although nothing is said in the

Old Testament about the glory being transient, from the

simple fact that Moses died. The apostle refers to it for the

purpose of contrasting the perishable glory of the law with

the far higher and imperishable glory of the Gospel. At the

same time he regards the veil which covered Moses' face as a

symbol of the obscuring of the truth revealed in the Old Tes-

tament. But this does not exhaust the significance of this

splendour. The office could only confer such glory upon

the possessor by virtue of the glory of the blessings which it

contained, and conveyed to those for whom it was established.

Consequently, the brilliant light on Moses' face also set forth

the glory of the Old Covenant, and was intended both for Moses

and the people as a foresight and pledge of the glory to which

Jehovah had called, and would eventually exalt, the people of

His possession.
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ERECTION OF THE TABERNACLE, AND PREPARATION OF THE
APPARATUS OF WORSHIP.—CHAP. XXXV.-XXXIX.

Chap. XXXV. 1-xxxvi. 7. Preliminaries to the Work.—
Chap. XXXV. 1-29. After the restoration of the covenant, Moses

announced to the people the divine commands with reference

to the holy place of the tabernacle which was to be built. He
repeated first of all (vers. 1-3) the law of the Sabbath accord-

ing to chap. xxxi. 13-17, and strengthened it by the announce-

ment, that on the Sabbath no fire was to be kindled in their

dwelling, because this rule was to be observed even in connec-

tion with the work to be done for the tabernacle. (For a fuller

comment, see at chap. xx. 9 sqq.) Then, in accordance with

the command of Jehovah, he first of all summoned the whole

nation to present freewill-offerings for the holy things to be pre-

pared (vers. 4, 5), mentioning one by one all the materials that

would be required (vers. 5-9, as in chap. xxv. 3-7) ; and after

that he called upon those who were endowed with understand-

ing to prepare the different articles, as prescribed in chap, xxv.-

XXX., mentioning these also one by one (vers. 11-19), even down

to the pegs of the dwelling and court (xxvii. 19), and " their

cords," i.e. the cords required to fasten the tent and the hang-

ings round the court to the pegs that were driven into the

ground, which had not been mentioned before, being altogether

subordinate things. (On the " cloths of service," ver. 19, see

at chap. xxxi. 10.) In vers. 20-29 we have an account of the

fulfilment of this command. The people went from Moses, i.e.

from the place where they were assembled round Moses, away

to their tents, and willingly offered the things required as a

heave-offering for Jehovah ; every one " whom his heart lifted

up," i.e. who felt himself inclined and stirred up in his heart to

do this. The men along with QV as in Gen. xxxii. 12 ; see

Ewald, § 217) the women brought with a willing heart all

kinds of golden rings and jewellery : chak, lit. hook, here a

clasp or ring ; nezem, an ear or nose-ring (Gen. xxxv. 4, xxiv.

47); tahbaath, a finger-ring; cumaz, globulus aureus, probably

little golden balls strung together like beads, which were worn

by the Israelites and Midianites (Num. xxxi. 50) as an orna-

ment round the wrist and neck, as Diod. Sic. relates that they

were by the Ai-abians (3, 44). ^^AU kinds of golden jewellery

,
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and every one who had loaved (dedicated) a wave (offering) 0/
gold to Jehovah,'^ sc. offered it for the work of the tabernacle.

The meaning is, that in addition to the many varieties of golden

ornaments, which were willingly offered for the work to be per-

formed, every one brought whatever gold he had set apart as a

wave-offering (a sacrificial gift) for Jehovah. fl''?n to loave, lit.

to swing or move to and fro, is used in connection with the

sacrificial ritual to denote a peculiar ceremony, through which

certain portions of a sacrifice, which were not intended for

burning upon the altar, but for the maintenance of the priests

(Num. xviii. 11), were consecrated to the Lord, or given up to

Him in a symbolical manner (see at Lev. vii. 30). Tenicphah,

the wave-offering, accordingly denoted primarily those portions

of the sacrificial animal which were allotted to the priests as

their share of the sacrifices ; and then, in a more general sense,

every gift or offering that was consecrated to the Lord for the

establishment and maintenance of the sanctuary and its wor-

ship. In this wider sense the term tenuphah (wave-offering) is

applied both here and in chap, xxxviii. 24, 29 to the gold and

copper presented by the congregation for the building of the

tabernacle. So that it does not really differ from terumah, a

lift or heave-offering, as every gift intended for the erection

and maintenance of the sanctuary was called, inasmuch as the

offerer lifted it off from his own property, to dedicate it to the

Lord for the purposes of His worship. Accordingly, in ver. 24

the freewill-offerings of the people in silver and gold for the

erection of the tabernacle are called terumah ; and in chap,

xxxvi. 6, all the gifts of metal, wood, leather, and woven
materials, presented by the people for the erection of the taber-

nacle, are called ^p T\iyr\T\ (On heaving and the heave-offer-

ing, see at chap. xxv. 2 and Lev. ii. 9.)—Vers. 25, 26. All

the women who understood it (were wise-hearted, as in chap,

xxviil. 3) spun with their hands, and presented what they spun,

viz. the yarn required for the blue and red purple cloth, the

crimson and the byssus ; from which it is evident that the coloured

cloths were dyed in the yarn or in the wool, as was the case in

Egypt according to different specimens of old EgyjHian cloths

(see Ilengstenherg, Egypt and the Books of Moses, p. 144). Other

women spun goats' hair for the upper or outer covering of the

tent (xxvi. 7 sqq.). Spinning was done by the women in very
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early times {Plin. hist. n. 8, 48), particularly in Egypt, where

women are represented on the monuments as busily engaged

with the spindle (see Wilkinson, Manners ii. p. 60 ; iii. p. 133,

136), and at a later period among the Hebrews (Prov. xxxi. 19).

At the present day the women in the peninsula of Sinai spin the

materials for their tents from camels' and goats' hair, and pre-

pare sheep's wool for their clothing (Riippell, Nuhien, p. 202) ;

and at Neswa, in the province of Oman, the preparation of cotton

yarn is the principal employment of the women (Wellstedt, i.

p. 90). Weaving also was, and still is to a great extent, a

woman's work (cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 7) ; it is so among the Arab

tribes in the Wady Gharandel, for example {Russegger, iii. 24),

and in Nubia (Burckhardt, Nub. p. 211) ; but at Neswa the

weaving is done by the men (
Wellstedt). The woven cloths for

the tabernacle were prepared by men, partly perhaps because

the weaving in Egypt was mostly done by the men (Herod. 2,

35 ; cf. Hengstenberg, p. 143), but chiefly for this reason, that

the cloths for the hangings and curtains were artistic works,

which the women did not understand, but which the men had

learned in Egypt, where artistic weaving was carried out to a

great extent (Wilkinson, iii. pp. 113 sqq.).^—Vers. 27, 28. The
precious stones for the robes of the high priest, and the spices

for the incense and anointing oil, were presented by the princes

of the congregation, who had such costly things in their pos-

session.

Yer. 30-chap. xxxvi. 7. Moses then informed the people

that God had called Bezaleel and Aholiah as master-builders, to

complete the building and all the work connected with it, and

had not only endowed them with His Spirit, that they might

draw the plans for the different works and carry them out, but

"had put it into his (Bezaleel's) heart to teach" (ver. 34), that

is to say, had qualified him to instruct labourers to prepare the

different articles under his supervision and guidance. " He and

Aholiah" (ver 34) are in apposition to " Ais heart:" into his and

Aholiab's heart (see Ges. § 121, 3 ; Ewald, § 311 a). The con-

cluding words in ver. 35 are in apposition to D^l^< (them) :
" them

hath He filled with wisdom .... as performers of every kind

of work and inventors of designs," i.e. that they may make

1 For drawings of the Egyptian weaving-stool, see Wilkinson, iii. p.

185 ; also Hartmann, die Hebrderinn am Putztisch i. Taf. 1.
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every kind of work and may invent designs. In chap, xxxvi. 1,

i^'^V] with vav consec. is dependent upon what precedes, and signi-

fies either, "and so will make," or, so that he will make (see Ewald,

§ 342 h). The idea is this, " Bezaleel, Aholiab, and the other

men who understand, into whom Jehovah has infused (3 t^l?)

wisdom and understanding, that they may know how to do,

shall do every work for the holy service (worship) with regard

to (7 as in chap, xxviii. 38, etc.) all that Jehovah has com-

manded."—Vers. 2-7. Moses then summoned the master-builders

named, and all who were skilled in art, " every one whom his

heart lifted up to come near to the work to do it " (i.e. who felt

himself stirred up in heart to take part in the work), and handed

over to them the heave-offering presented by the people for that

purpose, whilst the children of Israel still continued bringing

freewill-offerings every morning.—Ver. 4. Then the wise work-

men came, every one from his work that they were making,

and said to Moses, " Much make the people to bring, m.ore than

suffi^ces for the labour (the finishing, as in chap, xxvii. 19) of
the work^^ i.e. they are bringing more than will be wanted for

carrying out the work (the J^ in """iiO is comparative) ; whereupon

Moses let the cry go through the camp, i.e. had proclamation

made, " No one is to make any more property (i^^'^^P as in chap,

xxii. 7, 10, cf. Gen. xxxiii. 14) for a holy heave-offering," i.e. to

prepare anything more from his own property to offer for the

building of the sanctuary ; and with this he put a stop to any

further offerings.—Ver. 7. " And there was enough (D'l their

sufficiency, i.e. the requisite supply for the different things to be

made) of the property for every work to make it, and over " (lit.

and to leave some over). By this liberal contribution of free-

will gifts, for the work commanded by the Lord, the people

proved their willingness to uphold their covenant relationship

with Jehovah their God.

Chap, xxxvi. 8-xxxviii. 20. Execution of the "Work.—
Preparation of the dwelling-place: viz. the hangings and coverings

(^chap. xxxvi. 8-19, as in chap. xxvi. 1-14) ; the wooden boards

and bolts (vers. 20-34, as in chap. xxvi. 15-30); the two cur-

tains, with the pillars, hooks, and rods that supported them (vers.

35-38, as in chap. xxvi. 31-37). As these have all been already

explained, the only thing remaining to be noticed here is, that
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the verbs 7)bV in ver. 8, "iSH";! in ver. 10, etc., are in the third

person singular with an indefinite subject, corresponding to the

German man (the French on).—Preparation of the vessels of the

dwelling : viz. the ark of the covenant (chap, xxxvii. 1-9, as in

chap. XXV. 10-22) ; the table of shew-bread and its vessels

(vers. 10-16, as in chap. xxv. 23-30) ; the candlestick (vers.

17-24, as in chap. xxv. 31-40) ; the altar of incense (vers. 25-

28, as in chap. xxx. 1-10) ; the anointing oil and incense (ver.

29), directions for the preparation of which are given in chap,

xxx. 22-38 ; the altar of burnt-offering (chap, xxxviii. 1-7, as

in chap, xxvii. 1-8) ; the laver (ver. 8, as in chap. xxx. 17-21) ;

and the court (vers. 9-20, as in chap, xxvii. 9-19). The order

corresponds on the whole to the list of the separate articles in

chap. XXXV. 11-19, and to the construction of the entire sanc-

tuary ; but the holy chest (the ark), as being the most holy thing

of all, is distinguished above all the rest, by being expressly

mentioned as the work of Bezaleel, the chief architect of the

whole.

Chap, xxxviii. 21-31. Estimate of the amount of

Metal used.—Ver. 21. " These are the numbered things of

the dwelling, of the dwelling of the testimony, that loere numbered

at the command of Moses, through the service of the Levites, by

the hand of Ithamar, the son of Aaron the priest." DnipB does

not mean the numbering (equivalent to "li^sp 2 Sam. iv. 9, or

rrnpQ 2 Chron. xvii. 14, xxvi. 11), as Knobel supposes, but here

as elsewhere, even in Num. xxvi. 63, 64, it signifies " the num-

bered ;
" the only difference being, that in most cases it refers to

persons, here to things, and that the reckoning consisted not

merely in the counting and entering of the different things, but

in ascertaining their weight and estimating their worth. Lyra

has given the following correct rendering of this heading :
" h(BC

est summa numeri ponderis eorum, quce facta sunt in tabernaculo

ex auro, argento et mre^ It was apparently superfluous to enu-

merate the different articles again, as this had been repeatedly

done before. The weight of the different metals, therefore, is

all that is given. The " dwelling" is still further described as

" the dwelling of the testimony," because the testimony, i.e. the

decalogue written with the finger of God upon the tables of stone,

was kept in the dwelling, and this testimony formed the base of
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the throne of Jehovah, and was the material pledge that Jeho-

vah would cause His name, His manifested presence, to dwell

there, and would thus show Himself to His people in grace and

righteousness. " That which was numbered " is an explanatory

apposition to the previous clause, " the numbering of the dwell-

ing;" and the words CiMSn THhy, which follow, are an accusative

construed freely to indicate more particularly the mode of num-
bering {Ewald, § 204 a), viz. "through the service," or "by
means of the service of the Levites," not for their service.

" By the hand of Ithamar :

" who presided over the calculations

which the Levites carried out under his superintendence.

—

Vers. 22, 23. The allusion to the service of the Levites under

Ithamar leads the historian to mention once more the architects

of the whole building, and the different works connected with it

(cf. chap. xxxi. 2 sqq.).—Ver. 24. " (As for) all the gold that

was used (""i^Vi?) for the work in every hind of holy work, the

gold of the wave-offering (the gold that was offered as a wave-

offering, see at chap. xxxv. 22) ivas (amounted to) 29 talents

and, 730 shekels in holy shekel^" that is to say, 87,370 shekels or

877,300 thalers (L.131,595), if we accept Thenius' estimate, that

the gold shekel was worth 10 thalers (L.l, 10s.), which is pro-

bably very near the truth.—^Vers. 25 sqq. Of the silver, all that

is mentioned is the amount of atonement-money raised from

those who were numbered (see at chap. xxx. 12 sqq.) at the rate

of half a shekel for every male, without including the freewill-

offerings of silver (chap. xxxv. 24, cf. chap. xxv. 3), whether it

was that they were too insignificant, or that they were not used

for the work, but were placed with the excess mentioned in

chap, xxxvi. 7. The result of the numbering gave 603,550

men, every one of whom paid half a shekel. This would yield

301,775 shekels, or 100 talents and 1775 shekels, which proves

by the way that a talent contained 3000 shekels. A hinidred

talents of this were used for casting 96 sockets for the 48 boards,

and 4 sockets for the 4 pillars of the inner court,—one talent

therefore for each socket,—and the 1775 shekels for the hooks of

the pillars that sustained the curtains, for silvering their capitals,

and " for binding the pillars," i.e. for making the silver con-

necting rods for the pillars of the court (chap, xxvii. 10, 11,

xxxviii. 10 sqq.).—Vers. 29 sqq. The copper of the wave-offer-

inof amounted to 70 talents and 2400 shekels ; and of this the
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sockets of the pillars at the entrance of the tabernacle (chap,

xxvi. 37), the altar of burnt-offering with its network and vessels,

the supports of the pillars of the court, all the pegs of the dwell-

ing and court, and, what is not expressly mentioned here, the

laver with its support (xxx. 18), were made. 2 nb>y to work in

(with) copper, i.e. to make of copper.

If this quantity of the precious metals may possibly strike

some readers as very large, and was in fact brought forward

years ago as a reason for questioning the historical credibility of

our account of the building of the tabernacle, it has been fre-

quently urged, on the other hand, that it looks quite small, in

comparison with the quantities of gold and silver that have been

found accumulated in the East, in both ancient and modern

times. According to the account before us, the requisite amount

of silver was raised by the comparatively small payment of

half a shekel, about fifteen pence, for every male Israelite of

20 years old and upwards. Now no tenable objection can be

raised against the payment of such a tribute, since we have no

reason whatever for supposing the Israelites to have been

paupers, notwithstanding the oppression which they endured

during the closing period of their stay in Egypt. They were

settled in the most fertile part of Egj'^pt ; and coined silver was

current in western Asia even in the time of the patriarchs (Gen.

xxiii. 16). But with reference to the quantities of gold and

copper that were delivered, we need not point to the immense

stores of gold and other metals that were kept in the capitals of

the Asiatic kingdoms of antiquity,^ but will merely call to mind
the fact, that the kings of Egypt possessed many large gold

mines on the frontiers of the country, and in the neighbouring

lands of Arabia and Ethiopia, which were worked by criminals,

prisoners of war, and others, under the harshest pressure, and

the very earliest times copper mines were discovered on the

^ Thus, to mention only one or two examples, the images in the temple

of Belus, at Babylon, consisted of several thousand talents of gold, to say

nothing of the golden tables, the bedsteads, and other articles of gold and
silver (Diod. Sic. 2, 9 ; Herod. 1, 181, 183). In the siege of Nineveh, Sar-

danapalus erected a funeral pile, upon which he collected all his wealth, in-

cluding 150 golden bedsteads, 150 golden tables, a million talents of gold,

and ten times as much silver and other valuables, to prevent their faUing

into the hands of the foe {Ctesias in Athen. 12, 38, p. 529). According to a
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Arabian peninsula, which were worked by a colony of laboui'ers

(Lepsius, Letters from Egypt, p. 336). Moreover, the love of

the ancient Egyptians for valuable and elegant ornaments, gold

rings, necklaces, etc., is sufficiently known from the monuments
(see Rosellini in Hengstenherg s Egypt, p. 137). Is it not likely,

then, that the Israelites should have acquired a taste for jewellery

of this kind, and should have possessed or discovered the means

of procuring all kinds of gold and silver decorations, not to men-
tion the gold and silver jewellery which they received from the

Egyptians on their departure ? The liking for such things even

among nomad tribes is very well known. Thus, for example,

after the defeat of the Midianites, the Israelites carried off so

much gold, silver, copper, and other metals as spoil, that their

princes alone were able to offer 16,750 shekels of gold as a

heave-offering to Jehovah from the booty that had been obtained

in this kind of jewellery (Num. xxxi. 50 sqq.). Diodorus Sic.

(3, 44) and Strabo (xvi. p. 778) bear witness to the great

wealth of the Nabateans and other Arab tribes on tlie Elanitic

Gulf, and mention not only a river, said to flow through the

land, carrying gold dust with it, but also gold that was dug up,

and which was found, " not in the form of sand, but of nuggets,

which did not require much cleaning, and the smallest of which

were of the size of a nut, the average size being that of a medlar,

whilst the largest pieces were as big as a walnut. These they

bored, and made necklaces or bracelets by stringing them to-

gether alternately with transparent stones. They also sold the

gold very cheap to their neighbours, giving three times the

quantity for copper, and double the quantity for iron, both on

account of their inability to work these metals, and also because

of the scarcity of the metals which were so much more neces-

sary for daily use" (Strabo). The Sabseans and Gerrhgeans

are also mentioned as the richest of all the tribes of Arabia,

statement in Pliny's Hist. Nat. 33, 3, on the conquest of Asia by Cyrus,

he carried off booty to the extent of 34,000 lbs. of gold, beside the golden

vessels and 500,000 talents of silver, including the goblet of Semiramis,

which alone weighed 15 talents. Alexander the Great found more than

40,000 talents of gold and silver and 9000 talents of coined gold in the

royal treasury at Susa (Diod. Sic. 17, 66), and a treasure of 120,000

talents of gold in the citadel of Persepolis'(Z)toc?. Sic. 17, 71 ; Ciirtiiis^ v,

6, 9). For further accounts of the enormous wealth of Asia in gold and

silver, see Bdhr., Symholik i. pp. 268 sqq.
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through their trade in incense and in cinnamon and other spices.'

From the Arabs, who carried on a very extensive caravan

trade through the desert even at that time, the Israehtes would

be able to purchase such spices and materials for the building

of the tabernacle as they had not brought with them from

Egypt ; and in Egypt itself, where all descriptions of art and

handicraft were cultivated from the very earliest times (for

proofs see Hengst. Egypt, pp. 133—139), they might so far have

acquired all the mechanical and artistic ability required for the

work, that skilled artisans could carry out all that was prescribed,

under the superintendence of the two master-builders who had

been specially inspired for the purpose.

Chap, xxxix. 1-31. Preparation of the j^^'iests' clothes.—Pre-

vious to the description of the dress itself, we have a statement

in ver. 1 of the materials employed, and the purpose to which

they were devoted (" cloths of service," see at chap. xxxi. 10).

The robes consisted of the ephod (vers. 2-7, as in chap, xxviii.

6-12), the choshen or breastplate (vers. 8-21, as in chap, xxviii.

15-29), the meil or over-coat (vers. 22-26, as in chap, xxviii.

31—34) ; the hody-coats, turbans, draicers, and girdles, for Aaron

and his sons (vers. 27-29, as in chap, xxviii. 39, 40, and 42).

The Urini and Thummim are not mentioned (cf. chap, xxviii.

30). The head-dresses of the ordinary priests, which are simply

called " bonnets" in chap, xxviii. 40, are called " goodly bonnets"

or " ornamental caps" in ver. 28 of this chapter (^'y^Jp '']^.3,

from "IXQ an ornament, cf. "i^S ornatus fuit). The singular,

^'girdle," in ver. 29, with the definite article, " the girdle," might

appear to refer simply to Aaron's girdle, i.e. the girdle of the

higli priest ; but as there is no special description of the girdles

of Aaron's sons (the ordinary priests) in chap. xxix. 40, where

they are distinctly mentioned and called by the same name

(abnet) as the girdle of Aaron himself, we can only conclude

^ " They possess an immense quantity of gold and silver articles, such

as beds, tripods, bowls, and cups, in addition to the decorations of their

houses ; for doors, walls, and ceilings are all wrought with ivory, gold,

silver, and precious stones" {Stiribo ut sup.). In accordance with this,

Pliny (h. n, 6, 28) not only calls the Sabaeans " ditissimos silvarum fertili-

tate odori/era, auri inetallis, etc." but the tribes of Arabia in general, " in

universum geides ditissimas, ut apud quas maximx opes llomanorum Par-

ihoriim que srdisistant, vendentihus quas e mari out silvis capiunt, nihil invicem

redimentihus.''''
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that they were of the same materials and the same form and

make as the latter, and that the singular, f^.^^^i^, is used here

either in the most general manner, or as a generic noun in a

collective sense (see Ges. § 109, 1). The last thing mentioned

is the diadem upon Aai'on's turban (vers. 30, 31, as in chap,

xxviii. 36-38), so that the order in which the priests' robes are

given here is analogous to the position in which the ark of the

covenant and the golden altar stand to one another in the direc-

tions concerning the sacred things in chap, xxv.-xxx. " For just

as all the other things are there placed between the holy ark and

the golden altar as the two poles, so here all the rest of the

priests' robes are included between the shoulder-dress, the prin-

cipal part of the official robes of the high priest, and the golden

frontlet, the inscription upon which rendered it the most strik-

ing sign of the dignity of his office" (Baumgarten).

Vers. 32-43. Delivery of the loork to Moses.—The different

things are again mentioned one by one. By " the tent," in

ver. 33, we are to understand the two tent-cloths, the one of

purple and the other of goats' hair, by which the dwelling (I7'?''?,

generally rendered tabernacle) was made into a tent (''v!^). From
this it is perfectly obvious, that the variegated cloth formed the

inner walls of the dwelling, or covered the boards on the inner

side, and that the goats' hair-cloth formed the other covering.

Moreover it is also obvious, that this is the way in which

^\^^'^ is to be understood, from the fact, that in the list of the

thino;s beloneino- to the ohel the first to be mentioned are the

gold and copper hooks (xxvi. 6, 11) with which the two halves

of the drapery that formed the tent were joined together, and

then after that the boards, bolts, pillars, and sockets, as though

subordinate to the tent-cloths, and only intended to answer the

purpose of spreading them out into a tent or dwelling.

—

Ver. 37. " The lainj^s of the order," i.e. the lamps set in order

ujDon the candlestick. In addition to all the vessels of the sanc-

tuary, shew-bread (ver. 36), holy oil for the candlestick and for

anointing, and fragrant incense (ver. 38), were also prepared

and delivered to Moses,—everything, therefore, that was re-

quired for the institution of the daily worship, as soon as the

tabernacle was set up.—Ver. 40. " Vessels of service ;" see

chap, xxvii. 19.—Ver. 43. When Moses had received and ex-

amined all the different articles, and found that everything was
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made according to the directions of Jehovah, he blessed the

children of Israel. The readiness and liberality with which the

people had presented the gifts required for this work, and the

zeal which they had shown in executing the whole of the work

in rather less than half a year (see at chap. xl. 17), were most

cheering signs of the willingness of the Israelites to serve the

Lord, for which they could not fail to receive the blessing

of God.

ERECTION AND CONSECRATION OF THE TABERNACLE.

—

CHAP. XL.

Yers. 1-16. After the completion of all the works, the com-

mand was given by God to Moses to set up the dwelling of the

tabernacle on the first day of the first month (see at chap xix. 1),

sc. in the second year of the Exodus (see ver. 17), and to put all

the vessels, both of the dwelling and court, in the places ap-

pointed by God ; also to furnish the table of shew-bread with

its fitting out (i2"}y= QD-c T})?. ver. 23), i.e. to arrange the bread

upon it in the manner prescribed (ver. 4 cf. Lev. xxiv. 6, 7), and

to put water in the laver of the court (ver. 7). After that he

was to anoint the dwelHng and everything in it, also the altar of

burnt-offering and laver, with the anointing oil, and to sanctify

them (vers. 9-11) ; and to consecrate Aaron and his sons before

the door of the tabernacle, and clothe them, anoint them, and

sanctify them as priests (vers. 12-15). When we read here, how-

ever,, that the dwelling and the vessels therein would be rendered

"holy" through the anointing, but the altar of burnt-offering

"most holy" we are not to understand this as attributing a

higher decree of holiness to the altar of burnt-offerinof than to

the dwelling and its furniture ; but the former is called " most

holy" merely in the sense ascribed to it in chap. xxx. 10, namely,

that every one who touched it was to become holy ; in other

words, the distinction has reference to the fact, that, standing as

it did in the court, it was more exposed to contact from the

people than the vessels in the dwelling, which no layman was

allowed to enter. In this relative sense we find the same state-

ment in chap. xxx. 29, with reference to the tabernacle and all

the vessels therein, the dwelling as well as the court, that they

would become most holy in consequence of the anointing (see
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the remarks on cliap. xxx. 10). It is stated provisionally, in ver.

16, that this command was fulfilled by Moses. But from the

further history we find that the consecration of the priests did

not take place contemporaneously with the erection of the taber-

nacle, but somewhat later, or not till after the promulgation of

the laws of sacrifice (cf. Lev. viii. and Lev. i. 1 sqq.).

Vers. 17-33. On the day mentioned in ver. 2 the dwelling

and court were erected. As not quite nine months had elapsed

between the arrival of the Israelites at Sinai, in the third month

after the Exodus (chap. xix. 1), and the first day of the second

year, when the work was finished and handed over to Moses, the

building, and all the work connected with it, had not occupied

quite half a year ; as we have to deduct from the nine months

(or somewhat less) not only the eighty days which Moses

spent upon Sinai (chap. xxiv. 18, xxxiv. 28), but the days of

preparation for the giving of the law and conclusion of the

covenant (chap. xix. 1-xxiv. 11), and the interval between the

first and second stay that Moses made upon the mountain (chap,

xxxii. and xxxiii.). The erection of the dwelling commenced

with the fixing of the sockets, into which the boards were placed

and fastened with their bolts, and the setting up of the pillars

for the curtains (ver. 18). " He (Moses) then spread the tent over

the dwelling, and laid the covering of the tent iqoon the topT By
the " covering of the tent" we are to understand the two cover-

ings, made of red rams' skins and the skins of the sea-cow (chap,

xxvi. 14). In analogy with this, ?nxn"nx b'^Si denotes not only

the roofing with the goats' hair, but the spreading out of the

inner cloth of mixed colours upon the wooden frame-work.

—

Vers. 20-21. Arrangement of the ark. " He took and put the

testimony into the ark." n^lJ''^ does not mean " the revelation,

so far as it existed already, viz. with regard to the erection of

the sanctuary and institution of the priesthood (chap, xxv.-xxxi.),

and so forth," as Knohel arbitrarily supposes, but " the testi-

mony," i.e. the decalogue written upon the two tables of stone,

or the tables of the covenant with the ten words ; " the testi-

mony," therefore, is an abbreviated expression for " the tables of

testimony" (chap. xxxi. 18, see at chap. xxv. 16). After the

ark had been brought into the dwelling, he "hung the curtain"

(vail, see at chap. xxvi. 31 ; lit. placed it upon the hooks of the

pillars), " and so covered over tlie ark of the testimony," since
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the ark, when placed in the back part of the dwelhng, was covered

or concealed from persons entering the dwelling or the holy place.

—Vers. 22-28. Arrangement of the front room of the du^elling.

The table was placed on the right side, towards the north, and

the shew-bread was laid upon it. QHp Tjny does not signify " a

row of bread," but the "position or placing of bread;'' for,

according to Lev. xxiv. 6, 7, the twelve loaves of shew-bread

were placed upon the table in two rows, corresponding to the

size of the tables (two cubits long and one cubit broad). The
candlestick was placed upon the left side, opposite to the table,

and the golden altar in front of the curtain, i.e. midway between

the two sides, but near the curtain in front of the most holy

place (see at chap. xxx. 6). After these things had been placed,

the curtain was hung in the door of the dwelling.—Vers. 29-32.

The altar of burnt-offering was then placed " before the door of the

dicelling of the tabernacle" and the laver " between the tabernacle

and the altar" from which it is evident that the altar was not

placed close to the entrance to the dwelling, but at some distance

off, though in a straight line with the door. The laver, which

stood between the altar and the entrance to the dwelling, w^as

probably placed more to the side ; so that wdien the priests washed

their hands and feet, before entering the dwelling or approach-

ing the altar, there was no necessity for them to go round the

altar, or to pass close by it, in order to get to the laver. Last of

all the court was erected round about the dwelling and the altar,

by the setting vip of the pillars, which enclosed the space round

the dwelling and the altar with their drapery, and the hanging

up of the curtain at the entrance to the court. There is no allu-

sion to the anointing of these holy places and things, as com-

manded in vers. 9-11, in the account of their erection ; for this

did not take place till afterwards, viz. at the consecration of

Aaron and his sons as priests (Lev. viii. 10, 11). It is stated,

however, on the other hand, that as the vessels were arranged,

Moses laid out the shew-bread upon the table (ver. 23), burned

sweet incense upon the golden altar (ver. 27), and offered "the

burnt-offering and meat-offering," i.e. the daily morning and

evening sacrifice, upon the altar of burnt-offering (chap. xxix.

38-42). Consequently the sacrificial service was performed

upon them before they had been anointed. Although this may
appear surprising, there is no ground for rejecting a conclusion,

PENT.—VOL. II. E
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which follows so naturally from the words of the text. The
tabernacle and its furniture were not made holy things for the

first time by the anointing ; this simply sanctified them for the

use of the nation, i.e. for the service which the priests were to

perform in connection with them on behalf of the congregation

(see at Lev. viii. 10, 11). They were made holy things and

holy vessels by the fact that they were built, prepared, and set

up, according to the instructions given by Jehovah ; and still

more by the fact, that after the tabernacle had been erected as

a dwelling, the "glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle" (ver.

34). But the glory of the Lord entered the dwelling before the

consecration of the priests, and the accompanying anointing of

the tabernacle and its vessels ; for, according to Lev. i. 1 sqq.,

it was from the tabernacle that Jehovah spake to Moses, when

He gave him the laws of sacrifice, which were promulgated

before the consecration of the priests, and were carried out in

connection with it. But when the glory of the Lord had found

a dwelling-place in the tabernacle, Moses was not required to

offer continually the sacrifice prescribed for every morning and

evening, and by means of this sacrifice to place the congregation

in spiritual fellowship with its God, until ^aron and his sons had

been consecrated for this service.

Vers. 34-38. When the sanctuary, that had been built for

the Lord for a dwelling in Israel, had been set up with all its

apparatus, " the cloud covered the tabernacle, and the glory of

Jehovah filled the dwelling,'''' so that Moses was unable to enter.

The cloud, in which Jehovah had hitherto been present with His

people, and guided and protected them upon their journeying

(see at chap. xiii. 21, 22), now came down upon the tabernacle

and filled the dwelling with the gracious presence of the Lord.

So long as this cloud rested upon the tabernacle the children of

Israel remained encamped ; but when it ascended, they broke up

the encampment to proceed onwards. This sign was Jehovah's

command for encamping or going forward " throughout all their

journeys" (vers. 36-38). This statement is repeated still more

elaborately in Num. ix. 15—23. The mode in which the glory

of Jehovah filled the dwelling, or in which Jehovah manifested

His presence within it, is not described ; but the glory of Jeho-

vah filling the dwelling is clearly distinguished from the cloud

coming down upon the tabernacle. It is obvious, however, from
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Lev. xvi. 2, and 1 Kings viii. 10, 11, that in the dwelling the

glory of God was also manifested in a cloud. At the dedication

of the temple (1 Kings viii. 10, 11) the expression " the cloud

filled the house of Jehovah " is used interchangeably with " the

glory of Jehovah filled the house of Jehovah." To consecrate

the sanctuary, which had been finished and erected as His dwell-

ing, and to give to the people a visible proof that He had chosen

it for His dwelling, Jehovah filled the dwelling in both its parts

with the cloud whicli shadowed forth His presence, so that Moses

was unable to enter it. This cloud afterwards drew back into

the most holy place, to dwell there, above the outspread wings

of the cherubim of the ark of the covenant ; so that Moses and

(at a later period) the priests were able to enter the holy place

and perform the required service there, without seeing the sign

of the gracious presence of God, which was hidden by the cur-

tain of the most holy place. So long as the Israelites were on

their journey to Canaan, the presence of Jehovah was mani-

fested outwardly and visibly by the cloud, which settled upon

the ark, and rose up from it when they were to travel onward.

With the completion of this building and its divine consecra-

tion, Israel had now received a real pledge of the permanence of

the covenant of grace, which Jehovah had concluded with it ; a

sanctuary which perfectly corresponded to the existing circum-

stances of its religious development, and kept constantly before

it the end of its calling from God. For although God dwelt in

the tabernacle in the midst of His people, and the Israelites might

appear before Him, to pray for and receive the covenant bless-

ings that were promised them, they were still forbidden to go

directly to God's throne of grace. The barrier, which sin had

erected between the holy God and the unholy nation, was not yet

taken away. To this end the law was given, which could only

increase their consciousness of sin and unworthiness before God.

But as this barrier had already been broken through by the

promise of the Lord, that He would meet the people in His

glory before the door of the tabernacle at the altar of burnt-

offering (chap. xxix. 42, 43); so the entrance of the chosen people

into the dwelling of God was effected mediatorially by the

service of the sanctified priests in the holy place, which also pre-

figured their eventual reception into the house of the Lord.

And even the curtain, which still hid the glory of God from the
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chosen priests and sanctified mediators of the nation, was to be

lifted at least once a year by the anointed priest, who had been

called by God to be the representative of the whole congi'ega-

tion. On the day of atonement the high priest was to sprinkle

the blood of atonement in front of the throne of grace, to make

expiation for the children of Israel because of all their sin (Lev.

xvi.), and to prefigure the perfect atonement through the blood

of the eternal Mediator, through which the way to the throne of

grace is opened to all believers, that.they may go into the house

of God and abide there for ever, and for ever see God.



THE THIED BOOK OF MOSES.

(LEVITICUS.)

INTRODUCTION.

CONTENTS AND PLAN OF LEVITICUS.

HE third book of Moses is headed Slp^l in the original

text, from the opening Avord. In the Septuagint

and Vulgate it is called Aev'irLKov, sc. ^l^Xlov,

Leviticus, from the leading character of its contents,

and probably also with some reference to the titles which had

obtained currency among the Rabbins, viz. " law of the priests,"

" law-book of sacrificial offerings." It carries on to its comple-

tion the giving of the law at Sinai, which commenced at Ex. xxv.,

and by which the covenant constitution was firmly established.

It contains more particularly the laws regulating the relation of

Israel to its God, including both the fundamental principles

upon which its covenant fellowship with the Lord depended, and

the directions for the sanctification of the covenant people in

that communion. Consequently the laws contained in this

book might justly be described as the "spiritual statute-book

of Israel as the congregation of Jehovah." As every treaty

establishes a reciprocal relation between those who are parties to

it, so not only did Jehovah as Lord of the whole earth enter into

a special relation to His chosen people Israel in the covenant

made by Him with the seed of Abraham, which He had chosen

as His own possession out of all the nations, but the nation of

Israel was also to be brought into a real and living fellowship

with Him as its God and Lord. And whereas Jehovah would

be Israel's God, manifestincr Himself to it in all the fulness of
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His divine nature ; so was it also His purpose to train Israel a*

His own nation, to sanctify it for the truest life in fellowship

with Him, and to bless it with all the fulness of His salvation. To
give effect to the former, or the first condition of the covenant,

God had commanded the erection of a sanctuary for the dwelling-

place of His name, or the true manifestation of His own essence

;

and on its erection, i.e. on the setting up of the tabernacle, He
filled the most holy place with a visible sign of His divine glory

(Ex. xl. 34), a proof that He would be ever near and present to

His people with His almighty grace. When this was done, it

was necessary that the other side of the covenant relation should

be realized in a manner suited to the spiritual, religious, and

moral condition of Israel, in order that Israel might become His

people in truth. But as the nation of Israel was separated from

God, the Holy One, by the sin and unholiness of its nature,

the only way in which God could render access to His gracious

presence possible, was by institutions and legal regulations, which

served on the one harid to sharpen the consciousness of sin in the

hearts of the people, and thereby to awaken the desire for mercy

and for reconciliation with the holy God, and on the other hand

furnished them with the means of expiating their sins and

sanctifying their walk before God according to the standard of

His holy commandments.

All the laws and regulations of Leviticus have this for their

object, inasmuch as they, each and all, aim quite as much at the

restoration of an inward fellowship on the part of the nation as

a whole and the individual members with Jehovah their God,

through the expiation or forgiveness of sin and the removal of

all natural uncleanness, as at the strengthening and deepening

of this fellowship by the sanctification of every relation of life.

In accordance with this twofold object, the contents of the book

are arranged in two larger series of laws and rules of life, the

first extending from chap. i. to chap, xvi., the second from

chap. xvii. to chap. xxv. The first of these, which occupies the

earlier half of the book of Leviticus, opens with the laws of

sacrifice in chap, i.-vii. As sacrifices had been from the very

beginning the principal medium by which men entered into

fellowship with God, the Creator, Preserver, and Governor of

the world, to supplicate and appropriate His favour and grace,

so Israel was not only permitted to draw near to its God with
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sacrificial gifts, but, by thus offering its sacrifices according to

the precepts of the divine law, would have an ever open way of

access to the throne of grace. The laws of sacrifice are followed

in chap, viii.-x. by the consecration of Aaron and his sons, the

divinely appointed priests, by their solemn entrance upon their

official duties, and by the sanctification of their priesthood on the

part of God, both in word and act. Then follow in chap, xi.—xv.

the regulations concerning the clean and unclean animals, and

various bodily impurities, with directions for tha removal of all

defilements ; and these regulations culminate in the institution

of a yearly day of atonement (chap, xvi.), inasmuch as this day,

with its all-embracing expiation, foreshadowed typically and

prefigured prophetically the ultimate and highest aim of the

Old Testament economy, viz. perfect reconciliation. Whilst all

these laws and institutions opened up to the people of Israel the

way of access to the throne of grace, the second series of laws,

contained in the later half of the book (chap, xvii.-xxv.), set

forth the demands made by the holiness of God upon His

people, that they might remain in fellowship with Him, and

rejoice in the blessings of His grace. This series of laws com-

mences with directions for the sanctification of life in food,

marriage, and morals (chap, xvii.—xx.) ; it then advances to the

holiness of the priests and the sacrifices (chaps, xxi. and xxii.),

and from that to the sanctification of the feasts and the daily

worship of God (chaps, xxiii. and xxiv.), and closes with the

sanctification of the whole land by the appointment of the

sabbatical and jubilee years (chap. xxv.). In these the sancti-

fication of Israel as the cono;reo;ation of Jehovah was to be

glorified into the blessedness of the sabbatical rest in the full

enjoyment of the blessings of the saving grace of its God ; and

in the keeping of the year of jubilee more especially, the land

and kingdom of Israel were to be transformed into a kingdom

of peace and liberty, which also foreshadowed typically and

prefigured prophetically the time of the completion of the

kingdom of God, the dawn of the glorious liberty of the chil-

dren of God, when the bondage of sin and death shall be abo-

lished for ever.

AVhilst, therefore, the laws of sacrifice and purification, on

the one hand, culminate in the institution of the yearly day of

atonement^ so, on the other, do those relating to the sanctification
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of life culminate in the appointment of the sabbatical and
jubilee years ; and thus the two series of laws in Leviticus are

placed in unmistakeable correspondence to one another. In the

ordinances, rights, and laws thus given to the covenant nation,

not only was the way clearly indicated, by which the end of its

divine calling was to be attained, but a constitution was given

to it, fully adapted to all the conditions incident to this end, and
this completed the establishment of the kingdom of God in

Israel. To give a finish, however, to the covenant transaction

at Sinai, it was still necessary to impress upon the hearts of the

people, on the one hand, the blessings that would follow the

faithful observance of the covenant of their God, and on the

other hand, the evil of transgressing it (chap, xxvi.). To this

there are also added, in the form of an appendix, the instruc-

tions concerning vows. The book of Leviticus is thus rounded
off, and its unity and independence within the Thorali are estab-

lished, not only by the internal unity of its laws and their

organic connection, but also by the fact, so clearly proved by
the closing formula in chap. xxvi. 46 and xxvii. 34, that it

finishes with the conclusion of the giving of the law at Sinai.

EXPOSITION.

L LAWS AND OEDINANCES DETERMINING THE COVENANT
FELLOWSHIP BETWEEN THE LORD AND ISRAEL.

Chap, i.-xvi.

the laws or sacrifice.—chap. i.-vii.

AVhen the glory of the Lord had entered the tabernacle in a

cloud, God revealed Himself to Moses from this place of His
gracious presence, according to His promise in Ex. xxv. 22, to

make known His sacred will througli him to the people (i. 1).

The first of these revelations related to the sacrifices, in Avhich

the Israelites were to draw near to Him, that they might become
partakers of His graee.^

1 Works relating to the sacrifices : Guil. Outram de sacrificiis libri duo,

Amst. 1G88
;
Bahi; Symbolik des mos. Cidtus ii. pp. 189 sqq. ; Ktirtz on the
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The patriarchs, when sojourning in Canaan, had ah-eacly

worshipped the God who revealed Himself to them, with both

burnt-offerings and slain-offerings. Whether their descendants,

the children of Israel, had offered sacrifices to the God of their

fathers during their stay in the foreign land of Egypt, we can-

not tell, as there is no allusion whatever to the subject in the

short account of these 430 years. So much, however, is cer-

tain, that they had not forgotten to regard the sacrifices as a

leading part of the worship of God, and were ready to follow

Moses into the desert, to serve the God of their fathers there

by a solemn act of sacrificial worship (Ex. v. 1-3, compared

with chap. iv. 31, viii. 4, etc.) ; and also, that after the exodus

from Egypt, not only did Jethro offer burnt-offerings and slain-

offerings to God in the camp of the Israelites, and prepare a

sacrificial meal in which the elders of Israel took part along

with Moses and Aaron (Ex. xviii. 12), but young men offered

burnt-offerings and slain-offerings by the command of ]\Ioses at

the conclusion of the covenant (Ex. xxiv. 5). Consequently

the sacrificial laws of these chapters presuppose the presentation

of burnt-offerings, meat-offerings, and slain-offerings as a cus-

tom well known to the people, and a necessity demanded by

their religious feelings (chap. i. 2, 3, 10, 14, ii. 1, 4, 5, 14, iii.

1, 6, 11). They were not introduced among the Israelites for

the first time by Moses, as Knohel affirms, who also maintains

that the feast of the Passover was the first animal sacrifice, and

in fact a very imperfect one. Even animal sacrifices date from

the earliest period of our race. Not only did Noah offer burnt-

offerings of all clean animals and birds (Gen. viii. 20), but Abel

brought of the firstlings of his flock an offering to the Lord

(Gen. iv. 4).^ The object of the sacrificial laws in this book

Sacrificial "Worship of the Old Testament (Clark, 1863) ; and Oelihr^ in

Herzocfs Cyclopaedia. The rabbinical traditions are to be found in the two

talmudical tractates SehacJdm and Menachoth, and a brief summary of them

is given in Otho lex. rahbin. philol. pp. C31 sqq.

^ When Knohel, in his Commentary on Leviticus (p. 347), endeavours

to set aside the validity of these proofs, by affirming that sacrificial worship

in the earliest times is merely a fancy of the JeJiovist ; apart altogether

from the untenable character of the Elohistic and Jehovistic hypothesis,

there is a sufficient proof that this subterfuge is worthless, in the fact that

the so-called Elohist, instead of pronouncing Moses the originator of the

sacrificial worship of the Hebrews, introduces his laws of sacrifice with this
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was neither to enforce sacrificial worship upon the Israelites, nor

to apply " a theory concerning the Hebrew sacrifices" {Knohel),

but simply to organize and expand the sacrificial worship of the

Israelites into an institution in harmony with the covenant be-

tween the Lord and His people, and adapted to promote the end

for which it was established.

But although sacrifice in general reaches up to the earliest

times of man's history, and is met with in every nation, it was

not enjoined upon the human race by any positive command of

God, but sprang out of a religious necessity for fellowship with

God, the author, protector, and preserver of life, which was as

innate in man as the consciousness of God itself, though it

assumed very different forms in different tribes and nations, in

consequence of their estrangement from God, and their grow-

ing loss of all true knowledge of Him, inasmuch as their ideas

of the Divine Being so completely regulated the nature, object,

and signification of the sacrifices they offered, that they were

quite as subservient to the worship of idols as to that of the one

true God. To discover the fundamental idea, which was com-

mon to all the sacrifices, we must bear in mind, on the one hand,

that the first sacrifices were presented after the fall, and on the

other hand, that we never meet with any allusion to expiation

in the pre-j\Iosaic sacrifices of the Old Testament. Before the

fall, man lived in blessed unity with God. This unity was de-

stroyed by sin, and the fellowship between God and man was

disturbed, though not entirely abolished. In the punishment

which God inflicted upon the sinners. He did not withdraw His

mercy from men ; and before driving them out of paradise. He
gave them clothes to cover the nakedness of their shame, by

which they had first of all become conscious of their sin. Even
aft<H' their expulsion He still manifested Himself to them, so

formula, " If any man of you bring an offering of cattle unto the Lord,"

and thus stamps the presentation of animal sacrifice as a traditional cus-

tom. Knobel cannot adduce any historical testimony in support of his

assertion, that, according to the opinion of the ancients, there Avere no ani-

mal sacrifices offered to the gods in the earliest times, but only meal, honey,

vegetables, and flowers, roots, leaves, and fruit ; all that he does is to quota

a few passages from Plato, Plutarch, and Porphyry, in which these philo-

sophers, who Avere much too young to answer the question, express their

ideas and conjectures respecting the rise and progress of sacrificial worship

among the nations.
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that they were able once more to draw near to Him and enter

into fellowship with Him. This fellowship they sought through

the medium of sacrifices, in which they gave a visible expression

not only to their gratitude towards God for His blessing and

His grace, but also to their supplication for the further continu-

ance of His divine favour. It was in this sense that both Cain

and Abel offered, sacrifice, though not with the same motives,

or in the same state of heart towards God. In this sense Noah
also offered sacrifice after his deliverance from the flood ; the

only apj)arent difference being this, that the sons of Adam
offered their sacrifices to God from the fruit of their labour, in

the tilling of the ground and the keeping of sheep, whereas

Noah presented his burnt-offerings from the clean cattle and

birds that had been shut up with him in the ark, i.e. from those

animals which at any rate from that time forward were assigned

to man as food (Gen. ix. 3). Noah was probably led to make
this selection by the command of God to take with him into the

ark not one or more pairs, but seven of every kind of clean

beasts, as he may have discerned in this an indication of the

divine Avill, that the seventh animal of every description of

clean beast and bird should be offered in sacrifice to the Lord,

for His gracious protection from destruction by the flood. Moses

also received a still further intimation as to the meaning of the

animal sacrifices, in the prohibition which God appended to the

permission to make use of animals as well as green herbs for

food ; viz. " flesh with the life thereof, which is the blood thereof,

shall ye not eat" (Gen. ix. 4, 5), that is to say, flesh which still

contained the blood as the animal's soul. In this there was

already an intimation, that in the bleeding sacrifice the soul of

the animal was given up to God with the blood ; and therefore,

that by virtue of its blood, as the vehicle of the soul, animal

sacrifice was the most fitting means of representing the surrender

of the human soul to God. This truth may possibly have been

only dimly surmised by Noah and his sons ; but it must have

been clearly revealed to the patriarch Abraham, when God de-

manded the sacrifice of his only son, with whom his whole heart

was bound up, as a proof of his obedience of faith, and then,

after he had attested his faith in his readiness to offer this

sacrifice, supplied him with a ram to offer as a burnt-offering

instead of his son (Gen. xxii.). In this the truth was practically
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revealed to.liim, that the true God did not requu-e human sacri-

fice from His worshippers, but the surrender of the heart and

the denial of the natural life, even though it should amount to

a submission to death itself, and also that this act of surrender

was to be perfected in the animal sacrifice ; and that it was only

when presented with these motives that sacrifice could be well-

pleasing to God. Even before this, however, God had given

His sanction to the choice of clean or edible beasts and birds for

sacrifice, in the command to Abram to offer such animals, as the

sacrificial substratum for the covenant to be concluded with him

(Gen. XV.). Now, though nothing has been handed down con-

cerning the sacrifices of the patriarchs, with the exception of

Gen xlvi. 1 sqq., there can be no doubt that they offered burnt-

offerings upon the altars which they built to the Lord, who ap-

peared to them in different places in Canaan (Gen. xii. 7, xiii.

4, 18, xxvi. 25, xxxiii. 20, xxxv. 1-7), and embodied in these

their solemn invocation of the name of God in prayer ; since

the close connection between sacrifice and prayer is clearly

proved by such passages as Hos. xiv. 3, Heb. xiii. 15, and is

universally admitted.^ To the burnt-offering there was added,

in the course of time, the slain-offering, which is mentioned for

the first time in Gen. xxxi. 54, where Jacob seals the covenant,

which has been concluded with Laban and sworn to by God,

with a covenant meal. Whilst the burnt-offering, which was

given wholly up to God and entirely consumed upon the altar,

and which ascended to heaven in the smoke, set forth the self-

surrender of man to God, the slain-offering, which culminated

in the sacrificial meal, served as a seal of the covenant fellow-

ship, and represented the living fellowship of man with God.

Thus, when Jacob-Israel went down with his house to Egypt,

he sacrificed at Beersheba, on the border of the promised land,

to the God of his father Isaac, not burnt-offerings, but slain-

offerings (Gen. xlvi. 1), through which he presented his prayer

to the Lord for preservation in covenant fellowship even in a

foreign land, and in consequence of which he received the pro-

mise from God in a nocturnal vision, that He, the God of his

1 Outram (I. c. p. 213) draws the following conclusion from Hos. xiv. 3

:

" Prayer was a certain kind of sacrifice, and sacrifice a certain kind of

prayer. Prayers were, so to speak, spiritual sacrifices, and sacrifices sym-

boUcal prayers."
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father, would go with him to Egypt and bring him up again to

Canaan, and so maintain the covenant which He had made with

his fathers, and assuredly fulfil it in due time. The expiatory

offerings, properly so called, viz. the sin and trespass-offerings,

were altogether unknown before the economy of the Sinaitic

law ; and even if an expiatory element Avas included in the

burnt-offerings, so far as they embodied self-surrender to God,

and thus involved the need of union and reconciliation with

Him, so little prominence is given to this in the pre-Mosaic sacri-

fices, that, as we have already stated, no reference is made to

expiation in connection with them.-^ The reason for this striking

fact is to be found in the circumstance, that godly men of the

primeval age offered their sacrifices to a God who had drawn

near to them in revelations of love. It is true that in former

times God had made known His holy justice in the destruction

of the wicked and the deliverance of the righteous (Gen. vi.

13 sqq., xviii. 16 sqq.), and had commanded Abraham to walk

blamelessly before Him (Gen. xvii. 1) ; but He had only mani-

fested Himself to the patriarchs in His condescending love and

mercy, whereas He had made known His holiness in His very

first revelation to Moses in the words, " Draw not nigh hither

;

put off thy shoes," etc. (Ex. iii. 5), and unfolded it more and

^ The notion, whicli is still very widely spread, that the burnt-offerings

of Abel, Noah, and the patriarchs were expiatory sacrifices, in which the

slaying of the sacrificial animals set forth the fact, that the sinner was de-

serving of death in the presence of the holy God, not only cannot be proved

from the Scriptures, but is irreconcilable with the attitude of a Noah, an

Abraham and other patriarchs, towards the Lord God. And even Kalmis^s

explanation, " The man felt that his own ipse must die, before it could

enter into union with the Holy One, but he had also his surmises, that

another life might possibly bear this death for him, and in this obscure

feeling he took away the life of an animal that was physically clean," is

only true and to the point so far as the deeper forms of the development of

the heathen consciousness of God are concerned, and not in the sphere of

revealed religion, in which the expiatory sacrifices did not originate in any

dim consciousness on the part of the sinner that he was deserving of death,

but were appointed for the first time by God at Sinai, for the purpose of

awakening and sharpening this feeling. There is no historical foundation

for the arguments adduced by Hofmann in support of the opinion, that

there were sin-offerings before the Mosaic law ; and the assertion, that sin-

offerings and trespass-offerings Avere not really introduced by the law, but

were presupposed as already well known, just as much as the burnt- offerings

and thank-offerings, is obviously at variance with Lev. iv. and v.
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more in all- subsequent revelations, especially at Sinai. After

Jehovah had there declared to the people of Israel, whom He
had redeemed out of Egypt, that they were to be a holy nation

to Him (Ex. xix. 6), Pie appeared upon the mountain in the

terrible glory of His holy nature, to conclude His covenant of

grace with them by the blood of burnt-offerings and slain-

offerings, so that the people trembled and were afraid of death

if the Lord should speak to them any more (Ex. xx. 18 sqq.).

These facts preceded the laws of sacrifice, and not only prepared

the way for them, but furnished the key to their true interpre-

tation, by showing that it was only by sacrifice that the sinful

nation could enter into fellowship with the holy God.

The laws of sacrifice in chap. i.~vii. are divisible into two

groups. The first (chap, i.-v.) contains the general instructions,

which were applicable both to the community as a whole and

also to the individual Israelites. Chap, i.-iii. contain an account

of the animals and vegetables which could be used for the

three kinds of offerings that were already common among them,

viz. the burnt-offerings, meat-offerings, and slain-offerings ; and

precise rules are laid down for the mode in which they were to

be offered. In chap. iv. and v. the occasions are described on

which sin-offerings and trespass-offerings were to be presented

;

and directions are given as to the sacrifices to be offered, and

the mode of presentation on each separate occasion. The second

group (chap. vi. and vii.) contains special rules for the priests,

with reference to their duties in connection with the different

sacrifices, and the portions they were to receive ; together with

several supplementary laws, for example, with regard to the

meat-offering of the priests, and the various kinds of slain or

peace-offering. All these laws relate exclusively to the sacri-

fices to be offered spontaneously, either by individuals or by the

whole community, the consciousness and confession of sin or

debt being presupposed, even in the case of the sin and trespass-

offerings, and their presentation being made to depend upon

the free-will of those who had sinned. This is a sufficient ex-

planation of the fact, that they contain no rules respecting

either the time for presenting them, or the order in which they

were to follow one another, when two or more were offered to-

gether. At the same time, the different rules laid down with

regard to the ritual to be observed, applied not only to the
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private sacrifices, but also to those of the congregation, which

were prescribed by special laws for every day, and for the an-

nual festivals, as well as to the sacrifices of purification and

consecration, for which no separate ritual is enjoined.

1. General Rules for the Sacrifices.—Chap, i.—v.

The common term for sacrifices of every kind was corban

(presentation ; see at chap. i. 2). It is not only applied to the

burnt-offerings, meat-offerings, and slain or peace-offerings, in

chap. i. 2, 3, 10, 14, ii. 1, 4 sqq., iii. 1, 6, etc., but also to the sin-

offerings and trespass-offerings in chap. iv. 23, 28, 32, v. 11,

Num. V. 15, etc., as being holy gifts (Ex. xxviii. 38 cf. Num.
xviii. 9) with which Israel was to appear before the face of the

Lord (Ex. xxiii. 15 ; Dent. xvi. 16, 17). These sacrificial gifts

consisted partly of clean tame animals and birds, and partly of

vegetable productions ; and hence the division into the two classes

of bleeding and bloodless (bloody and unbloody) sacrifices. The

animals prescribed in the law are those of the herd, and the filocTc,

the latter including both sheep and goats (chap. i. 2, 3, 10, xxii.

21 ; Num. XV. 3), two collective terms, for which ox and sheep,

or goat (ox, sheep and goat) were the nomina usitatls (chap. vii.

23, xvii, 3, xxii. 19, 27 ; Num. xv. 11 ; Deut. xiv. 4), that is

to say, none but tame animals whose flesh was eaten (chap. xi. 3 ;

Deut. xiv. 4) ; whereas unclean animals, though tame, such as

asses, camels, and swine, were inadmissible ; and game, though

edible, e.g. the hare, the stag, the roebuck, and gazelle (Deut.

xiv. 5). Both male and female were offered in sacrifice, from

the herd as well as the flock (chap. iii. 1), and young as well as

old, though not under eight days old (chap. xxii. 27 ; Ex. xxii.

29) ; so that the ox was offered either as calf (chap. ix. 2 ; Gen.

XV. 9 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 2) or as bullock, i.e. as young steer or heifer

(chap. iv. 3), or as full-grown cattle. Every sacrificial animal

was to be without blemish, i.e. free from bodily faults (chap. i.

3, 10, xxii. 19 sqq.). The only birds that were offered Avere

turtle-doves and young pigeons (chap. i. 14), which were pre-

sented either by poor people as burnt-offerings, and as a substi-

tute for the larger animals ordinarily required as sin-offerings

and trespass-offerings (chap. v. 7, xii. 8, xiv. 22, 31), or as sin

and burnt-offerings, for defilements of a less serious kind (chap,

xii. 6, 7, XV. 14, 29, 30 ; Num. xi. 10, 11). The vegetable
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sacrifices consisted of meal, for the most part of fine flour (chap,

ii. 1), of cakes of different kinds (chap. ii. 4-7), and of toasted

ears or grains of corn (chap. ii. 14), to which there were gene-

rally added oil and incense, but never leaven or honey (chap. ii.

11) ; and also of wine for a drink-offering (Num. xv. 5 sqq.).

The bleeding sacrifices were divided into four classes : viz.

(1) hurnt-offerings (chap, i.), for which a male animal or pigeon

only was admissible
; (2) peace-offerings (slain-offerings of peace,

chap, iii.), which were divisible again into praise-offerings, vow-

offerings, and freewill-offerings (chap. vii. 12, 16), and consisted

of both male and female animals, but never of pigeons
; (3) sin-

offerings (chap. iv. 1-v. 13) ; and (4) trespass-off^erings (chap.

V. 14-26). Both male and female animals might be taken for

the sin-offerings ; and doves also could be used, sometimes inde-

pendently, sometimes as substitutes for larger animals ; and in

cases of extreme poverty meal alone might be used (chap. v. 11)

But for the trespass-offerings either a ram (chap. v. 15, 18, 25,

xix. 21) or a lamb had to be sacrificed (chap. xiv. 12 ; Num.
vi. 12). All the sacrificial animals were to be brought "before

Jehovah," i.e. before the altar of burnt-offering, in the court of

the tabernacle (chap. i. 3, 5, 11, iii. 1, 7, 12, iv. 4). There the

offerer was to rest his hand upon the head of the animal (chap. i.

4), and then to slaughter it, flay it, cut it in pieces, and prepare it

for a sacrificial offering ; after which the priest would attend to

the sprinkling of the blood and the burning upon the altar fire

(chap. i. 5—9, vi. 2 sqq., xxi. 6). In the case of the burnt-

offerings, peace-offerings, and trespass-offerings, the blood was

swung all round against the walls of the altar (chap. i. 5, 11, iii.

2, 8, 13, vii. 2) ; in that of the sin-offerings a portion was placed

upon the horns of the altar of burnt-offering, and in certain cir-

cumstances it was smeared upon the horns of the altar of incense,

or sprinkled upon the ark of the covenant in the most holy place,

and the remainder poured out at the foot of the altar of burnt-

offering (iv. 5-7, 16-18, 25, 30). In the case of the burnt-

offering, the flesh was all burned upon the altar, together with

the head and entrails, the latter having been previously cleansed

(chap. i. 8, 13) ; in that of the peace-offerings, sin-offerings, and

trespass-offerings, the fat portions only were burned upon the

altar, viz. the larger and smaller caul, the fat upon the entrails

and inner muscles of the loins, and the kidneys with their fat
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(chap. iii. 9-11, 14-16, iv. 8-10, 19, 26, 31, 35, vii. 3-5).

When a peace-offering was presented, the breast piece and right

leo; Avere given to Jehovah for the priests, and the rest of the

flesh was used and consumed by the offerer in a sacrificial meal

(chap. vii. 15-17, 30-34). But the flesh of the trespass-offerings

and sin-offerings of the laity was boiled and eaten by the priests

in a holy place, i.e. in the court of the tabernacle (chap. vi. 19, 22,

vii. 6). In the sin-offerings presented for the high priest and

the whole congregation the animal was all burnt in a clean place

outside the camp, including even the skin, the entrails, and the

ordure (chap. iv. 11, 12, 21). When the sacrifice consisted of

pigeons, the priest let the blood flow down the wall of the altar,

or sprinkled it against it ; and then, if the pigeon was brought

as a burnt-offering, he burnt it upon the altar after taking away

the crop and fceces ; but if it was brought for a sin-offering, he

probably followed the rule laid down in chap. i. 15 and v. 8.

The bloodless gifts were employed as meat and drink-offer-

in o-s. The meat-offering (minchali) was presented sometimes by

itself, at other times in connection with burnt-offerings and peace-

offerings. The independence of the meat-offering, which has

been denied hy Balir diwdi Kurtz on insufficient grounds, is placed

beyond all doubt, not only by the meat-offering of the priests

(chap. vi. 13 sqq.) and the so-called jealousy-offering (Num. v.

15 sqq.), but also by the position in which it is placed in the laws

of sacrifice, between the burnt and peace-offerings. From the

instructions in Num. xv. 1-16, to offer a meat-offering mixed

with oil and a drink-offering of wine with every burnt-offering

and peace-offering, the quantity to be regulated by the size of

the animal, it by no means follows that all the meat-offerings

were simply accompaniments to the bleeding sacrifices, and were

only to be offered in connection with them. On the contrary,

inasmuch as these very instructions prescribe only a meat-offei-

ing of meal with oil, together with a drink-offering of wine, as

the accompaniment to the burnt and peace-offerings, without

mentioning incense at all, they rather prove that the meat-offer-

ings mentioned in chap, ii., which might consist not only of

meal and oil, with which incense had to be used, but also of

cakes of different kinds and roasted corn, are to be distinguished

from the mere accompaniments mentioned in Num. xv. In

addition to this, it is to be observed that pastry, in the form of

PENT.—VOL. II. S
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cakes of different kinds, was offered with the praise-offerings,

according to chap. vii. 12 sqq., and probably with the two other

species of peace-offerings as well ; so that we should introduce an

irreconcilable discrepancy between Num. xv. and Lev. ii., if we

were to restrict all the meat-offerings to the accompaniments

mentioned in Num. xv., or reduce them to merely dependent addi-

tions to the burnt and peace-offerings. Only a portion of the

independent meat-offerings was burnt by the priest upon the altar

(chap. ii. 2, 9, 1(5) ; the rest was to be baked without leaven, and

eaten by the priests in the court, as being most holy (chap. vi.

8-11) : it was only the meat-offering of the priests that was all

burned upon the altar (chap. vi. 16).—The law contains no

directions as to what was to be done with the drink-offering ; but

the wine was no doubt poured round the foot of the altar (Ecclus.

1. 15. Josephus, Ant. iii. 9, 4).

The great importance of the sacrifices prescribed by the law

may be inferred to a great extent, apart from the fact that sacri-

fice in general was founded upon the dependence of man upon God,

and his desire for the restoration of that living fellowship with Him
which had been disturbed by sin, from the circumstantiality and

care with which both the choice of the sacrifices and the mode
of presenting them are most minutely prescribed. But their

special meaning and importance in relation to the economy of

the Old Covenant are placed beyond all question by the position

they assumed in the ritual of the Israelites, forming as they did

the centre of all their worship, so that scarcely any sacred action

was performed without sacrifice, whilst they were also the

medium through which foro;iveness of sin and reconciliation

with the Lord were obtained, either by each individual Israelite,

or by the congregation as a whole. This significance, which

was deeply rooted in the spiritual life of Israel, is entirely de-

stroyed by those who lay exclusive stress upon the notion of

presentation or gift, and can see nothing more in the sacrifices

than a "renunciation of one's own property," for the purpose

of "expressing reverence and devotion, love and gratitude to

God by such a surrender, and at the same time of earning and

securincp His favour." ^ The true significance of tlie legal sacri-

^ This is the view expressed by Knobel in his Commentary on Leviticus,

p. 846, where the idea is carried out in the following manner : in the dedi-

cation of animals they preferred to give the offering the form of a meal.
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fices cannot be correctly and fully deduced from the term corhan,

which M-as common to them all, or from such names as were

used to denote the different varieties of sacrifice, or even from

the materials employed and the ritual observed, but only from

all these combined, and from an examination of them in connec-

tion with the nature and design of the Old Testament economy.

Eegarded as offerings or gifts, the sacrifices were only means

by which Israel was to seek and sustain communion with its God.

These gifts were to be brought by the Israelites from the bless-

ing which God had bestowed upon the labour of their hands

(Deut, xvi. 17), that is to say, from the fruit of their regular

occupations, viz. agriculture and the rearing of cattle ; in other

words, from the cattle they had reared, or the produce of the

land they had cultivated, which constituted their principal

articles of food (viz. edible animals and pigeons, corn, oil, and

wine), in order that in these sacrificial gifts they might conse-

crate to the Lord their God, not only their property and food, but

also the fruit of their ordinary avocations. In this light the sacri-

fices are frequently called " food (bread) of firing for Jehovah "

(chap. iii. 11, 16) and "bread of God" (chap. xxi. 6, 8, 17);

by which we are not to suppose that food offered to God for His

own nourishment is intended, but food produced by the labour

of man, and then caused to ascend as a firing to his God, for an

odour of satisfaction (vid. chap. iii. 11). In the clean animals,

which he had obtained by his own training and care, and which

constituted his ordinary live-stock, and in the produce obtained

through the labour of his hands in the field and vineyard, from

which he derived his ordinaiy support, the Israelite offered not

his v-ictus as a symholum vitce, but the food which he procured in

which was provided for God, and of which flesh formed the principal part,

though bread and wine could not be omitted. These meals of animal fooc'

were prepared every day in the daily burnt-offerings, just as the more re-

spectable classes in the East eat animal food every day, and give the prefer-

ence to food of this kind ; and the daily offering of incense corresponded to

the oriental custom of fumigating rooms, and burning perfumes in honour of

a guest. At the same time Knobel also explains, that the Hebrews hardly

attributed any wants of a sensual kind to Jehovah ; or, at any rate, that the

educated did not look upon the sacrifice as food for Jehovah, or regard the

festal sacrifices as festal meals for Him, but may simply have thought of

the fact that Jehovah was to be worshipped at all times, and more especially

at the feasts, and that in this the prevailing and traditional custom was to

be observed.
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the exercise of his God-appointed calling, as a symbol of the

spiritual food which endureth unto everlasting life (John vi. 27,

cf. chap. iv. 34), and which nourishes both soul and body for

imperishable life in fellowship with God, that in these sacrificial

gifts he might give up to the Lord, who had adopted him as His

own possession, not so much the substance of his life, or that

which sustained and preserved it, as the agens of his life, or his

labour and toil, and all the powers he possessed, and might re-

ceive sanctification from the Lord in return. In this way the

sacrificial gifts acquire a representative character, and denote

the self-surrender of a man, with all his labour and productions,

to God. But the idea of representation received a distinct form

and sacrificial character for the first time in the animal sacrifice,

which was raised by the covenant revelation and the giving of

the law into the very centre and soul of the whole institution of

sacrifice, and primarily by the simple fact, that in the animal

a life, a " living soul," was given up to death and offered to God,

to be the medium of vital fellowship to the man who had been

made a "living soul" by the inspiration of the breath of God;
but still more by the fact, that God had appointed the blood of

the sacrificial animal, as the vehicle of its soul, to be the medium
of expiation for the souls of men (chap. xvii. 11).

The verb " to expiate " 0^^, from 123 to cover, construed

with pV ohjecti ; see chap. i. 4) " does not signify to cause a sin

not to have occurred, for that is impossible, nor to represent it

as not existing, for that would be opposed to the stringency of

the law, nor to pay or make compensation for it through the

performance of any action; but to cover it over before God, i.e. to

take away its power of coming in between God and oui'selves"

(Kahnis, Dogmatik i. p. 271). But whilst this is perfectly true,

the object primarily expiated, or to be expiated, according to the

laws of sacrifice, is not the sin, but rather the man, or the soul

of the offerer. God gave the Israelites the blood of the sacri-

fices upon the altar to cover their souls (chap. xvii. 11). The
end it answered was " to cover him " (the offerer, chap. i. 4)

;

and even in the case of the sin-offering the only object was to

cover him who had sinned, as concerning his sin (chap. iv. 26^

35, etc.). But the offerer of the sacrifice was covered, on ac-

count of his unholiness, from before the holy God, or, speaking

more precisely, from the wrath of God and the manifestation of
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that wrath ; that is to say, from the punishment which his sin

had deserved, as we may clearly see from Gen. xxxii. 20, and

still more clearly from Ex. xxxii. 30. In the former case Jacob's

object is to reconcile ("I3?) the face of his brother Esau bj means

of a present, that is to say, to modify the wrath of his brother,

which he has drawn upon himself by taking away the blessing

of the first-born. In the latter, j\Ioses endeavours by means of

his intercession to expiate the sin of the people, over whom the

wrath of God is about to burn to destroy them (Ex. xxxii. 9, 10) ;

in other words, to protect the people from the destruction which

threatens them in consequence of the wrath of God (see also

Num. xvii. 11, 12, xxv. 11-13). The power to make expiation,

i.e. to cover an unholy man from before the holy God, or to

cover the sinner from the wrath of God, is attributed to the

blood of the sacrificial animal, only so far as the soul lives in the

blood, and the soul of the animal when sacrificed takes the place

of the human soul. This substitution is no doubt incongruous,

since the animal and man differ essentially the one from the

other ; inasmuch as the animal follows an involuntary instinct,

and its soul being constrained by the necessities of its nature is

not accountable, and it is only in this respect that it can be re-

garded as sinless ; whilst man, on the contrary, is endowed with

freedom of will, and his soul, by virtue of the indwelling of his

spirit, is not only capable of accountability, but can contract both

sin and guilt. When God, therefore, said, " I have given it to

you upon the altar to make atonement for your souls" (chap.

xvii. 11), and thus attributed to the blood of the sacrificial ani-

mals a significance wdiich it could not naturally possess ; this

was done in anticipation of the true and perfect sacrifice which

Christ, the Son of man and God, would offer in the fulness of

time through the holy and eternal Spirit, for the reconciliation of

the whole world (Heb. ix. 14). This secret of the unfathomable

love of the triune God was hidden from the Israelites in the

law, but it formed the real background for the divine sanction

of the animal sacrifices, whereby they acquired a typical signifi-

cation, so that they set forth in shadow that reconciliation, which

God from all eternity had determined to effect by giving up

His only-begotten Son to death, as a sacrifice for the sin of the

whole world.

But however firmly the truth is established that the blood of
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the sacrifice intervened as a third object between the sinful man
and the holy God, it was not the blood of the animal in itself

which actually took the place of the man, nor was it the shedding

of the blood in itself which was able to make expiation for the

sinful man, in such a sense that the slaying of the animal had

a judicial and penal character and the offering of sacrifice was

an act of judgment instead of an ordinance of grace, as the

juridical theory maintains. It was simply the blood as the

vehicle of the soul, when sprinkled or poured out upon the

altar, that is to say, it was the surrender of an innocent life to

death, and through death to God, that was the medium of

expiation. Even in the sacrifice of Christ it was not by the

shedding of blood, or simply by the act of dying, that His death

effected reconciliation, but by the surrender of His life to death,

in which He not only shed His blood for us, but His body also

was broken for us, to redeem us from sin and reconcile us to

God. And even the suffering and death of Christ effect our

reconciliation not simply by themselves, but as the completion

of His sinless, holy life, in which, through doing and suffering.

He was obedient even to the death of the cross, and through

that obedience fulfilled the law as the holy will of God for us,

and bore and suffered the punishment of our transgression.

Through His ohedientia activa et passiva in life and death

Christ rendered to the holy justice of God that satisfactio et

poena vicaria, by virtue of which we receive forgiveness of sin,

righteousness before God, reconciliation, grace, salvation, and

eternal life. But these blessings of grace and salvation, which

we owe to the sacrificial death of Christ, do not really become

ours through the simple fact that Christ has procured them for

man. We have still to appropriate them in faith, by dying

spiritually with Christ, and rising with Him to a new life in

God. This was also the case with the sacrifices of the Old

Testament. They too only answered their end, when the

Israelites, relying upon the word and promise of God, grasped

and employed by faith the means of grace afforded them in the

animal sacrifices ; i.e. when in these sacrifices they offered them-

selves, or their personal life, as a sacrifice well-pleasing to God.

The symbolical meaning of the sacrifices, which is involved in

this, is not excluded or destroyed by the idea of representation,

or representative mediation between sinful man and the holy
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God, which was essential to them. It is rather demanded as

their complement, inasmuch as, without this, the sacrificial

worship would degenerate into a soulless opus operatum, and

would even lose its typical character. This symbolical signifi-

cance is strikingly expressed in the instructions relating to the

nature of the sacrificial gifts, and the ritual connected with

their presentation ; and in the law it comes into the foreground

just in proportion as the typical character of the sacrifices was

concealed at the time in the wise economy of God, and was only

unfolded to the spiritual vision of the prophets (Isa. liii.) with

the progressive unfolding of the divine plan of salvation.

The leading features of the symbolical and typical meaning

of the sacrifices are in their general outline the following.

Every animal offered in sacrifice was to be D''pRj afia/no';, free

from faults ; not merely on the ground that only a faultless and
perfect gift could be an offering fit for the Holy and Perfect

One, but chiefly because moral faults were reflected in those of

the body, and to prefigure the sinlessness and holiness of the

true sacrifice, and warn the offerer that the sanctification of all

his membei's was indispensable to a self-surrender to God, the

Holy One, and to life in fellowship with Him. In connection

with the act of sacrifice, it was required that the offerer should

bring to the tabernacle the animal appointed for sacrifice, and

there present it before Jehovah (chap. i. 3), because it was there

that Jehovah dwelt among His people, and it was from His holy

dwelling that He would reveal Himself to His people as their

God. There the offerer was to lay his hand upon the head of

the animal, that the sacrifice might be acceptable for him, to

make expiation for him (chap. i. 4), and then to slay the animal

and prepare it for a sacrificial gift. By the laying on of his

hand he not only set apart the sacrificial animal for the purpose

for which he had come to the sanctuary, but transferred the

feelings of his heart, which impelled him to offer the sacrifice,

or the intention with which he brouo-ht the gift, to the sacrificial

animal, so that his own head passed, as it were, to the head of

the animal, and the latter became his substitute (see my Archd-

ologie i. 206 ; Oeliler, p. 267 ; Kahnis, i. p. 270). By the

slaughter of the animal he gave it up to death, not merely for

the double purpose of procuring the blood, in which was the life

of the airiraal, as an expiation for his own soul, and its flesh as
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fire-food for Jeliovah,—for if the act of dying was profoundly

significant in the case of the perfect sacrifice, it cannot have

been without symbohcal significance in the case of the typical

sacrifice,—but to devote his own life to God in the death of the

sacrificial animal which was appointed as his substitute, and to

set forth not only his willingness to die, but the necessity for

the old man to die, that he might attain to life in fellowship

with God. After this self-surrender the priestly mediation

commenced, the priest sprinkling the blood upon the altar, or

its horns, and in one instance before Jehovah's throne of grace,

and then burning the flesh or fat of the sacrifice upon the altar.

The altar was the spot where God had promised to meet with

His people (Ex. xxix. 42), to reconcile them to Himself, and

bestow His grace upon them (see p. 207). Through this act of

sprinkling the blood of the animal that had been given up to

death upon the altar, the soul of the offerer was covered over

before the holy God; and by virtue of this covering it was

placed within the sphere of divine grace, which forgave the sin

and filled the soul with power for new life. Fire was constantly

burning upon the altar, which was prepared and kept up by the

priest (chap. vi. 5). Fire, from its inherent power to annihilate

what is perishable, ignoble, and corrupt, is a symbol in the

Scriptures, sometimes of purification, and sometimes of torment

and destruction. That which has an imperishable kernel within

it is purified by the fire, the perishable materials which have

adhered to it or penetrated within it being burned out and

destroyed, and the imperishable and nobler substance being

thereby purified from all dross; whilst, on the other hand, in

cases where the imperishable is completely swallowed up in the

perishable, no purification ensues, but total destruction by the

fire (1 Cor. iii. 12, 13). Hence fire is employed as a symbol

and vehicle of the Holy Spirit (Acts ii. 3, 4), and the fire

burning upon the altar was a symbolical representation of the

working of the purifying Spirit of God ; so that the bui'ning of

the flesh of the sacrifice upon the altar " represented the purifi-

cation of the man, who had been reconciled to God, through the

fire of the Holy Spirit, which consumes what is flesh, to pervade

what is spirit with light and life, and thus to transmute it into the

blessedness of fellowship with God" (Kahnis, p. 272).—It fol-

lows from this, that the relation which the sprinkling of the blood
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and the burning of the flesh of the sacrifice upon the altar bore

to one another was that of justification and sanctification, those

two indispensable conditions, without which sinful man could

not attain to reconciliation with God and life in God. But as

the sinner could neither justify himself before God nor sanctify

himself by his own power, the sprinkling of blood and the

burning of the portions of the sacrifice upon the altar were to be

effected, not by the offerer himself, but only by the priest, as

the mediator whom God had chosen and sanctified, not only that

the soul which had been covered by the sacrificial blood might

thereby be brought to God and received into His favour, but also

that the bodily members, of which the flesh of the sacrifice was

a symbol, might be given up to the fire of the Holy Spirit, to be

purified and sanctified from the dross of sin, and raised in a

glorified state to God
;
just as the sacrificial gift was consumed

in the altar fire, so that, whilst its earthly perishable elements

were turned into ashes and left behind, its true essence ascended

towards heaven, where God is enthroned, in the most ethereal

and glorified of material forms, as a sweet-smelling savour, i.e.

as an acceptable offering. These two priestly acts, however,

were variously modified according to the different objects of the

several kinds of sacrifice. In the sin-offering the expiation of

the sinner is brought into the greatest prominence ; in the burnt-

offering this falls into the background behind the idea of the

self-surrender of a man to God for the sanctification of all his

members, through the grace of God; and lastly, the peace-

offering culminated in the peace of living communion with the

Lord. (See the explanation of the several laws.)

The materials and ritual of the bloodless sacrifices, and also

their meaning and purpose, are much more simple. The meat

and drink-offerings were not means of expiation, nor did they

include the idea of representation. They were simply gifts, in

which the Israelites offered bread, oil, and wine, as fruits of the

labour of their hands in the field and vineyard of the inheritance

they had received from the Lord, and embodied in these earthly

gifts the fruits of their spiritual labour in the kingdom of God
(see at chap. ii.).

Chap. i. The Burnt-offering.—Ver. 2. " If any one of

you present an offering to Jehovah of cattle^ ye shall present your
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offering from the lierd and from tlie flockr |3"|P {Corhan^ from

l"'")i?n to cause to draw near, to bring near, or present, an offer-

ing) is applied not only to the sacrifices, which were burned

either in whole or in part upon the altar (chap. vii. 38 ; Num.
xviii. 9, xxviii. 2, etc.), but to the first-fruits (chap. ii. 12), and

dedicatory offerings, which were presented to the Lord for His

sanctuary and His service without being laid upon the altar

(Num. vii. 3, 10 sqq., xxxi. 50). The word is only used in

Leviticus and Numbers, and two passages in Ezekiel (chap. xx.

28, xl. 43), where it is taken from the books of Moses, and is

invariably rendered Swpov in the LXX. (cf. Mark vii. 11,

'^ Corban, that is to say a gift''), ^^nziri p {from the cattle)

belongs to the first clause, though it is separated from it by the

Athnach ; and the apodosis begins with "'I^t^l' IP {from the herd).

The actual antithesis to "the cattle" is "the fowl" in ver. 14

;

though grammatically the latter is connected with ver. 10, rather

than ver. 2. The fowls (pigeons) cannot be included in the

behemah, for this is used to denote, not domesticated animals

generally, but the larger domesticated quadrupeds, or tame

cattle (cf. Gen. i. 25).—Vers. 3-9. Ceremonial connected with

the offering of an ox as a burnt-offering. n>y (vid. Gen. viii. 20)

is generally rendered by the LXX. oXoKavrco/xa or oXoKavrwaL^,

sometimes oXoKapTrco/ia or oXoKapTrcoat';, in the Vulgate holocaus-

tum, because the animal was all consumed upon the altar. The
ox was to be a male without blemish (a/iw/xo?, integer, i.e. free from

bodily faults, see chap. xxii. 19-25), and to be presented ^^ at the

door of the taberrmcle"—i.e. near to the altar of burnt-offering

(Ex. xl. 0), where all the offerings were to be presented (chap,

xvii. 8, 9),

—

''for good pleasure for him (the offerer) before J^e-

hovahj" i.e. that the sacrifice might secure to him the good

pleasure of God (Ex. xxviii. 38).—Ver. 4. "He (the offerer)

shall lay his hand upon the head of the burnt-offering.'' The

laying on of hands, by which, to judge from the verb 'HPp to

lean upon, we ai'e to understand a forcible pressure of the hand

upon the head of the victim, took place in connection with all

the slain-offerings (the offering of pigeons perhaps excepted),

and is expressly enjoined in the laws for the burnt-offerings, the

peace-offerings (chap. iii. 2, 7, 13), and the sin-offerings (chap.

iv. 4, 15, 24, 29, 33), that is to say, in every case in which the

details of the ceremonial are minutely described. But if the
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description is condensed, then no allusion is made to it : e.g. in

the burnt-offering of sheep and goats (ver. 11), the sin-offering

(chap. V. 6), and the trespass-offering (chap. v. 15, 18, 25).

This ceremony was not a sign of the removal of something

from his own power and possession, or the surrender and dedi-

cation of it to God, as Rosenmuller and KnoheV- affirm ; nor

an indication of ownership and of a readiness to give up his

own to Jehovah, as Bdhr maintains ; nor a symbol of the impu-

tation of sin, as Kurtz supposes •? but the symbol of a transfer

of the feelings and intentions by which the offerer was actuated

in pi'esenting his sacrifice, whereby he set apart the animal as a

sacrifice, representing his own person in one particular aspect

(see vol. i. p. 279). Now, so far as the burnt-offering expressed

the intention of the offerer to consecrate his life and labour to

the Lord, and his desire to obtain the expiation of the sin

which still clung to all his works and desires, in order that they

might become well-pleasing to God, he transferred the con-

sciousness of his sinfulness to the victim by the laying on of

hands, even in the case of the burnt-offering. But this was not

' Hence KnoheVs assertion (at Lev. vii. 2), that the laying on of the

hand upon the head of the animal, which is prescribed in the case of all

the other sacrifices, was omitted in that of the trespass-offering alone,

needs correction, and there is no foundation for the conclusion, that it did

not take place in connection with the trespass-offering.

2 This was the view held by some of the Rabbins and of the earlier

theologians, e.g. Caluvius, I'M. ill. ad Lev. i. 4, Lundius and others, but by

no means by " most of the Rabbins, some of the fathers, and most of the

earlier archaeologists and doctrinal writers," as is affirmed by Bdhr (ii. p.

336), who supports his assertion by passages from Outram, which refer to

the sin-offering only, but which Bdhr transfers without reserve to all the

bleeding sacrifices, thus confounding substitution with the imputation of

sin, in his antipathy to the orthodox doctrine of satisfaction. Outrani's

general view of this ceremony is expressed clearly enough in the following

passages :
" ritus erat ea notandi ac designandi, qux vel morti devota erant,

vel Dei gratias commendata^ vel deniqiie gravi alicui muneri usidque sacro

destinata. Eique ritui semper adhiheri solebant verba aliqua expUcata, quas rei

susceptse rationi maxime congruere viderentur" {I.e. 8 and 9). With reference

to the words which explained the imposition of hands he observes :
" ita ut

sacris piacularihus culparum potissimum confessiones cum pcenx deprecatione

junctas^ voluntariis honorum precationes, eucharisticis autem et votivis post res

prosperas impetratas periculave depulsa factis laudes et gratiarum actiones,

omnique denique victimarum generi ejusmodi preces adjunctas putem, qus

cuique maxime conveniebant^^ (c. 9).
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all : he also transferred the desire to walk before God in holiness

and righteousness, which he could not do without the grace of

God. This, and no more than this, is contained in the words,

" that it may become well-pleasing to him, to make atonement

for him." 133 with Seghol (Ges. § 52), to expiate (from the

Kal "133, whicli is not met with in Hebrew, the word in Gen.

vi. 14 being merely a denom. verb, but which signifies texit in

Arabic), is generally construed with ?V like verbs of covering,

and in the laws of sacrifice with the person as the object ("for

him;' chap. iv. 26, 31, 35, v. 6, 10 sqq., xiv. 20, 29, etc.; "for

tJiem,'' chap. iv. 20, x. 17 ; "for her;' chap. xii. 7 ; for a soul,

chap. xvii. 11 ; Ex. xxx. 15, cf. Num. viii. 12), and in the case

of the sin-offerings with a second object governed either by pV

or 10 (Snmn bv vb chap. iv. 35, v. 13, 18, or '\nmm vhv chap. iv.

26, V. 6, etc., to expiate him over or on account of his sin) ; also,

though not so frequently, with 1i'3 jm^s., i^iXd^eaOac irepl avrov

(chap. xvi. 6, 24; 2 Chron. xxx. 18), and n^^^n nj/3, i^tXdl^eadai

irepl t7i<^ dfiapTia^; (Ex. xxxii. 30), and with f pers., to permit

expiation to be made (Deut. xxi. 8 ; Ezek. xvi. 63) ; also with

the accusative of the object, though in prose only in connection

with the expiation of inanimate objects defiled by sin (chap,

xvi. 33). The expiation was always made or completed by the

priest, as the sanctified mediator between Jehovah and the

people, or, previous to the institution of the Aaronic priesthood,

by Moses, the chosen mediator of the covenant, not by "Je-

hovah from whom the expiation proceeded," as Bdhr supposes.

For although all expiation has its ultimate foundation in the

grace of God, which desires not the death of the sinner, but his

redemption and salvation, and to this end has opened a way of

salvation, and sanctified sacrifice as the means of expiation and

mercy; it is not Jehovah who makes the expiation, but this

is invariably the office or work of a mediator, who intervenes

between the holy God and sinful man, and by means of expia-

tion averts the wrath of God from the sinner, and brings the

grace of God to bear upon him. It is only in cases where the

word is used in the secondary sense of pardoning sin, or show-

ing mercy, that God is mentioned as the subject (e.g. Deut.

xxi. 8 ; Ps. Ixv. 4, Ixxviii. 38 ; Jer. xviii. 23).^ The medium of

^ The meaning " to make atonement" lies at the foundation in every

passage in which the word is used metaphorically, such as Gen. xxxii. 21,
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expiation in the case of the sacrifice was chiefly the blood of the

sacrificial animal that was sprinkled upon the altar (chap. xvii.

11) ; in addition to which, the eating of the flesh of the sin-offer-

ing by the priests is also called bearing the iniquity of the con-

gregation to make atonement for them (chap. x. 17). In other

cases it was the intercession of Moses (Ex. xxxii. 30) ; also the

fumigation with holy incense, which was a symbol of priestly

intercession (Num. xvii. 11). On one occasion it was the zeal

of Phinehas, when he stabbed the Israelite with a spear for

committing fornication with a Midianite (Num. xxv. 8, 13).

In the case of a murder committed by an unknown hand, it

was the slaying of an animal in the place of the murderer who
remained undiscovered (Deut. xxi. 1-9) ; whereas in other cases

blood-guiltiness (murder) could not be expiated in any other

way than by the blood of the person by whom it had been shed

(Num. XXXV. 33). In Isa. xxvii. 9, a divine judgment, by

where Jacob seeks to expiate the face of his angry brother, i.e. to appease
his wrath, with a present; or Prov. xvi. 14, " The wrath of a king is as

messengers of death, but a wise man expiates it, i.e. softens, pacifies it
;"

Isa. xlvii. 11, "Mischief (destruction) will fall upon thee, thou will not

be able to expiate it," that is to say, to avert the wrath of God, which has

burst upon thee in the calamity, by means of an expiatory sacrifice. Even in

Isa. xxviii. 18, "and your covenant with death is disannulled" (annihilated)

("ISpl), the use of the word -|23 is to be explained from the fact that the

guilt, which brought the judgment in its train, could be cancelled by a
sacrificial expiation (cf. Isa. vi. 7 and xxii. 14) ; so that there is no
necessity to resort to a meaning which is altogether foreign to the word,
viz. that of covering up by blotting over. When Hofmann therefore main-
tains that there is no other way of explaining the use of the word in these

passages, than by the supposition that, in addition to the verb -|S3 to cover,

there was another denominative verb, founded upon the word nab a cover-

ing, or payment, the stumblingblock in the use of the word lies simply in

this, that Hofmann has taken a one-sided view of the idea of expiation,

through overlooking the fact, that the expiation had reference to the wrath
of God which hung over the sinner and had to be averted from him by
means of expiation, as is clearly proved by Ex. xxxii. 30 as compared with
vers. 10 and 22. The meaning of expiation which properly belongs to the

verb -|Q3 is not only retained in the nouns cippuriin and cappureth, but lies

at the root of the word copher, which is formed from the Kal, as we may
clearly see from Ex. xxx. 12-16, where the Israelites are ordered to pay a
copher at the census, to expiate their souls, i.e. to cover their souls from the

death which threatens the unholy, when he draws near vnthout expiation

to a holy God. Vid. Oehler in Herzog's Cycl.
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Avhich the nation was punished, is so described, as serving to

a\'ert the complete destruction which threatened it. And lastly,

it was in some cases a "iS3, such, for example, as the atonement-

money paid at the numbering of the people (Ex. xxx. 12 sqq.),

and the payment made in the case referred to in Ex. xxi. 30.

If, therefore, the idea of satisfaction unquestionably lay at

the foundation of the atonement that was made, in all those

cases in which it was effected by a penal judgment, or judicial

poena; the intercession of the priest, or the fumigation which

embodied it, cannot possibly be I'egarded as a satisfaction ren-

dered to the justice of God, so that we cannot attribute the idea

of satisfaction to every kind of sacrificial expiation. Still less

can it be discerned in the slaying of the animal, when simply

regarded as the shedding of blood. To this we may add, that

in the laws for the sin-offering there is no reference at all to

expiation ; and in the case of the burnt-offering, the laying on

of hands is described as the act by which it was to become well-

pleasing to God, and to expiate the offerer. Now, if the laying

on of hands was accompanied with a prayer, as the Jewish tra-

dition affirms, and as we may most certainly infer from Deut.

xxvi. 13, apart altogether from Lev. xvi. 21, although no prayer

is expressly enjoined ; then in the case of the burnt-offerings and

peace-offerings, it is in this prayei', or the imposition of hands

which symbolized it, and by which the offerer substituted the

sacrifice for himself and penetrated it with his spirit, that we

must seek for the condition upon which the well-pleased ac-

ceptance of the sacrifice on the part of God depended, and in

consequence of which it became an atonement for him ; in other

words, was fitted to cover him in the presence of the holiness

of God.

Vers. 5-9. The laying on of hands was followed by the

slaughtering (^^^, never n''On to put to death), which was per-

formed by the offerer himself in the case of the private sacrifices,

and by the priests and Levites in that of the national and festal

offerings (2 Chron. xxix. 22, 24, 34). The slaughtering took

place " before Jehovah" (see ver. 3), or, according to the more

precise account in ver. 11, on the side of the altar northward,

for which the expression " before the door of the tabernacle" is

sometimes used (chap. iii. 2, 8, 13, etc.). "ii^3 15 (a young ox) is

applied to a calf (-'.^P) in chap. ix. 2, and a mature young bull
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("IS) in chap. iv. 3, 14. But the animal of one year old is called

^Jy in chap. ix. 2, and the mature ox of seven years old is called

"13 in Judg. vi. 25. At the slaughtering the blood was caught

by the priests (2 Chron. xxix. 22), and sprinkled upon the altar.

When the sacrifices were very numerous, as at the yearly feasts,

the Levites helped to catch the blood (2 Chron. xxx. 16) ; but

the sprinkling upon the altar was always performed by the

priests alone. In the case of the burnt-offerings, the blood was

swung " against the altar round about," i.e. against all four sides

(walls) of the altar (not "over the surface of the altar") ; i.e. it

M-as poured out of the vessel against the walls of the altar with

a swinfring motion. This was also done when peace-offerings

(chap. iii. 2, 8, 13, ix. 18) and trespass-offerings (chap. vii. 2)

were sacrificed ; but it was not so with the sin-offering (see at

chap. iv. 5).—Vers. 6 sqq. The offerer was then to flay the

slaughtered animal, to cut it (nrij generally rendered /jieXi^^eiv in

the LXX.) into its pieces,

—

-i.e. to cut it up into the different

pieces, into which an animal that has been killed is generally

divided, namely, according to the separate joints, or " according

to the bones" (Judg. xix. 29),—that he might boil its flesh in

pots (Ezek. xxiv. 4, 6). He was also to wash its intestines and

the lower part of its legs (ver. 9). 2"]i^, the inner part of the

body, or the contents of the inner part of the body, signifies the

viscera ; not including those of the breast, however, such as the

lungs, heart, and liver, to which the term is also applied in other

cases (for in the case of the peace-offerings, when the fat which

envelopes the intestines, the kidneys, and the liver-lobes was to be

placed upon the altar, there is no washing spoken of), but the

intestines of the abdomen or belly, such as the stomach and

bowels, which would necessarily have to be thorougldy cleansed,

even when they were about to be used as food, '^'i'"]?, which is

only found in the dual, and always in connection either with

oxen and sheep, or with the springing legs of locusts (chap. xi.

21), denotes the shin, or calf below the knee, or the leg from the

knee down to the foot.—Vers. 7, 8. It was the duty of the sons

of Aaron, i.e. of the priests, to offer the sacrifice upon tlie altar.

To this end they were to " put jire upon the altar'' (of course

this only applies to the fii'st burnt-offering presented after the

erection of the altar, as the fire was to be constantly burning

upon the altar after that, without being allowed to go out, vi. 6),
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and to lay " ivood in order upon the jire'^ C^iy to lay in regular

order), and then to " lay the parts, the head and the fat, in order

upon the wood on the fire^^ and thus to cause the whole to ascend

in smoke. ">7.?j which is only used in connection with the burnt-

offering (vers. 8, 12, and chap. viii. 20), signifies, according to

the ancient versions (LXX. a-reap) and the rabbinical writers,

the fat, probably those portions of fat which were separated from

the entrails and taken out to wash. Bochart's explanation is

adeps a came sejunctus. The head and fat are specially men-
tioned along with the pieces of flesh, partly because they are

both separated from the flesh when animals are slaughtered, and

partly also to point out distinctly that the whole of the animal

(" all," ver. 9) was to be burned upon the altar, with the excep-

tion of the skin, which was given to the officiating priest (chap,

vii. 8), and the contents of the intestines. "'''PP'?, to cause to

ascend in smoke and steam (Ex. xxx. 7), which is frequently

construed with nniiTGn towards the altar (n local, so used as to

include position in a place ; vid. vers. 13, 15, 17, chap ii. 2, 9, etc.),

or with n^T^n (chap. vi. 8), or n^n^T^V (chap. ix. 13, 17), was

the technical expression for burning the sacrifice upon the altar,

and showed that the intention was not simply to burn those por-

tions of the sacrifice which were placed in the fire, i.e. to destroy,

or turn them into ashes, but by this process of burning to cause

the odour which was eliminated to ascend to heaven as the ethe-

real essence of the sacrifice, for a
^^
firing of a sweet savour unto

Jehovah" nt^X, firing (" an offering made by fire," Eng. Ver.),

is the general expression used to denote the sacrifices, which

ascended in fire upon the altar, whether animal or vegetable

(chap. ii. 2, 11, 16), and is also applied to the incense laid upon

the shew-bread (chap. xxiv. 7) ; and hence the shew-bread itself

(chap. xxiv. 7), and even those portions of the sacrifices which

Jehovah assigned to the priests for them to eat (Dent, xviii. 1

cf. Josh. xiii. 14), came also to be included in the firings for

Jehovah. The word does not occur out of the Pentateuch,

except in Josh. xiii. 14 and 1 Sam. ii. 28. In the laws of sacri-

fice it is generally associated with the expression, " a sweet

savour unto Jehovah" (oa/xr) €vco8La<i : LXX.) : an anthropo-

morphic description of the divine satisfaction with the sacrifices

offered, or the gracious acceptance of them on the part of God
(see Gen. viii. 21), which is used in connection with all the
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sacrifices, even the expiatory or sin-offerings (chap. iv. 31), and

with the drink-offering also (Num. xv. 7, 10).

Vers. 10—13. With regard to the mode of sacrificing, the

instructions already given for the oxen applied to the flock (i.e.

to the sheep and goats) as well, so that the leading points are

repeated here, together with a more precise description of the

place for slaughtering, viz. " hi/ the side of the altar towards the

north" i.e. on the north side of the altar. This was the rule

with all the slain-offerings ; although it is only in connection

with the burnt-offerings, sin-offerings, and trespass-offerings

(chap. iv. 24, 29, 33, vi. 18, vii. 2, xiv. 13) that it is expressly

mentioned, whilst the indefinite expression " at the door (in front)

of the tabernacle " is applied to the peace-offerings in chap. iii. 2,

8, 13, as it is to the trespass-offerings in chap. iv. 4, from which

the Rabbins have inferred, though hardly upon good ground,

that the peace-offerings could be slaughtered in any part of the

court. The northern side of the altar was appointed as the

place of slaughtering, however, not from the idea that the Deity

dwelt in the north (Eivald), for such an idea is altogether

foreign to Mosaism, but, as Knohel supposes, probably because

the table of shew-bread, with the continual meat-offering, stood

on the north side in the holy place. Moreover, the eastern side

of the altar in the court was the place for the refuse, or heap of

ashes (ver. 16) ; the ascent to the altar was probably on the

south side, as Josephus affirms that it was in the second temple

(J. de bell. jud. v. 5, 6) ; and the western side, or the space be-

tween the altar and the entrance to the holy place, would

unquestionably have been the most unsuitable of all for the

slaughtering. In ver. 12 'IJI it^'N'TriXI is to be connected per

zeugma with I'^l^''^^?, " let him cut it up according to its parts, and

(sever) its head and its fat.'^

Yers. 14-17. The burnt-offering oi fowls was to consist of

turtle-doves or young pigeons. The Israelites have reared

pigeons and kept dovecots from time immemorial (Isa. Ix. 8, cf.

2 Kings vi. 25) : and the rearing of pigeons continued to be a

favourite pursuit with the later Jews {Josephus, de hell. jud. v.

4, 4), so that they might very well be reckoned among the

domesticated animals. There are also turtle-doves and wild

pigeons in Palestine in such abundance, that they could easily

furnish the ordinary animal food of the poorer classes, and serve

PFNT.—VOL. II. T
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as sacrifices in the place of the larger animals. The directions

for sacrificing these, were that the priest was to bring the bird

to the altar, to nip off its head, and cause it to ascend in smoke

upon the altar. P^^, which only occurs in ver. 15 and chap. v. 8,

signifies undoubtedly to pinch off, and not merely to pinch ; for

otherwise the words in chap. v. 8, "and shall not divide it

asunder," would be superfluous. We have therefore to think

of it as a severance of the head, as the LXX. [aTro/cvi^eiv) and

Rabbins have done, and not merely a wringing of the neck and

incision in the skin by which the head was left hanging to the

body ;
partly because the words, " and not divide it asunder,"

are wanting here, and partly also because of the words, " and

burn it upon the altar," which immediately follow, and which

must refer to the head, and can only mean that, after the head

had been pinched off, it was to be put at once into the burning

altar-fire. For it is obviously unnatural to regard these words

as anticipatory, and refer them to the burning of the whole dove;

not only from the construction itself, but still more on account

of the clause which follows :
" and the blood thereof shall be

pressed out against the wall of the altar." The small quantity

that there was of the blood prevented it from being caught in a

vessel, and swung from it against the altar.—Vers. 16, 17. He
then took out '"^n^'i^ ^^^IP'^^^, i-e., according to the probable

explanation of these obscure words, "its crop in (with) the

faeces thereof̂ ^ ^ and threw it " at the side of the altar eastwards,"

i.e. on the eastern side of the altar, " on the ash-place" where

the ashes were thrown when taken from the altar (chap. vi. 3).

He then made an incision in the wings of the pigeon, but with-

' ^ This is the rendering adopted by Onkelos. The LXX., on the contrary,

render it d.ipi'hu t6v 'Kp6'ho(iov avv rot; Tirrspol;, and this rendering is followed

by Luther (and the Enghsh Version, Tr.), " its crop with its feathers."

But the Hebrew for this would have been inVJV In Alishnah, Sebach. vi. 5,

the instructions are the following :
" e< removet ingluviem etpennas et viscera

egredentia cum illay This interpretation may be substantially correct,

although the reference of nnV"13!l to the feathers of the pigeon cannot be

sustained on the ground assigned. For if the bird's crop was taken out, the

intestines with their contents would unquestionably come out along with it.

The plucking off of the feathers, however, follows from the analogy of the

flaying of the animal. Only, in the text neither intestines nor feathers are

mentioned ; they are passed over as subordinate matters, that could readily be

understood from the analogy of the other instructions.
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out severing them, and burned them on the altar-fire (ver. 17,

cf. ver. 9).

The burnt-offerings all culminated in the presentation of the

whole sacrifice upon the altar, that it might ascend to heaven,

transformed into smoke and fragrance. Hence it is not only-

called n^y, the ascending (see Gen. viii. 20), but ?73, a whole-offer-

ing (Dfeut. xxxiii. 10 ; Ps. li. 21 ; 1 Sam. vii. 9). If the burning

and sending up in the altar-fire shadowed forth the self-surren-

der of the offei-er to the purifying fire of the Holy Ghost (p. 280)

;

the burnt-offering was an embodiment of the idea of the conse-

cration and self-surrender of the whole man to the Lord, to be

pervaded by the refining and sanctifying power of divine grace.

This self-surrender was to be vigorous and energetic in its

character ; and this was embodied in the instructions to choose

male animals for the burnt-offering, the male sex being stronger

and more vigorous than the female. To render the self-sacrifice

perfect, it was necessary that the offerer should spiritually die,

and that through the mediator of his salvation he should put

his soul into a living fellowship with the Lord by sinking it as

it were into the death of the sacrifice that had died for him,

and should also bring his bodily members within the operations

of the gracious Spirit of God, that thus he might be renewed

and sanctified both body and soul, and enter into union with

God.

Chap. ii. The Meat-offering.—The burnt-offerings are

followed immediately by the meat-offerings, not only because

they were offered along with them from the very first (Gen. iv.

3), but because they stood nearest to them in their general sig-

nification. The usual epithet applied to them is minchah, lit. a

present with which any one sought to obtain the favour or good-

will of a superior (Gen. xxxii. 21, 22, xliii. 11, 15, etc.), then

the gift offered to God as a sign of grateful acknowledgment

that the offerer owed everything to Him, as well as of a desire to

secure His favour and blessing. This epithet was used at first

for animal sacrifices as well as offerings of fruit (Gen. iv. 4, 5).

But in the Mosaic law it was restricted to bloodless offerings,

i.e. to the meat-offerings, whether presented independently, or

in connection with the animal sacrifices {zebacJdm). The full

term is horhan minchah, offering of a gift : Scopov Ovcrla or
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irpoacpopd, also dvaca alone (LXX.). The meat-offerings con-

sisted of fine wheaten flour (vers. 1-3), or cakes of such flour

(vers. 4-6), or roasted grains as an offering of first-fruits (vers.

14-16). To all of them there were added oil (vers. 1, 4-7, 15) and

salt (ver. 13) ; and to those which consisted of flour and grains,

incense also (vers. 1 and 15). Only a handful of each kind was

burnt upon the altar ; the rest was handed over to the priests, as

" a thing most holy" (ver. 3).

Vers. 1-3. The Jirst kind consisted of soleth, probably from
nPD = 7pD to swing, swung flour, like TrdXr) from iraXXco, i.e.

fine flour ; and for this no doubt wheaten flour was always used,

even when D"'Jpn is not added, as in Ex. xxix. 2, to distinguish

it from npi^j or ordinary meal (o-e/i-tSaXt? : 1 Kings v. 2). The
suffix in ^^3~ip (his offering) refers to ^^^^, which is frequently

construed as both masculine and feminine (chap. iv. 2, 27, 28,

V. 1, etc.), or as masculine only (Num. xxxi. 28) in the sense of

person, any one. " And let him pour oil upon it, and put in-

cense thereon (or add incense to it)." This was not spread upon

the flour, on which oil had been poured, but added in such a

way, that it could be lifted from the minchah and burned upon

the altar (ver. 2). The priest was then to take a handful of the

gift that had been presented, and cause the azcarah of it to

evaporate above (together with) all the incense, i^'p? ^?p : the

filling of his closed hand, i.e. as much as he could hold with his

hand full, not merely with three fingers, as the Rabbins affirm.

Azcarah (from "i?|, formed like 'T^^^^' from "i?^) is only ap-

plied to Jehovah's portion, which was burned upon the altar in

the case of the meat-offering (vers. 9, 16, and chap. vi. 8), the

sin-offering of flour (chap. v. 12), and the jealousy-offering

(Num. V. 26), and to the incense added to the shew-bread

(chap. xxiv. 7). It does not mean the prize portion, i.e. the

portion offered for the glory of God, as De Dieu and Rosen-

mailer maintain, still less the fragrance-offering (Eivald), but

the memorial, or remembrance-portion, fJLvrifioavvov or avd/ivr]-

(ra (chap. xxiv. 7, LXX.), inemoriale (Vidg.\ inasmuch as

that part of the minchah which was placed upon the altar

ascended in the smoke of the flre " on behalf of the giver, as a

practical memento (' remember me') to Jehovah ;" though there

is no necessity that we should trace the word to the Hiphil in

consequence. The rest of the minchah was to belong to Aaron
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and his sons, i.e. to the priesthood, as a most holy thing of the

firings of Jehovali. The term " most holy" is applied to all

the sacrificial gifts that were consecrated to Jehovah, in this

sense, that such portions as were not burned upon the altar

were to be eaten by the priests alone in a holy place ; the laity,

and even such of the Levites as were not priests, being prohi-

bited from partaking of them (see at Ex. xxvi. 33 and xxx.

10). Thus the independent meat-offerings, which were not

entirely consumed upon the altar (vers. 3, 10, vi. 10, x. 12), the

sin-offerings and trespass-offerings, the flesh of which was not

burned outside the camp (chap. vi. 18, 22, vii. 1, 6, x. 17, xiv.

13, Num. xviii. 9), the shew-bread (chap. xxiv. 9), and even

objects put under the ban and devoted to the Lord, whether

men, cattle, or property of other kinds (chap, xxvii. 28), as well

as the holy incense (Ex. xxx. 36),—in fact, all the holy sacrificial

gifts, in which there was any fear lest a portion should be per-

verted to other objects,—were called most holy; whereas the

burnt-offerings, the priestly meat-offerings (chap. vi. 12—16) and

other sacrifices, which were quite as holy, were not called most

holy, because the command to burn them entirely precluded the

possibility of their being devoted to any of the ordinary pur-

poses of life.

Vers. 4-11. The second kind consisted of pastry of fine

flour and oil prepared in different forms. The first was maapheh
tannur, oven-baking : by "I13in we are not to understand a baker's

oven (Hos. vii. 4, 6), but a large pot in the room, such as are

used for baking cakes in the East even to the present day (see

my Archiiol. § 99, 4). The oven-baking might consist either of

" cakes of unleavened meal mixed (made) loith oil" or of " 2'"^'-^''~

cakes of unleavened meal anointed (smeared) with oil." Challoth

:

probably from ^?n to pierce, perforated cakes, of a thicker

kind. Rekikim : from PiP"J to be beaten out thin ; hence cakes

or pancakes. As the latter were to be smeared with oil, we
cannot understand ?v3 as signifying merely the pouring of

oil upon the baked cakes, but must take it in the sense of

mingled, mixed, i.e. kneaded with oil (7r€(j)vpa/jievov<i (LXX.),
or according to Hesychius, jjuefii^iMevovi).—Vers. 5, 6. Secondly,

if the minchah was an offering upon the pan, it was also to be

made of fine flour mixed with oil and unleavened. Machahath

is a pan, made, according to Ezek. iv. 3, of iron,—no doubt a
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large iron plate, sucli as the Arabs still use for baking unleav-

ened bread in large round cakes made flat and thin {Robinson,

Palestine i. 50, ii. 180). These girdles or flat pans are still in use

among the Turcomans of Syria and the Armenians (see Burck-

hardt, Syr. p. 1003 ; Tavernier, Reise 1, p. 280), whilst the Ber-

bians and Cabyles of Africa use shallow iron frying-pans for

the purpose, and call them tajen,—the same name, no doubt, as

rrj'yavov, with which the LXX. have rendered machabath. These

cakes were to be broken in pieces for the mincliah, and oil to be

poured upon them (the inf. abs. as in Ex. xiii. 3, xx. 8, vid. Ges.

§ 131, 4) ;
just as the Bedouins break the cakes which they bake

in the hot ashes into small pieces, and prepare them for eating

by pouring butter or oil upon them.—Ver. 7. Thirdly, " If thy

oblation be a tigel-minchah, it shall be made of fine fiour with

oil." Marchesheth is not a gridiron {ea'^jxpa, LXX.) ; but, as it is

derived from K^^n, ebullivit, it must apply to a vessel in which food

was boiled. We have therefore to think of cakes boiled in oil.

—

Vers. 8-10. The presentation of the minchah " made of these

things," i.e. of the different kinds of pastry mentioned in vers.

4-7, resembled in the main that described in vers. 1-3. The

}jp Dnn in ver. 9 corresponds to the IP T^p^ in ver. 2, and does

not denote any special ceremony of heaving, as is supposed by

the Rabbins and many archseological writers, who understand

by it a solemn movement up and down. This will be evident

from a comparison of chap. iii. 3 with chap. iv. 8, 31, 35, and

vii. 3. In the place of ^3)30 D^T in chap. iv. 8 we find naw I'-j^n

in chap. iii. 3 (cf. chap. vii. 3),'and instead of n3T -\Wlp Dnv yks
in chap. iv. 10, H^n "iD^n "iD't<3 in chap. iv. 31 and 35 ; so that

IP Dnn evidently denotes simply the lifting off or removal of

those parts which were to be burned upon the altar from the rest

of the sacrifice (cf. Bdhr, ii. 357, and my Archdologie i. p. 244-

5).—In vers. 11-13 there follow two laws which were applicable

to all the meat-offerings : viz. to offer nothing leavened (ver. 11),

and to salt every meat-offering, and in fact every sacrifice, with

salt (ver. 13). Every mincltah was to be prepared without leaven :

^^ for all leaven, and all honey, ye shall not burn a firing of it for

Jehovah. As an offering offirst-fruits ye may offer them, (leaven

and honey, i.e. pastry made with them) to Jehovah, but they shall

not come upon the altar!' Leaven and honey are mentioned

together as things which produce fermentation. Honey has also
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an acidifying or fermenting quality, and was even used for

the preparation of vinegar (Plin. h. n. 11, 15 ; 21, 14). In

rabbinical writings, therefore, tJ^''3nn signifies not only dulcedinem

admittere, but corrumpsi, fermentari, ferrnentescere {yid. Buxtorf,

lex. chald. talm. et rahh. p. 500). By "honey" Ave are to under-

stand not grape-honey, the dihs of the Arabs, as Rasld and Bdhr

do, but the honey of bees ; for, according to 2 Chron. xxxi. 5,

this alone was offered as an offering of first-fruits along with

corn, new wine, and oil ; and in fact, as a rule, this was the only

honey used by the ancients in sacrifice (see Bochart, Hieroz. iii.

pp. 393 sqq.). The loaves of first-fruits at the feast of Weeks
were leavened ; but they were assigned to the priests, and not

burned upon the altar (chap, xxiii. 17, 20). So also were the

cakes offered with the vow-offerings, which were applied to the

sacrificial meal (chap. vii. 13) ; but not the shew-bread, as

Knohel maintains (see at chap. xxiv. 5 sqq.). Whilst leaven

and honey were forbidden to be used with any kind of minchali,

because of their producing fermentation and corruption, salt on

the other hand was not to be omitted from any sacrificial offer-

ing. " Tliou shalt not let the salt of the covenant of thy God
cease from thy meat-offering^'' i.e. thou shalt never offer a meat-

offering without salt. The meaning which the salt, with its

power to strengthen food and preserve it from putrefaction and

corruption, imparted to the sacrifice, was the unbending truth-

fulness of that self-surrender to the Lord embodied in the sacri-

fice, by which all impurity and hypocrisy were repelled. The
salt of the sacrifice is called the salt of the covenant, because in

common life salt was the symbol of covenant; treaties being

concluded and rendered fii'm and inviolable, according to a well-

known custom of the ancient Greeks (see Eustathius ad Iliad, i.

449) which is still retained among the Arabs, by the parties to

an alliance eating bread and salt together, as a sign of the treaty

which they had made. As a covenant of this kind was called

a " covenant of salt," equivalent to an indissoluble covenant

(Num. xviii. 19 ; 2 Chron. xiii. 5), so here the salt added to the

sacrifice is designated as salt of the covenant of God, because

of its imparting strength and purity to the sacrifice, by which

Israel was strengthened and fortified in covenant fellowship with

Jehovah. The following clause, " upon (with) every sacrificial

gift of thine shalt thou offer salt," is not to be restricted to the
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meat-offering, as Knohel supposes, nor to be understood as mean-

ing that the salt was only to be added to the sacrifice externally,

to be offered with or beside it ; in which case the strewing of

salt upon the different portions of the sacrifice (Ezek. xliii. 24

;

Mark ix. 49) would have been a departure from the ancient law.

For korban without any further definition denotes the sacrificial

offerings generally, the bleeding quite as much as the bloodless,

and the closer definition of ?V 2''"}p^i (offer upon) is contained in

the first clause of the verse, "season with salt." The words

contain a supplementary rule which was applicable to every

sacrifice (bleeding and bloodless), and was so understood from

time immemorial by the Jews themselves (cf. Josephus, Ant.

iii. 9, 1).'

Vers. 14-16. The third kind was the meat-offering of first-

fruits, i.e. of the first ripening corn. This was to be offered in

the form of " ears parched or roasted hy the fire ; in other words,

to be made from ears which had been roasted at the fire. To
this is added the further definition ?^"13 'W\\ " rubbed out of field-

fruit." EJ'^a, from bna= Dna^ to rub to pieces, that which is rubbed

to pieces; it only occurs here and in vers. 14 and 16. '''?")? is

applied generally to a corn-field, in Isa. xxix. 17 and xxxii. 16 to

cultivated ground, as distinguished from desert ; here, and in

chap, xxiii, 14 and 2 Kings iv. 42, it is used metonymically for

field-fruit, and denotes early or the first-ripe corn. Corn roasted

by the fire, particularly grains of wheat, is still a very favourite

food in Palestine, Syria, and Egypt. The ears are either burnt

along with the stalks before they are quite ripe, and then rubbed

out in a sieve ; or stalks of wheat are bound up in small bundles

and roasted at a bright fire, and then the grains are eaten

(Seetzen, i. p. 94, iii. p. 221 ; Robinson, Biblical Researches, p.

393). Corn roasted in this manner is not so agreeable as when
(as is frequently the case in harvest, Ruth ii. 14) the grains of

wheat are taken before they are quite dry and hard, and parched

in a pan or upon an iron plate, and then eaten either along with

or in the place of bread (Robinson, Pal. ii. 394). The minchah

mentioned here was prepared in the first way, viz. of roasted

ears of corn, which were afterwards rubbed to obtain the grains

:

' The Greeks and Romans also regarded salt as indispensable to a sacri-

fice. Maxime in sacris intelligitur anctoritas salis, quando nulla confichintur

sine mola salsa. Plin. h. n. 31, 7 (cf. 41).

(
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it consisted, therefore, not of crushed corn or groats, but only of

toasted grains. In the place of ''^i-'i^ ^^^ we find vj^ (chap, xxiii.

14), or ^l^P (Josh. V. 11), afterwards employed. Oil and incense

were to be added, and the same course adopted with the offering

as in the case of the offering of flour (vers. 2, 3).

If therefore, all the meat-offerings consisted either of flour

and oil,—the most important ingredients in the vegetable food

of the Israelites,—or of food already prepared for eating, there

can be no doubt that in them the Israelite offered his daily bread

to the Lord, though in a manner which made an essential differ-

ence between them and the merely dedicatory offerings of the

first-fruits of corn and bread. For whilst the loaves of first-

fruits were leavened, and, as in the case of the sheaf of first-

fruits, no part of them was burnt upon the altar (chap, xxiii. 10,

11, xvii. 20), every independent meat-offering was to be prepared

without leaven, and a portion given to the Lord as fire-food, for

a savour of satisfaction upon the altar ; and the rest was to be

scrupulously kept from being used by the offerer, as a most holy

tiling^ and to be eaten at the holy place by the sanctified priests

alone, as the servants of Jehovah, and the mediators between

Him and the nation. On account of this peculiarity, the meat-

offerings cannot have denoted merely the sanctification of earthly

food, but were symbols of the spiritual food prepared and enjoyed

by the congregation of the Lord. If even the earthly life is not

sustained and nourished merely by the daily bread which a man
procures and enjoys, but by the power of divine grace, which

strengthens and blesses the food as means of preserving life

;

much less can the spiritual life be nourished by earthly food,

but only by the spiritual food which a man prepares and partakes

of, by the power of the Spirit of God, from the true bread of

life, or the word of God. Now, as oil in the Scriptures is in-

variably a symbol of the Spirit of God as the principle of all

spiritual vis vitce (see p. 174), so bread-flour and bread, procured

from the seed of the field, are symbols of the word of God
(Deut. viii. 3 ; Luke viii. 11). As God gives man corn and oil

to feed and nourish his bodily life, so He gives His people His

word and Spirit, that they may draw food from these for the

sniritual life of the inner man. The work of sanctification con-

sists in the operation of this spiritual food, through the right

use of the means of grace for growth in pious conversation and
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good works (Matt. v. 16 ; 1 Pet. ii. 12). The enjoyment of

this food fills the inner man with peace, joy, and blessedness in

God. This fruit of the spiritual life is shadowed forth in the

meat-offerings. They were to be kept free, therefore, both from

the leaven of hypocrisy (Luke xii. 1) and of malice and wicked-

ness (1 Cor. V. 8), and also from the honey of the delicice carnis,

because both are destructive of spiritual life ; whilst, on the other

hand, the salt of the covenant of God (i.e. the purifying, strength-

ening, and quickening power of the covenant, by which moral

corruption was averted) and the incense of prayer were both to

be added, in order that the fruit of the spiritual life might be-

come well-pleasing to the Lord. It was upon this signification

that the most holy character of the meat-offerings was founded.

Chap. iii. The Peace-offeeings.—The third kind of

sacrifice is called Cp?*^ HIT, commonly rendered thank-offering,

but more correctly a saving-offering (^ei^sop/gr* ; ^n^Z. peace-

offering). Besides this fuller form, which is the one most com-

monly employed in Leviticus, we meet with the abbreviated

forms ^''nnr and D'^pPK': e.g. n3T in chap. vii. 16, 17, xxiii. 37,

more especially in combination with npy^ chap. xvii. 8 cf. Ex. x.

25, xviii. 12; Num. xv. 3, 5; Dent. xii. 27; Josh. xxii. 27; 1

Sam. vi. 15, xv. 22 ; 2 Kings v. 17, x. 24 ; Isa. Ivi. 7 ; Jer. vi.

20, vii. 21, xvii. 26, etc.,—and D^p^f in chap. ix. 22 ; Ex. xx. 24,

xxxii. 6; Deut. xxvii. 7; Josh. viii. 31; Judg. xx. 26, xxi. 4;

1 Sam. xiii. 9 ; 2 Sam. vi. 17, 18, xxiv. 25 ; 1 Kings iii. 15, etc.

n3T is derived from n3T, which is not applied to slaughtering

generally (p^'f), but, with the exception of Deut. xii. 15, where

the use of n^T for slaughtering is occasicmed by the retrospective

reference to Lev. xvii. 3, 4, is always used for slaying as a sacri-

fice, or sacrificing ; and even in 1 Sam. xxviii. 24, Ezek. xxxiv.

3 and xxxix. 17, it is only used in a figurative sense. The real

meaning, therefore, is sacrificial slaughtering, or slaughtered

sacrifice. It is sometimes vised in a wider sense, and applied to

every kind of bleeding sacrifice (1 Sam. i. 21, ii. 19), especially

in connection with minchah (1 Sam. ii. 29 ; Ps. xl. 7 ; Isa. xix.

21 ; Dan. ix. 27, etc.) ; but it is mostly used in a more restricted

sense, and applied to the peace-offerings, or slain-offeriugs, which

culminated in a sacrificial meal, as distinguished from the burnt
. . . L •

and sin-offerings,' in which case it is synonymous with 2''p?C' or
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ti'^D?^ n3T. The word shelamim, the singular of which (sheleni)

is only met with in Amos v. 22, is apjDlied exclusively to these

sacrifices, and is derived from Q?*^ to be whole, uninjured. It

does not mean " compensation or restitution," for which we find

the nouns D^E^ (Deut. xxxii. 35), ^-bu (Hos. ix. 7), and HDi^tJ'

(Ps. xci. 8), formed from the Plel Q^P', but integritas completa,

pacijica, beata, answei'ing to the Sept. rendering crwrT^piov. The

plural denotes the entire round of blessings and powers, by which

the salvation or integrity of man in his relation to God is estab-

lished and secured. The object of the shelamim was invariably

salvation : sometimes they were offered as an embodiment of

thanksgiving for salvation already received, sometimes as a

prayer for the salvation desired ; so that they embraced both

supplicatory offerings and thank-offerings, and were offered

even in times of misfortune, or on the day on which supplication

was offered for the help of God (Judg. xx. 26, xxi. 4; 1 Sam.

xiii. 9 ; 2 Sam xxiv. 25).^ The law distinguishes three differ-

ent kinds : praise-offerings, vow-offerings, and freewill-offerings

(chap. vii. 12, 16). They were all restricted to oxen, sheep, and

goats, either male or female, pigeons not being allowed, as they

were always accompanied with a common sacrificial meal, for

which a pair of pigeons did not suffice.

Vers. 1—5. In the act of sacrificing, the presentation of the

animal before Jehovah, the laying on of hands, the slaughtering,

and the spi'inkling of the blood were the same as in the case of

the burnt-offering (chap. i. 3-5). It was in the application of

the flesh that the difference first appeared.—Ver. 3. The person

presenting the sacrifice was to offer as a firing for Jehovah, Jirst,

" the fat which covered the entrails " (chap. i. 9), i.e. the large

net which stretches from the stomach over the bowels and com-

pletely envelopes the latter, and which is only met with in the

case of men and the mammalia generally, and in the ruminant

animals abounds with fat ; secondly, " all the fat on the en-

trails," i.e. the fat attached to the intestines, which could easily

be peeled off ; thirdly, "the two kidneys, and the fat upon them

(and) that upon the loins (D''7D3n)j i.e. upon the inner muscles of

the loins, or in the region of the kidneys ; a,nd fourthly, " the net

^ Cf . Heiigstenberg, Dissertations. Outram's explanation is quite correct

:

Sacrificia salutaria in sacris litteris shelamim dicta, ut quae semper de rehus

p'^osperisfieri solerent, impetratis utiqtte aut impetrandis.
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upon the liver." The net (J^iri^'^) upon (/V vers. 4, 10, 15, chap,

iv. 9, vii. 4 ; Ex. xxix. 13), or from QO chap. ix. 10), or of the

liver (chap. viii. 16, 25, ix. 19 ; Ex. xxix. 22), cannot be the

large lobe of the liver, 6 \o^o<; tov ?/7raT09 (LXX.), because

this is part of the liver itself, and does not lie *i33n"?y over

(upon) the liver ; nor is it simply a portion of fat, but the small

net (omentum minus), the liver-net, or stomach-net (reticulum

jecoris ; Vulg., Luth., De Wette, Sind Knobel), which commences
at the division between the right and left lobes of the liver, and

stretches on the one side across the stomach, and on the other to

the region of the kidneys. Hence the clause, " on the kidneys

(i.e. by them, as far as it reaches) shall he take it away." This

smaller net is delicate, but not so fat as the larger net ; though

it still forms part of the fat portions. The word ^"in^j which only

occurs in the passages quoted, is to be explained from the Arabic

and Ethiopic (to sti'etch over, to stretch out), whence also the

words "ini a cord (Judg. xvi. 7 ; Ps. xi. 2), and "in''^ the bow-

string (Ps. xxi. 13) or extended tent-ropes (Ex. x-xxv. 18), are

derived. The four portions mentioned comprehended all the

separable fat in the inside of the sacrificial animal. Hence they

were also designated "all the fat" of the sacrifice (ver. 16,

chap. iv. 8, 19, 26, 31, 35, vii. 3), or briefly "the fat" (3^nn ver.

9, chap. vii. 33, xvi. 25, xvii. 6; Num. xviii. 17), "the fat por

tions" (D^nSnn chap. vi. 5, viii. 26, ix. 19, 20, 24, x. 15).—Ver. 5.

This fat the priests were to burn upon the altar, over the burnt

sacrifice, on the pieces of wood upon the fire. n?yn~py does not

mean " in the manner or style of the burnt-offering " (Knobel),

but "upon (over) the burnt-offering." For apart from the fact

that Py cannot be shown to have this meaning, the peace-offer-

ing was preceded as a rule by the burnt-offering. At any rate it

was always preceded by the daily burnt-offering, which burned,

if not all day, at all events the whole of the forenoon, until it

was quite consumed ; so that the fat portions of the peace-offer-

ings were to be laid upon the burnt-offerino; which was burning

already. That this is the meaning of npyrTPj; is placed beyond

all doubt, both by chap. vi. 5, where the priest is directed to burn

wood every morning upon the fire of the altar, and then to place

the burnt-offering upon it (i^Y^)? ^'^cl upon that to cause the fat

portions of the peace-offerings to evaporate in smoke, and also

by chap. ix. 14, where Aaron is said first of all to have burned
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the flesh and head of the burnt-offering upon the altar, then to

have washed the entrails and legs of the animal, and burned

them on the altar, Hpyn ?i?, i.e. upon (over) the portions of the

burnt-offering that were burning already.

Vers. 6-1 G. The same rules apply to the peace-offerings of

sheep and goats, except that, in addition to the fat portions,

which were to be burned upon the altar in the case of the oxen

(vers. 3, 4) and goats (vers. 14, 15), the fat tail of the sheep was

to be consumed as well, '"'^''pn Hvsn ; ^' the fat tail whole"

(ver. 9), Cauda ovillavelarietina eaque crassa et adiposa; the same

in Arabic (^Ges. thes. p. 102). The fat tails which the sheep

have in Northern Africa and Egypt, also in Arabia, especially

Southern Arabia, and Syria, often weigh 15 lbs. or more, and
small carriages on wheels are sometimes placed under them to

bear their weight (Sonnini, R. ii. p. 358 ; Bochart, Hieroz. i. pp.

556 sqq.). It consists of something between marrow and fat.

Ordinary sheep are also found in Arabia and Syria; but in

modern Palestine all the sheep are " of the broad-tailed species."

The broad part of the tail is an excresence of fat, from which

the true tail hangs down (Robinson, Pal. ii. 166). '' Near the

rump-hoiie shall he (the offerer) take it (the fat tail) away,^^ i.e.

separate it from the body. Dvy, air. \€y., is, according to Saad.,

OS caudce s. coccygis, i.e. the rump or tail-bone, which passes over

into the vertebrae of the tail (cf. Bochart, i. pp. -560-1). In vers.

11 and 16 the fat portions which were burned are called "food

of the firing for Jehovah," or " food of the firing for a sweet

savour," i.e. food which served as a firing for Jehovah, or reached

Jehovah by being burned ; cf. Num. xxviii. 24, "food of the

firing of a sweet savour for Jehovah." Hence not only are the

daily burnt-offerings and the burnt and sin-offerings of the

different feasts called "food of Jehovah" ("My bread," Num.
xxviii. 2) ; but the sacrifices generally are described as " the

food of God" ("the bread of their God," chap. xxi. 6, 8, 17, 21,

22, and xxii. 25), as food, that is, which Israel produced and
caused to ascend to its God in fire as a sweet smellino- savour.

—

Nothing is determined here with regard to the appropriation of

the flesh of the peace-offerings, as their destination for a sacri-

ficial meal was already known from traditional custom. The
more minute directions for the meal itself are given in chap. vii.

11-36, where the meaning of these sacrifices is more fully es-
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plained.—In ver. 17 (ver. 16) the general rule is added, ^^ allfat

belongs to Jehovali^^ and the law, " eat neither fat nor blood," is

enforced as " an eternal statute " for the generations of Israel (see

at Ex. xii. 14, 24) in all their dwelling-places (see Ex. x. 23 and

xii. 20).

Chap. iv. and v. The Expiatory Sacrifices.—The sacri-

fices treated of in chap, i.—iii. are introduced by their names,

as though already known, for the purpose of giving them a legal

sanction. But in chap. iv. and v. sacrifices are appointed for

different offences, which receive their names for the first time

from the objects to which they apply, i.e. from the sin, or the tres-

pass, or debt to be expiated by them : viz. nstan sin, i.e. sin-offer-

ing (chap. iv. 3, 8, 14, 19, etc.), and Dti'iJ debt, i.e. debt-offering

(chap. V. 15, 16, 19, 25) ;—a clear proof that the sin and debt-

offerings were introduced at the same time as the Mosaic law.

The laws which follow are distinguished from the preceding

ones by the new introductory formula in chap. iv. 1, 2, which is

repeated in chap. v. 14. This repetition proves that chap. iv. 2—

V. 13 treats of the sin-offerings, and chap. v. 14-26 of the tres-

pass-offerings ; and this is confirmed by the substance of the two

series of laws.

Chap. iv. 2-v. 13. The Sin-offerings.—The ritual pre-

scribed for these differed, with regard to the animals sacrificed,

the sprinkling of the blood, and the course adopted with the

flesh, according to the position which the person presenting them

happened to occupy in the kingdom of God. The classification

of persons was as follows : (1) the anointed priest (chap. iv.

2-12) ; (2) the whole congregation of Israel (vers. 13-21) ; (3)

the prince (vers. 22-26) ; (4) the common people (ver. 2 7- v.

13). In the case of the last, regard was also paid to their cir-

cumstances ; so that the sin-offerings could be regulated accord-

ing to the abihty of the offerer, especially for the lighter forms

of sin (chap. v. 1—13).—Ver. 2. ^' Jf o, soul siii in ivandering

from any (-'30 in a partitive sense) of the commandments ofJeho-

vah, which ought not to be done, and do any one of them'''' (^nxp

with 1^3 partitive, cf. vers. 13, 22, 27, lit. anything of one). This

sentence, which stands at the head of the laws for the sin-offer-

ings, shows that the sin-offerings did not relate to sin or sinfulness
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in general, but to particular manifestations of sin, to certain dis-

tinct actions performed by individuals, or by the whole congrega-

tion. The distinguishing characteristic of the sin is expressed by

the term J^^^^'? (in error). No sins but those committed i^i^^'^ could

be expiated by sin-offerings ; whilst those committed with a high

hand were to be punished by the extermination of the sinner

(Num. XV. 27-31). '^^^P, from JJK^'= riiC'' to wander or go wrong,

signifies mistake, error, oversight. But sinning " in error'' is not

merely sinning through ignorance (vers. 13, 22, 27, v. 18), hurry,

want of consideration, or carelessness (chap. v. 1, 4, 15), but also

sinning unintentionally (Num. xxxv. 11, 15, 22, 23) ; hence all

such sins as spring from the weakness of flesh and blood, as dis-

tinguished from sins committed with a high (elevated) hand, or

in haughty, defiant rebellion against God and His commandments.

Yers. 3-12. The sin of the high priest.—The high priest is

here called the "anointed priest" (vers. 3, 5, 16, vi. 15) on

account of the completeness of the anointing with which he was

consecrated to his office (chap. viii. 12) ; in other places he is

called the great (or high) priest (chap. xxi. 10 ; Num. xxxv. 25,

etc.), and by later writers CJ'Nin jnbj the priest the head, or head

priest (2 Kings xxv. 18; 2 Chron. xix. 11). If he sinned np^'X^

Dyn, " to the sinning of the nation," i.e. in his official position

as representative of the nation before the Lord, and not merely

in his own personal relation to God, he was to offer for a sin-

offering because of his sin an ox without blemish, the largest of

all the sacrificial animals, because he filled the highest post in

Israel.—Ver. 4. The presentation, laying on of hands, and

slaughtering, were the same as in the case of the other sacrifices

(chap. i. 3-5). The first peculiarity occurs in connection with

the blood (vers. 5-7). The anointed priest was to take (a part)

of the blood and carry it into the tabernacle, and having dipped

his finger in it, to sprinkle some of it seven times before Jehovah
" in the face of the vail of the Holy" (Ex. xxvi. 31), i.e. in the

direction towards the curtain ; after that, he was to put (jn3)

some of the blood upon the horns of the altar of incense, and

then to pour out the great mass of the blood, of which only a

small portion had been used for sprinkling and smearing upon

the horns of the altar, at the bottom of the altar of burnt-offer-

ing. A sevenfold sprinkling "in the face of the vail" also

took place in connection with the sin-offering for the whole
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conirregatlon, as well as with the ox and he-goat which the

high priest offered as sin-offerings on the day of atonement for

himself, the priesthood, and the congregation, when the blood

was sprinkled seven times before (\^r>?) the capporeth (chap,

xvi. 14), and seven times upon the horns of the altar (chap. xvi.

18, 19). So too the blood of the red cow, that was slaughtered

as a sin-offering outside the camp, was sprinkled seven times in

the direction towards the tabernacle (Num. xix. 4). The seven-

fold sprinkling at the feast of atonement had respect to the

purification of the sanctuary horn the blemishes caused by the

sins of the people, with which they had been defiled in the

course of the year (see at chap, xvi.), and did not take place

till after the blood had been sprinkled once " against (I upon)

the capporeth in front" for the expiation of the sin of the

priesthood and people, and the horns of the altar had been

smeared with the blood (chap. xvi. 14, 18) ; whereas in the sin-

offerings mentioned in this chapter, the sevenfold sprinkling

preceded the application of the blood to the horns of the altar.

This difference in the order of succession of the two manipula-

tions with the blood leads to the conclusion, that in the case

before us the sevenfold sprinkling had a different signification

from that which it had on the day of atonement, and served as

a preliminary and introduction to the expiation. The blood

also was not sprinkled upon the altar of the holy place, but

only before Jehovah, against the curtain behind which Jehovah

was enthroned, that is to say, only into the neighbourhood of

the gracious presence of God ; and this act was repeated seven

times, that in the number seven, as the stamp of the covenant,

the covenant relation, which sin had loosened, might be restored.

It was not till after this had been done, that the expiatory blood

of the sacrifice was put upon the horns of the altar,—not merely

sprinkled or swung against the wall of the altar, but smeared

upon the horns of the altar ; not, however, that the blood might

thereby be brought more prominently before the eyes of God,

or lifted up into His more immediate presence, as Hofmann and

Knohel suppose, but because the significance of the altar, as the

scene of the manifestation of the divine grace and salvation,

culminated in the horns, as the symbols of power and might

(see p. 190). In the case of the sin-offerings for the high priest

and the congregation, the altar upon which this took place was*
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not the altar of burnt-offering in the court, but the altar of

incense in the holy place ; because both the anointed priest, by

virtue of his calHng and consecration as the mediator between

the nation and the Lord, and the whole congregation, by virtue

of its election as a kingdom of priests (Ex. xix. 6), were to

maintain communion with the covenant God in the holy place,

the front division of the dwelling-place of Jehovah, and were

thus received into a closer relation of fellowship with Jehovah

than the individual members of the nation, for whom the court

with its altar was the divinely appointed place of communion

with the covenant God. The remainder of the blood, which

had not been used in the act of expiation, was poured out at the

bottom of the altar of burnt-offering, as the holy place to which

all the sacrificial blood was to be brought, that it might be re-

ceived into the earth.—Vers. 8-10. The priest was to lift off

^^ all tlie faV^ from the sacrificial animal, i.e. the same fat por-

tions as in the peace-offering (chap. iii. 3, 4, 3?n"?2 is the subject

to D^l'' in ver. 10), and burn it upon the altar of burnt-offering.

—Vers. 11, 12. The skin of the bullock, and all the flesh, to-

gether with the head and the shank and the entrails (chap. i. 9)

and the foeces, in fact the whole bullock, was to be carried out

by him (the sacrificing priest) to a clean place before the camp,

to which the ashes of the sacrifices were carried from the ash-

heap (chap. i. 16), and there burnt on the wood with fire. (On
the construction of vers. 11 and 12 see Ges. § 145, 2).

The different course, adopted with the blood and flesh of the

sin-offerings, from that prescribed in the ritual of the other sacri-

fices, was founded upon the special signification of these offer-

ings. As they were presented to effect the expiation of sins, the

offerer transferred the consciousness of sin and the desire for

forgiveness to the head of the animal that had been brought

in his stead, by the laying on of his hand ; and after this the

animal was slaughtered, and suffered death for him as the wages

of sin. But as sin is not wiped out by the death of the sinner,

unless it be forgiven by the grace of God, so devoting to death

an animal laden with sin rendered neither a real nor symbolical

satisfaction or payment for sin, by which the guilt of it could be

wiped away ; but the death which it endured in the sinner's

stead represented merely the fruit and eft'ect of sin. To cover

ihe sinner from the holiness of God because of his sin, some of

PENT.—VOL. II. U
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the blood of the sacrifice was sprinkled seven times before Jeho-

vah in the holy place ; and the covenant fellowship, which had

been endangered, was thereby restored. After this, however,

the soul, which was covered in the sacrificial blood, was given up

to the grace of God that prevailed in the altar, by means of the

sprinkling of the blood upon the horns of the altar of incense,

that it might receive the forgiveness of sins and reconciliation

with God, and the full enjoyment of the blessings of the cove-

nant be ensured to it once more. But the sin, that had been laid

upon the animal of the sin-offering, lay upon it still. The next

thing done, therefore, was to burn the fat portions of its inside

upon the altar of burnt-offering. Now, if the flesh of the victim

represented the body of the offerer as the organ of his soul, the

fat portions inside the body, together with the kidneys, which

were regarded as the seat of the tenderest and deepest emotions,

can only have set forth the better part or inmost kernel of the

man, the ea-o) dvOpwTTo^ (Rom. vii. 22 ; Eph. iii. 16). By burn-

ing the fat portions upon the altar, the better part of human
nature was given up in symbol to the purifying fire of the Holy
Spirit of God, that it might be purified from the dross of sin,

and ascend in its glorified essence to heaven, for a sweet savour

unto the Lord (ver. 31). The flesh of the sin-offering, however,

or " the whole bullock," was then burned in a clean place outside

the camp, though not merely that it might be thereby destroyed

in a clean way, like the flesh provided for the sacrificial meals,

which had not been consumed at the time fixed by the law (chap,

vii. 17, viii. 32, xix. 6 ; Ex. xii. 10, xxix. 34), or the flesh of the

sacrifices, which had been defiled by contact with unclean

objects (chap. vii. 19) ; for if the disposal of the flesh formed an

integral part of the sacrificial ceremony in the case of all the

other sacrifices, and if, in the case of the sin-offerings, the blood

of which was not brought into the interior of the sanctuary, the

priests were to eat the flesh in a holy place, and that not " as a

portion assigned to them by God as an honourable payment,'

but, according to the express declaration of Moses, " to bear and

take away (^JiiJ^P) the iniquity of the congregation, to make
atonement for them" (chap. x. 17), the burning of the flesh of

the sin-offerings, i.e. of the animal itself, the blood of which was

not brought into the holy place, cannot have been without signi-

ficance, or simply the means adopted to dispose of it in a fitting
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manner, but must also have formed one factor in the ceremony

of expiati )n. The burning outside the camp was rendered

necessary, because the sacrifice had respect to the expiation of

the priesthood, and the flesh or body of the bullock, which had

been made rixtsn by the laying on of the hand, could not be eaten

by the priests as the body of sin, that by the holiness of their

official character they might bear and expiate the sin imputed to

the sacrifice (see at chap. x. 17). In this case it was necessary

that it should be given up to the effect of sin, viz. to death or

destruction by fire, and that outside the camp ; in other words,

outside the kingdom of God, from which everything dead was

removed. But, inasmuch as it was sacrificial flesh, and therefore

most holy by virtue of its destination ; in order that it might not

be made an abomination, it was not to be burned in an unclean

place, where carrion and other abominations were thrown (chap,

xiv. 40, 45), but in the clean place, outside the camp, to which

the ashes of the altar of burnt-offering were removed, as being

the earthly sediment and remains of the sacrifices that had

ascended to God in the purifying flames of the altar-fire.^

Vers. 13-21. Sin of the whole congregation.—This is still

further defined, as consisting in the fact that the thing was hid

(pvV^y from the eyes of the congregation, i.e. that it was a sin

^ The most holy character of the flesh of the sin-offering (chap. vi. 18

sqq.) furnishes no valid argument against the correctness of this explanation

of the burning ; for, in the first place, there is an essential difference between

real or inherent sin, and sin imputed or merely transferred ; and secondly,

the flesh of the sin-offering was called most holy, not in a moral, but only

in a liturgical or ritual sense, as subservient to the most holy purpose of

wiping away sin ; on which account it was to be entirely removed from all

appropriation to earthly objects. Moreover, the idea that sin was imputed

to the sin-offering, that it was made sin by the laying on of the hand, has

a firm basis in the sacrifice of the red cow (Num. xix.), and also occurs

among the Greeks (see Oehler in Herzog's Cycl.).

2 In the correct editions Q^yj has dagesh both here and in chap. v. 2, 4,

as Delitzsch informs me, according to an old rule in pointing, which re-

quired that every consonant which followed a syllable terminating with a

guttural should be pointed with dagesh, if the guttural was to be read with

a quiescent sheva and not with chaieph. This is the case in "ibX*1 in Gen.

xlvi. 29, Ex. xiv. 6, tl'hv^ in Ps. x. 1, and other words in the critical edi-

tion of the Psalter which has been carefully revised by Bar according to the

Masora, and published with an introduction by Delitzsch. In other passages,

such as "i3;)-^33 Ps. ix. 2, S:]*^^-^]} Vs. xv. 3, etc., the dagesh is introduced
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which was not known to be such, an act which really violated a

commandment of God, though it was not looked upon as sin.

Every transgression of a divine command, whether it took place

consciously or unconsciously, brought guilt, and demanded a sin-

offering for its expiation ; and this was to be presented as soon

as the sin was known. The sin-offering, which the elders had to

offer in the name of the congregation, was to consist of a young

ox, and was to be treated like that of the high priest (vers. 14—

23 compared with vers. 3-12), inasmuch as "the whole congre-

gation" included the priesthood, or at any rate was on an equa-

lity with the priesthood by virtue of its calling in relation to the

Lord. 5<tDn with ^V signifies to incur guilt upon (on the founda-

tion of) sin (chap. v. 5, etc.) ; it is usually construed with an

accusative (vers. 3, 28, chap. v. 6, 10, etc.), or with 3^ to sin with

a sin (ver. 23 ; Gen. xlii. 22). The subject of f^n^] (ver. 15) is

one of the elders. " The bullock for a sin-offering ;" sc. the one

which the anointed priest offered for his sin, or as it is briefly

and clearly designated in ver. 21, " the former bullock" (ver. 12).

—Ver. 20. " And let the priest make an atonementfor them, that it

may be forgiven them^^ or, " so will they be forgiven." This

formula recurs with all the sin-offerings (with the exception of

the one for the high priest), viz. vers. 26, 31, 35, v. 10, 13

;

Num. XV. 25, 26, 28; also with the trespass-offerings, chap. v.

16, 18, 26, xix. 22,—the only difference being, that in the sin-

offerings presented for defilements cleansing is mentioned, instead

of forgiveness, as the effect of the atoning sacrifice (chap. xii. 7,

8, xiv. 20, 53; Num. vlii. 21).

Vers. 22-26. Tlie sin of a ruler.—^Ver. 22. *i^X : ore, when.

K''K'3 is the head of a tribe, or of a division of a tribe (Num. iii.

24,^30, 35).—Ver. 23. "T/' (ix, see Ges. § 155, 2) his sin is made

known to him," i.e. if any one called his attention to the fact

that he had transgressed a commandment of God, he was to

bring a he-goat without blemish, and, having laid his hand upon

it, to slay it at the place of burnt- offering; after which the

priest was to put some of the blood upon the horns of the altar

of burnt-offering, and pour out the rest of the blood at the foot

to prevent the second letter from being lost in the preceding one through the

rapidity of reading.

—

EwaUFs conjectures and remarks about this " dagesh,

which is found in certain MSS.," is a proof that he was not acquainted with

this rule which the ^^aso^a recognises.
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of the altar, and then to burn the whole of the fat upon the

altar, as in the case of the peace-offering (see chap. ili. 3, 4),

and thus to make atonement for the prince on account of his

sin. D''-ry "^^W, or T'V?' alone (lit. hairy, shaggy. Gen. xxvii. 11),

is the buck-goat, which is frequently mentioned as the animal

sacrificed as a sin-offering : e.g., that of the tribe-princes (Num.
vii. 16 sqq., xv. 24), and that of the nation at the yearly fes-

tivals (chap. xvi. 9, 15, xxiii. 19 ; Num. xxviii. 15, 22, 30,

xxix. 5, 16 sqq.) and at the consecration of the tabernacle (chap.

ix. 3, 15, X. 16). It is distinguished in Num. vii. 16 sqq. from
the attudim, which were offered as peace-offerings, and fre-

quently occur in connection with oxen, rams, and lambs as

burnt-offerings and thank-offerings (Ps. 1. 9, 13, Ixvi. 15 ; Isa.

i. 11, xxxiv. 6; Ezek. xxxix. 18). According to Knohel, "T'^K'

C'TV, or "'"'iT', was an old he-goat, the hair of which grew longer

with age, particularly about the neck and back, and D''Ty r\y^\y

(ver. 28, chap. v. 16) an old she-goat; whilst l^nV was the

younger he-goat, which leaped upon the does (Gen. xxxi. 10,

12), and served for slaughtering like lambs, sheep, and goats

(Deut. xxxii. 14 ; Jer. li. 40). But as the D'TJ? ^W was also

slaughtered for food (Gen. xxxvii. 31), and the skins of quite

young he-goats are called n'T'yb' (Gen. xxvii. 23), the difference

between T'^t?^ and iwy is hardly to be sought in the age, but

more probably, as Bochart supposes, in some variety of species, in

which case seir and seirah might denote the rough-haired, shaggy

kind of goat, and attud the buck-goat of stately appearance.

Vers. 27-35. In the case of the sin of a common Israelite

("of the people of the land," i.e. of the rural population, Gen.
xxiii. 7), that is to say, of an Israelite belonging to the people,

as distinguished from the chiefs who ruled over the people (2

Kings xi. 18, 19, xvi. 15), the sin-offering was to consist of a

shaggy she-goat without blemish, or a ewe-sheep (ver. 32).

The ceremonial in both cases was the same as with the he-goat

(vers. 23 sqq.).—" According to the offerings made hy Jire unto

the Lord''' (ver. 35) : see at chap. iii. 5.

Chap. v. 1-13. There follow here three special examples of

sin on the part of the common Israelite, all sins of omission and

rashness of a lighter kind than the cases mentioned in chap. iv.

27 sqq.; in which, therefore, if the person for whom expiation

was to be made was in needy circumstances, instead of a goat
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or ewe-sheep, a pair of doves could be received as a sacrificial

gift, or, in cases of still greater poverty, the tenth of an ephah

of fine flour. The following were the cases. The first (ver. 1),

when any one had heard the voice of an oath (an oath spoken

aloud) and was a witness, i.e. was in a condition to give evidence,

whether he had seen what took place or had learned it, that is

to say, had come to the knowledge of it in some other way. In

this case, if he did not make it known, he was to bear his offence,

i.e. to bear the guilt, which he had contracted by omitting to

make it known, with all its consequences, npx does not mean a

curse in general, but an oath, as an imprecation upon one's self

(= the "oath of cursing" in Num. v. 21) ; and the sin referred

to did not consist in the fact that a person heard a curse, impre-

cation, or blasphemy, and gave no evidence of it (for neither the

expression "and is a witness," nor the words "hath seen or

known of it," are in harmony with this), but in the fact that one

who knew of another's crime, whether he had seen it, or had come

to the certain knowledge of it in any other way, and was there-

fore qualified to appear in court as a witness for the conviction

of the criminal, neglected to do so, and did not state what he

had seen or learned, when he heard the solemn adjuration of the

judge at the public investigation of the crime, by which all per-

sons present, who knew anything of the matter, were urged to

come forward as witnesses {vid. Oehler in Herzog's Cycl.). ^^^

fiy, to bear the offence or sin, i.e. to take away and endure its con-

sequences (see Gen. iv. 13), whether they consisted in chastise-

ments and judgments, by which God punished the sin (chap. vii.

18, xvii. 16, xix. 17), such as diseases or distress (Num. v. 31,

xiv. 33, 34), childlessness (chap. xx. 20), death (chap. xxii. 9),

or extermination (chap. xix. 8, xx. 17 ; Num. ix. 13), or in

punishment inflicted by men (chap. xxiv. 15), or whether they

could be expiated by sin-offerings (as in this passage and ver. 17)

and other kinds of atonement. In this sense NDn Nb'i is also

sometimes used (see at chap. xix. 17).—Vers. 2, 3. The second

was, if any one had touched the carcase of an unclean beast, or

cattle, or creeping thing, or the uncleanness of a man of any

kind whatever (" with regard to all his uncleanness, with which

he defiles himself," i.e. any kind of defilement to which a man is

exposed), and "
it is hidden from him" sc. the uncleanness or

defilement ; that is to say, if he had unconsciously defiled hira-
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self by touching unclean objects, and had consequently neglected

the purification prescribed for such cases. In this case, if he

found it out afterwards, he had contracted guilt which needed

expiation.—Ver. 4. The third was, if any one should " swear to

prate loith the lips," i.e. swear in idle, empty words of the lips,

—

" to do good or evil,^' i.e. that he would do anything whatever

(Num. xxiv. 13 ; Isa. xli. 23),

—

" ivith regard to all that he speaks

idly with an oath,^ i.e. if it related to something which a man had

affirmed with an oath in thoughtless conversation,—" and it is

hidden from him" i.e. if he did not reflect that he might commit

sin by such thoughtless swearing, and if he perceived it after-

wards and discovered his sin, and had incurred guilt with regard

to one of the things which he had thoughtlessly sworn.—Vers.

5, 6. If any one therefore (the three cases enumerated are com-

prehended under the one expression ""S njn^, for the purpose of in-

troducing the apodosis) had contracted guilt with reference to one

of these (the things named in vers. 1-4), and confessed in what he

had sinned, he was to offer as his guilt (trespass) to the Lord,

for the sin which he had sinned, a female from the flock—for a

sin-offering, that the priest might make atonement for him on

account of his sin. D^K (ver. 6) does not mean either guilt-

offering or dehitum (KnoheV), but culpa, delictum, reatus, as in

ver. 7 : "as his guilt," i.e. for the expiation of his guilt, which

he had brought upon himself.

Vers. 7-10. ^' But if Ids hand does not reach what is suffi,cient

for a sheep" i.e. if he could not afford enough to sacrifice a

sheep (" his hand" is put for what his hand acquires), he was to

bring two turtle-doves or two young pigeons, one for the sin-

offering, the other for the burnt-offering. The pigeon intended

for the sin, i.e. for the sin-offering, he was to bring first of all

to the priest, who was to offer it in the following manner. The
head was to be pinched off from opposite to its neck, i.e. in the

nape just below the head, though without entirely severing it,

that is to say, it was to be pinched off sufficiently to kill the

bird and allow the blood to flow out. He was then to sprinkle

of the blood upon the wall of the altar, which could be effected

by swinging the bleeding pigeon, and to squeeze out the rest of

the blood against the wall of the altar, because it was a sin-

offering ; for in the burnt-offering he let all the blood flow out

against the wall of the altar (chap. i. 15). What more was done
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with the pigeon is not stated. Hence it cannot be decided with

certainty, whether, after the crop and its contents were removed

and thrown upon the ash-heap, the whole of the bird was burned

upon the altar, or whether it fell to the priest, as thf^ Mislmah

affirms (Seb. vi. 4), so that none of it was placed upon the altar.

One circumstance which seems to favour the statement in the

Talmud is the fact, that in the sin-offering of pigeons, a second

pigeon was to be offered as a burnt-offering, and, according to

ver. 10, for the purpose of making an atonement
;
probably for

no other purpose than to burn it upon the altar, as the dove of

the sin-offering was not burned, and the sacrifice was incomplete

without some offering upon the altar. In the case of sin-offer-

ings of quadrupeds, the fat portions were laid upon the altar, and

the flesh could be eaten by the priest by virtue of his office

;

but in that of pigeons, it was not possible to separate fat por-

tions from the flesh for the purpose of burning upon the altar

by themselves, and it would not do to divide the bird in half,

and let one half be burned and the other eaten by the priest,

as this would have associated the idea of halfness or incomplete-

ness with the sacrifice. A second pigeon was therefore to be

sacrificed as a burnt-offering, tOS^'ps, according to the right laid

down in chap. i. 14 sqq., that the priest might make atonement

for the offerer on account of his sin, whereas in the sin-offering

of a quadruped one sacrificial animal was sufficient to com-

plete the expiation.^

Vers. 11—13. But if any one could not afford even two

pigeons, he was to offer the tenth of an ephah of fine flour as a

sin-offering. S'T T'^n for iT" Viin (ver. 7) : his hand reaches to

anything, is able to raise it, or with an accusative, obtains,

gets anything (used in the same sense in chap. xiv. 30, 31), or

else absolutely, acquires, or gets rich (chap. xxv. 26, 47). But

it was to be offered without oil and incense, because it was a

sin-offering, that is to say, " because it was not to have the cha-

racter of a minchah^' (Oehler.) But the reason why it was not

to have this character was, that only those who were in a state

1 From the instructions to offer two pigeons in order to obtain expia-

tion, it is perfectly evident that the eating of the flesh of the sin-offering on

the part of the priest formed an essential part of the act of expiation, and

was not merely a kind of honourable tribute, which God awarded to Ilin

servants who officiated at the sacrifice.
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of grace could offer a minchah, and not a man who had fallen

from grace through sin. As such a man could not offer to the

Lord the fruits of the Spirit of God and of prayer, he was not

allowed to add oil and incense, as symbols of the Spirit and
jn-aise of God, to the sacrifice with which he sought the for-

giveness of sin. The priest was to take a handful of the meal
offered, and burn it upon the altar as a memorial, and thus make
atonement for the sinner on account of his sin.—On " his Jiand-

fuV and " a memoriaV {azcarali), see chap. ii. 2. " In one of
these" (ver. 13 as in ver. 5) : cf. chap. iv. 2. '•^ And let it (the

remainder of the meal offered) belong to the priest like the meat-

offering ;" i.e. as being most holy (chap. ii. 3).

Chap. V. 14-26 (chap. v. 14-vi. 7).^ The Trespass-offer-
ings.—These were presented for special sins, by which a person

had contracted guilt, and therefore they are not included in

the general festal sacrifices. Three kinds of offences are men-
tioned in this section as requiring trespass-offerings. The first

is, "if a soul commit a breach of trust, and sin in going wrong
in the holy gifts of Jehovah.'' ?yo, lit. to cover, hence h'^V'Q the

cloak, over-coat, signifies to act secretly, unfaithfully, especially

against Jehovah, either by falling away from Him into idolatry,

by which the fitting honour was withheld from Jehovah (chap,

xxvi, 40 ; Deut. xxxii. 51 ; Josh.xxii. 16), or by infringing upon
His rights, abstracting sorrrething that rightfully belonged to

Him. Thus in Josh. vii. 1, xxii. 20, it is applied to fraud in

relation to that which had been put under the ban ; and in Num.
V. 12, 27, it is also applied to a married woman's unfaithfulness

to her husband : so that sin was called ?Vp, when regarded as a

violation of existing rights. " The holy things of Jehovah" were

the holy gifts, sacrifices, first-fruits, tithes, etc., which were to

be offered to Jehovah, and were assigned by Him to the priests

for their revenue (see chap. xxi. 22). X^n with p is con-

structio prcegnans : to sin in anything by taking away from
Jehovah that which belonged to Him. '""^^ti'ii, in error (see

chap. iv. 2) : i.e. in a forgetful or negligent way. Whoever
sinned in this way was to offer to the Lord as his guilt (see ver.

1 In the original the division of verses in the Hebrew text is followed
;

but we have thought it better to keep to the arrangement adopted in our
English version —Tn.
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6) a ram from the flock without blemish for a trespass-offering

(lit. guilt-offering), according to the estimate of Moses, whose

place was afterwards taken by the officiating priest (chap, xxvii.

12 ; Num. xviii. 16). t^yi^^ ^^3 " money of shekels," i.e. several

shekels in amount, which Abenezra and others have explained,

no doubt correctly, as meaning that the ram was to be worth

more than one shekel, two shekels at least. The expression is

probably kept indefinite, for the purpose of leaving some margin

for the valuation, so that there might be a certain proportion

between the value of the ram and the magnitude of the trespass

committed (see Oehler lit sup. p. 645). " /n the holy shekel:"

see Ex. XXX. 13. At the same time, the culprit was to make

compensation for the fraud committed in the holy thing, and add

a fifth (of the value) over, as in the case of the redemption of

the first-born, of the vegetable tithe, or of what had been vowed

to God (chap, xxvii. 27, 31, and xxvii. 13, 15, 19). The cere

mony to be observed in the offering of the ram is described in

chap. vii. 1 sqq. It was the same as that of the sin-offerings,

whose blood was not brought into the holy place, except with

regard to the sprinkling of the blood, and in this the trespass-

offering resembled the burnt-offerings and peace-offerings.

The second case (vers. 17-19), from its very position between

the other two, which both refer to the violation of rights, must

belong to the same category; although the sin is introduced

with the formula used in chap. iv. 27 in connection with those

sins which were to be expiated by a sin-offering. But the viola-

tion of right can only have consisted in an invasion of Jehovah's

rights with regard to Israel, and not, as Knobel supposes, in an

invasion of the rights of private Israelites, as distinguished from

the priests; an antithesis of which there is not the slightest

indication. This is evident from the fact, that the case before

us is linked on to the previous one without anything intervening;

whereas the next case, which treats of the violation of the rights

of a neighbour, is separated by a special introductory formula.

The expression, " and wist it not" refers to ignorance of the sin,

and not of the divine commands ; as may be clearly seen from

ver. 18 : "the priest shall make an atonement for him concern-

ing his error, which he committed without knowing it." The

trespass-offering was the same as in the former case, and was

also to be valued by the priest ; but no compensation is men-
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tioned, probably because the violation of right, which consisted

in the transgression of one of the commands of God, was of such

a kind as not to allow of material compensation.

The third case (chap. vi. 1-7, or vers. 20-26) is distinguished

from the other two by a new introductory formula. The sin

and unfaithfulness to Jehovah are manifested in this case in a

violation of the rights of a neighbour. "7/" a man deny to his

neighbour (t^na with a double 2 obj., to deny a thing to a person)

a pikkadon {i.e. a deposit, a thing entrusted to him to keep. Gen.

xli. 36), or 1J
T\'OWVi^ " a thing placed in his hand^' (handed over to

him as a pledge) "or ?T2, a thing robbed" {i.e. the property of a

neighbour unjustly appropriated, whether a well, a field, or

cattle. Gen. xxi. 25; Micah ii. 2; Job xxiv. 2), "or if he have

oppressed his neighbour " (i.e. forced something from him or with-

held it unjustly, chap. xix. 13 ; Deut. xxiv. 14 : Hos. xii. 8

;

Mai. iii. 5), " or have found a lost thing and denies it, and thereby

swears to his lie " (i.e. rests his oath upon a lie), " on account of

one^'of all that a man is accustomed to do to sin therewith:" the

false swearing here refers not merely to a denial of what is

found, but to all the crimes mentioned, which originated in

avarice and selfishness, but through the false swearing became

frauds against Jehovah, adding guilt towards God to the injus-

tice done to the neighbour, and requiring, therefore, not only

that a material restitution should be made to the neighbour, but

that compensation should be made to God as well. Whatever
had been robbed, or taken by force, or entrusted or found, and

anything about which a man had sworn falsely (vers. 23, 24),

was to be restored ^^ according to its sum" (cf. Ex. xxx. 12,

Num. i. 2, etc.), i.e. in its full value ; beside which, he was to

'^ add its fifths" (on the plural, see Ges. § 87, 2 ; Ew. § 186 e),

i.e. in every one of the things abstracted or withheld unjustly

the fifth part of the value was to be added to the full amount
(as in ver. 16). " Jb him to ivhom it (belongs), shall he give it"

inOK'X DVB : in the day when he makes atonement for his tres-

pass, i.e. offers his trespass-offering. The trespass (guilt) against

Jehovah was to be taken away by the trespass-offering accord-

ing to the valuation of the priest, as in vers. 15, 16, and 18, that

he might receive expiation and forgiveness on account of what

he had done.

Tf now, in order to obtain a clear view of the much canvassed
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difference between tlie sin-offerings and trespass-offerings,* we
look at once at the other cases, for which trespass-offerings were

commanded in the law ; we find in Num. v. 5-8 not only a tres-

pass against Jehovah, but an unjust withdrawal of the property

of a neighbour, clearly mentioned as a crime, for which material

compensation was to be made with the addition of a fifth of its

value, just as in vers. 2-7 of the present chapter. So also the

guilt of a man who had lain with the slave of another (Lev. xix.

20-22) did not come into the ordinary category of adultery, but

into that of an unjust invasion of tlie domain of another's pro-

perty; though in this case, as the crime could not be estimated

in money, instead of material compensation being made, a civil

punishment (viz. bodily scourging) was to be inflicted ; and for

the same reason nothing is said about the valuation of the sacri-

ficial ram. Lastly, in the trespass-offerings for the cleansing of

a leper (chap. xiv. 12 sqq.), or of a Nazarite who had been de-

filed by a corpse (Num. vi. 12), it is true we cannot show in what

definite way the rights of Jehovah were violated (see the expla-

nation of these passages), but the sacrifices themselves served

to procure the restoration of the persons in question to certain

covenant rights which they had lost ; so that even here the tres-

pass-offering, for which moreover only a male sheep was de-

manded, was to be regarded as a compensation or equivalent

for the rights to be restored. From all these cases it is perfectly

evident, that the idea of satisfaction for a right, which had been

violated but was about to be restored or recovered, lay at the

foundation of the trespass-offering,^ and the ritual also points to

this. The animai sacrificed was always a ram, except in the

cases mentioned in chap. xiv. 12 sqq. and Num. vi. 12. This

fact alone clearly distinguishes the trespass-offerings from the

sin-offerings, for which all kinds of sacrifices were offered from

^ For the different views, see BuJu-''s Symbolik ; Winer''s hihl. R. W.

;

Kurtz on Sacrificial Worship ; Riehm, tlieol. Stud, vnd Krit. 1854, pp. 93 sqq.;

Rinck^ id. 1855, p. 369 ; OehJer in Herzog's Cycl.

^ Even in the case of the trespass-offering, which those who had taken

heathen wives offered at Ezra's instigation (Ezra x. 18 sqq.), it had refer-

ence to a trespass (cf. vers. 2 and 10), an act of unfaithfulness to Jehovah,

which demanded satisfaction. And so again the Philistines (1 Sam. vi. 3

sqq.), when presenting gifts as a trespass-offering for Jehovah, rendered

satisfaction for the robbery committed upon Him by the removal of the ark

of the covenant.
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an ox to a pigeon, the choice of the animal being regulated by

the position of the sinner and the magnitude of his sin. But

they are distinguished still more by the fact, that in the case of

all the sin-offerings the blood was to be put upon the horns of

the altar, or even taken into the sanctuary itself, whereas the

blood of the trespass-offerings, like that of the burnt and peace-

offerin<Ts, was merely swung against the wall of the altar (chap,

vii. 2). Lastly, they were also distinguished by the fact, that

in the trespass-offering the ram was in most instances to be

valued by the priest, not for the purpose of determining its

actual value, which could not vary very materially in rams of

the same kind, but to fix upon it symbolically the value of the

trespass for which compensation was required. Hence there

can be no doubt, that as the idea of the expiation of sin, which

was embodied in the sprinkling of the blood, was most prominent

in the sin-offering ; so the idea of satisfaction for the restoration

of riiihts that had been violated or disturbed came into the fore-

ground in the trespass-offering. This satisfaction was to be

actually made, wherever the guilt admitted of a material valua-

tion, by means of payment or penance ; and in addition to this,

the animal was raised by the priestly valuation into the

authorized bearer of the satisfaction to be rendered to the rights

of God, through the sacrifice of which the culprit could obtain

the expiation of his guilt.

2. Special Instructions concerning the Sacrifices for the Priests.

—Chap. vi. and vii.

The instructions contained in these two chapters were made

known to ^^ Aaron and his sons^' (chap. vi. 9, 20, 25), i.e. to

the priests, and relate to the duties and rights which devolved

upon, and pertained to, the priests in relation to the sacrifices.

Although many of the instructions are necessarily repeated from

the general regulations, as to the different kinds of sacrifice and

the mode of presenting them ; most of them are new, and of great

importance in relation to the institution of sacrifice generally.

Chap. vi. 8-13 (Heb. vers. 1-6). The Law of the

Burnt-offering commences the series, and special reference

is made to the daily burnt-offering (Ex. xxix. 38-42).—Yer. 2.

"/j{, the hurnt-offering^ shall (burn) upon the hearth upon the
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altar the whole night till the morning, and the fire of the altar he

Icept burning with it^ The verb *li?W is wanting in the first

clause, and only introduced in the second ; but it belongs to the

first clause as well. The pronoun Xin at the opening of the

sentence cannot stand for the verb to be in the imperative. The

passages, which Knohel adduces in support of this, are of a

totally different kind. The instructions apply primarily to the

burnt-offering, which was offered every evening, and furnished

the basis for all the burnt-offerings (Ex. xxix. 38, 39 ; Num.
xxxiii. 3, 4).—Yers. 3, 4. In the morning of every day the

priest was to put on his linen dress (see Ex. xxviii. 42) and the

white drawers, and lift off, i.e. clear away, the ashes to which

the fire had consumed the burnt-offering upon the altar (-'^x is

construed with a double accusative, to consume the sacrifice to

ashes), and pour them down beside the altar (see chap. i. 16).

The ^ in no is not to be regarded as the old form of the con-

necting vowel, as in Gen. i. 24 (Ewald, § 211 b; see Ges. §

90, 36), but as the suffix, as in 2 Sam. xx. 8, although the use

of the suffix with the governing noun in the construct state can

only be found in other cases in the poetical writings (cf. Ges.

§ 121 b ; Ewald, 291 b). He was then to take off his official

dress, and having put ou other (ordinary) clothes, to take away

the ashes from the court, and carry them out of the camp to a

clean place. The priest was only allowed to approach the altar

in his official dress ; but he could not go out of the camp with

this.—Ver. 12. The fire of the altar was also to be kept burning

" ivith it "
(i3, viz. the burnt-offering) the whole day through

without going out. For this purpose the priest was to burn

wood upon it (the altar-fire), and lay the burnt-offering in order

upon it, and cause the fat portions of the peace-offerings to

ascend in smoke,—that is to say, whenever peace-offerings were

brought, for they were not prescribed for every day.—Ver. 13.

Fire was to be kept constantly burning upon the altar without

going out, not in order that the heavenly fire, which proceeded

from Jehovah when Aaron and his sons first entered upon the

service of the altar after their consecration, and consumed the

burnt-offerings and peace-offerings, might never be extinguished

(see at chap. ix. 24) ; but that the burnt-offering might never

go out, because this was the divinely appointed symbol and

visible sign of the uninterrupted worship of Jehovah, which the
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covenant nation could never suspend either day or night, with-

out being unfaithful to its calling. For the same reason other

nations also kept perpetual fire burning upon the altars of their

principal gods. (For proofs, see Rosenmilller and Knohel ad h. I.)

Vers. 14-18. The Law of the Meat-offering.—The
regulations in vers. 14, 15, are merely a repetition of chap. ii.

2 and 3 ; but in vers. 16-18 the new instructions are intro-

duced with regard to what was left and had not been burned

upon the altar. The priests were to eat this as unleavened, i.e.

to bake it without leaven, and to eat it in a holy place, viz. in

the court of the tabernacle, •'i?^^ niJfO in ver. 16 is explained by

"it shall not be hahen with leaven" in ver. 17. It was the

priests' share of the firings of Jehovah (see chap. i. 9), and as

such it was most holy (see chap. ii. 3), like the sin-offering and

trespass-offering (vers. 25, 26, chap. vii. 6), and only to be eaten

by the male members of the families of the priests. This was

to be maintained as a statute for ever (see at chap. iii. 17).

" Every one that touches them (the most holy offerings) becomes

holy." ^y!:\ does not mean he shall be holy, or shall sanctify

himself (LXX., Vulg., Luth.^ a Lap., etc.), nor he is consecrated

to the sanctuary and is to perform service there ( TAeocZor., Knobely

and others). In this provision, which was equally applicable to

the sin-offering (ver. 27), to the altar of the burnt-offering (Ex.

xxix. 37), and to the most holy vessels of the tabernacle (Ex.

XXX. 29), the word is not to be interpreted by Num. xvii. 2, 3,

or Deut xxii. 9, or by the expression " shall be holy " in chap,

xxvii. 10, 21, and Num. xviii. 10, but by Isa. Ixv. 5, "touch me
not, for I am holy." The idea is this, every layman who touched

these most holy things became holy through the contact, so

that henceforth he had to guard against defilement in the same

manner as the sanctified priests (chap. xxi. 1-8), though with-

out sharing the priestly rights and prerogatives. This neces-

sarily placed him in a position which would involve many incon-

veniences in connection with ordinary life.

Vers. 19-23. The Meat-offering of the Priests is in-

troduced, as a new law, with a special formula, and is inserted

here in its proper place in the sacrificial instructions given for

the priests, as it would have been altogether out of place among
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the general laws for the laity. In " the day of his anointing
'

(n^iij construed as a passive with the accusative as in Gen.
iv. 18), Aaron and his sons were to offer a corhan as " a perpetual

meat-offering''^ (tninchah, in the absolute instead of the construct

state: cf. Ex. xxix. 42, Num. xxviii. 6; see Ges. § 116, 6,

Note b)
I
and this was to be done in all future time by " the

priest loho was anointed of his sons in his stead,'" that is to say,

by every high priest at the time of his consecration. " In the

day of his anointing

:

" when the anointing was finished, the

seven were designated as " the day" like the seven days of

creation in Gen. ii. 4. This minchah was not offered durincro
the seven days of the anointing itself, but after the consecration

was finished, i.e., in all probability, as the Jewish tradition as-

sumes, at the beginning of the eighth day, when the high priest

entered upon his office, viz. along with the daily morning sacri-

fices (Ex. xxix. 38, 39), and before the offering described in

chap. ix. It then continued to be offered, as "a perpetual

ininchah," every morning and evening during the whole term

of his office, according to the testimony of the Book of Wisdom
(chap. xlv. 14, where we cannot suppose the daily burnt-offering

to be intended) and also of Josephus (Ant. iii. 10, 7).^ It was
to consist of the tenth of an ephah of fine flour, one half of

which was to be presented in the morning, the other in the

evening ;—not as flour, however, but made in a pan with oil,

" roasted " and ^''^IQ rinjp ''3''DP1 (" broken pieces of a minchah of
crumbs "), i.e. in broken pieces, like a minchah composed of

crumbs. J^9?l? ("^'s^*- 1^ ^"^1 1 Chron. xxiii. 29) is no doubt

synonymous with fl^S"!^ ^PD, and to be understood as denoting

fine flour sufficiently burned or roasted in oil ; the meaning
mixed or mingled does not harmonise with chap. vii. 12, where

^ Vid. Lundius, jUd. Heiligihumer, B. 3, c 9, § 17 and 19 ; Thalhofer ut

svpra, p. 139 ; and Delitzsch on the Epistle to the Hebrews. The text evi-

dently enjoins the offering of this minchah upon Aaron alone ; for though
Aaron and his sons are mentioned in ver. 13, as they were consecrated to-

gether, in ver. 15 the priest anointed of his sons in Aaron's stead, i.e. the

successor of Aaron in the high-priesthood, is commanded to offer it. Conse-

quently the view maintained by Maimonides., Aharbanel, and others, which
did not become general even among the Eabbins, viz. that every ordinary

priest was required to offer this meat-offering when entering upon his office,

has no solid foundation in the law (see Selden de success, in pontif. ii. c. 9
;

i' Empereur ad Middoth 1, 4, Not. 8 ; and Thalhofer, p. 150).
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the mixing or kneading with oil is expressed by I^K'S rbv2. The

hapax legomenon V/?'^ signifies either broken or baked, according

as we suppose tlie word to be derived from the Arabic ;^

diminuit, or, as Gesenius and the Rabbins do, from HQK to bake,

a point which can hardly be decided with certainty. This

minchah, which was also instituted as a perpetual ordinance, was

to be burnt entirely upon the altar, like every meat-offering

presented by a priest, because it belonged to the category of the

burnt-offerings, and of these meat-offerings the offerer himself

had no share (chap. ii. 3, 10). Origen observes in his Jiomil.

iv. in Levit. : In ccjeteris quidem prceceptis pontifeoc in offerendis

sacrificiis populo prcBhet o£icium, in hoc vero mandato qucB piro-

pria sunt curat et quod ad se spectat exequitur. It is also to be

observed that the high priest was to offer only a bloodless

minchah for himself, and not a bleeding sacrifice, which would

have pointed to expiation. As the sanctified of the Lord, he

was to draw near to the Lord every day with a sacrificial gift,

which shadowed forth the fruits of sanctification.

Vers. 24-30. The Law of the Sin-opteeing, which is

introduced with a new introductory formula on account of the

interpolation of vers. 19-23, gives more precise instructions,

though chiefly with regard to the sin-offerings of the laity, first

as to the place of slaughtering, as in chap. iv. 24, and then as

to the most holy character of the flesh and blood of the sacrifices.

The flesh of these sin-offerings was to be eaten by the priest

who officiated at a holy place, in the fore-court (see ver. 16).

Whoever touched it became holy (see at ver. 18) ; and if

any one sprinkled any of the blood upon his clothes, whatever

the blood was sprinkled upon was to be washed in a holy

place, in order that the most holy blood might not be carried

out of the sanctuary into common life along with the sprinkled

clothes, and thereby be profaned. The words " thou shalt

wash" in ver. 20 are addressed to the priest.—Ver. 28. The

flesh was equally holy. The vessel, in which it was boiled for

the priests to eat, was to be broken in pieces if it were of eax'then-

ware, and scoured (P']b Pual) and overflowed with water, i.e.

thoroughly rinsed out, if it were of copper, lest any of the most

holy flesh should adhere to the vessel, and be desecrated by its

PENT.—VOL. II. X
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being used in the preparation of common food, or for other

earthly purposes. It was possible to prevent this desecration

in the case of copper vessels by a thorough cleansing ; but not

so with earthen vessels, which absorb the fat, so that it can-

not be removed by washing. The latter therefore were to be

broken in pieces, i.e. thoroughly destroyed. On the other

hand, earthen vessels that had been defiled were also ordered to

be broken to pieces, though for the very opposite reason (see

chap. xi. 33, 35).—Vers. 29, 30. The flesh of the sin-offering

was to be eaten after it had been boiled, like the meat-offering

(vers. 16 and 18), by the males among the priests alone. But

this only applied to the sin-offerings of the laity (chap. iv.

22-v. 13). The flesh of the sin-offerings for the high priest

and the whole congregation (chap. iv. 1-21), the blood of which

was brought into the tabernacle " to make atonement in the

sanctuary," i.e. that the expiation with the blood might be com-

pleted there, was not to be eaten, but to be burned with fire

(chap. iv. 12, 21).—On the signification of this act of eating

the flesh of the sin-offering, see at chap. x. 17.

Chap. vii. 1-10. The Law of the Trespass-offering

embraces first of all the regulations as to the ceremonial con-

nected with the presentation.—Ver. 2. The slaughtering and

sprinkling of the blood were the same as in the case of the

burnt-offering (chap. i. 5) ; and therefore, no doubt, the signifi-

cation was the same.—Vers. 3-5. The fat portions only were to

be burned upon the altar, viz. the same as in the sin and peace-

offerings (see chap. iv. 8 and iii. 9) ; but the flesh was to be

eaten by the priests, as in the sin-offering (chap. vi. 22), inas-

much as there was the same law in this respect for both the sin-

offering and trespass-offering ; and these parts of the sacrificial

service must therefore have had the same meaning, every tres-

pass being a sin (see chap. vi. 26).—Certain analogous in-

structions respecting the burnt-offering and meat-offering are

appended in vers. 8-10 by way of supplement, as they ought pro-

perly to have been given in chap, vi., in the laws relating to the

sacrifices in question.—^Ver. 8. In the case of the burnt-offering,

the skin of the animal was to fall to the lot of the officiating

priest, viz. as payment for his services, insn is construed

absolutely: '^ as for the priest, who offereth— the skin of the
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hurnt-offering which he offereth shall belong to the priest^' (for

" to him^'). This was probably the case also with the trespass-

offerings and sin-offerings of the laitj ; whereas the skin of the

peace-offerings belonged to the owner of the animal (see Mishnah,

Sehach. 12, 3).—In vers. 9, 10, the following law is laid down
with reference to the meat-offering, that everything baked in

the oven, and everything prepared in a pot or pan, was to belong

to the priest, who burned a portion of it upon the altar ; and that

everything mixed with oil and everything dry was to belong to

all the sons of Aaron, i.e. to all the priests, to one as much as

another, so that they were all to receive an equal share. The
reason for this distinction is not very clear. That all the meat-

offerings described in chap. ii. should fall to the sons of Aaron

{i.e. to the priests), with the exception of that portion which was

burned upon the altar as an azcarah, followed from the fact that

they were most holy (see at chap. ii. 3). As the meat-offerings,

wdiich consisted of pastry, and were offered in the form of pre-

pared food (ver. 9), are the same as those described in chap. ii.

4-8, it is evident that by those mentioned in ver. 10 we are to

understand the kinds described in chap. ii. 1-3 and 14-16, and

by the " dry," primarily the ^^^^ ^''?^> which consisted of dried

grains, to which oil was to be added (inJ chap. ii. 15), though

not poured upon it, as in the case of the offering of flour (chap,

ii. 1), and probably also in that of the sin-offerings and jealousy-

offerings (chap. V. 11, and Num. v. 15), which consisted simply

of flour (without oil). The reason therefore why those which

consisted of cake and pastry fell to the lot of the officititing

priest, and those which consisted of flour mixed with oil, of dry

corn, or of simple flour, were divided among all the priests, was

probably simply this, that the former were for the most part

offered only under special circumstances, and then merely in

small quantities, wdiereas the latter were the ordinary forms in

which the meat- offei'ings were presented, and amounted to more
than the officiating priests could possibly consume, or dispose of

by themselves.

Vers. 11-36. The Law of the Peace-offerings, " ivhich

he shall offer to Jehovah" (the subject is to be supplied from the

verb), contains instructions, (1) as to the bloodless accompani-

ment to these saci'ifices (vers. 12-14), (2) as to the eating of the
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flesh of the, sacrifices (vers. 15-21), with the prohibition against

eating fat and blood (vers. 22-27), and (3) as to Jehovah's

share of these sacrifices (vers. 28-36).— In vers. 12 and 16

three classes of shelamim are mentioned, which differ according

to their occasion and design, viz. whether tliey were brought

TTjSTrbv, upon the ground of praise, i.e. to praise God for blessings

received or desired, or as vow-offerings, or thirdly, as freewill-

offerings (ver. 16). To (^z7. upon, in addition to) the sacrifice of

thanksgiving (ver. 12, "sacrifice of thanksgiving of his peace-

offerings," vers. 13 and 15) they were to present ^^ unleavened

cakes kneaded with oil, and flat calces anointed with oil (see at

chap. ii. 4), and roasted flne flour (see vi. 14) mixed as cakes with

oil" i.e. cakes made of fine flour roasted with oil, and thoroughly

kneaded with oil (on the construction, see Ges. § 139, 2 ; Ewald

§ 284 a). This last kind of cakes kneaded with oil is also called

oil-bread-cake (" a cake of oiled bread," chap. viii. 26 ; Ex. xxix.

23), or " cake unleavened, kneaded with oil " (Ex. xxix. 2), and

probably differed from the former simply in the fact that it was

more thoroughly saturated with oil, inasmuch as it was not only

made of flour that had been mixed with oil in the kneading, but

the flour itself was first of all roasted in oil, and then the dough

was moistened still further with oil in the process of kneading.

—Vers. 13, 14. This sacrificial gift the offerer was to present

upon, or along with, cakes of leavened bread (round, leavened

bread-cakes), and to offer " thereof one out of the whole oblation^^

namely, one cake of each of the three kinds mentioned in ver.

12, as a heave-offering for Jehovah, which was to fall to the

priest who sprinkled the blood of the peace-offering. According

to chap. ii. 9, an azcarah of the unleavened pastry was burned

upon the altar, although this is not specially mentioned here any

more than at vers. 9 and 10 ; whereas none of the leavened bread-

cake was placed upon the altar (chap. ii. 12), but it was simply

used as bread for the sacrificial meal. There is nothing here to

sugo;est an allusion to the custom of offerino; unleavened sacri-

ficial cakes upon a plate of leavened dough, as J. D. Michaelis,

Winer, and others suppose.—Vers. 15-18. The flesh of the

praise-offering was to be eaten on the day of presentation, and

none of it was to be left till the next morning (cf. chap. xxii.

29, 30) ; but that of the vow and freewill-offerings might be

eaten on both the first and second days. Whatever remained
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after that was to be burnt on the third clay, i.e. to be destroyed

by burning. If any was eaten on the third day, it was not

well-pleasing (i^^")!*. " good pleasure," see chap. i. 4), and was
" not reckoned to the offerer,^' so. as a sacrifice well-pleasing to

God; it was "an ahommafion.^' b^ip^ an abomination, is only

applied to the flesh of the sacrifices (chap. xix. 7 ; Ezek. iv. 14

;

Isa. Ixv. 4), and signifies properly a stench ;—compare the tal-

mudic word ?3S fcetkhnn reddere. "Whoever ate thereof would

bear his sin (see chap, v. 1). " The soul that eateth" is not to

be restricted, as Knohel supposes, to the other participators in

the sacrificial meal, but applies to the offerer also, in fact to

every one who partook of such flesh. The burning on the third

day was commanded, not to compel the offerer to invite the

poor to share in the meal {Theodoretj Clericus, etc.), but to

guard against the danger of a desecration of the meal. The
sacrificial flesh was holy (Ex. xxix. 34) ; and in chap. xix. 8,

where this command is repeated,^ eating it on the third day is

called a profanation of that which was holy to Jehovah, and

ordered to be punished with extermination. It became a de-

secration of what was holy, through the fact that in warm
countries, if flesh is not most carefully preserved by artificial

means, it begins to putrefy, or becomes offensive (P13S) on the

third day. But to eat flesh that was putrid or stinking, would

be like eating unclean carrion, or the n733 with which putrid

flesh is associated in Ezek. iv. 14. It was for this reason that

burning was commanded, as Philo (de vict. p. 842) and Maimo-
nides {More Nehoch iii. 46) admit ; though the former also asso-

ciates with this the purpose mentioned above, which we decidedly

reject (cf. Outram I.e. p. 185 seq., and Bdhr, ii. pp. 375-6).

Vers. 19-21. In the same way all sacrificial flesh that had

come into contact with what was unclean, and been defiled in

consequence, was to be burned and not eaten. Ver. 196, which

is not found in the Septuagint and Vulgate, reads thus: " a7id as

' Tliere is no foundation for KnobeVs assertion, that in cliap. xix. 5 sqq.

another early lawgiver introduces a milder regulation with regard to the

thank-offering, and allows all the thank-offerings to be eaten on the second

day. For chap. xix. 5 sqq. does not profess to lay down a universal rule

with regard to all the thank-offerings, but presupposes our law, and simply

enforces its regulations with regard to the vow and freewill-offerings, and

threatens transgressors with severe punishment.
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for the fiesh, every clean person shall eat Jlesh^^ i.e. take part in

the sacrificial meal.—Ver. 20. On the other hand, " the soul

which eats Jiesh of the peace-offering, and his uncleanness is upon

him (for "whilst uncleanness is upon him ;" the suffix is to be

understood as referring to t^QJ construed as a masculine, see

chap. ii. 1), " shall he cut off''' (see Gen. xvii. 14). This was to

iDe done, whether the uncleanness arose from contact with an

unclean object (any unclean thing), or from the uncleanness of

man (cf. chap. 12-15), or from an unclean beast (see at chap,

xi. 4-8), or from any other unclean abomination, fpt^, abomina-

tion, includes the unclean fishes, birds, and smaller animals, to

which this expression is applied in chap. xi. 10-42 (cf. Ezek.

viii. 10, and Isa. Ixvi. 17). Moreover contact with animals that

were pronounced unclean so far as eating was concerned, did not

produce uncleanness so long as they were alive, or if they had

been put to death by man ; but contact with animals that had

died a natural death, whether they belonged to the edible animals

or not, that is to say, with carrion (see at chap. xi. 8).

There is appended to these regulations, as being substantially

connected with them, the prohibition of fat and blood as articles

of food (vers. 22-27). By " the fat of ox, or of sheep, or of

goat^'' i.e. the three kinds of animals used in sacrifice, or " the

fat of the beast of which men offer a fring to Jehovah" (ver.

25), we are to understand only those portions of fat which are

mentioned in chap. iii. 3, 4, 9 ; not fat which grows in with the

flesh, nor the fat portions of other animals, which were clean but

not allowed as sacrifices, such as the stag, the antelope, and other

kinds of game.—Ver. 24. The fat of cattle that had fallen

(n73J)j or been torn to pieces (viz. by beasts of prey), was not to

be eaten, because it was unclean and defiled the eater (chap,

xvii. 15, xxii. 8); but it might be applied " to all kinds of uses,''

i.e. to the common purposes of ordinary life. Knohel observes

on this, that " in the case of oxen, sheep, and goats slain in the

regular way, this was evidently not allowable. But the law does

not say what was to be done with the fat of these animals."

Certainly it does not disertis verbis ; but indirectly it does so

clearly enough. According to chap. xvii. 3 sqq., during the

journey through the desert any one who wanted to slaughter

an ox, sheep, or goat was to bring the animal to the tabernacle

as a sacrificial gift, that the blood might be sprinkled against
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the altar, and the fat burned upon it. By this regulation everj

ordinary slaughtering was raised into a sacrifice, and the law

determined what was to be done with the fat. Now if after-

wards, when the people dwelt in Canaan, cattle were allowed to

be slaughtered in any place, and the only prohibition repeated

was that against eating blood (Deut. xii. 15, 16, 21 sqq.),

whilst the law against eating fat was not renewed ; it follows

as a matter of course, that wdien the custom of slauo-htering at

the tabernacle was restricted to actual sacrifices, the prohibition

against eating the fat portions came to an end, so far as those

animals were concerned which were slain for consumption and

not as sacrifices. The reason for prohibiting fat from being

eaten was simply this, that so long as every slaughtering was a

sacrifice, the fat portions, which were to be handed over to

Jehovah and burned upon the altar, were not to be devoted to

earthly purposes, because they were gifts sanctified to God. The
eating of the fat, therefore, was neither prohibited on sanitary

or social grounds, viz. because fat was injurious to health, as

Maimonides and other Rabbins maintain, nor for the purpose of

promoting the cultivation of olives, as Micliaelis supposes, nor

to prevent its being put into the unclean mouth of man, as

Knohel imagines ; but as being an illegal appropriation of what

was sanctified to God, a wicked invasion of the rights of Jehovah,

which was to be punished with extermination according to the

analogy of Num. xv. 30, 31. The prohibition of blood in vers.

26, 27, extends to birds and cattle ; fishes not being mentioned,

because the little blood which they possess is not generally eaten.

This prohibition Israel was to observe in all its dwelling-places

(Ex. xii. 20, cf . chap. x. 23), not only so long as all the slaughter-

ings had the character of sacrifices, but for all ages, because the

blood was regarded as the soul of the animal, which God had

sanctified as the medium of atonement for the soul of man (chap,

xvii. 11), whereby the blood acquired a much higher degree of

holiness than the fat.

Vers. 28-36. Jehovali s share of the peace-offerings.—Ver. 29.

The offerer of the sacrifice was to bring his gift (corhati) to

Jehovah, i.e. to bring to the altar the portion which belonged to

Jehovah.—Vers. 30, 31. His hands were to bring the firings of

Jehovah, i.e. the portions to be burned upon the altar (chap.

i. 9), vi-^. " the fat (the fat portions, chap. iii. 3, 4) with tJie
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breast"—the former to be burned upon the altar, the latter " to

wave as a wave-offering before JeliovaliV ntn^ xo a-TrjQvvLov

(LXX.), i.e., according to Pollux, rSiv arrjOwv ro ixecrov, pectns-

culum ov pectus {Vulg. cf. chap. ix. 20, 21, x. 15), signifies the

breast, the breast-piece of the sacrificial animals,^ the brisket,

which consists for the most part of cartilaginous fat in the case

of oxen, sheep, and goats, and is one of the most savoury parts

;

so that at the family festivities of the ancients, according to

Athen. Delpnos. ii. 70, ix. 10, a-rrjOvvta ira'^ecov apvlcov were

dainty bits. The breast-piece was presented to the Lord as a

wave-offering (tenuphah), and transferred by Him to Aaron and

his sons (the priests). nQlW^ from ^^J, ^''Jn, to swing, to move to

and fro (see Ex. xxxv. 22), is the name applied to a ceremony

peculiar to the peace-offerings and the consecration-offerings : the

priest laid the object to be waved upon the hands of the offerer,

and then placed his own hands underneath, and moved the

hands of the offerer backwards and forwards in a horizontal

direction, to indicate by the movement forwards, i.e. in the direc-

tion towards the altar, the presentation of the sacrifice, or the

symbolical transference of it to God, and by the movement

backwards, the reception of it back again, as a present which

God handed over to His servants the priests.^ In the peace-

offerings the waving was performed with the breast-piece, which

was called the " wave-breast''^ in consequence (ver. 34, chap. x.

14, 15 ; Num. vi. 20, xviii. 18 ; Ex. xxix. 27). At the conse-

cration of the priests it was performed with the fat portions,

the right leg, and with some cakes, as well as with the breast of

the fill-offering (chap. viii. 25-29 ; Ex. xxix. 22-26). The cere-

mony of waving was also carried out with the sheaf of first-

^ The etymology of the word is obscure. According to Winer, Gesenius,

and others, it signifies adspectui patens; whilst Meier and Knobel regard

it as meaning literally the division, or middle-piece ; and Dietrich attributes

to it the fundamental signification, " to be moved," viz. the breast, as being

the part moved by the heart.

^ In the Talmud (cf. Gemar. Kiddush 36, 2, Gem. Succa 37, 2, and

Tosaphta Menacli. 7, 17), which Maimonides and Rashi follow, tenuphah

is correctly interpreted ducehat et reducehat ; but some of the later Rabbins

(vid. Outram ut sup.) make it out to have been a movement in the direction

of the four quarters of the heavens, and Witsius and others find an allu-

sion in this to the omnipresence of God,—an allusion which is quite out of

character with the occasion.
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fruits at the feast of Passover ; with the loaves of tlie first-

fruits, and thank-offering lambs, at the feast of Pentecost (chap,

xxiii. 11, 20); with the shoulder and meat-offering of the Naza-

rite (Num. vi. 20) ; with the trespass-offering of the leper (chap,

xiv. 12, 24); with tlie jealousy-offering (Num. v. 25) ; and lastly

with the Levites, at their consecration (Num. viii. 11 sqq.). In

the case of all these sacrifices, the object waved, after it had

been offered symbolically to the Lord by means of the waving,

became the property of the priests. But of the lambs, which

were waved at the feast of Pentecost before they were slaugh-

tered, and of the lamb which was brought as a trespass-offering

by the leper, the blood and fat were given up to the altar-fire

;

of the jealousy-offering, only an azcarah ; and of the fill-offer-

ing, for special reasons, the fat portions and leg, as well as the

cakes. Even the Levites were given by Jehovah to the priests

to be their own (Num. viii. 19). The waving, therefore, had

nothing in common with the porricere of the Romans, as the

portions of the sacrifices which were called porricice were pre-

cisely those which were not only given up to the gods, but burned

upon the altars. In addition to the wave-breast, which the Lord

gave up to His servants as their share of the peace-offerings, the

officiating priest was also to receive for his portion the right leg

as a terumah, or heave-offering, or lifting off. piK' is the thigh

in the case of a man (Isa. xlvii. 2 ; Song of Sol. v. 15), and there-

fore in the case of an animal it is not the fore-leg, or shoulder

{j5pa')(^La)v, armus), which is called pT, or the arm (Num. vi. 19

;

Deut. xviii. 3), but the hind-leg, or rather the upper part of it or

ham, which is mentioned in 1 Sam. ix. 24 as a peculiarly choice

portion (Knobel). As a portion lifted off from the sacrificial

gifts, it is often called " the heave-leg" (ver. 34, chap. x. 14, 15 ;

Num. vi. 20; Ex. xxix. 27), because it was lifted or heaved off

from the sacrificial animal, as a gift of honour for the officiat-

ing priest, but without being waved like the breast-piece,

—

though the more general phrase, " to wave a wave-offering be-

fore Jehovah" (chap. x. 15), includes the offering of the heave-

leg (see my ArcJiceologie i. pp. 244-5).—Ver. 34. The wave-

breast and heave-leg Jehovah had taken of the children of Israel,

from off the sacrifices of their peace-offerings : i.e. had imposed

it upon them as tribute, and had given them to Aaron and his

sons, i.e. to the priests, '• as a statute for ever,"—in other words, as
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a right wliicli they could claim of the Israelites for all ages (cf.

Ex. xxvii. 21).—With vers. o5, 36, the instructions concerning

the peace-offerings are brought to a close. " This (the wave-

breast and heave-leg) is the share of Aaron and his sons from the

firings of Jehovah in the day (i.e. which Jehovah assigned to them

in the day) ivhen He caused them to draw near to become priests

to Jehovah^'' i.e., according to the explanation in ver. 36, " in the

day of their anointing.^'' The word "T^Dp in ver. 35, like i^^t^'D

in Num. xviii. 8, signifies not " anointing" but share, portio,

literally a measuring off, as in Aramasan and Arabic, from nC'O

to stroke the hand over anytliing, to measure, or measure off.

The fulness with which every point in the sacrificial meal is

laid down, helps to confirm the significance of the peace-offerings,

as already implied in the name nar sacrificial slaughtering, slain-

offering, viz. as indicating that they were intended for, and cul-

minated in a liturgical meal. By placing his hand upon the

head of the animal, which had been brought to the altar of Je-

hovah for the purpose, the offerer signified that with this gift,

which served to nourish and strengthen his own life, he gave up

the substance of his life to the Lord, that he might thereby be

strengthened both body and soul for a holy walk and conversa-

tion. To this end he slaughtered the victim and had the blood

sprinkled by the priest against the altar, and the fat portions

burned upon it, that in these altar-gifts his soul and his inner

man might be grounded afresh ifi the gracious fellowship of the

Lord. He then handed over the breast-piece by the process of

waving, also the right leg, and a sacrificial cake of each kind,

as a heave-offering from the whole to the Lord, who transferred

these portions to the priests as His servants, that they might

take part as His repi'esentatives in the sacrificial meal. In con-

sequence of this participation of the priests, the feast, which the

offerer of the sacrifice prepared for himself and his family from

the rest of the flesh, became a holy covenant meal, a meal of

love and joy, which represented domestic fellowship with the

Lord, and thus shadowed forth, on the one hand, rejoicing be-

fore the Lord (Deut. xii. 12, 18), and on the other, the blessed-

ness of eating and drinking in the kingdom of God (Luke xiv.

15, xxii. 30). Through the fact that one portion was given up

to the Lord, the earthly food was sanctified as a symbol of the

true spiritual food, with which the Lord satisfies and refreshes
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the citizens of His kingdom. This religious aspect of the sacri-

ficial meal will explain the instructions given, viz. that not only

the flesh itself, but those who took part in the meal, were all to

be clean, and that whatever remained of the flesh was to be

burned, on the second or third day respectively, that it might

not pass into a state of decomposition. The burning took place

a day earlier in the case of the praise-offering than in that of

the vow and freewill-offerings, of which the offerer was allowed

a longer enjoyment, because they were the products of his own

spontaneity, which covered any defect that might attach to the

gift itself.

With vers. 37 and 38 the whole of the sacrificial law (chap,

i.-vii.) is brought to a close. Among the sacrifices appointed, the

fill-offering (D"'^5^?e^) is also mentioned here ; though it is not

first instituted in these chapters, but in Ex. xxix. 19, 20 (vers.

22, 26, 27, 31). The name may be explained from the phrase

to ^^Jill the hand," which is not used in the sense of installing

a man, or giving him authority, like T3 jnJ " commit into his

hand " in Isa. xxii. 2 1 (Knobel), but was applied primarily to the

ceremony of consecrating the priests, as described in chap. viii.

25 sqq., and was restricted to the idea of investiture with the

priesthood (cf. chap. viii. 33, xvi. 32 ; Ex. xxviii, 41, xxix. 9,

29, 33, 35 ; Num. iii. 3 ; Judg. xvii. 5, 12). This gave rise to

the expression "to fill the hand for Jehovah," i.e. to provide

something to offer to Jehovah (1 Chron. xxix. 5 ; 2 Chron. xxix.

31, cf. Ex. xxxii. 29). Hence D\S^^» denotes the filling of the

hand with sacrificial gifts to be offered to Jehovah, and was

used primarily/ of the particular sacrifice through which the

priests were symbolically invested at their consecration with the

gifts they were to offer, and were empowered, by virtue of this

investiture, to officiate at the sacrifices ; and secondly, in a less

restricted sense, of priestly consecration generally (chap. viii.

33, "the days of your consecration"). The allusion to the

place in ver. 38, viz. " in the wilderness of Sinai,^' points on the

one hand back to Ex. xix. 1, and on the other hand forward to

Num. xxvi. 63, 64, and xxxvi. 13, "in the plains of Moah" (cf.

Num. i. 1, 19, etc.).

The sacrificial law, therefore, with the five species of sacri-

fices which it enjoins, embraces eA^ery aspect in which Israel

was to manifest its true relation to the Lord its God. Whilst
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the sanctificatlon of the whole man in self-surrender to the Lord

was shadowed forth in the burnt-offerings, the fruits of this

sanctification in the meat-offerings, and the blessedness of the

possession and enjoyment of saving grace in the peace-offerings

,

the expiatory sacrifices furnished the means of removing the

barrier which sins and trespasses had set up between the sinner

and the holy God, and procured the forgiveness of sin and guilt,

so that the sinner could attain once more to the unrestricted

enjoyment of the covenant grace. For, provided only that the

people of God drew near to their God with sacrificial gifts, in

obedience to His commandments and in firm reliance upon His

word, which had connected the forgiveness of sin, strength for

sanctification, and the peace of fellowship with Him, with these

manifestations of their piety, the offerers would receive in truth

the blessings promised them by the Lord. Nevertheless these

sacrifices could not make those who drew near to God with them

and in them " perfect as pertaining to the conscience " (Heb. ioc.

9, X. 1), because the blood of bulls and of goats could not

possibly take away sin (Heb. x. 4). The forgiveness of sin

which the atoning sacrifices procured, was only a irdpeat'; of past

sins through the forbearance of God (Rom. iii. 25, 26), in anti-

cipation of the true sacrifice of Christ, of which the animal

sacrifices were only a type, and by which the justice of God is

satisfied, and the way opened for the full forgiveness of sin and

complete reconciliation with God. So also the sanctification

and fellowship set forth by the burnt-offerings and peace-offer-

ings, were simply a sanctification of the fellowship already

established by the covenant of the law between Israel and its

covenant God, which pointed forward to the true sanctification

and blessedness that grow out of the righteousness of faith, and

expand through the operation of the Holy Spirit into the true

righteousness and blessedness of the divine peace of reconcilia-

tion. The effect of the sacrifices was in harmony with the

nature of the old covenant. The fellowship with God, estab-

lished by this covenant, was simply a faint copy of that true and

living fellowship with God, whicli consists in God's dwelling in

our hearts through His Spirit, transforming our spirit, soul, and

body more and more into His own image and His divine nature,

and making us partakers of the glory and blessedness of His

divine life. However intimately the infinite and holy God
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connected Himself with His people in the earthly sanctuary of

the tabernacle and the altar of burnt-offering, yet so long as this

sanctuary stood, the God who was enthroned in the most hoi}''

place was separated by the veil from His people, who could only

appear before Him in the fore-court, as a proof that the sin which

separates unholy man from the holy God had not yet been taken

out of the way. Just as the old covenant generally was not in-

tended to secure redemption from sin, but the law Avas designed

to produce the knowledge of sin ; so the desire for reconciliation

with God was not to be truly satisfied by its sacrificial ordinances,

but a desire was to be awakened for that true sacrifice which

cleanses from all sins, and the way to be prepared for the ap-

pearing of the Son of God, who would exalt the shadows of the

Mosaic sacrifices into a substantial reality by giving up His own
life as a propitiation for the sins of the whole world, and thus

through the one offering of His own holy body would perfect all

the manifold sacrifices of the Old Testament economy.

INDUCTION OF AARON AND HIS SONS INTO THE PRIESTLY

OFFICE. CHAP. VIII.-X.

To the law of sacrifice there is appended first of all an account

of the fulfilment of the divine command to sanctify Aaron and

his sons as priests, which Moses had received upon the mount

along with the laws concerning the erection of the sanctuary of

the tabernacle (Ex. xxviii. and xxix.). This command could

not properly be carried out till after the appointment and regu-

lation of the institution of sacrifice, because most of the laws of

sacrifice had some bearing upon this act. The sanctification of

the persons, whom God had called to be His priests, consisted

in a solemn consecration of these persons to their office by investi-

ture, anointing, and sacrifice (chap.viii.),—their solemn entrance

upon their office by sacrifices for themselves and the people (chap,

ix.),—the sanctification of their priesthood by the judgment of

God upon the eldest sons of Aaron, when about to offer strange

fire,—and certain instructions, occasioned by this occurrence,

concerning the conduct of the priests in the performance of their

service (chap. x.).

Chap. viii. CONSECRATION OF THE PrIESTS AND THE
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Sanctua-RY (cf. Ex. xxix. 1-37).—The consecration of Aaron

and his sons as priests was carried out by Moses according to

the instructions in Ex. xxix. 1-3G, xl. 12-15 ; and the anointing

of the tabernacle, with the altar and its furniture, as prescribed

in Ex. xxix. 37, xxx. 26-29, and xl. 9-11, was connected with it

(vers. 10, 11).—Vers. 1-5 contain an account of the preparations

for this lioly act, the performance of which was enjoined upon

Moses by Jehovah after the publication of the laws of sacrifice

(ver. 1). Moses brought the persons to be consecrated, the offi-

cial costume that had been made for them (Ex. xxviii.), the

anointing oil (Ex. xxx. 23 sqq.), and the requisite sacrificial

offerings (Ex. xxix. 1-3), to the door of the tabernacle (i.e. into

the court, near the altar of burnt-offering), and then gathered

" the whole congregation"—that is to say, the nation in the per-

sons of its elders—there also (see my Archdologie ii. p. 221).

The definite article before the objects enumerated in ver. 2 may

be explained on the ground that they had all been previously

and more minutely described. The " basket of the unleavened''^

contained, according to Ex. xxix. 2, 3, (1) unleavened bread,

which is called n^n in ver. 26, i.e. round flat bread-cakes, and

Dn^ "133 (loaf of bread) in Ex. xxix. 23, and was baked for the

purpose of the consecration (see at vers. 31, 32) ; (2) unleavened

oil-cakes ; and (3) unleavened flat cakes covered with oil (see

at chap. ii. 4 and vii. 12).—Ver. 5. When the congregation was

assembled, Moses said, " This is the ivord ichich Jehovah com

manded you to doV His meaning was, the substance or essential

part of the instructions in Ex. xxviii. 1 and xxix. 1-37, which

he had published to the assembled congregation before the com-

mencement of the act of consecration, and which are not repeated

here as being already known from those chapters. The congre-

gation had been summoned to perform this act, because Aaron

and his sons were to be consecrated as priests for them, as stand-

ing mediators between them and the Lord.—Vei's. 6-9. After

this the act of consecration commenced. It consisted of two

parts : first, the consecration of the persons themselves to the

office of the priesthood, by washing, clothing, and anointing (vers.

6—13) ; and secondly, the sacrificial rites, by which the persons

appointed to the priestly office were inducted into the functions

and prerogatives of priests (vers. 16-36).

Vers. 6-13. The washing, clothing, and anointing.—Ver. 6
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" Moses brought Aaron and his so7is, andioashed them with water ;"

i.e. directed them to wash themselves, no doubt all over, and not

merely their hands and feet. This cleansing from bodily un-

cleanness was a symbol of the putting away of the filth of sin

;

the washing of the body, therefore, was a symbol of spiritual

cleansing, without which no one could draw near to God, and

least of all those who were to perform the duties of reconciliation.

—Vers. 7-9. Then followed the clothing of Aaron. Moses put

upon him the body-coat (Ex. xxviii. 39) and girdle (Ex. xxviii.

39 and xxxix. 22), then clothed him with the 7neil (Ex. xxviii.

31-35) and ephod (Ex. xxviii. 6-14), and the choshen with the

Urim and Thummim (Ex. xxviii. 15-30), and put the cap (Ex.

xxviii. 39) upon his head, with the golden diadem over his fore-

head (Ex. xxviii. 36-38). This investiture, regarded as the

putting on of an important official dress, was a symbol of his

endowment with the character required for the discharge of the

duties of his office, the official costume being the outward sign

of installation in the office which he was to fill,—Vers. 10-12.

According to the directions in Ex. xxx. 26-30 (cf. chap. xl. 9-

11), the anointing was performed first of all upon " the tabernacle

and everything in it" i.e. the ark of the covenant, the altar of in-

cense, the candlestick, and table of shew-bread, and their furni-

ture ; and then upon the altar of burnt-offering and its furniture,

and upon the laver and its pedestal ; and after this, upon Aaron

himself, by the pouring of the holy oil upon his head. This was

followed by the robing and anointing of Aaron's sons, the former

only of which is recorded in ver. 13 (according to Ex. xxviii. 40),

the anointing not being expressly mentioned, although it had not

only been commanded, in Ex. xxviii. 41 and xl. 15, but the per-

formance of it is taken for granted in chap. vii. 36, x. 7, and

Num. iii. 3. Accordinir to the Jewish tradition, the anointing

of Aaron (the high priest) was different from that of the sons of

Aaron (the ordinary priests), the oil he'mg j^oured upon the head

of the former, whilst it was merely smeared with the finger upon

the forehead in the case of the latter (cf. Kelandi Antiqq. ss. ii.

1, 5, and 7, and Selden, de succ. in pontif. ii. 2). There appears

to be some foundation for this, as a distinction is assumed be-

tween the anointing of the high priest and that of the ordinary

priests, not only in the expression, " he poured of the anointing

oil upon Aaron's head" (ver. 12, cf. Ex. xxix. 7 ; Ps. cxxxiii. 2\,
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•which is applied to Aaron only, but also in chap. xxi. 10, 12
;

although the further statement of the later Talmudists and

Rabbins, that Aaron was also marked upon the forehead with the

sign of a Hebrew 3 (the initial letter of pa), has no support in

the law (vid. Selden, ii. 9 ; Vitringa, observv. ss. ii. c. 15, 9).—On
the mode in which the tabernacle and its furniture were anointed,

all that is stated is, that the altar of burnt-offering w^as anointed

by being sprinkled seven times with the anointing oil ; from

which we may safely conclude, that the other portions and

vessels of the sanctuary were anointed in the same way, but that

the sprinkling was not performed more than once in their case.

The reason why the altar was sprinkled seven times with the

holy anointing oil, is to be sought for in its signification as the

place of worship. The anointing, both of the sacred things and

also of the priests, is called KHp " to sanctify," in vers. 10-12, as

well as in Ex. xl. 9-11 and 13 ; and in Ex. xl. 10 the following

stipulation is added with regard to the altar of burnt-offering

:

" and it shall be most holy"—a stipulation which is not extended

to the dwelling and its furniture, although those portions of the

sanctuary were most holy also, that the altar of burnt-offering,

which was the holiest object in the court by virtue of its appoint-

ment as the place of expiation, might be specially guarded from

being touched by unholy hands (see at Ex. xl. 16). To im-

press upon it this highest grade of holiness, it was sprinkled

seven times with anointing oil ; and in the number seven, the

covenant number, the seal of the holiness of the covenant of

reconciliation, to which it was to be subservient, was impressed

upon it. To sanctify is not merely to separate to holy purposes,

but to endow or fill with the powers of the sanctifying Spirit of

God. Oil was a fitting symbol of the Spirit, or spiritual prin-

ciple of life, by virtue of its power to sustain and ^rtify the vital

energy ; and the anointing oil, which was prepared according to

divine instructions, was therefore a symbol of the Spirit of God,

as the principle of spiritual life which proceeds from God and

fills the natural being of the creature with the powers of divine

life. The anointing with oil, therefore, was a symbol of endow-

ment with the Spirit of God (1 Sam. x. 1, 6, xvi. 13, 14 ; Isa.

Ixi. 1) for the duties of the office to which a person was conse-

crated. The holy vessels also were not only consecrated, through

the anointing, for the holy purposes to which they were to be
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devoted (^Knobel), but were also furnished in a symbolical sense

with powers of the divine Spirit, which were to pass from them

to the people who came to the sanctuary. The anointing was

not only to sanctify the priests as organs and mediators of the

Spirit of God, but the vessels of the sanctuary also, as channels

and vessels of the blessings of grace and salvation, which God
as the Holy One would bestow upon His people, through the

service of His priests, and in the holy vessels appointed by Him.

On these grounds the consecration of the holy things was asso-

ciated with the consecration of the priests. The notion that

even vessels, and in fact inanimate things in general, can be en-

dowed with divine and spiritual powers, was very widely spread

in antiquity. We meet with it in the anointing of memorial

stones (Gen. xxviii. 18, xxxv. 14), and it occurs again in the

instructions concerning the expiation of the sanctuary on the

annual day of atonement (chap. xvi.). It contains more truth

than some modern views of the universe, which refuse to admit

that any influence is exerted by the divine Spirit except upon

animated beings, and thus leave a hopeless abyss between spirit

and matter. According to Ex. xxix. 9, the clothing and anoint-

ing of Aaron and his sons were to be " a priesthood to them for a

perpetual statute," i.e. to secure the priesthood to them for aL

ages; for the same thought is expressed thus in Ex. xl. 15:

"their anointing shall surely he an everlasting priesthood through-

out their generations." When the Talmudists refer these words

to the sons of Aaron or the ordinary priests, to the exclusion of

Aaron or the high priest, this is opposed to the distinct context,

accordincp to which the sons of Aaron were to be anointed like

their father Aaron. The utter want of foundation for the rabbi-

nical assumption, that the anointing of the sons of Aaron, per-

formed by Moses, availed not only for themselves, but for their

successors also, and therefore for the priests of every age, is also

the more indisputable, because the Talmudists themselves infer

from chap. vi. 15 (cf. Ex. xxix. 29), where the installation of

Aaron's successor in his office is expressly designated an anoint-

ing, the necessity for every successor of Aaron in the high-priest-

hood to be anointed. The meaning of the words in question is

no doubt the followino; : the anointing of Aaron and his sons

was to stand as a perpetual statute for the priesthood, and to

guarantee it to the sons of Aaron for all time ; it being assumed

PENT.—VOL. II. Y
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as self-evident, according to chap. vi. 15, that as every fresh

generation entered upon office, the anointing would be repeated

or renewed.

Vers. 14-32. The sacrificial ceremony with which the conse-

cration was concluded, consisted of a threefold sacrifice, the ma-

terials for which were not supplied by the persons about to be

installed, but were no doubt provided by Moses at the expense

of the congregation, for which the priesthood was instituted.

Moses officiated as the mediator of the covenant, through whose

service Aaron and his sons were to be consecrated as priests of

Jehovah, and performed every part of the sacrificial rite,—the

slaughtering, sprinkling of the blood, and burning of the altar

gifts,—just as the priests afterwards did at the public daily and

festal sacrifices, the persons to be consecrated simply laying their

hands upon the sacrificial animals, to set them apart as their

representatives.—Vers. 14-17. The first sacrifice was a sin-offer-

ing, for which a young ax was taken (Ex. xxix. 1), as in the case

of the sin-offerings for the high priest and the whole congrega-

tion (chap. iv. 3, 14) : the highest kind of sacrificial animal,

which corresponded to the position to be occupied by the priests

in the Israelitish kingdom of God, as the eKXoyT] of the covenant

nation. Moses put some of the blood with his finger upon the

horns of the altar of burnt-offering, and poured the rest at the

foot of the altar. The fat portions (see chap. iii. 3, 4) he burned

upon the altar ; but the flesh of the ox, as well as the hide and

dung, he burned outside the camp. According to the general

rule of the sin-offerings, whose flesh was burnt outside the camp,

the blood was brought into the sanctuary itself (chap. vi. 23) ;

but here it was only put upon the altar of burnt-offering to make

this sin-offering a consecration-sacrifice. Moses was to take the

blood to "purify (^^D!) and sanctify the altar, to expiate it^ As

the altar had been sanctified immediately before by the anoint-

inff with holy oil (ver. 11), the object of the cleansing or

sanctification of it through the blood of the sacrifice cannot have

been to purify it a second time from uncleanness, that still ad-

hered to it, or was inherent in it ; but just as the purification or

expiation of the vessels of worship generally applied only to the

sins of the nation, by which these vessels had been defiled (chap.

xvi. 16, 19), so here the purification of the altar with the blood

of the sin-offering, upon which the priests had laid their hands,
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had reference simply to pollutions, with which the priests defiled

the altar when officiating at it, through the uncleanness of their

sinful nature. As the priests could not be installed in the func-

tions of the priesthood, notwithstanding the holiness communi-

cated to them through the anointino; without a sln-offerlncr to

awaken the consciousness in both themselves and the nation that

the sinfulness which lay at the root of human nature was not

removed by the anointing, but only covered in the presence of

the holy God, and that sin still clung to man, and polluted all

his doings and designs; so the altar, upon which they were

henceforth to offer sacrifices, still required to be purified through

the blood of the bullock, that had been slaughtered as a sin-

offering for the expiation of their sins, to sanctify it for the

service of the priests, i.e. to cover up the sins by which they

would defile it when performing their service. For this sanctlfi-

cation the blood of the sin-offering, that had been slaughtered

for them, was taken, to Indicate the fellowship which was hence-

forth to exist between them and the altar, and to impress upon

them the fact, that the blood, by which they were purified, was

also to serve as the means of purifying the altar from the sins

attaching to their service. Although none of the blood of this

sin-offering was carried into the holy place, because only the

anointed priests were to be thereby inducted into the fellowship

of the altar, the flesh of the animal could only be burnt outside

the camp, because the sacrifice served to purify the priesthood

(see chap. iv. 11, 12). For the rest, the remarks made on p. 306
are also applicable to the symbolical meaning of this sacrifice.

—

Vers. 18-21. The sin-offering, through which the priests and the

altar had been expiated, and every disturbance of the fellowship

existing between the holy God and His servants at the altar, in

consequence of the sin of those who were to be consecrated, had

been taken away, was followed by a burnt-offering, consisting of

a ram, which was offered according to the ordinary ritual of the

burnt-offering (chap. i. 3-9), and served to set forth the priests,

who had appointed it as their substitute through the laying on

of hands, as a living, holy, and well-pleasing sacrifice to the

Lord, and to sanctify them to the Lord with all the faculties of

both body and soul.

Vers. 22-29. This was followed by the presentation of a peace-

offering, which also consisted of a ram, called " the ram of the
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filling^'' or ^^ of the Jill-offering,'' from the peculiar ceremony per-

formed with the flesh, by which this sacrifice became a consecra-

tion-offering, inducting the persons consecrated into the possession

and enjoyment of the privileges of the priesthood. A ram was

offered as a peace-offering, by the nation as a whole (chap. ix. 4,

18), the tribe-princes (Num. vii. 17 sqq.), and aNazarite(Num. vi.

14, 17), who also occupied a higher position in the congregation

(Amos ii. 11, 12) ; but it was never brought by a private Israelite

for a peace-offering. The offering described here differed from

the rest of the peace-offerings, first of all, in the ceremony per-

formed with the blood (vers. 23 and 24, cf. Ex. xxix. 20, 21).

Before sprinkling the blood upon the altar, Moses put some of it

upon the tip of the right ear, upon the right thumb, and upon

the great toe of the right foot of Aaron and his sons. Thus he

touched the extreme points, which represented the wdiole, of the

ear, hand, and foot on the right, or more important and principal

side : the ear, because the priest was always to hearken to the

word and commandment of God ; the hand, because he was to

discharge the priestly functions properly ; and the foot, because

he was to walk correctly in the sanctuary. Through this mani-

pulation the three organs employed in the priestly service were

placed, by means of their tips, en rapport with the sacrificial

blood ; whilst through the subsequent sprinkling of the blood

upon the altar they were introduced symbolically within the

sphere of the divine grace, by virtue of the sacrificial blood, which

represented the soul as the principle of life, and covered it in the

presence of the holiness of God, to be sanctified by that grace to

the rendering of willing and righteous service to the Lord. The

sanctification was at length completed by Moses' taking some of

the anointing oil and some of the blood upon the altar, and

sprinkling Aaron and his sons, and also their clothes ; that is to

say, by his sprinkling the persons themselves, as bearers of the

priesthood, and their clothes, as the insignia of the priesthood,

with a mixture of holy anointing oil and sacrificial blood taken

from the altar (ver. 30). The blood taken from the altar sha-

dowed forth the soul as united with God through the medium of

the atonement, and filled with powers of grace. The holy

anointing oil was a symbol of the Spirit of God. Consequently,

through this sprinkling the priests were endowed, both soul and

spirit, with the higher powers of the divine life. The sprinkling,
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however, was performed, not upon the persons alone, but also

upon their official dress. For it had reference to the priests, not

in their personal or individual relation to the Lord, but in their

official position, and with regard to their official work in the con-

gregation of the Lord.^

In addition to this, the following appointment is contained in

Ex. xxix. 29, 30 : "The holy garments of Aaron shall be his sons'

after him," i.e. pass to his successors in the high-priesthood, " to

anoint them therein and fill their hands therein. Seven days

shall the priest of his sons in his stead put them on (2^^?'! with

the suffix D~ as in Gen. xix. 19), Avho shall go into the taber-

nacle to serve in the sanctuary." Accordingly, at Aaron's death

his successor Eleazar was dressed in his robes (Num. xx. 26-28).

It by no means follows from this, that a formal priestly conse-

cration was repeated solely in the case of the high priest as the

head of the priesthood, and that with the common priests the first

anointing by Moses sufficed for all time. We have already ob-

served at p. 337 that this is not involved in Ex. xl. 15 ; and the

fact that it is only the official costume of the high priest which

is expressly said to have passed to his successor, may be ex-

plained on the simple ground, that as his dress was only woi'n

when he was discharging certain special functions before Jeho-

vah, it would not be worn out so soon as the dress of the ordi-

nary priests, which was worn in the daily service, and therefore

would hardly last long enough to be handed down from father

to son.^

The ceremony performed with the flesh of this sacrifice

was also peculiarly significant (vers. 25-29). Moses took the

fat portions, which Avere separated from the flesh in the case

^ In the instructions in Ex. xxix. 21 this ceremony is connected with the

sprinkling of the blood upon the altar ; but here, on the contrary, it is men-
tioned after the burning of the flesh. Whether because it was not performed

till after this, or because it is merely recorded here in a supplementary form,

it is difficult to decide. The latter is the more probable, because the blood

upon the altar would soon run off ; so that if Moses wanted to take any of

it off, it could not be long delayed.

- It no more follows from the omission of express instructions concern-

ing the repetition of the ceremony in the case of every priest who had to be

consecrated, that the future priests were not invested, anointed, and in all

respects formally consecrated, than the fact that the anointing is not men-
tioned in ver. 13 proves that the priests were not anointed at all
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of the ordinary peace-offerings and burned upon the altar,

and the right leg, which was usually assigned to the officiating

priest, and then laid by the pieces of flesh (or upon them) an-

other cake of each of the three kinds of pastry, which fell to

the portion of the priest in other cases, as a heave-offering for

Jehovah, and put all this into the hands of Aaron and his sons,

and waved it as a wave-offering for Jehovah, after which he

took it from their hands and burned it upon the altar, " as a

filling (D''N?p) for a savour of satisfaction, as a firingfor Jeliovah^

These last words, which are attached to the preceding without a

conjunction, and, as the DH and &<^n show, form independent

clauses {lit.
^^
filling are they ... a firing is it for Jehovah"),

contain the reason for this unusual proceeding, so that Luther's

explanation is quite correct, " for it is a fill-offering," etc. The

ceremony of handing the portions mentioned to Aaron and his

sons denoted the filling of their hands with the sacrificial gifts,

which they were afterwards to offer to the Lord in the case of

the peace-offerings, viz. the fat portions as a firing upon the

altar, the right leg along with the bread-cake as a wave-offering,

which the Lord then relinquished to them as His own servants.

The filling of their hands with these sacrificial gifts, from which

the offering received the name of fill-offering, signified on the

one hand the communication of the right belonging to the priest

to offer the fat portions to the Lord upon the altar, and on the

other hand the enfeoffment of the priests with gifts, which they

were to receive in future for their service. This symbolical sig-

nification of the act in question serves to explain the circumstance,

that both the fat portions, which were to be burned upon the

altar, and also the right leg with the bread-cakes which formed

the priests' share of the peace-offerings, were merely placed in

the priests' hands in this instance, and presented symbolically to

the Lord by waving, and then burned by Moses upon the altar.

For Aaron and his sons were not only to be enfeoffed with what

they were to burn unto the Lord, but also with what they would

receive for their service. And as even the latter was a pre-

rogative bestowed upon them by the Lord, it was right that at

their consecration they should offer it symbolically to the Lord

by waving, and actually by burning upon the altar. But as the

right leg was devoted to another purpose in this case, !Moses re-

ceived the breast-piece, which was presented to the Lord by
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waving (ver. 29), and which afterwards fell to the lot of the

priests, as his portion for the sacrificial meal, which formed the

conclusion of this dedicatory offering, as it did of all the peace-

offerings. In Ex. xxix. 27, 28, we also find the command, that

the wave-breast of the ram of the fill-offering, and the heave-leg

which had been lifted off, should afterwards belong to Aaron and

his sons on the part of the children of Israel, as a perpetual

statute, i.e. as a law for all time ; and the following reason is

assigned : "ybr it is a heave-offering (terumak, a lifting off), cmd

shall be a heave-offering on the ipart of the children of Israel of
their peace-off'erings, their heave-off'ering for Jehovah^^ i.e. which

they were to give to the Lord from their peace-offerings for the

good of His servants. The application of the word terumah to

both kinds of offering, the wave-breast and the heave-shoulder,

may be explained on the simple ground, that the gift to be waved

had to be lifted off from the sacrificial animal before the waving

could be performed.—Vers. 31, 32. For the sacrificial meal, the

priests were to boil the flesh in front of the door of the taber-

nacle, or, according to Ex. xxix. 31, " at the holy place," i.e. in

the court, and eat it with the bread in the fill-offering basket

;

and no stranger {i.e. layman or non-priest) was to take part in

the meal, because the flesh and bread were holy (Ex. xxix. 33),

that is to say, had served to make atonement for the priests, to

fill their hands and sanctify them. Atoning virtue is attributed

to this sacrifice in the same sense as to the burnt-offering in chap.

i. 4. Whatever was left of the flesh and bread until the follow-

ing day, that is to say, was not eaten on the day of sacrifice, was

to be burned with fire, for the reason explained at chap. vii. 17.

The exclusion of laymen from participating in this sacrificial

meal is to be accounted for in the same way as the prohibition

of unleavened bread, which was offered and eaten in the case of

the ordinary peace-offerings along with the unleavened sacrificial

cakes (see at chap. vii. 13). The meal brought the consecration

of the priests to a close, as Aaron and his sons were thereby re-

ceived into that special, priestly covenant with the Lord, the bless-

ings and privileges of which were to be enjoyed by the conseci'ated

priests alone. At this meal the priests were not allowed to eat

leavened bread, any more than the nation generally at the feast

of Passover (Ex. xii. 8 sqq.).

Vers. 33—36 (cf. Ex. xxix. 35—37). The consecration was to
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last seven days, during which time the persons to be consecrated

were not to go away from the door of the tabernacle, but to re-

main there day and night, and watch the watch of the Lord

that they might not die. "i^or the Lord will Jill your hand seven

days. As they have done on this (the first) day, so has Jehovah

commanded to do to make atonement for you^^ (ver. 34). That is

to say, the rite of consecration which has been performed upon

you to-day, Jehovah has commanded to be performed or repeated

for seven days. These words clearly imply that the whole cere-

mony, in all its details, was to be repeated for seven days ; and

in Ex. xxix. 36, 37, besides the filling of the hands which was

to be continued seven days, and which presupposes the daily

repetition of the consecration-offering, the preparation of the

sin-offering for reconciliation and the expiation or purification

and anointing of the altar are expressly commanded for each of

the seven days. This repetition of the act of consecration is to

be regarded as intensifying the consecration itself ; and the limi-

tation of it to seven days is to be accounted for from the signi-

fication and holiness of the number seven as the sign of the

completion of the works of God. The commandment not to

leave the court of the tabernacle during the whole seven days,

is of course not to be understood literally (as it is by some of

the Kabbins), as meaning that the persons to be consecrated

were not even to go away from the spot for the necessities of

nature (cf. Lund. jud. Heiligth. p. 448) ; but when taken in

connection with the clause which follows, " and keep the charge

of the Lord^^ it can only be understood as signifying that during

these days they were not to leave the sanctuary to attend to

any earthly avocation whatever, but uninterruptedly to observe

the charge of the Lord, i.e. the consecration commanded by

the Lord. ^')^}r'^ ">^^, Ut. to watch the watch of a person or

thing, i.e. to attend to them, to do whatever was required for

noticing or attending to them (cf. Gen. xxvi. 5, and Hengsteriherg,

Christology).

Chap. ix. Entrance of Aauon and his Sons upon their

Office.—Vers. 1-7. On the eighth day, i.e. on the day after

the seven days' consecration, Aaron and his sons entered upon

their duties with a solemn sacrifice for themselves and the nation,

to which the Lord had made Himself known by a special revela-
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tion of His gloiy, to bear solemn witness before the whole na-

tion that their service at the altar was acceptable to Him, and

to impress the divine seal of confirmation upon the consecration

they had received. To this end Aaron and his sons were to

bring to the front of the tabernacle a young calf as a sin-offering

for themselves, and a ram for a burnt-offering ; and the people

were to bring through their elders a he-goat for a sin-offering,

a yearling calf and yearling sheep for a burnt-offering, and an

ox and ram for a peace-offering, together with a meat-offering

of meal mixed with oil ; and the congregation (in the persons of

its elders) was to stand there before Jehovah, i.e. to assemble

together at the sanctuary for the solemn transaction (vers. 1-5).

If, according to this, even after the manifold expiation and con-

secration, which Aaron had received through Moses during the

seven days, he had still to enter upon his service with a sin-

offering and burnt-offering, this fact clearly showed that the

offerings of the law could not ensure perfection (Heb. x. 1 sqq.).

It is true that on this occasion a young calf was sufficient for a

sin-offering for the priests, not a mature ox as in chap. viii. 14

and iv. 3 ; and so also for the burnt-offerings and peace-offerings

of the people smaller sacrifices sufficed, either smaller in kind or

fewer in number than at the leading feasts (Num. xxviii. 11

sqq.). Nevertlieless, not one of the three sacrifices could be

omitted ; and if no special peace-offering was required of Aaron,

this may be accounted for from the fact, that the whole of the

sacrificial ceremony terminated with a national peace-offering, in

which the priests took part, uniting in this instance with the

rest of the nation in the celebration of a common sacrificial

meal, to make known their oneness with them.—Vers. 6, 7.

After everything had been prepared for the solemn ceremony,

Moses made known to the assembled people what Jehovah had

commanded them to do in order that His glory might appear

(see at Ex. xvi. 10). Aaron was to offer the sacrifices that had

been brought for the reconciliation of himself and the nation.

Vers. 8-21. Accordingly, he offered first of all the sin-

offering and burnt-offering for himself, and then (vers. 15-21)

the offerings of the people. The sin-offering always went first,

because it served to remove the estrangement of man from the

holy God arising from sin, by means of the expiation of the

sinner, and to clear away the hindrances to his approach to
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God. Then followed the burnt-offering, as an expression of

the complete surrender of the person expiated to the Lord ; and

lastly the peace-offering, on the one hand as the utterance of

thanksgiving for mercy received, and prayer for its further con-

tinuance, and on the other hand, as a seal of covenant fellowship

with the Lord in the sacrificial meal. But when Moses says in

ver. 7, that Aaron is to make atonement for himself and the

nation with his sin-offering and burnt-offering, the atoning

virtue which Aaron's sacrifice was to have for the nation also,

referred not to sins which the people had committed, but to the

guilt which the high priest, as the head of the whole congre-

gation, had brought upon the nation by his sin (chap. iv. 3).

In offering the sacrifices, Aaron was supported by his sons, who

handed him the blood to sprinkle, and the sacrificial portions to

burn upon the altar. The same course was adopted with Aaron's

sin-offering (vers. 8-11) as Moses had pursued with the sin-

offering at the consecration of the priests (chap. viii. 14-17).

The blood was not taken into the sanctuary, but only applied to

the horns of the altar of burnt-offering ; because the object was

not to expiate some particular sin of Aaron's, but to take away

the sin which might make his service on behalf of the congre-

gation displeasing to God; and the communion of the congre-

gation with the Lord was carried on at the altar of burnt-

offering. The flesh and skin of the animal were burnt outside

the camp, as in the case of all the sin-offerings for the priest-

hood (chap. iv. 11, 12).—Vers. 12-14. The burnt-offering was

presented according to the general rule (chap. i. 3-9), as in

chap. viii. 18—21. ^^''^'P'? (ver. 12) : to cause to attain ; here, and

in ver. 18, to present, hand over. '^"O^??, according to its pieces,

into which the burnt-offering was divided (chap. i. 6), and

which they offered to Aaron one by one. No meat-offering was

connected with Aaron's burnt-offerings, partly because the law

contained in Num. xv. 2 sqq. had not yet been given, but more

especially because Aaron had to bring the special meat-offering

commanded in chap. vi. 13, and had offered this in connection

with the morning burnt-offering mentioned in ver. 17 ; though

this offering, as being a constant one, and not connected with

the offerings especially belonging to the consecration of the

])riests, is not expressly mentioned.—Vers. 15 sqq. Of the sacri-

fices of the nation, Aaron presented the sin-offering in the same
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manner as the first, i.e. the one offered for himself (vers. 8 sqq.).

The blood of this sin-offering, which was presented for the

congregation, was not brought into the holy place according to

the rule laid down in chap. iv. 16 sqq., but only applied to the

horns of the altar of burnt-offering ; for the same reason as in

the previous case (vers. 8 sqq.), viz. because the object was not

to expiate any particular sin, or the sins of the congregation

that had been committed in the course of time and remained

unatoned for, but simply to place the sacrificial service of the

congregation in its proper relation to the Lord. Aaron was

reproved by Moses, however, for having.burned the flesh (chap.

X. 16 sqq.), but was able to justify it (see at chap. x. 16-20).

The sin-offering (ver. 16) was also offered " according to the

right" (as in chap. v. 10). Then followed the meat-offering

(ver. 17), of which Aaron burned a handful upon the altar

(according to the rule in chap. ii. 1, 2). He offered this in

addition to the morning burnt-offering (Ex. xxix. 39), to which

a meat-offering also belonged (Ex. xxix. 40), and with which,

according to chap. vi. 12 sqq., the special meat-offering of the

priests was associated. Last of all (vers. 18—21) there followed

the peace-offering, which was also carried out according to the

general rule. In nSDOn, " the covering''^ (ver. 19), the two fat

portions mentioned in chap. iii. 3 are included. The fat por-

tions were laid upon the breast-pieces by the sons of Aaron, and

then handed by them to Aaron, the fat to be burned upon the

altar, the breast to be waved along with the right leg, according

to the instructions in chap. vii. 30—36. The meat-offering of

pastry, which belonged to the peace-offering according to chap,

vii. 12, 13, is not specially mentioned.

Vers. 22-24. When the sacrificial ceremony was over, Aaron
blessed the people from the altar with uplifted hands (cf. Num.
vi. 22 sqq.), and then came down : sc. from the bank surround-

ing the altar, upon which he had stood while offering the sacri-

fice (see at Ex. xxvii. 4, 5).—Yer. 23. After this Moses went
with him into the tabernacle, to introduce him into the sanctuary,

in which he was henceforth to serve the Lord, and to present

him to the Lord : not to offer incense, which would undoubtedly

have been mentioned; nor yet for the special purpose of praying

for the manifestation of the glory of Jehovah, although there can

be no doubt that they offered prayer in the sanctuary, and prayed
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for the blessing of the Lord for tlie right discharge of the office

entrusted to them in a manner well-pleasing to Him. On coming

out again they united in bestowing that blessing upon the people

which they had solicited for them in the sanctuary. " Then the

glory of Jehovah appeared to all the people, and fire came out from

before the face of Jehovah and consumed the burnt-offering andfat
portions upon the altar'''' (i>e. the sin and peace-offerings, not the

thank-offerings merely, as Knohel supposes, according to his mis-

taken theory). The appearance of the glory of Jehovah is

probably to be regarded in this instance, and also in Num. xvi.

19, xvii. 7, and xx. 6, as the sudden flash of a miraculous light,

which proceeded from the cloud that covered the tabernacle,

probably also from the cloud in the most holy place, or as a

sudden though very momentary change of the cloud, which

enveloped the glory of the Lord, into a bright light, from which

the fire proceeded in this instance in the form of lightning, and

consumed the sacrifices upon the altar. The fire issued " from

before the face of Jehovah," i.e. from the visible manifestation

of Jehovah. It did not come down from heaven, like the fire of

Jehovah, which consumed the sacrifices of David and Solomon

(1 Chron. xxi. 26; 2 Chron. vii. 1).

The Rabbins believe that this divine fire was miraculously

sustained upon the altar until the building of Solomon's temple,

at the dedication of which it fell from heaven afresh, and then

continued until the restoration of the temple-worship under

Manasseh (2 Chron. xxxiii. 16; cf. Buxtorf exercitatt. ad histor.

ignis sacri, c. 2) ; and the majority of them maintain still further,

that it continued side by side with the ordinary altar-fire, which

was kindled by the priests (chap, i, 7), and, according to chap,

vi. 6, kept constantly burning by them. The earlier Christian

expositors are for the most part of opinion, that the heavenly

fire, which proceeded miraculously from God and burned the

first sacrifices of Aaron, was afterwards maintained by the priests

by natural means (see J. Marchii sylloge diss, philol. theol. ex.

vi. ad Lev. vi. 13). But there is no foundation in the Scrip-

tures for either of these views. There is not a syllable about

any miraculous preservation of the heavenly fire by the side of

the fire which the priests kept burning by natural means. And
even the modified opinion of the Christian theologians, that the

heavenly fire was preserved by natural means, rests upon the
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assumption, which there is nothing to justify, that the sacrifices

offered by Aaron were first burned by the fire which issued from

Jehovah, and therefore that the statements in the text, with refer-

ence to the burning of the fat portions and burnt-offerings, or

causing them to ascend in smoke (vers. 10, 13, 17, and 20), are

to be regarded as anticipations {per anticipationem accipienda, C.

a Lap.), i.e. are to be understood as simply meaning, that when

Aaron officiated at the different sacrifices, he merely laid upon

the altar the pieces intended for it, but without setting them on

fire. The fallacy of this is proved, not only by the verb "^^^i^^,

but by the fact implied in ver. 17, that the offering of these

sacrifices, with which Aaron entered upon his office, was preceded

by the daily morning burnt-offering, and consequently that at

the time when Aaron began to carry out the special sacrifices of

this day there was fire already burning upon the altar, and in fact

a continual fire, that was never to be allowed to go out (chap. vi.

6). Even, therefore, if we left out of view the fire of the daily

morning and evening sacrifice, which had been offered from the

first day on which the tabernacle was erected (Ex. xl. 29), there

were sacrifices presented every day during the seven days of the

consecration of the priests (chap, viii.) ; and according to chap. i.

7, Moses must necessarily have prepared the fire for these. If

it had been the intention of God, therefore, to originate the altar-

fire by supernatural means, this would no doubt have taken place

immediately after the erection of the tabernacle, or at least at

the consecration of the altar, which was connectea witr that of

the priests, and immediately after it had been anointed (chap,

viii. 11). But as God did not do this, the burning of the altar-

sacrifices by a fire which proceeded from Jehovah, as related in

this verse, cannot have been intended to give a sanction to the

altar-fire as having proceeded from God Himself, which was to

be kept constantly burning, either by miraculous preservation, or

by being fed in a natural way. The legends of the heathen,

therefore, about altar-fires which had been kindled by the gods

themselves present no analogy to the fact before us (cf. Serv. ad

JEn. xii. 200; Solin. v. 23; Pausan.Y. 27, 3; Bochart, Hieroz.

lib. ii. c. 35, pp. 378 sqq. ; Dougtcei analect. ss. pp. 79 sqq.).

The miracle recorded in this verse did not consist in the fact

that the sacrificial offerings placed upon the altar were burned

by fire which proceeded from Jehovah, but in the fact that the
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sacrifices, which were ah'eady on fire, were suddenly consumed

by it. For although the verb ?3Nn admits of both meanings,

setting on fire and burning up (see Judg. vi. 21, and 1 Kings

xviii. 38), the word literally denotes consuming or burning up,

and must be taken in the stricter and more literal sense in the

case before us, inasmuch as there was already fire upon the altar

when the sacrifices were placed upon it. God caused this miracle,

not to generate a supernatural altar-fire, but ut ordineni sacerdo-

talem legis veteris a se institutum et sxias de sacrijicio leges Jioc

miraculo conjirmaret et quasi ohsignaret (^C. a Lap.), or to express

it more briefly, to give a divine consecration to the altar, or sacri-

ficial service of Aaron and his sons, through which a way was

to be opened for the people to His throne of grace, and whereby,

moreover, the altar-fire was consecrated eo ipso into a divine, i.e.

divinely appointed, means of reconciliation to the community.

The whole nation rejoiced at this glorious manifestation of the

satisfaction of God with this the first sacrifice of the consecrated

priests, and fell down upon their faces to give thanks to the Lord

for His mercy.

Chap. X. The Sanctification of the Priesthood by
BOTH the Act and Word of God.—Vers. 1-3. The Lord

had only just confirmed and sanctified the sacrificial service of

Aaron and his sons by a miracle, when He was obliged to

sanctify Himself by a judgment upon Nadab and Abihu, the

eldest sons of Aaron (Ex. vi. 23), on account of their abusing

the office they had received, and to vindicate Himself before

the congregation, as one who would not suffer His command-

ments to be broken with impunity.—Ver. 1. Nadab and Abihu

took their censers (machtah, Ex. xxv. 38), and having put fire

in them, placed incense thereon, and brought strange fire before

Jehovah, which He had not commanded them. It is not very

clear what the offence of which they were guilty actually was.

AvThe majority of expositors suppose the sin to have consisted in

the fact, that they did not take the fire for the incense from the

altar-fire. But this had not yet been commanded by God ; and

in fact it is never commanded at all, except with regard to the

incense-offering, with which the high priest entered the most

holy place on the day of atonement (chap. xvi. 12), though we

may certainly infer from this, that it was also the rule for the
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daily incense-offering. By the fire which they offered before

Jehovah, we are no doubt to understand the firing of the in-

cense-offering. This might be called " strange fire " if it was

not offered in the manner prescribed in the law, just as in Ex.

XXX. 9 incense not prepared according to the direction of God
is called "strange incense." The supposition that they pre-

sented an incense-offering that was not commanded in the law,

and apart from the time of the morning and evening sacrifice,

and that this constituted their sin, is supported by the time at

which their illegal act took place. It is perfectly obvious from

vers. 12 sqq. and 16 sqq. that it occurred in the interval between

the sacrificial transaction in chap. ix. and the sacrificial meal

which followed it, and therefore upon the day of their inaugura-

tion. For in ver. 12 Moses commands Aaron and his remaining

sons Eleazar and Ithamar to eat the meat-offering that was left

from the firings of Jehovah, and inquires in ver. 16 for the

goat of the sin-offering, which the priests were to have eaten in

a holy place. KnoheVs opinion is not an improbable one, there-

fore, that Nadab and Abihu intended to accompany the shouts

of the people wdth an incense-offering to the praise and glory of

God, and presented an incense-offering not only at an improper

time, but not prepared from the altar-fire, and committed such

a sin by this will-worship, that they were smitten by the fire

which came forth from Jehovah, even before their entrance

into the holy place, and so died " before Jehovah^ The ex-

pression " before Jehovah " is applied to the presence of God,

both in the dwelling (viz. the holy place and the holy of holies,

e.g. chap. iv. 6, 7, xvi. 13) and also in the court {e.g. chap. i. 5,

etc.). It is in the latter sense that it is to be taken here, as is

evident from ver. 4, Avhere the persons slain are said to have

lain " before the sanctuary of the dwelling," i.e. in the court of

the tabernacle. The fire of the holy God (Ex. xix. 18), which

had just sanctified the service of Aaron as well-pleasing to God,

brought destruction upon his two eldest sons, because they had

not sanctified Jehovah in their hearts, but had taken upon

themselves a self-willed service
;
just as the same gospel is to

one a savour of life unto life, and to another a savour of death ^
unto death (2 Cor. ii. 16).—In ver. 3 Moses explains this judg-

ment to Aaron :
" This is it that Jehovah spake, saying, I will

sanctify Myself in him that is nigh to Me, and will glorify My-
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self in the face of all the people.'' ^?3i^ is unquestionably to be

taken in the same sense as in Ex. xiv. 4, 17 ; consequently t^^p)X

is to be taken in a reflective and not in a passive sense, as in

Ezek. xxxviii. 16. The imperfects are used as aorists, in the

sense of what God does at all times. But these words of Moses

are no " reproof to Aaron, who had not restrained the untimely

zeal of his sons" (KnoheT), nor a reproach which made Aaron

responsible for the conduct of his sons, but a simple explanation

of the judgment of God, which should be taken to heart by

every one, and involved an admonition to all who heard it, not

to Aaron only but to the wdiole nation, to sanctify God con-

tinually in the proper way. Moreover Jehovah had not com-

municated to Moses by revelation the words which he spoke

here, but had made the fact known by the position assigned to

Aaron and his sons through their election to the priesthood.

By this act Jehovah had brought them near to Himself (Num.

xvi. 5), made them ''?^i? = ^]^''d '^''?^i? ^^persons standing near to

Jehovah"" (Ezek. xlii. 13, xliii. 19), and sanctified them to Him-

4-self by anointing (chap. viii. 10, 12; Ex. xxix. 1, 44, xl. 13, 15),

that they might sanctify Him in their office and life. If they

neglected this sanctification. He sanctified Himself in them by

a penal judgment (Ezek. xxxviii. 16), and thereby glorified

Himself as the Holy One, who is not to be mocked. '•'And

Aaron held his peace." He was obhged to acknowledge the

righteousness of the holy God.

Yers. 4-7. Moses then commanded Mishael and Elzaphan,

the sons of Uzziel Aaron's paternal uncle, Aaron's cousins

therefore, to carry their brethren (relations) who had been slain

from before the sanctuary out of the camp, and, as must natu-

rally be supplied, to bury them there. The expression, " before

the sanctuary" (equivalent to " before the tabernacle of the

congregation" in chap. ix. 5), shows that they had been slain in

front of the entrance to the holy place. They were carried out

in their priests' body-coats, since they had also been defiled by

the judgment. It follows from this, too, that the fire of Je-

hovah had not burned them up, but had simply killed them as

with a flash of lightning.—Vers. 6 sqq. Moses prohibited Aaron

and his remaining sons from showing any sign of mourning on

account of this fatal calamity. " Uncover not your heads,'' i.e.

do not go about with your hair dishevelled, or flowing free and
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in disorder (chap. xiii. 45). K'Ni V^S does not signify merely

uncovering the head by taking off the head-band (LXX.,
Vulg., Kimchi, etc.), or by shaving off the hair (Ges. and others

;

see on the other hand Knohel on chap. xxi. 10), but is to be

taken in a similar sense to iti^N"! "ly^ ViS, the free growth of the

hair, not cut short with scissors (Num. vi. 5 ; Ezek. xliv. 20).

It is derived from J?13, to let loose from anything (Prov. i. 25,

iv. 5, etc.), to let a people loose, equivalent to giving them the

reins (Ex. xxxii. 25), and signifies solvere crines, capellos, to

leave the hair in disorder, which certainly implies the laying

aside of the head-dress in the case of the priest, though without

consisting in this alone. On this sign of mourning among the

Roman and other nations, see M. Geier de Ehrworum luctii

viii. 2. The Jews observe the same custom still, and in times

of deep mourning neither wash themselves, nor cut their hair,

nor pare their nails (see Buxtorf, Synog. jud. p. 706). They
were also not to rend their clothes, i.e. not to make a rent in the

clothes in front of the breast,—a very natural expression of grief,

by which the sorrow of the heart was to be laid bare, and one

which was not only common among the Israelites (Gen. xxxvii.

29, xliv. 13; 2 Sam. i. 11, iii. 31, xiii. 31), but was very widely

spread among the other nations of antiquity (cf. GeieJ' I.e. xxii.

9). D"!S, to rend, occurs, in addition to this passage, in chap. xiii.

45, xxi. 10 ; in other places y"]!^, to tear in pieces, is used. Aaron
and his sons were to abstain from these expressions of sorrow,

" lest they should die and wrath come upon all the people."

Accordingly, we are not to seek the reason for this prohibition

merely in the fact, that they would defile themselves by contact

with the corpses, a reason which afterwards led to this prohibi-

tion being raised into a general law for the high priest (chap.

xxi. 10, 11). The reason was simply this, that any manifesta-

tion of grief on account of the death that had occurred, would
have indicated dissatisfaction with the judgment of God ; and /^^

Aaron and his sons would thereby not only have fallen into

mortal sin themselves, but have brought down upon the congre-

gation the wrath of God, which fell upon it through every act

of sin committed by the high priest in his official position (chap,

iv. 3). " Yow brethren, (namely) the whole house of Israel, may
bewail this burning" (the burning of the wrath of Jehovah).

Mourning was permitted to the nation, as an expression of sor-

PENT.—VOL. II. 2S
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row on account of the calamity which had befallen the whole

nation in the consecrated priests. For the nation generally did

not stand in such close fellowship with Jehovah as the priests,

who had been consecrated by anointing.—Ver. 7. The latter

were not to go away from the door (the entrance or court of the

tabernacle), sc. to take part in the burial of the dead, lest they

should die, for the anointing oil of Jehovah was upon them.

The anointing oil was the symbol of the Spirit of God, which

is a Spirit of life, and therefore has nothing in common with

death, but rather conquers death, and sin, which is the source

of death (cf. chap. xxi. 12).

Vers. 8-11. Jehovah still further commanded Aaron and his

sons not to drink wine and strong drink when they entered the

tabernacle to perform service there, on pain of death, as a per-

petual statute for their generations (Ex. xii. 17), that they might

be able to distinguish between the holy and common, the clean

and unclean, and also to instruct the children of Israel in all the

laws which God had spoken to them through Moses (1 . . . ],
vers.

10 and 11, et . . . et, both . . . and also). Shecar was an intoxi-

cating drink made of barley and dates or honey. ?'^, pro/anus,

common, is a wider or more comprehensive notion than X^D, un-

clean. Everything was common (profane) which was not fitted

for the sanctuary, even what was allowable for daily use and

enjoyment, and therefore was to be regarded as clean. The

motive for laying down on this particular occasion a prohibition

which was to hold good for all time, seems to lie in the event

recorded in ver. 1, although we can hardly infer from this, as

some commentators have done, that Nadab and Abihu offered

the unlawful incense-offering in a state of intoxication. The

connection between their act and this prohibition consisted

simply in the rashness, which had lost the clear and calm re-

flection that is indispensable to right action.

Vers. 12-20. After the directions occasioned by this judg-

ment of God, Moses reminded Aaron and his sons of the gene-

ral laws concerning the consumption of the priests' portions of

the sacrifices, and their relation to the existing circumstances :

first of all (vers. 12, 13), of the law relating to the eating of the

meat-offering, which belonged to the priests after the azcarah

had been lifted off (chap. ii. 3, vi. 9-11), and then (vers. 14, 15)

of that relating to the wave-breast and heave-leg (chap. vii.
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32—34). By the minchah in ver. 12 we are to understand the

meal and oil, which were offered with the burnt-offering of the

nation (chap. ix. 4 and 7) ; and by the D"'K'N in vers. 12 and 15,

those portions of the burnt-offering, meat-offering, and peace-

offering of the nation which were burned upon the altar (chap.

ix. 13, 17, and 20). He then looked for " the he-goat of the sin-

offering"—i.e. the flesh of the goat which had been brought for

a sin-offering (chap. ix. 15), and which was to have been eaten

by the priests in the holy place along with the sin-offerings,

whose blood was not taken into the sanctuary (chap. vi. 19,

22) ;
—" and, behold, it was burned" i^'i^, ?> perf. Pual). Moses

was angry at this, and reproved Eleazar and Ithamar, who had
attended to the burning :

" Wherefore have ye not eaten the sin-

offering in a holy place?" he said ; "/or it is most holy, and He
(Jehovah) hath given it you to bear the iniquity of the congre-

gation, to make atonement for it before Jehovah," as its blood had

not been brought into the holy place (sri^n construed as a pas-

sive with an accusative, as in Gen. iv. 18, etc.). " To bear the

iniquity" does not signify here, as in chap. v. 1, to bear and

atone for the sin in its consequences, but, as in Ex. xxviii. 38, to

take the sin of another upon one's self, for the purpose of can-

celling it, to make expiation for it. As, according to Ex. xxviii.

38, the high priest was to appear before the Lord with the

diadem upon his forehead, as the symbol of the holiness of his

office, to cancel, as the mediator of the nation and by virtue

of his official holiness, the sin which adhered to the holy

gifts of the nation (see the note on this passage), so here

it is stated with regard to the official eating of the most holy

flesh of the sin-offering, which had been enjoined upon the

priests, that they were thereby to bear the sin of the con-

gregation, to make atonement for it. This effect or signi-

fication could only be ascribed to the eating, by its being

regarded as an incorporation of the victim laden with sin,

whereby the priests actually took away the sin by virtue of

the holiness and sanctifying power belonging to their office,

and not merely declared it removed, as Oehler explains the

words {Herzog's Cycl. x. p. 649). Ex. xxviii. 38 is decisive in

opposition to the declaratory view, which does not embrace

the meaning of the words, and is not applicable to the pas-

sage at all. " Incorporabant quasi peccatum populique reatum
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in se recipiebant" (Dealing ohservv. ss. i. 45, 2).^—Vers. 19,

20. Aaron excused his sons, however, by saying, " Behold, this

day have they offered their sin-offering and their burnt-offering,

and this has happened to me," i.e. the calamity recorded in vers. 1

sqq. has befallen me (N")i^ = T^IJ)^ as in Gen. xlii. 4) ;
" and if I

had eaten the sin-offering to-day, would it have been well-pleasing

to Jehovah ?" '1^1 ''Jji??^'! is a conditional clause, as in Gen. xxxiii.

13, cf. Eioald, § 357. Moses rested satisfied with this answer.

Aaron acknowledged that the flesh of the sin-offering ought to

have been eaten by the priest in this instance (according to

chap. vi. 19), and simply adduced, as the reason why this had

not been done, the calamity which had befallen his two eldest

sons. And this might really be a sufficient reason, as regarded

both himself and his remaining sons, why the eating of the sin-

offering should be omitted. For the judgment in question was

so solemn a warning, as to the sin which still adhered to them

even after the presentation of their sin-offering, that they might

properly feel " that they had not so strong and overpowering a

holiness as was required for eating the general sin-offering"

{M. Baumgarten). This is the correct view, though others find

the reason in their grief at the death of their sons or brethren,

Avhich rendered it impossible to observe a joyous sacrificial meal.

But this is not for a moment to be thought of, simply because

the eating of the flesh of the sin-offering was not a joyous meal

at all (see at chap. vi. 19).^

^ C. a Lapide has given this correct interpretation of the passage :
" Mf

scilicet cum hostiis populi pro peccato simul etiam populi peccata in vos quasi

recipiatis, ut ilia expietis.^^ There is no foundation for the objection

oflFered by Oehler, that the actual removal of guilt and the atonement it-

self were effected by the offering of the blood. For it by no means follows

from Lev. xvii. 11, that the blood, as the soul of the sacrificial animal,

covered or expiated the soul of the sinner, and that the removal and ex-

tinction of the sin had already taken place with the covering of the soul

before the holy God, which involved the forgiveness of the sin and the

reception of the sinner to mercy.

^ Upon this mistaken view of the excuse furnished by Aaron, Knobel

has founded his assertion, that " this section did not emanate from the

Elohist, because he could not have written in this way," an assertion which

falls to the ground when the words are correctly explained.
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LAWS RELATING TO CLEAN AND UNCLEAN ANIMALS.—CHAP. XI.

(Cf. Deut. xiv. 3-20.)

The regulation of the sacrifices and institution of the priest-

hood, by which Jehovah opened up to His people the way of

access to His grace and the way to sanctification of life in

fellowship with Him, w^ere followed by instructions concerning

the various things which hindered and disturbed this living

fellowship with God the Holy One, as being manifestations and

results of sin, and by certain rules for avoiding and removing

these obstructions. For example, although sin has its origin and

proper seat in the soul, it pervades the whole body as the organ

of the soul, and shatters the life of the body, even to its com-

plete dissolution in death and decomposition ; whilst its effects

have spread from man to the whole of the earthly creation, inas-

much as not only did man draw nature with him into the service

of sin, in consequence of the dominion over it which was given

him by God, but God Himself, according to a holy law of His

wise and equitable government, made the irrational creature

subject to "vanity" and "corruption" on account of the sin of ^
man (Rom. viii. 20, 21), so that not only did the field bring

forth thorns and thistles, and the earth produce injurious and

poisonous plants (see at Gen. iii. 18), but the animal kingdom

in many of its forms and creatures bears the image of sin and

death, and is constantly reminding man of the evil fruit of his

fall from God. It is in this penetration of sin into the material

creation that we may find the explanation of the fact, that from

the very earliest times men have neither used every kind of herb

nor every kind of animal as food ; but that, whilst they have, as

it were, instinctively avoided certain plants as injurious to health

or destructive to life, they have also had a horror naturalis, i.e.

an inexplicable disgust, at many of the animals, and have avoided

their flesh as unclean. A similar horror must have been pro-

duced upon man from the very first, before his heart was alto-

gether hardened, by death as the wages of sin, or rather by the

effects of death, viz. the decomposition of the body ; and differ-

ent diseases and states of the body, that were connected with

symptoms of corruption and decomposition, may also have been
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regarded as rendering unclean. Hence in all the nations and

all the religions of antiquity we find that contrast between clean

and unclean, which was developed in a dualistic form, it is true,

in many of the religious systems, but had its primary root in the

corruption that had entered the world through sin. This con-

trast was limited in the Mosaic law to the animal food of the

Israelites, to contact with dead animals and human corpses, and

to certain bodily conditions and diseases that are associated with

the decomposition, pointing out most minutely the unclean ob-

jects and various defilements within these spheres, and prescrib-

ing the means for avoiding or removing them.

The instructions in the chapter before us, concerning the

clean and unclean animals, are introduced in the first place as

laws of food (ver. 2) ; but they pass beyond these bounds by pro-

hibiting at the same time all contact with animal carrion (vers.

8, 11, 24 sqq.), and show thereby that they are connected in

principle and object with the subsequent laws of purification

(chap, xii.-xv.), to which they are to be regarded as a prepara-

tory introduction.

Vers. 1-8. The laws which follow were given to Moses and

Aaron (ver. 1, chap. xiii. 1, xv. 1), as Aaron had been sanctified

through the anointing to expiate the sins and uncleannesses of

the children of Israel.—Vers. 2-8 (cf. Deut. xiv. 4-8). Of the

larger quadrupeds, which are divided in Gen. i. 24, 25 into

beasts of the earth (living wild) and tame cattle, only the cattle

(heliemali) are mentioned here, as denoting the larger land ani-

mals, some of which were reared by man as domesticated animals,

and others used as food. Of these the Israelites might eat

" whatsoever parteth the hoof and is cloven-footed, and cheiveth the

cud among the cattle.^' nbns yDt^' riJ?Db', literally " tearing (hav-

ing) a rent in the hoofs," according to Deut. xiv. 5 into " two

claws," i.e. with a hoof completely severed in two. nna, rumi-

nation, ijLrjpvKiafi6<; (LXX.), from "TiS (cf. "12^ ver. 7), to draw

(Hab. i. 15), to draw to and fro ; hence to bring up the food

again, to ruminate, nna ripyn is connected with the preceding

words with vav cop. to indicate the close connection of the two

regulations, viz. that there was to be the perfectly cloven foot as

well as the rumination (cf. vers. 4 sqq.). These marks are com
bined in the oxen, sheep, and goats, and also in the stag and

gazelle. The latter are expressly mentioned in Deut. xiv. 4, 5,

I
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where—in addition to the common stag ('''^) and gazelle (''3V,

BopKu'?, LXX.), or dorcas-antelope, which is most frequently met

with in Palestine, Syria, and Arabia, of the size of a roebuck,

with a reddish brown back and white body, horns sixteen inches

long, and fine dark eyes, and the flesh of which, according to

Aviceyina, is the best of all the wild game—the following five are

also selected, viz. : (1) lion^, not ^ov^a\o<;, the buffalo (LXX.,
and Luther), but Damhirsch, a stag which is still much more com-

mon in Asia than in Europe and Palestine (see v. Schubert, R.

iii. p. 118) ; (2) ip^, probably, according to the Chaldee, Syriac,

etc., the Capricorn (^Steinbock), which is very common in Pales-

tine, not rpajeXaffya (LXX., Yulg.), the buck-stag (Bockhirsch),

an animal lately discovered in Nubia (cf. Leyrer in Herzogs

Cycl. vi. p. 143) ; (3) V'\, according to the LXX. and Vulg.

irvpap'yo^, a kind of antelope resembling the stag, which is met

with in Africa (Herod. 4, 192),—according to the Chaldee and

Syriac, the buffalo-antelope,—according to the Samar. and Arabic,

the mountain-stag
; (4) ixn, according to the Chaldee the wild

ox, which is also met with in Egypt and Arabia, probably the

oryx (LXX., Vulg.\ a species of antelope as large as a stag

;

and (5) l^T, according to the LXX. and most of the ancient ver-

sions, the giraffe, but this is only found in the deserts of Africa,

and would hardly be met with even in Egypt,—it is more pro-

bably caprecB sylvestris species, according to the Chaldee.—Vers.

4, 5. Any animal which was wanting in either of these marks

was to be unclean, or not to be eaten. This is the case with the

camel, whose flesh is eaten by the Arabs ; it ruminates, but it has

not cloven hoofs. Its foot is severed, it is true, but not tho-

roughly cloven, as there is a ball behind, upon which it treads.

The hare and hyrax (Klippdachs) were also unclean, because,

although they ruminate, they have not cloven hoofs. It is true

that modern naturalists aflirm that the two latter do not rumi-

nate at all, as they have not the four stomachs that are common
to ruminant animals ; but they move the jaw sometimes in a

manner which looks like ruminating, so that even Linnceus

affirmed that the hare chewed the cud, and Moses followed the

popular opinion. According to Bochart, Oedmann, and others,

the shaphan is the jerboa, and according to the Rabbins and

Luther, the rabbit or coney. But the more correct view is, that

it is the wabr of the Arabs, which is still called tsofan in Southern
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Arabia (Jiyrax Syriacus), an animal which feeds on plants, a

native of the countries of the Lebanon and Jordan, also of

Arabia and Africa. They live in the natural caves and clefts

of the rocks (Ps. civ. 18), are very gregarious, being often seen

seated in troops before the openings to their caves, and extremely

timid as they are quite defenceless (Prov. xxx. 26). They are

about the size of rabbits, of a brownish grey or brownish yellow

colour, but white under the belly ; they have bright eyes, round

ears, and no tail. The Arabs eat them, but do not place them
before their guests.^—Ver. 7. The swine has cloven hoofs, but

does not ruminate ; and many of the tribes of antiquity ab-

stained from eating it, partly on account of its uncleanliness, and

partly from fear of skin-diseases.—Ver. 8. " Of tlieirfiesli shall ye

not eat (i.e. not slay these animals as food), and their carcase

(animals that had died) shall ye not touchV The latter applied

to the clean or edible animals also, when they had died a natural

death (ver. 39).

Vers. 9-12 (cf. Deut. xiv. 9 and 10). Of water animals,

everything in the water, in seas and brooks, that had fins and

scales was edible. Everything else that swarmed in the water

was to be an abomination, its flesh was not to be eaten, and its

carrion was to be avoided with abhorrence. Consequently, not

only were all water animals other than fishes, such as crabs,

salamanders, etc., forbidden as unclean ; but also fishes without

scales, such as eels for example. Numa laid down this law for

the Romans : ut pisces qui squamosi non essent ni pollicerent

(sacrificed): Plin. h. n. 32, c. 2, s. 10. In Egypt fishes without

scales are still regarded as unwholesome (Lane, Manners and

Customs).

Vers. 13-19 (cf. Deut. xiv. 11-18). Of birds, twenty va-

rieties are prohibited, including the bat, but without any common
mark being given ; though they consist almost exclusively of

birds which live upon flesh or carrion, and are most of them

natives of Western Asia.^ The list commences with the eagle,

^ See Show, iii. p. 301 ; Seetzen, ii. p. 228 ; Rohinsoti's Biblical Ee-

searches, p. 387; and Roediger on Gesenius thesaurus, p. 1467.

2 The list is " hardly intended to be exhaustive, but simply mentions

those which were eaten by others, and in relation to which, therefore, it was

necessary that the Israelites should receive a special prohibition against eat-

ing them '' (^Knobel). Hence in Deuteronomy Moses added the nxi and
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as the king of the birds. Nesher embraces all the species of

eagles proper. The idea that the eagle will not touch carrion

is erroneous. According to the testimony of Arabian writers

{Damiri in Bochart, ii. p. 577), and several naturalists who
have travelled {e.g. Forskal. I.e. p. 12, and Seetzen, 1, p. 379),

they will eat carrion if it is still fresh and not decomposed ; so

that the eating of carrion could very properly be attributed to

them in such passages as Job xxxix. 30, Prov. xxx. 17, and
Matt. xxiv. 28. But the bald-headedness mentioned in Micah i.

16 applies, not to the true eagle, but to the carrion-kite, which is

reckoned, however, among the different species of eagles, as well

as the bearded or golden vulture. The next in the list is peres,

from paras =parash to break, ossifragus, i.e. either the bearded

or golden vulture, gypaetos barhatus, or more probably, as Schultz

supposes, the sea-eagle, which may have been the species in-

tended in the 'ypv^ = ypv7ralero<; of the LXX. and gryphus of

tl)e Vulgate, and to which the ancients seem sometimes to have
applied the name ossifraga (Lucret. v. 1079). By the next,

n^'^Ty, we are very probably to understand the bearded or golden

vulture. For this word is no doubt connected with the Arabic

word for beard, and therefore points to the golden vulture,

which has a tuft of hair or feathers on the lower beak, and
which might very well be associated with tlie eagles so far as

the size is concerned, having wings that measure 10 feet from
tip to tip. As it really belongs to the family of vultures, it

forms a very fitting link of transition to the other species of

vulture and falcon (ver. 14). nxT {Deut. nj^^ according to a

change which is by no means rare when the aleph stands between

two vowels : cf . ii<i"l in 1 Sam. xxi. 8, xxii. 9, and J^n in 1 Sam.
xxii. 18, 22), from nx"n to fly, is either the kite, or the glede,

which is very common in Palestine {v. Schubert, Eeise iii. p. 120),

and lives on carrion. It is a gregarious bird (cf. Isa. xxxiv.

15), which other birds of prey are not, and is used by many
different tribes as food {Oedmann, iii. p. 120). The conjecture

that the black glede-kite is meant,—a bird which is particularly

common in the East,—and that the name is derived from nx-^ to

be dark, is overthrown by the use of the word nj''»p in Deuter-

enumerated twenty-one varieties ; and no doubt, under other circumstances,

he could have made the list still longer. In Deut. xiv. 11 "lia^* is used, as

synonymous with fjij; in ver. 20.
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onomy, which shows that nST is intended to denote the whole

genus. n*s, which is referred to in Job xxviii. 7 as sharp-

sighted, is either the falcon, several species of which are natives

of Syria and Arabia, and which is noted for its keea sight and

the rapidity of its flight, or according to the Vulgate, Schultz, etc.,

vultur, the true vulture (the LXX. have Iktlv, the kite, here, and

7/3ui/r, the griffin, in Deut. and Job), of which there are three

species in Palestine {Lynch, p. 229). In Deut. xiv. 13 "^^"30 ^^

also mentioned, from nx"i to see. Judging from the name, it was

a keen-sighted bird, either a falcon or another species of vulture

( Vulg. ixion).—Ver. 15. " Every raven after his kind," i.e. the

whole genus of ravens, with the rest of the raven-like birds, such

as crows, jackdaws, and jays, which are all of them natives of

Syria and Palestine. The omission of i before riK, which is

found in several MSS. and editions, is probably to be regarded

as the true reading, as it is not wanting before any of the other

names.—Ver. 16. <ljy*n na^ {.e. either daughter of screaming

(Bochart), or daughter of greediness {Gesenius, etc.), is used ac-

cording to all the ancient versions for the ostrich, which is more

frequently described as the dweller in the desert (Isa. xiii. 21,

xxxiv. 13, etc.), or as the mournful screamer (Micah i. 8 ; Job

xxxix. 39), and is to be understood, not as denoting the female

ostrich only, but as a noun of common gender denoting the ostrich

generally. It does not devour carrion indeed, but it eats vege-

table matter of the most various kinds, and swallows greedily

stones, metals, and even glass. It is found in Arabia, and some-

times in Hauran and Belka {Seetzen and Burckhardt), and has

been used as food not only by the Struthiophagi of Ethiopia

{Diod. Sic. 3, 27; Strabo, xvi. 772) and Numidia (Leo Afric. p.

766), but by some of the Arabs also (Seetzen, iii. p. 20 ; Burck-

hardt, p. 178), whilst others only eat the eggs, and make use of

the fat in the preparation of food. D^nrij according to Bochart,

Gesenius, and others, is the male ostrich ; but this is very impro-

bable. According to the LXX., Vidg., and others, it is the oivl

{Oedmann, iii. pp. 45 sqq.) ; but this is mentioned later under

another name. According to Saad. Ar. Erp. it is the swallow

;

but this is called D''p in Jer. viii. 7. Knohel supposes it to be the

cuckoo, which is met with in Palestine {Seetzen, 1, p. 78), and de-

rives the name from DOn, violenter egit, supposing it to be so called

from the violence with which it is said to turn out or devour the
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eggs and young of other birds, for the purpose of iayhig its own

eggs in the nest (Aristot. hist. an. 6, 7; 9, 29; Ael. nat. an. 6, 7).

Pin'^* is the \dpo<i, or slender gull, according to the LXX. and

Vulg. Knohel follows the Arabic, however, and supposes it to be

a species of hawlc, which is trained in Syria for hunting gazelles,

hares, etc. ; but this is certainly included in the genus l*?. J*3,

from Y^\ to fly, is the haioh, which soars very high, and spreads

its wings towards the south (Job xxxix. 26). It stands in fact,

as 'in.^''Pp shows, for the hawk-tribe generally, probably the lepa^,

accipiter, of which the ancients enumerate many different species.

Di3, which is mentioned in Ps. cii. 7 as dwelling in ruins, is an

oiol according to the ancient versions, although they differ as to

the kind. In Knobel's opinion it is either the screech-owl, which

inhabits ruined buildings, walls, and clefts in the rock, and the

flesh of which is said to be very agreeable, or the little screech-

owl, which also lives in old buildings and walls, and raises a

mournful cry at night, and the flesh of which is said to be

savoury, "p^, according to the ancient versions an aquatic bird,

and therefore more in place by the side of the heron, where it

stands in Deuteronomy, is called by the LXX. KarappaKT't)^ ;

in the Targ. and Syr. i^JlJ vC*, extrahens pisces. It is not the

gull, however (larus catarractes), which plunges with violence,

for according to Oken this is only seen in the northern seas, but

a species of pelican, to be found on the banks of the Nile and

in the islands of the Red Sea, which swims well, and also dives,

frequently dropping perpendicularly upon fishes in the water.

The flesh has an oily taste, but it is eaten for all that, ^^^^l

:

from ^^J to snort, according to Isa. xxxiv. 11, dwelling in ruins,

no doubt a species of owl ; according to the Chaldee and Syriac,

the uhii, which dwells in old ruined towers and castles upon the

mountains, and cries uhupiJm. n^C'W, which occurs again in

ver. 30 among the names of the lizards, is, according to Damiri,

a bird resembling the uhu, but smaller. Jonathan calls it

uthya = QiT6<;, a night-owl. The primary meaning of the word

D£?'J is essentially the same as that of ^^J, to breathe or blow, so

called because many of the owls have a mournful cry, and blow

and snort in addition ; though it cannot be decided whether the

strix otus is intended, a bird by no means rare in Egypt, which

utters a whistling blast, and rolls itself into a ball and then

spreads itself out again, or the strix Jlammea, a native of Syria,
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which somethnes utters a mournful cry, and at other times

snores like a sleeping man, and the flesh of which is said to be
by no means unpleasant, or the hissing owl (strix stridula), which
inhabits the ruins in Egypt and Syria, and is sometimes called

massusu, at other times hane, a very voracious bird, which is said

to fly in at open windows in the evening and kill children that

are left unguarded, and which is very much dreaded in conse-

quence. T\^\>, which also lived in desolate places (Isa. xxxiv. 11

;

Zeph. ii. 14), or in the desert itself (Ps. cii. 7), was not the

hata, a species of partridge or heath-cock, which is found in

Syria (Robinson, ii. p. 620), as this bird always flies in large

flocks, and this is not in harmony with Isa. xxxiv. 11 and Zeph.
ii. 14, but the pelican {ireKeKav, LXX.), as all the ancient ver-

sions render it, which Ephraem (on Num. xiv. 17) describes as a

marsh-bird, very fond of its young, inhabiting desolate places, and
uttering an incessant cry. It is the true peHcan of the ancients

(pelecanus graculus), the Hebrew name of which seems to have
been derived from i^^ip to spit, from its habit of spitthig out the

fishes it has caught, and which is found in Palestine and the

reedy marshes of Egypt (Robinson, Palestine). DH"), in Deut.

n»n"J, is KVKv6<i, the swan, according to the Septuagint porphyrio,

the fish-heron, according to the Vulgate ; a marsh-bird there-

fore, possibly vultur percnopterus (Saad. Ar. Erp.), which is very

common in Arabia, Palestine, and Syria, and was classed by the

ancients among the different species of eagles {Plin. h. n. 10, 3),

but which is said to resemble the vulture, and was also called

6peL7re\apjo<i, the mountain-stork {Arist. h. an. 9, 32). It is a

stinking and disgusting bird, of the raven kind, with black

pinions ; but with this exception it is quite white. It is also

bald-headed, and feeds on carrion and filth. But it is eaten not-

withstanding by many of the Arabs (Burckhardt, Sp\ p. 1046).

It received its name of " tenderly loving " from the tenderness

with which it watches over its young (Bochart, iii. pp. 56, 57).

In this respect it resembles the stork, nTpHj avis pia, a bird of

passage according to Jer. viii. 7, which builds its nest upon the

cypresses (Ps. civ. 17, cL Bochart, iii. pp. 85 sqq.). In the East

the stork builds its nest not only upon high towers and the roofs

of houses, but according to Kazivini and others mentioned by
Bochart (iii. p. 60), upon lofty trees as well.^ '^??^? according

^ Oedmann (v. 58 sqq.), Knobel. and others follow the Greek translation
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to tho LXX. and Vulgate '^apaSptot;, a marsh-bird of the snipe

kind, of which there are several species in Egypt {Ilasselquist,

p. 308). This is quite in accordance with the expression " after

her kind," which points to a numerous genus. The omission of

riNi before nsisn^ whereas it is found before the name of every

other animal, is very striking ; but as the name is preceded by

the copulative vav in Deuteronomy, and stands for a particular

bird, it may be accounted for either from a want of precision on

the part of the author, or from an error of the copyist like the

omission of the ] before ON in ver. 15.^ ns''3n : according to

the LXX., Vulg., and others, the lapivlng, which is found in

Syria, Arabia, and still more commonly in Egypt (ForsJc, Mussel,

So7i7i{ni), and is eaten in some places, as its flesh is said to be

fat and savoury in autumn (Sonn. 1, 204). But it has a dis-

agreeable smell, as it frequents marshy districts seeking worms
and insects for food, and according to a common belief amonji

the ancients, builds its nest of human dung. Lastly, ^^pVi^ is

the bat (Isa. ii. 20), which the Arabs also classified among the

birds.

of Leviticus and the Psalms, and the Vulgate rendering of Leviticus, the

Psalms, and Job, and suppose the reference to be to the kpu^iog, herodius,

the heron : but the name chasidah points decidedly to the stork, which was
generally regarded by the ancients Sispietatis cidtrix (Petron. 55, 6), whereas,

with the exception of the somewhat indefinite passage in Aelian (Nat.

an. 3, 23), x,ui roi/g ipcooioi/g cckovu 'jrotiiu Tuinov {i.e. feed their young by

spitting out their food) y.cil rov; xsXsxavst; ^ivroi, nothing is said about the

parental affection of the heron. And the testimony of BelloniiLf, " Ciconiie

qu8& mtate in Europa sunt, magna hyemis parte ut in Aegypto sic etiam circa

Antiochiam et juxta Amanum montem degitnt" is a sufficient answer to

KnoheVs assertion, that according to Seetzen there are no storks in Mount
Lebanon.

^ On account of the omission of fiXI Knohel 'wonld connect nDJKH as an

adjective with rn^DPin, and explain FjJX as derived from fjjy frons, e]3j;

frondens., and signifying bushy. The herons were called "the bushy c^asiWa^,"

he supposes, because they have a tuft of feathers at the back of their head,

or long feathers hanging down from their neck, which are wanting in the

other marsh-birds, such as the flamingo, crane, and ibis. But there is this

important objection to the explanation, that the change of s for ]} in such a

word as P|3y, frons, which occurs as early as chap, xxiii. 40, and has re-

tained its j; even in the Aramaean dialects, is destitute of all probability.

In addition to this, there is the improbability of the chasidah being the only

bird to which a special epithet was apphed, or of its being restricted by

anaphah to the different species of heron, with three of which the ancients
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Vers. 20-23 (cf. Deut. xiv. 19). To the birds there are

appended flying animals of other kinds :
" all swarms of fowl

that go upon fours" i.e. the smaller winged animals with four

feet, which are called sherez, " swarms," on account of their

multitude. These were not to be eaten, as they were all abomi-

nations, with the exception of those " which have two shank-feet

above their feet (i.e. springing feet) to leap with " (iih for i^ as in

Ex. xxi. 8). Locusts are the animals referred to, four varieties

being mentioned with their different species (" after his kind ") ;

but these cannot be identified with exactness, as there is still a

dearth of information as to the natural history of the oriental

locust. It is well known that locusts were eaten by many of

the nations of antiquity both in Asia and Africa, and even the

ancient Greeks thought the Cicades very agreeable in flavour

{Arist. h. an. 5, 30). In Arabia they are sold in the market, some-

times strung upon cords, sometimes by measure ; and they are

also dried, and kept in bags for winter use. For the most part,

however, it is only by the poorer classes that they are eaten, and

many of the tribes of Arabia abhor them (Robinson, ii. p. 628) ;

and those who use them as food do not eat all the species indis-

criminately. They are generally cooked over hot coals, or on a

plate, or in an oven, or stewed in butter, and eaten either with

salt or with spice and vinegar, the head, wings, and feet being

thrown away. They are also boiled in salt and water, and eaten

with salt or butter. Another process is to dry them thoroughly,

were acquainted {Aristot. h. an. 9, 2 ; Plin. h. n. 10, 60). If chasidah de-

noted the heron generally, or the white heron, the epithet anaphah would

be superfluous. It would be necessary to assume, therefore, that chasidah

denotes the whole tribe of marsh-birds, and that Moses simply intended to

prohibit the heron or bushy marsh-bird. But either of these is very im-

probable : the former, because in every other passage of the Old Testament

chasidah stands for one particular kind of bird ; the latter, because Moses

could hardly have excluded storks, ibises, and other marsh-birds that live

on worms, from his prohibition. All that remains, therefore, is to separate

ha-anaphah from the preceding word, as in Deuteronomy, and to under-

stand it as denoting the plover (?) or heron, as there were several species of

both. Which is intended, it is impossible to decide, as there is nothing

certain to be gathered from either the ancient versions or the etymology.

BocharVs reference of the word to a fierce bird, viz. a species of eagle,

which the Arabs call Tuvimaj, is not raised into a probability by a com-

parison with the similarly sounding ccvottxix of Od. 1, 320, by which Aris-

iarchus understands a kind of eagle.
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and then grind them into meal and make cakes of them. The
Israelites were allowed to eat the arbeh, i.e., according to Ex. x.

13, 19, Nahum iii. 17, etc., the flying migratory locust, gryllus

migratorius, which still bears this name, according to Niebuhr,

in Maskat and Bagdad, and is poetically designated in Ps.

Ixxviii. 46, cv. 34, as ?''Dn, the devourer, and P^^., the eater-up ; but

Knohel is mistaken in supposing that these names are applied

to certain species of the arheh. ^Y?^, according to the Chaldee,

deglutivit, absorpsit, is unquestionably a larger and peculiarly

voracious species of locust. This is all that can be inferred from

the rashon of the Targums and Talmud, whilst the amaKt]^ and

attacus of the LXX. and Vulg. are altogether unexplained.

''inn : according to the Arabic, a galloping, i.e. a hopping, not a

flying species of locust. This is supported by the Samaritan,

also by the LXX. and Vulg., ocjiiofxd'^rj'i, ophiomaclius. Accord-

ing to Hesychius and Suidas, it was a species of locust without

wings, probably a very large kind ; as it is stated in Mishnah,

Shabb. vi. 10, that an egg of the chargol was sometimes sus-

pended in the ear, as a remedy for earache. Among the different

species of locusts in Mesopotamia, Niebuhr (Arab. p. 170) saw

two of a very large size with springing feet, but without wings.

23n, a word of uncertain etymology, occurs in Num. xiii. 33,

where the spies are described as being like chagabim by the side

of the inhabitants of the country, and in 2 Chron. vii. 13, where

the chagab devours the land. From these passages we may infer

that it was a species of locust without wings, small but very

numerous, probably the arTe\a^o<i, which is often mentioned

along with the aKpi<;, but as a distinct species, locustarum minima

sine pennis (Plin. h. n. 29, c. 4, s. 29), or parva locusta modicis

pennis reptans potius quam volitans semperque subsiliens (Jerome

on Nahum iii. 17).^

1 In Deut. xiv. 19 the edible kinds of locusts are passed over, because

it was not the intention of Moses to repeat every particular of the earlier

laws in these addresses. But when Knobel (on Lev. pp. 455 and 461) gives

this explanation of the omission, that the eating of locusts is prohibited in

Deuteronomy, and the Deuteronomist passes them over because in his more

advanced age there was apparently no longer any necessity for the pro-

hibition, this arbitrary interpretation is proved to be at variance with

historical truth by the fact that locusts were eaten by John the Baptist,

inasmuch as this proves at all events that a more advanced age had not

gxTQQ. up the custom of eating locusts.
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In vers. 24-28 there follow still further and more precise

instructions, concerning defilement through contact with the

carcases (i.e. the carrion) of the animals already mentioned.

These instructions relate first of all (vers. 24 and 25) to aquatic

and winged animals, which were not to be eaten because they

were unclean (the expression "for these " in ver. 24 relates to

them) ; and then (vers. 26-28) to quadrupeds, both cattle that

have not the hoof thoroughly divided and do not ruminate (ver.

26), and animals that go upon their hands, i.e. upon paws, and

have no hoofs, such as cats, dogs, bears, etc.'—Vers. 27, 28.

The same rule was applicable to all these animals :
" whoever

toucheih the carcase of them, shall he unclean until the even" i.e.

for the rest of the day ; he was then of course to wash himself.

Whoever carried their carrion, viz. to take it away, was also

unclean till the evening, and being still more deeply affected by

the defilement, he was to wash his clothes as well.

Vers. 29-38. To these there are attached analogous instruc-

tions concerning defilement through contact with the smaller

creeping animals (sherez), which formed the fourth class of the

animal kingdom ; though the prohibition against eating these

animals is not introduced till vers. 41, 42, as none of these were

usually eaten. Sherez, the swarm, refers to animals which

swarm together in great numbers (see at Gen. i, 21), and is

synonymous with remes (cf. Gen. vii. 14 and vii. 21), "the

creeping;" it denotes the smaller land animals which move

without feet, or with feet that are hardly perceptible (see at

Gen. i. 24). Eight of the creeping animals are named, as de-

fiUng not only the men with whom they might come in contact,

but any domestic utensils and food upon which they might fall

;

they were generally found in houses, therefore, or in the abodes

of men. 'i.^n is not the mole (according to Saad. Ar. Abi/s.,

etc.), although the Arabs still call this chuld, but the weasel

(LXX., Onk., etc.), which is common in Syria and Palestine,

and is frequently mentioned by the Talmudists in the feminine

form nnp^rij as an animal which caught birds (Mishn. Cholin iii.

4), which would run over the wave-loaves with a sherez in its

mouth (Mishn. Tohor. iv. 2), and which could drink water out

of a vessel (Mishn. Para ix. 3). 1|i3y is the mouse (according

to the ancient versions and the Talmud), and in 1 Sam. vi. 5

thefield-mouse, the scourge of the fields, not the jerboa, as Knobel
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supposes ; for this animal lives in holes in the ground, is very-

shy, and does not frequent houses as is assumed to be the case

with the animals mentioned here. 3V is a kind of lizard, but

whether the thav or dsahh, a harmless yellow lizard of 18 inches

in length, which is described by Seetzen, iii. pp. 436 sqq., also by

Hasselquist under the name of lacerta ^gyptia, or the waral,

as Knohel supposes, a large land lizard reaching as much as four

feet in length, which is also met with in Palestine {Robinson, ii,

160) and is called el loorran by Seetzen, cannot be determined.

—Ver. 30. The early translators tell us nothing certain as to

the three following names, and it is still undecided how they

should be rendered. ^P^'^ is translated fivjaXr) by the LXX.,
i.e. shrew-mouse ; but the oriental versions render it by various

names for a lizard. Bochart supposes it to be a species of lizard

with a sharp groaning voice, because p3&? signifies to breathe

deeply, or groan. Hosenmiiller refers it to the lacerta Gecko,

which is common in Egypt, and utters a peculiar cry resembling

the croaking of frogs, especially in the night. Leyrer imagines

it to denote the whole family of monitores ; and Knohel, the large

and powerful river lizard, the water-waral of the Arabs, called

lacerta Nilotica in Hasselquist, pp. 361 sqq., though he has failed

to observe, that Moses could hardly have supposed it possible

that an animal four feet long, resembling a crocodile, could

drop down dead into either pots or dishes. ni3 is not the

chameleon (LXX.), for this is called tinshemeth, but the char-

claun (Arab.), a lizard which is found in old walls in Natolia,

Syria, and Palestine, lacerta stellio, or lacerta coslordilos {Hassel-

quist, pp. 351-2). Knohel supposes it to be the frog, because

coach seems to point to the crying or croaking of frogs, to which

the Arabs apply the term huk, the Greeks koo,^., the Romans

coaxare. But this is very improbable, and the frog would be

quite out of place in the midst of simple lizards. ^^9-5 accord-

ing to the ancient versions, is also a lizard. Leyrer supposes it

to be the nocturnal, salamander-like family of geckons ; Knohel,

on the contrary, imagines it to be the tortoise, which creeps

upon the earth {terrce adhoiret), because the Arabic verb sig-

nifies terrcB adhcesit. This is very improbable, however. tDpn

(LXX.), aavpa, Vulg. lacerta, probably the true lizard, or, as

Leyrer conjectures, the angicis {Luth. Blindschleiche, blind-

worm), or zygnis, which forms the link between lizards and

PENT.—VOL. II. 2 A
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snakes. The rendering " snail " (^Sam. Rashi, etc.) is not so

probable, as this is called ?v3K^ in Ps. Iviii. 9 ; although the

purple snail and all the marine species are eaten in Egypt and

Palestine. Lastly, riOK'jri, the self-inflating animal (see at ver.

18), is no doubt the chameleon, which frequently inflates its belly,

for example, when enraged, and remains in this state for several

hours, when it gradually empties itself and becomes quite thin

again. Its flesh was either cooked, or dried and reduced to

powder, and used as a specific for corpulence, or a cure for

fevers, or as a general medicine for sick children {Pliyi. h. n.

28, 29). The flesh of many of the lizards is also eaten by

the Arabs (^Leyrer, pp. 603, 604).—Ver. 31. The words, " these

are unclean to you among all swarming creatures^'' are neither to

be understood as meaning, that the eight species mentioned were

the only swarming animals that were unclean and not allowed

to be eaten, nor that they possessed and communicated a larger

amount of vmcleanness ; but when taken in connection with the

instructions which follow, they can only mean, that such animals

would even defile domestic utensils, clothes, etc., if they fell

down dead upon them. Not that they were more unclean than

others, since all the unclean animals would defile not only per-

sons, but even the clothes of those who carried their dead bodies

(vers. 25, 28) ; but there was more fear in their case than in

that of others, of their falling dead upon objects in common use,

and therefore domestic utensils, clothes, and so forth, could be

much more easily defiled by them than by the larger quadrupeds,

by water animals, or by birds. " When they he dead^^ lit. " in

their dying

;

" i.e. not only if they were already dead, but if they

died at the time when they fell upon any object.—Ver. 32. In

either case, anything upon which one of these animals fell became

unclean, " ichether a vessel of wood, or raiment, or shin." Every

vessel
C"??

in the widest sense, as in Ex. xxii. 6), " icherein any

work is done," i.e. that was an article of common use, was to be

unclean till the evening, and then placed in water, that it might

become clean again.—Ver. 33. Every earthen vessel, into whicli

(lit. into the midst of which) one of . them fell, became unclean,

together with the whole of its contents, and was to be broken,

i.e. destroyed, because the uncleanness was absorbed by the

vessel, and could not be entirely removed by washing (see at

chap, vi 21). Of course the contents of such a vessel, supposing
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there were any, were not to be used.—Yer. 34. " Every edible

food (I^? before ^b partitive, as in chap. iv. 2) iqyon which water

comesj^—that is to say, which was prepared with water,—and
" every drink that is drunk . . . becomes unclean in every vessel,^'

sc. if such an animal should fall dead upon the food, or into the

drink. The traditional rendering of ver. 34a, " every food upon

which loater out of such a vessel comes" is untenable ; because

CO without an article cannot mean such water, or this water.

—Ver. 35. Every vessel also became unclean, upon which the

body of such an animal fell : such as "1^3^^!, the earthen baking-

pot (see chap. ii. 4), and ^''1"'?, the covered pan or pot. "'''3, a

boiling or roasting vessel (1 Sam. ii. 14), can only signify, when
used in the dual, a vessel consisting of two parts, i.e. a pan or

pot ivith a lid.—Ver. 36. Springs and wells were not defiled,

because the uncleanness would be removed at once by the fresh

supply of water. But whoever touched the body of the animal,

to remove it, became unclean.—Vers. 37, 38. All seed-corn that

was intended to be sown remained clean, namely, because the

uncleanness attaching to it externally would be absorbed by the

earth. But if w^ater had been put upon the seed, i.e. if the

grain had been softened by water, it was to be unclean, because

in that case the uncleanness would penetrate the softened grains

and defile the substance of the seed, which would therefore pro-

duce uncleanness in the fruit.

Vers. 39-47. Lastly, contact with edible animals, if they

had not been slaughtered, but had died a natural death, and had

become carrion in consequence, is also said to defile (cf. vers. 39,

40 with vers. 24-28). This was the case, too, w^ith the eating

of the swarming land animals, whether they went upon the belly,^

as snakes and worms, or upon four feet, as rats, mice, weasels,

etc., or upon many feet, like the insects (vers. 41-43). Lastly

(vers. 44, 45), the whole law is enforced by an appeal to the

calling of the Israelites, as a holy nation, to be holy as Jehovah

their God, who had brought them out of Egypt to be a God to

them, was holy (Ex. vi. 7, xxix. 45, 46).—Vers. 46, 47, contain

the concluding formula to the whole of this law.

If we take a survey, in closing, of the animals that are enu-

^ The large 1 in jinU (ver. 42) shows that this vav is the middle letter of

the Pentateuch.
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rnerated as unclean and not suitable for food, we shall find that

among the larger land animals they were chiefly beasts of prey,

that seize upon other living creatures and devour them in their

blood ; among the water animals, all snake-like fishes and slimy

shell-fish ; among birds, the birds of prey, which watch for the

life of other animals and kill them, the marsh-birds, which live

on worms, carrion, and all kinds of impurities, and such mongrel

creatures as the ostrich, which lives in the desert, and the bat,

which flies about in the dark ; and lastly, all the smaller animals,

with the exception of a few graminivorous locusts, but more
especially the snake-like lizards,—partly because they called to

mind the old serpent, partly because they crawled in the dust,

seeking their food in mire and filth, and suggested the thought

of corruption by the slimy nature of their bodies. They com-

prised, in fact, all such animals as exhibited more or less the

darker type of sin, death, and corruption ; and it was on this

ethical ground alone, and not for all kinds of sanitary reasons,

or even from political motives, that the nation of Israel, which

was called to sanctification, was forbidden to eat them. It is

true there are several animals mentioned as unclean, e.g. the ass,

the camel, and others, in which we can no longer recognise this

type. But we must bear in mind, that the distinction between

clean animals and unclean goes back to the very earliest times

(Gen. vii. 2, 3), and that in relation to the large land animals,

as well as to the fishes, the Mosaic law followed the marks laid

down by tradition, which took its rise in the primeval age,

whose childlike mind, acute perception, and deep intuitive in-

sight into nature generally, discerned more truly and essentially

the real nature of the animal creation than we shall ever be able

to do, with thoughts and perceptions disturbed as ours are by

the influences of unnatural and ungodly culture.^

LAWS OF PURIFICATION.—CHAP. XII.-XV.

The laws concerning defilement through eating unclean ani-

mals, or through contact with those that had died a natural death,

are followed by rules relating to defilements proceeding from the

^ " In its direct and deep insight into the entire nexus of the physical,

psychical, and spiritual world, into the secret correspondences of the cosmos

and nomas, this sense for nature anticipated discoveries which we shall never
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human body, in consequence of which persons contaminated by

them were excluded for a longer or shorter period from the fel-

lowship of the sanctuary, and sometimes even from intercourse

with their fellow-countiyinen, and which had to be removed by

washing, by significant lustrations, and by expiatory sacrifices.

They comprised the uncleanness of a woman in consequence of

child-bearing (chap, xii.), leprosy (chap. xiii. and xiv.), and both

natural and diseased secretions from the sexual organs of either

male or female (emissio seminis and gonorrhoea, also menses and

flux: chap, xv.) ; and to these there is added in Num. xix. 11-

22, defilement proceeding from a human corpse. Involuntary

emission defiled the man ; voluntary emission, in sexual inter-

course, both the man and the woman and any clothes upon

which it might come, for an entire day, and this defilement was

to be removed in the evening by bathing the body, and by wash-

ing the clothes, etc. (chap. xv. 16-18). Secretions from the

sexual organs, whether of a normal kind, such as the menses and

those connected with child-birth, or the result of disease, rendered

not only the persons affected with them unclean, but even their

couches and seats, and any persons who might sit down upon

them ; and this uncleanness was even communicated to persons

who touched those who were diseased, or to anything with which

they had come in contact (chap. xv. 3-12, 19—27). In the case

of the menses, the uncleanness lasted seven days (chap. xv. 19,

24) ; in that of child-birth, either seven or fourteen days, and then

still further thirty-three or sixty-six, according to circumstances

(chap. xii. 2, 4, 5) ; and in that of a diseased flux, as long as the

disease itself lasted, and seven days afterwards (chap. xv. 13, 28)

;

but the uncleanness communicated to others only lasted till the

evening. In all these cases the purification consisted in the

bathing of the body and washing of the clothes and other objects.

But if the uncleanness lasted more than seven days, on the day

after the purification with water a sin-offering and a burnt-

offering were to be offered, that the priest might pronounce the

person clean, or receive him once more into the fellowship of the

holy God (chap. xii. 6, 8, xv. 14, 15, 29, 30). Leprosy made
those Avho were affected with it so unclean, that they were ex-

make with our ways of thinking, but which a purified humanity, when look-

ing back from the new earth, will fully understand, and will no longer only
' see through a glass darkly.'"

—

Leyrer^ Herzocj's Cycl.
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eluded from all intercourse with the clean (chap. xiii. 45, 46) :

and on their recovery they were to be cleansed by a solemn lus-

tration, and received again with sacrifices into the congregation

of the Lord (chap. xiv. 1-32). There are no express instruc-

tions as to the communicability of leprosy ; but this is implied

in the separation of the leper from the clean (chap. xiii. 45, 46),

as well as from the fact that a house affected by the leprosy

rendered all who entered it, or slept in it, unclean (chap. xiv.

46, 47). The defilement caused by a death was apparently

greater still. Not only the corpse of a person who had died a

natural death, as well as of one who had been killed by violence,

but a dead body or grave defiled, for a period of seven days, both

those who touched them, and (in the case of the corpse) the

house in which the man had died, all the pei'sons who were in it

or might enter it, and all the open vessels that were there (Num.

xix. 11, 14-16). Uncleanness of this kind could only be removed

by sprinkling water prepared from running water and the ashes

of a sin-offering (Num. xix. 12, 17 sqq.), and would even spread

from the persons defiled to persons and things with which they

came in contact, so as to render them unclean till the evening

(Num. xix. 22) ; whereas the defilement caused by contact with

a dead animal lasted only a day, and then, like every other kind

of uncleanness that only lasted till the evening, could be removed

by bathing the persons or washing the things (chap. xi. 25 sqq.).

But whilst, according to this, generation and birth as well

as death were affected with uncleanness
;
generation and death,

the coming into being and the going out of being, were not

defiling in themselves, or regarded as the two poles which

bound, determine, and enclose the finite existence, so as to

warrant us in tracing the principle which lay at the foundation

of the laws of purification, as Bdhr supposes, " to the antithesis

between the infinite and the finite being, which falls into the

sphere of the sinful when regarded ethically as the opposite to

the absolutely holy." Finite existence was created by God,

quite as much as the corporeality of man ; and both came forth

from His hand pure and good. Moreover it is not beget-

ting, giving birth, and dying, that are said to defile; but the

secretions connected with generation and child-bearing, and the

corpses of those who had died. In the decomposition which

follows death, the effect of sin, of which death is the wages, is
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made manifest in the body. Decomposition, as the embodiment

of the unholy nature of sin, is uncleanness /car' e^o-^rjv ; and this

the IsraeHte, who was called to sanctification in fellowship with

God, was to avoid and abhor. Hence the human corpse pro-

duced the greatest amount of defilement ; so great, in fact, that

to remove it a sprinkling water was necessary, which had been

strengthened by the ashes of a sin-offering into a kind of sacred

alkali. Next to the corpse, there came on the one hand leprosy,

that bodily image of death which produced all the symptoms of

decomposition even in the living body, and on the other hand

the offensive secretions from the organs of generation, which

resemble the putrid secretions that are the signs in the corpse

of the internal dissolution of the bodily organs and the com-

mencement of decomposition. From the fact that the impurities,

for whicli special rites of purification were enjoined, are re-

stricted to these three forms of manifestation in the human
body, it is very evident that the laws of purification laid down
in the O. T. were not regulations for the promotion of cleanli-

ness or of good morals and decency, that is to say, were not

police regulations for the protection of the life of the body from

contagious diseases and otlier things injurious to health ; but

that their simple object was " to impress upon the mind a deep

horror of everything that is and is called death in the creature,

and thereby to foster an utter abhorrence of everything that is

or is called sin, and also, to the constant humiliation of fallen

man, to remind him in all the leading processes of the natural

life—generation, birth, eating, disease, death—how everything,

even his own bodily nature, lies under the curse of sin (Gen.

iii. 14-19), that so the law might become a ' schoolmaster

to bring unto Christ,' and awaken and sustain the loncfinxx for

a Redeemer from the curse which had fallen upon his body

also (see Gal. iii. 24, Rom. vii. 24, viii. 19 sqq. ; Phil. iii. 21)."

Leyrer.

Chap. xii. Uncleanness and Purification after Child-
birth.—Vers. 2-4. " If a woman bringforth (Vl^) seed and bear

a boy, she shall be unclean seven days as in the days of the unclean-

ness of her (monthly) sickness" n"njj from It!^ to flow, lit. that

which is to flow, is applied more especially to the uncleanness of

a woman's secretions (chap, xv 19). •^ni'^, inf. of nj^^ to be sickly
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or ill, is applied here and in chap. xv. 33, xx. 18, to the suffering

connected with an issue of blood.—Vers. 3, 4. After the expiration

of this period, on the eighth day, the boy was to be circumcised

(see at Gen. xvii.). She was then to sit, i.e. remain at home,
thirty-three days in the blood of purification, without touching
anything holy or coming to the sanctuary (she was not to take

any part, therefore, in the sacrificial meals, the Passover, etc.),

until the days of her purification were full, i.e. had expired.

—

Ver. 5. But if she had given birth to a girl, she was to be un-
clean two weeks (14 days), as in her menstruation, and then
after that to remain at home 66 days. The distinction between
the seven (or fourteen) days of the "separation for her infirmity,"

and the thirty-three (or sixty-six) days of the "blood of her
purifying," had a natural ground in the bodily secretions con-

nected with child-birth, which are stronger and have more blood
in them in the first week (lochia rubra) than the more watery
discharge of the lochia alba, which may last as much as five

weeks, so that the normal state may not be restored till about
six weeks after the birth of the child. The prolongation of the

period, in connection with the birth of a girl, was also founded
upon the notion, which was very common in antiquity, that the

bleeding and watery discharge continued longer after the birth

of a girl than after that of a boy (ffippocr. 0pp. ed. Kiihn. i.

p. 393 ; Aristot. h. an. 6, 22 ; 7, 3, cf. Burdach, Physiologic iii.

p. 34). But the extension of the period to 40 and 80 days can
only be accounted for from the significance of the numbers,
which we meet with repeatedly, more especially the number
forty (see at Ex. xxiv. 18).—Vers. 6, 7. After the expiration of

the days of her purification " loith regard to a son or a daughter,"

i.e. according as she had given birth to a son or a daughter (not

for the son or daughter, for the woman needed purification for

herself, and not for the child to which she had given birth, and
it was the woman, not the child, that was unclean), she was to

bring to the priest a yearling lamb for a burnt-oifering, and a

young pigeon or turtle-dove for a sin-offering, that he might
make atonement for her before Jehovah and she might become
clean from the source of her issue. iriJE' f3, lit. son of his year,

which is a year old (cf. chap, xxiii. 12 ; Num. vi. 12, 14, vii.

15, 21, etc.), is used interchangeably with HJC^ |3 (Ex. xii. 5),

and with ^^f "".^S in the plural (chap, xxiii. 18, 19 ; Ex. xxix. 38,
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Num. vii. 17, 23, 29). Q'P^ '^^P^, fountain of bleeding (see at

Gen. iv. 10), equivalent to hemorrhage (cf. chap. xx. 18). The
purification by bathing and washing is not specially mentioned,

as being a matter of course; nor is anything stated with re-

ference to the communication of her uncleanness to persons

who touched either her or her couch, since the instructions with

regard to the period of menstruation no doubt applied to the

first seven and fourteen days respectively. For her restoration

to the Lord and His sanctuary, she was to come and be cleansed

with a sin-offering and a burnt-offering, on account of the un-

cleanness in which the sin of nature had manifested itself;

because she had been obliged to absent herself in consequence

for a whole week from the sanctuary and fellowship of the

Lord. But as this purification had reference, not to any special

moral guilt, but only to sin which had been indirectly mani-

fested in her bodily condition, a pigeon was sufficient for the

sin-offering, that is to say, the smallest of the bleeding sacrifices;

whereas a yearling lamb was required for a burnt-offering, to

express the importance and strength of her surrender of herself

to the Lord after so long a separation from Him. But in cases

of great poverty a pigeon might be substituted for the lamb

(ver. 8, cf. chap. v. 7, 11).

Chap. xiii. and xiv. Leprosy.—The law for leprosy, the

observance of which is urged upon the people again in Dent,

xxiv. 8, 9, treats, in the Jirst place, of leprosy in men : (a) in its

dangerous forms when appearing either on the skin (vers. 2-28),

or on the head and beard (vers. 29-37) ; (b) in harmless forms

(vers. 38 and 39) ; and (c) when appearing on a bald head

(vers. 40-44). To this there are added instructions for the

removal of the leper from the society of other men (vers. 45

and 46). It treats, secondly, of leprosy in linen, woollen, and

leather articles, and the way to treat them (vers. 47-59) ; fJmxIli/,

of the purification of persons recovered from leprosy (chap. xiv.

1-32) ; and fourthly, of leprosy in houses and the way to remove

it (vers. 33-53).—The laws for leprosy in man relate exclusively

to the so-called white leprosy, \evKi], Xeirpa, lepra, which pro-

bably existed at that time in hither Asia alone, not only among
the Israelites and Jews (Num. xii. 10 sqq, ; 2 Sam. iii. 29; 2

Kings V. 27, vii. 3, xv. 5; Matt. viii. 2, 3, x. 8, xi. 5, xxvi. 6,
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etc.), but also among the Syrians (2 Kings v. 1 sqq.), and which

is still found in that part of the world, most frequently in the

countries of the Lebanon and Jordan and in the neighbourhood

of Damascus, in which city there are three hospitals for lepers

{Seetzen, pp. 277, 278), and occasionally in Arabia (AHebuhr,

Arab. pp. 135 sqq.) and Egypt ; though at the present time the

pimply leprosy, lepra tuberosa s, articulorum (the leprosy of the

joints), is more prevalent in the East, and frequently occurs in

Egypt in the lower extremities in the form of elephantiasis. Of
the white leprosy (called Lepra Mosaica), which is still met with

in Arabia sometimes, where it is called Baras, Trusen gives

the following description :
" Very frequently, even for years

before the actual outbreak of the disease itself, white, yellowish

spots are seen lying deep in the skin, particularly on the genitals,

in the face, on the forehead, or in the joints. They are without

feeling, and sometimes cause the hair to assume the same colour

as the spots. These spots afterwards pierce through the cellular

tissue, and reach the muscles and bones. The hair becomes

white and woolly, and at length falls off ; hard gelatinous swell-

ings are formed in the cellular tissue; the skin gets hard, rough,

and seamy, lymph exudes from it, and forms large scabs, which

fall off from time to time, and under these there are often offen-

sive running sores. The nails then swell, curl up, and fall off

;

entropium is formed, with bleeding gums, the nose stopped up,

and a considerable flow of saliva. . . . The senses become dull,

the patient gets thin and weak, colliquative diai'rhea sets in,

and incessant thirst and burning fever terminate his sufferings"

(^Krankheiten d. alien Hebr. p. 165).

Chap. xiii. 2-28. The symptoms of leprosy, whether proceeding

directly from eruptions in the skin, or caused by a boil or burn.—
Vers. 2-8. The first case: "When a man shall have in the skin

of his flesh (body) a raised spot or scab, or a bright spot." nSK',

a lifting up (Gen. iv. 7, etc.), signifies here an elevation of the

skin in some part of the body, a raised spot like a pimple. rinBD,

an eruption, scurf, or scab, from nap to pour out, " a pouring out

as it were from the flesh or skin" (^Knobel). ^'^D^? from "ins, in

the Arabic and Chaldee to shine, is a bright swollen spot in the

skin. If either of these signs became " a spot of leprosy," the

person affected was to be brought to the priest, that he might

examine the complaint. The term zaraath, from an Arabic
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word signifying to strike clown or scoui'ge, is applied to leprosy

as a scourge of God, and in the case of men it always denotes

the white leprosy, which the Arabs call baras. V^l, a stroke (lit.

" stroke of leprosy"), is applied not only to the spot attacked by

the leprosy, the leprous mole (vers. 3, 29-32, 42, etc.), but to

the persons and even to things affected with leprosy (vers. 4, 12,

13, 31, 50, 55).—Ver. 3. A person so diseased was to be pro-

nounced unclean, (a) if the hair of his head had turned white on

the mole, i.e. if the dark hair which distinguished the Israelites

had become white ; and (b) if the appearance of the mole was

deeper than the skin of the flesh, i.e. if the spot, where the mole

was, appeared depressed in comparison with the rest of the skin.

In that case it was leprosy. These signs are recognised by

modern observers (e.g. Hensler) ; and among the Arabs leprosy

is regarded as curable if the hair remains black upon the white

spots, but incurable if it becomes whitish in colour.—Vers. 4-6.

But if the bright spot was white upon the skin, and its appear-

ance was not deeper than the skin, and the place therefore was

not sunken, nor the hair turned white, the priest was to shut up

the leper, i.e. preclude him from intercourse with other men, for

seven days, and on the seventh day examine him again. If he

then found that the mole still stood, i.e. remained unaltered, " in

his eyes," or in his view, that it had not spread any further, he

was to shut him up for seven days more. And if, on further

examination upon the seventh day, he found that the mole had

become paler, had lost its brilliant whiteness, and had not spread,

he was to declare him clean, for it was a scurf, i.e. a mere skin

eruption, and not true leprosy. The person who had been pro-

nounced clean, however, was to wash his clothes, to change him-

self from even the appearance of leprosy, and then to be clean.

—Vers. 7, 8. But if the scurf had spread upon the skin " after

his (first) appearance before the priest with reference to his

cleansing," i.e. to be examined concerning his purification ; and

if the priest noticed this on his second appearance, he was to

declare him unclean, for in that case it was leprosy.

The second case (vers. 9-17) : if the leprosy broke out with-

out previous eruptions.—Vers. 9 sqq. " If a mole of leprosy is

in a man, and the priest to whom he is brought sees that there is

a white rising in the skin, and this has turned the hair white,

and there is raw (proud) flesh upon the elevation, it is an old
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leprosy." The apodosis to vers. 9 and 10 commences with ver.

11. ""n lei's Hving, i.e. raw, proud flesh, n^nip the preservation

of life (Gen xlv. 5), sustenance (Judg. vi. 4) ; here, in vers. 10

and 24, it signifies life in the sense of that which shows life, not

a blow or spot (yJJ, from nno to strike), as it is only in a geo-

graphical sense that the verb has this signification, viz. to strike

against, or reach as far as (Num. xxxiv. 11). If the priest

found that the evil was an old, long-standing leprosy, he was to

pronounce the man unclean, and not first of all to shut him up,

as there was no longer any doubt about the matter.—Yers. 12,

13. If, on the other hand, the leprosy broke out blooming on the

skin, and covered the whole of the skin from head to foot " with

regard to the whole sight of the eyes of the priest," i.e. as far as

his eyes could see, the priest was to pronounce the person clean.

" He has turned quite white," i.e. his dark body has all become

white. The breaking out of the leprous matter in this complete

and rapid way upon the surface of the whole body was the crisis

of the disease ; the diseased matter turned into a scurf, which

died away and then fell off.—Ver. 14. " But in the day Avhen

proud flesh appears upon him, he is unclean, . . . the proud flesh is

unclean ; it is leprosy." That is to say, if proud flesh appeared

after the body had been covered with a white scurf, with which

the diseased matter had apparently exhausted itself, the disease

was not removed, and the person affected with it was to be pro-

nounced unclean.

The third case: if the leprosy proceeded from an abscess

which had been cured. In ver. 18 ">^^ is first of all used abso-

lutely, and then resumed with is, and the latter again is more

closely defined in i"ii]^3 :
" if there arises in the flesh, in him, in

his skin, an abscess, and (it) is healed, and there arises in the

place of the abscess a white elevation, or a spot of a reddish

white, he (the person so affected) shall appear at the priest's."

—

Ver. 20. If the priest found the appearance of the diseased spot

lower than the surrounding skin, and the hair upon it turned

white, he was to pronounce the person unclean. " It is a mole

of leprosy : it has broken out upon the abscess."—Vers. 21 sqq.

But if the hair had not turned white upon the spot, and there

was no depression on the skin, and it (the spot) was pale, the

priest was to shut him up for seven days. If the mole spread

upon the skin during this period, it was leprosy ; but if the spot
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Stood in its place, and had not spread, it was T'?^*'] ^^IV? "the

closing of the abscess :" literally "the burning ;" here, that part

of the skin or flesh which has been burnt up or killed by

the inflammation or abscess, and gradually falls off as scurf

(Knohel).

The fourth case (vers. 24-28) : if there was a burnt place

upon the skin of the flesh (t^'^? '^'p}P, a spot where he had burnt

himself with fire, the scar of a burn), and the " life of the scar"

—

i.e. the skin growing or forming upon the scar (see ver. 10)

—

" becomes a whitish red, or white spot," i.e. if it formed itself

into a bright swollen spot. This was to be treated exactly like

the previous case. ^I^QH nsb^ (ver. 28), rising of the scar of the

burn, i.e. a rising of the flesh and skin growing out of the scar

of the burn.

Vers. 29-37. Leprosy upon the head or chin.—If the priest saw

a mole upon the head or chin of a man or woman, the appear-

ance of which was deeper than the skin, and on which the hair

was yellow (3'n^ golden, reddish, fox-colour) and thin, he was

to regard it as pn3. Leprosy on the head or chin is called
\>^l,

pi'obably from priJ to pluck or tear, from its plucking out the

hair, or causing it to fall off ; like Kv^cprj, the itch, from Kvao),

to itch or scratch, and scabies, from scabere. But if he did

not observe these two symptoms, if there was no depression of

the skin, and the hair was black and not yellow, he was to shut

up the person affected for seven days. In is ps "ih^ (ver. 31)

there is certainly an error of the text : either "intJ' must be re-

tained and ^^< dropped, or inc' must be altered into 3"n^*j accord-

ing to ver. 37. The latter is probably the better of the two.

—

Vers. 32 sqq. If the mole had not spread by that time, and the

two signs mentioned were not discernible, the person affected

was to shave himself, but not to shave the nethek, the eruption

or scurfy place, and the priest was to shut him up for seven days

more, and then to look whether any alteration had taken place

;

and if not, to pronounce him clean, whereupon he was to wash

his clothes (see ver. 6).—Vers. 35, 36. But if the eruption

spread even after his purification, the priest, on seeing this, was

not to look for yellow hair. "He is unclean:" that is to say,

he was to pronounce him unclean without searching for yellow

hairs ; the spread of the eruption was a sufficient proof of the

leprosv—Ver. 37. But if, on the contrary, the eruption stood
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(see ver. 5), and black hair grew out of it, he was healed, and

the person affected was to be declared clean.

Vers. 38 and 39. Harmless leprosy.—This broke out upon

the skin of the body in nnna plaits, " white rings." If these

were dull or a pale white, it v/as the liarmless hohah, aXcpof

(LXX.), which did not defile, and which even the Arabs, who

still call it bahak, consider harmless. It is an eruption upon the

skin, appearing in somewhat elevated spots or rings of unequal

sizes and a pale white colour, which do not change the hair ; it

causes no inconvenience, and lasts from two months to two years.

Vers. 40-44. Tlie leprosy of bald heads.—nnj^ is a head bald

behind ; ns?? in front, " bald from the side, or edge of his face,

i.e. from the forehead and temples." Bald heads of both kinds

were naturally clean.—Vers. 42 sqq. But if a white reddish mole

was formed upon the bald place before or behind, it was lepros}"

breaking out upon it, and was to be recognised by the fact that

the rising of the mole had the appearance of leprosy on the skin

of the body. In that case the person was unclean, and to be

pronounced so by the priest. " On his head is his plague of

leprosy," i.e. he has it in his head.

Vers. 45 and 46. With regard to the treatment of lepers, the

lawgiver prescribed that they should wear mourning costume,

rend their clothes, leave the hair of their head in disorder (see

at chap. X. 6), keep the beard covered (Ezek. xxiv. 17, 22), and

cry " Unclean, unclean," that every one might avoid them for

fear of being defiled (Lam. iv. 15) ; and as long as the disease

lasted they were to dwell apart outside the camp (Num. v. 2

sqq., xii. 10 sqq., cf. 2 Kings xv. 5, vii. 3),^ a rule which im-

plies that the leper rendered others unclean by contact. From
this the Rabbins taught, that by merely entering a house, a leper

polluted everytliing within it (Ifishnah, Kelim i. 4 ; Negaim
xiii. 11).

Vers. 47—59. Leprosy in linen, woollen, and leather fabrics and

clothes.—The only wearing apparel mentioned in ver. 47 is either

woollen or linen, as in Deut. xxii. 11, Hos. ii. 7, Prov. xxxi. 13;

and among the ancient Egyptians and ancient Greeks these were

the materials usually worn. In vers. 48 sqq. ''T}'^ and 3^V, " the

1 At the present day there are pest-houses specially set apart for lepers

outside the towns. In Jerusalem they are situated against the Zion-gate

(se<i Robinson, Pal. i. p. 364).
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flax and the wool," i.e. for linen and woollen fabrics, are dis-

tinguished from clothes of wool or flax. The rendering given

to these words by the early translators is artj/uicov and KpoKi],

stamen et subtegmen (LXX., Vulg.), i.e. warp and weft. The
objection offered to this rendering, that warp and weft could

not be kept so separate from one another, that the one could be

touched and rendered leprous without the other, has been met

by Gussetius by the simple but correct remark, that the refer-

ence is to the yarn prepared for the warp and weft, and not to

the woven fabrics themselves. So long as the yarn was not

woven into a fabric, the warp-yarn and weft-yarn might very

easily be separated and lie in different places, so that the one

could be injured without the other. In this case the yarn in-

tended for weaving is distinguished from the woven material,

just as the leather is afterwards distinguished from leather-work

(ver. 49). The signs of leprosy were, if the mole in the fabric

was greenish or reddish. In that case the priest was to shut up

the thing affected with leprosy for seven days, and then examine

it. If the mole had spread in the meantime, it was a " grievous

leprosy." rilSOO, from "i^^'O iry^itavit, recriiduit (vulniis), is to be

explained, as it is by Bochart, as signifying lepra exasperafa.

Vip_i] n'lt^pD making the mole bad or angry ; not, as Gesenius

maintains, from iSD = "nD ac6r6if?n/aczen5, i.e. dolorem acerhum

excitans, which would not apply to leprosy in fabrics and houses

(chap. xiv. 44), and is not required by Ezek. xxviii. 24. All

such fabrics were to be burned as unclean.—Vers. 53 sqq. If

the mole had not spread during the seven days, the priest was to

cause the fabric in which the mole appeared to be washed, and

then shut it up for seven days more. If the mole did not alter

its appearance after being washed, even though it had not spread,

the fabric was unclean, and was therefore to be burned. " It is

a corroding in the back and front" (of the fabric or leather).

nnnSj from nnQ^ in Syriac fodit, from which comes nns a pit, lit.

a digging : here a corroding depression. ^H"]!^ a bald place in

the front or right side, nnna a bald place in the back or left side

of the fabric or leather.—Ver. 56. But if the mole had turned

pale by the seventh day after the washing, it (the place of the

mole) was to be separated (torn off) fi'om the clothes, leather or

yarn, and then (as is added afterwards in ver. 58) the garment

or fabric from which the mole had disappeared was to be washed
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a second time, and would then be clean.—Ver. 57. But if the

mole appeared again in any such garment or cloth, i.e. if it ap-

peared again after this, it was a leprosy bursting forth afresh,

and the thing affected with it was to be burned. Leprosy in

linen and woollen fabrics or clothes, and in leather, consisted in

all probability in nothing but so-called mildew, which commonly

arises from damp and want of air, and consists, in the case of

linen, of round, partially coloured spots, which spread, and

gradually eat up the fabric, until it falls to pieces like mould.

In leather the mildew consists most strictly of " holes eaten in,"

and is of a " greenish, reddish, or whitish colour, according to

the species of the delicate cryptogami by which it has been

formed."

Chap, xiv., vers. 1-32. Purification of the leper, after his

recovery from his disease. As leprosy, regarded as a decompo-

sition of the vital juices, and as putrefaction in a living body,

was an image of death, and like this introduced the same disso-

lution and destruction of life into the corporeal sphere which

sin introduced into the spiritual ; and as the leper for this very

reason was not only excluded from the fellowship of the sanc-

tuary, but cut off from intercourse with the covenant nation

which was called to sanctification : the man, when recovered from

leprosy, was first of all to be received into the fellowship of the

covenant nation by a significant rite of purification, and then

again to be still further inducted into living fellowship with

Jehovah in His sanctuary. Hence the purification prescribed

was divided into two acts, separated from one another by an

interval of seven days.

The first act (vers. 2-8) set forth the restoration of the man,

who had been regarded as dead, into the fellowship of the living

members of the covenant nation, and was therefore performed

by the priest outside the camp.—Vers. 2 sqq. On the day of his

purification the priest was to examine the leper outside the

camp ; and if he found the leprosy cured and gone (ip ^^1?,

const, prcpgnans, healed away fx'om, i.e. healed and gone away

from), he was to send for {lit. order them to fetch or bring) two

living (ni*n, with all the fulness of their vital power) birds (with-

out any precise direction as to the kind, not merely sparrows),

and (a piece of) cedar-wood and coccus (probably scarlet wool,

or a little piece of scarlet cloth), and hyssop (see at Ex. xii. 22).
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—^Vers. 5 sqq. The priest was to have one of the birds killed

into an earthen vessel upon fresh water (water drawn from a

fountain or brook, chap. xv. 13, Gen. xxvi. 19), that is to say,

slain in such a manner that its blood should flow into the fresh

water which was in a vessel, and should mix with it. He was

then to take the (other) live bird, together with the cedar-wood,

scarlet, and hyssop, and dip them (these accompaniments) along

with the bird into the blood of the one which had been killed

over the water. With this the person cured of leprosy was to

be sprinkled seven times (see chap. iv. 6) and purified ; after

which the living bird was to be " let loose upon the face of the

field," i.e. to be allowed to fly away into the open country. The

two birds were' symbols of the person to be cleansed. The one

let loose into the open country is regarded by all the commen-

tators as a symbolical representation of the fact, that the former

leper was now imbued with new vital energy, and released from

the fetters of his disease, and could now return in liberty again

into the fellowship of his countrymen. But if this is estab-

lished, the other must also be a symbol of the leper ; and just as

in the second the essential point in the symbol was its escape to

the open country, in the first the main point must have been its

death. Not, however, in this sense, that it was a figurative

representation of the previous condition of the leper ; but that,

although it was no true sacrifice, since there was no sprinkling

of blood in connection with it, its bloody death was intended to

show that the leper would necessarily have suffered death on

account of his uncleanness, which reached to the very founda-

tion of his life, if the mercy of God had not delivered him

from this punishment of sin, and restored to him the full power

and vigour of life again. The restitution of this full and

vigorous life was secured to him symbolically, by his being

sprinkled wuth the blood of the bird which Avas killed in his

stead. But because his liability to death had assumed a bodily

form in the uncleanness of leprosy, he was sprinkled not only

with blood, but with the flowing water of purification into which

the blood had flowed, and was thus purified from his mortal un-

cleanness. Whereas one of the birds, however, had to lay

down its life, and shed its blood for the person to be cleansed,

the other was made into a symbol of the person to be cleansed

by being bathed in the mixture of blood and water ; and its

TENT.—VOL. II. 2 B
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release, tc return to its fellows and into its nest, represented liis

deliverance from the ban of death wliich rested upon leprosy,

and his return to the fellowship of his own nation. This signi-

fication of the rite serves to explain not only the appointment of

birds for the purpose, since free unfettered movement in all

directions could not be more fittingly represented by anything

than by birds, which are distinguished from all other animals

by their freedom and rapidity of motion, but also the necessity

for their being alive and clean, viz. to set forth the renewal of

life and purification ; also the addition of cedar-wood, scarlet

wool, and hyssop, by which the life-giving power of the blood

mixed with living (spring) water was to be still further strength-

ened. The cedar-wood, on account of its antiseptic qualities

(ej^^et acrrjiTTov rj Ke8po<;, Jlieodor. on Ezek. xvii. 22), was a

symbol of the continuance of life ; the coccus colour, a sym-

bol of freshness of life, or fulness of vital energy ; and the

hyssop (^/SoTavr] pvTTTLKrj, herha humilis, medicinalis, purgandis

pulmonibus apta : August, on Ps. li.), a symbol of purification

from the corruption of death. The sprinkhng was performed

seven times, because it referred to a readmission into the cove-

nant, the stamp of which was seven ; and it was made with a

mixture of blood and fresh water, the blood signifying life, the

water purification.—Ver. 8. After this symbolical purification

from the mortal ban of leprosy, the person cleansed had to

purify himself bodily, by washing his clothes, shaving off all

his hair

—

i.e. not merely the hair of his head and beard, but that

of his whole body (cf. ver. 9),—and bathing in water ; and he

could then enter into the camp. But he had still to remain

outside his tent for seven days, not only because he did not yet

feel himself at home in the congregation, or because he was still

to retain the consciousness that something else was wanting

before he could be fully restored, but, as the Chaldee has ex-

plained it by adding the clause, et non accedat ad latus uxoris

suce, that he might not defile himself again by conjugal rights,

and so interrupt his preparation for readmission into fellowship

with Jehovah.

The second act (vers. 9-20) effected his restoration to fellow-

ship with Jehovah, and his admission to the sanctuary. It

commenced on the seventh day after the first with a fresh

purification ; viz shaving off all the hair from the head, the
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beard, tlie eyebrows—in fact, the whole body,—washing the

clothes, and bathing the body. On the eighth day there fol-

lowed a sacrificial expiation; and for this the person to be

expiated was to bring two sheep without blemish, a ewe-lamb

of a year old, three-tenths of an ephah of fine flour mixed with

oil as a meat-offering, and a log (or one-twelfth of a hin, i.e. as

much as six hens' eggs, or 15-62 Rhenish cubic inches) of oil;

and the priest was to present him, together with these gifts,

before Jehovah, i.e. before the altar of burnt-offering. The

one lamb was then offered by the priest as a trespass-offering,

together with the log of oil ; and both of these were waved by

him. By the waving, which did not take place on other occa-

sions in connection with sin-offerings and trespass-offerings, the

lamb and oil were transferred symbolically to the Lord ; and by

the fact that these sacrificial gifts represented the offerer, the

person to be consecrated to the Lord by means of them was

dedicated to His service again, just as the Levites were dedi-

cated to the Lord by the ceremony of waving (Num. viii. 11,

15). But a trespass-offering was required as the consecration-

offering, because the consecration itself served as a restoration

to all the rights of the priestly covenant nation, which had been

lost by the mortal ban of leprosy.^—Vers. 13, 14. After the slay-

ing of the lamb in the holy place, as the trespass-offering, like

the sin-offei'ing, was most holy and belonged to the priest (see at

chap. vii. 6), the priest put some of its blood upon the tip of the

right ear, the right thumb, and the great toe of the right foot

of the person to be consecrated, in order that the organ of

hearing, with which he hearkened to the word of the Lord, and

those used in acting and walking according to His command-

1 Others, e.g. Rielivi and Oehler, regard this trespass-offering also as a

kind of mulcta, or satisfaction rendered for the fact, that during the whole

period of his sickness, and so long as he was excluded from the congrega-

tion, the leper had failed to perform his theocratical duties, and Jehovah

had been injured in consequence. But if this was the idea upon which the

trespass-offering was founded, the law Avould necessarily have required that

trespass-offerings should be presented on the recovery of persons who had

been affected with diseased secretions ; for during the continuance of their

disease, which often lasted a long time, even as much as 12 years (Luke

viii. 43), they were precluded from visiting the sanctuary or serving the

Lord with sacrifices, because they were unclean, and therefore could not

perform their theocratical duties.
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ments, might thereby be sanctified through the power of the

atoning blood of the sacrifice
;
just as in the dedication of the

priests (chap. viii. 24).—Vers. 15-18. The priest then poured

some oil out of the log into the hollow of his left hand, and

dipping the finger of his right hand in the oil, sprinkled it seven

times before Jehovah, i.e. before the altar of burnt-offering, to

consecrate the oil to God, and sanctify it for further use. With

the rest of the oil he smeared the same organs of the person

to be consecrated which he had already smeared with blood,

placing it, in fact, " upon the blood of the trespass-offering" i.e.

upon the spots already touched with blood ; he then poured the

remainder upon the head of the person to be consecrated, and

so made atonement for him before Jehovah. The priests

were also anointed at their consecration, not only by the pour-

ing of oil upon their head, but by the sprinkling of oil upon

their garments (chap. viii. 12, 30). But in their case the

anointing of their head preceded the consecration-offering, and

holy anointing oil was used for the purpose. Here, on the con-

trary, it was ordinary oil, which the person to be consecrated had

offered as a sacrificial gift ; and this was first of all sanctified,

therefore, by being sprinkled before Jehovah, after which the

oil was sprinkled and poured upon the organs with which he was

to serve the Lord, and then upon the head, which represented

his personality. Just as the anointing oil, prepared according

to divine directions, shadowed forth the power and gifts of the

Spirit, with which God endowed the priests for their peculiar

office in His kingdom ; so the oil, which the leper about to be

consecrated presented as a sacrifice out of his own resources,

represented the spirit of life which he had received from God,

and now possessed as his own. This property of his spirit was

presented to the Lord by the priestly waving and sprinkling

of the oil before Jehovah, to be pervaded and revived by His

spirit of grace, and when so strengthened, to be not only applied

to those organs of the person to be consecrated, with which he

fulfilled the duties of his vocation as a member of the priestly

nation of God, but also poured upon his head, to be fully appro-

priated to his person. And just as in the sacrifice the blood was

the symbol of the soul, so in the anointing the oil was the

symbol of the spirit. If, therefore, the soul was established in

gracious fellowship with the Lord by being sprinkled with the
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atoning blood of sacrifice, the anointing with oil had reference

to the spirit, which gives life to soul and body, and which was

thereby endowed with the power of the Spirit of God. In this

way the man cleansed from leprosy was reconciled to Jehovah,

and reinstated in the covenant privileges and covenant grace.

—

Vers. 19, 20. It was not till all this had been done, that the priest

could proceed to make expiation for him with the sin-offering, for

which the ewe-lamb was brought, "on account of his uncleanness,"

i.e. on account of the sin which still adhered to him as well as to

all the other members of the covenant nation, and which had

come outwardly to light in the uncleanness of his leprosy; after

which he presented his burnt-offering and meat-offering, which

embodied the sanctification of all his members to the service of

the Lord, and the performance of works well-pleasing to Him,
The sin-offering, burnt-offering, and meat-offering were there-

fore presented according to the general instructions, with this

exception, that, as a representation of diligence in good works, a

larger quantity of meal and oil was brought than the later law

in Num. xv. 4 prescribed for the burnt-offering.—Yers. 21-32.

In cases of poverty on the part of the person to be consecrated,

the burnt-offering and sin-offering were reduced to a pair of

turtle-doves or young pigeons, and the meat-offering to a tenth

of an ephah of meal and oil; but no diminution was allowed in

the trespass-offering as the consecration-offering, since this was

the conditio sine qua non of reinstatement in full covenant

rights. On account of the importance of all the details of this

law, every point is repeated a second time in vers. 21-32.

Vers. 33-53. The law concerning the leprosy of houses was

made known to Moses and Aaron, as intended for the tim<', A-nen

Israel should have taken possession of Canaan and dwell in

houses. As it was Jehovah who gave His people the land for

a possession, so " putting the plague of leprosy in a house of the

land of their possession " is also ascribed to Him (ver. 34), inas-

much as He held it over them, to remind the inhabitants of the

house that they owed not only their bodies but also their dwell-

ing-places to the Lord, and that they were to sanctify these to

Him. By this expression, " Iput" the view which Knohel still

regards as probable, viz. that the house-leprosy was only the

transmission of human leprosy to the walls of the houses, is

completely overthrown ; not to mention the fact, that throughout
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the whole description there is not the slightest hint of any such

transmission, but the inhabitants, on the contrary, are spoken of

as clean, i.e. free from leprosy, and only those who went into

the house, or slept in the house after it had been shut up as

suspicious, are pronounced unclean (vers. 46, 47), though even

they are not said to have been affected with leprosy. The only

thing that can be gathered from the signs mentioned in ver. 37

is, that the house-leprosy was an evil which calls to mind " the

vegetable formations and braid-like structures that are found on

mouldering walls and decaying walls, and which eat into them

so as to produce a slight depression in the surface."^—Vers. 35,

36. When the evil showed itself in a house, the owner was to

send this message to the priest, " A leprous evil has appeared in

my liouse^^ and the priest, before entering to examine it, was to

have the house cleared, lest everything in it should become un-

clean. Consequently, as what was in the house became unclean

only when the priest had declared the house affected with leprosy,

the reason for the defilement is not to be sought for in physical

infection, but must have been of an ideal or symbolical kind.

—

Vers. 37 sqq. If the leprous spot appeared in ^^ greenish or reddish

depressions, ivhich looked deeper than the wall" the priest was to

shut up the house for seven days. If after that time he found

that the mole had spread on the walls, he was to break out the

stones upon which it appeared, and remove them to an unclean

place outside the town, and to scrape the house all round inside,

and throw the dust that was scraped off into an unclean place

outside the town. He was then to put other stones in their

place, and plaster the house with fresh mortar.—Vers. 43 sqq.

If the mole broke out again after this had taken place, it was a

malicious leprosy, and the house was to be pulled down as un-

clean, whilst the stones, the wood, and the mortar were to be

taken to an unclean place outside the town.—Vers. 46, 47.

Whoever went into the house during the time that it was closed,

became unclean till the evening and had to wash himself ; but

^ Cf. Somme7- (p. 220), who says, " The crust of many of these lichens

is so marvellously thin, that they simply appear as coloured spots, for the

most part circular, which gradually spread in a concentric form, and can

be rubbed off like dust. Some species have a striking resemblance to

eruptions upon the skin. There is one genus called spiloma (spots) ; and

another very numerous genus bears the name of lepraria."
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whoever slept or ate therein during this time, was to wash his

clothes, and of course was unclean till the evening, ink "fiipn

(ver. 46) may be a perfect tense, and a relative clause dependent

upon ''O^, or it may be an infinitive for "i''?pri as in ver. 43.—Ver.

48. If the priest should find, however, that after the fresh

plastering the mole had not appeared again, or spread (to other

places), he was to pronounce the house clean, because the evil

was cured, and (vers. 49-53) to perform the same rite of puri-

fication as was prescribed for the restoration of a man, who had

been cured of leprosy, to the national community (vers. 4-7).

The purpose was also the same, namely, to cleanse (^^n cleanse

from sin) and make atonement for the house, i.e. to purify it

from the uncleanness of sin which had appeared in the leprosy.

For, although it is primarily in the human body that sin mani-

fests itself, it spreads from man to the things which he touches,

uses, inhabits, though without our being able to represent this

spread as a physical contagion.—Vers. 54-57 contain the con-

cluding formula to chap. xiii. and xiv. The law of leprosy was

given " to teach in the day of the unclean and the clean," i.e. to

give directions for the time when they would have to do with

the clean and unclean.

Chap. XV. The Uncleanness of Secretions.—These in-

clude (1) a running issue from a man (vers. 2-15) ; (2) invohm-

tary emission of seed (vers. 16, 17), and the emission of seed in

sexual intercourse (ver. 18) ; (3) the monthly period of a woman
(vers. 19-24) ; (4) a diseased issiie of blood from a woman (vers.

25-30). They consist, therefore, of two diseased and two natural

secretions from the organs of generation.

Vers. 2-15. The running issue from a man is not described

with sufficient clearness for us to be able to determine with

certainty what disease is referred to :
" if a man becomes flowing

out of his flesh, he is unclean in his flux." That even here the

term flesh is not a euphemism for the organ of generation, as is

frequently assumed, is evident from ver. 13, "he shall wash his

clothes and bathe his^^^sA in water,'' when compared with chap,

xvi. 23, 24, 28, etc., where flesh cannot possibly have any such

meaning. The "flesh" is the body as in ver. 7, " whoever touches

the flesh of him that hath the issue," as compared with ver. 19,

" whosoever toucheth her." At the same time, the agreement
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between the law relating to the man with an issue and that

concerning the woman with an issue (ver. 19, "her issue in her

flesh") points unmistakeably to a secretion from the sexual

organs. Only the seat of the disease is not more closely defined.

The issue of the man is not a hemorrhoidal disease, for nothing

is said about a flow of blood; still less is it a syphilitic suppura-

tion (^gonorrhoea virulenta), for the occurrence of this at all in

antiquity is very questionable ; but it is either a diseased flow of

semen {gonorrhoea), i.e. an involuntary flow drop by drop arising

from weakness of the organ, as Jerome and the Rabbins assume,

or more probably, simply blenorrhaea wr^f/irop, a discharge of mucus
arising from a catarrhal affection of the mucous membrane of the

urethra (urethritis). The participle Ilf n"""!"; is expressive of con-

tinued duration. In ver. 3 the uncleanness is still more closely

defined: "whether his flesh run with his issue, or his flesh

closes before his issue," i.e. whether the member lets the matter

flow out or by closing retains it, " it is his uncleanness," i.e. in

the latter case as well as the former it is uncleanness to him, he

is unclean. For the "closing" is only a temporary obstruction,

brought about by some particular circumstance.—Ver. 4. Every

bed upon which he lay, and everything upon which he sat, was

defiled in consequence ; also every one who touched his bed (ver.

5), or sat upon it (ver. 6), or touched his flesh, i.e. his body

(ver. 7), was unclean, and had to bathe himself and wash his

clothes in consequence.—Vers. 9, 10. The conveyance in which

such a man rode was also unclean, as well as everything under

him ; and whoever touched them was defiled till the evening,

and the person who carried them was to wash his clothes and

bathe himself.—Ver. 11. This also applied to every one whom
the man with an issue might touch, without first rinsing his

hands in water.—Vers. 12, 13. Vessels that he had touched

were to be broken to pieces if they were of earthenware, and

rinsed with water if they were of wood, for the reasons explained

in chap. xi. 33 and vi. 21.—Vers. 13-15. When he was cleansed,

i.e. recovered from his issue, he was to wait seven days with regard

to his purification, and then wash his clothes and bathe his body

in fresh water, and be clean. On the eighth day he was to bring

two turtle-doves or young pigeons, in order that the priest might

prepare one as a sin-offering and the other as a burnt-offering,

and make an atonement for him before the Lord for his issue.
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Vers. 16-18. Involuntary emission of seed.—This defiled for

the whole of the day, not only the man himself, but any garment

or skin upon which any of it had come, and required for purifi-

cation that the whole body should be bathed, and the polluted

things washed.—Yer. 18. Sexual connection. " If a man lie with

a woman with the emission of seed, both shall be unclean till the

evening, and bathe themselves in water." Consequently it was

not the concubitus as such which defiled, as many erroneously

suppose, but the emission of seed in the coitus. This explains

the law and custom, of abstaining from conjugal intercourse

daring the preparation for acts of divine worship, or the perform-

ance of the same (Ex. xix. 5 ; 1 Sam. xxi. 5, 6 ; 2 Sam. xi. 4), in

which many other nations resembled the Israelites. (For proofs

see Leyrer's article in Herzogs Cyclopaedia, and Knohel in loco,

though the latter is wrong in supposing that conjugal intercourse

itself defiled.)

Vers. 19—24. The menses of a ivoman.—"If a woman have

an issue, (if) blood is her issue in her flesh, she shall be seven

days in her uncleanness." As the discharge does not last as a

rule more than four or five days, the period of seven days was

fixed on account of the significance of the number seven. In

this condition she rendered every one who touched her unclean

(ver. 19), everything upon which she lay or sat (ver. 20), every

one who touched her bed or whatever she sat upon (vers. 21,

22), also any one who touched the blood upon her bed or seat

(ver. 23, where ^^'iH and i^ are to be referred to 0"^) ; and they

remained unclean till the evening, when they had to wasli their

clothes and bathe themselves.—Ver. 24. If a man lay with her

and her uncleanness came upon him, he became unclean for

seven days, and the bed upon which he lay became unclean as

well. The meaning cannot be merely if he lie upon the same

bed with her, but if he have conjugal intercourse, as is evident

from chap. xx. 18 and Num. v. 13 (cf. Gen. xxvi. 10, xxxiv. 2,

XXXV. 22 ; 1 Sam. ii. 22). It cannot be adduced as an objection

to this explanation, which is the only admissible one, that accord-

ing to chap, xviii. 19 and xx. 18 intercourse with a woman
during her menses was an accursed crime, to be punished by
extermination. For the law in chap. xx. 18 refers partly to

conjugal intercourse during the hemorrhage of a woman after

child-birth, as the similarity of the words in chap. xx. 18 and xii.
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7 {'}V^ lipo) clearly proves, and to the case of a man attempting

cohabitation with a woman during her menstruation. The verse

before us, on the contrary, refers simply to the possibility of

menstruation commencing during the act of conjugal inter-

course, when the man would be involuntarily defiled through the

unexpected uncleanness of the woman.

Vers. 25—31. Diseased issue from a woman.—If an issue of

blood in a woman flowed many days away from (not in) the

time of her monthly uncleanness, or if it flowed beyond her

monthly uncleanness, she was to be unclean as long as her un-

clean issue continued, just as in the days of her monthly unclean-

ness, and she defiled her couch as well as everything upon which

she sat, as in the other case, also every one who touched either

her or these things.—Vers. 28-30. After the issue had ceased,

she was to purify herself like the man with an issue, as described

in vers. 13-15.—Obedience to these commands is urged in ver.

31 :
" Cause that the children of Israel free themselves from

their uncleanness, that they die not through their uncleanness,

by defiling My dwelling in the midst of them." "T'lH, Hiphil, to

cause that a person keeps aloof from anything, or loosens himself

from it, from "iTJ, Niplial to separate one's self, signifies here de-

liverance from the state of uncleanness, purification from it.

Continuance in it was followed by death, not merely in the par-

ticular instance in which an unclean man ventured to enter the

sanctuary, but as a general fact, because uncleanness was irrecon-

cilable with the calling of Israel to be a holy nation, in the midst

of which Jehovah the Holy One had His dwelling-place (chap,

xi. 44), and continuance in uncleanness without the prescribed

purification was a disregard of the holiness of Jehovah, and in-

volved rebellion against Him and His ordinances of grace.

—

Vers. 32, 33. Concluding formula. The words, " him that lieth

with her that is unclean" are more general than the expression,

"lie with her," in ver. 24, and involve not only intercourse with an

unclean woman, but lying by her side upon one and the same bed.

THE DAY OF ATONEMENT.—CHAP. XVI.

The sacrifices and purifications enjoined thus far did not

suffice to complete the reconciliation between the conn-refration of

Israel, which was called to be a holy nation, but in its very nature
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was still altofxether involved in sin and uncleanness, and Jehovah

the Holy One,—that is to say, to restore the perfect reconcilia-

tion and true vital fellowship of the nation with its God, in

accordance with the idea and object of the old covenant,—be-

cause, even with the most scrupulous observance of these direc-

tions, many sins and defilem.ents would still remain unacknow-

ledged, and therefore without expiation, and would necessarily

produce in the congregation a feeling of separation from its God,

so that it would be unable to attain to the true joyousness of

access to the throne of grace, and to the place of reconciliation

with God. This want was met by the appointment of a yearly

general and perfect expiation of all the sins and uncleanness

which had remained unatoned for and uncleansed in the course

of the year. In this respect the laws of sacrifice and purifica-

tion received their completion and finish in the institution of the

festival of atonement, which provided for the congregation of

Israel the highest and most comprehensive expiation that was

possible under the Old Testament. Hence the law concerning

the dav of atonement formed a fittino; close to the ordinances

designed to place the Israelites in fellowship with their God, and

raise the promise of Jehovah, " I will be your God," into a living

truth. This law is described in the present chapter, and contains

(1) the instructions as to the performance of the general expia-

tion for the year (vers. 2-28), and (2) directions for the cele-

bration of this festival every year (vers. 29-34). From the ex-

piation effected upon this day it received the name of "day of

expiations" i.e. of the highest expiation (chap, xxiii. 27). The
Rabbins call it briefly i^^i'', the day Kar e^o^^jji'.

Vers. 1, 2. The chronological link connecting the following

law with the death of the sons of Aaron (chap. x. 1-5) was

intended, not only to point out the historical event which led to

the appointment of the day of atonement, but also to show the

importance and holiness attached to an entrance into the inmost

sanctuary of God. The death of Aaron's sons, as a punishment

for wilfully " drawing near before Jehovah," was to be a solemn

warning to Aaron himself, "not to come at all times into the

holy place within the vail, before the mercy-seat upon the ark,"

i.e. into the most holy place (see Ex. xxv. 10 sqq.), but only at

the time to be appointed by Jehovah, and for the purposes insti-

tuted by Him, i.e., according to vers. 29 sqq., only once a year, on
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the day of atonement, and only in the manner prescribed in vers.

3 sqq., that he might not die.—" For I will appear in the cloud

above the capporeth." The cloud in which Jehovah appeared

above the capporeth, between the cherubim (Ex. xxv. 22), was

not the cloud of the incense, with which Aaron was to cover the

capporeth on entering (ver. 13), as Vitrmga, Bcihr, and others

follow the Sadducees in supposing, but the cloud of the divine

glory, in which Jehovah manifested His essential presence in

the most holy place above the ark of the covenant. Because

Jehovah appeared in this cloud, not only could no unclean and

sinful man go before the capporeth, i.e. approach the holiness of

the all-holy God ; but even the anointed and sanctified high priest,

if he went before it at his own pleasure, or without the expiatory

blood of sacrifice, would expose himself to certain death. The
reason for this prohibition is to be found in the fact, that the

holiness communicated to the priest did not cancel the sin of his

nature, but only covered it over for the performance of his offi-

cial duties, and so long as the law, which produced only the

knowledge of sin and not its forgiveness and removal, was not

abolished by the complete atonement, the holy God was and

remained to mortal and sinful man a consuming fire, before

which no one could stand.

Vers. 3-5. Only nND, " with tJiis" i.e. with the sacrifices,

dress, purifications, and means of expiation mentioned after-

wards, could he go into " the holy place," i.e., according to the

more precise description in ver. 2, into the inmost division of the

tabernacle, which is called Kodesh hakkadashim, " the holy of

holies," in Ex. xxvi. 33. He was to bring an ox (bullock) for

a sin-offering and a ram for a burnt-offering, as a sacrifice for

himself and his house (i.e. the priesthood, ver. 6), and two he-

goats for a sin-offering and a ram for a burnt-offering, as a

sacrifice for the congregation. For this purpose he was to put

on, not the state-costume of the high priest, but a body-coat,

drawers, girdle, and head-dress of white cloth (bad : see Ex.

xxviii. 42), having first bathed his body, and not merely his

hands and feet, as he did for the ordinary service, to appear

before Jehovah as entirely cleansed from the defilement of sin

(see at chap. viii. 6) and arrayed in clothes of holiness. The
dress of white cloth was not the plain official dress of the ordi-

nary priests, for the girdle of that dress was coloured (see at
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Ex. xxviii. 39, 40) ; and in that case the high priest would not

have appeared in the perfect purity of his divinely appointed

office as chief of the priesthood, but simply as the priest ap-

pointed for this day (v. Hofmann). Nor did he officiate (as

many of the Rabbins, and also C. a Lapide, Grotius, Rosenmiiller,

and Knohel suppose) as a penitent praying humbly for the for-

giveness of sin. For where in all the world have clear white

clothes been worn either in mourning or as a penitential gar-

ment ? The emphatic expression, " these are holy garments^^

is a sufficient proof that the pure white colour of all the clothes,

even of the girdle, was intended as a representation of holiness.

Although in Ex. xxviii. 2, 4, etc., the official dress not only of

Aaron, but of his sons also, that is to say, the priestly costume

generally, is described as " holy garments," yet in the present

chapter the word koclesh, " holy," is frequently used in an

emphatic sense (for example, in vers. 2, 3, 16, of the most holy

place of the dwelling), and by this predicate the dress is charac-

terized as most holy. Moreover, it was in haddim (" linen")

that the angel of Jehovah was clothed (Ezek. ix. 2, 3, 11, x. 2,

6, 7, and Dan. x. 5, xii. 6, 7), whose M'hole appearance, as de-

scribed in Dan. x. 6, resembled the appearance of the glory of

Jehovah, which Ezekiel saw in the vision of the four cherubim

(chap, i.), and was almost exactly like the glory of Jesus Christ,

which John saw in the Revelation (chap. i. 13-15). The white

material, therefore, of the dress which Aaron wore, when per-

forming the highest act of expiation under the Old Testament,

was a symbolical shadowing forth of the holiness and glory of

the one perfect Mediator between God and man, who, being the

radiation of the glory of God and the image of His nature,

effected by Himself the perfect cleansing away of our sin, and

who, as the true High Priest, being holy, innocent, unspotted,

and separate from sinners, entered once by His own blood into

the holy place not made with hands, namely, into heaven it-

self, to appear before the face of God for us, and obtain ever-

lasting redemption (Heb. i. 3, vii. 26, ix. 12, 24).

Vers. 6-10. With the bullock Aaron was to make atone-

ment for himself and his house. The two he-goats he was to

place before Jehovah (see chap. i. 5), and " give lots over them,"

i.e. have lots cast upon them, one lot for Jeliovah, the other for

Azazel. The one upon which the lot for Jeliovah fell (n^y, from
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the coming up of the lot out of the urn, Josh, xviii. 11, xix. 10),

he was to prepare as a sin-offering for Jehovah, and to present

the one upon which the lot for Azazel fell alive before Jehovah,

VPy "13??, " to expiate it" i.e. to make it the object of expiation

(see at ver. 21), to send it (them) into the desert to Azazel.

Prsty, which only occurs in this chapter, signifies neither " a

remote solitude," nor any locality in the desert whatever (as

Jonathan, liashi, etc., suppose) ; nor the " he-goat" (from IV

goat, and ?jy to turn off, " the goat departing or sent away," as

Symm., llieodot., the Vulgate, Luther, and others render it) ;

nor " complete removal" (Bdhr, Winer, Tholuck, etc.). The

words, one lot for Jehovah and one for Azazel, require uncon-

ditionally that Azazel should be regarded as a personal being, in

opposition to Jehovah. The word is a more intense form of ?]V

removit, dimovit, and comes from ?TpTy by absorbing the liquid,

like Babel from balbel (Gen. xi. 9), and Golgotha from gulgalta

{Eioald, § 158c). The Septuagint rendering is correct, 6 airo-

Tro/jLTralci ; although in ver. 10 the rendering airoirofMir^ is also

adopted, i.e. " averruncus, a fiend, or demon whom one drives

away" {Ewald). We have not to think, however, of any demon

whatever, wdio seduces men to wickedness in the form of an

evil spirit, as the fallen angel Azazel is represented as doing in

the Jewish writings (Book of Enoch viii. 1, x. 12, xiii. 1 sqq.),

like the terrible fiend Shibe, whom the Arabs of the peninsula'

of Sinai so much dread {Seetzen, i. pp. 273-4), but of the devil

himself, the head of the fallen angels, who was afterwards

called Satan ; for no subordinate evil spirit could have been

placed in antithesis to Jehovah as Azazel is here, but only the

ruler or head of the kingdom of demons. The desert and deso-

late places are mentioned elsewhere as the abode of evil spirits

(Isa. xiii. 21, xxxiv. 14 ; Matt. xii. 43 ; Luke xi. 24 ; Rev. xviii.

2). The desert, regarded as an image of death and desolation,

corresponds to the nature of evil spirits, who fell away from the

primary source of life, and in their hostility to God devastated

the world, which was created good, and brought death and de-

struction in their train.

Vers. 11-20. He was then to slay the bullock of the sin-

offering, and make atonement for himself and his house (or

family, i.e. for the priests, ver. 33). But before bringing the

blood of the sin-offering into the most holy place, he was to take
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" the filling of the censer (inachtah, a coal-pan, Ex. xxv. 38) with

fire-coals,'^ i.e. as many burning coals as the censer would hold,

from the altar of burnt-offering, and " the filing of his hands,"

i.e. two hands full of
^^
fragrant incense " (Ex. xxx. 34), and go

with this within the vail, i.e. into the most holy place, and there

place the incense upon the fire before Jehovah, " that the cloud

of (burning) incense might cover the capporeth above the testimony,

and he might not die.'" The design of these instructions was not

that the holiest place, the place of Jehovah's presence, might be

hidden by the cloud of incense from the gaze of the unholy eye

of man, and so he might separate liimself reverentially from it,

that the person approaching might not be seized with destruc-

tion. But as burning incense was a symbol of prayer, this

covering of the capporeth with the cloud of incense was a

symbolical covering of the glory of the Most Holy One with

prayer to God, in order that He might not see the sin, nor suffer

His holy wrath to break forth upon the sinner, but might

graciously accept, in the blood of the sin-offering, the souls for

which it was presented. Being thus protected by the incense

from the wrath of the holy God, he was to sprinkle (once) some

of the blood of the ox with his finger, first upon the capporeth

in front, i.e. not upon the top of the capporeth, but merely upon

or against the front of it, and then seven times before the cappo-

reth, i.e. upon the ground in front of it. It is here assumed as

a matter of course, that when the offei'ing of incense was finished,

he would necessarily come out of the most holy place again, and

go to the altar of burnt-offering to fetch some of the blood of

the ox which had been slaughtered there.—Yer. 15. After this

he was to slay the he-goat as a sin-offering for the nation, for

which purpose, of course, he must necessarily come back to the

court again, and then take the blood of the goat into the most

holy place, and do just the same with it as he had already done

with that of the ox. A double sprinkling took place in both

cases, first upon or against the capporeth, and then seven times

in front of the capporeth. The first sprinkling, which was per-

formed once only, was for the expiation of the sins, first of the

high priest and his house, and then of the congregation of Israel

(chap. iv. 7 and 18) ; the second, which was repeated seven

times, was for the expiation of the sanctuary fi'om the sins of

the people. This is implied in the words of ver. 16a, "and so
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shall he make expiation for the most holy place, on account of

the uncleanness of the children of Israel, and on account of their

transgressions witli regard to all their sins," which refer to both

the sacrifices ; since Aaron first of all expiated the sins of the

priesthood, and the uncleanness with which the priesthood had

stained the sanctuary through their sin, by the blood of the

bullock of the sin-offering; and then the sins of the nation, and

the uncleannesses mth which it had defiled the sanctuary, by the

he-goat, which was also slain as a sin-offering.^—^Yers. IQb and

17. "And so shall he do to the tabernacle of the congregation that

dwelleth among them " (i.e. has its place among them, Josh. xxii.

19) " in the midst of their uncleannessT The holy things were

rendered unclean, not only by the sins of those who touched

them, but by the uncleanness, i.e. the bodily manifestations of

the sin of the nation ; so that they also required a yearly expia-

tion and cleansing through the expiatory blood of sacrifice. By
ohel moed, " the tabernacle of the congregation," in vers. 16 and

17, as well as vers. 20 and 33, we are to understand the holy

place of the tabernacle, to which the name of the whole is

applied on account of its occupying the principal space in the

dwelling, and in distinction from kodesh (the holy), which is

used in this chapter to designate the most holy place, or the

space at the back of the dwelling. It follows still further from

this, that by the altar in ver. 18, and also in vers. 20 and 33,

which is mentioned here as the third portion of the entire sanc-

tuary, we are to understand the altar of burnt-oifering in the

court, and not the altar of incense, as the Rabbins and most of

the commentators assume. This rabbinical view cannot be

sustained, either from Ex. xxx. 10 or from the context. Ex. xxx.

10 simply prescribes a yearly expiation of the altar of incense

on the day of atonement ; and this is implied in the words " so

shall he do," in ver. 166. For these words can only mean, that

in the same way in which he had expiated the most holy place

he was also to expiate the holy place of the tabernacle, in which

the altar of incense took the place of the ark of the covenant of

^ V. Hnfmami's objection to this rests upon the erroneous supposition

that a double act of expiation was required for the congregation, and only

a single one for the priesthood, whereas, according to the distinct words of

the text, a double sprinkling was performed with the blood of both the sin-

offerings, and therefore a double expiation effected.
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the most holy place; so that the expiation was performed by

his putting blood, in the first place, upon the horns of the altar,

and then sprinkling it seven times upon the ground in front of

it. The expression "go out" in ver. 18 refers, not to his going

out of the most holy into the holy place, but to his going out of

the ohel moed (or holy place) into the court.—Ver. 17. There

Avas to be no one in the ohel riwed when Aaron went into it to

make expiation in the most holy place, until he came out (of the

tabernacle) again ; not because no one but the chief servant of

Jehovah was worthy to be near or present either as spectator or

assistant at this sacred act before Jehovah (Knobel), but because

no unholy person was to defile by his presence the sanctuary,

which had just been cleansed; just as no layman at all was

allowed to enter the holy place, or could go with impunity into

the presence of the holy God.—Vers. 18, 19. After he had

made atonement for the dwelling, Aaron was to expiate the

altar in the court, by first of all putting some of the blood of

the bullock and he-goat upon the horns of the altar, and then

sprinkling it seven times with his finger, and thus cleansing and

sanctifying it from the uncleannesses of the children of Israel.

The application of blood to the horns of the altar was intended,

to expiate the sins of the priests as well as those of the nation

;

just as in the case of ordinary sin-offerings it expiated the sins

of individual members of the nation (chap. iv. 25, 30, 34), to

which the priests also belonged; and the sevenfold sprinkling

effected the purification of the place of sacrifice from the un-

cleannesses of the congregation.

The meaning of the sprinkling of blood upon the capporeth

and the horns of the two altars was the same as in the case of

every sin-offering (see pp. 280 and 304). The pecuhar features

in the expiatory ritual of the day of atonement were the follow-

ing. In the first place, the blood of both sacrifices was taken

not merely into the holy place, but into the most holy, and

sprinkled directly upon the throne of God, This was done to

show that the true atonement could only take place before the

throne of God Himself, and that the sinner was only then truly

reconciled to God, and placed in the full and living fellowship

of peace with God, when he could come directly to the throne of

God, and not merely to the place where, although the Lord did

indeed manifest His grace to him, He was still separated from

PENT.—VOL. II. 2 C
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him by a curtain. In this respect, therefore, the bringing of

the blood of atonement into the most holy place had a prophetic

signification, and was a predictive sign that the curtain, which

then separated Israel from its God, would one day be removed,

and that with the entrance of the full and eternal atonement

free access would be opened to the throne of the Lord. The
second peculiarity in this act of atonement was the sprinkling of

the blood seven times upon the holy places, the floor of the holy

of holies and holy place, and the altar of the court ; also the

application of blood to the media of atonement in the three

divisions of the tabernacle, for the cleansing of the holy places

from the uncleanness of the children of Israel. As this un-

cleanness cannot be regarded as consisting of physical defilement,

but simply as the ideal effluence of their sins, which had been

transferred to the objects in question ; so, on the other hand, the

cleansing of the holy places can only be understood as consisting

in an ideal transference of the influence of the atoning blood to

the inanimate objects which had been defiled by sin. If the

way in which the sacrificial blood, regarded as the expiation of

souls, produced its cleansing effects was, that by virtue thereof

the sin was covered over, whilst the sinner was reconciled to

God and received forgiveness of sin and the means of sanctifi-

cation, we must regard the sin-destroying virtue of the blood as

working in the same way also upon the objects defiled by sin,

namely, that powers were transferred to them which removed

the effects proceeding from sin, and in this way wiped out the

uncleanness of the children of Israel that was in them. This

communication of purifying powers to the holy things was

represented by the spi-lnkling of the atoning blood upon and

against them, and indeed by their being sprinkled seven times,

to set forth the communication as raised to an efficiency corre-

sponding to its purpose, and to impress upon it the stamp of a

divine act through the num.ber seven, which was sanctified by

the work of God in creation.

Vers. 20-22. After tlie completion of the expiation and cleans-

ing of the holy things, Aaron was to bring up the live goat, i.e.

to have it brought before the altar of burnt-offering, and placing

both his hands upon its head, to confess all the sins and trans-

gressions of the children of Israel upon it, and so put them upon

its head. He was then to send the goat away into the desert by
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a man who was standing ready, that it might carry all its sins

upon it into a land cut off ; and there the man was to set the

goat at liberty, ""fiy, aTrd^ Xey. from riy an appointed time, sig-

nifies opportune, present at the right time, or ready. nnT3j which

is also met with in this passage alone, from ITS to cut, or cut off,

that which is severed, a country cut off from others, not con-

nected by roads with any inhabited land. " The goat was not

to find its way back" (Knobel). To understand clearly the

meaning of this symbolical rite, we must start from the fact,

that according to the distinct -words of ver. 5, the two goats were

to serve as a sin-offering (ns'tisn?). They were both of them de-

voted, therefore, to one and the same purpose, as was pointed

out by the Talmudists, who laid down the law on that very

account, that they were to be exactly alike, colore, statura, et

valore. The living goat, therefore, is not to be regarded merely

as the bearer of the sin to be taken away, but as quite as truly a

sin-offering as the one that was slaughtered. It was appointed

V^y "122? (ver. 10), i.e. not that an expiatory rite might be per-

formed over it, for bv with "1S3 always applies to the object of

the expiation, but properly to expiate it, i.e. to make it the object

of expiation, or make expiation with it. To this end the sins of

the nation were confessed upon it with the laying on of hands,

and thus symbolically laid upon its head, that it might bear them,

and when sent into the desert carry them away thither. The

sins, which were thus laid upon its head by confession, were the

sins of Israel, which had already been expiated by the sacrifice

of the other goat. To understand, however, how the sins already

expiated could still be confessed and laid upon the living goat, it is

not sufficient to say, with i^aAr, that the expiation with blood repre-

sented merely a covering or covering up of the sin, and that in order

to impress upon the expiation the stamp of the greatest possible

completeness and perfection, a supplement was appended, Avhich

represented the carrying away and removal cf the sin. For in

the case of every sin-offering for the congregation, in addition to

the covering or forgiveness of sin represented by the sprinkling

of blood, the removal or abolition of it was also represented by

the burning of the flesh of the sacrifice ; and this took place in

the present instance also. As both goats were intended for a

sin-offering, the sins of the nation were confessed upon both, and

placed upon the heads of both by the laying on of hands ; though
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it is of the living goat only that this is expressly recorded, being
omitted in the case of the other, because the rule laid down in chap,

iv. 4 sqq. was followed.^ By both Israel was delivered from al'

sins and transgressions ; but by the one, upon which the lot " for

Jeliovah" fell, it was so with regard to Jehovah ; by the other,

upon which the lot "for Azazel" fell, with regard to Azazel.

With regard to Jehovah, or in relation to Jehovah, the sins were
wiped away by the sacrifice of the goat; the sprinkling of the

blood setting forth their forgiveness, and the biu^ning of the

animal the blotting of them out ; and with this the separation of

the congregation from Jehovah because of its. sin was removed,
and living fellowship with God restored. But Israel had also

been brought by its sin into a distinct relation to Azazel, the

head of the evil spirits ; and it was necessary that this should be

brought to an end, if reconciliation with God was to be per-

fectly secured. This complete deliverance from sin and its

author was symbolized in the leading away of the goat, which
had been laden with the sins, into the desert. This goat was to

take back the sins, which God had forgiven to His congregation,

into the desert to Azazel, the father of all sin, on the one hand
as a proof that his evil influences upon men would be of no avail

in the case of those who had received expiation from God, and
on the other hand as a proof to the congregation also that those

who were laden wdth sin could not remain in the kincrdom of

God, but would be banished to the abode of evil spirits, unless

they were redeemed therefrom. This last point, it is true, is not

expressly mentioned in the text ; but it is evident from the fate

which necessarily a\^'aited the goat, when driven into the wilder-

ness in the " land cut off." It would be sure to perish out there

in the desert, that is to say, to suffer just what a sinner would

have to endure if his sins remained upon him ; though probably

it is only a later addition, not founded in the law, which we find

in the Mislinali, Joma vi. 6, viz. that the goat was driven head-

long from a rock in the desert, and dashed to pieces at the foot.

^ The distinction, that in the case of all the other sacrifices the (one)

hand is ordered to be laid upon the victim, whilst here both, hands are ordered

to be laid upon the goat, does not constitute an essential difference, as Hof-
mann supposes ; but the laying on of both hands rendered the act more
solemn and expressive, in harmony with the solemnity of the whole proceed-
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There is not the slightest idea of presenting a sacrifice to Azazel.

This goat was a sin-offering, only so far as it was laden with the

sins of the people to carry them away into the desert ; and in

this respect alone is there a resemblance between the two goats

and the two birds used in the purification of the leper (chap. xiv.

4 sqq.), of which the one to be set free was bathed in the blood

of the one that was killed. In both cases the reason for making
use of two animals is to be found purely in the physical impos-

sibility of combining all the features, that had to be set forth in

the sin-offering, in one single animal.

Vers. 23-28. After the living goat had been sent away,

Aaron was to go into the tabernacle, i.e. the holy place of the

dwelling, and there take off his white clothes and lay them
down, i.e. put them away, because they were only to be worn in

the performance of the expiatory ritual of this day, and then

bathe his body in the holy place, i.e. in the court, in the laver

between the altar and the door of the dwelling, probably because

the act of laying the sins upon the goat rendered him unclean.

He was then to put on his clothes, i.e. the coloured state-dress of

the high priest, and to offer in this the burnt-offerings, for an

atonement for himself and the nation (see chap. i. 4), and to burn

the fat portions of the sin-offerings upon the altar.—Vers. 26

sqq. The man who took the goat into the desert, and those who
burned the two sin-offerings outside the camp (see at chap. iv.

11, 21), had also to wash their clothes and bathe their bodies

before they returned to the camp, because they had been defiled

by the animals laden with sin.

Vers. 29-34. General directions for the yearly celebration of
the day of atonement.—It was to be kept on the tenth day of the

seventh month, as an " everlasting statute" (see at Ex. xii. 14).

On that day the Israelites were to " afflict their souls," i.e. to

fast, according to chap, xxiii. 32, from the evening of the 9th

till the evening of the 10th day. Every kind of work was to

be suspended as on the Sabbath (Ex. xx. 10), by both natives

and foreigners (see Ex. xii. 49), because this day was a high

Sabbath (Ex. xxxi. 15). Both fasting and sabbatical rest are

enjoined again in chap, xxiii. 27 sqq. and Num. xxix. 7, on pain

of death. The fasting commanded for this day, the only fasting

prescribed in the law, is most intimately connected with the sig-

nification of the feast of atonement. If the general atonement
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made on this day was not to pass into a dead formal service, the

people must necessarily enter in spirit into the signification of

the act of expiation, prepare their souls for it with penitential

feelings, and manifest this penitential state by abstinence from the

ordinary enjoyments of life. To " ajiict (bow, humble) the soul,'^

by restraining the earthly appetites, which have their seat in the

soul, is the early Mosaic expression iov fasting (UViS). The latter

word came first of all into use in the time of the Judges (Judg.

XX. 26; 1 Sam. vii. 6; cf. Ps. xxxv. 13: "I afflicted my soul

with fasting"). " By bowing his soul the Israelite was to place

himself in an inward relation to the sacrifice, whose soul was
given for his soul ; and by this state of mind, answering to the

outward proceedings of the day, he was to appropriate the fruit

of it to himself, namely, the reconciliation of his soul, whicli

passed through the animal's death" (Baumgarten).—Vers, 32 sqq.

In the future, the priest who was anointed and set apart for the

duty of the priesthood in his father's stead, i.e. the existing high

priest, was to perform the act of expiation in the manner pre-

scribed, and that " once a year," The yearly repetition of the

general atonement showed that the sacrifices of the law were not

sufficient to make the servant of God perfect according to his

own conscience. And this imperfection of the expiation, made
with the blood of bullocks and goats, could not fail to awaken

a longing for the perfect sacrifice of the eternal High Priest,

who has obtained eternal redemption by entering once, through

His own blood, into the holiest of all (Heb. ix. 7-12). And
just as this was effected negatively, so by the fact that the high

priest entered on this day into the holiest of all, as the represen-

tative of the whole congregation, and there, before the tiirone of

God, completed its reconciliation with Him, was the necessity

exhibited in a positive manner for the true reconciliation of

man, and his introduction into a perfect and abiding fellowship

with Him, and the eventual realization of this by the blood of

the Sou of God, our eternal High Pi'iest and Mediator, pro-

phetically foreshadowed. The closing words in ver. 34, " and he

(i.e. Aaron, to whom Moses was to communicate the instructions

of God concerning the feast of atonement, ver. 2) did as the

Lord commanded Moses," are anticipatory in their character,

like Ex. xii. 50. For the law in question could not be carried

out till tbe seventh month of the current year, that is to say, aa
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we find from a comparison of Num. x. 11 with Ex. xl. 17, not till

after the departure of Israel from Sinai.

IL—LAWS FOR THE SANCTIFICATION OF ISRAEL IN THE
COVENANT-FELLOWSHIP OF ITS GOD.

Chap, xvii.-xxv.

holiness of conduct on the part of the israelites.

—

chap. xvii.-xx.

The contents of these four chapters have been very fittingly

summed up by Baiimgarten in the following heading :
" Israel

is not to walk in the way of the heathen and of the Canaanites,

but in the ordinances of Jehovah," as all the commandments

contained in them relate to holiness of life.

Chap. xvii. Holiness of Food.—The Israelites were not

to slaughter domestic animals as food either within or outside

the camp, but before the door of the tabernacle, and as slain-

offerings, that the blood and fat might be offered to Jehovah.

They were not to sacrifice any more to field-devils (vers. 3-7),

and were to offer all their burnt-offerings or slain-offerings be-

fore the door of the tabernacle (vers. 8 and 9) ; and they were

not to eat either blood or carrion (vers. 10-16). These laws are

not intended simply as supplements to the food laws in chap. xi.

;

but they place the eating of food on the part of the Israelites in

the closest relation with their calling as the holy nation of

Jehovah, on the one hand to oppose an effectual barrier to the

inclination of the people to idolatrous sacrificial meals, on the

other hand to give a consecrated character to the food of the

people in harmony with their calling, that it might be received

with thanksgiving and sanctified with prayer (1 Tim. iv. 4, 5).

—Vers. 1, 2. The directions are given to " Aaron and his sons,

and all the children of Israel," because they were not only bind-

ing upon the nation generally, but upon the priesthood also ;

whereas the instructions in chap, xviii.-xx. are addressed to

'' the children of Israel," or " the whole congregation" (chap.
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xviii. 2, xix. 2, xx. 2), just as special laws are laid down for the

priests in chap. xx. and xxi. with reference to the circum-

stances mentioned there.

Vers. 3-7. Whoever of the house of Israel slaughtered an

ox, sheep, or goat, either within or outside the camp, without

bringing the animal to the tabernacle, to offer a sacrifice there-

from to the Lord, " blood was to he reckoned to liim ;" that is to

say, as the following expression, " he hath shed blood," shows,

such slaughtering was to be reckoned as the shedding of blood,

or blood-guiltiness, and punished with extermination (see Gen.

xvii. 14). The severity of this prohibition required some ex-

planation, and this is given in the reason assigned in vers. 5-7,

viz. " that the Israelites may bring their slain-offerings, whicli

they slay in the open field, before the door of the tabernacle, as

peace-offerings to Jehovah," and " no more offer their sacrifices

to the Q"'"}''J'i^', after whom they go a whoring" (ver. 7). This

reason presupposes that the custom of dedicating the slain ani-

mals as sacrifices to some deity, to which a portion of them was

offered, was then widely spread among the Israelites. It had

probably been adopted from the Egyptians ; though this is not

expressly stated by ancient writers: Herodotus (i. 132) and

Straho (xv. 732) simply mentioning it ag a Persian custom,

whilst the law book of Mann ascribes it to the Indians. To
root out this idolatrous custom from among the Israelites, they

were commanded to slay every animal before the tabernacle, as

a sacrificial gift to Jehovah, and to bring the slain-offerings,

which they would have slain in the open field, to the priest at

the tabernacle, as shelamim (praise-offerings and thank-offer-

ings), that he might sprinkle the blood upon the altar, and burn

the fat as a sweet-smelling savour for Jehovah (see chap. iii.

2—5). " The face of the field'' (ver. 5, as in chap. xiv. 7, 53) :

the open field, in distinction from the enclosed space of the court

of Jehovah's dwelling. " The altar of Jehovah" is spoken of in

ver. 6 instead of " the altar" only (chap. i. 5, xi. 15, etc.), on

account of the contrast drawn between it and the altars upon

which they offered sacrifice to Seirim. W'yvv^ literally goats, is

here used to signify dcemones {Vulg.'), " field-devils" {Luther^,

demons, like the D^IK' in Deut. xxxii. 17, who were supposed to

inhabit the desert (Isa. xiii. 21, xxxiv. 14), and whose perni-

cious influence they sought to avert by sacrifices. The Israelites
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had brought this superstition, and the idolatry to which it gave

rise, from Egypt. The Seirim were the gods whom the Israehtes

worshipped and went a whoring after in Egypt (Josh. xxiv. 14
;

Ezek. XX. 7, xxiii. 3, 8, 19, 21, 27). Both the thing and the

name were derived from the Egyptians, who worshipped goats

as gods (Josephus c. Ap. 2, 7), particuLarly Pan, who was

represented in the form of a goat, a personification of the male

and fertilizing principle in nature, whom they called Mendes

and reckoned among the eight leading gods, and to whom they

had built a splendid and celebrated temple in T/muis, the

capital of the Mendesian Nomos in Lower Egypt, and erected

statues in the temples in all directions (cf. Herod. 2, 42, 46
;

Straho, xvii. 802 ; Diod. Sic. i. 18). The expression "a statute

for ever" refers to the principle of the law, that sacrifices were

to be offered to Jehovah alone, and not to the law that every

animal was to be slain before the tabernacle, \vhich was after-

wards repealed by Moses, when they were about to enter Ca-

naan, where it could no longer be carried out (Deut. xii. 15).

Vers. 8-16. To this there are appended three laws, which

are kindred in their nature, and which were binding not only

upon the Israelites, but also upon the foreigners who dwelt in

the midst of them.—Vers. 8, 9 contain the command, that who-

ever offered a burnt-offering or slain-offering, and did not bring

it to the tabernacle to prepare it for Jehovah there, was to be

exterminated ; a command which involved the prohibition of

sacrifice in any other place whatever, and was given, as the

further extension of this law in Deut. xii. clearly proves, for the

purpose of suppressing the disposition to offer sacrifice to other

gods, as well as in other places. In vers. 10-14 the prohibition

of the eating of blood is repeated, and ordered to be observed

on pain of extermination ; it is also extended to the strangers in

Israel ; and after a more precise explanation of the reason for

the law, is supplemented by instructions for the disposal of the

blood of edible game. God threatens that He will inflict the

punishment Himself, because the eating of blood was a trans-

gression of the law which might easily escape the notice of the

authorities. " To set one's face against :" i.e. to judge. The

reason for the command in ver. 11, " For the soul of the flesh

(the soul which gives life to the flesh) is in the blood, and I

have given it to you upon the altar, to make an atonement for
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your souls," is not a double one, viz. (1) because the blood con-

tained the soul of the animal, and (2) because God had set

apart the blood, as the medium of expiation for the human soul,

for the altar, i.e. to be sprinkled upon the altar. The first reason

simply forms the foundation for the second : God appointed the

blood for the altar, as containing the soul of the animal, to be

the medium of expiation for the souls of men, and therefore

prohibited its being used as food. " For the blood it expiates

bi/ virtue of the soul," not " the soul" itself. ^ with "1S3 has

only a local or instrumental signification (chap. vi. 23, xvi. 17,

27 ; also vii. 7 ; Ex. xxix. 33 ; Num. v. 8). Accordingly, it was

not the blood as such, but the blood as the vehicle of the soul,

which possessed expiatory virtue ; because the animal soul was

offered to God upon the altar as a substitute for the human

soul. Hence every bleeding sacrifice had an expiatory force,

though without being an expiatory sacrifice in the strict sense of

the word.—Ver. 13. The blood also of such hunted game as was

edible, whether bird or beast, was not to be eaten either by the

Israelite or stranger, but to be poured out and covered with

earth. In Deut. xii. 16 and 24, where the command to slay all

the domestic animals at the tabernacle as slain-offerings is re-

pealed, this is extended to such domestic animals as were slaugh-

tered for food ; their blood also was not to be eaten, but to be

poured upon the earth " like water," i.e. not quasi rem profanam

et nullo ritu sacro (Bosenmuller, etc.), but like water which is

poured upon the earth, sucked in by it, and thus given back to

the womb of the earth, from which God had caused the animals

to come forth at their creation (Gen. i. 24). Hence pouring it

out upon the earth like water was substantially the same as

pouring it out and covering it with earth (cf. Ezek. xxiv. 7, 8) ;

and the purpose of the command was to prevent the desecra-

tion of the vehicle of the soulish life, which was sanctified as the

medium of expiation.—Ver. 14. ^^ For as for the soul of all flesh

. . . its blood makes out its soul ;" i.e. " this is the case with the

soul of all flesh, that it is its blood which makes out its soul."

iB'SJB is to be taken as a predicate in its meaning, introduced

with beth essentiale. It is only as so understood, that the clause

supplies a reason at all in harmony with the context. Because

the distinguishino; characteristic of the blood was, that it was

the soul of the being when living in the flesh ; therefore it was
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not to be eaten in the case of any animal : and even in the case

of animals that were not proper for sacrifice, it was to be allowed

to run out upon the ground, and then covered with earth, or,

so to speak, buried.^—Lastly (vers. 15, 16), the prohibition

against eating " that which died" (xi. 39, 40), or " that which

was torn" (Ex. xxii. 30), is renewed and supplemented by the

law, that whoever, either of the natives or of foreigners, should

eat the flesh of that which had fallen (died a natural death), or

j^ad been torn in pieces by wild beasts (sc. thoughtlessly or in

ignorance ; cf. chap. v. 2), and neglected the legal purification

afterwards, was to bear his iniquity (chap. v. 1). Of course the

flesh intended is that of animals which were clean, and there-

fore allowable as food, when properly slaughtered, and which

became unclean simply from the fact, that when they had died

a natural death, or had been torn to pieces by wild beasts, the

blood remained in the flesh, or did not flow out in a proper

manner. According to Ex. xxii. 30, the n?a3 (that which

had fallen) was to be thrown to the dogs ; but in Deut. xiv. 21

permission is given either to sell it or give it to a stranger or

alien, to prevent the plea that it was a pity that such a thing

should be entirely wasted, and so the more effectually to secure

the observance of the command, that it was not to be eaten by

an Israelite.

Chap, xviii. Holiness of the Marriage Eelation.—The

prohibition of incest and similar sensual abominations is intro-

duced with a general warning as to the licentious customs of the

Egyptians and Canaanites, and an exhortation to walk in the

1 On the truth which lay at the foundation of this idea of the unity of

the soul and blood, which others of the ancients shared with the Hebrews,

particularly the early Greek philosophers, see DelitzscH's bibl. Psychol, pp.

242 sqq. " It seems at first sight to be founded upon no other reason,

than that a sudden diminution of the quantity of the blood is sure to cause

death. But this phenomenon rests upon the still deeper ground, that all

the activity of the body, especially that of the nervous and muscular sys-

tems, is dependent upon the circulation of the blood ; for if the flow of

blood is stopped from any part of the body, all its activity ceases imme-

diately ; a sensitive part loses all sensation in a very few minutes, and mus-

cular action is entirely suspended. . . . The blood is really the basis of the

physical life ; and so far the soul, as the vital principle of the body, is pre-

eminently in the blood" (p. 246).
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judgments and ordinances of Jehovah (vers. 2-5), and is brought

to a close with a threatening allusion to the consequences of all

such defilements (vers. 24-30).—Vers. 1-5. By the words, "I

am Jehovah your God," which are placed at the head and re-

peated at the close (ver. 30), the observance of the command is

enforced upon the people as a covenant obligation, and urged

upon them most strongly by the promise, that through the ob-

servance of the ordinances and judgments of Jehovah they

should live (ver. 5).—Ver. 5. " The man who does them (the

ordinances of Jehovah) shall live (gain true life) through them'''

(see at Ex. i. 16 and Gen. iii. 22).

Vers. 6-18. The laios against incest are introduced in ver. 6

with the general prohibition, descriptive of the nature of this

sin, " None of you shall approach yw"^ -^SC'-b"^^J to any flesh of

his flesh, to uncover nakedness." The difference between ^^<k^'

flesh, and "i^3 flesh, is involved in obscurity, as both words are

used in connection with edible flesh (see the Lexicons). " Flesh

of his flesh " is a flesh that is of his own flesh, belongs to the

same flesh as himself (Gen. ii. 24), and is applied to a blood-

relation, blood-relationship being called nnx^ (or flesh-kindred)

in Hebrew (ver. 17). Sexual intercourse is called uncovering

the nakedness of another (Ezek. xvi. 36, xxiii. 18). The prohi-

bition relates to both married and unmarried intercourse, though

the reference is chiefly to the former (see ver. 18, chap. xx. 14,

17, 21). Intercourse is forbidden (1) with a mother, (2) with

a step-mother, (3) with a sister or half-sister, (4) with a grand-

daughter, the daughter of either son or daughter, (5) with the

daughter of a step-mother, (6) with an aunt, the sister of either

father or mother, (7) with the wife of an uncle on the father's

side, (8) with a daughter-in-law, (9) with a sister-in-law, or

brother's wife, (10) with a woman and her daughter, or a woman

and her granddaughter, and (11) with two sisters at the same

time. No special reference is made to sexual intercourse with

(a) a daughter, (h) a full sister, (c) a mother-in-law ; the last,

however, which is mentioned in Deut. xxvii. 23 as an accursed

crime, is included here in No. 10, and the second in No. 3, whilst

the first, like parricide in Ex. xxi. 15, is not expressly noticed,

simply because the crime was regarded as one that never could

occur. Those mentioned under Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8, and 10 were to

be followed by the death or extermination of the criminals (chap.
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XX. 11, 12, 14, 17), on account of their being accursed crimes

(Deut. xxiii. 1, xxvii. 20, 22, 23). On the other hand, the only

threat held out in the case of the connection mentioned under

Nos. 6, 7, and 9, was that those y\\\o committed such crimes

should bear their iniquity, or die childless (chap. xx. 19-21).

The cases noticed under Nos. 4 and 5 are passed over in chap.

XX., though they no doubt belonged to the crimes which were to

be punished with death, and Ko. 11, for which no punishment

was fixed, because the wrong had been already pointed out in

ver. 18}

The enumeration of the different cases commences in ver. 7

very appropriately with the prohibition of incest with a mother.

Sexual connection with a mother is called "uncovering the

nakedness of father and mother." As husband and wife are

one flesh (Gen. ii. 24), the nakedness of the husband is un-

covered in that of his wife, or, as it is described in Deut. xxii.

30, xxvii. 20, the wing, i.e. the edge, of the bedclothes of the

father's ber'.^ as the husband spreads his bedclothes over his

wife as well as himself (Ruth iii. 9). For, strictly speaking,

nny npji is only used with reference to the wife ; but in the

dishonouring of his wife the honour of the husband is violated

^ The marriage laws and customs were much more lax among the Gen-

tiles. "With the Egyptians it was lawful to marry sisters and half-sisters

(Diod. Sic. i. 27), and the licentiousness of the women was very great

among them (see at Gen. xxxix. 6 sqq.). With the Persians marriage was

allowed with mother, daughter, and sister (Clem. Al. strom. iii. p. 431;

Eusebii preep. ev. vi. 10) ; and this is also said to have been the case with

the Medians, Indians, and Ethiopians, as well as with the Assyrians (Jerome

adv. Jovin. ii. 7 ; Lucian, Sacriff. 5) ; whereas the Greeks and Komans ab-

horred such marriages, and the Athenians and Spartans only permitted mar-

riages with half-sisters (cf. Selden de jure nat. et gent. v. 11, pp. 619 sqq.).

The ancient Arabs, before the time of Mohammed, were very strict in this

respect, and would not allow of marriage with a mother, daughter, or aunt

on either the father's or mother's side, or with two sisters at the same time.

The only cases on record of marriage between brothers and sisters are among
the Arabs of Marbat (Seetzen, Zach's JMon. Corresp. Oct. 1809). This custom

Mohammed raised into a law, and extended it to nieces, nurses, foster-

sisters, etc. (Koran, Sure iv. 20 sqq.).

Elaborate commentaries upon this chapter are to be found in Michaelis

Abhandl. iiber die Ehegesetze Mosis, and his Mos. Kecht ; also in Saalschiitz

Mos. Reclit. See also my Archdologie ii. p. 108. For the rabbinical laws

and those of the Talmud, see Selden uxor ehr. lib. 1, c. 1 sqq., and Saalschiitz

uz sup.
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also, and his bed defiled, Gen. xlix. 4. It is wrong, therefore,

to interpret the verse, as Jonathan and Clericus do, as relating

to carnal intercourse between a daughter and father. Not only

is this at variance with the circumstance that all these laws are

intended for the man alone, and addressed expressly to him, but

also with ver. 8, where the nakedness of the father's wife is

distinctly called the father's shame.—Yer. 8. Intercourse with a

father's wife, i.e. with a step-mother, is forbidden as uncovering

the father's nakedness ; since a father's wife stood in blood-

relationship only to the son whose mother she was. But for the

father's sake her nakedness was to be inaccessible to the son, and

uncovering it was to be punished with death as incest (chap.

XX. 11 ; Deut. xxvii. 20). By the "father's wife" we are pro-

bably to understand not merely his full lawful wife, but his

concubine also, since the father's bed was defiled in the latter

case no less than in the former (Gen. xlix. 4), and an accursed

crime was committed, the punishment of which was death. At
all events, it cannot be inferred from chap. xix. 20-22 and Ex.

xxi. 9, as Knobel supposes, that a milder punishment was inflicted

in this case.—Ver. 9. By the sister, the daughter of father or

mother, we are to understand only the step- or half-sister, who
had either the same father or the same mother as the brother

had. The clause, " whether bom at home or born abroad" does

not refer to legitimate or illegitimate birth, but is to be taken as

a more precise definition of the words, daughter of thy father or

of thy mother, and understood, as Lud. de Dieu supposes, as

referring to the half-sister " of the first marriage, whether the

father's daughter left by a deceased wife, or the mother's

daughter left by a deceased husband," so that the person marry-

ing her would be a son by a second marriage. Sexual inter-

course with a half-sister is described as "IDPI in chap. xx. 17, and

threatened with extermination. This word generally signifies

sparing love, favour, grace; but here, as in Prov. xiv. 34, it

means dishonour, shame, from the Piel "^sn^ to dishonour.—Ver.

10. The prohibition of marriage with a granddaughter, whether

the daughter of a son or daughter, is explained in the words,

" for they are thy nakedness," the meaning of which is, that as

they were directly descended from the grandfather, carnal inter-

course with them would be equivalent to dishonouring his own
flesh and blood.—Ver. 11. " The daughter of tlcy father s wife
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{i.e. thy step-mother), born to thr/ father " is the half-sister by a

second marriage ; and the prohibition refers to the son by a first

marriage, whereas ver. 9 treats of the son by a second marriage.

The notion that the man's own mother is also included, and that

the prohibition includes marriage with a full sister, is at variance

with the usage of the expression " thy father's wife."—Yers. 12

and 13. Marriage or conjugal intercourse with the sister of either

father or mother (i.e. with either the paternal or maternal aunt)

was prohibited, because she was the blood-relation of the father

or mother. 1X^="ib'2 nxc' (ver. 6, as in chap. xx. 19, xxi. 2, Num.
xxvii. 11), hence i^l^.^, blood-relationship (ver. 17).—Ver. 14.

So, again, with the wife of the father's brother, because the

nakedness of the uncle was thereby uncovered. The threat held

out in chap. xx. 19 and 20 against the alliances prohibited in

vers. 12-14, is that the persons concerned should bear their

iniquity or sin, i.e. should suffer punishment in consequence (see

at chap. V. 1) ; and in the last case it is stated that they should

die childless. From this it is obvious that sexual connection

with the sister of either father or mother was not to be punished

with death by the magistrate, but would be punished with

disease by God Himself.—Ver. 15. Sexual connection with a

daughter-in-law, a son's wife, is called ^3^1 in chap. xx. 12, and

threatened with death to both the parties concerned, bin^ from

?/3 to mix, to confuse, signifies a sinful mixing up or confusing

of the divine ordinances by unnatural unchastity, like the lying

of a woman with a beast, which is the only other connection in

which the word occurs (ver. 23).—Ver. 16. Marriage with a

brother's wife was a sin against the brother's nakedness, a sexual

defilement, which God would punish with barrenness. This

prohibition, however, only refers to cases in which the deceased

brother had left children ; for if he had died childless, the

brother not only might, but was required to marry his sister-in-

law (Deut. XXV. 5).—Ver. 17. Marriage with a woman and her

daughter, whether both together or in succession, is described

in Deut. xxvii. 20 as an accursed lying with the mother-in-law;

whereas here it is the relation to the step-daughter which is

primarily referred to, as we may see from the parallel prohibi-

tion, which is added, against taking the daughter of her son or

daughter, i.e. the granddaughter-in-law. Both of these were

crimes against blood-relationship which were to be punished with
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death in the case of both parties (chap. xx. 14), because they

were "wickedness," not, lU. invention, design, here appKed to

the crime of licentiousness and whoredom (chap. xix. 29 ; Judg.

XX. 6; Job xxxi. 11.)—Ver. 18. Lastly, it was forbidden to

take a wife to her sister (f^vV upon her, as in Gen. xxviii. 9,

xxxi. 50) in her life-time, that is to say, to marry two sisters at

the same time, "i^V? "to pack together, to uncover their naked-

ness," i.e. to pack both together into one marriage bond, and so

place the sisters in carnal union through their common husband,

and disturb the sisterly relation, as the marriage with two sisters

that was forced upon Jacob had evidently done. No punish-

ment is fixed for the marriage with two sisters ; and, of course,

after the death of the first wife a man was at liberty to marry

her sister.

Vers. 19-23. Prohibition of other kinds of unchastity and of
unnatural crimes.—Ver. 19 prohibits intercourse with a woman
during her uncleanness. "^^P^ ri"nj signifies the uncleanness of

a woman's hemorrhage, whether menstruation or after child-

birth, which is called in chap. xii. 7, xx. 18, the fountain of

bleeding. The guilty persons were both of them to be cut off

from their nation according to chap. xx. 18, i.e. to be punished

with death.—Ver. 20. " To a neighbour's wife thou shalt not

give ^Jji?9^ thy pouring as seed " {i.e. make her pregnant), " to

defile thyself with her," viz. by the emissio seminis (chap. xv.

16, 17), a defilement which was to be punished as adultery by

the stoning to death of both parties (chap. xx. 10 ; Deut. xxii.

22, cf. John ix. 5).—Ver. 21. To bodily unchastity there is

appended a prohibition of spiritual whoredom. " Thou shalt not

give of thy seed to cause to pass through {sc. the fire ; Deut. xviii.

10) fo7' Moloch." ^?on is constantly written with the article:

it is rendered by the LXX. ap-x^cov both here and in chap. xx.

2 sqq., but 6 Mo\6'^ ^aaCkev^ in other places (2 Kings xxiii.

10; Jer. xxxii. 35). Moloch was an old Canaanitish idol, called

by the Phoenicians and Carthaginians Melkarth, Baal-melech,

Malcom, and other such names, and related to Baal, a sun-god

worshipped, like Kronos and Saturn, by the sacrifice of children.

It was represented by a brazen statue, which was hollow and

capable of being heated, and formed with a bull's head, and

arms stretched out to receive the children to be sacrificed. From
the time of Ahaz children were slain at Jerusalem in the valley
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of Ben-Hiiinom, and then sacrificed by being laid in the heated

arms and burned (Ezek. xvi. 20, 21, xx. 31 ; Jer. xxxii. 35 ; 2

Kings xxiii. 10, xvi. 3, xvii. 17, xxi. 6, cf. Ps. cvi. 37, 38).

Now althouofh this offeriuo; of cliildren in the vallev of Ben-

Hinnom is called a "slaughtering" by Ezekiel (chap, xvi. 21),

and a "burning through (in the) fire" by Jeremiah (chap. vii.

31), and although, in the times of the later kings, children were

actually given up to INIoloch and burned as slain-offerings, even

among the Israelites ; it by no means follows from this, that

" passing through to Moloch," or " passing through the fire," or

" passing through the fire to Moloch " (2 Kings xxiii. 10),

signified slaughtering and burning with fire, though this has

been almost unanimously assmned since the time of Clericus.

But according to the unanimous explanation of the Rabbins,

fathers, and earlier theologians, " causing to pass -through the

fire " denoted primarily going through the fire without burning,

a februation, or purification through fire, by which the children

were consecrated to Moloch ; a kind of fire-baptism, which pre-

ceded the sacrificing, and was performed, particularly in olden

time, without actual sacrificing, or slaying and burning. For

februation was practised among the most different nations with-

out being connected with human sacrifices; and, like most of the

idolatrous rites of the heathen, no doubt the worship of Molocli

assumed different forms at different times and among different

nations. If the Israelites had really sacrificed their children to

Moloch, i.e. had slain and burned them, before the time of Ahaz,

the burning would certainly have been mentioned before ; for

Solomon had built a high place upon the mountain to the east

of Jerusalem for Moloch, the abomination of the children of

Ammon, to please his foreign wives (1 Kings xi. 7 : see the Art.

Moloch in Uerzog's Cycl.). This idolatrous worship was to be

punished with death by stoning, as a desecration of the name of

Jehovah, and a defiling of His sanctuary (chap. xx. 3), i.e. as a

practical contempt of the manifestations of the grace of the

living God (chap. xx. 2, 3).—Vers. 22, 23. Lastly, it M-as for-

bidden to " lie with mankind as with womankind," i.e. to com-

mit the crime of pceder^astia, that sin of Sodom (Gen. xix. 5),

to which the whole of the heathen were more or less addicted

(Rom. i. 27), and from which even the Israelites did not keep

themselves fi*ee (Judg. xix. 22 sqq.); or to "lie with any beast."

PENT.—VOL. II. 2 D
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" Into 110 beast shalt thou give thine emission of seed, . . . and

a woman shall not place herself before a beast to lie down

thereto." V?"] = Y^l " to lie," is the term used particularly to

denote a crime of this description (chap. xx. 13 and 15, 16, cf.

Ex. xxii. 18). Lying with animals was connected in Egypt

with the worshio of the goat ; at Mendes especially, where the

women lay down before he-goats (Herodotus, 2, 46; Strabo, 17,

p. 802). Aelian (nat. an. vii. 19) relates an account of the

crime being also committed with a dog in Rome ; and according

to Sonnini, R. 11, p. 330, in modern Egypt men are said to lie

even with female crocodiles.

Vers. 24-30. In the concluding exhortation God pointed

expressly to the fact, that the nations which He was driving out

before the Israelites (the participle ^E'^^ is used of that which

is certainly and speedily coming to pass) had defiled the land

by such abominations as those, that He had visited their iniquity

and the land had spat out its inhabitants, and warned the

Israelites to beware of these abominations, that the land might

not spit them out as it had the Canaanites before them. The
pret. Npril (ver. 25) and HNj^ (ver. 28) are prophetic (cf. chap. xx.

22, 23), and the expression is poetical. The land is personified

as a living creature, which violently rejects food that it dislikes.

^^Hoc enim tropo vult signijicare Scriptura enormitatem criminum,

quod scilicet ipsce creaturce irrationales suo creatori semper

ohedientes et pro illo pugnantes detestentur peccatores tales eosque

terra quasi evomat, cum illi expelluntur ab ea " (C. a Lap.).

Chap. xix. Holiness of Behaviour towards God and
Man.—However manifold the commandments, which are grouped

together rather according to a loose association of ideas than

according to any logical arrangement, they are all linked to-

gether by the common purpose expressed in ver. 2 in the words,

" Ye shall he holy, for I am holy, Jehovah your God.^* The
absence of any strictly logical arrangement is to be explained

chiefly from the nature of the object, and the great variety of

circumstances occurring in life which no casuistry can fully

exhaust, so that any attempt to throw light upon these relations

must consist more or less of the description of a series of concrete

events.—Vers. 2-8. The commandment in ver. 2, " to be holy

as God is holy," exjiresses on the one hand the princij)le upon
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which all the different commandments that follow were based,

and on the other hand the goal which the Israelites were to

keep before them as the nation of Jehovah.—Yer. 3. The first

thing required is reverence towards parents and the observance

of the Lord's Sabbaths,—tlie two leading pillars of the moral

government, and of social well-being. To fear father and

mother answers to the honour commanded in the decalogue to

be paid to parents ; and in the observance of the Sabbaths the

labour connected with a social calling is sanctified to the Lord

God.—Ver. 4 embraces the first two commandments of the

decalogue : viz. not to turn to idols to worship them (Deut.

xxxi. 18, 20), nor to make molten gods (see at Ex. xxxiv. 17).

The gods beside Jehovah are called elilim, i.e. nothings, from

their true nature.—Vers. 5-8. True fidelity to Jehovah was to

be shown, so far as sacrifice, the leading form of divine worship,

was concerned, in the fact, that the holiness of the sacrificial

flesh was strictly preserved in the sacrificial meals, and none of

the flesh of the peace-offerings eaten on the third day. To this

end the command in chap. vii. 15-18 is emphatically repeated,

and transgressors are threatened with extermination. On the

singular ^^1 in ver. 8, see at Gen. xxvii. 29, and for the expres-

sion "shall be cut off," Gen. xvii. 14.

Vers. 9-18. Laws concerning the conduct towards one's

neighbour, which should flow from unselfish love, especially

Avith regard to the poor and distressed.—Vers. 9, 10. In reap-

ing the field, " thou shalt not finish to reap the edge of thy

field," i.e. not reap the field to the extreme edge ;
" neither

shalt thou hold a gathering up (gleaning) of thy harvest," i.e. not

gather together the ears left upon the field in the reaping. In

the vineyard and olive-plantation, also, they were not to have

any gleaning, or gather up what was strewn about {peret sig-

nifies the grapes and olives that had fallen off), but to leave

them for the distressed and the foreigner, that he might also

share in the harvest and gathering. D^S, lit. a noble plantation,

generally signifies a vineyard ; but it is also applied to an olive-

plantation (Judg. XV. 5), and here it is to be understood of both.

For when this command is repeated in Deut. xxiv. 20, 21, both

vineyards and olive-plantations are mentioned. When the olives

had been gathered by being knocked off with sticks, the custom

of shaking the boughs ("ii?S) to get at those olives which could
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not be reached witli the sticks was expressly forbiddenj in tlie

interest of the strangers, orphans, and widows, as well as glean-

ing after the vintage. The command with regard to the corn-

harvest is repeated again in the law for the feast of Weeks or

Harvest Feast (chap, xxiii. 20) ; and in Dent. xxiv. 19 it is ex-

tended, quite in the spirit of our law, so far as to forbid fetching

a sheaf that had been overlooked in the field, and to order it to

be left for the needy. (Compare with this Deut. xxiii. 25, 26.)

—Vers. 11 sqq. The Israelites were not to steal (Ex. xx. 15) ;

nor to deny, viz. anything entrusted to them or found (chap. v.

21 sqq.) ; nor to lie to a neighbour, i.e. with regard to property

or goods, for the purpose of overreaching and cheating him ; nor

to swear by the name of Jehovah to lie and defi'aud, and so

profane the name of God (see Ex. xx. 7, 16) ; nor to oppress

and rob a neighbour (cf. chap. v. 21), by the unjust abstraction

or detention of what beloncred to him or was due to him,—for

example, they were not to keep the wages of a day-labourer

over night, but to pay him every day before sunset (Deut. xxiv.

14, 15).—Ver. 14. They were not to do an injury to an infirm

person : neither to ridicule or curse the deaf, who could not

hear the ridicule or curse, and therefore could not defend him-

self (Ps. xxxviii. 15) ; nor " to put a stumblingblock before

the blind," i.e. to put anything in his way over which he might

stumble and fall (compare Deut. xxvii. 18, where a curse is pro-

nounced upon the man who should lead the blind astray). But
they were to " fear before God," who hears, and sees, and will

punish every act of wrong (cf. ver. 32, xxv. 17, 36, 43).

—

Ver. 15. In judgment, i.e. in the administration of justice, they

were to do no unrighteousness : neither to respect the person of

the poor (Trpoacoirov Xafi/Sdvetv, to do anything out of I'egard to

a person, used in a good sense in Gen. xix. 21, in a bad sense

here, namely, to act partially from unmanly pity) ; nor to adorn

the person of the great (i.e. powerful, distinguished, exalted),

i.e. to favour him in a judicial decision (see at Ex. xxiii. 3).

—

Ver. 16. They were not to go about as calumniators among their

countrymen, to bring their neighbour to destruction (Ezek. xxii.

9) ; nor to set themselves against the blood of a neighbour, i.e. to

seek his life. 7''^'] does not mean calumny, but, according to its

formation, a calumniator {Ewald, § 149e).—Ver. 17. They were

not to cherish hatred in their hearts towards their brother, but
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to admonish a neighbour, i.e. to tell him openly what they had

against him, and reprove him for his conduct, just as Christ

teaches His disciples in Matt, xviii. 15-17, and " not to load a

sin upon themselves." i^pn xhv Nb'J does not mean to have to

bear, or atone for a sin on his account (^OnJcelos, Knohel, etc.),

but, as in chap. xxii. 9, Num. xviii. 32, to bring sin upon one's

self, which one then has to bear, or atone for ; so also in Num.
xviii. 22, J^tpn riJ<b^, from which the meaning " to bear," i.e. atone

for sin, or suffer its consequences, was first derived.—Ver. 18.

Lastly, they were not to avenge themselves, or bear malice

against the sons of their nation (their countrymen), but to lov^e

their neighbour as themselves, ipj to watch for (Song of Sol.

i. 6, viii. 11, 12), hence (= Ttjpelv) to cherish a design upon a

person, or bear him malice (Ps. ciii. 9 ; Jer. iii. 5, 12 ; Nahum
i.2).

Vers. 19-32. The words, " Ye shall keep My statutes," open

the second series of commandments, which make it a duty on

the part of the people of God to keep the physical and moral

order of the world sacred. This series begins in ver. 19 with

the commandment not to mix the things which are separated in

the creation of God. " Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender with

a diverse kind : thou shalt not sow thy field with two kinds of

seed, or put on a garment of mixed stuff." '^^^r?, from i03

separation, signifies du<x res diversi generis, heferogenece, and is a

substantive in the accusative, giving a more precise definition.

T3tDJ?C' is in apposition to Q]'^?? "^^r?, and according to Deut. xxii.

11 refers to cloth or a garment woven of wool and flax, to a

mixed fabric therefore. The etymology is obscure, and the

rendering given by the LXX., Klfi^rjXov, i.e. forged, not genu-

ine, is probably merely a conjecture based upon the context.

The word is probably derived from the Egyptian ; although the

attempt to explain it from the Coptic has not been so far satis-

factory. In Deut. xxii. 9-11, instead of the field, the vineyard

is mentioned, as that which they were not to sow with things of

two kinds, i.e. so that a mixed produce should arise ; and the

threat is added, " that thy fulness (full fruit, Ex. xxii. 28), the

seed, and the produce of the vineyard {i.e. the corn and wine

grown upon the vineyard) may not become holy" (cf. chap,

xxvii. 10, 21), i.e. fall to the sanctuary for its servants. It is

also forbidden to plough with an ox and ass together, i.e. to yoko
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them to the same plough. By these laws the observance of the

natural order and separation of things is made a duty binding

upon the Israelites, the people of Jehovah, as a divine ordi-

nance founded in the creation itself (Gen. i. 11, 12, 21, 24, 25).

All the symbolical, mystical, moral, and utilitarian reasons that

have been supposed to lie at the foundation of these commands,

are foreign to the spirit of the law. And with regard to the

observance of them, the statement of Josephus and the Eabbins,

that the dress of the priests, as well as the tapestries and cur-

tains of the tabernacle, consisted of wool and linen, is founded

upon the assumption, which cannot be established, that K'P',

/SycriTo?, is a term applied to linen. The mules frequently men-

tioned, e.g. in 2 Sam. xiii. 29, xviii. 9, 1 Kings i. 33, may have

been imported from abroad, as we may conclude from 1 Kings

X. 25.—Vers. 20-22. Even the personal rights of slaves were

to be upheld ; and a maid, though a slave, was not to be de-

graded to the condition of personal property. If any one lay

with a woman who was a slave and betrothed to a man, but

neither redeemed nor emancipated, the punishment of death was

not to be inflicted, as in the case of adultery (ciiap. xx. 10), or

the seduction of a free virgin who was betrothed (Deut. xxii.

23 sqq.), because she was not set free ; but scourging was to be

inflicted, and the guilty person was also to bring a trespass-

offering for the expiation of his sin against God (see at chap.

V. 15 sqq.). risin?.) from fl"]n carpere, lit. plucked, i.e. set apart,

betrothed to a man, not abandoned or despised, ^'^p'^ redeemed,

nti'sn emancipation without purchase,—the two ways in which a

slave could obtain her freedom. n"i'p3, air. 'ke'y., from "ii?3 to

examine (chap. xiii. 36), lit. investigation, then punishment,

chastisement. This referred to both parties, as is evident from

the expression, " they shall not be put to death ;" though it is

not more precisely defined. According to the Mislinah, Keritli.

ii. 4, the panishment of the woman consisted of forty stripes.

—

Vers. 23-25. The garden-fruit was also to be sanctified to the

Lord. When the Israelites had planted all kinds of fruit-trees

in the land of Canaan, they were to treat the fruit of every tree

as uncircumcised for the first three years, i.e. not to eat it, as

being uncircumcised. The singular suffix in in7"}y refers to -'S,

and the verb T\V is a denom. from ^Y^V, to make into a foreskin,

to treat as uncircumcised, i.e. to throw away as unclean or un
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eatable. The reason for this command is not to be sought for

in the fact, that in the first three years fruit-trees bear only a

little fruit, and that somewhat insipid, and that if the blossom

or fruit is broken off the first year, the trees will bear all the

more plentifully afterwards (Aben Esra, Clericus, J. D. Mich.),

though this end would no doubt be thereby attained ; but it rests

rather upon ethical grounds. Israel was to treat the fruits of

horticulture with the most careful regard as a gift of God, and

sanctify the enjoyment of them by a thank-offering. In the

fourth year the whole of the fruit was to be a holiness of praise

for Jehovah, i.e. to be offered to the Lord as a holy sacrificial

gift, in praise and thanksgiving for the blessing which He had

Ipestowed upon the fruit-trees. This offering falls into the

category of first-fruits, and was no doubt given up entirely to

the Lord for the servants of the altar ; althoiigh the expression

Dvl?n nb'if (Judg. ix. 27) seems to point to sacrificial meals of

the first-fruits, that had already been reaped : and this is the

way in which Josephus has explained the command {Ant. iv. 8,

19). For (ver. 25) they were not to eat the fruits till the fifth

year, " to add (increase) its produce to you," viz. by the blessing

of God, not by breaking off the fruits that might set in the first

years.

Vers. 26-32. The Israelites were to abstain from all im-

natural, idolatrous, and heathenish conduct.—Ver. 26. "Ye
shall not eat upon blood" i^V as in Ex. xii. 8, referring to the

basis of the eating), i.e. no flesh of which blood still lay at the

foundation, which was not entirely cleansed from blood (cf. 1

Sam. xiv. 32). These words were not a mere repetition of the

law against eating blood (chap. xvii. 10), but a strengthening of

the law. Not only were they to eat no blood, but no flesh to

which any blood adhered. They were also " to practise no kind

of incantations." tJ'na : from E'nj to whisper (see Gen. xliv. 5), or,

according to some, a denom. verb from C'nj a serpent ; literally,

to prophesy from observing snakes, then to prophesy from

auguries generally, avgiirari. JJij? a denom. verb, not from \'^V

a cloud, with the signification to prophesy from the motion of the

clouds, of which there is not the slightest historical trace in

Hebrew ; but, as the Rabbins maintain, from \'V an eye, literally,

to ogle, then to bewitch with an evil eye.—Ver. 27. " Ye shall

not round the border of your head:" i.e. not cut the hair in a
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circle from one temple to the other, as some of the Arab tribes

did, according to Herodotus (3, 8), in honour of their god
^OpoTok, whom he identifies with the Dionysos of the Greeks.

I|i Jer. ix. 25, xxv. 23, xlix. 32, the persons who did this are

called nxQ ''>*^^*p, round-cropped, from their peculiar tonsure.
^^ Neither shalt thou mar the corners of thy heard" sc. by cuttino-

it off (cf. chap. xxi. 5), which Pliiiy reports some of the Arabs
to have done, barba abraditur, lyrceterquam in superiore labro,

aliis et hcec intonsa, whereas the modern Arabs either wear a

short moustache, or shave off the beard altogether {Niebuhr,

Arab. p. 68).—Ver. 28. " Ye shall not make cuttings on your

flesh (body) on account of a soul, i.e. a dead person (K'SJ =
^P ^??., chap. xxi. 11, Num. vi. 6, or np, Deut. xiv. 1 ; so again

in chap. xxii. 4, Num. v. 2, ix. 6, 7, 10), nor make engraven (or

branded) writing upon yourselves.'^ Two prohibitions of an un-
natural disfigurement of the body. The first refers to passionate

outbursts of mourning, common among the excitable nations of

the East, particularly in the southern parts, and to the custom of

scratching the arms, hands, and face (Deut. xiv. 1), which is said

to have prevailed among the Babylonians and Armenians {Cyrov.

iii. 1, 13, iii. 3, 67), the Scythians {Herod. 4, 71), and even the

ancient Romans (cf. M. Geier de Ebrceor. luctu, c. 10), and to

be still practised by the Arabs (Ai^vieux Beduinen, p. 153), the

Persians {Morier Zweite JReise, p. 189), and the Abyssinians of

the present day, and which apparently held its ground among the

Israelites notwithstanding the prohibition (cf. Jer. xvi. 6, xli. 5,

xlvii. 5),—as well as to the custom, which is also forbidden in

chap. xxi. 5 and Deut. xiv. 1, of cutting off the hair of the head
and beard (cf. Isa. iii. 24, xxii. 12 ; Micah i. 16 ; Amos viii. 10

;

Ezek. vii. 18). It cannot be inferred from the words of Plu-

tarch, quoted by Spencer, SoKovvTe'; ')(api^ea-6aL rot? rereXevKT]-

Koaiv, that the heathen associated with this custom the idea of

making an expiation to the dead. The prohibition of V\>Ji\t 03113,

scriptio stigmatis, writing corroded or branded (see Ges. thes.

pp. 1207-8), i.e. of tattooing,—a custom not only very common
among the savage tribes, but still met with in Arabia {Arvieux

Beduinen, p. 155 ; Bujxkhardt Beduinen, pp. 40, 41) and in Ecrypt

among both men and women of the lower orders (Lane, Manners
and Customs i. pp. 25, 35, iii. p. 169),—had no reference to

idolatrous usages, but was intended to inculcate upon the Israel-
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ites a proper reverence for God's creation.—Ver. 29. " Do not

prostitute thy daugJder, to cause her to be a whore, lest the land

fall to lohoredom, and the land become full of vice " {zimmah :

see chap, xviii. 17). The reference is not to spiritual whoredom

or idolatry (Ex. xxxiv. 16), but to fleshly whoredom, the word

zimmah being only used in this connection. If a father caused

his daughter to become a prostitute, immorality would soon be-

come predominant, and the land (the population of the land)

fall away to whoredom.—'Ver. 30. The exhortation now returns

to the chief point, the observance of the Lord's Sabbaths and

reverence for His sanctuary, which embrace the true method

of divine worship as laid down in the ritual commandments.

When the Lord's day is kept holy, and a holy reverence for the

Lord's sanctuary lives in the heart, not only are many sins

avoided, but social and domestic life is pervaded by the fear of

God and characterized by chasteness and propriety.—Ver. 31.

True fear of God, however, awakens confidence in the Lord and

His guidance, and excludes all superstitious and idolatrous ways

and methods of discovering the future. This thought prepares

the way for the warning against turning to familiar spirits, or

seeking after wizards, nis denotes a departed spirit, who was

called up to make disclosures with regard to the future, hence

a familiar spirit, spiritum malum qui certis artibus eliciehatur ut

evocaret mortuorum manes, qui pradicarerd quce ab eis petehantur

(Cler.). This is the meaning in Isa. xxix. 4, as well as here

and in chap. xx. 6, as is evident from chap. xx. 27, " a man or

woman in whom is an ob," and from 1 Sam. xxviii. 7, 8, baalath

ob, " a woman with such a spirit." The name was then applied

to the necromantist himself, by whom the departed were called

up (1 Sam. xxviii. 3 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 24). The word is con-

nected with ob, a skin. "'^V^l, the knowing, so to speak, " clever

man" (^Symm. lyvcoarr]^, Aq. ryvcopiaT7]<;), is only found in con-

nection with ob, and denotes unquestionably a person acquainted

with necromancy, or a conjurer who devoted himself to the in-

vocation of spirits. (For further remarks, see at 1 Sam. xxviii.

7 sqq.).—Ver. 32. This series concludes with the moral precept,

" Before a hoary head thou shalt rise up {sc. with reverence, Job

xxix. 8), and the countenance (the person) of the old man thou

shalt honour and fear before thy God." God is honoured in the

old man, and for this reason reverence for age is required. This
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virtue was cultivated even by the heathen, e.g. the Egyptians

{Herod. 2, 80), the Spartans {Plutarch), and the ancient Romans

{Gellius, ii. 15). It is still found in the East {Lane, Sitten unci

Gehr. ii. p. 121).

Vers. 33-37. A few commandments are added of a judicial

character.—Vers. 33, 34. The Israelite was not only not to op-

press the foreigner in his land (as had already been commanded

in Ex. xxii. 20 and xxiii. 9), but to treat him as a native, and love

him as himself.—^Vers. 35, 36. As a universal rule, they were to

do no wrong in judgment (the administration of justice, ver.

15), or in social intercourse and trade with weights and measures

of length and capacity ; but to keep just scales, Aveights, and

measures. On ephah and hin, see at Ex. xvi. 36 and xxix. 40.

In the renewal of this command in Deut. xxv. 13-16, it is for-

bidden to carry " stone and stone " in the bag, i.e. two kinds of

stones (namely, for weights), large and small ; or to keep two

kinds of measures, a large one for buying and a small one for

selling; and full (unadulterated) and just weight and measure

are laid down as an obligation. This was a command, the

breach of which M'as frequently condemned (Prov. xvi. 11, xx.

10, 23 ; Amos viii. 5 ; Micah vi. 10, cf. Ezek. xlv. 10).—Ver.

37. Concluding exhortation, summing up all the rest.

Chap. XX. Punishments for the Vices and Crimes pro-

hibited IN CHAP. XVIII. AND XIX.—The list commences with

idolatry and soothsaying, which were to be followed by extermi-

nation, as a practical apostasy from Jehovah, and a manifest

breach of the covenant.—Ver. 2. Whoever, whether an Israelite

or a foreigner in Israel, dedicated of his seed (children) to

Moloch (see chap, xviii. 21), was to be put to death. The

people of the land were to stone him. pX3 DJn, lapide ohruere,

is synonymous with ^\>^, lit. lapidem jacere : this was the usual

punishment appointed in the law for cases in which death

was inflicted, either as the result of a judicial sentence, or by

the national community.—Ver. 3. By this punishment the

nation only carried out the will of Jehovah ; for He would cut

off such a man (see at chap. xvii. 10 and xviii. 21) for having

defiled the sanctuary of Jehovah and desecrated the name of

Jehovah, not because he had brought the sacrifice to Moloch

into t)ie sanctuary of Jehovah, as Movers supposes, but in the
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same sense in which all the sins of Israel defiled the sanctuary

in their midst (chap. xv. 31, xvi. 16).—Vers. 4, 5. If the people,

however (the people of the land), should hide their eyes from

him (on the clagesh in Ci?yn and '^'O'^fT see the note on p. 307),

from an unscrupulous indifference or a secret approval of his

sin, the Lord would direct His face against him and his family,

and cut him off with all that went a whoring after him.—Ver.

6. He would also do the same to every soul that turned to

familiar spirits and necromantists (chap. xix. 31, cf. Ex. xxii.

17), "to go a whoring after them," i.e. to make himself guilty

of idolatry by so doing, such practices being always closely

connected with idolatry.—Vers. 7, 8. For the Israelites were to

sanctify themselves, i.e. to keep themselves pure from all idola-

trous abominations, to be holy because Jehovah was holy (chap,

xi. 44, xix. 2), and to keep the statutes of their God who sanc-

tified them (Ex. xxxi. 13).

Vers. 9-18. Whoever cursed father or mother was to be

punished with death (chap. xix. 3); "/«'s blood would he upon

himP The cursing of parents was a capital crime (see at chap,

xvii. 4, and for the plural VOT Ex. xxii. 1 and Gen. iv. 10), which

was to return upon the doer of it, according to Gen. ix. 6. The
same punishment was to be inflicted upon adultery (ver. 10, cf.

chap, xviii. 20), carnal intercourse with a father's wife (ver. 11,

cf. chap, xviii. 7, 8) or with a daughter-in-law (ver. 12, cf.

chap, xviii. 17), sodomy (ver. 13, cf. chap, xviii. 22), sexual in-

tercourse with a mother and her daughter, in which case the

punishment was to be heightened by the burning of the criminals

when put to death (ver. 14, cf. chap, xviii. 17), lying with a

beast (vers. 15, 16, cf. chap, xviii. 23), sexual intei'course with a

half-sister (ver. 17, cf. chap, xviii. 9 and 11), and lying with a

menstruous woman (ver. 18, cf. chap, xviii. 19). The punish-

ment of death, which was to be inflicted in all these cases upon

both the criminals, and also upon the beast that had been abused

(vers. 15, 16), was to be by stoning, according to vers. 2, 27, and

Deut. xxii. 21 sqq. ; and by the burning (ver. 14) we are not to

understand death by fire, or burning alive, but, as we may clearly

see from Josh. vii. 15 and 25, burning the corpse after death.

This was also the case in chap. xxi. 9 and Gen. xxxviii. 24.

Vers. 19-21. No civil punishment, on the other hand, to be

inflicted by the magistrate or by the community generally, was
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ordered to follow marriage ^Yith an aunt, the sister of father or

mother (ver. 19, of. chap, xviii. 12, 13), with an uncle's wife

(ver. 20, cf. chap, xviii. 4), or with a sister-in-law, a brother's

wife (ver. 21, cf. chap, xviii. IG). In all these cases the threat

is simply held out, " they shall bear their iniquity," and (accord-

ing to vers. 20, 21) "die childless;" that is to say, God would
reserve the punishment to Himself (see at chap, xviii. 14). In
the list of punishments no reference is made to intercourse with

a mother (chap, xviii. 7) or a granddaughter (chap, xviii. 10),

as it was taken for granted that the punishment of death would
be inflicted in such cases as these

;
just as marriage with a

daughter or a full sister is passed over in the prohibitions in

chap, xviii.

Yers. 22-27. The list of punishments concludes, like the

prohibitions in chap, xviii. 24 sqq., with exhortations to observe

the commandments and judgments of the Lord, and to avoid

such abominations (on ver. 22 cf. chap, xviii. 3-5, 26, 28, 30;
and on ver. 23 cf. chap, xviii. 3 and 24). The reason assigned

for the exhortations is, that Jehovah was about to give them for

a possession the fruitful land, whose inhabitants He had driven

out because of their abominations, and that Jehovah was their

God, who had separated Israel from the nations. For this rea-

son (ver. 25) they were also to sever (make distinctions) between

clean and unclean cattle and birds, and not make their souls (i.e.

their persons) abominable through unclean animals, with which

the earth swarmed, and which God had " separated to malce un-

clean" i.e. had prohibited them from eating or touching when
dead, because they defiled (see chap. xi.). For (ver. 26) they

were to be holy, because Jehovah their God was holy, who had
severed them from the nations, to belong to Him, i.e. to be the

nation of His possession (see Ex. xix. 4-6).—Ver. 27. But be-

cause Israel was called to be the holy nation of Jehovah, every

one, either man or woman, in whom there was a heathenish

spirit of soothsaying, was to be put to death, viz. stoned (cf. chap,

xix. 31), to prevent defilement by idolatrous abominations.

HOLINESS OF THE PRIESTS, OF THE HOLY GIFTS, AND
OF SACRIFICES.—CHAP. XXI. AND XXII,

Chap. xxi. The Sanctification of the Priests.—As
the whole nation was to strive after sanctification in all the duties
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of life, on account of its callinp; as a nation of God, the priests,

whom Jehovah had chosen out of the whole nation to be the

custodians of His sanctuary, and had sanctified to that end, were
above all to prove themselves the sanctified servants of the Lord
in their domestic life and the duties of their calling. (1) They
were not to defile themselves by touching the dead or by signs

of mourning (vers. 1-6 and 10-12); (2) they were to contract

and maintain a spotless marriage (vers. 7-9 and 13-15) ; and

(3) those members of the priesthood who had any bodily failings

were to keep away from the duties of the priests' office (vers.

16-24).

Vers. 1-6. The priest was not to defile himself on account of

a soul, i.e. a dead person (^nephesh, as in chap. xix. 28), among
his countrymen, unless it were of his kindred, who stood near to

him (i.e. in the closest relation to him), formed part of the same

family with him (cf. ver. 3), such as his mother, father, son,

daughter, brother, or a sister who was still living with him as a

virgin and was not betrothed to a husband (cf. Ezek. xliv. 25).

As every corpse not only defiled the persons who touched it, but

also the tent or dwelling in Avhich the person had died (Num.
xix. 11, 14) ; in the case of death among members of the family

or household, defilement was not to be avoided on the part of

the priest as the head of the family. It was therefore allowable

for him to defile himself on account of such persons as these,

and even to take part in their burial. The words of ver. 4 are

obscure :
" He shall not defile himself Vsya hv"^^ i.e. as lord

(pater-familias) among his countrymen, to desecrate himself;"

and the early translators have wandered in uncertainty among
different renderings. In all probability pV"^ denotes the master

of the house or husband. But, for all that, the explanation

given by Knohel and others, " as a husband he shall not defile

himself on the death of his wife, his mother-in-law and daughter-

in-law, by taking part in their burial," is decidedly to be rejected.

For, apart from the unwarrantable introduction of the mother-

in-law and daughter-in-law, there is sufficient to prevent our

thinking of defilement on the death of a wife, in the fact that

the wife is included in the "kin that is near unto him" in ver.

2, though not in the way that many Eabbins suppose, who main-

tain that "iXK' signifies wife, but implicite, the wife not being ex-

pressly mentioned, because man and wife form one llesh (Gen.
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ii. 24), and the wife stands nearer to the husband than father

and mother, son and daughter, or brother and sister. Nothing

is proved by appeahng to the statement made by Plutarch, that

the priests of the Romans were not allowed to defile themselves

by touching the corpses of their wives ; inasmuch as there is no

trace of this custom to be found among the Israelites, and the

Rabbins, for this very reason, suppose the death of an illegiti-

mate wife to be intended. The correct interpretation of the

words can only be arrived at by considering the relation of the

fourth verse to what precedes and follows. As vers, lh-2) stand

in a very close relation to vers. 5 and 6,—the defilement on

account of a dead person being more particularly explained in

the latter, or rather, strictly speaking, greater force being given

to the prohibition,—it is natural to regard ver. 4 as standing in

a similar relation to ver. 7, and to understand it as a general

prohibition, which is still more clearly expounded in vers. 7 and

9. The priest was not to defile himself as a husband and the

head of a household, either by marrying a wife of immoral or

ambiguous reputation, or by training his children cai'elessly, so

as to desecrate himself, i.e. profane the holiness of his rank and

office by either one or the other (cf. vers. 9 and 15).—In ver.

5 desecration is forbidden in the event of a death occurring.

He was not to shave a bald place upon his head. According

to the. Chethib nrriip''. is to be pointed with n— attached, and the

Keri in"ip) is a grammatical alteration to suit the plural suffix

in D^N"i3, which is obviously to be rejected on account of the

parallel ^nJ?J1 N? DJpr riNS^. In both of the clauses there is a

constructio ad sensum, the prohibition which is addressed to indi-

viduals being applicable to the whole : upon their head shall no

one shave a bald place, namely, in front above the forehead,

" between the eyes" (Dent. xiv. 1). We may infer from the

context that reference is made to a customary mode of mourn-

ing for the dead ; and this is placed beyond all doubt by Deut.

xiv. 1, where it is forbidden to all the Israelites " for the dead."

According to Herodotus, 2, 3G, the priests in Egypt were shaven,

whereas in other places they wore their hair long. In other

nations it was customary for those who were more immediately

concerned to shave their heads as a sign of mourning; but the

Egyptians let their hair grow both upon their head and chin when

any of their relations were dead, whereas they shaved at other
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times. The two other outward signs of mourning mentioned,

namely, cutting off the edge of the beard and making incisions

in the body, have already been forbidden in chap. xix. 27, 28,

and the latter is repeated in Deut. xiv. 1. The reason for the

prohibition is given in ver. 6,
—" they shall he holy unto their

God,'' and therefore not disfigure their head and body by signs

of passionate grief, and so profane the name of their God when

they offer the firings of Jehovah ; that is to say, when they

serve and approach the God who has manifested Himself to His

people as the Holy One. On the epithet applied to the sacri-

fices, "the food of God," see at chap. iii. 11 and 16.

Vers. 7-9. Their marriage and their domestic life were also

to be in keeping with their holy calling. They were not to

marry a whore (i.e. a public prostitute), or a fallen woman, or a

woman put away (divorced) from her husband, that is to sa^^,

any person of notoriously immoral life, for this would be irre-

concilable with the holiness of the priesthood, but (as may be

seen from this in comparison with ver. 14) only a virgin or

widow of irreproachable character. She need not be an Israelite,

but might be the daughter of a stranger living among the Israel-

ites ; only she must not be an idolater or a Canaanite, for the

Israelites were all forbidden to marry such a woman (Ex. xxxiv.

16 ; Deut. vii. 3).—Ver. 8. " Thou shalt sanctify him therefore^'

that is to say, not merely " respect his holy dignity " {Knobel),

but take care that he did not desecrate his office by a marriage

so polluted. The Israelites as a nation are addressed in the

persons of their chiefs. The second clause of the verse, "/<e

shall he holy tmto thee" contains the same thought. The repeti-

tion strengthens the exhortation. The reason assigned for the

first clause is the same as in ver. 6 ; and that for the second, the

same as in chap. xx. 8, 26, Ex. xxxi. 13, etc.—Ver. 9. The

priest's family was also to lead a blameless life. If a priest's

daughter began to play the whore, she profaned her father, and

was to be burned, i.e. to be stoned and then burned (see chap.

XX. 14). inb ^y'^ifij a man who is a priest, a priest-man.

Vers. 10-15. The high priest was to maintain a spotless

purity in a higher degree still. He, whose head had been

anointed with oil, and who had been sanctified to put on the

holy clothes (see chap. viii. 7-12 and vii. 37), was not to go

with his hair flying loose when a death had taken place, nor to
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rend his clothes (see chap. x. 6), nor to go in to any dead body

(no rib's] souls of a departed one, i.e. dead persons) ; he was not

to defile himself (cf. ver. 2) on account of his father and mother

(i.e. when they were dead), nor to go out of the sanctuary /im^ris

nempe causa {Ros.), to give way to his grief or attend the funeral.

We are not to understand by this, however, that the sanctuary

was to be his constant abode, as Bdhr and Baumgarten main-

tain (cf. chap. X. 7). "Neither shall he profane the sanctuary of

his God" sc. by any defilement of his person which he could

and ought to avoid; "for the consecratiori of the anointing oil of

his God is upon him " (cf . chap. x. 7), and defilement was in-

compatible with this. "i.TJ does not mean the diadem of the

high priest here, as in Ex. xxix. 6, xxxix. 30, but consecration

(see at Num. vi. 7).—Vers. 13, 14. He was only to marry a

woman in her virginity, not a widow, a woman put away, or a

fallen woman, a whore (njiT without a copulative is in apposition

to n7?n a fallen girl, who was to be the same to him as a whore),

but " a virgin of his own people," that is to say, only an Israel-

itish woman.—Ver. 15. "Neither shall he profane his seed (pos-

terity) among his people," sc. by contracting a marriage that was

not in keeping with the holiness of his rank.

Vers. 16-24. Directions for the sons (descendants) of Aaron

who were afilicted with bodily imperfections. As the spiritual

nature of a man is reflected in his bodily form, only a faultless

condition of body could correspond to the holiness of the priest

;

just as the Greeks and Romans required, for the very same

reason, that the priests should be oXoKXrjpoc^ integri corporis

(Plato de legg. 6, 759 ; Seneca excerpt, controv. 4, 2 ; Plutarch

qucest. o-'om. 73). Consequently none of the descendants of

Aaron, " according to their generations," i.e. in all future gene-

rations (see Ex. xii. 14), who had any blemish {mmn, /xM/JLa,

bodily fault) were to approach the vail, i.e. enter the holy place,

or draw near to the altar (in the court) to offer the food of

Jehovah, viz. the sacrifices. No blind man, or lame man, or

charum, Ko\o^opiv (from ko\o^o<; and plv), naso mutilus (LXX.),

i.e. one who had sustained any mutilation, especially in the face,

on the nose, ears, lips, or eyes, not merely one who had a flat or

stunted nose ; or VVt^, lit. stretched out, i.e. one who had any-

thing beyond what was normal, an ill-formed bodily member

therefore ; so that a man who had more than ten fincrers and ten
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toes might be so regarded (2 Sam. xxi. 20).—Yer. 19. Whoever

had a fracture in his foot or hand.—Ver. 20. J35 a hump-backed

man. p'^, lit. crushed to powder, fine : as distinguished from the

former, it signified one who had an unnaturally thin or withered

body or member, not merely consumptive or wasted away. ?p3n

i3''y2 mixed, i.e. spotted in his eye, one who had a white speck in

his eye (OnL, Vidg., Saad.), not blear-eyed (LXX.). 3"13, which

occurs nowhere else except in chap. xxii. 22 and Deut. xxviii.

27, signifies, according to the ancient versions, the itch: and

riBpIl, which only occurs here and in chap. xxii. 22, the ring-

worm (LXX., Targ.j etc.). '^^^ D^~'Pj crushed in the stones,

one who had crushed or softened stones; for in Isa. xxxviii. 21,

the only other place where n^Q occurs, it signifies, not to rub to

pieces, but to squeeze out, to lay in a squeezed or liquid form

upon the wound : the Sept. rendering is /.towp^;?, having only

one stone. Others understand the word as signifying ruptured

(Vulg., Saad.), or with swollen testicles (Jnda ben Karish). All

that is certain is, that we are not to think of castration of any

kind (cf. Deut. xxiii. 2), and that there is not sufficient ground

for altering the text into nnp extension.—Ver. 22. Persons

afflicted in the manner described might eat the bread of their

God, however, the sacrificial gifts, the most holy and the holy, i.e.

the wave-offerings, the first-fruits, the firstlings, tithes and things

laid under a ban (Num. xviii. 11-19 and 26-29),—that is to say,

they might eat them like the rest of the priests ; but they were

not allowed to perform any priestly duty, that they might not dese-

crate the sanctuary of the Lord (ver. 23, cf. ver. 12).—Ver. 24.

Moses communicated these instructions to Aaron and his sons.

Chap. xxii. Vers. 1-16. Keverence fop. Things sancti-

fied.—The law on this matter was, (1) that no priest who had

become unclean was to touch or eat them (vers. 2-9), and

(2) that no one was to eat them who was not a member of a

priestly family (vers. 10-16).—Ver. 2. Aaron and his sons were

to keep away from the holy gifts of the children of Israel, which

they consecrated to Jehovah, that they might not profane the

holy name of Jehovah by defiling them, "ijsn with JO to keep

away, separate one's self from anything, i.e. not to regard or

treat them as on a par with unconsecrated things. The words,

^' which they sanctify to Me" are a supplementary apposition,

PENT.—VOL. II. 2 E
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added as a more precise definition of the " iioly things of the

children of Israel ;" as the expression "holy things" was applied

to the holy objects universally, including the furniture of the

tabernacle. Here, however, the reference is solely to the holy

offerings or gifts, which were not placed upon the altar, but

presented to the Lord as heave-offerings and wave-offerings,

and assigned by Him to the priests as the servants of His house,

for their maintenance (Num. xviii. 11-19, 26-29). None of the

descendants of Aaron were to approach these gifts, which were

set apart for them,

—

-i.e. to touch them either for the purpose of

eating, or making them ready for eating,—whilst any unclean-

ness was upon them, on pain of extermination.—Vers. 4, 5. No
leper was to touch them (see chap. xiii. 2), or person with

gonorrhoea (chap. xv. 2), until he was clean ; no one who had

touched a person defiled by a corpse (chap. xix. 28 ; Num. xix.

22), or whose seed had gone from him (chap. xv. 16, 18); and

no one who had touched an unclean creeping animal, or an

unclean man. inxDD 7>b?^ as in chap. v. 3, a closer definition of

)? i^DD'' "iK'Nj " who is unclean to him with regard to (on account

of) any uncleanness which he may have."—Vers. 6, 7. " A soul

which touches it," i.e. any son of Aaron, who had touched either

an unclean person or thing, was to be unclean till the evening,

and then bathe his body ; after sunset, i.e. when the day was over,

he became clean, and could eat of the sanctified things, for they

were his food.—Ver. 8. In this connection the command given

to all the Israelites, not to eat anything that had fallen down
dead or been torn in pieces (chap. xvii. 15, 16), is repeated with

special reference to the priests. (On ver. 9, see chap. viii. 35,

xviii. 30, and xix. 17.) '''"'.pf"]'!?
" because they have defiled it (the

sanctified thing)."—Vers. 10-16. No stranger was to eat a sanc-

tified thing. IT is in general the non-priest, then any person who
was not fully incorporated into a priestly family, e.g. a visitor

or day-labourer (cf. Ex. xii. 49), who were neither of them

members of his family.—Ver. 11. On the other hand, slaves

bought for money, or born in the house, became members of his

family and lived upon his bread ; they were therefore allowed

to eat of that which was sanctified along with him, since the

slaves were, in fact, formally incorporated into the nation by

circumcision (Gen. xvii. 12, 13).—Vers. 12, 13. So again the

daughter of a priest, if she became a widow, or was put away
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by her husband, and returned childless to her father's house,

and became a member of his family again, just as in the days

of her youth, might eat of the holy things. But if she had any

children, then after the death of her husband, or after her

divorce, she formed with them a family of her own, which could

not be incorporated into the priesthood, of course always sup-

posing that her husband was not a priest.—Ver. 14. But if any

one (i.e. any layman) should eat unawares of that which was

sanctified, he was to bring it, i.e. an equivalent for it, with the

addition of a fifth as a compensation for the priest ; like a man
who had sinned by unfaithfulness in relation to that which was

sanctified (chap. v. 16).—In the concluding exhortation in vers.

15 and 16, the subject to 1??n^ (profane) and ^X''tJ'n (bear) is

indefinite, and the passage to be rendered thus :
" The^ are

not to profane the sanctified gifts of the children of Israel, lohat

they heave for the Lord (namely, by letting laymen eat of them),

and are to cause them (the laymen) who do this unawares to

hear a trespass-sin (by imposing the compensation mentioned

in ver. 14), if they eat their (the priests') sanctified giftsV

Understood in this way, both verses furnish a fitting conclusion

to the section vers. 10-14. On the other hand, according to the

traditional interpretation of these verses, the priesthood is re-

garded as the subject of the first verb, and a negative supplied

before the second. Both of these are arbitrary and quite in-

defensible, because vers. 10-14 do not refer to the priests but to

laymen, and in the latter case we should expect On'^PS \)^v^\ K7l

(cf. ver. 9) instead of the unusual Dnix 1S''K'n.

Vers. 17-33. Acceptable Sacrifices. — Vers. 18-20.

Every sacrifice offered to the Lord by an Israelite or foreigner,

in consequence of a vow or as a freewill-offering (cf. chap. vii.

16), was to be faultless and a male, " for good pleasure to the

offerer " (cf. i. 3), i.e. to secure for him the good pleasure of

God. An animal with a fault would not be acceptable.—Vers.

21, 22. Every peace-offering was also to be faultless, whether

bi'ought "to fulfil a special (important) vow" (cf. Num. xv. 3,

8: ^<??i, from t<?2 to be great, distinguished, wonderful), or as a

freewill gift ; that is to say, it was to be free from such faults

as blindness, or a broken limb (from lameness thei'efore : Deut.

XV. 21), or cutting {i.e. mutilation, answering to D^"in chap. xxi.
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18), or an abscess (n?3||, from ??J to flow, probably a flowing

suppurating abscess).—Ver. 23. As a voluntary peace-offering

they might indeed offer an ox or sheep that was ^V^y) VT\\^^

" stretched out and drawn together," i.e. with the whole body

or certain limbs either too large or too small ;^ but such an

animal could not be acceptable as a votive offering.—Ver. 24.

Castrated animals were not to be sacrificed, nor in fact to be

kept in the land at all. W? eompressiis, 6\tSLa<;, an animal

with the stones crushed ; n^ns contustis, OXaa-ia^, with them

beaten to pieces ; Piri3 avidsus, a-irdhwv, with them twisted off

;

n^"i3 excisus, TOfj,ia<; or iKTOfiLaf, with them cut off. In all these

different ways was the operation performed among the ancients

(cf. Aj'istot. hist. an. ix. 37, 3; Colitm. vi. 26, vii. 11; Pallad.

vi. 7). "And in your land ye shall not make," sc. 1^1 "W^, i-e.

castrated animals, that is to say, "not castrate animals." This

explanation, which is the one given by Josephus (Ant. iv. 8, 40)

and all the Rabbins, is required by the expression " in your

land," which does not at all suit the interpretation adopted by

Clericus and Knobel^ who understand by ^^)i the preparation of

sacrifices, for sacrifices were never prepared outside the land.

The castration of animals is a mutilation of God's creation, and

the prohibition of it was based upon the sanne principle as that

of mixing heterogeneous things in chap. xix. 19.—Ver. 25.

Again, the Israelites were not to accept any one of all these, i.e.

the faulty animals described, as sacrifice from a foreigner. " For

their corruption is in them" i.e. something corrupt, a fault, ad-

heres to them ; so that such offerings could not procure good

pleasure towards them.—In vers. 26-30 three laws are given of

a similar character.—Ver. 27. A young ox, sheep, or goat was

to be seven days under its mother, and could only be sacrificed

from the eighth day onwards, according to the rule laid down

in Ex. xxii. 29 with regard to the first-born. The reason for

this was, that the young animal had not attained to a mature

and self-sustained life during the first week of its existence.^

* In explanation of these words Knohel very properly remarks, that with

the Greeks the sacrificial animal was required to be dCpiT^vic {Pollux i. 1, 26),

upon which Hesychius observes, ^jjts vT^sovx^uv [/.'yin ^iuv ri rov auf^ccrog.

2 For this reason the following rule was also laid down by the Romans

:

Suis foetus sacrijicio die quinto purus est, pecoris die octavo, bovis tricesimo

iPlin. h. n. 8, 51).
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This maturity was not reached till after the lapse of a week,

that period of time sanctified by the creation. There is no rule

laid down in the law respecting the age up to which an animal

was admissible in sacrifice. Bullocks, i.e. steers or young oxen

of more than a year old, are frequently mentioned and pre-

scribed for the festal sacrifices (for the young ox of less than a

year old is called p}Vi ; chap. ix. 3), viz. as hurnt-offerings in chap.'

xxiii. 18, Num. vii. 15, 21, 27, 33, 39 sqq., viii. 8, xv. 24,

xxviii. 11, 19, 27, xxix. 2, 8, and as sin-offerings in chap. iv. 3,

14, xvi. 3 ;

—

sheep (lambs) of one year old are also prescribed

as hurnt-off'erings in chap. ix. 3, xii. 6, xxiii. 12, Ex. xxix. 38,

Num. vi. 14, vii. 17, 21, 27, 33, 39 sqq., xxviii. 3, 9, 19, 27,

xxix. 2, 8, 13, 17 sqq., as peace-offerings in Num. vii. 17, 23,

xxix. 35 sqq., and as trespass-offerings in Num. vi. 12 ; also a

yearling ewe as a sin-offering in chap. xiv. 10 and Num. vi. 14,

and a yearling goat in Num. xv. 27. They generally brought

older oxen or bullocks for peace-offerings (Num. vii. 17, xxiii.

29 sqq.), and sometimes as burnt-offerings. In Judg. vi. 25

an ox of seven years old is said to have been brought as a burnt-

offering; and there can be no doubt that the goats and rams

presented as sin-offerings and trespass-offerings were more than

a year old.—Ver. 28. The command not to kill an ox or sheep

at the same time as its young is related to the law in Ex. xxiii.

19 and Deut. xxii. 6, 7, and was intended to lay it down as a

duty on the part of the Israelites to keep sacred the relation

which God had established between parent and offspring.—In

vers. 29, 30, the command to eat the flesh of the animal on the

day on which it was offered (chap. vii. 15, xix. 5, 6) is repeated

with special reference to the praise-offering.—Vers. 31-33.

Concluding exhortation, as in chap, xviii. 29, xix. 37. (On ver.

32, cf. chap, xviii. 21 and xi. 44, 45.)

SANCTIFICATION OF THE SABBATH AND THE FEASTS OF

JEHOVAH.—CHAP. XXIII.

This chapter does not contain a " calendar of feasts," or a

summary and completion of the directions previously given in a

scattered form concerning the festal times of Israel, but simply

a list of those festal days and periods of the year at which holy

meetings were to be held. This is most clearly stated in the

heading (ver. 2) :
" the festal times of Jehovah, which ye shall call
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out as lioly meetings, these are they, My feasts^'' i.e. those which

are to be regarded as My feasts, sanctified to Me. The festal

seasons and days were called "feasts of Jehovah," times ap-

pointed and fixed by Jehovah (see Gen. i. 14), not because the

feasts belonged to fixed times regulated by the course of the

moon {KnoheV), but because Jehovah had appointed them as

days, or times, which were to be sanctified to Him. Hence the

expression is not only used with reference to the Sabbath, the

new moon, and the other yearly feasts ; but in Num. xxviii. 2

and xxix. 39 it is extended so as to include the times of the daily

morning and evening sacrifice. (On the " holy convocation
"

see Ex. xii. 16.)

Ver. 3. At the head of these moadim stood the Sabbath, as

the day which God had already sanctified as a day of rest for His

people, by His own rest on the seventh creation-day (Gen. ii. 3,

of. Ex. XX. 8-11). On lina^' n^p, see at Ex. xxxi. 15 and xvi.

33. As a weekly returning day of rest, the observance of which

had its foundation in the creative work of God, the Sabbath was

distinguished from the yearly feasts, in which Israel commemo-
rated the facts connected with its elevation into a people of God,

and which were generally called " feasts of Jehovah" in the

stricter sense, and as such were distinguished from the Sabbath

(vers. 37, 38 ; Isa. i. 13, 14 ; 1 Chron. xxiii. 31 ; 2 Chron. xxxi.

3 ; Neh. x. 34). This distinction is pointed out in the heading,

" these are the feasts of Jehovah'^ (ver. 4).^^ In Num. xxviii. 11

the feast of new moon follows the Sabbath ; but this is passed

over here, because the new moon was not to be observed either

with sabbatical rest or a holy meeting.

Yers. 4-14. Ver. 4 contains the special heading for the

yearly feasts. Ci'iyioa at their appointed time.—Yers. 5-8. The

leading directions for the Passover and feast of Mazzoth are

^ Partly on account of this repetition, and partly because of the supposed,

discrepancy observable in the fact, that holy meetings are not prescribed for

the Sabbath in the list of festal sacrifices in Num. xxviii. and xxix., Hup-

felcl and Knohel maintain that the words of vers. 2 and 3, from nin^ to

DiTlbtJ'iO, notwithstanding their Elohistic expression, were not written by

the Elohist, but are an interpolation of the later editor. The repetition of

the heading, however, cannot prove anything at all with the constant repe-

titions that occur in the so-called Elohistic groundwork, especially as it

can be fully explained by the reason mentioned in the text. And the pre-

tended discrepancy rests upon the perfectly arbitrary assumption, that Num.
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repeated from Ex. xii. 6, 11, 15-20. nnhj| n^N^p, occupation of

a work, signifies labour at some definite occupation, e.g. the

building of the tabernacle, Ex. xxxv. 24, xxxvi. i. 3 ; hence

occupation in connection with trade or one's social calling, such

as agriculture, handicraft, and so forth ; whilst i^^
t^ ^^ ^^ Per-

formance of any kind of work, e.g. kindling fire for cooking

food (Ex. xxxv. 2, 3). On the Sabbath and the day of atone-

ment every kind of civil work was prohibited, even to the

kindling of fire for the purpose of cooking (vers. 3, 30, 31, cf.

Ex. XX. 10, xxxi. 14, xxxv. 2, 3; Deut. v. 14 and Lev. xvi.

29 ; Num. xxix. 7) ; on the other feast-days with a holy con-

vocation, only servile work (vers. 7, 8, 21, 25, 35, 36, cf. Ex.

xii. 16, and the explanation in vol. i., and Num. xxviii. 18, 25,

26, xxix. 1, 12, 35). To this there is appended a fresh regula-

tion in vers. 9-14, with the repetition of the introductory clause,

" And the Lord spake" etc. When the Israelites had come
into the land to be given them by the Lord, and had reaped

the harvest, they were to bring a sheaf as first-fruits of their

harvest to the priest, that he might wave it before Jehovah on

the day after the Sabbath, i.e. after the first day of Mazzoth,

According to Josephus and Philo, it was a sheaf of barley ; but

this is not expressly commanded, because it would be taken for

granted in Canaan, where the harvest began with the barley.

In the warmer parts of Palestine the barley ripens about the

middle of April, and is reaped in April or the beginning of May,
whereas the wheat ripens two or three weeks later (Seetzen

;

Robinsons Pal. ii. 263, 278). The priest was to wave the sheaf

before Jehovah, i.e. to present it symbolically to Jehovah by the

ceremony of waving, without burning any of it upon the altar.

The rabbinical rule, viz. to dry a portion of the ears by the fire,

xxviii. and xxix. contain a complete codex of all the laws relating to all the

feasts. How totally this assumption is at variance with the calendar of

feasts, is clear enough from the fact, that no rule is laid down there for the

observance of the Sabbath, with the exception of the sacrifices to be offered

upon it, and that even rest from labour is not commanded. Moreover

Knobel is wrong in identifying the " holy convocation" with a journey to

the sanctuary, whereas appearance at the tabernacle to hold the holy con-

vocations (for worship) was not regarded as necessary either in the law

itself or according to the later orthodox custom, but, on the contrary, holy

meetings for edification were held on the Sabbath in every place in the land,

and it was out of this that the synagogues arose.
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and then, after rubbing them out, to burn them on the altar, was

an ordinance of the later scribes, who knew not the law, and

was based upon chap. ii. 14. For the law in chap. ii. 14 refers

to the offerings of first-fruits made by private persons, which are

treated of in Num. xviii. 12, 13, and Deut. xxvi. 2 sqq. The

sheaf of first-fruits, on the other hand, which was to be offered

before Jehovah as a wave-offering in the name of the congrega-

tion, corresponded to the two wave-loaves which were leavened

and then baked, and were to be presented to the Lord as first-

fruits (ver. 17). As no portion of these wave-loaves was burned

upon the altar, because nothing leavened was to be placed upon

it (chap. ii. 11), but they were assigned entirely to the priests,

we have only to assume that the same application was intended

by the law in the case of the sheaf of first-fruits, since the text

only prescribes the waving, and does not contain a word about

roasting, rubbing, or burning the grains upon the altar. ^1^^
nsE'n (the morrow after the Sabbath) signifies the next day after

the first day of the feast of Mazzoth, i.e. the 16th Abib (Nisan),

not the day of the Sabbath which fell in the seven days' feast

of Mazzoth, as the Bsethoseans supposed, still less the 22d of

Nisan, or the day after the conclusion of the seven days' feast,

which always closed with a Sabbath, as Hitzig imagines.^ The

^ The view advocated by the Bsethoseans, which has been lately sup-

ported by W. Schultz, is refuted not only by Josh. v. 11, but by the definite

article used, D^E'n, which points back to one of the feast-days already men-

tioned, and still more decisively by the circumstance, that according to

ver. 15 the seven weeks, at the close of which the feast of Pentecost was to

be kept, were to be reckoned from this Sabbath ; and if the Sabbath was
not fixed, but might fall upon any day of the seven days' feast of Mazzoth,

and therefore as much as five or six days after the Passover, the feast of

Passover itself would be forced out of the fundamental position which it

occupied in the series of annual festivals (cf. Ranke, Pentateuch ii. 108).

Hitzh/s hypothesis has been revived by Hup/eld and Knobel, without any

notice of the conclusive refutation given to it by Bohr and Wieseler ; only

Knohel makes " the Sabbath" not the concluding but the opening Sabbath

of the feast of Passover, on the ground that " otherwise the festal sheaf

would not have been offered till the 22d of the month, and therefore would

have come post festum.^^ But this hypothesis, which renders it necessary

that the commencement of the ecclesiastical year should always be assigned

*;o a Saturday (Sabbath), in order to gain weekly Sabbaths for the 14th and
21st of the month, as the opening and close of the feast of Passover, gives

such a form to the Jewish year as would involve its invariably closing with

a broken week ; a hypothesis which is not only incapable of demonstration,
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*' Sabbath" does not mean the seventh day of the week, but the

day of rest, although the weekly Sabbath was always the seventh

or last day of the week ; hence not only the seventh day of the

week (Ex. xxxi. 15, etc.), but the day of atonement (the tenth

of the seventh month), is called " Sabbath" and " Shabbatk

shabbathon' (ver. 32, chap. xvi. 31). As a day of rest, on

which no laborious work was to be performed (ver. 8), the first

day of the feast of Mazzoili is called " Sabbath," irrespectively

of the day of the week upon which it fell ; and " the morrow

after the Sabbath" is equivalent to " the morrow after the Pass-

over" mentioned in Josh. v. 11, where "Passover" signifies the

day at the beginning of which the paschal meal was held, i.e. tlie

first day of unleavened bread, which commenced on the evening

of the 14th, in other words, the 15th Abib. By offering the

sheaf of first-fruits of the harvest, the Israelites were to conse-

crate their daily bread to the Lord their God, and practically to

acknowledge that they owed the blessing of the harvest to the

grace of God. They were not to eat any bread or roasted grains

of the new corn till they had presented the offering of their

God (ver. 14). This offering was fixed for the second day of

the feast of the Passover, that the connection between the har-

vest and the Passover might be kept in subordination to the

leading idea of the Passover itself (see at Ex. xii. 15 sqq.). But

but, from the holiness attached to the Jewish division of weeks, is a priori

improbable, and in fact inconceivable. The Mosaic law, which gave such

sanctity to the division of time into weeks, as founded upon the history of

creation, by the institution of the observance of the Sabbath, that it raised

the Sabbath into the groundwork of a magnificent festal cycle, could not

possibly have made such an arrangement with regard to the time for the

observance of the Passover, as would involve almost invariably the mutila-

tion of the last week of the year, and an interruption of the old and sacred

weekly cycle with the Sabbath festival at its close. The arguments by

which so forced a hypothesis is defended, must be very conclusive indeed, to

meet with any acceptance. But neither Hitzig nor his followers have been

able to adduce any such arguments as these. Besides the word " Sabbath"

and Josh. v. 11, which prove nothing at all, the only other argument ad-

duced by Knohel is, that " it is impossible to see why precisely the second

day of the azyma, when the people went about their ordinary duties, and

there was no meeting at the sanctuary, should have been distinguished by

the sacrificial gift which was the peculiar characteristic of the feast,"—an

argument based upon the fallacious principle, that anything for which I

can s*",e no reason, cannot possibly have occurred.
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as the sheaf was not burned upon the altar, but only presented

symbolically to the Lord by waving, and then handed over to

the priests, an altar-gift had to be connected with it,—namely, a

yearling sheep as a burnt-offering, a meat-offering of two-tenths

of an ephah of fine flour mixed with, oil, and a drink-offering

of a quarter of a hin of wine,—to give expression to the obliga-

tion and willingness of the congregation not only to enjoy their

earthly food, but to strengthen all the members of their body

for growth in holiness and diligence in good works^ The burnt-

offering, for which a yearling lamb was prescribed, as in fact for

all the regular festal sacrifices, was of course in addition to the

burnt-offerings prescribed in Num. xxviii. 19, 20, for every feast-

day. The meat-offering, however, was not to consist of one-

tenth of an ephah of fine flour, as on other occasions (Ex. xxix.

40 ; Num. xxviii. 9, 13, etc.), but of two-tenths, that the offering

of corn at the harvest-feast might be a more plentiful one than

usual.

Vers. 15-22. The law for the special observance of the feast

of Harvest (Ex. xxiii. 16) is added here without any fresh intro-

ductory formula, to show at the very outset the close connection

between the two feasts. Seven whole weeks, or fifty days, were to

be reckoned from the day of the offering of the sheaf, and then the

day offrst-fruit-s (Num. xxviii. 26) or feast of Weeks (^x.xxxiv.

22 ; Deut. xvi, 10) was to be celebrated. From this reckoning

the feast received the name of Pentecost
(fj

irevrrjKoarr], Acts ii.

1). That T\Sm^ (ver. 15) signifies weeks, like r\mf in Deut.

xvi. 9, and ra crd^^ara in the Gospels {e.g. Matt, xxviii. 1), is

evident from the predicate rib''Ori, " complete," which would be

quite unsuitable if Sabbath-days were intended, as a long period

might be reckoned by half weeks instead of whole, but certainly

not by half Sabbath-days. Consequently " the morrow after the

seventh Sabbath" (ver. 16) is the day after the seventh week,

not after the seventh Sabbath. On this day, i.e. fifty days after

the first day of Mazzoth, -Israel was to offer a new meat-offering

to the Lord, i.e. made of the fruit of the new harvest (chap,

xxvi. 10), " wave-loaves" from its dwellings, two of two-tenths

of an ephah of fine flour baked leavened, like the bread which

served for their daily food, " as first-fruits unto the Lord," and

of the wheat-harvest (Ex. xxxiv. 22), which fell in the second

half of May and the first weeks of June {Robinson, Palestine),
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and therefore was finished as a whole by the feast of Weeks.

The loaves differed from all the other meat-offerings, being made
of leavened dough, because in them their daily bread was offered

to the Lord, who had blessed the harvest, as a thank-offering

for His blessing. They were therefore only given to the Lord

symbolically by waving, and were then to belong to the priests

(ver. 20). The injunction " out of your habitations" is not to

be understood, as Calvin and others suppose, as signifying that

every householder was to present two such loaves ; it simply

expresses the idea, that they were to be loaves made for the daily

food of a household, and not prepared expressly for holy pur-

poses.—Vers. 18, 19. In addition to the loaves, they were to offer

seven yearling lambs, one young bullock, and two rams, as burnt-

offerings, together with their (the appropriate) meat and drink-

offerings, one he-goat as a sin-offering, and two yearling lambs

as peace-offerings.—Ver. 20. " The priest shall loave them (the

two lambs of the peace-offerings), together with the loaves of the

Jirst-fruits, as a ivave-offering before Jehovah ; with the two lambs

(the two just mentioned), they (the loaves) shall be holy to Jeho-

vah for the priest" In the case of the peace-offerings of private

individuals, the flesh belonged for the most part to the offerer

;

but here, in the case of a thank-offering presented by the con-

gregation, it was set apart for the priest. The circumstance,

that not only was a much more bountiful burnt-offering pre-

scribed than in the offerings of the dedicatory sheaf at the com-

mencement of harvest (ver. 12), but a sin-offering and peace-

offering also, is to be attributed to the meaning of the festival

itself, as a feast of thanksgiving for the rich blessing of God
that had just been gathered in. The sin-offering was to excite

the feeling and consciousness of sin on the part of the congre-

gation of Israel, that whilst eating their daily leavened bread

they might not serve the leaven of their old nature, but seek

and implore fi*om the Lord their God the forgiveness and cleans-

ing away of their sin. Through the increased burnt-offering

they were to give practical expression to their gratitude for the

blessing of harvest, by a strengthened consecration and sanctifi-

cation of all the members of the whole man to the service of the

Lord ; whilst through the peace-offering they entered into that

fellowship of peace with the Lord to which they were called,

and which they were eventually to enjoy through His blessing
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in their promised inheritance. In this way the whole of the year's

harvest was placed under the gracious blessing of the Lord by
the sanctification of its commencement and its close ; and the

enjoyment of their daily food was also sanctified thereby. For
the sake of this inward connection, the laws concerning the wave-

sheaf and wave-loaves are bound together into one whole ; and
by this connection, which was established by reckoning the time

for the feast of Weeks from the day of the dedication of the

sheaf, the two feasts were linked together into an internal unity.

The Jews recognised this unity from the very earliest times, and
called the feast of Pentecost Azereth (Greek, 'Aaapda), because

it was the close of the seven weeks (see at ver. 36 : Josephus,

Ant. iii. 10).^—Ver. 21. On this day a holy meeting was to be

held, and laborious work to be suspended, just as on the first and
seventh days of Mazzoth. This was to be maintained as a statute

for ever (see ver. 14). It was not sufficient, however, to thank

the Lord for the blessing of harvest by a feast of thanksgiving

to the Lord, but they were not to forget the poor and distressed

when gathering in their harvest. To indicate this, the law laid

down in chap. xix. 9, 10 is repeated in ver. 22.

Vers. 23-25. On the first day of the seventh month there

was to be shabbathon, rest, i.e. a day of rest (see Ex. xvi. 23),

a memorial of blowing of trumpets, a holy convocation, the sus-

pension of laborious work, and the offering of a firing for Jeho-

vah, which are still more minutely described in the calendar of

festal sacrifices in Num. xxix. 2-6. ny^in^ a joyful noise, from
V1"i to make a noise, is used in ver. 24 for "iSiK^ nynPi, a blast of

trumpets. On this day the shophar was to be blown, a blast of

trumpets to be appointed for a memorial before Jehovah (Num.
X. 10), i.e. to call the congregation into remembrance before

Jehovah, that He might turn towards it His favour and grace

(see at Ex. xxviii. 12, 29, xxx. 16) ; and from this the feast-day

is called the day of the trumpet-blast (Num. xxix. 1). Shophar,

a trumpet, was a large horn which produced a dull, far-reaching

tone. Buccina pastoralis est et cornu recurvo effi.citur, wide et

proprie hehraice sophar, grcece KepaTLvr) appellatur (Jerome on

^ A connection between the feast of Pentecost and the giving of the law,

which Maimonides (a.d. 11205) was the first to discover, is not only foreign

to the Mosaic law, but to the whole of the Jewish antiquity ; and even

Abarhanel expressly denies it.
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Hos. V. 8).^ The seventh month of the year, hke the seventh day

of the week, was consecrated as a Sabbath or sabbatical month,

by a holy convocation and the suspension of labour, which were

to distinguish the first day of the seventh month from the begin-

nincT of the other months or the other new moon days throughout

the year. For the whole month was sanctified in the first day, as

the beginning or head of the month ; and by the sabbatical ob-

servance of the commencement, the whole course of the month

was raised to a Sabbath. This was enjoined, not merely because

it was the seventh month, but because the seventh month was to

secure to the congregation the complete atonement for all its sins,

and the wiping away of all the uncleannesses which separated it

from its God, viz. on the day of atonement, which fell within

this month, and to bring it a foretaste of the blessedness of life

in fellowship with the Lord, viz. in the feast of Tabernacles,

which commenced five days afterwards. This significant cha-

racter of the seventh month was indicated by the trumpet-blast,

by which the congregation presented the memorial of itself

loudly and strongly before Jehovah on the first day of the month,

that He might bestow upon them the promised blessings of His

grace, for the realization of His covenant. The trumpet-blast on

this day was a prelude of the trumpet-blast with which the com-

mencement of the year of jubilee was proclaimed to the whole

nation, on the day of atonement of every seventh sabbatical

year, that great year of grace under the old covenant (chap. xxv.

9) ;
just as the seventh month in general formed the link be-

tween the weekly Sabbath and the sabbatical and jubilee years,

and corresponded as a Sabbath month to the year of jubilee

rather than the sabbatical year, which had its prelude in the

weekly Sabbath-day.

Vers. 26-32. Oji the tenth day of the seventh month the

day of atonement was to be observed by a holy meeting, by fast-

1 The word npiP, is also used in jSTurn. x. 5, 6 to denote the blowing with

the silver trumpets ; but there seems to be no ground for supposing these

trumpets to be intended here, not only because of the analogy between the

seventh day of tlie new moon as a jubilee day and the jubilee year (chap,

xxv. 9, 10), but also because the silver trumpets are assigned to a different

purpose in Num. x. 2-10, and their use is restricted to the blowing at the

offering of the burnt-offerings on the feast-days and new moons. To thia

we have to add the Jewish tradition, which favours with perfect unanimity

the practice of blowing with horns (the horns of animals).
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ing from the evening of the ninth till the evening of the tenth,

by resting from all work on pain of death, and with sacrifices,

of which the great expiatory sacrifice peculiar to this day had

already been appointed in chap, xvi., and the general festal

sacrifices are described in Num. xxix. 8-11. (For fuller parti-

culars, see at chap, xvi.) By the restrictive '^1^, the observance

of the day of atonement is represented a priori as a peculiar

one. The "^^ refers less to " the tenth day," than to the leading

directions respecting this feast :
" only on the tenth of this

seventh month . . . there shall be a holy meeting to you, and ye

shall afflict your souls," etc.—Ver. 32. " Ye shall rest your rest,"

i.e. observe the rest that is binding upon you from all laborious

work.

Vers. 33-43. On the fifteenth of the same month the feast

of Tabernacles was to be kept to the Lord for seven days : on the

first day with a holy meeting and rest from all laborious work,

and for seven days with sacrifices, as appointed for every day in

Num. xxix. 13-33. Moreover, on the eighth day, i.e. the 22d of

the mouth, the closing feast was to be observed in the same

manner as on the first day (vers. 34-36). The name, " feast of

Tabernacles" (booths), is to be explained from the fact, that the

Israelites were to dwell in booths made of boughs for the seven

days that this festival lasted (ver. 42). nn^, which is used in

ver. 36 and Num. xxix. 35 for the eighth day, which terminated

the feast of Tabernacles, and in Deut. xvi. 8 for the seventh day

of the feast of Mazzoth, signifies the solemn close of a feast of

several days, clausula festi, from ">VV to shut in, or close (Gen.

xvi. 2; Deut. xi. 17, etc.), not a coagendo, congregando populo ad

festum, nor a coliibitione laboris, ab interdicto opere, because the

word is only applied to the last day of the feasts of Mazzoth and

Tabernacles, and not to the first, although this was also kept with

a national assembly and suspension of work. But as these

clausulce festi were holidays with a holy convocation and sus-

pension of work, it was very natural that the word should be

transferred at a later period to feasts generally, on which the

people suspended work and met for worship and edification

(Joel i. 14 ; Isa. i. 13 ; 2 Kings x. 20). The azereth, as the

eighth day, did not strictly belong to the feast of Tabernacles,

which was only to last seven days ; and it was distinguished,

moreover, from these seven days by a smaller number of offer-
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ings (Num. xxix. 35 sqq.). The eighth day was rather the

solemn close of the whole circle of yearly feasts, and therefore

was appended to the close of the last of these feasts as the

eighth day of the feast itself (see at Num. xxviii. seq.).—With

ver. 36 the enumeration of all the yearly feasts on which holy

meetings were to be convened is brought to an end. This is

stated in the concluding formula (vers. 37, 38), which answers

to the heading in ver. 4, in which the Sabbaths are excepted, as

they simply belonged to the moadim in the more general sense

of the word. In this concluding formula, therefore, there is no

indication that vers. 2 and 3 and vers. 39-43 are later additions

to the original list of feasts which were to be kept with a meet-

ing for worship. 'Ii1 ^''"!i?L'? (to offer, etc.) is not dependent upon
" holy convocations," but upon the main idea, " feasts of Jeho-

vah." Jehovah had appointed moadim, fixed periods in the year,

for His concrrecfation to offer sacrifices ; not as if no sacrifices

could be or were to be offered except at these feasts, but to re-

mind His people, through these fixed days, of their duty to

approach the Lord with sacrifices. ntJ't^ is defined by the enu-

meration of four principal kinds of sacrifice,—burnt-offerings,

meat-offerings, slain (i.e. peace-) offerings, and drink-offerings.

'2 UV "i2"n :
" eve7y day those appointed for it" as in Ex. v. 13.

—

Ver. 38. "Beside the Sabbaths ;" i.e. the Sabbath sacrifices (see

Num. xxviii. 9, 10), and the gifts and offerings, which formed

no integral part of the keeping of the feasts and Sabbaths, but

might be offered on those days, riijno, gifts, include all the

dedicatory offerings, which were presented to the Lord without

being intended to be burned upon the altar ; such, for example,

as the dedicatory gifts of the tribe-princes (Num. vii.), the first-

lings and tithes, and other so-called heave-offerings (Num. xviii.

11, 29). By the " voivs" and ni3"i3, " freewill-oj'erings" we are

to understand not only the votive and freewill slain or peace-

offerings, but burnt-offerings also, and meat-offerings, which

were offered in consequence of a vow, or from spontaneous

impulse (see Judg. xi. 31, where Jephthah vows a burnt-offer-

ing).—In vers. 39 sqq. there follows a fuller description of the

observance of the last feast of the year, for which the title,

" feast of Tabernacles" (ver. 34), had prepared the way, as the

feast had already been mentioned briefly in Ex. xxiii. 16 and

xxxiv. 22 as " feast of Ingathering," though hitherto no rule
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had been laid down concerning the peculiar manner in which it

was to be observed. In connection with this epithet in Exodus,

it is described again in ver. 39, as in vers. 35, 36, as a seven days'

feast, with sabbatical rest on the first and eighth day ; and in

vers. 40 sqq. the following rule is given for its observance :

" Take to you fruit of ornamental trees, palm-branches, and

boughs of trees with thick foliage, and willows of the brook,

and rejoice before the Lord your God seven days, every native

in Israel." If we observ^e that there are only three kinds of

boughs that are connected together by the copula (^oav) in

ver. 40, and that it is wanting before 'on ns3j there can hardly

be any doubt that "i^n yv ''^3 is the generic term, and that the

three names wOiich follow specify the particular kinds of boughs.

By " the fruit," therefore, we understand the shoots and branches

of the trees, as well as the blossom and fruit that grew out of

them. I^n I^Vj « trees of ornament :" we are not to understand

by these only such trees as the orange and citron, which were

placed in gardens for ornament rather than use, as the Chald.

and Syr. indicate, although these trees grow in the gardens of

Palestine (Bob., Pal. i. 327, iii. 420). Tlie expression is a more

general one, and includes myrtles, which were great favourites

with the ancients, on account of their beauty and the fragrant

odour which they diffused, olive-trees, palms, and other trees,

which were used as booths in Ezra's time (Neh. viii. 15). In the

words, " Take fruit of ornamental trees," it is not expressly stated,

it is true, that this fruit was to be used, like the palm-branches,

for constructing booths ; but this is certainly implied in the con-

text : " Take .

.

. and rejoice . . . and heep a feast . . . in the booths

shall ye dtoell." Hsps with the article is equivalent to " in the

booths Avhich ye have constructed from the branches mentioned"

(cf. Ges. § 109, 3). It was in this sense that the law was under-

stood and carried out in the time of Ezra (Neh. viii. 15 sqq.).^

^ Even in the time of the Moccabees, on the other hajid (cf. 2 Mace. x.

6, 7), the feast of the Purification of the Temple was celebrated by the Jews
after the manner of the Tabernacles (x»rx (;Kr,viauctriM/ rpi-ov) ; so that they

offered songs of praise, holding (iy^ouTi;^ carrying ?) leafy poles (dvpijovs,

not branches of ivy, cf. Grimm, ad I.e.) and beantiful branches, also palms;

and in the time of Christ it was the custom to have .sticks or poles (staves)

of palm-trees and citron-trees {dvpirovi iK WocjUuv y.ocl y.t-rptuy : JofcpJius,

Ant. xiii. 10, 5), or to carry in the hand a branch of myrtle and willow

bound round with wool, with palms at the top and an apple of the -mpaix
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The leading character of the feast of Tabernacles, which is indi-

cated at the outset by the emphatic '^i^ (ver. 39, see at ver. 27),

was to consist in " joy before the Lord." As a " feast," i.e.

a feast of joy (Jfj from 3Jn = iW^ denoting the circular motion

of the dance, 1 Sam. xxx. 16), it was to be kept for seven days;

so that Israel " should be only rejoicing," and give itself up
entirely to joy (Deut. xvi. 15). Now, although the motive

assigned in Deut. is this :
" for God will bless thee (Israel) in

all thine increase, and in all the work of thine hands ;" and

although the feast, as a " feast of ingathering," was a feast of

thanksgiving for the gathering in of the produce of the land,

" the produce of the floor and wine-press ;" and the blessing

they had received in the harvested fruits, the oil and wine, which

contributed even more to the enjoyment of life than the bread

that was needed for daily food, furnished in a very high degree

the occasion and stimulus to the utterance of grateful joy : the

origin and true signification of the feast of Tabernacles are not

to be sought for in this natural allusion to the blessing of tne

harvest, but the dwelling in booths was the principal point in

the feast ; and this was instituted as a law for all future time

(ver. 41), that succeeding generations might know that Jehovah
had caused the children of Israel to dwell in booths when He led

them out of Egypt (ver. 43). n3D, a booth or hut, is not to be

confounded with ?nk a tent, but comes from ^30 texuit, and
signifies casa, wnbraculum ex frondibus ramisque consflrtum

(Ges. thes. s. v.), serving as a defence both against the heat of

the sun, and also against wind and rain (Ps. xxxi. 21 ; Isa. iv. 6

;

Jonah iv. 5). Their dwelling in booths was by no means in-

tended, as Bdhr supposes, to bring before the minds of the

people the unsettled wandering life of the desert, and remind

(peach or pomegranate ?) upon it {tipisiuvYiv /^vpalv^g x,xi Irkxg ai/u x,pccl>i

0oiviX.Og TTlTl-OIYlfiSVYIV, ToD f^Vl'hOV TOV TIJ? YlipailUg -TTpOtJOVToi). Thls CUStOm,

which was still further developed in the Talmud, where a bunch made of

palm, myrtle, and willow boughs is ordered to be carried in the right hand,

and a citron or orange in the left, has no foundation in the law : it sprang

rather out of an imitation of the Greek harvest-feast of the Pyanepsia and
Bacchus festivals, from which the words 6i/paot and itpeaiav^ were borrowed

by Josephiis, and had been tacked on by the scribes to the text of the Bible

(ver. 40) in the best way they could. See Bdhr, Symbol ii. p. 625, and the

innumerable trivial laws in Mishna Succa and Succa Codex talm. iabyl. sive

de tabernaculorum festo ed. Dachs. Utr. 172G, 4.

PENT.—VOL. II. 2 F
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them of the trouble endured there, for the recollection of pri-

vation and want can never be an occasion of joy ; but it was to

place vividly before the eyes of the future generations of Israel

a memorial of the grace, care, and protection which God
afforded to His people in the great and terrible wilderness

(Deut. viii, 15). Whether the Israelites, in their jom'ney

through the wilderness, not only used the tents which they had

taken with them (cf. chap. xiv. 8 ; Ex. xvi. 16, xviii. 7, xxxiii.

8 sqq. ; Num. xvi. 26 sqq., xxiv. 5, etc.), but erected booths of

branches and bushes in those places of encampment where they

remained for a considerable time, as the Bedouins still do some-

times in the peninsula of Sinai (JBurchhardt, Syrien, p. 858), or

not ; at all events, the shielding and protecting presence of the

Lord in the pillar of cloud and fire was, in the words of th-e

prophet, " a booth (tabernacle) for a shadow in the day-time

from the heat, and for a place of refuge, and for a covert from

storm and from rain" (Isa. iv. 6) in the barren wilderness, to

those who had just been redeemed out of Egypt. Moreover,

the booths used at this feast were not made of miserable shrubs

of the desert, but of branches of fruit-ti'ees, palms and thickly

covered trees, the produce of the good and glorious land into

which God had brought them (Deut. viii. 7 sqq.) ; and in this

respect they presented a living picture of the plenteous fulness

of blessing with which the Lord had enriched His people.

This fulness of blessing was to be called to mind by their

dwelling in booths ; in order that, in the land " wherein they

ate bread without scarceness and lacked nothing, where they

built goodly houses and dwelt therein ; where their herds and

flocks, their silver and their gold, and all that they had, multi-

plied" (Deut. viii. 9, 12, 13), they might not say in their

hearts, " My power, and the might of mine hand, hath gotten

me this wealth," but might remember that Jehovah was their

God, who gave them power to get wealth (vers. 17, 18), that so

their heart might not " be lifted up and forget Jehovah their

God, who had led them out of the land of Egypt, the house of

bondage." If, therefore, the foliage of the booths pointed to

the glorious possessions of the inheritance, which the Lord had

prepared for His redeemed people in Canaan, yet the natural

allusion of the feast, which was superadded to the historical, and

subordinate to it,—viz. to the plentiful harvest of rich and beau-
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tiful fruits, which they had gathered in from this inheritance,

and could now enjoy in peace after the toil of cultivating the

land was over,— would necessarily raise their hearts to still

higher joy through their gratitude to the Lord and Giver of

all, and make this feast a striking figure of the blessedness of

the people of God when resting from their labours.—Ver. 44.

Communication of these laws to the people.

PREPARATION OF THE HOLY LAMPS AND SHEW-BREAD.

PUNISHMENT OF A BLASPHEMER.—CHAP. XXIV.

Vers. 1-9. The directions concerning the oil for the holy

candlestick (vers. 1-4) and the preparation of the shew-hread

(vers. 5-9) lose the appearance of an interpolation, when we
consider and rightly understand on the one hand the manner in

which the two are introduced in ver. 2, and on the other their

significance in relation to the worship of God. The introduc-

tory formula, " Command the children of Israel that they fetch

(bring)," shows that the command relates to an offering on the

part of the congregation, a sacrificial gift, with which Israel was

to serve the Lord continually. This service consisted in the fact,

that in the oil of the lamps of the seven-branched candlestick,

which burned before Jehovah, the nation of Israel manifested

itself as a congregation which caused its light to shine in the

darkness of this world ; and that in the shew-bread it offered

the fruits of its labour in the field of the kingdom of God, as a

spiritual sacrifice to Jehovah. The offering of oil, therefore, for

the preparation of the candlestick, and that of fine flour for

making the loaves to be placed before Jehovah, formed part of the

service in which Israel sanctified its life and labour to the Lord

its God, not only at the appointed festal periods, but every day;

and the law is very appropriately appended to the sanctification

of the Sabbaths and feast-days, prescribed in chap, xxiii. The
first instructions in vers. 2-4 are a verbal repetition of Ex. xxvii.

20, 21, and have been explained already. Their execution by

Aaron is recorded at Num. viii. 1-4 ; and the candlestick itself

was set in order by Moses at the consecration of the tabernacle

(Ex. xl. 25).—Vers. 5-9. The preparation of the shew-bread

and the use to be made of it are described here for the first

time ; though it had already been offered by the congregation
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at the consecration of the tabernacle, and placed by Moses

upon the table (Ex. xxxix. 36, xl. 23). Twelve cakes (challoth,

ii. 4) were to be made of fine flour, of two-tenths of an ephah

each, and placed in two rows, six in each row, upon the golden

table before Jehovah (Ex. xxv. 23 sqq.). Pure incense was

then to be added to each row, which was to be (to serve) as a

memorial (azcarah, see chap. ii. 2), as a firing for Jehovah.

?V }n3 to give upon, to add to, does not force us to the conclusion

that the incense was to be spread upon the cakes ; but is easily

reconcilable with the Jewish tradition (Josephus, Ant. iii. 10, 7;

Mishnah, Menach. xi. 7, 8), that the incense was placed in golden

saucers with each row of bread. The number twelve corre-

sponded to the number of the twelve tribes of Israel. The
arrangement of the loaves in rows of six each was in accordance

with the shape of the table, just like the division of the names

of the twelve tribes upon the two precious stones on Aaron's

shoulder-dress (Ex. xxviii. 10). By the presentation or prepa-

ration of them from the fine flour presented by the congregation,

and still more by the addition of incense, which was burned

upon the altar every Sabbath on the removal of the loaves as

azcarah, i.e. as a practical memento of the congregation before

God, the laying out of these loaves assumed the form of a blood-

less sacrifice, in which the congregation brought the fruit of its

life and labour before the face of the Lord, and presented itself

to its God as a nation diligent in sanctification to good works.

If the shew-bread was a minchah, or meat-offering, and even a

most holy one, which only the priests were allowed to eat in the

holy place (ver. 9, cf . chap. ii. 3 and vi. 9, 10), it must naturally

have been unleavened, as the unanimous testimony of the

Jewish tradition affirms it to have been. And if as a rule no

meat-offering could be leavened, and of the loaves of first-fruits

prepared for the feast of Pentecost, which were actually leavened,

none was allowed to be placed upon the altar (chap. ii. 11, 12,

vi. 10) ; still less could leavened bread be brought into the

sanctuary before Jehovah. The only ground, therefore, on

which Knohel can maintain that those loaves were leavened, is

on the supposition that they were intended to represent the daily

bread, which could no more fail in the house of Jehovah than

in any other well-appointed house (see Bdhr, Symholik i. p.

410). The process of laying these loaves before Jehovah con-
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tinually was to be " an everlasting covenant " (ver. 8), i.e. a

pledge or sign of the everlasting covenant, just as circumcision,

as the covenant in the flesh, was to be an everlasting covenant

(Gen. xvii. 13).

Vers. 10-23. The account of the punishment of a Blas-

phemer is introduced in the midst of the laws, less because " it

brings out to view by a clear example the administration of the

divine law in Israel, and also introduces and furnishes the reason

for several important laws " {Baumgarten), than because the

historical occurrence itself took place at the time when the laws

relating to sanctification of life before the Lord were given,

whilst the punishment denounced against the blasphemer exhi-

bited in a practical form, as a warning to the whole nation, the

sanctification of the Lord in the despisers of His name. The

circumstances were the following :—The son of an Israelitish

woman named Shelomith, the daughter of Dibri, of the tribe

of Dan, and of an Egyptian whom the Israelitish woman had

married, went out into the midst of the children of Israel, i.e.

went out of his tent or place of encampment among the Israel-

ites. As the son of an Egyptian, he belonged to the foreigners

who had gone out with Israel (Ex. xii. 38), and who probably

had their tents somewhere apart from those of the Israelites,

who were encamped according to their tribes (Num. ii. 2).

Having got into a quarrel with an Israelite, this man scoffed at

the name (of Jehovah) and cursed. The cause of the quarrel

is not given, and cannot be determined. 3ip: : to bore, hollow

out, then to sting, metaphorically to separate, fix (Gen. xxx.

28), hence to designate (Num. i. 17, etc.), and to prick in malam

partem, to taunt, i.e. to blaspheme, cw?'se, = 33i? Num. xxiii. 11,

25, etc. That the word is used here in a bad sense, is evident

from the expression " and cursed," and from the whole context

of vers. 15 and 16. The Jews, on the other hand, have taken

the word 3p3 in this passage from time immemorial in the sense

of iirovoixd^ecv (LXX.), and founded upon it the well-known

law, against even uttering the name Jehovah (see particularly

ver. 16). " The name " Kar e|. is the name " Jehovah " (cf. ver.

16), in which God manifested His nature. It was this passage

that gave rise to the custom, so prevalent among the Rabbins, of

using the expression " name," or " the name," for DominuSj or
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Deus (see Buxtorf, lex. talmud. pp. 2432 sqq.). The blasphemer

was brought before Moses and then put into confinement, " to

determine for them (such blasphemers) according to the mouth

(command) of Jehovah." K'la : to separate, distinguish, then to

determine exactly, which is the sense both here and in Num.
XV. 34, where it occurs in a similar connection.—Vers. 13-16.

Jehovah ordered the blasphemer to be taken out of the camp,

and the witnesses to lay their hands upon his head, and the

whole congregation to stone him ; and published at the same

time the general law, that whoever cursed his God should bear

{i.e. atone for) his sin (cf . Ex. xxii. 27), and whoever blasphemed

the name of Jehovah should be stoned, the native as well as the

foreigner. By laying (resting, cf. i. 4) their hands upon the

head of the blasphemer, the hearers or witnesses were to throw

off from themselves the blasphemy which they had heard, and

return it upon the head of the blasphemer, for him to expiate.

The washing of hands in Deut. xxi. 6 is analogous ; but the

reference made by Knohel to Deut. xvii. 7, where the witnesses

are commanded to turn their hand against an idolater who had

been condemned to death, i.e. to stone him, is out of place.

—

Vers. 17-22. The decision asked for from God concerning the

crime of the blasphemer, who was the son of an Egyptian, and

therefore not a member of the congregation of Jehovah, fur-

nished the occasion for God to repeat those laws respecting

murder or personal injury inflicted upon a man, which had

hitherto been given for the Israelites alone (Ex. xxi. 12 sqq.),

and to proclaim their validity in the case of the foreigner also

(vers. 17, 21, 22). To these there are appended the kindred

commandments concerning the killing of cattle (vers. 18, 21,

22), which had not been given, it is true, expressis verbis, but

were contained implicite in the rights of Israel (Ex. xxi. 33 sqq.),

and are also extended to foreigners. D'^^5 K'QJ nsn to smite theO T T V V T • 7

soul of a man, i.e. to put him to death ;—the expression " soul

of a beast," in ver. 18, is to be understood in the same sense.

—

Ver. 19. " Cause a blemish," i.e. inflict a bodily injury. This is

still further defined in the cases mentioned (breach, eye, tooth),

in which punishment was to be inflicted according to the jus

talionis (see at Ex. xxi. 23 sqq.).—Ver. 23. After these laws

had been issued, the punishment was inflicted upon the blas-

phemer.
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SANCTIFICATION OF THE POSSESSION OF LAND Br THE
SABBATICAL AND JUBILEE YEARS.—CHAP. XXV.

The law for the sabbatical and jubilee years brings to a

close the laws given to Moses by Jehovah upon Mount Sinai.

This is shown by the words of the heading (ver. 1), which point

back to Ex. xxxiv. 32, and bind together into an inward unity

the whole round of laws that Moses received from God upon

the mountain, and then gradually announced to the people.

The same words are repeated, not only in Lev. vii. 38 at the

close of the laws of sacrifice, but also at chap. xxvi. 46, at the

close of the promises and threats which follow the law for the

sabbatical and jubilee years, and lastly, at chap, xxvii. 34, after

the supplementary law concerning vows. The institution of the

jubilee years corresponds to the institution of the day of atone-

ment (chap. xvi.). Just as all the sins and uncleannesses of the

whole congregation, which had remained unatoned for and un-

cleansed in the course of the year, were to be wiped away by

the all-embracing expiation of the yearly recurring day of

atonement, and an undisturbed relation to be restored between

Jehovah and His people ; so, by the appointment of the year of

jubilee, the disturbance and confusion of the divinely appointed

relations, which had been introduced in the course of time through

the inconstancy of all human or earthly things, were to be re-

moved by the appointment of the year of jubilee, and the king-

dom of Israel to be brought back to its original condition. The
next chapter (chap, xxvi.) bears the same relation to the giving

of the law upon Sinai as Ex. xxiii. 20-33 to the covenant rights

in Ex. XX. 22-xxiii. 19.

Vers. 2-7. The Sabbatical Year.—When Israel had come

into the land which the Lord gave to it, it was to sanctify it to

the Lord by the observance of a Sabbath. As the nation at

large, with its labourers and beasts of burden, was to keep a

Sabbath or day of rest every seventh day of the week, so the

land which they tilled was to rest (to keep, T]^'^ n3K^ as in chap,

xxiii. 32) a Sabbath to the Lord. Six years they were to sow

the field and cut the vineyard, i.e. cultivate the corn-fields, vine-

yards, and olive-yards (Ex. xxiii. 11 : see the remarks on cerem

at chap. xix. 10), and gather in their produce ; but in the seventh
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year the land was to keep a Sabbath of rest (Sabbath sabbathoriy

Ex. xxxi. 15), a Sabbath consecrated to the Lord (see Ex. xx.

10) ; and in this year the land was neither to be tilled nor reaped

(cf. Ex. xxiii. 10, 11). "t^T in Kal applies only to the cutting

of grapes, and so also in Niphal, Isa. v. 6 ; hence zemorah, a

vine-branch (Num. xiii. 23), and mazmerah, a pruning-knife

(Isa. ii. 4, etc.).^ The omission of sowing and reaping presup-

posed that the sabbatical year commenced with the civil year,

in the autumn of the sixth year of labour, and not with the

ecclesiastical year, on the first of Abib (Nisan), and that it lasted

till the autumn of the seventh year, when the cultivation of the

land would commence again with the preparation of the ground
and the sowing of the seed for the eighth year ; and with this

the command to proclaim the jubilee year on " the tenth day of

the seventh month " throughout all the land (ver. 9), and the

calculation in vers. 21, 22, fully agree.—Ver. 5. '' That which

has fallen out (been shaken out) of thy harvest (i.e. the corn

which had grown from the grains of the previous harvest that

had fallen out) thou shalt not reap, and the grapes of thine uncut

thou shalt not gather." "i''r3, the Nazarite, who let his hair grow
freely without cutting it (Num. vi. 5), is used figuratively, both

here and in ver. 11, to denote a vine not pruned, since by being

left to put forth all its productive power it was consecrated to

the Lord. The Roman poets employ a similar figure, and speak

of the viridis coma of the vine (Tibull. i. 7, 34; Propert. ii. 15,

12).—Yers. 6, 7. ^^ And the Sabbath of the land (i.e. the produce

of the sabbatical year or year of rest, whatever grew that year

without cultivation) shall be to you for food, for thee and thy

servant, . . . and for the beasts that are in thy land shall all its

produce be for foodr The meaning is, that what grew of itself

was not to be reaped by the owner of the land, but that masters

and servants, labourers and visitors, cattle and game, were to

eat thereof away from the field (cf. ver. 12). The produce

arising without tilling or sowing was to be a common good for

man and beast. According to Ex. xxiii. 11, it was to belong to

the poor and needy ; but the owner was not forbidden to par-

^ The meaning to sing and play, which is pecuhar to the P/eZ, and is

derived from zamar, to hum, has hardly anything to do with this. At all

events the connection has not yet been shown to be a probable one. See

Hup/dd, Ps. iv. pp. 421-2, note.
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take of it also, so that there can be no discrepancy discovered

between this passage and the verse before us. The produce

referred to would be by no means inconsiderable, particularly if

there had not been a careful gleaning after the harvest, or the

corn had become over-ripe. In the fertile portions of Palestine,

especially in the plain of Jezreel and on the table-land of

Galilee, as well as in other parts, large quantities of wheat and

other cereals are still self-sown from the ripe ears, the over-

flowing of which is not gathei'ed by any of the inhabitants of

the land. Straho gives a similar account of Albania, viz. that

in many parts a field once sown will bear fruit twice and even

three times, the first yield being as much as fifty-fold. The
intention of this law was not so much to secure the physical re-

creation of both the land and people, however useful and neces-

sary this might be for men, animals, and land in this sublunary

world ; but the land was to keep Sabbath to the Lord in the

seventh year. In the sabbatical year the land, which the Lord

had given to His people, was to observe a period of holy rest and

refreshment to its Lord and God, just as the congregation did

on the Sabbath-day ; and the hand of man was to be withheld

from the fields and fruit-gardens from w^orking them, that they

might yield their produce for his use. The earth was to be

saved from the hand of man exhausting its power for earthly

purposes as his own property, and to enjoy the holy rest with

which God had blessed the earth and all its productions after

the creation. From this, Israel, as the nation of God, was to

learn, on the one hand, that although the earth was created for

man, it was not merely created for him to draw out its powers

for his own use, but also to be holy to the Lord, and participate

in His blessed rest ; and on the other hand, that the great pur-

pose for which the congregation of the Lord existed, did not

consist in the uninterrupted tilling of the earth, connected with

bitter labour in the sweat of his brow (Gen. iii. 17, 19), but in

the peaceful enjoyment of the fruits of the earth, which the

Lord their God had given them, and would give them still with-

out the labour of their liimds, if they strove to keep His covenant

and satisfy themselves with His grace. This intention of the

sabbatical year comes out still more plainly in the year of

jubilee, in which the idea of the sanctification of the whole land

as the Lord's property is still more strongly expressed, and whose
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inward connection with the sabbatical year is indicated by the

fact that the time for observing it was regulated by the sab-

batical years (ver. 8).

Vers. 8-55. The law for the Year of Jubilee refers first

of all to its observance (vers. 8-12), and secondly to its effects

(a) upon the possession of property (vers. 13-34), and (b) upon

the personal freedom of the Israelites (vers. 35—55).—Vers. 8-

12. Keeping the year ofjubilee. Vers. 8, 9. Seven Sabbaths of

years

—

i.e. year-Sabbaths or sabbatical years, or seven times seven

years, the time of seven year-Sabbaths, that is to say, 49 years

—

they were to count, and then at the expiration of that time to

cause the trumpet of jubilee to go (sound) through the whole

land on the tenth of the seventh month, i.e. the day of atone-

ment, to proclaim the entrance of the year of jubilee. This

mode of announcement was closely connected with the idea of

the year itself. The blowing of trumpets, or blast of the far-

sounding horn (s/iopAar, see at chap, xxiii. 24), was the signal

of the descent of the Lord upon Sinai, to raise Israel to be His

people, to receive them into His covenant, to unite them to

Himself, and bless them through His covenant of grace (Ex.

xix. 13, 16, 19, XX. 18). Just as the people were to come up

to the mountain at the sounding of the ^V, or the voice of the

shophar, to commemorate its union with the Lord, so at the

expiration of the seventh sabbatical year the trumpet-blast was

to announce to the covenant nation the gracious presence of its

God, and the coming of the year which was to bring " liberty

throughout the land to all that dwelt therein " (ver. 10),—de-

liverance from bondage (vers. 40 sqq.), return to their property

and family (vers. 10, 13), and release from the bitter labour of

cultivating the land (vers. 11, 12). This year of grace was pro-

claimed and began with the day of atonement of every seventh

sabbatical year, to show that it was only with the full forgive-

ness of sins that the blessed liberty of the children of God
could possibly commence. This grand year of grace was to

return after seven times seven j^ears ; i.e., as is expressly stated

in ver. 10, every fiftieth year was to be sanctified as a year of

jubilee. By this regulation of the time, the view held by H.

Jehuda, and the chronologists and antiquarians who have fol-

lowed him, that every seventh sabbatical year, i.e. the 49th
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year, was to be kept as the year of jubilee, is proved to be at

V^ariance with the text, and the fiftieth year is shown to be the

year of rest, in which the sabbatical idea attained its fullest

realization, and reached its earthly temporal close.—Ver. 10.

The words, " Ye shall proclaim liberty throughout all the land

unto all the inhabitants thereof," are more closely defined by the

two clauses commencing with i<''n blV in vers. 10 and 11. "A
trumpet-blast shall it be to you, that ye return every one to his

own possession, and every one to his family:" a still further

explanation is given in vers. 23-34 and 39-55. This was to be

the fruit or effect of the blast, i.e. of the year commencing with

the blast, and hence the year was called " the year of liberty,"

or free year, in Ezek. xlvi. 17. -'5^'', from ?3J to flow with a

rushing noise, does not mean jubilation or the time of jubilation

{Ges., Kn., and others) ; but wherever it is not applied to the

year of jubilee, it signifies only the loud blast of a trumpet (Ex.

xix. 13 ; Josh. vi. 5). This meaning also applies here in vers.

10^, 11 and 12 ; whilst in vers. 15, 28, 30, 31, 33, xxvii. 18, and

Num. xxxvi. 4, it is used as an abbreviated expression for ri3C'

br, the year of the trumpet-blast.—Vers. 11, 12. The other

effect of the fiftieth year proclaimed with the trumpet-blast

consisted in the fact that the Israelites were not to sow or reap,

just as in the sabbatical year (see vers. 4, 5). "For it is ??iV'

i.e. not "jubilation or time of jubilation," but "the time or year

of the trumpet-blast, it shall be holy to you," i.e. a sabbatical

time, which is to be holy to you like the day of the trumpet-

blast (vers. 23, 24).

Vers. 13-34. One of the effects of the year of freedom is

mentioned here, viz. the return of every man to his oion posses-

sion ; and the way is prepared for it by a warning against over-

reaching in the sale of land, and the assicrnment of a reason for

this.—Vers. 14-17. In the purchase and sale of pieces of land

no one was to oppress another, i.e. to overreach him by false

statements as to its value and produce, n^in applies specially

to the oppression of foreigners (chap. xix. 33 ; Ex. xxii. 20), of

slaves (Deut. xxiii. 17), of the poor, widows, and orphans (Jer.

xxii. 3 ; Ezek. xviii. 8) in civil matters, by overreaching them

or taking their property away. The inf. ahs. nii^ : as in Gen.

xli. 43. The singular suffix in ^n-lpj? is to be understood dis-

tributively of a particular Israelite.—Vers. 15, 16. The pur-
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chase and sale were to be regulated by the number of years

that had elapsed since the year of jubilee, so that they were

only to sell the produce of the yearly revenues up to the next

jubilee year, and make the price higher or lower according to

the larger or smaller number of the years.—Vers. 17 sqq. Over-

reaching and oppression God would avenge ; they were there-

fore to fear before Him. On the other hand, if they kept His

commandments and judgments, He would take care that they

should dwell in the land in safety {secure, free from anxiety),

and be satisfied with the abundance of its produce. In this

way vers. 18-22 fit on exceedingly well to what precedes.^

—

Vers. 20 sqq. Jehovah would preserve them from want, without

their sowing or reaping. He would bestow His blessing upon

them in the sixth year, so that it should bear the produce of

three (^^V for nnb'j; as in Gen. xxxiii. 11); and when they sowed

in the eighth year, they should eat the produce of the old year

up to the ninth year, that is to say, till the harvest of that year.

It is quite evident from vers. 21 and 22, according to which the

sixth year was to produce enough for three years, and the sow-

ing for the ninth was to take place in the eighth, that not only

the year of jubilee, but the sabbatical year also, commenced in

the autumn, when they first began to sow for the coming year ;

so that the sowing was suspended from the autumn of the sixth

year till the autumn of the seventh, and even till the autumn of

the eighth, whenever the jubilee year came round, in which case

both sowing and reaping were omitted for two years in succes-

sion, and consequently the produce of the sixth year, which was

harvested in the seventh month of that year, must have sufficed

for three years, not merely till the sowing in the autumn of the

^ To prove that this verse is an interpolation made by the Jehovist into

the Elohistic writings, Knohel is obliged to resort to two groundless assump-

tions : viz. (1) to regard vers. 23 and 24, which belong to what follows

(vers. 25 sqq.) and lay down the general rule respecting the possession and

redemption of land, as belonging to what precedes and connected with vers.

14-17 ; and (2) to explain vers. 18-22 in the most arbitrary manner, as a

supplementary clause relating to the sabbatical year, whereas the promise

that the sixth year should yield produce enough for three years (vers.

21, 22) shows as clearly as possible that they treat of the year of jubilee

together with the seventh sabbatical year which preceded it, and in ver.

20 the seventh year is mentioned simply as the beginning of the two years'

Sabbath which the land was to keep without either sowing or reaping.
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eighth or fiftieth year, but till the harvest of the ninth or fifty-

first year, as the Talmud and Rabbins of every age have under-

stood the law.

Vers, 23-28. What was already implied in the laws relating

to the purchase and sale of the year's produce (vers, 15, 16),

namely, that the land could not be alienated, is here clearly ex-

pressed ; and at the same time the rule is laid down, showing

how a man, who had been compelled by poverty to sell his

patrimony, was to recover possession of it by redemption. In

the first place, ver. 23 contains the general rule, " the land shall

not be sold nri''p^?" {lit. to annihilation), i.e. so as to vanish away

from, or be for ever lost to, the seller. For " the land belongs to

Jehovah:" the Israelites, to whom He would give it (ver. 2),

were not actual owners or full possessors, so that they could do

what they pleased vath it, but " strangers and sojourners with

Jehovah " in His land. Consequently (ver, 24) throughout the

whole of the land of their possession they were to grant n?X3 re-

lease, redemption to the land. There were three ways in which

this could be done. The fir.st case (ver. 25) was this: if a brother

became poor and sold his property, his nearest redeemer was to

come and release what his brother had sold, i.e. buy it back

from the purchaser and restore it to its former possessor. The
nearest redeemer was the relative upon whom this obligation

rested according to the series mentioned in vers. 48, 49,—The
second case (vers. 26, 27) was this : if any one had no redeemer,

either because there were no relatives upon whom the obligation

rested, or because they were all too poor, and he had earned

and acquired sufficient to redeem it, he was to calculate the

years of purchase, and return the surplus to the man who had

bought it, i.e. as much as he had paid for the years that still

remained up to the next year of jubilee, that so he might come

into possession of it again. As the purchaser had only paid the

amount of the annual harvests till the next year of jubilee, all

that he could demand back was as much as he had paid for the

years that still remained.—Ver. 28. The third case was this : if

a man had not earned as much as was required to make com-

pensation for the recovery of the land, what he had sold was to

remain in the possession of the buyer till the year of jubilee,

and then it was to " go out," i.e. to become free again, so that

the impoverished seller could enter into possession without com-
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pensation. The buyer lost nothing by this, for he had fully

recovered all that he paid for the annual harvests up to the

year of jubilee, from the amount which those harvests yielded.

Through these legal regulations every purchase of land became
simply a lease for a term of years.

Vers. 29-34. Alienation and redemption of houses.—Vers.

29, 30. On the sale of a dwelling-house in a wall-town (a town
surrounded by a wall) there was to be redemption till the com-
pletion of the year of its purchase. ^"'I^)], " days (i.e. a definite

period) shall its redemption be;" that is to say, the right of re-

demption or repurchase should be retained. If it was not re-

deemed within the year, it remained to the buyer for ever for

his descendants, and did not go out free in the year of jubilee.

Di^ to arise for a possession, i.e. to become a fixed standing

possession, as in Gen. xxiii. 17. N^ "i^J'N for i^ IK'N as in chap,

xi. 21 (see at Ex. xxi. 8). This law is founded upon the as-

sumption, that the houses in unwalled towns are not so closely

connected with the ownership of the land, as that the alienation

of the houses would alter the portion originally assigned to each
family for a possession. Having been built by men, they be-

longed to their owners in full possession, whether they had
received them just as they were at the conquest of the land, or

had erected them for themselves. This last point of view, how-
ever, was altogether a subordinate one ; for in the case of " the

houses of the villages" {i.e. farm-buildings and villages, see

Josh. xiii. 23, etc.), which had no walls round them, it was not

taken into consideration at all.—Ver. 31. Such houses as these

were to be reckoned as part of the land, and to be treated as

landed property, with regard to redemption and restoration at

the year of jubilee.—Ver. 32. On the other hand, so far as the

Levitical towns, viz. the houses of the Levites in the towns be-

longing to them, were concerned, there was to be eternal re-

demption for the Levites ; that is to say, when they were parted

with, the right of repurchase was never lost. D^iy (eternal) is

to be understood as a contrast to the year allowed in the case of

other houses (vers. 29, 30).—Ver. 33. "And whoever (if any
one) redeems, i.e. buys, of the Levites, the house that is sold

and (indeed in) the town of his possession is to go out free in

the year of jubilee ; for the houses of the Levitical towns are

their (the Levites') possession among the children of Israel."
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The meaning Is this : If any one bought a Levite's house in

one of the Levitical towns, the house he had bought was to

revert to the Levite without compensation in the year of jubilee.

The difficulty connected with the first clause is removed, if we
understand the word Pi<i\ (to redeem, i.e. to buy back), as the

Rabbins do, in the sense of njj5 to buy, acquire. The use of /'N3

for nji? may be explained from the fact, that when the land was

divided, the Levltes did not receive either an inheritance in the

land, or even the towns appointed for them to dwell In as their

own property. The Levitical towns were allotted to the different

tribes in which they were situated, with the simple obligation to

set apart a certain number of dwelling-houses for the Levltes,

together with pasture-ground for their cattle in the precincts

of the towns (cf. Num. xxxv. 1 sqq. and my Commentary on

Joshua, p. 453 translation). If a non-Levite, therefore, bought

a Levite's house. It was In reality a repurchase of property be-

longing to his tribe, or the redemption of what the tribe had

relinquished to the Levltes as their dwelling and for their

necessities.^ The words 'r\^ "1"'^"! are an explanatory apposition

—

" and that in the town of his possession,"—and do not mean
" whatever he had sold of his house-property or anything else

in his town," for the Levltes had no other property in the town

besides the houses, but " the house which he had sold, namely,

in the town of his possession." This implies that the right of

reversion was only to apply to the houses ceded to the Levltes

in their own towns, and not to houses which they had acquired

in other towns either by purchase or inheritance. The singular

NM is used after a subject in the plural, because the copula

agrees with the object (see Ewald, § 319c). As the Levltes

were to have no hereditary property in the land except the

' This is the way in which it is correctly explained by Hiskuni : Utitur

scriptura verho redimendi non emeiidi, quia quidquid Levitx vendunt ex

Israelitarum hsereditate est, non ex ipsorum ha&reditate. Nam ecce non habent

partes in terra, unde omnis qui accipit aut emit ah illis est acsi redimeret,

quoniam ecce initio ipsius possessio fait. On the other hand, the proposal

made by Ewald, Knobel, etc., after the example of the Vulgate, to supply

j<7 before psr is not only an unnecessary conjecture, but is utterly unsuit-

able, inasmuch as the words " if one of the Levites does not redeem it

"

would restrict the right to the Levites without any perceptible reason
;
just

as if a blood-relation on the female side, belonging to any other tribe, might

not have done this.
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houses in the towns appointed for them, it was necessary that

the possession of their houses should be secured to them for all

time, if they were not to fall behind the other tribes.—Ver. 34.

The field of the pasture-ground of the Levitical towns was not

to be sold. Beside the houses, the Levites were also to receive

K^HJjp pasturage for their flocks (from K'na to drive, to drive out

the cattle) round about these cities (Num. xxxv. 2, 3). These

meadows were not to be saleable, and not even to be let till the

year of jubilee ; because, if they were sold, the Levites would

have nothing left upon which to feed their cattle.

Vers. 35-55. The second effect of the jubilee year, viz. the

return of an Israelite, who had become a slave, to liberty and to

his family, is also introduced with an exhortation to support an

impoverished brother (vers. 35-38), and preserve to him his

personal freedom.—Ver. 35. " If thy brother (countryman, or

member of the same tribe) becomes poor, and his hand trembles

by thee, thou shalt lay hold of him ;" i.e. if he is no longer able

to sustain himself alone, thou shalt take him by the arm to help

him out of his misfortune. " Let him live with thee as a stranger

and sojourner." "'HI introduces the apodosis (see Ges. § 126,

note 1).—Vers. 36 sqq. If he borrowed money, they were not

to demand interest ; or if food, they were not to demand any

addition, any larger quantity, when it was returned (cf. Ex. xxii.

24 ; Deut. xxiii. 20, 21), from fear of God, who had redeemed

Israel out of bondage, to give them the land of Canaan. In

ver. 37 ''ni. is an abbreviation of ""ni, which only occurs here.

—

From ver. 39 onwards there follow the laws relating to the bond-

age of the Israelite, who had been obliged to sell himself from

poverty. Vers. 39-46 relate to his service in bondage to an

(other) Israelite. The man to whom he had sold himself as

servant was not to have slave-labour performed by him (Ex. i.

14), but to keep him as a day-labourer and sojourner, and let

him serve with him till the year of jubilee. He was then to go out

free with his children, and return to his family and the possession

of his fathers (his patrimony). This regulation is a supplement

to the laws relating to the rights of Israel (Ex. xxi. 2-6), though

without a contradiction arising, as Knobel maintains, between

the different rules laid down. In Ex. xxi. nothing at all is de-

termined respecting the treatment of an Israelitish servant ; it is

simply stated that in the seventh year of his service he was to
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recover his liberty. This limit is not mentioned here, because

the chapter before us simply treats of the influence of the year

of jubilee upon the bondage of the Israelites. On this point

it is decided, that the year of jubilee was to bring freedom

even to the Israelite who had been brought into slavery by his

poverty,—of course only to the man who was still in slavery when

it commenced and had not served seven full years, provided,

that is to say, that he had not renounced his claim to be set free

at the end of his seven years' service, according to Ex. xxi. 5, 6.

We have no right to expect this exception to be expressly men-

tioned here, because it did not interfere with the idea of the

year of jubilee. For whoever voluntarily renounced the claim

to be set free, whether because the year of jubilee was still so

far off that he did not expect to live to see it, or because he had

found a better lot with his master than he could secure for him-

self in a state of freedom, had thereby made a voluntary renun-

ciation of the liberty which the year of jubilee might have

brought to him (see Oehlers art. in Herzog's Cycl., where the

different views on this subject are given).—Vers. 42, 43. Be-

cause the Israelites were servants of Jehovah, who had redeemed

them out of Pharaoh's bondage and adopted them as His people

(Ex. xix. 5, xviii. 10, etc.), they wei'e not to be sold " a selling

of slaves," i.e. not to be sold into actual slavery, and no one of

them was to rule over another with severity (ver. 43, cf. Ex.

i. 13, 14). " Through this principle slavery was completely

abolished, so far as the people of the theocracy were con-

cerned" {Oehler).—Vers. 44 sqq. As the Israelites could only

hold in slavery servants and maid-servants whom they had bought

of foreign nations, or foreigners who had settled in the land,

these they might leave as an inheritance to their children, and

" through them they might work," i.e. have slave-labour per-

formed, but not through their brethren the children of Israel

(ver. 46, cf. ver. 43).—Vers. 47—55. The servitude of an

Israelite to a settler who had come to the possession of pro-

perty, or a non-Israelite dwelling in the land, was to be redeem-

able at any time. If an Israelite had sold himself because of

poverty to a foreign settler (3trin li^ to distinguish the non-

Israelitish sojourner from the Israelitish, ver. 35), or to a stock

of a foreigner, then one of his brethren, or his uncle, or his

uncle's son or some one of his kindred, was to redeem him ; or

PENT.—VOL. II. 2 G
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if he came into the possession of property, he was to redeem

himself. When this was done, the time was to be calculated from

the year of purchase to the year of jubilee, and " the money of

his purchase was to be according to the number of the years,"

i.e. the price at which he had sold himself was to be distributed

over the number of years that he would have to serve to the

year of jubilee ; and " according to the days of a day-labourer

shall he be with him," i.e. the time that he had worked was to

be estimated as that of a day-labourer, and be put to the credit

of the man to be redeemed.—Vers. 51, 52. According as there

were few or many years to the year of jubilee would the redemp-

tion-money to be paid be little or much. CJE'a ni^n much

in years : ni3"! neuter, and 2 as in Gen. vii. 21, viii. 17 etc.

VTP^ according to the measure of the same.—Ver. 53. During

the time of service the buyer was to keep him as a day-labourer

year by year, i.e. as a labourer engaged for a term of years, and

not rule over him with severe oppression. "
Iti thine eyes" i.e.

BO that thou (the nation addressed) seest it.—Ver. 54. If he

were not redeemed by these (the relations mentioned in vers.

48, 49), he was to go out free in the year of jubilee along with

his children, i.e. to be liberated without compensation. For

(ver. 55) he was not to remain in bondage, because the Israelites

were the servants of Jehovah (cf. ver. 42).

But although, through these arrangements, the year of jubi-

lee helped every Israelite, who had fallen into poverty and

slavery, to the recovery of his property and personal freedom,

and thus the whole community was restored to its original con-

dition as appointed by God, through the return of all the landed

property that had been alienated in the course of years to its

original proprietor ; the restoration of the theocratical state to

its original condition was not the highest or ultimate object of

the year of jubilee. The observance of sabbatical rest through-

out the whole land, and by the whole nation, formed part of the

liberty which it was to bring to the land and its inhabitants. In

the year of jubilee, as in the sabbatical year, the land of Jeho-

vah was to enjoy holy rest, and the nation of Jehovah to be set

free from the bitter labour of cultivating the soil, and to live

and refresh itself in blessed rest with the blessing which had

been given to it by the Lord its God. In this way the year of

jubilee became to the poor, oppressed, and suffering, in fact to
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tlie whole nation, a year of festivity and grace, which not only

brought redemption to the captives and deliverance to the poor

out of their distresses, but release to the whole congregation of

the Lord from the bitter labour of this world ; a time of refresh-

ing, in which all oppression was to cease, and every member of

the covenant nation find his redeemer in the Lord, who brought

every one back to his own property and home. Because Jeho-

vah had brought the children of Israel out of Egypt to give them

the land of Canaan, where they were to live as His servants and

serve Him, in the year of jubilee the nation and land of Jeho-

vah were to celebrate a year of holy rest and refreshing before

the Lord, and in this celebration to receive a foretaste of the

times of refreshing from the presence of the Lord, which were

to be brought to all men by One anointed with the Spirit of the

Lord, who would come to preach the Gospel to the poor, to bind

up the broken-hearted, to bring liberty to the captives and the

opening of the prisons to them that were bound, to proclaim to

all that mourn a year of grace from the Lord (Isa. Ixi. 1-3

;

Luke iv. 17—21) ; and who will come again from heaven in the

times of the restitution of all things to complete the anroKaTo-

(TTaai<i T^9 ^acn\€ia<; rod 0eov, to glorify the whole creation into

a kingdom of God, to i^estore everything that has been destroyed

by sin from the beginning of the world, to abolish all the slavery

of sin, establish the true liberty of the children of God, emanci-

pate every creature from the bondage of vanity, under which it

sishs on account of the sin of man, and introduce all His chosen

into the kingdom of peace and everlasting blessedness, which was

prepared for their inheritance before the foundation of the world

(Acts iii. 19, 20 ; Kom. viii. 19 sqq. ; Matt. xxv. 34 ; Col. i. 12 ;

1 Pet. i. 4).

PROMISES AND THREATS. CHAP. XXVI.

Just as the book of the covenant, the kernel containing the

fundamental principles of the covenant fellowship, which the

Lord established with the children of Israel whom He had

adopted as His nation, and the rule of life for the covenant

nation (Ex. xx. 22-xxiii. 19), concluded with promises and

threats (Ex. xxiii. 20-33) ; so the giving of the law at Sinai, as

the unfolding of the inner, spiritual side of the whole of the
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covenant constitution, closes in this chapter with an elaborate

unfolding of the blessing which would be secured by a faithful

observance of the laws, and the curse which would follow the

transgression of them. But whilst the former promises and

threats (Ex. xxiii.) related to the conquest of the promised

land of Canaan, the promises in this chapter refer to the

blessings which were to be bestowed upon Israel when the land

was in their possession (vers. 3-13), and the threats to the judg-

ments with which the Lord would visit His disobedient people

in their inheritance, and in fact drive them out and scatter them

among the heathen (vers. 14-39). When this had been done,

then, as is still further proclaimed with a prophetic look into the

distant future, would they feel remorse, acknowledge their sin

to the Lord, and be once more received into favour by Him, the

eternally faithful covenant God (vers. 40-45).^ The blessing

^ When modern critics, who are carried away by naturalism, maintain

that Moses was not the author of these exhortations and warnings, because

of their prophetic contents, and assign them to the times of the kings, the

end of the eighth, or beginning of the seventh century (see Ewald, Gesch.

i. 156), they have not considered, in their antipathy to any supernatural

revelations from God in the Old Testament, that even apart from any

higher illumination, the fundamental idea of these promises and threats

must have presented itself to the mind of the lawgiver Moses. It required

but a very little knowledge of the nature of the human heart, and a clear

insight into the spiritual and ethical character of the law, to enable him to

foresee that the earthly-minded, unholy nation would not fulfil the solemn

demand of the law that their whole life should be sanctified to the Lord God,

that they would transgress in many ways, and rebel against God and His holy

laws, and therefore that in any case times of fidelity and the corresponding

blessing would alternate with times of unfaithfulness and the corresponding

curse, but that, for all that, at the end the grace of God would obtain the

victory over the severely punished and deeply humbled nation, and bring

the work of salvation to a glorious close. It is true, the concrete character

of this chapter cannot be fully explained in this way, but it furnishes the

clue to the psychological interpretation of the conception of this prophetic

discourse, and shows us the subjective points of contact for the divine

revelation which Moses has announced to us here. For, as Auberlen ob-

serves, " there is a marvellous and grand display of the greatness of God in

the fact, that He holds out before the people, whom He has just delivered

from the hands of the heathen and gathered round Himself, the prospect of

being scattered again among the heathen, and that, even before the land is

taken by the Israelites, He predicts its return to desolation. These words

could only be spoken by One who has the future really before His mind,

who sees tlurough the whole depth of sin, and who can destroy His own
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and curse of the law were impressed upon the hearts of the people

in a still more comprehensive manner at the close of the whole law

(Deut. xxviii.-xxx.), and on the threshold of the promised land.

Vers. 1 and 2 form the introduction ; and the essence of the

whole law, the observance of which will bring a rich blessing,

and the transgression of it severe judgments, is summed up in

two leading commandments, and placed at the head of the

blessing and curse which were to be proclaimed. Ye shall not

make to you elilvm, nugatory gods, and set up carved images and

standing images for worship, but worship Jehovah your God

with the observance of His Sabbaths, and fear before His sanc-

tuary. The prohibition of elilim, according to chap. xix. 4, calls

to mind the fundamental law of the decalogue (Ex. xx. 3, 4, cf.

chap. xxi. 23, Ex. xxiii. 24, 25). To pesel (cf . Ex. xx. 4) and

mazzehah (cf. Ex. xxiii. 24), which were not to be set up, there

is added the command not to put rT'SipD pSl, " figure-stones," in

the land, to worship over (by) them. The " figure-stone " is a

stone formed into a figure, and idol of stone, not merely a stone

with an inscription or with hieroglyphical figures ; it is synony-

mous with rTisbO in Num. xxxiii. 52, and consequently we are

to understand hj pesel the wooden idol as in Isa. xliv. 15, etc.

The construction of ninriti'n with ?y may be explained on the

ground that the worshipper of a stone image placed upon the

ground rises above it (for pV in this sense, see Gen. xviii. 2).

—

In ver. 3 the true way to serve God is urged upon the Israelites

once more, in words copied verbally from chap. xix. 30.

Vers. 3-13. The Blessing of Fidelity to the Law.—
Vers. 3-5. If the Israelites walked in the commandments of the

Lord (for the expression see chap, xviii. 3 sqq.), the Lord would

give fruitfulness to their land, that they should have bread to

the full. "/ will give you rain-showers in season." The allusion

here is to the showers which fall at the two rainy seasons, and

work, and yet attain His end. But so much the more adorable and marvel-

lous is the grace, which nevertheless begins its work among such sinners,

and is certain of victory notwithstanding all retarding and opposing diffi-

culties." The peculiar character of this revelation, which must deeply have

affected Moses, will explain the peculiarities observable in the style, viz. the

heaping up of unusual words and modes of expression, several of which

never occur again in the Old Testament, whilst others are only used by the

prophets who followed the Pentateuch in their style.
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upon which the fruitfulness of Palestine depends, viz. the early

and latter rain (Deut. xi. 14). The former of these occurs after

the autumnal equinox, at the time of the winter-sowing of wheat

and barley, in the latter half of October or beginning of No-
vember. It generally falls in heavy showers in November and

December, and then after that only at long intervals, and not

so heavily. The latter, or so-called latter rain, falls in March
before the beginning of the harvest of the winter crops, at the

time of sowing the summer seed, and lasts only a few days, in

some years only a few hours (see Robinson, Pal. ii. pp. 97 sqq.).

—On vers. 5, 6, see chap. xxv. 18, 19.—Vers. 6—8. The Lord

would give peace in the land, and cause the beasts of prey which

endanger life to vanish out of the land, and suffer no war to

come over it, but would put to flight before the Israelites the

enemies who attacked them, and cause them to fall into their

sword. 33K^j to lie without being frightened up by any one, is

a figure used to denote the quiet and peaceable enjoyment of life,

and taken from the resting of a flock in good pasture-ground

(Isa. xiv. 30) exposed to no attacks from either wild beasts or

men. 'T''}nD is generally applied to the frightening of men by

a hostile attack (Micah iv. 4; Jer. xxx. 10; Ezek. xxxix. 26
;

Job xi. 19) ; but it is also applied to the frightening of flocks

and animals (Isa. xvii. 2 ; Deut. xxviii. 26; Jer. vii. 33, etc.).

nyn njn : an evil animal, for a beast of prey, as in Gen. xxxvii.

20. " Swoi'd,^^ as the principal weapon applied, is used for war.

The pursuing of the enemy relates to neighbouring tribes, who
would make war upon the Israelites. y}JJ^ ??i^ does not mean

to be felled by the sword (Knobel), but to fall into the sword.

The words, " five of you shall put a hundred to fiight, and a

hundred ten thousand," are a proverbial expression for the

most victorious superiority of Israel over their enemies. It is

repeated in the opposite sense and in an intensified form in

Deut. xxxii. 30 and Isa. xxx. 17.—Yer. 9. Moreover the Lord

would bestow His covenant blessing upon them without inter-

mission. ^^ nJS signifies a sympathizing and gracious regard

(Ps. xxv. 16, Ixix. 17). The multiplication and fruitfulness of

the nation were a constant fulfilment of the covenant promise

(Gen. xvii. 4-6) and an establishment of the covenant (Gen.

xvii. 7) ; not merely the preservation of it, but the continual

realization of the covenant grace, by which the covenant itself
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was carried on further and further towards its completion.

This was the real purpose of the blessing, to which all earthly

good, as the pledge of the constant abode of God in the midst

of His people, simply served as the foundation.—Ver. 10. Not-

withstanding their numerous increase, they would suffer no want

of food. " Ye shall eat that which has become old, and bring

out old for new." Multiplicaho vos et multipUcabo simul anno-

nani vestram, adeo ut illam prce multitudine et copia ahsumere

lion possitis, sed illam diutissime servare adeoqiie ahjicere coga-

mini, novarum fmgum suavitate et copia superveniente (C. a

Lap.). N''^in vetustum triticum ex horreo et vinum ex cellapromere

{Calvin),—^Ver. 11. "I will make My dwelling among you, and

My soul will not despise you." IS^P, applied to the dwelling of

God among His people in the sanctuary, involves the idea of

satisfied repose.—Ver. 12. God's walking in the midst of Israel

does not refer to His accompanying and leading the people on

their journeyings, but denotes the walking of God in the midst

of His people in Canaan itself, whereby He would continually

manifest Himself to the nation as its God and make them a

people of possession, bringing them into closer and closer fellow-

ship with Himself, and giving them all the saving blessings of His

covenant of grace.—Yer. 13. For He was their God, who had

brought them out of the land of the Egyptians, that they might

no longer be servants to them, and had broken the bands of their

yokes and made them go upright, ^y nbb, lit. the poles of the

yoke (cf. Ezek. xxxiv. 27), i.e. the poles which are laid upon the

necks of beasts of burden (Jer. xxvii. 2) as a yoke, to bend

their necks and harness them for work. It was with the bur-

den of such a yoke that Egypt had pressed down the Israelites,

so that they could no longer walk upright, till God by breaking

the yoke helped them to walk upright again. As the yoke is a

figurative description of severe oppression, so going upright is a

figurative description of emancipation from bondage. DVpioipj

lit. a substantive, an upright position ; here it is an adverb (cf.

Ges. § 100, 2).

Vers. 14-33. The Curse for Contempt of the Law.—

•

The following judgments are threatened, not for single breaches

of the law, but for contempt of all the laws, amounting to in-

ward contempt of the divine commandments and a breach of the
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covenant (vers. 14, 15),—for presumptuous and obstinate rebel-

lion, therefore, against God and His commandments. For this,

severe judgments are announced, which were to be carried to their

uttermost in a fourfold series, if the hardening were obstinately

continued. If Israel acted in opposition to the Lord in the

manner stated, He would act towards them as follows (vers. 16,

17) : He would appoint over them nSna terror—a general notion,

which is afterwards particularized as consisting of diseases, sow-

ing without enjoying the fruit, defeat in war, and flight before

their enemies. Two kinds of disease are mentioned by which

life is destroyed : consumption and burning, i.e. burning fever,

irvpero'iy fehris, which cause the eyes (the light of this life) to

disappear, and the soul (the life itself) to pine away ; whereas in

Ex. xxiii. 25, xv. 26, preservation from diseases is promised for

obedience to the law. Of these diseases, consumption is at pre-

sent very rare in Palestine and Syria, though it occurs in more

elevated regions ; but burning fever is one of the standing

diseases. To these there would be added the invasion of the

land by enemies, so that they would labour in vain and sow their

seed to no purpose, for their enemies would consume the produce,

as actually was the case {e.g. Judg. vi. 3, 4).—Ver. 17. Yea,

the Lord would turn His face against them, so that they w^ould

be beaten by their enemies, and be so thoroughly humbled in

consequence, that they would flee when no man pursued (cf.

ver. 36).

But if these punishments did not answer their purpose, and

bring Israel back to fidelity to its God, the Lord would punish

the disobedient nation still more severely, and chasten the rebel-

lious for their sin, not simply only, but sevenfold. This He
would do, so long as Israel persevered in obstinate resistance, and

to this end He would multiply His judgments by degrees. This

graduated advance of the judgments of God is so depicted in the

following passage, that four times in succession new and multi-

plied punishments are announced : (1) utter barrenness in their

land,—that is to say, one heavier punishment (vers. 18-20);

(2) the extermination of their cattle by beasts of prey, and

childlessness,

—

two punishments (vers. 21, 22) ; (3) war, plague,

and famine,

—

three punishments (vers. 23-26) ; (4) the destruc-

tion of all idolatrous abominations, the overthrow of their towns

and holy places, the devastation of the land, and the dispersion of
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the people among tlie heathen,

—

four punishments which would

bring the Israelites to the verge of destruction (vers. 27-33).

In this way would the Lord punish the stiffneckedness of His

people.—These divine threats embrace the whole of Israel's

future. But the series of judgments mentioned is not to be

understood historically, as a prediction of the temporal succes-

sion of the different punishments, but as an ideal account of the

judgments of God, unfolding themselves with inward necessity

in a manner answering to the progressive development of the

sin. As the nation would not resist the Lord continually, but

times of disobedience and apostasy would alternate with times

of obedience and faithfulness, so the judgments of God would

alternate with His blessings; and as the opposition would not

increase in uniform progress, sometimes becoming weaker and

then at other times gaining greater force again, so the punish-

ments would not multiply continuously, but correspond in every

case to the amount of the sin, and only burst in upon the incor-

rigible race in all the intensity foretold, when ungodliness gained

the upper hand.

Vers. 18-20. First stage of the aggravated judgments.—If

they did not hearken n?X ly^ " ujp to these " (the punishments

named in vers. 16, 17), that is to say, if they persisted in their

disobedience even when the judgments reached to this height,

God would add a sevenfold chastisement on account of their

sins, would punish them seven times more severely, and break

down their strong pride by fearful drought. Seven, as the

number of perfection in the works of God, denotes the strength-

ening of the chastisement, even to the height of its full measure

(cf. Prov. xxiv. 16). tj? P^<-1, lit. the eminence or pride of strength,

includes everything upon which a nation rests its might ; then the

pride and haughtiness which rely upon earthly might and its

auxiliaries (Ex. xxx. 6, 18, xxxiii. 28) ; here it signifies the pride

of a nation, puffed up by the fruitfulness and rich produce of

its land. God would make their heaven (the sky of their land)

like iron and their earth like brass, i.e. as hard and dry as metal,

so that not a drop of rain and dew would fall from heaven to

moisten the earth, and not a plant could grow out of the earth

(cf. Deut. xxviii. 23) ; and when the land was cultivated, the

people would exhaust their strength for nought. D»rij consumi.

Vers 21, 22. The second stage.—But if the people's resist-
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ance amounted to a hostile rebellion against God, He would

smite them sevenfold for their sin by sending beasts of prey and

childlessness. By beasts of prey He would destroy their cattle,

and by barrenness He would make the nation so small that the

ways would be deserted, that high roads would cease because

there would be no traveller upon them on account of the de-

population of the land (Isa. xxxiii. 8 ; Zeph. iii. 6), and the few

inhabitants who still remained would be afraid to venture be-

cause of the wild beasts (Ezek. xiv. 15). ^V '•"'^ '^Ipn ("^o go a

meeting with a person,^' i.e. to meet a person in a hostile manner,

to fight against him) only occurs here in vers. 21 and 23, and

is strengthened in vers. 24, 27, 28, 40, 41 into 03/ ^1\>} ^?n, to

engage in a hostile encounter with a person. V^^ nzio^ a seven-

fold blow. ^^ According to your si7is,'" i.e. answering to them

sevenfold. In ver. 22 the first clause corresponds to the third,

and the second to the fourth, so that Nos. 3 and 4 contain the

effects of Nos. 1 and 2.

Vers. 23-26. The third stage.—But if they would not be

chastened by these punishments, and still rose up in hostility to

the Lord, He would also engage in a hostile encounter with

them, and punish them sevenfold with war, plague, and hunger.

—Yer. 25. He would bring over them " the sword avenging

(i.e. executing) the covenant vengeance." The " coveitant ven-

geance''^ was punishment inflicted for a breach of the covenant,

the severity of which corresponded to the greatness of the cove-

nant blessings forfeited by a faithless apostasy. If they retreated

to their towns (fortified places) from the sword of the enemy,

the Lord would send a plague over them there, and give those

who were spared by the plague into the power of the foe. He
would also " break in pieces the staff of bread," and compel

them by the force of famine to submit to the foe. The means

of sustenance should become so scarce, that ten women could

bake their bread in a single oven, whereas in ordinary times

every woman would require an oven for herself; and they would

have to eat the bread which they brought home by weight, i.e.

not as much as every one pleased, but in rations weighed out

so scantily, that those who ate would not be satisfied, and would

only be able to sustain their life in the most miserable way.

Calamities such as these burst upon Israel and Judah more

than once when their fortified towns were besieged, particularly
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in the later times of the kings, e.g. upon Samaria in the reign

of Joram (2 Kings vi. 25 sqq.), and upon Jerusalem through

the invasions of the Chaldeans (cf. Isa. iii. 1, Jer. xiv. 18, Ezek.

iv. 16, V. 12).

Vers. 27-33. Fourth and severest stage.—If they should still

persist in their opposition, God would chastise them with wrath-

ful meeting, yea, punish them so severely in His wrath, that

they would be compelled to eat the flesh of their sons and

daughters, i.e. to slay their own children and eat them in the

extremity of their hunger,—a fact which literally occurred in

Samaria in the period of the Syrians (2 Kings vi. 28, 29), and in

Jerusalem in that of the Chaldeans (Lam. ii. 20, iv, 10), and in

the Roman war of extermination under Titus (Josephus bell,

jud. V. 10, 3) in the most appaUing manner. Eating the flesh

of their own children is mentioned first, as indicating the ex-

tremity of the misery and wretchedness in which the people

would perish ; and after this, the judgment, by which the nation

would be brought to this extremity, is more minutely described in

its four principal features : viz. (1) the destruction of all idola-

trous abominations (ver. 30); (2) the overthrow of the towns and

sanctuaries (ver. 31) ; (3) the devastation of the land, to the

amazement of the enemies who dwelt therein (ver. 32) ; and (4)

the dispersion of the people among the heathen (ver. 33). The
" high places" are altars erected upon heights and mountains in

the land, upon which sacrifices were offered both to Jehovah in

an unlawful way and also to heathen deities. ^''•?^n, sun-pillars,

are idols of the Canaanitish nature-worship, either simple pillars

dedicated to Baal, or idolatrous statues of the sun-god (cf. Movers

Phonizier i. j^p. 343 sqq.). " And I give your carcases upon the

carcases of your idolsJ^ ^ r^-'j ^^t- clods, from ^?2 to roll, a con-

temptuous expression for idols. With the idols the idolaters

also were to perish, and defile with their corpses the images,

which had also become corpses as it were, through their over-

throw and destruction. For the further execution of this threat,

see Ezek. vi. 4 sqq. This will be your lot, for " My soul rejects

you." By virtue of the inward character of His holy nature,

Jehovah must abhor and reject the sinner.—Ver. 31. Their

towns and their sanctuaries He would destroy, because He took

no pleasure in their sacrificial Avorship. Q''t?'"^pp are the holy

things of the worship of Jehovah, the tabernacle and temple,
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with their altars and the rest of their holy furniture, as in Ps.

Ixviii. 36, Ixxiv. 7. nrT": nn (chap. i. 9) is the odour of the

sacrifice ; and n''"), to smell, an anthropomorphic designation of

divine satisfaction (cf. Amos v. 21, Isa. xi. 3).—Vers. 32, 33.

The land was to become a wilderness, so that even the enemies

who dwelt therein would be terrified in consequence (cf. Jer.

xviii. 16, xix. 8) ; and the Israelites would be scattered among
the heathen, because Jehovah would draw out His sword behind

them, i.e. drive them away with a drawn sword, and scatter

them to all the winds of heaven (cf. Ezek. v. 2, 12, xii. 14).

Yers. 34-45. Object of the Divine Judgments in

RELATION TO THE LaND AND NaTION OF ISRAEL.—Vers. 34

and 35. The land would then enjoy and keep its Sabbaths, so

loncp as it was desolate, and Israel was in the land of its foes.

n^ETi ''»'' 73j during the whole period of its devastation. '"'^K'n,

inf. HopJial with the suffix, in which the mappik is wanting, as

in Ex. ii. 3 (cf. Ewald, § 131e). nvn to have satisfaction : with

^ and an accusative it signifies to take delight, take pleasure, in

anything, e.g. in rest after the day's work is done (Job xiv. 6) ;

here also to enjoy rest (not " to pay its debt :" Ges., Kn.). The

keeping of the Sabbath was not a performance binding upon

the land, nor had the land been in fault because the Sabbath

was not kept. As the earth groans under the pressure of the

sin of men, so does it rejoice in deliverance from this pressure,

and participation in the blessed rest of the whole creation.

'M) "iJJ'X ni< na^'ri ; the land " ivill rest (keep) what it has not

rested on your Sabbaths and whilst you dwelt in it ;" i.e. it will

make up the rest which you did not give it on your Sabbaths

(daily and yearly). It is evident from this, that the keeping

of the Sabbaths and sabbatical years was suspended when the

apostasy of the nation increased,— a result which could be

clearly foreseen in consequence of the inward dislike of a sinner

to the commandments of the holy God, and which is described

in 2 Chron. xxvi. 31 as having actually occurred.—Yers.

36-38. So far as the nation was concerned, those who were

left when the kingdom was overthrown would find no rest in

the land of their enemies, but would perish among the heathen

for their own and their fathers' iniquities, till they confessed

their sins and bent their uncircumcised hearts under the right-
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eousness of the divine punishments. 033 D"'nSK'iin (nominative

abs.) :
" as for those who are left in (as in chap. v. 9), i.e. of,

you," who have not perished in the destruction of the kingdom

and dispersion of the people, God will bring despair into their

heart in the lands of your enemies, that the sound (" voice") of

a moving leaf will hunt them to flee as before the sword, so that

they w'ill fall in their anxious flight, and stumble one over another,

though no one is pursuing. The utt. Xey. "^"ip from ^"!^, related

to nno and P"]0 to rub, rub to pieces, signifies that inward anguish,

fear, and despair, which rend the heart and destroy the life,

SeLkia, pavor (LXX., Vulg.), what is described in Deut. xxviii.

65 in even stronger terms as " a trembling heart, and failing

of eyes, and sorrow of mind." There should not be to them
no^pri^ standi et resistendi facultas {Roseninuller'), standing before

the enemy ; but they should perish among the nations. " The
land of their enemies will eat them up," sc. by their falling under

the pressure of the circumstances in which they were placed (cf

.

Num. xiii. 32 ; Ezek. xxxvi. 13).—Ver. 39. But those who still

remained under this oppression would pine away in their iniqui-

ties QP^I, lit. to rot, moulder away), and " also in the iniquities of

their fathers with them." OriS refers to J^i^lV, " which are with

them," which they carry with them and must atone for (see at Ex.

XX. 5).—Vers. 40-43. In this state of pining awayunder their ene-

mies, they would confess to themselves their own and their fathers'

sins, i.e. would make the discovery that their sufferings were a

punishment from God for their sins, and acknowledge that they

were suffering what they had deserved, through their unfaithful-

ness to their God and rebellion against Him, for which He had

been obliged to set Himself in hostility to them, and bring them
into the land of their enemies; or rather their uncircumcised hearts

would then humble themselves, and they would look with satisfac-

tion upon this fruit of their sin. The construction is the following:

""^l?!"! (ver. 42) corresponds to I'^IJ?'? (ver. 40) as the apodosis ; so

that, according to the more strictly logical connection, which is

customary in our language, we may unite vers. 40, 41 in one

period with ver. 42. " If they shall confess their iniqiiity ... or

rather their uncircumcised heart shall humble itself ... I will

remember My covenant." With D^VP^ a parenthetical clause is

introduced into the main sentence explanatory of the iniquity,

and reaches as far as " into the land of their enemies." With
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yjS"; tX"1K, " or if, etc./' the main sentence is resumed, ix, « or

rather" (as in 1 Sam. xxix. 3), bringing out the humihation of

the heart as the most important result to which the confession of

sin ought to deepen itself. The heart is called " uncircumcised"

as being unsanctified, and not susceptible to the manifestations

of divine grace. ^JIJ?'^?^ ''^'T. evSo/CT^aovcri Ta9 a/jiapTLa<s avrcov

(LXX.), they will take pleasure, rejoice in their misdeeds, i.e.

in the consequences and results of them—that their misdeeds

have so deeply humbled them, and brought them to the know-

ledge of the corruption into which they have fallen : a bold and,

so to speak, paradoxical expression for their complete change of

heart, which we may render thus :
" they will enjoy their mis-

deeds," as n^*n may be rendered in the same way in ver. 43 also.^

But where punishment bears such fruit, God looks upon the

sinner with favour again. When Israel had gone so far. He
would remember His covenant with the fathers ("My covenant

with Jacob," ^p^l ''n''']3 : the suffix is attached to the governing

noun, as in chap. vi. 3, because the noun governed, being a

proper name, could not take the suffix), and remember the land

(including its inhabitants), which, as is repeated again in ver. 43,

would be left by them (become desolate) and enjoy its Sabbaths

whilst it was waste (depopulated) from (i.e. away from, without)

them ; and they would enjoy their iniquity, because they had

despised the judgments of the Lord, and their soul had rejected

His statutes.—Ver. 44. "And yet, even with regard to this,

when they shall be in the land of their enemies, have I not de-

spised them." That is to say, if it shall have come even so far

as that they are in the land of their enemies (the words nxrc^

stand first in an absolute sense, and are strengthened or intensi-

fied by ^1X1. and more fully explained by 'IJI Dnriia), I have not

rejected them, to destroy them and break My covenant with

them. For I am Jehovah their God, who, as the absolutely exist-

^ Luther has translated py in this sense, " punishment of iniquity," and

observes in the marginal notes,—" (Pleasure), i.e. just as they had pleasure

in their sins and felt disgust at My laws, so they would now take pleasure

in their punishment and say, ' We have just what we deserve. This is what

we have to thank our cursed sin for. It is just, God, quite just.' And
these are thoughts and words of earnest repentance, hating itself from the

bottom of the heart, and crying out, Shame upon me, what have I done ?

This pleases God, so that He becomes gracio"^ once more."
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ing and unchangeably faithful One, keeps His promises and does

not repent of His calling (E,om. xi. 29).—Ver. 45, He would

therefore remember the covenant with the forefathers, whom
He had brought out of Egypt before the eyes of the nations, to

be a God to them ; and He would renew the covenant with

the fathers to them (the descendants), to gather them again out

of the heathen, and adopt them again as His nation (cf. Deut.

XXX. 3-5). In this way the judgment would eventually turn to

a blessing, if they would bend in true repentance under the

mighty hand of their God,

Ver. 46 contains the close of the entire book, or rather of

the whole of the covenant legislation from Ex, xxv, onwards,

although the expression "in Mount Sinai" points back primarily

to Lev. xxv. 1.

OF vows,—CHAP, XXVII,

The directions concerning vows follow the express termina-

tion of the Sinaitic lawgiving (chap. xxvi. 46), as an appendix

to it, because vows formed no integral part of the covenant

laws, but were a freewill expression of piety common to almost

all nations, and belonged to the modes of worship current in all

religions, which were not demanded and might be omitted al-

together, and which really lay outside the law, though it was

necessary to bring them into harmony with the demands of the

law upon Israel, Making a vow, therefore, or dedicating any-

thing to the Lord by vowing, was not commanded, but was pre-

supposed as a manifestation of reverence for God, sanctified by

ancient tradition, and was simply regulated according to the

principle laid down in Deut. xxiii. 22-24, that it was not a sin

to refrain from vowing, but that every vow, when once it had

been made, was to be conscientiously and inviolably kept (cf.

Prov. XX. 25, Eccl. v. 3-5), and the neglect to keep it to be

atoned for with a sin-offering (chap. v. 4).—The objects of a

vow might be persons (vers. 2-8), cattle (vers, 9-13), houses

(vers. 14, 15), and land (vers. 16-25), all of which might be

redeemed with the exception of sacrificial animals ; but not the

first-born (ver. 26), nor persons and things dedicated to the Lord
by the ban (vers. 28, 29), nor tithes (vers. 30-33), because all

of these were to be handed over to the Lord according to the
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law, and therefore could not be redeemed. This followed from

the very idea of the vow. For a vow was a promise made by

any one to dedicate and give his own person, or a portion of his

property, to the Lord for averting some danger and distress, or

for bringing to his possession some desired earthly good.—Be-

sides ordinary vowing or promising to give, there was also vow-

ing away, or the vow of renunciation, as is evident from Num.
XXX. The chapter before us treats only of ordinary vowing,

and gives directions for redeeming the thing vowed, in which it

is presupposed that everything vowed to the Lord would fall to

His sanctuary as corban, an offering (Mark vii. 11) ; and there-

fore, that when it was redeemed, the money would also be paid

to His sanctuary.—(On the vow, see my Archceologie, § 96

;

Oehler in Herzogs Cycl?)

Vers. 2-8. The vowing of persons.—"If any one make a

special vow, souls shall be to the Lord according to thy valua-

tion." "i7.i! '^r?'? does not mean to dedicate or set apart a vow,

but to make a special vow (see at chap. xxii. 21). The words

^3"ij;3j " according to thy (Moses') valuation," it is more simple

to regard as an apodosis, so as to supply to ninv the substantive

verb ^^''.l'?'!!, than as a fuller description of the protasis, in which

case the apodosis would follow in ver. 3, and the verb ^^'^J^\

would have to be supplied. But whatever may be the conclu-

sion adopted, in any case this thought is expressed in the words,

that souls, i.e. persons, were to be vowed to the Lord according

to Moses' valuation, i.e. according to the price fixed by Moses.

This implies clearly enough, that whenever a person was vowed,

redemption was to follow according to the valuation. Otherwise

what was the object of valuing them? Valuation supposes

either redemption or purchase. But in the case of men (i.e.

Israelites) there could be no purchasing as slaves, and therefore

the object of the valuing could only have been for the purpose

of redeeming, buying off the person vowed to the Lord, and

the fulfilment of the vow could only have consisted in the pay-

ment into the sanctuary of the price fixed by the law.^—^Vers.

^ SaalscTiutz adopts this explanation in common with the Mishnah.

Oehler is wrong in citing 1 Sam. ii. 11, 22, 28 as a proof of the opposite.

For the dedication of Samuel did not consist of a simple vow, but was a

dedication as a Nazaxite for the whole of liis life, and Samuel was thereby-

vowed to service at the sanctuary, whereas the law says nothing about
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3-7. This was to be, for persons between twenty and tliirty

years of age, 50 shekels for a man and 30 for a woman ; for a

boy between 5 and 20, 20 shekels, for a girl of the same age

10 shekels ; for a male child from a month to five years 5

shekels, for a female of the same age 3 shekels ; for an old man
above sixty 15 shekels, for an old woman of that age 10; the

whole to be in shekels of the sanctuary (see at Ex. xxx. 15).

The valuation price was regulated, therefore, according to

capacity and vigour of life, and the female sex, as the weaker

vessel (1 Pet. iii. 7), was only appraised at half the amount of

the male.—Ver. 8. But if the person making the vow was
" poor before thy valuation," i.e. too poor to be able to pay the

valuation price fixed by the law, he was to be brought before

the priest, who would value him according to the measure of

what his hand could raise (see chap. v. 11), i.e. what he was

able to pay. This regulation, which made it possible for the

poor man to vow his own person to the Lord, presupposed that

the person vowed would have to be redeemed. For otherwise a

person of this kind would only need to dedicate himself to the

sanctuary, with all his power for work, to fulfil his vow com-

pletely.

Vers. 9-13. When animals were vowed, of the cattle that

were usually offered in sacrifice, everything that was given to

Jehovah of these (i.e. dedicated to Him by vowing) was to be

holy and not changed, i.e. exchanged, a good animal for a bad,

or a bad one for a good. But if such an exchange should be

made, the animal first dedicated and the one substituted were

both to be holy (vers. 9, 10). The expression "it shall be holy"

unquestionably implies that an animal of this kind could not be

redeemed ; but if it was free from faults, it was offered in sacri-

fice : if, however, it was not fit for sacrifice on account of some

blemish, it fell to the portion of the priests for their maintenance

like the first-born of cattle (cf. ver. 33).—Vers. 11, 12. Every

unclean beast, however,—an ass for example,—which could not

be offered in sacrifice, was to be placed before the priest for him

attachment to the sanctuary in the case of the simple vowing of persons.

But because redemption in the case of persons was not left to the pleasure

or free-will of tlie person making the vow as iu the case of material pro-

perty, no addition is made to the valuation price as though for a merely

possible circumstance.

PENT.—VOL. II. 2 H
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to value it " between good and bad," i.e. neither very high as if

it were good, nor very low as if it were bad, but at a medium

price ; and it was to be according to this valuation, i.e. to be

worth the value placed upon it (iniiri ^3^J?3 according to thy, the

priest's, valuation), namely, when sold for the good of the sanc-

tuary and its servants.—Ver. 13. But if the person vowing

wanted to redeem it, he was to add a fifth above the valuation

price, as a kind of compensation for taking back the animal he

had vowed (cf. chap. v. 16).

Vers. 14 and 15. When a Jiouse was vowed, the same rules

applied as in the case of unclean cattle. KnobeVs supposition,

that the person making the vow was to pay the valuation price

if he did not wish to redeem the house, is quite a groundless sup-

position. The house that was not redeemed was sold, of course,

for the good of the sanctuary.

Vers. 16-25. With regard to the vowing of land, a difference

was made between a field inherited and one that had been pur-

chased.—Ver. 16. If any one sanctified to the Lord "of the

field of his possession," i.e. a portion of his hereditary property,

the valuation was to be made according to the measure of the

seed sown ; and an omer of barley was to be appraised at fifty

shekels, so that a field sown with an omer of barley would be

valued at fifty shekels. As an omer was equal to ten ephahs

(Ezek. xlv. 11), and, according to the calculation made by

Thenius, held about 225 lbs., the fifty shekels cannot have been

the average value of the yearly produce of such a field, but must

be understood, as it was by the Rabbins, as the value of the pro-

duce of a complete jubilee period of 49 or 50 years ; so that who-

ever wished to redeem the field had to pay, according to Mishnah,

Eracliin vii. 1, a shekel and a fifth per annum.—^Vers. 17, 18.

If he sanctified his field from the year of jubilee, i.e. immedi-

ately after the expiration of that year, it was to " stand accord-

ing to thy valuation," i.e. no alteration was to be made in the

valuation. But if it took place after the year of jubilee, i.e.

some time or some years after, the priest was to estimate the

value according to the number of years to the next year of

jubilee, and ^Ht shall he abated from thy valuation^^ sc. prcBteri-

tum tempus, the time that has elapsed since the year of jubilee.

Hence, for example, if the field was vowed ten years after the

year of jubilee, the man who wished to redeem it had only forty
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shekels to pay for the forty years remaining up to the next year

of jubilee, or, with the addition of the fifth, 48 shekels. The

valuation was necessary in both cases, for the hereditary field

was inalienable, and reverted to the original owner or his heirs in

the year of jubilee without compensation (cf. ver. 21 and chap.

XXV. 13, 23 sqq.); so that, strictly speaking, it was not the field

itself, but the produce of its harvests up to the next year of

jubilee, that was vowed, whether the person making the vow left

it to the sanctuary in natura till the year of jubilee, or wished to

redeem it again by paying the valuation price. In the latter

case, however, he had to put a fifth over and above the valuation

price (ver. 19, like vers, 13 and 15), that it might be left to him.

—Vers. 20, 21. In case he did not redeem it, however, namely,

before the commencement of the next year of jubilee, or sold it

to another man, i.e. to a man not belonging to his family, he

could no longer redeem it ; but on its going out, i.e. becoming

free in theyear of jubilee (see chap. xxv. 28), it was to be holy

to the Lord, like a field under the ban (see ver. 28), antl to fall

to the priests as their property. Hinc colligere est, redimendiim

fuisse ante Juhilceum consecratum agrum, nisi quis vellet eum
plane ahalienari (Clericus). According to the distinct words of

the text (observe the correspondence of QS^^I. • • • DNI), the field,

that had been vowed, fell to the sanctuary in the jubilee year

not only when the owner had sold it in the meantime, but also

when he had not previously redeemed it. The reason for selling

the field at a time when he had vowed it to the sanctuary, need

not be sought for in caprice and dishonesty, as it is by Knobel.

If the field was vowed in this sense, that it was not handed over

to the sanctuary (the priesthood) to be cultivated, but remained

in the hands of the proprietor, so that every year he paid to the

sanctuary simply the valuation price,—and this may have been

the rule, as the priests whose duties lay at the sanctuary could

not busy themselves about the cultivation of the field, but would

be obliged either to sell the piece of land at once, or farm it,

—

the owner might sell the field up to the year of jubilee, to be

saved the trouble of cultivating it, and the purchaser could not

only live upon what it yielded over and above the price to be

paid every year to the sanctuary, but might possibly realize

something more. In such a case the fault of the seller, for

which he had to make atonement by the forfeiture of his field to
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the sanctuary in the year of jubilee, consisted simply in the fact

that he had looked upon the land which he vowed to the Lord
as though it were his own property, still and entirely at his own
disposal, and therefore had allowed himself to violate the rights

of the Lord by the sale of his land. At any rate, it is quite,

inadmissible to supply a different subject to "i?0 from that of the

parallel ?^i\, viz. the priest.—Vers. 22-24. If on the other hand
any one dedicated to the Lord a " field of his purchase," i.e. a

field that had been bought and did not belong to his patrimony,

he was to give the amount of the valuation as estimated by the

priest up to the year of jubilee "on that day," i.e. immediately,

and all at once. This regulation warrants the conclusion, that

on the dedication of hereditary fields, the amount was not paid

all at once, but year by year. In the year of jubilee the field

that had been vowed, if a field acquired by purchase, did not

revert to the buyer, but to the hereditary owner from whom it

had been bought, according to the law in chap. xxv. 23-28.

—

Ver. 25. All valuations were to be made according to the shekel

of the sanctuary.

Vers. 26-29. What belonged to the Lord by law could not

be dedicated to Him by a vow, especially the first-born of clean

cattle (cf. Ex. xiii. 1, 2). The first-born of unclean animals were

to be redeemed according to the valuation of the priest, with the

addition of a fifth ; and if this was not done, it was to be sold

at the estimated value. By this regulation the earlier law, which

commanded that an ass should either be redeemed with a sheep

or else be put to death (Ex. xiii. 13, xxxiv. 20), was modified in

favour of the revenues of the sanctuary and its servants.

—

Vers. 28, 29. Moreover, nothing put under the ban, nothing

that a man had devoted (banned) to the Lord of his property,

of man, beast, or the field of his possession, was to be sold or

redeemed, because it was most holy (see at chap. ii. 3). The
man laid under the ban was to be put to death. According to

the words of ver. 28, the individual Israelite was quite at liberty

to ban, not only his cattle and field, but also men who belonged

to him, that is to say, slaves and children. C3^"}nn signifies to

dedicate something to the Lord in an unredeemable manner, as

cher&m, i.e. ban, or banned. D"in (to devote, or ban), judging

from the cognate words in the Arabic, signifying prohibere,

vetare, illicitum facere, illicitum, sacrurUf has the primary signi-
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fication " to cut oif," and denotes that which is taken away

from use and abuse on the part of men, and surrendered to

God in an irrevocable and unredeemable manner, viz. human
beings by being put to death, cattle and inanimate objects by

being either given up to the sanctuary for ever or destroyed

for the glory of the Lord. The latter took place, no doubt,

only v^'ith the property of idolaters ; at all events, it is com-

manded simply for the infliction of punishment on idolatrous

towns (Deut. xiii. 13 sqq.). It follows from this, however, that

the vow of banning could only be made in connection with

persons who obstinately resisted that sanctification of life which

was binding upon them ; and that an individual was not at

liberty to devote a human being to the ban simply at his own
will and pleasure, otherwise the ban might have been abused to

purposes of ungodliness, and have amounted to a breach of the

law, which prohibited the killing of any man, even though he were

a slave (Ex. xxi. 20). In a manner analogous to this, too, the

owner of cattle and fields was only allowed to put them under

the ban when they had been either desecrated by idolatry or

abused to unholy purposes. I'or there can be no doubt that

the idea which lay at the foundation of the ban was that of a

compulsory dedication of something which resisted or impeded

sanctification ; so that in all cases in which it was carried into

execution by the community or the magistracy, it was an act of

the judicial holiness of God manifesting itself in I'ighteousness

and judgment.

Yers, 30-33. Lastly, the tenth of the land, both of the seed

of the land

—

i.e. not of what was sown, but of what was yielded,

the produce of the seed (Deut. xiv. 22), the harvest reaped, or

"corn of the threshing-floor," Num. xviii. 27—and also of the

fruit of the tree, i.e. " the fulness of the press " (Num. xviii. 27),

the wine and oil (Deut. xiv. 23), belonged to the Lord, were holy

to Him, and could not be dedicated to Him by a vow. At the

same time they could be redeemed by the addition of a fifth be-

yond the actual amount.—Ver. 32. With regard to all the tithes

of the flock and herd, of all that passed under the rod of the herds-

man, the tenth (animal) was to be holy to the Lord. No discrimi-

nation was to be made in this case between good and bad, and

no exchange to be made : if, however, this did take place, the

tenth animal was to be holy as well as the one for which it was
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exchanged, and could not be redeemed. The words " whatso-

ever passeth under the rod" may be explained from the custom

of numbering the flocks by driving the animals one by one past

the shepherd, who counted them with a rod stretched out over

them (cf. Jer. xxxiii. 13, Ezek. xx. 37). They mean every-

thing that is submitted to the process of numbering, and are

correctly explained by the Rabbins as referring to the fact that

every year the additions to the flock and herd were tithed, and

not the whole of the cattle. In these directions the tithe is

referred to as something well known. In the laws published

hitherto, it is true that no mention has been made of it ; but, like

the burnt-offerings, meat-offerings, and peace-offerings, it formed

from time immemorial an essential part of the worship of God

;

so that not only did Jacob vow that he would tithe for the Lord
all that He should give him in a foreign land (Gen. xxviii. 22),

but Abraham gave a tenth of his booty to Melchizedek the priest

(Gen. xiv. 20). Under these circumstances, it was really un-

necessary to enjoin upon the Israelites for the first time the

offering of tithe to Jehovah. All that was required was to

incorporate this in the covenant legislation, and bring it into

harmony with the spirit of the law. This is done here in con-

nection with the holy consecrations ; and in Num. xviii. 20-32

instructions are given in the proper place concerning their ap-

propriation, and further directions are added in Deut. xii. 6, 11,

xiv. 22 sqq. respecting a second tithe.—The laws contained in

this chapter are brought to a close in ver. 34 with a new con-

cluding formula (see chap. xxvi. 46), by which they are attached

to the law given at Sinai.
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Eichhorn's Life and Writings of Mi-
CHAJELIS. 6d.

Staudlin's History of Theological
Knowledge and Literature. 4d.

Verplanck on THE Right Moral Influ-
ence & Use of Liberal Studies. 4d.

Ware on the Character and Duties of
a Physician. 4d.

Story on the Progress of Literature,
Science, and Government. 2 Parts,

4d. and 9d.

Life of Niebuhb. By his Son. 6(1.

Life of Madame de Stael. 9d.
Sawy'er's Popular Treatise on Biblical
Interpretation. 6d.

Stuart's Philological View of Modern
Doctrines of Geology. 6d.

Life of Lady Russell. 9d.
Channing on Slavery. 6d.
Ware on Extemporaneous Preaching.

9d.

Channing on Fenelon. 4d.

Channing on Napoleon Bonaparte. 6d.
Everett on the Ijiportance of Scien-

TiFic Knowli:dge. 9d.

Sir Joshua Reynolds' Discourses to the
Students of Royal Academy. Is. 6d.

Channing on Self-Culture. 6d.

Channing on the Importance of a Na-
tional Literature. 4d.

Negris' Literary History of Modern
Greece. 4d.

Reynolds on the Necessity of Physical
Culture to Literary Men. 4d.

Hitchcock on the Connection between
Geology and the Mosaic Account of
Creation. Is.

Story's History of the Law. 9d.

Lord Stowbll's Judgment in cask of
Dalrymple v. Dalrymple. Is. 6d.

Lord Stowell's Judgment in cases of
the 'Maria' and 'Gratitudine.' Is. Gd.

Lord Liverpool on the Conduct of
Great Britain in respect of Neutral
Nations. Is. 6d.

Controversy relative to Prussia's At-
tachment of British Funds in Reprisal
FOR Captures. Is. Gd.

Burke's Letter to a Noble Lord. 6d.
Warnkonig's Analysis of Savignt or
the Law of Possession. 6d.

STORIES FOR CHILDREN.
The Flower Basket. BySchmid. Is. 6d.

Easter Eggs, and Robin Redbreast. By
Schmid. 6d.

The Little Lamb. By Schmid. 6d.

The Little Dove. By Knimmacher. id.

The Minister of Andouse. By Mowes.
Is. Gd.
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